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Abstract

The fifth CERN Accelerator School (CAS) advanced course on Accelerator Physics
was given at the Paradise Hotel, Rhodes, Greece from 20 September to 1 October 1993. Its
syllabus was based on the previous similar courses held at Oxford 1985, Berlin 1987,
Uppsala 1989 and Noordwijkerhout 1991, and whose proceedings were published as
CERN Reports 87-03, 89-01, 90-04 and 92-01, respectively. The present volumes are
intended to replace and to bring up to date all the material in earlier publications. They
contain not only all the lectures given in the Rhodes course but a number of important
contributions to previous courses which are thought to be essential for a complete
understanding of all aspects of the design and construction of particle accelerators at an
advanced level. They include sections on Hamiltonian equations and accelerator optics,
chromaticity and dynamic beam aperture, particle tracking, the kinetic theory,
longitudinal beam optics, coherent instabilities, beam-beam dynamics, intra-beam
scattering, beam cooling, Schottky noise, beam radiation, neutralisation, beam
polarisation, radio-frequency quadrupoles, as well as chapters on space charge,
superconducting magnets, crystal bending, beam-beam measurement and accelerator
medical applications.
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Foreword

CERN's Accelerator School (CAS) was established in 1983 with the mission to
preserve and disseminate the knowledge accumulated at CERN and elsewhere on particle
accelerators and storage rings of all kinds. This is being carried out principally by means
of a programme of basic, intermediate and advanced two-week courses on general
accelerator physics aiming to bridge the gap between the level of knowledge attained with
a science or engineering degree and that required for starting accelerator research work.
In addition, topical courses are organized jointly with the US and Japanese Particle
Accelerator Schools, while specialised courses are staged as the need or opportunity arises
and in conjunction with appropriate bodies or organizations. This policy has led to the
vigorous programme of courses and their proceedings shown in the table overleaf.

For the basic accelerator physics course held in 1992 the opportunity was taken to
bring together written versions of the lectures presented at the school as well as revised
versions of the most appropriate chapters from the proceedings of the four previous basic
courses. In this way a comprehensive coverage of the topic was presented in one set of
proceedings — CERN 94-01. The same procedure has been followed in preparing the
present volumes. The basis is a complete set of lectures presented in the advanced
accelerator physics course in Rhodes to which has been added new versions of other
essential lectures from previous schools. It is hoped that this recompilation will greatly
facilitate the task of those wishing to find information in the accelerator field. It is to be
hoped that these present volumes remain the standard work of reference for many years to
come so that only radically new material need be published separately in future
proceedings. These latest volumes, together with those of the 1992 basic course span the
spectrum of needs from the beginner to the expert. The recently introduced intermediate
level course is based on the more advanced material from the 1992 proceedings and the
less detailed material from these present volumes. Many organizations and individuals
played major roles in making it possible to hold the fifth version of the CAS advanced
accelerator physics course in Rhodes, Greece. In particular, we should mention the Greek
Ministry of Culture, the Greek Ministry of Industry, Energy and Technology (General
Secretariat for Research and Technology), the University of Athens — N.C.S.R. Demokritos
and members of their staff, especially Professors P. Gemtos, A.D. Panagioutou and
L.K. Resvanis, Dr. I. Siotio and particularly Dr. C. Kourkoumelis whose help and patience
were invaluable in settling all the local organizational details. On this occasion, with its
complete revision of the proceedings, very special thanks must go not only to the lecturers
at the school who made such serious efforts to prepare, present and write-up their topics,
but also to the many authors who carefully revised and up-dated topics from previous
courses. The support of the CERN Management and CAS Advisory, Programme and
Local Organization Committees was as good as ever and is acknowledged. Finally we
thank the many institutes who supported the CAS by sending students to the course, as
well as the students themselves whose interest and enthusiasm amply repaid all the effort
made on their behalf.

S. Turner, Editor
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Basic
CERN 89-05 (1989)
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Basic
CERN 91-04 (1991)

Advanced
CERN 92-01 (1992)

Basic
CERN 94-01 (1994)

Advanced
Present volumes

Basic

Intermediate

Topical Courses

Nonlinear dynamics aspects of
particle accelerators
Lecture Notes in Physics 247
(Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1986)
Frontiers of particle beams
Lecture Notes in Physics 296
(Springer Verlag, Berlin,
Heidelberg, New York, 1988)

Frontiers of particle beams;
Observation, diagnosis and
correction
Lecture Notes in Physics 343
(Springer Verlag, Berlin,
Heidelberg, New York, 1989)
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Lecture Notes in Physics 400
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin,
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RF engineering for particle
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Magnetic measurements and
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accelerators
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Cyclotrons, linacs and their
applications
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Superconductivity in particle
accelerators
(to be published)
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BASIC HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS

B.W. Montague

1 . INTRODUCTION

At the time of Newton, mechanics was considered mainly in terms of forces, masses and
velocities, since these quantities were directly tangible in terms of everyday experience.
However, the subsequent evolution of celestial mechanics called for more compact and general
methods of handling dynamical systems, and led to the increasing use of potentials as the
relevant quantities in the mathematical treatment. Another important development of this period
was to free classical mechanics from the constraints of specific co-ordinate systems and to
facilitate the transformation from one system to another. This is not only a matter of
convenience but a powerful tool for finding invariants of the motion, and a fundamental feature
of the Hamiltonian formulation.

Joseph-Louis Lagrange was one of the outstanding pioneers of this development; his
Mechanique Analytique laid the foundations of the analytic, in contrast with the geometrical,
approach to generalised dynamics. Nevertheless he suggested, apparently as a concession to
tradition, that mechanics (with the time dimension included), might be considered as the
geometry of a four-dimensional space, which was in a sense a precursor of the structure of
special relativity.

Generalised classical mechanics has developed considerably since the time of Lagrange
and remains not only a broad and fundamental part of classical physics as a whole but has
become an important part of the framework on which quantum mechanics has been formulated.
The range of topics is so large that even in the restricted field of particle accelerators our
coverage here of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian dynamics can only be rather limited. More
detailed presentations of the subjects can be found in the Bibliography and are cited in the text
wherever the need is specially manifest.

The Lagrange equations of motion can be presented in a number of different versions,
depending on the nature of the problem and the form of the dynamical constraints. A detailed
discussion of these topics is given by Goldstein [1] in Chapter 1; for the application to
accelerator physics and the Hamiltonian formulation it is sufficient to consider a restricted set of
conditions, namely the motion of charged particles in electromagnetic fields, a domain which is
thoroughly covered by Jackson [2] in Chapter 12. Furthermore we shall be dealing with the
motion of single particles, taking no account of the forces due to space charge.

In the Lagrangian formulation the dynamical behaviour of a system with k degrees of
freedom is characterised by a set of generalised "position" co-ordinates qk, generalised
"velocity" co-ordinates qk = dqk I dt and the independent variable r, which is often, but not
necessarily, the time variable. The "Lagrangian" or Lagrange function L of the form:

) (1)

is then a function of 2k dynamical variables.

2 . OUTLINE OF LAGRANGIAN AND HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM

In the simplest, non-relativistic case where the forces can be derived from a scalar
potential V, independent of velocity, the Lagrangian takes the specific form:



,q,t) = T(q,q,t)-V{q,t), (2)

where T is the kinetic energy, V is the potential energy and the index k is implicit.

In the presence of electromagnetic fields, which can be time-dependent, a generalised
potential, and consequently a Lagrangian, can be formulated by combining the Lorentz equation
for the force with Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic fields.

The Lorentz equation for the force F on a particle of charge e moving with velocity v in
an electromagnetic field is given by

F = e[E + vxB], (3)

where E and B are respectively the electric and magnetic fields. Now in the case of static fields
the part of the force F arising from E can be derived from a scalar potential <p, but the presence
of a magnetic field and time-variation of either, requires the introduction of a vector potential A,
which contributes to both electric and magnetic forces.

Since we are not taking account here of space-charge forces, only two of Maxwell's
equations are required, namely:

O (4)

divB = 0. (5)

From Eq. (5) it follows that one can write:

B = curl A , (6)

where A is the magnetic vector potential. Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (4) expanding and
rearranging terms, it is then straightforward but somewhat lengthy to show that the non-
relativistic Lagrangian for time-dependent electromagnetic fields is:

,q,t) = T{q,q,t)-U{q,q,t) , (7)

where the scalar potential V of Eq. (2) has been replaced by a generalised potential:

U = e<p-A-v. (8)

The reiativistic Lagrangian is not just the difference between kinetic and potential
energies, and is more complicated to derive formally. A full discussion is given in Chapter 7 of
Goldstein [1]; here we simply present the form appropriate to accelerator dynamics, viz:

L = -mc[c2 - v • v] -eip + eA-v. (9)

We note that in the non-relativistic limit, v « c, this reduces almost to the form of Eq. (7),
apart from a constant - me2-, which vanishes on subsequent differentiations.

In the framework of Hamiltonian theory the importance of the Lagrangian lies in the
formulation of Hamilton's Principle of Stationary Action (sometimes called "least action" which
is usually but not always the case). This principle states that the action integral defined by:



S=\L{q,q,t)dt , (10)

is an extremum for the dynamically true path of the time trajectory between ^ and t2, i.e.

h
\ 0xo first order . (11)

The evaluation of this by the calculus of variations, which is very clearly explained in
Vol. II of the Feynmann Lectures [3], results in the Lagrangian equations of motion for a
conservative system:

i/jL]-|L=o. (12,
) d

The quantity (dLI dqk) is known as the canonical momentum; in the simplest cases where
there is no vector potential it is the same as the mechanical momentum, but the presence of an
A • v term gives rise to a so-called magnetic momentum. One then recognises that Eq. (12) is
Newton's Second Law in a more modern guise.

Summarising, for a system of k degrees of freedom the Lagrangian is a function of 2k
dynamical variables (generalised co-ordinates and velocities) and the "time" t, k of these
variables [qk) being the "time" derivatives of the other k variables (qk). The corresponding
Lagrange equations consist of a set of k second-order differential equations describing the
motion of the system.

The Hamiltonian formulation of mechanics describes a system in terms of generalised co-
ordinates (qk) and generalised momenta (pk), the same as the canonical momenta we identified

in Eq. (12) above. The change of basis from the set (qk,qk,t) to the set (qk,pk,t) is obtained
through a Legendre transformation, defined by the function:

Pk qk-L{q,q,t) . (13)
k

We can take the differential of H on the left-hand side as

or alternatively, from the right-hand side of (13) as

Designating the canonical momenta of Eq. (12) as

~



, (16)

the first and fourth summations cancel and the remaining terms can be identified with the
corresponding terms in (14)

* * (17)
dt dt

**-isr 08>

The function H(q,p,t) is the Hamiltonian and Eqs. (18) and (19) are the Hamilton equations of
motion. They are first order, 2k in number for k degrees of freedom, and show a remarkable
symmetry of form between the generalised position co-ordinates qk and their conjugate
momenta pk. This symmetry leads to very flexible transformation properties between sets of
dynamical variables.

For non-relativistic motion the Hamiltonian is often, though not necessarily, the sum of
potential and kinetic energies

H(q,p,t) = T + U . (20)

A relativistic Hamiltonian for a single particle in an electromagnetic field can be derived from
the Lagrangian of Eq. (9). In Cartesian co-ordinates, k = x, y, z, the canonical momenta given
by (16) are

pk=m$y vk+eAk (21)

and differ from the component m^yvk of the mechanical momentum by the contribution
the electromagnetic momentum. The resulting Hamiltonian is easily shown to be

) f2 , (22)

where the pk have been expressed in vector form.

3 . SOME PROPERTIES OF THE HAMILTONIAN

From the Hamiltonian H{qk,pk,t) the Hamilton equations of motion are obtained by

_dqk_ dH

k dt dqk



The Poisson bracket of any two dynamical variables /(<&,£*,?) anc* g{q^Pk->t) *s

defined by

.J!JL'
dpkdqk_

One sees that

UJ}=-{f,g}-

The time derivative of/

df of

= ^ + { / , / / } (from (18), (19) and (23).
at

In particular, if/= H we have

dH = dH

dt~ dt

(23)

(24)

(25)

If H does not depend explicitly on time it is a constant of the motion. Any invariant of the
motion not containing t explicitly, has a vanishing Poisson bracket with H.

4 . CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS

Canonical transformations are of considerable utility in simplifying problems by an
advantageous choice of co-ordinate system. In particular they can be used to reduce the number
of degrees of freedom of a system by exposing invariant quantities, or quantities that are
"almost invariant" apart from a small parameter, permitting perturbation theory to be applied.
In nqn-linear systems they often enable the simple linear part of the motion to be transformed
away so that the non-linear part can more easily be handled, without prejudice to the linear
motion. Examples of this are treated by Schoch [4] and by Montague [5], the latter case dealing
with space-charge forces.

The form of the equations is preserved in transforming between co-ordinate systems
(4k>Pk) a n d (.Qkfk)- The necessary and sufficient condition for a transformation to be
canonical is

dQk-H^Pk^dt
L k

dqk-H{qk,pk,t)dt (26)

where dG is a total differential. This follows from Hamilton's variational principle



h
S\L dt =

andEq. (13). The canonical transformation

dt =

is derived from the generating function G which can have one of four forms:

<*(«.&»> Pt

k

G3(Q,p,t): P t = ~ \ *=-¥•
dQk dPk

Q

For all forms the new Hamiltonian is

dG_

dt

5. INTEGRAL INVARIANTS, LIOUVILLE'S THEOREM

The action integral

h
S=JL dt

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30a)

(30b)

(30c)

(30d)

(31)

(32)

is invariant under a canonical transformation. So also are the phase space integral invariants
(Poincare invariants):

(33a)

(33b)

Jn=\...\dpl...dpndq1...dqn (34)



where the integrals are taken over any arbitrary phase-space submanifold of appropriate
dimension (2, 4 ... 2n respectively). For J\, corresponding to one degree of freedom, i.e. a
two-dimensional phase space, the invariance is that of area conservation in the (q,p) plane of a
closed trajectory. For sub-manifolds of dimensions between 4 and (2n-2) the interpretation of
the Poincare invariants is much more complicated and we shall not discuss it further here. For
a system with n degrees of freedom, the invariance of Jn is Liouville's theorem.

6 . LINEAR OSCILLATOR

The energies are:

m o
kinetic T = —q (m= mass)

k 2potential U = —q (k= spring constant, not to be confused with index).

The Lagrangian is:

and the canonical momentum:

= ik= •
P~ dq~m Q '

whence q — —. Using this to replace q in T, the Hamiltonian becomes:
m

2m 2

and the Hamilton equations of motion are:

. dH p . . dH
q = -z— = — and p = —— = ~k q .

op m dq

These can be expressed as one second-order equation

q' = — = q or q + co2q = 0 where co = J— .
mm \m

We can transform to a new co-ordinate system of action-angle variables using a canonical
transformation with the generating function

G(q,Q) = ̂ -q2cotQ. (35)

Then using (30a) one has



and

whence

Also,

so

q2 =

dG

dq

dG

m-qcoiQ

cscQ>

m
and p2 = cos2Q

Hl=H + ~=H (since ~ =
dt dt

and

sin^Q = P-i - = 0) P .
m \m

The transformed Hamilton equations of motion are then

dH
p = = 0 ; (P = constant and Hx is cyclic in Q)

oQ

~\1T

dp
= cot+<p and q = sin (cot + <p)

This type of canonical transformation is useful in some non-linear problems to transform
away the linear part of the motion and treat the non-linear part by perturbation theory.

7. SIMPLE PENDULUM

= m g £(l-cosO)

T =
m v2 m £2 92

m I2

—m g £(l~cos6)

dL i A
/? = -r-j- = m £ 6 , so 6 = -

do
2

= P

2rn £
H(6,p) =

p = -— = -m g £ sin 6

+m g ^( l -

—S- = ~ - sin 6m t £
•2- sin 9 = 0
£



TheHamiltonian can be written

2 n
— — 2 + 2m g £ sin2 — = constant (since ^— = ̂ - = 0)

1m t
dH = dH
dt dt

-71

Trajectories of constant
H in (9,p) phase plane.

6

This example is closely analogous to the problem of phase oscillations in a synchrotron
or storage ring.

8 . RELATIVISTIC HAMILTONIAN WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

The relativistic Lagrangian for a single particle in an electromagnetic field is, using vector
notation

(36)- j3 2 +eA-v-e<l)

where A is the vector potential and <p the scalar potential.

Note that L^T-U relativistically. However, the canonical momenta pk are still
obtained from

dL
(37)

but are no longer the same as the mechanical momenta m^yvk in the presence of a velocity-
dependent potential A.

The relativistic single-particle Hamiltonian in the electromagnetic field becomes

(38)

Since (p-eA) =(ITIQC (3 y) , H = e<p + TTIQC y has the value of the total energy, including
the rest energy.
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9. APPLICATION TO AN ACCELERATOR ORBIT

We take as reference curve ro(s) and express any neighbouring point r(x,y,s) in terms
of the Frenet unit vectors

t(s)= tangent

n(s) = normal

b(s) = binormal

r(x,y,s) = ro(s) + x n(s)+y b(s)

The following properties hold

dr0 dt

ds ds
dn . , db
— =z b-K t , — = -T n ,
ds ds

1 .

(39)

where K = — is the curvature and Tthe torsion of the reference curve.
P

The canonically-conjugate momenta p in the co-ordinate system r are obtained from the
generating function

(40)

which generates the identity transformation

dG

dG

(41a)

(41b)

dC
and since — = 0 , the Hamiltonian is unchanged. From Eqs. (40) and (41) we have, using

dt
(32)

Ps = ds
dr0

ds
= p-[t + x(x b-K t)-y x n]

= />•[(!- Kx)t+x{x b-y n)

[ drn dn db~]
— - + x — + y —
ds ds ds\ (42)
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If we now define the reference curve to be plane, the torsion z vanishes. Taking also the other
canonical momenta from (41a) we have

px=p-n

Py = p-b (43)

ps = p-t(l-K x)

The vector potential A transforms similarly

Ax = A-n
Ay=A-b (44)

As = A-t(l-K x)

One notes that ps, As are generally not the components in the tangential direction of the
reference curve.

The Hamiltonian (38) can now be written explicitly in terms of the canonical momenta
(43) and the vector potential components (44). We choose the Coulomb gauge for Maxwell's
equations to make 0 = 0 and obtain

(45)

where the Ajt are functions of position and time in general.

For a cyclic accelerator it is convenient to use s as the independent variable instead of t,
since the fields arising from A can readily be expanded in Fourier components periodic around
the circumference. Hamilton's principle in Eq. (27) can be re-expressed in terms of an integral
along a space trajectory s rather than a time trajectory t, since we are considering the motion of a
single particle with a one-one correspondence between time and position. The change of
independent variable from t to s is then trivial and we can write Hamilton's principle in the
form:

f4=° (46)

where we now consider the new Hamiltonian to be

-ps(x,y,t,px,py,-H,s) = F say , (47)

and where (f, -H) is a new pair of canonically-conjugate variables. The satisfying of
Hamilton's variational principle (11) guarantees the validity of the transformation, and the
previous results may be taken over with the appropriate changes in notation.

Rewriting (45) in the new form
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F(x,y,t,pxtpy,-H,s) = ~ps

where numerically

^(^VjV^^VJV^^-p (49)

is the square of the total momentum.

The Hamilton equations of motion are, following Eqs. (18) and (19)

, dF , dF dF

p* =-%-•> Py =-%-•> / / ' = - 3 1 (50b>
dx dy dt

where the primes denote — .
ds

In general the components of the vector potential A are functions of all the dynamical
variables and of the independent variable s (the distance along the reference trajectory). The
curvature K, which introduces a kinematic non-linear term (usually small), is generally a
function of s. With a given accelerator or storage-ring lattice these terms can be calculated for
all the elements (dipoles, quadrupoles, etc.) and expanded as Fourier series in s around the
circumference of the machine. The Hamiltonian F in Eq. (48) can then be expressed as a power
series expansion in the dynamical variables up to any order desired. The equations of motion
may be obtained from Eqs. (50); however, the Hamiltonian can conveniently be used directly
for the study of resonance behaviour by selection of near-resonant terms in the machine
periodicities and by judicious approximations. Although these procedures are well defined and
straightforward in principle, the calculation of the power-series coefficients is in practice rather
laborious for all but the simplest cases.

Certain simplifications can often be made in Eq. (48). If A is not an explicit function of t
then H' = 0 and H is an invariant of the motion and is called a cyclic variable. This
corresponds in (49) to a constant value of mop% than ignorable co-ordinate and the degrees
of freedom are reduced from three to two. Such a situation arises for a coasting beam in a
storage ring, and as an approximation to the motion in an accelerator on a sufficiently short time
scale. Also it is sometimes permissible to approximate bending magnets, quadrupoles, etc. by
piecewise constant elements with Ax = Ay = 0, except at the ends where they can be expressed
as 5-functions. The only component of the vector potential is

(51)

where p0 = rn^cfi y and K is the gradient parameter. The reference orbit is the axis of the
quadrupole and the curvature K= 0. Then Eq. (48) simplifies to
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F(*,y,px,P!) = -*£(*>- f)-[pl - A - 4"

The equations of motion (50) then become, assuming p$ » p\ + pz

dF
(52a)

=~ = Po K y (52b)
dy

leading to the familiar form of the equations of motion

x"-K x = 0

y"+k y = 0

10. ADIABATIC INVARIANTS

In Section 5 we briefly discussed integral invariants, the invariance property being with
respect to canonical transformations of phase-space integrals. There is another type of
invariance related to the behaviour of a system under slow changes of a parameter normally
considered as constant. The original classical model of this Adiabatic Principle, formulated by
Einstein around 1911, supposed a weight suspended by a string passing through a hole in the
ceiling, forming a pendulum whose frequency could be slowly changed by raising or lowering
the string. Einstein showed that, provided the fractional change in frequency during one
oscillation period is sufficiently small, the energy divided by the frequency, which is nothing
else but the action variable 5, is a constant. This principle was of immediate consequence for
the understanding of quantum theory and the stability of atoms under changes of environmental
fields; subsequently it became of great practical significance in many other branches of
physics. In accelerator theory adiabatic invariance is of fundamental importance in ensuring the
stability of beams under conditions of changing parameters, as happens during the acceleration
cycle in a synchrotron. In particular, an analysis of the phase-space stacking process in proton
storage rings requires a full understanding of the adiabaticity conditions.

The basic principle of adiabatic invariance, as formulated in the pendulum with slowly
varying frequency, is intuitively rather simple to grasp. For a constant frequency, and in the
absence of damping, it is obvious that the sum of potential and kinetic energies is constant. If
now the pendulum is gradually shortened, gravitational energy is being supplied to the system
by an external force at the same time as the frequency is slowly changing. It seems intuitively
plausible that for sufficiently slow changes something must be conserved and the main
questions that arise are (i) what is conserved? and (ii) what constitutes "sufficiently slow" in
this context?
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Surprisingly, these questions are not always very simple to answer, and in many cases
need to be examined in the framework of canonical perturbation theory. The subject of
adiabatic invariance is covered at some length in Section II-7 of Goldstein [1]; here we limit the
discussion to an outline of the method and its application to a simple example.

Since we are interested in systems which involve some kind of periodic or quasi-periodic
behaviour, the first step is to apply canonical transformations to the Hamiltonian in order to
bring it into the form of action-angle variables, as we did in Section 6 for the linear harmonic
oscillator. When we derived the new Hamiltonian Hi using the generating function G(q,Q) of
Eq. (35), it had the same value as the old H, since dG I dt = 0, G having no explicit time-
dependence. If we now consider co to be a slowly-varying function of time, such that in any
particular period of oscillation (1 / ct))(dco / dt) = e « 1 , an extra term is introduced into H\\
however the transformation remains canonical and the contribution dG I dt amounts to a
perturbation of the original Hamiltonian, which can be handled by perturbation theory.

Supposing that in any particular period rof oscillation (1 / O))(dco / dt) = e is constant,
the variation in co over this period is CO = COQ exp (eT) = (1 + et) for ex «1. Then it can be
shown by a straightforward but rather lengthy procedure that the fractional secular change in the

action variable S over the period is AS/S-l/ 2(sz)2. Thus if (1 / co)(dco / dt) = e is already
small in first order, the long-term changes in S are very small.

The importance of adiabatic invariance of the action variables is of great significance in
many fields, some of which are discussed in detail in Section II-7 of Goldstein [1]. It is in fact
the mechanism which enables a ballerina to execute an accelerating pirouette by drawing in the
outstretched arms, adiabatically of course!
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NONLINEAR RESONANCES

EJ.N. Wilson
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Building on classical Hamiltonian dynamics, this paper shows how a
number of transformations can isolate the perturbation due to nonlinear
terms in the guide field of a synchrotron. The concept of a resonance
in transverse phase space is extended to include islands in phase space
and the catalytic influence of synchrotron motion on beam diffusion.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Hamiltonian mechanics is not everyone's cup of tea. Even experienced synchrotron
designers often avoid the use of canonical transformation exercises to solve the simpler
problems like the influence of sextupole magnets on betatron motion. It is true that for these
problems a simple physical model can be used in which a sextupole is imagined as an element
whose focusing strengths increase linearly with radius [1]. Such a tangible model related to the
familiar concepts of optics is a valuable key to the door of nonlinear theory and may be used
with great effect to predict resonant behaviour near a third integer resonance. One may extend
this model to higher-order multipoles and into two degrees of freedom but at some point the
hand waving becomes too vigorous to be credible.

Unfortunately, the topical problems of nonlinear theory applied to today's accelerator and
storage rings include high-order resonances in three dimensions which can cause an inexorable
beam loss over periods of hours. Typical of these problems is the influence of the beam-beam
potential seen by a particle traversing an oncoming bunch in a collider. One can tune the Q
values to avoid all low-order resonant conditions so that it is only the higher terms in the
polynomial expansion of this potential which are important. The intuitive model is difficult to
apply to polynomial terms which are typically of tenth order and it is worth taking the trouble to
become adept at the Hamiltonian formalism to solve such a problem.

In the contribution which precedes this one [2], B. Montague has laid a firm foundation
for the understanding of this formalism. In this contribution I shall first take his expression for
the general Hamiltonian of a particle in an electromagnetic field and judiciously simplify it by
approximations which are valid for large synchrotrons. This will reveal one of the advantages
of the formalism, that each term in the multipole expansion of the field has a one-to-one
relationship with a term in Hamiltonian.

The next procedure is to apply a number of canonical transformations which remove the
lower-order linear terms in the Hamiltonian. To the uninitiated these transformations are
unnerving in that they bring one further from the everyday world in which our familiar optics
can be applied. However, their power lies in the fact that the nonlinearity is isolated and we are
able to plot its effect as a trajectory in a phase space in which ordinary dynamics is reduced to
circular trajectory. The perturbation of the nonlinearity becomes immediately visible.

To help the reader chart our course we list the canonical transformations to be applied in
the form of a table. These are to be found in Ref. [2].
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Table 1

Canonical Transformations

1

2

3

4

5

6

Transformation

Change of independent variable

To action angle variables (/, y/)

To the coordinates of a harmonic
oscillator

Infinitesimal point transformation

Change independent variable to 0

Transformation to a rotating
coordinate system

Purpose

Express as function of s not?

Remove variation of focusing

with azimuth

Nonlinear terms become first
order perturbation

Opens the way to finding a
periodic solution

Freezes the trajectory in a
stroboscopic picture of closed
curves, islands and separatrices

Final
Coordinates

x,x',s

J,Y,y

Jx,Yi,s

When this series of transformations is complete we shall have travelled a long road.
Many of the steps on the journey will have to be taken on trust by those not yet skilled in
imagining the new canonical transformations necessary to recast variables in a simpler form. It
may help to think of each transformation as an imaginative leap like solving a hard integral, a
difficult step for the uninitiated but easily checked once it is identified. In the end we shall find
a simple geometrical trajectory which exhibits the physical features of resonant behaviour
including unstable and stable fixed points, islands of stable motion, separatrices and stochastic
layers which can lead particles to ever growing amplitude and cause the diffusion which it is our
aim to explain. The position and separation of these features in phase space are precisely related
to the coefficients in the field expansion of the real world.

In the remainder of this report we shall explain each of these transformations in some
detail and then discuss the effect of nonlinearity in creating unstable regions of phase space, on
the width of resonances and on the growth of amplitude when crossing resonances. All this
will be treated for motion in one degree of freedom. We shall then see how by adding a further
degree of freedom, synchrotron motion, the topology of phase space is altered and sketch out
how one may lead to the Chirikov limit beyond which slow but continuous beam growth
occurs. A criterion for purity of magnetic field then emerges.

We leave the details of discussion of the consequences of adding a second transverse
degree of freedom and a third dimension to the field shape to other authors [3] but indicate the
qualitative consequences of these extensions to the one dimensional model.

In all sections of this report, we shall refer to B. Montague's contribution to the 1993
CERN Advanced Accelerator School [2] which the reader is well advised to have at hand.
Another useful reference is E.D. Courant, R.D. Ruth and W.T. Weng [4].
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The next section describes the link between the rigorous and general treatment of Ref. [2]
and the simplified Hamiltonian which is the starting point of our discussion. The reader may
choose to omit it on first reading and pass to Eq. (8).

2. THE GENERAL FORM OF THE HAMILTONIAN

It is a good idea to start from one of the fundamental expressions to be found in text
books on dynamics in an electromagnetic field. We shall rather soon introduce approximations
which are justified in the context of a modern synchrotron. Watch these carefully. If your
particular synchrotron is a small one you may wish to review their validity.

The general Hamiltonian for a charged particle of mass, m, and charge, e, in a magnetic
vector potential, A, and electric potential, 0, is given by Eq. (22) of Reference [2]:

(1)

where

c is the velocity of light,

A and <p are functions of space and time,

p is the momentum with components, pk, conjugate to the space coordinates, qk

We choose the coordinates shown in Fig. 1. The transverse displacements are x and z
while s is measured along the particle's trajectory. The local radius of curvature,p, is
dependent on the local magnetic field and is therefore a function of s. Using K" = 1 / p , we can
express the Hamiltonian in these coordinates as:

1/2

(2)

X S

Fig. 1 Transverse coordinate system.

Here, and from now on, we shall drop 0 which is assumed to be constant. We are only
considering magnetic and not electric fields. The independent coordinate in (2) is t but it would
be more convenient to use s since the machine turns out to be periodic in s. The reader may
remember that since H is conjugate to t and Ps to s, one may turn the Hamiltonian (2) inside out
by writing a new Hamiltonian, F, which is really -p$ expressed as a function of the other
canonical variables together with s, the new independent variable. We find this in Montague
[2], again, in his Eq. (48):



F(x,y,t,px,py,-H,s) = -ps

= -eAs-(l-K x ) [ j z ( H 2 - Z 4 ) ( f ( f ^

unlike Montague we normalise by dividing all momenta including the Hamiltonian by the total
momentum, P, defined in Montague's Eq. (49)

\( %) 0 ( y 2 -1) = mfcW = PP (4)= m0V(

and apply the trivial transformation:

P TT F

q=q , s = s , p=~ , F=— , (5)

This has the virtue that the new momenta, pxz, are none other than the familiar transverse
divergence angles of the trajectory, x', z'

f A \ 2 / A \ 2 V ' 2

(6)

Finally, in our attempt to recast the Hamiltonian in a more tractable form, we shall ignore
the vertical plane and approximate by assuming p = «>. Furthermore, we shall assume the
magnetic field is only transverse so that Ax = Az = 0.

These drastic measures should not be forgotten. They are completely justified in order to
study the horizontal motion in a large synchrotron comprising long magnets but would have to
be re-examined in the case of a small machine in which the end fields of lattice elements are of
importance. With these reservations we obtain a new Hamiltonian which we call H because we
are running out of alphabet:

f ( f , (7)
andif p x « 1,

—2

3 . THE MAGNETIC VECTOR POTENTIAL FOR MULTIPOLES

It would be difficult to unravel the problem of nonlinear motion in a synchrotron if we
were not able to analyse magnetic fields in to a series in which each term corresponds to a
magnet with a certain number of poles.

We have already announced our intention to ignore the ends of magnets where there can
be transverse components of the magnetic vector potential and restrict our analysis to the body
of long magnets where only As is finite and there are only the transverse components of field,
Bx and Bz. This has the virtue that the vector potential can be expressed by a series:
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(9)

In this expansion fn corresponds to a multipole with 2/i poles. The real terms form a
series for "normal" multipoles for which the field is normal to a horizontal mid-plane and the
imaginary terms correspond to skew multipoles.

We can derive the vertical field component for a In pole magnet:

a A i i\
D ( - _ (\\ S „ A y\ ' ' ( 1 1 ̂

and we can write this as a term in the Taylor series:

We can also write the first term in H (Eq. 8) as:

p Bp^nl dx^

and our Hamiltonian becomes:

W e immediately see that each order of multipole will contribute a term to the Hamiltonian.
It is hardly a difficult step to see that if we were to allow both transverse degrees of freedom a
normal mult ipole with In poles can contribute a set of terms xn, xn-2z2, x^z4, while a skew
multipole, corresponding to the imaginary terms in the expansion of Eq. (10) , would introduce
the missing terms xn^z, xn~3z3... in the homogeneous polynomial. It can be shown that each
term corresponds to a line in the Q diagram, so this is helpful in identifying the kind of error
which may cause resonant loss at a particular working point.

4 . L I N E A R D Y N A M I C S I N A C T I O N A N G L E V A R I A B L E S

Readers who are already familiar with the theory of transverse dynamics will remember
that linear motion is described locally by Hill's equation:

£ L £ J - £ ( v W = o CIS1)
ds

This is a differential equation with a periodic coefficient. The focusing strength, k(s),
repeats every turn of the ring, or even every superperiod, if the lattice has a symmetry within a
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turn. The periodic variation of k(s) distinguishes the solution from simple harmonic motion
giving rise to an amplitude function, ~J{3(s), that varies periodically with s reflecting the
focusing pattern, k(s). The motion can be converted into that of a harmonic oscillator with a
simple sine like solution by a change of variables [5]:

( l 6 )

We can see that if we take the linear Hamiltonian of Eq. (8) it has the same periodic
coefficient:

£_ A(£)xl
2 2

where we have dropped the bar in the notation and:

* = ̂ - r - ^ . (18)
(Bp) dx

Incidentally it is an excellent exercise for newcomers to apply Hamilton's equations to
(17) and thus derive Hill's equation. (See for example Equations (52) of Ref. [2].)

Expressed in the jargon of Hamiltonian mechanics the difficulty with Eq. (17) is that H is
not time-invariant. (Remember that earlier in Section 2 we used s instead of t as an independent
variable). The difficulty is really the same as that with Hill's equation because if the
Hamiltonian were to be time invariant it would generate the differential equation of a harmonic
oscillator, and the trajectory of the particle in phase space would be the same closed ellipse
independent of the observer's position, s. The trajectory could then be labelled with a
numerical value, a constant of the motion. The momentum conjugate to any coordinate which is
not in the expression for H is invariant, this applies equally to H itself which is conjugate to s.

Perhaps this is the first inkling for the diffident recipient of Hamilton's legacy that it
might be of some practical value. He or she will be pleased to learn that there is a canonical
transformation to action and angle variables which is Hamilton's solution to this difficulty.

If we were to derive Hill's equation from the Hamiltonian (17) and solve it we would
find (using y as the general transverse coordinate rather than x which is specifically horizontal):

= £mpU2(s)cos[(p(s) + S] (19)

2 0 (20)

Hwv
where

y is the general transverse coordinate, and y' its derivative with s

P(s) is an amplitude function periodic in azimuth, a(s) = -/?'($) / 2

£ is an emittance defining an azimuthal invariant,
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5 is an arbitrary phase.

We must find the momentum which is conjugate to y and for this we use Hamilton's Equation:

f ^ l = P. (22)
ds dp

By differentiating Eq. (19) we find:

p = -£
lf2p1/2{s)Un[(p(s)+ <5]-|-cos[<p(j)+ 5]\ . (23)

We are now in a position of having physical coordinates (p and y) which are conjugate
according to the rules of Hamilton. Neither of them is a constant of the motion. In our desire
to freeze out die linear terms it would be an advantage to transform (p and y) to new coordinates
(/ and y/) in which J becomes independent of time. The next three equations recall how
Montague (Section 6 of Reference [2]) achieved this for the case of a linear oscillator by using a
canonical transformation from old coordinates which instead of his G(q,Q) we write for our
notation:

(24)

into canonical coordinates (/, y) in which the Hamiltonian became cyclic in " y/

H(J,y/) = co J. (25)

from which we conclude that / is a constant of the motion and

co (26)

is simply the angular frequency of y. These new coordinates, (/, \\r), are called action and
angle.

The search for an appropriate generating function to transform the transverse motion in a
synchrotron into a simple action and angle requires considerable ingenuity and the student is
best advised to simply accept that the generating function has a form bearing a certain similarity
toEq.(25):

|Wf] (27)
We remember that {3 is a function of s and note that, for purely historical reasons this author's
generating functions are given the symbol F and not G as in Montague.

The rules for applying this function are:

dF, T dF, /n)o\
dy dy
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and the new Hamiltonian

ds

Applying these rules and remembering thaty =pwe find:

y 2 -2

y 2

'"ip

(29)

(30)

(3D

(32)

(33)

which yields the invariant:

P
(34)

This will be recognized by anyone familiar with Courant and Snyder [5] as an invariant of
particle motion around a synchrotron. Even though /Jis a function of s, J is constant. If 7 is
the invariant for the largest amplitude particle in a beam 2 / is just the emittance, e, which
includes the beam, TIE or 2nJ is the area of the phase space ellipse anywhere in the ring.

If we were to go through the full transformation procedure (see Ref. [2] again) we would
find that the new Hamiltonian is:

Hamilton's Eqs. (17) and (18) of Ref. [2] gives:

(35)

ds dJ '' p(s) ' ( 3 6 )

y/is none other than the familiar betatron phase advance and we are not surprised to find:

3> = sj2Jp cosy/- (37)

y=~j2Jp[siny-(p'/2)cosy/] . (38)

We have arrived at an invariant momentum, J, conjugate to y/but the Hamiltonian K still
varies like l/(3(s) around the ring. To finish the job of freezing out the linear motion, we need
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to transform into a new coordinate system (J^y/^. (Note we use suffix 1 to indicate new
coordinates. We shall continue the policy of adding one to this suffix each time we transform).
The new and old coordinates are related by a generating function of the second land. This kind
of generating function includes rotations in space and does not mix momenta and coordinates as
dF

F2{y/J1) =
2nQs cds'

C \p -Wh (39)

<?F, 2nQs 3

ds'

P(s')
(40)

(41)

where

ds= J -1 and C = 2%R . (42)

The new Hamiltonian is related to the old one of Eq. (35) by:

1 • = —— • J, = — • 7 = constant.
2aR ! R

(43)

We have now reached our aim insofar as the linear dynamics is concerned. In the new
coordinates the trajectory of the particle is a circle of radius J\ which is numerically equal to half
the emittance of the beam it includes. The variable y/1 goes from 0 to 2K in one betatron
oscillation. The Hamiltonian is independent of s (or time). In the next section we shall see how
this leaves the way free to express nonlinear motion as a perturbation of this circle. The circle
will be distorted, its circumference will develop waves and an archipelago of islands will form.

Fig 2 Phase space trajectory of a linear system in action angle coordinates

5 . PERTURBATION THEORY

With the linear problem behind us we are ready to use perturbation theory to treat the
nonlinear effects. The terms in the Hamiitonian (Eq. (14)) with a cubic or higher transverse
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dependence are nonlinear. They arise from sextupole and higher multipole fields distributed in
azimuth, s, around the focusing lattice. Unlike the linear terms they retain their s dependence
even when we apply the canonical transformation to action-angle variables, J\ and y/\. In order
to reveal the way they distort the perfect circle of Fig. 2 we must first apply a transformation
which removes the s dependence of the Hamiltonian so that H becomes a new invariant of the
motion. The transformation which does this will tell us how much the circle is distorted.

The prescription for finding the canonical transformation which irons out the s
dependence follows. At the centre of canonical perturbation theory is a generating function of
the second type which is an infinitesimal perturbation of the function which generates the
identity transformation:

2 [ 2 i ) h x { h i ) (44)

where % is small.

The new and old coordinates are simply related by the first derivatives of this small
quantity, %

i J ) (45)

(46)

(47)

The first term in Eq. (47), H\, will contain the unperturbed Hamiltonian (Eq. (17)) plus a
small nonlinear perturbation due to one or more of the cubic or higher terms in Eq. (14). Of
course, we must transform this nonlinear term into (J\ y/i) coordinates using substitutions from
Eqs. (35), (37), (38), (40), (41) and (43). The nonlinear terms will give it an s dependence.

Our plan of campaign is to choose the function X in such a way that its differential,
d%l ds, exactly cancels out the ̂ -dependence making Hi a constant of the motion.

But how do we choose the exact form of X? At the moment it is arbitrary. We can first
rewrite Eq. (47) to split H\ into the linear part of the Hamiltonian, Ho, and the perturbation U.
Both are functions of J\ but we apply a trick and will write them as functions of J2 + dx I dy1

rather than J\m This is to make it easier to identify first and second-order terms when we
expand the terms:

( ^ H ^ ) ^ (48)
We next must eliminate second-order terms and to do this we shall use another trick and
introduce three new pairs of terms which cancel. This will help us group all the terms which
are either of second order in U or are independent of J, yoxs'm rectangular brackets:
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(49)

The quantity Q is the familiar betatron wavenumber. If we examine the contents of the
rectangular brackets very carefully and remember that (Eq. (43)):

Q dHn (50)

we find that the brackets reduce to:

_LJteJ.
2R dJ2 1

m_dx_
dJ0

(51)

which are purely second order and can be left out to give:

(52)

At this point we shall digress to attend to a small detail. The independent variable is still s but
we shall find it much more convenient as we move into Fourier analysis to use the azimuthal
angle 6 = s/R. In Ref. [2] it was shown that one may scale a pair of conjugate variables. To
preserve canonical variables we must multiply Hi the conjugate to s by R:

= s/R

— J2 .

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

To return to our aim of removing the s dependence in the last three terms of Eq. (56) we
can simply impose the condition:

This gives the Hamiltonian of Eq. (53) as a function of ft

=0, (57)

and H3 = RH0(J2)w\\ be independent of s. We recall the suffix zero indicates the linear term
only.
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If we know the driving perturbation U( y/j, J3,6) we can solve the differential Eq. (57) to
find %•

To find this solution it is convenient, and physically revealing, to analyse U into a Fourier
expansion, either a single series in iff, or a double series in iff and 6. The single series method
is simpler to start with and is appropriate if one is far from a particular resonance condition.
One assumes the function % can be also expanded as a Fourier series and then one solves the
differential equation for % term by term, rather in the manner of solving electrical circuit
problems.

6 . EFFECT OF NONLINEARITIES FAR FROM A RESONANCE

To first flex our muscles in perturbation theory we solve the problem far from resonance.
By far from resonance we mean that the quantity, mQ-n, is large compared with the width of
the nearest resonance. We express the perturbation as a single Fourier series in y/, the
"betatron" variable. The index of the summation is the multipole number, 3 for sextupole, 4 for
octupole, etc.

n(W) (58)
n=0

The solution to (57), %, will also be a Fourier series:

m (59)
n=0

and by substitution in (57) we find:

[ { , ) j ^ n . (60)

This has the solution:

* • = 9 • ' n U"Q{e"e'^n{&) dff . (61)
2 sin TtnQ J

g

The function % formed by summation (Eq. (59)) will then remove the s dependence of the
Hamiltonian and make the new Hamiltonian:

(62)

a constant of the motion.

How do we use this function % which magically renders the Hamiltonian invariant in
order to deduce the distortions it makes to the simple linear circle, /j( yi)? We can show that
not only is the new Hi independent of B but that J3 is invariant to first order. Equation (50)
reminds us that the rate of change of y/i is just Q/R, a constant. It can be shown that the first-
order effect of the perturbation is simply to add a small constant term to Q so that, to first order,
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/3 = Jl is an invariant. We must now look carefully at Equations (45) to (47). The new / is
invariant and so the old/i is defined as a function of azimuth by subtracting the derivative of x
from a constant Ji- If we know % from computation of Eq. (61) we can find this derivative as a
function of % and trace out the perturbed Jj (y/j) circle.

7 . RESONANCES

Close to a resonance we must expect to have to take into account particular harmonics of
the error distribution which act coherently with betatron motion. As a first step we assume that
the perturbation is periodic in both tyfand 6 and expand as a double Fourier series:

Y,Mei{nVl-mB) (63)

in which the coefficients are:

M ,J2,d)e^-e) ddd¥ . (64)

The treatment follows a parallel path to that of Section 6 and we arrive at the expression
for X and H:

^ ^ K ^ - ^ (65)

-mB) . (66)

Again we may use % to compute the nonlinear distortion of the circular trajectory but close
to the resonant condition nQ=m the dominator becomes small. Therefore, we begin to suspect
the validity of our first-order approximation and in particular our argument that # 3 was
essentially independent of explicit J$ dependence.

Fortunately, if we zoom in on the one resonant term (which we are justified in doing
when we are close to mQ = n) there is a transformation we can apply which gives an H4 which
is the exact invariant of the motion and which yields frozen contours in phase space. We no
longer need to apply Equations (45) to (47) assuming JT, = constant since the equation of H4
itself defines a contour or trajectory in phase space. This alternative technique of finding the
trajectory only works if we drop all the Fourier terms except the resonant combination, n,m.

Starting from Eq. (66) we apply an F2 type of generating function

F2{y/vJ4,6) = (j2-^ej^ (67)

to find

J3 = JA (68)

(69)
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_<"V« flfW
e . (/U)

The new angle coordinate means that our reference frame rotates so that y4 remains
unchanged while 6 advances n turns and at the same time the betatron phase.yf 3, advances m
oscillations. This has the effect of "freezing" the resonance in our new phase space. The result
is a Hamiltonian which is independent of time and which defines a closed contour in phase
space. We shall use this to explore the examples of third and fourth-order resonance before
generalizing the theory and moving on to explain invariants and islands in phase space.

We have finished the bulk of the Hamiltonian formalism so a little recapitulation is
perhaps in order. There are two approaches to finding out how nonlinear terms distort the
simple circular trajectory due to linear focusing in (/,, I/A,) space. The first, outlined in Section
5 uses first-order perturbation theory to find a generating function, x, assumed to be a single
Fourier series related to the azimuthal pattern of the perturbation. Once found, the generating
function tells us the distortion of the circle provided it is small. The second approach is to use a
double Fourier expansion and then change the coordinate so that it keeps pace with the resonant
oscillations at a stopband: m\\r = nQ. This gives an exact invariant Hamiltonian which itself
defines the path in phase space but ignores all but the resonant perturbation.

8 . THE THIRD-INTEGER RESONANCE

One of the confusing aspects of a generalized description involving a number of
transformations is that we tend to lose track of the numerical relation between the final
coordinates and the initial physical system. In this example we try to give the reader the link
between these coordinate frames.

Let us now take a practical example of a sextupole-driven resonance. We suppose that
the Hamiltonian expressed in "normal"" coordinates includes a sextupole field:

„. + * + ! ^ .
p 2 3!(5p) dx2

First we must transform into action angle coordinates (J,y/) applying Eqs. (35), (37) and
(38) and then, to arrive in a coordinate system in which the Hamiltonian of a linear system
would be a constant of the motion, we apply Eqs. (40), (41) and (43). The final coordinates
are (7ls y/]) and the Hamiltonian, Hy.

Hl~RJl+ 3!(Bp) dx2

The new angle variable, \\f\ is defined:

where
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r ds
(74)

We recall that the old coordinates are x and JC' related to / and yvia:

x =

p = *'=

We can now make use of the purely trigonometrical relation:

(75)

cos w-, =• 3 ^ + 3 cosy^) .

Ignoring the second term which in general does not drive a one-third-integer resonance:

(77)
22/3

3!(5P) dxl

The second term in this equation is the perturbation, U, in Eqs. (52) and (57) and,
applying directly the result of perturbation theory at a resonance (Eq. (70)) we have:

m (78)

The Uoo tenn in Eq. (71) is zero for m = odd multipoles. Here U-im is the double
Fourier coefficient (with respect to yand 6) of U(y, 6) and written explicitly is:

3!(5p)23"1

In addition y$ is given by Eq. (69).

•J3[(i/p)-(e/«)i<fa-
(79)

The integral exponent merely takes care of the relative phase slip of betatron motion with
respect to Qd which occurs between quadrupoles of a regular lattice. In many cases it may be
ignored.

Note too that the content of the curly brackets is none other than Guignard's [6] dp. We
have left the powers of 2 and factorials in their crude state from which one may generalise for
any multipole with In poles:

jn/Z

U. =•
-1 litR

(80)

Having computed Unm numerically, we can substitute back in Eq. (71) to find the
Hamiltonian for any desired order of resonance. It is worth remembering that the expression
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for Unm becomes much simplified when one does the Fourier analysis for a single short
sextupole or a random distribution.

Guignard [6] gives expressions for dp, the curly brackets, for this latter case.

9 . THE TRAJECTORY OF A THIRD-INTEGER RESONANCE

All this has become very mathematical and the reader may be forgiven for a little
impatience to see some phase plots showing the perturbed trajectories. In order to find the
shape of these phase plots we must take a hard look at Eq. (78). We shall drop the suffixes
from the notation and examine the contour defined by the Hamiltonian of Eq. (78)

m

Rewriting it to show the / dependence and defining constants
n try

e = RUim IJ to obtain a streamlined:

(81)

= Q-m/3 and

H = 6J + eJm cos3y (82)

If the coefficient of the second term is small, either because the amplitude is small or the
driving strength is weak, the contour will be close to a circle (/ = constant). The same will be
true if the Q is distant from a third integer making S, the coefficient of the first term, large.

Separatrix

Unstable
fixed points

unstable

Fig. 3 Phase space plot in (/, yr) coordinates of a third-integer resonance (adapted from
Reference [3]).

If the converse is true the circle will be distorted inwards when y/A= 0, 27C/3, 4rc/3 and
outwards inbetween to become somewhat triangular. We shall drop the suffix 4 from now on.
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Note that this triangle does not rotate but is frozen in (J, yr) space - a consequence of the
change to a rotating coordinate system. Figure 3 shows constant H contours in (/, yr) space.
We can see this kind of distortion growing with amplitude.

We remember from Hamilton's Equations that:

dJ 9H _ r3/2 . ,— = -—— = 3a/3'2 Sin3 w
ds dy Y

dyr dH s 3 Tll2—*- =— = S +—sJ ucos3y/ .
ds dJ 2 Y

(83)

(84)

When both these expressions are zero, a particle will stagnate in phase space lying on a
"fixed point". For this to be the case Eq. (83) demands:

sin3y = (85)

so that dJIds = 0. Then we can write cos 3 y = ±1 in Eq. (84) and ask how this can be zero.
Above resonance, the sign of 5 is positive and provided e is positive d yr/ds can only be zero
if:

(86)

(87)

(88)

These conditions on V define three fixed points at

y/-=7r/3 , 3TZ73 and

From Eq. (84) we can also find their amplitude:

JJi)={28/3ef .

m/3

Fig. 4 The variation of Q as a function of amplitude close to a third-integer resonance

Inside this amplitude the triangular trajectory becomes less and less distorted and more
circular as one approaches / = 0. Outside, the trajectories diverge in unbounded motion
towards infinite amplitude.
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The value of Q in Eq. (81) is the unperturbed Q for zero amplitude particles which
corresponds to the centre of the diagram. The betatron wave number increases with / and
becomes exactly one-third integer at the fixed points. This difference in Q

8 = Q-{m/3) (89)

is just the stopband width for a particle of amplitude / . Any particle with an unperturbed Q
closer to the third integer than this will be already unstable if its amplitude is J. Note that if we
tune the Q closer to m/3 or increase the strength of e the stable triangle where motion is
bounded will shrink and expel particles. This is the principle of third-integer ejection.

10. THE EFFECT OF AN OCTUPOLE

This section is not merely a repetition of the previous one for a different multipole. An
octupole leads to an extra term in the invariant Hamiltonian which corresponds to a nonlinear
variation of frequency with amplitude. This is characteristic of even m multipoles and defines
quite a different topology of phase space.

First we must write down the Hamiltonian in "physical" coordinates.We have done this
for the horizontal plane where, to be precise for small radius machines, the term \/p should be
included.

(90)

where k(s) is defined in Eq. (18).

After transforming to action-angle coordinates:

where

(92)1/ -*-*7

dx'
2=0

Again we expand

if 4! 1
cos Vi = ^T c o s 4 ^ + 4 cos2 yf1 + ' 2 . (93)

The first term in Eq. (93) will resonate at quarter-integer Q values, the second at half-
integer values and the third adds a t/oo term to the Fourier analysis of the perturbation. It is
this that gives the amplitude variation of Q.

We ignore the half-integer term for the purpose of this discussion, but we are interested in
the Uoo term. This was missing in the case of the third- (and all odd-) order resonances. We
skip the transformations which take us to (74, y/4) space and are reminded by Equation (71)
that the general form of the Hamiltonian for a resonance
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(94)

may be differentiated to find an average shift in tune:

_( m\

For the fourth-integer case we find AQNL, the perturbed second term, is proportional to J:

41K J$ no)
B

and for other even orders of n we can find this nonlinear time shift QSL by differentiating:

rn '2»i 1 2)?
(97)

1 1 . PHASE-SPACE TOPOLOGY WITH AMPLITUDE FREQUENCY
VARIATION

The trajectories discussed for the third-integer case had no term equivalent to RUoo(J) in
Eq. (14). Let us explore the topology of phase space trajectories with a generalised invariant
Hamiltonian of the same form as Eq. (82) but including the nonlinear shift a(J) - note that from
now on we have dropped the suffix 4 :

H = 5J + a(J) + £jnl2cosmy/ . (98)

We remember that the perturbed Q is:

_ . „ , „ , . „ T . (99)
dJ K ' 2

The first two terms cancel on average when J has a resonant value Jr defined by the condition:

a'{jr) = -5 . (100)

If we look at small changes in J about Jr by a second differentiation we find:

v r> 2 a" T

We now have stable and unstable fixed points at cos m y = -1 and +1 respectively and
separated in J by:

- ; ^ . (102)
a"
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The existence of stable fixed points in the real plane is new and is only the case for even-
order resonances. We find that they are the centres of an archipelago of stable islands.
Trajectories circulate around these points within die islands. The unstable fixed points are at the
junction of the islands and the diagram is identical to a series of RF buckets plotted in polar
coordinates with a harmonic number equal to m.

The width of these islands may be calculated and is found to be:

a"
(103)

where Ju is that of an unstable fixed point.

UFP

SFP

Fig. 5 The effect of an octupole near a fourth-order resonance (adapted from Reference [7]).

Motion will remain contained within the islands unless there is some way in which
particles may "leak" out. One mechanism which may cause leakage is the presence of another
archipelago which overlaps. This is said to cause chaotic behaviour. The next set of islands of
comparable order will correspond to a change of Q of the order of 1/n where n is the order of
the resonance. Since a" controls dQ I dj the spacing in phase space is:

A/ l 1
A/c = .

6 a" n

We can expect these archipelagos to overlap and chaos to ensue when:

4^
it a

(104)

(105)

(106)
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This is the Chirikov limit and normally does not happen in any machine built with
reasonable care. Unfortunately, even in a clean machine, synchrotron motion or magnet ripple
can produce sidebands to the main resonance and increases the number of resonance lines each
of which produces its own set of islands. The chaotic condition is much easier to reach as
phase space becomes much more crowded.

12. AMPLITUDE GROWTH ON CROSSING A RESONANCE

So far we have described the dynamics of a machine in which neither the magnetic field
nor the momentum of the particles change with time. Many of the less welcome effects of
nonlinear fields only become apparent when either the magnetic field changes because of ripple
in the power supply or when the particle's momentum changes sinusoidally as it executes
synchrotron oscillations in an RF bucket. It is a relatively common experience to find that an
injected beam survives until the accelerating cavities are switched on and then is extracted by a
nonlinear resonance. The explanation usually given is that oscillations in radial position
together with the chromatic properties of the lattice cause the particle to cross and recross the
resonance.

One way to see what happens in the time domain when a crossing occurs is derived by
Guignard [6]. We will not attempt to give his derivation here but only his result. Suppose we
cross a resonance (order, m) at a speed of AQt per turn. The equation of growth is:

( 1 0 7 )

where:

n = order of the resonance,
AQe = half width of the resonance.

On integration this gives (for one crossing):

r - (108)

One may go on and calculate what happens if the time is modulated due to synchrotron
oscillations:

2 = <2o + !2 sin (QsClt), (109)

where Q. is the revolution frequency.

However, it is more direct at this point to move into the frequency domain and analyse
synchrobetatron resonances.

13. SYNCHROTRON RESONANCES

It is a fact well known to electron accelerator physicists that each nonlinear resonance has
a series of satellite lines, parallel to it and spaced by Qsln on either side of the resonance, where
Qs is the synchrotron wave number or number of synchrotron oscillations per turn.
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If we return to the Hamiltonian for a nonlinear resonance we find the perturbation term is
always proportional to:

cos(ny/--m0) , (110)

where:

Now if Q is modulated by synchrotron motion:

Q = Qo + QsinQsd (111)

then

(112)

and the perturbation term in the Hamiltonian will change:

cosmy/"—>cos

Each value of k corresponds to a different satellite resonance line. The resonant condition
becomes:

Q

n n
The strength of each line is determined by:

= o + l, 2, 3, ... (114)

Jk{nQ/Qs) . (115)

Figure 6 shows how the strength will vary with the order k = nAQ/Qs where kjs the
distance from the resonance in units of Qsln and with the depth of modulation nQs I Qs

expressed in the same units. In general the effect will be worst when AQ = QS , 2QS , 3QS

etc. and will drop to 30% when either AQ or AQ becomes larger than 10 Qsln. This is
nevertheless a rather considerable extension of the influence of a single nonlinear resonance. In
the worst case, when the depth of modulation is about 10 Qs- The single line is split into about
ten other lines of comparable strength.

Each satellite line generates its own set of islands in phase space, so that spacing can be

reduced by an order of magnitude. Each resonance is narrower by jJnQ I Q.A but as Fig. 6
shows this is a factor of the order of 1/3. The consequence is that the Chirikov threshold is
reduced by a factor of 3 or so.
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Jk(x) against the plane k, x

Fig. 6 The variation of the Bessel function with distance from a resonance and with depth of
modulation (with acknowledgement to Jahnke, Emde and Losch, Tables of Higher Functions,
pub. B.G. Teubner, Stuttgart)

14. BEAM LIFETIME DUE TO MAGNET IMPERFECTIONS

We are at the end of a long road and in the last few miles have abandoned some of the
luggage containing the rigour of mathematics to speed to our goal. Our conclusion is not to
present a neat analytic expression into which one may plug field imperfections and obtain beam
lifetime but to outline a method to arrive at this result. What is offered is a means to bypass the
perhaps prohibitively expensive computer simulations needed to prove stability.

Previous attempts to predict lifetime on the basis of nonlinear field content have often
foundered by not including either the concept of overlapping islands or the catalytic effect of
ripple or synchrotron motion. When both of these ingredients are included it turns out that the
nonlinear detuning, a, plays a crucial role in determining machine performance. This detuning
may be due to effects other than the nonlinearity studied like beam-beam or ion. The scenario
then is as follows:

i) Choose an order of resonance too high to be avoided by tuning Q.

ii) Calculate the nonlinear detuning due to ALL forms of nonlinearities.

iii) Invoke Qs to find the spacing and strength of the resonance lines.

iv) Calculate the Chirikov limit, and if it is exceeded go on to calculate diffusion rates.

v) Calculate the growth per crossing.

vi) Assume crossings are uncorrelated because of Q.

vii) Sum the growth rate in random walk fashion to get a diffusion rate.
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If this method proves to be effective one would expect a lifetime of 24 hours for a beam-
beam effect in the CERN SppS storage ring ), ten minutes for ion-induced resonances in the
CERN Antiproton Accumulator (Ref. [8]), and perhaps only a few tens of seconds for a large
ring with inadequate power supply filtering). The experience found in the Refs. [7 to 9]
suggests this may not be far from the truth.

Those who are already expert in the field may scoff at an attempt to describe beam
diffusion ignoring the second transverse degree of freedom which changes the topology of the
problem. Nevertheless, the numbers seem to fit and anyone with ambitions to include both
transverse planes will find the next Section contains the prescription for this.

15. THE EFFECT OF TWO DIMENSIONS OF TRANSVERSE MOTION

The linear motion in one transverse degree of freedom is a circle in ( j j , y/j) space. The
original Hamiltonian only included terms proportional to p 2 and to x2- coming from the
transverse distribution of As for a multipole (Eq. (10)) remembering that m = 2 for a
quadrupole and a normal orientation gives only the imaginary terms. We find:

+ f 4 * ] + + * . (116)
2 [p2 ) 2 2 2

We may transform these coordinates into action angle coordinates and remove the s
dependence of H, Jx and Jz just as in the one-dimensional case. In the case of one degree of
freedom, plus s the azimuth, the particle was confined to a torus. Slicing the torus at any
azimuth gave a circle. With two degrees of freedom the "slice" will produce a four dimensional
surface which becomes a circle when projected on either {Jx,Yx) plane or (Jz,y/z). Either Jx or
7zis a horizontal plane when plotted against (ykVz) in a "hill and dale" fashion.

Now we move on to include other multipoles. Equation (10) tells us we should include
in the Hamiltonian all the terms in the homogeneous polynomial expansion of:

(x + iz)n . (117)

We should select only real terms if the 2n poled magnet is in normal orientation and only
imaginary terms if the magnet is skew. Thus a normal sextupole will give two terms:

x3-3xz2 (118)

while a skew sextupole will give:

3x2z-z3 . (119)

Now we can apply all the tricks of perturbation theory to be found in Sections 5 to 7. We
simply must write two element vectors for Q, y/, J and n taking dot products to form terms like
n.y. One element is for the x plane, the other for the z plane.

When we come to Fourier analysis there will be two indices, n\ for the phase angle yx

and ni for y/2. The denominator of Eq. (65) which defines a resonant condition becomes:

(120)
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The resonances determined by this condition are the familiar mesh of lines in the working
diagram (Fig. 7). If m\ and mi have the same sign they are sum resonances and if they are
different, they are difference resonances.

4.000

3.750--

t

3.500

ORDER
ORDER
ORDER

3.250-

3.000
7.000 7.250 7.500 7.750 8.000

Fig. 7 Typical working diagram with sum and difference resonances to third order (Ref. [3])

The Hamiltonian, truncated to include just the resonant term (Eq. (67)) will become:

(121)

Defining:

we can freeze the motion with a generating function reminiscent of Eq. (68) but with an extra
term.

(123)

(124)

(125)

(126)

(127)

We now find a new Hamiltonian:

H = {n.Q- m)Jx + QZJ2 + RUw(J) + RUnmcosm(px .

We also find on making the transformation from (/3,V3)t0 («̂4> VO that:
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The invariants of the motion whose conjugates are absent from the Hamiltonian are:

H4 = constant (128)

J4z=J3z~{n2^1)J3x . (129)

Only opposite signs of n\ and «2 will ensure stability. Thus difference resonances are
stable but can couple the two planes while sum resonances are unstable.

Fig. 8 A plot showing an invariant surface (H = constant) as a function of phase variables in
other transverse planes (Ref. [3]).

The motion is difficult to plot or imagine. The exchange of J components ensures that
particle simulation plotted on a single phase plane will not have a continuous path but appear as
a halo of dots as / breathes. We no longer see undulations around a closed circle. However,
Ruth [3] has suggested that if one plots either Jx or Jz as a function of (/>x and <pz to form a
mountain range plot, one reveals the modes of distortion characteristic of the indices m\ and nvi
(see Fig. 8).

16 . CONCLUSIONS

We have covered all the basic nonlinear theory related to single-particle behaviour and in
so doing identified a link between the specification of magnetic field quality and beam lifetime.
There are also nonlinear forces on the beam due to collisions with an oncoming "target beam" in
a collider or, if the particles of the beam are negative, with the space charge field of the
neutralizing ion cloud. The potentials due to these effects are usually richer in high-order
multipole fields at the beam radius. However, I shall now leave other authors to take up the
baton in this relay race from alternating gradient focusing to Chirikov diffusion.
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BETATRON COUPLING AND RELATED TMPACT OF
RADIATION

G. Guignard
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Linear coupling of vertical and horizontal oscillations in a circular
accelerator or collider is analysed in the presence of solenoidal and
tilted-quadrupole fields. An analytical treatment of the coupled motions
based on a Hamiltonian formalism is proposed. Solutions are first
given explicitly in absence of synchrotron radiation and then extended
to the case of loss of energy and photon emission by the particles.
Applications of the derived formulae to a generic accelerator are
presented. Pertinent information related to the large Electron-Positron
collider of CERN is conveyed in the last part, in which strategies for
dealing with a very large, low harmonic, tilted quadrupole are detailed,
and in which a particular scheme for local compensation of solenoids is
discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In circular accelerators and colliders of particles, a correct compensation of the betatron
coupling is crucial for the ring operation and for the performance. The presence of too strong
coupling may indeed induce optics distortions, transfer of oscillations from one plane to the
other, tilt of the normal directions in which the betatron motion is again decoupled, beating of
the betatron motion and shifts of the wave numbers or tunes. All these effects perturb the
checking and the control of the designed optics and may even confuse diagnostics such as tune
measurements when running conditions are particularly sensitive to coupling effects. Also
critical is the implication of linear coupling on the performance of an accelerator and the
luminosity of a collider, because of its impact on the transverse emittances. When the collider
conveys electrons and positrons, like the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) storage ring at CERN,
the equilibrium emittances are critically dependent on the combined influence of betatron
coupling and synchrotron radiation in the bending magnets. This phenomenon is all the more
important in LEP as a good luminosity requires a flat beam, i.e. a vertical emittance many times
smaller than the horizontal one. This article therefore presents the observations made on linear
coupling during LEP commissioning and the practical means used to control it. It also
describes the analytical tools which have been developed to help in understanding the physics
of the mechanisms involved, analysing the measurements done and designing correction
schemes or strategies. The first part gives the general basic formulae governing coupling in
absence of radiation and the second shows how to use them for diagnostic purposes. The next
one describes how coupled betatron oscillations are in turn affected by photon emission and
energy loss in lepton rings, while the last section emphasises the application to LEP of the
treatment presented and the strategy of compensation applied in such a practical case.

2 . HAMILTONIAN TREATMENT OF LINEAR COUPLING

2.1 Sources of coupling and form of the perturbed Hamiltonian [1,2]

Since the perturbation theory gives the possibility to find the exact equations of perturbed
betatron motion (see Appendix), it is convenient to consider linear coupling as a perturbation of
the transverse particle oscillations. These oscillations can be coupled by three-dimensional
magnetic fields of components Bx, Bz and BQ (longitudinal). Basically, there are two sources
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of coupling, i.e. skew-quadrupole and solenoidal field components, keeping in mind that finite
vertical orbit in sextupoles generates a skew-quadrupole field. Specific examples of magnetic
elements which can generate coupling are:

1) Tilted-quadrupole lenses for which one has

^ l (1)
2Bp\

2) Solenoidal fields for which we define

J L B f l (2)

3) End effects of large solenoids, described by

= {2as-\)S (3)

where as characterises the geometry of the end plates. For horizontal slots, as = 1, and
for open ends, as = 1/2.

4) Sextupoles with vertical orbit deviations z0,

Bp dx1 °

where the second derivative of Bz characterizes the sexrupole strength.

A three-dimensional field couples the equations of motion in the following way [3]

^_dBLz_±Bi
Bp dz Z Bp &Z

r/2. 3o n

Equations (5) can be rewritten using the definitions (1) and (2) as well as the property
div B = 0, that links together the transverse and the longitudinal derivatives.

/ -x ( 6 )

z + K2{6)z = -{K - S)x + 2Sx

all the functions depending on the variable 6, in general.

The form of the Hamiltonian H associated with Eqs. (6) can be shown to be

H = -\KXX2 + K2z
2 + 2Kxz + (px - Szf + (pz + Sxf] (7)

The proof of this comes from writing the subsequent canonical equations, according to (A.3)
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dH
x = — = px-Sz

z

^ = -K2z-Kx-{px-Sz)S .

The first and third equations can be solved for pp and then differentiated with respect to 9.
These two successive results can then be included in the second and fourth equations.
Rearranging the terms gives finally the two equations (6), proving the validity of our pre-
supposed form (7).

Knowing HQ (A. 12) for betatron motion, the perturbed Hamiltonian for linear coupling is
obtained by subtracting Ho from H (7).

Hx{y,Py) = [Kxz + Sxp2 -Szpx + ^S2(x2 + z2)] . (9)

which is a quadratic form in the y, py coordinates.

Perturbation theory imposes then obtaining an explicit form ofU = Hi, as function of the
constants ai and a% of the betatron motion. Note that this form is subordinated to the following
properties:

a) H\ is a quadratic function (9) of the coordinates and momentum conjugates.

b) The solutions of the unperturbed betatron motion (A. 19) are linear functions of the four
constants a\, oj, 02, and ^ ^ d contain oscillatory terms with frequencies Qx and Qz.

c) For circular accelerators and storage rings, the functions K and S , characterizing the
linear-coupling perturbation (9), are obviously periodic in 6 with period 2K.

Introducing solutions (A.19) into the expression (9) is a somewhat tedious calculation,
that the reader interested in the derivation of U is encouraged to do and that provides [1,2]

m{ f i ? { [ U ) ]} (10)
y,ik,/,m=0

with the rules coming from the above properties that the sum j+k+l+m is equal to 2 and any
index only takes one of the values 0, 1 or 2. The coefficients h [2] obviously depend on the
Floquet functions u and v (A. 18) and on the coupling forces K (1) and S (2). They are given
explicitly hereafter [2]
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[u{v + iQzv) - v{u + iQxu)]

= c.c.

where c.c. stands for complex conjugate.

The property c) mentioned above makes it possible and judicious to develop the
coefficients h [2] in Fourier's series,

+ OO

with

Putting Eq. (12) into (10) adds another sum over the harmonics q and modifies slightly
the phase term or argument of the exponential function,

Argument = i[(j - k)Qx + (/ - m)Qy + q]d . (13)

Let us introduce now our first approximation: we assume, with other authors [4, 5], that
the low-frequency part of the Hamiltonian (10) gives the important variations of the constants,
a\,a~x,a2,a~2.

The low frequency part corresponds to the special choices of the indices that are
cancelling the argument (13). The corresponding conditions are:

1) j = k l = m q = 0
withy and / taking either the value 0 or 1.

2) 0' - k)Qx + (I - m)Qz + q = 0, as a whole.
Redefining n\=j - k,ti2 = l - m and/? = -q, this is equivalent to the well-known
resonance condition

njQx+ri2Qz-p = 0

where n\ can take the values 0,1 or 2 and rvi the values 0, ±1 or 2 according to selection
rules.

With this approximation to the low-frequency part, the Hamiltonian U can be explicitly
written [2]
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Freq. Shift

Sum Resonance

Diff. Resonance (14)

Hor. Resonance

Vert. Resonance

where c.c. stands for complex conjugate again. Equations (14) indicate that coupling
perturbation implies frequency (or tune) shifts with amplitude, sum and difference coupling
resonances, but also one-dimensional quadrupole resonances. However, only sum and
difference resonance driving terms are to first order in the perturbation functions (1) to (4), the
others being to second order. This can be seen in the expressions of these driving terms,
deduced from Eqs. (11) to (13) and Eqs. (A.17) and (A.18),

2n

00110

(15)

where the coordinate y (x or z) and the sign in the last expression have to be chosen according
to the indices of h@) (x and top sign with the upper indices, and vice versa).

For the "first-order" (in the perturbation function) resonances, coupling coefficients
proportional to the driving terms can be written by definition [2,6],

C+ = 2h^n C~ = 2h^nn (16)

with, in addition

t ~-QV)QZ\P- (2) (1?)

Effects of coupling are then frequency shifts and excitation of several resonances.
Equations of motion of the type (A.22) can be written and explicit solutions have been
calculated [2] for each resonance separately, including the "second-order" (in the perturbation
function) tune shifts (characterized by /I* and Az).

2.2 Solution of coupled motion near a single resonance [2]

It is possible to find the explicit solutions for every resonance excited by linear-coupling
sources, i.e. Qx - Qz, Qx + Qz, 2QX and 2QZ, which are all of second order in the wave
numbers (this order being defined by the absolute-value sum of n\ and ni, the coefficients of
the tunes). Taking separately each resonance and including the terms Xx and Az of Eqs. (17),
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let us first deal with the two more important sum- and difference-resonances, that are to first
order in the perturbation K(6) and S(ff).

Introducing the expression (14) of U for one single resonance at the time in the equations
(A.22) and using the definitions (16) and (17), the explicit equations of motion can be written
in either case of a dominant sum resonance or difference resonance.

where one has introduced

1) fa~~C~C2 ' ga~~C~a\ for difference resonance

1 —+_ 1 —+-
2) fa~~C a2 ' ga=~C a\ for sum resonance.

The sign + or - of the exponent in the second equation (18) concerns case 1) or 2), and A
is equal to A" or A+, respectively.

Equations (18) are the manifestation of our second approximation: we assume that the
working point {Qx, Qz) is close enough to one resonance due to coupling and remote from the
others, so that one can keep only the corresponding term of U. To be able to solve explicitly
the equations of motion, this approximation is required, but to compensate coupling effects,
both resonance driving-terms (16) can simultaneously be cancelled.

Since Xx and X? are real quantities, we can make the following change in the variables in
order to solve (18):

d \ = b ^ e x a^ — b ^ e 1 . (19)

Putting (19), which is the solution of (18) for C~ = 0 or C + = 0, in (18) gives the
equations for b\ and bi

( 2 0 )

where fb and gt> are defined as fa and ga in the items 1) and 2) above, after replacing a\, a% by
b\,b2, and the appropriate sign is chosen according to the resonance considered. The
coefficient D has also a definition that depends on the resonance and the whole thing can be
summarized as follows,

1) Difference resonance
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2) Sum resonance

The set of equations (20) can be relieved of the exponential functions by defining a new
variable &-T

as is shown in the following results,

— = //\- with / , . = - C " 6 J or -C+l%
dd b b 2 2

—— = —iC~bi - iDb£ for difference resonance (22)
do 2

—— = — iC+th - /DEf for sum resonance .
d0 2 ' ^

Combining the equation for b\ with either the first (difference resonance) or the second
(sum resonance) equation for bi, it is possible to write a second-order equation in either case,

^ + ̂ ^-b; = 0 (Difference)

The solutions of these two equations solve the perturbation problem defined in Section 2.1 and
are very similar, since the equations are themselves similar. One obtains,

c{e+eA
2 [co2 cox ) (24)

with the following definition of the CD's,

^1,2 = - \-D ± 4D1 + |C"|2 (Difference)

co, o =—\-D±

(25)

(Sum)

where the indices 1,2 are associated with the double sign in front of the square root, and D is
defined in the paragraph below Eq. (20). At times, for convenience, one introduces by

definition rf = -JD2 + C* . The quantities B\ and Z?2 are now the actual complex constants

of the perturbed motion.
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* Moving backwards through Eqs. (24), (21) and (19), one can write the variation with 6
of the "constants" a\ and ai of the unperturbed motion, in the case of linear betatron-coupling.
Near a single difference resonance one has

(26)

where the wave numbers co depend now not only on the sign in (25) but also on the plane
considered, by virtue of (19) that implies Xx * Xz, Xx * 0 and Xz * 0,

CO, =^[-(A" - K - xz) ±

C O , , - , = - - I

(27)

These equations indicate that in this case the motion is always stable with amplitude beating and
exchange between the two transverse directions. Similarly, near a single sum resonance one
can write

(28)

and the wave numbers are slightly different from (27),

(29)

These last expressions indicate that the motion near a sum resonance can be stable or unstable,
depending on the amplitude of \C+\. It is stable if cox and ct)z are real. In other words, this
means that

if IC+I < IA+ + Xx + Xz\, the motion is stable,
if \C+\ > IA+ + Xx + Xz\, the motion is unstable.

When the motion is unstable, amplitudes may grow to infinity in both transverse directions.

The forms of the equations (26) to (29) show that the perturbed betatron motion is made
of two modes associated with two different frequencies (O\ and o>2. Results (27) and (29)
show moreover that the inclusion of the S2 terms from the Harniltonian, i.e. Xx and Xz, only
slightly modifies the frequencies of the two modes and that this effect is different from the
horizontal and vertical mode. In the special case where the terms Xx and Xz are neglected,
Eqs. (27) and (29) simplify to
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( » , , = - -

(30)

and become independent of the plane considered.

Considering now only a difference resonance and neglecting the tune shifts with
amplitude %x a nd hz according to the first equation (30), the complete solution can be deduced
from Eqs. (A. 19) and the definitions (A. 17) and (A. 18). Dealing only with the amplitudes,
and ignoring for simplicity the conjugate momenta, the solution is,

x{d) = \c-[^-
2 \(O2

+ c. c.

(3D

With these equations, we went as far as possible in dealing with linear coupling by using
perturbation theory with the Hamiltonian formalism.

Before closing this section, let us make two more remarks. The firs: one concerns the
effects related to Xx and Xz. Considering as an example the situation where C~ is vanishing
after compensation, the solution of the motion is given by (19) together with (A.19) and
therefore Eq. (31) is replaced by

(32)

The effects referred to are different tune shifts in the two transverse directions, the amplitudes
of which are given by first Eq. (15), hence proportional to the square of S(6) and to betatron
amplitude. Therefore, one has to keep in mind that it might be necessary to adjust the tunes
after compensation of solenoidal fields with tilted quadrupoles.

The second remark concerns the one-dimensional resonances 2Qy-p, that are considered
as less important because they are to second order in the perturbation S(0). In fact, large
stopbands are opened near each integer or half-integer by the strong quadrupoles of the nominal
lattice, responsible for Ki,2 (A. 13). The effect of S(0) in this respect is just to slightly modify
the forbidden bandwidths around these particular values, i.e. the quadrupole driving terms,
according to

(33)

Usually S2 is small with respect to the nominal K\^i and therefore negligible. But a judicious
compensation of the tune shifts (32) mentioned might also be able to cancel the effects on xrif
the corresponding change AK\}2 balances theS2 term in (33).
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3 . MEASURING THE DIFFERENCE COUPLING COEFFICIENT

The solutions of the linearly coupled motions (31) give a clue to possible methods for
measuring the coupling coefficient C" of the difference resonance. Using the form of the
coupled motions following a dipole kick in one transverse direction, one can show that the
subsequent coherent oscillations can be analysed for measuring the real and imaginary part of
this complex coefficient. More generally, considering the two frequency modes (30) that
characterize the motions (31) and mapping out their separation as a function of the tunes can be
used for measuring the module \C"\. These two methods are described below.

3 .1 Coupling measurement from coherent oscillations [7-9]

Let us summarize the analysis of the transverse oscillations after kicking the beam
horizontally, the details of which can be found in Ref. [7]. The equations of motion (31) are
functions of two complex constants (four real constants) that can be defined from the initial
conditions of the motion. According to our assumption, these conditions are

(34)

Now, it is useful to rewrite (31) by using the sinusoidal functions and bringing into evidence
the two modes characterized by the frequencies a>\ and o>i.

-ex sin

(35)

z =

- d2 cos fa + co2$) + e2 sin fa + Q)20)]

-C\ ^ - [ / i cos fa -O)2B)-ft sin fa - ©20)

- /2 cos fa - c^O) + g2 sin fa - (OXG)]

where fixo* Pzo ^ e the betatron amplitudes at the kicker position, C\ (and C2) the real (and
imaginary) parts of C~, d, e,/and g new constants of motion and 77 is equal to r]~ defined after
Eq. (25) or in (30). After some cumbersome algebra [7], it is possible to write the constants as
functions of the initial conditions (34),

4.2 =

C1.2 =

/ 2 "\
RC~

-c

gl2
=-2CA

RC0 .

R

P\c

(36)
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One observes from (35) that the single-particle motion contains fast and slow oscillations
associated with the phase Hy and coi,2#, respectively. It is therefore possible, using the
combination law of sinusoidal functions, to factorise the signal into a slowly oscillating
envelope and a fast oscillating component [7]. The result is:

(37)

E2cos\nz+-0-<pz

where both the phases <px> <$>z and the envelopes Ex, Ez are functions of the coefficients d, e,f
and g, and A stands for the distance (17) from the difference resonance "measured". In the
particular case of a horizontal kick, with the particular coefficients (36), the envelopes become,
after neglecting the terms containing \C\(3zofR ( « 1),

E l -
(38)

R1

It comes out from Eq. (38) that the fraction F of the energy (taken here as the square of
the envelope amplitudes) interchanged between the two signals, die ratio G of the minimum to
the maximum of the horizontal envelope and the period T of the envelope oscillations
(involving the revolution frequency /rev) are

V

A'+C
(39)

n frev

in agreement with Refs. [7] and [8]. It is interesting to note that the maxima and minima of the
envelopes (38) appear for rid = n%, n being an integer, and that these envelopes are
independent of the phase of C~ in the complex plane, if the assumption R/pzo » ICi is
verified. Consequently, the knowledge of C\ and Ci requires complementary measurements,
like the response to an inclined kick, such as

xo=zo=0
(40)

More precisely, the coherent oscillations following a horizontal kick have the
characteristics shown in Fig. 1 [9], accordingly with Eqs. (38). In the plane parallel to the
kick, the initial amplitude of the envelope is finite (x0 ^ 0) while it is zero in the orthogonal
plane. With the time, the envelopes beat with the period T and the horizontal one has minima
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when the vertical one has maxima. This illustrates the interchange of energy already
mentioned, in the presence of second-order (in tune) difference resonance. Easily measured are
the period T and the ratio G of the minimum to the maximum of the horizontal amplitude.
Solving Eqs. (39), such measurements give the distance from, and the driving term of, the
resonance

f rev = revolution frequency

(41)

*Jrev

Amplitude

Plane perpendicular
to kick

Time

Time of kick

Plane parallel
to kick

Time

Fig. 1 Coherent oscillations following a horizontal kick

As an illustration of a practical use of this method, Fig. 2 shows one of the first signals
obtained in the now dismantled Intersecting Storage Rings (at CERN) from the filter output of
the device that was used to measure the tunes (kicker and large band pick-up). It is clear from
this picture that the coherency of these signals (proton beam) was more than sufficient to
measure T and G with a very good accuracy. This question of coherency has to be considered
when designing a coupling-meter, in particular for an electron beam, and the kicker has to be
strong enough to generate oscillations of amplitude which are large with respect to the pick-up
resolution. The revolution frequency does not limit the precision of this method since it is
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usually known to a high accuracy. In the case of Fig. 2, the measured value was
\C'\ = 1.2 10'2 and corresponded to the residual coupling of the ring plus the contribution of
one experimental solenoid.

In the ISR, the carrier frequency was 30-300 kHz and modulation frequency 0.5-10 kHz.
The pick-up signal was passing through a rectifier followed by a sharp-edge, low-pass filter,
and differentiated. The zero crossings were used for measuring T and triggering units which
stored maxima and minima of the signal. The precision was ± 3% for the maximum and
minimum values and + 1% for T, giving about 4% on IC"I and IAI.

Fig. 2 Vertical (above) and horizontal (below) coherent oscillations measured in the
Intersecting Storage Rings (CERN) after a horizontal kick

3.2 Coupling measurements from mode frequencies

Solving the equations of motion for a difference resonance revealed the existence of two
modes at frequencies co\ and (&i (35). The positions x and z are given by a mixture of these
modes, but it is possible to rotate the initial axes until the modes are decoupled. These inclined
modes are termed normal modes. According to the first equation (30) that gives the frequencies
of these modes when Xx and Xz are neglected, their wave numbers are separated by r\ll, i.e.

|2

— ( 4 2 )

<3n,«,2=ez+Y-2VA + F I
where only the fractional parts of the tunes are included. When \C'\ = 0, the normal mode tunes
are equal to the unperturbed betatron tunes Qx and Qz . When \C'\ * 0, the effects on the
normal mode tunes depend on A (= Qx - Qz). If A is large with respect to IC~I, there is little
change of the tunes, but when A is small the impact of coupling increases, to reach a maximum
at A = 0 (tune split equal to IC'I). This frequency split of the normal modes is associated with
the above mentioned rotation of the normal axes and, sometime an elliptical polarization if

These effects can be observed experimentally. Increasing Qx and reducing Qz in the
vicinity of the coupling resonance, while also measuring the tunes with horizontal and vertical
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kickers and pick-ups will result in curves similar to those of Fig. 3. The pick-ups see indeed
the frequencies of die normal modes 1 and 2 and one can distinguish three typical situations:

a) ICi < A; the modes are nearly vertical and horizontal and the pick-up measurements
are reliable.

b) IC"I = A; difficulties in measuring the tunes begin to appear and tune readings start to
jump back and forth from mode 1 to mode 2. Two lines are visible on each (horizontal or
vertical) pick-up.

c) \C'\ > A; tune readings are spanning the stopband visible in Fig. 3. At A ~ 0, the
pick-ups respond equally well to both modes, mat are now at 45°.

This shows that the difference in normal mode frequencies is exactly equal to IC"I when
A = 0 and that measuring the tunes while scanning the resonance vicinity provides another way
of measuring \C\.

0.400

0.37S

0.350

2
a

i

0.325

0.300

0.275

& 0.230

Currn: normal node tones
Stni«hi haw: Q, and Q,

-0.1 -0.05 0 0.05
distance from resonance

0.1

Fig. 3 Coupled tunes as functions of the distance from the difference resonance

4 . AMPLITUDE VARIATION DUE TO RADIATION AND ACCELERATION

4.1 General expression of the amplitude variation

Considering the expression (31) for a difference resonance and including now the
conjugate momenta px=x + Sz/2 and p r = z - S x / 2 , the entire solution for the vector

Y = (x,px,z,p2) can be written as follows in presence of linear coupling

(43)

where y is numbering the four components of K,

and

and the functions w are,
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'1

(44)

The two different subscripts of the w's are associated with the two indices of co and the
form of the functions (44) implies that the following relations hold

(45)

with

These solutions are strictly valid in the absence of radiation, but coupled betatron
oscillations of leptons are in rum enhanced by photon emission and damped by the longitudinal
acceleration as well as by the average energy loss in the presence of the focusing component of
the magnetic field.

Starting from the constants Ak of the coupled motion, we now look for their variations
due to these effects [10]. Assuming that these constants change slowly with respect to the
quantum fluctuations and the period of the coupled betatron oscillations, they will reach an
equilibrium between excitation and damping after a few damping times. It is precisely these
equilibrium values of A/c which we want to derive in the following sections.

It follows from Eq. (44) that the quantity F defined below is an invariant of the motion:

w3k . (46)

As a consequence of the invariance of F and of the properties (45), we can write:

(47)

and the equality between the first and last term of Eq. (47) (which can only be satisfied if the
exponential is equal to 1) induces the following orthonormality:
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l'wjk) = l i f ">jl = wjk

hwjk) = O if W

This property of orthonormality can now be used to solve Eq. (43) for the Afc's. Let us write
indeed:

( j j ) ( j j ) (49)
1=1

making use of Eqs. (43) and (48). Then we derive from the last equality :

JJ *\ (50)
vjk>wjk

Since we want to look for the variations of the Ak's due to changes in the canonical variables
(vector Y), Eq. (50) is the key equation. In general, any variation of L4/J due to trajectory
changes 8Yj can be expressed as follows :

ik 8Ak+Ak8Ak+\SAkf = , 1 _ >

1 (51)
,,Sfc)- AkF(8Yj>Wjk)- —±—F(8Yj,wjk)F(6Yj,Wjk) .

F[wjk>wjk) J

4.2 Application to photon emission and acceleration

Considering the photon emission, it is well known [11] that the equilibrium orbit and the
betatron variables are changed by a quantity which is proportional to the photon energy e and to

the dispersion D, whose components are (Dx,Dx,Dz,Dzy.

ox — — u . \JA)

In the presence of longitudinal acceleration 8E in a cavity, only the transverse momenta are
changed while the transverse coordinates remain constant:

8Y = {8x,8px,Sz,8p2) = {0,-px,0-pz)— , (53)

EQ being the nominal energy.

Let us first deal with the orbit change due to photon emission. Since 8Y is proportional
to e (Eq. (52)) and since SYj appears linearly as well as quadratically in Eq. (51), it is
necessary to evaluate the average <£> and the mean square <£2> of the quantum emission,
over a time interval At, and to multiply both by the mean emission rate N. We will now
consider successively these two terms:
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a) If Py stands for the rate of loss of energy by radiation, we have

N At<£>=-Py&£ ,
c *

(54)

where At is the path length interval and

p
_x_ _z_

Px Pz.

(55)

The quantity 1/p2 in Py is proportional to the square of the field B2. Taking into account the
possible presence of field gradients, we must develop B2 in a series for x and z. Keeping only
first order terms,

B (56)

with

_1-(B^—B^\ nd G =— IB
* x dz

Regrouping all the first order terms in JC and z which appear in the product PyAl, we obtain:

Xx + Czz) , (57)-
c

-
c

with Cx = 1/p* + Gx and Cz = 1/pz + Gz. On the right hand side, Pyo is calculated on the
central trajectory x = z = 0 with nominal field fio-

Putting all these results together and replacing x and z by their development in
eigenfunctions (Eq. (43)), the expression we are looking for is:

NAt<e>=At P
ro

jt=i
(58)

b) If Qe stands for the mean value of the product N<e2>, we have simply:

with

NAt < £2 >= AtQ£

n 55 , 2 6P 1
G£"24V3rfi/2C7 V '

(59)

(60)
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In the expression (51) for the amplitude variation, we still need to evaluate the function
YjiWjk) = £FlDj I EQ,Wjk), and the similar one FiSYj, Wjk 1. This is simple if we make

use of the definition (46):

F(Dj I E0,wjk) = ^r(Dxw2k - Dxwlk + D2wAk - D2w3k) . (61)

Let us now turn to the question of longitudinal acceleration 8E (Eq. (53)). For the same
reasons previously evoked, linear and quadratic terms in 6E will be present in Eq. (51). If the
quadratic term 5E2 becomes negligible towards the limit Af -» 0, the linear term averages to
(using eigenfunctions again):

x <8E> <8E>£ . . . . , , „
SPy = ~ Py = XW2k(0)Ak . (62)

£•0 ^0 *=! 4k

Introducing Eq. (62) in the linear terms of Eq. (51) and assuming logically that the average
<8E> must exactly compensate for the radiation loss, gives:

Putting together Eqs. (58), (59) and (61) into Eq. (51) for the photon emission effect and
adding the contribution (63) of the acceleration, we can derive the following expression for the
amplitude variation:

I ' „( L \ 2 i < ^ [ ( C x w l k + Czw2k)(Dxw2k-Dxwlk + DzwAk-Dzw3k)\> (64)

QpAt \ n • n A |2
T < WxWik — ArWit + D-WAL - DrW-iiA

The equality AF(8Y,w) - AF(8Y,w) = -2/ Im[AF(<5y,>v)] has been applied and the subscript
0 of Py abandonned for simplicity. The three terms of (64) give respectively the amplitude
variation associated with the acceleration, radiation damping and quantum excitation.

4.3 Equilibrium amplitudes with coupling and radiation

The finite amplitude variations with radiation for a finite time interval At are written
explicitly in Eq. (64). On the limit of infinitesimal interval (At -» dt), Eq. (64) becomes with
the usual notation [11]:

|2

•2ak\A
2
k\ + Qk , (65)

d \ A k \ _ .

dt

where (ty are the damping coefficients
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^ . (66)

which are proportional to the damping partition numbers Jk

lrn[(Cxwlk+Czw3k)(Dxw2k-Dxwlk + Dzwu-Dzw3k)]
Jk=l+< — — • =—r > , (57)

and where Qk are the transverse beam amplitude coefficients

Qk =<4%><' o, 1 — _ ' ' > . (68)
4 £ 0 Imr{ + w)

These relations use the identity F\Wjk,Wjk) = 2/ Im(wlikw2ik + w^w^) .

Within the assumption made in Section 4.1, a stationary state will occur after a few
damping times and it corresponds to the condition d\Ak\ /dt = O. Hence, the equilibrium
amplitudes are (Eq. (65)):

(69)

and this is the important result to be used in Eq. (43). Betatron coupling is present through the
eigenfunctions (Eq. (44)), the fact that both vertical and horizontal dispersions have an
influence and the need of four coefficients (it = 1 to 4) in order to describe the whole motion.

4.4 Equilibrium emittances with coupling and radiation

Betatron oscillations are characterized by the transverse invariants of the motion, which
define the commonly used emittances Ey. If by definition Ey represents the invariant mean-
square amplitudes of the transverse oscillations, we must have:

(70a)
Py

Starting from the solution (43) and using the eigenfunctions (44) as well as the equalities
between complex conjugates, we can rewrite Eq. (70a) in the following manner:

Ey = ^ ^ = |-fl^!l>vn l2+U32 l lw13l2 l , (70b)
Py Py\ 3! 33 )

the two subscripts of the w's being associated with the horizontal and vertical coordinates,
respectively.

In order to simplify the next calculations, let us now assume that the accelerator or
storage ring of interest is large and has separated functions. This means that the radius of
curvature p is large and there is no gradient in the dipoles (Cx = C2 = 0) .
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Consequently, <D/p> is small with respect to 1 and Eq. (66) becomes simply:

(71)

Hence, putting together Eqs. (68) to (71) and introducing the explicit forms (44) of the
eigenfunctions make it possible to write the emittances as follows:

RE()Py
-o- < //i > +- • < / / , >

16<u,4

•<H3>

(72)

where Py and Qe are given by Eqs. (55) and (60), respectively. It remains to define the
functions H\ and #3 which are simply the numerator of the second bracket in Eq. (68) of Qi
and 03:

8&

2<»2
1

2co2R
1

(73)

^ Re[C"(az - i

The subscripts of// are associated with the two indices of co (see Eq. (31)), and the phase <p is
written for:

0 = tyx — <pz — OA . (74)

The two first terms of (73) are directly proportional to the dispersion invariants (named Ix and
Iz), which appear naturally in Ex and Ez respectively [11], in the absence of coupling. The
other terms are obviously coupled terms for the dispersion.

Turning back to the expressions of the equilibrium emittances (72) and (73), which
appear to be fairly complicated, let us look at two borderline cases:

a) For vanishing linear coupling \C~ -»0 j , the four terms in the square brackets of

Eq. (72) have finite limits. Two of them are equal to zero, while the two remaining ones
become equivalent to:
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R
2

(75)

In this case, the transverse equilibrium emittances and their ratio g = EzJEx are simply given by:

r —< ^g ><- T >

(76)

As expected, the vertical emittance is nul, if the vertical dispersion vanishes in addition to C".

b) For vanishing vertical dispersion (but C * 0 ) , the functions (73) can be written as
follows:

'1 - ^ <Ix
3 «2 8

1

(77)

Introducing Eq. (77) into Eq. (72) gives for the emittances and their ratio g:

(78)

g =
(|C-|/A)2 + 2

The corresponding curves for Ex and g are plotted as functions of the ratio C / 2A in

Fig. 4. Both Eq. (78) and Fig. 4 show that on the limit \c~ » A (sometimes called full

coupling) the transverse emittances are equal and take half the value of the horizontal emittance
at C- = 0.

In general, coupling and vertical dispersion are not vanishing, so that not only Ix and Iz

are contributing but also the products DXDZ, DXDZ, DXDZ andDXDZ in agreement with
expression (73).
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Fig. 4 Horizontal emittance and emittance ratio as function of IC'I/2A, with vanishing vertical
dispersion

5 . APPLICATION TO LEP BETATRON COUPLING

In a circular collider like LEP [12] with experiments installed around each interaction
point, it is important to compensate for the linear coupling due to experimental solenoids [13]
on the one side and the unavoidable sources of residual imperfections all around the ring on the
other side. Coupling would indeed not only generate beating of the J3-function and tilting of the
beam at crossing points, but also modify the nominal equilibrium emittances according to the
mechanism described above, which in turn would influence the performance. Moreover,
performance optimization requires an adjustment of the emittance ratio g = Ez/Ex, which can be
achieved through variations of the coupling coefficient C" (Section 4.4) using a few specific
tilted quadrupoles.

S.I Emittance control with linear coupling

The performance of LEP at given beam current (limited by other mechanisms) is optimum
when the beam-beam forces are such that the horizontal and the vertical beam-beam tune shifts
are equal (and below a threshold of the order of 0.03 at collision). This implies the following
relations between the emittances, the p*-functions and beam sizes a* at the crossing point

The j3*-ratio associated with the design of the experimental insertions (nominal value of
25 in LEP) implies the use of flat beams and small values of g (4%). The expressions for the
emittances in the presence of betatron coupling and radiation (Section 4.4) allow an estimation
of the range in which g can be controlled. The assumptions made in Section 4 are fully valid
for LEP which has tune values near a difference resonance (initial nominal tunes were Qx =
70.4 and Qz = 78.3, with a difference of 8 in the integers selected for beam-beam effect
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optimization), a very large radius of curvature and a lattice with separated functions (i.e. C% -
Cz = 0). If the horizontal dispersion invariant </*> has been estimated [13] to be equal to 1.75
10"2 m, the vertical one <IZ> is of the order of 1.8 10*4 m for a residual dispersion of 10 cm
approximately (as expected in the best conditions), 11.2 10"^ m for D2 of 25 cm and 28.8 10'^
mfor£>zof 40 cm.

In these conditions, the theory developed above allows to estimate the minimum
emittance ratio [13] which can be reached for different amplitudes of the vertical dispersion.
The best one can do consists of compensating exactly the linear coupling such as C" = 0.
Equations (76) then apply directly and give minimum emittance ratios gmin of 1%, 6.25% and
16%, for vertical dispersions of 10 cm, 25 cm and 40 cm, respectively. The nominal
conditions (g = 4%) imply that Dz must remain below 20 cm approximately. To get C~ = 0 in
LEP, there exist four tilted-quadrupole schemes located in sections where Dx = 0, designed for
the compensation of the fields of the experimental solenoids present at the collision-points and
for the control of the residual machine coupling [14].

In the other extreme case, the coupling coefficient can be so large that the contribution of
the vertical dispersion to the emittance becomes negligible and the equations (78) apply. Using
these equations and/or the curves of Fig. 4, one finds out that, for a distance to the difference
resonance A = Qx - Qz + 8 of 0.1, values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 for C" correspond to
emittance ratios g of 33%, 66%, 82% and 92% (all well above gmin associated with D% only).
The capacity of the LEP tilted-quadrupole schemes makes it possible to provide such high
values of C", allowing either for full coupling if necessary or for compensation of contingently
large C~ if required.

Looking at the numbers, the flat-beam configuration required for the LEP performance
implies reducing the value of C~ below 0.01 approximately while keeping the residual
amplitude of the vertical dispersion lower than ~ 10 cm. If the nominal value of g = 4% is
exceeded at constant beam current and insertion optics, the loss of luminosity will rise with
Jg, about. Independently, a high value of C~ (> 0.1 say) prevents accurately running of the
ring and its injection system, since the optics is perturbed (in particular, for tunes close to a
difference resonance) and the diagnostics are confused.

Among the possible sources of coupling to be compensated, most evident was an
abnormally large betatron coupling discovered during early LEP commissioning. It manifested
itself by coupling the first-turn trajectories, tilting and blowing-up the beam and confusing tune
measurements. All the necessary corrections were based on the formalism described above and
can be used to illustrate its application.

5.2 Compensation of the ring linear coupling

Among the expected sources of linear coupling in LEP, there are three that have been
considered as important and estimated in the design phase. Indeed, the random tilts of all
quadrupoles of r.m.s. value <9> and finite amplitudes of the vertical orbit (r.m.s. <z>) in the
systematic sextupoles required for chromaticity correction generate coupling, estimated to be

= 0.009 , for < d >= 0.24 mrad
(80)

= 0.012, for <z>=1.0mm

on the nominal optics (tunes separated by 8). The third source was of course the experimental
solenoids, of which the strongest field integral corresponds to IC'I = 0.06. This result justified
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the introduction of tilted quadrupoles near each interaction point (total of 8 per point) to reduce
every solenoid contribution to below ~ 0.003.

There remain however sources due to field imperfections, initially considered as
negligible, like field asymmetries in the magnets, earth field, induced current in a dissymmetric
vacuum chamber and presence of magnetic material perturbing the field lines. One of those had
to be responsible for the observed \C~\ that was an order of magnitude higher than expected
(IC"I = 0.3) and corresponded to a systematic skew-gradient of ~ 2 Gm'l in all arcs.
Measurements ruled out the earth field as being the main contributor since the consequent
skew-gradient estimated by including the shielding effect of the dipole is only about

0.15 Gm"1. The importance of asymmetries has not been precisely quantified, but the
presence of ferromagnetic nickel in the contact layer between the aluminium chamber and the
lead shield was identified as the main source of the unexpected perturbations [15]. The
remanent field of the nickel can be strong and its component in the horizontal faces of the
chamber creates an undesirable skew-field (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Calculated field map in the LEP dipoles, due to nickel remanent field

In view of coupling compensation [16], it was first appropriate to re-optimize the linear
optics of LEP in order to modify the tune-integer separation (nominally equal to 8), for the
collider was difficult to control and the source of imperfections had the periodicity 8 of the arcs.
With tune integers separated by 6 (Qx = 71.4, Qz= 77.3), the driving term (15) of the
difference resonance was reduced by 5 approximately, but was still large

= 0.058, for \QX-QZ\ = (81)

The next step consisted of trying to compensate linear coupling by using the tilted
quadrupoles already installed near each of the four experimental areas. For the necessary
solenoid compensation, there are four pairs (or families) around every even crossing point able
to entirely decouple betatron motions outside the experimental sections and at the interaction
position. The corresponding pairs of magnets are termed QT1 to QT4, the elements of a pair
being symmetrically located with respect to the solenoid centre. Antisymmetrically powered,
these elements generate an imaginary component C~, while they create a real component when
powered with the same sign. The two pairs QT2 and QT3 are antisymmetrically powered to
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mainly compensate for the solenoids (imaginary C~, see Section 5.3) while the magnets of QT1
and QT4 are independent in order to give means of compensating ring imperfections (mainly
real C~). The margin in their strengths, foreseen for running at ~ 100 GeV, made it possible to
use them for correcting the strong systematic coupling due to the vacuum chamber at injection.

Since the working point of LEP is close to a difference resonance, the efforts for
correcting the ring imperfections were focused on a reduction of C~. Measurements basically
concerned with the normal mode frequencies (Section 3.2), and predictions of corrections were
based on estimates of C~ using Eqs. (15) and (16), as well as on numerical simulations.

The first successful compensation was obtained using the optics with \Q% -Qz 1= 6 and the
QT1 tilted quadrupoles [17]. It was based on the observation supported by numerical
simulations that a second harmonic of skew-gradient correction had strong effects on coupling
with this optics, for the source of the imperfections was mainly an harmonic 8. Subsidiarily,
two arcs enclosing one crossing point and having approximately symmetrical errors generate a
real component C" at this point, as can be seen from formula (15) using the appropriate phases.
Both arguments incited us to excite the QT1 according to the following pattern (e.g. L2 stands
for left of point 2 and R2 for right of point 2),

Position L2 R2 L4 R4 L6 R6 L8 R8
QT1 polarity - - + + - - + +
QT1 absolute normalised strength: 0.006 n r 2 at 20 GeV.

This first "historical" compensation [16,17] succeeded in decreasing IC~I by more than an
order of magnitude, down to 0.001, as shown in Fig. 6 (with experimental solenoids switched
off). The corresponding change in the beam aspect ratio, at positions with and without
horizontal dispersion (top and bottom), can be seen in Fig. 7. This correction made the control
of the machine much easier and physics runs successful. Later, compensation was achieved by
using the QT4 quadrupoles, that are almost equivalent but the tuning of which do not depend
on the betatron amplitudes at the interaction points. The compensation was also distributed in
the arcs by adding pairs of small tilted quadrupoles near the centre of each arc. All these
schemes were based on the treatment recalled in Section 2 [2].
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Fig. 6 Tune separation on the difference resonance, before and after the first compensation
with the tilted quadrupoles QT1 of LEP
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Given the limited resolution of the information conveyed by the luminescent screens
(Fig. 7), the careful comparison of the two pictures at Dx = 0 and at finite Dx (assumed to be
close to the nominal value) allowed a rough estimate of the actual emittance ratio. Hence, what
seems to be full coupling on the bottom left picture before compensation, corresponds to an
emittance'ratio g of ~ 0.3. Similarly, the bottom right picture taken after compensation conceals
a ratio about two times smaller (in agreement with the observed vertical dispersion of about 40
cm, as pointed out in Section 5.1). The ring compensation done as explained made possible
further optical adjustments and correction of solenoid effects (Section 5.3), leading to a rise of
luminosity (an order of magnitude, say). After reducing Dz by careful orbit corrections t&
about 20-25 cm, the emittance ratio approached the nominal 4% (Section 5.1) and the expected
luminosity was within reach.

No Coupling Compensation First Compensation,with QT1

Fig. 7 Beam aspect from the light monitors placed at finite or vanishing dispersion, before
and after the first coupling compensation in LEP

Even though the betatron coupling due to the magnetization of the nickel layer of the LEP
dipole vacuum chamber has been much weakened as described, the source itself has been
suppressed recently [15] by demagnetizing the nickel layer of the chamber, reducing the bare
coupling by more than a factor five.

5.3 Compensation of solenoid linear coupling

Let us heije differentiate between the coefficients arising from tilted quadrupoles and from
solenoids by C$Q and C^OL- NOW, the requirement of full compensation of solenoidal effects
with tilted quadrupoles may be formulated easily,

= 0 (82)

The summation has to be made over all tilted quadrupoles that are excited to compensate the
solenoids. Hence, there are four linear equations since C + and C~ are complex and, in a thin-
lens approximation for the tilted quadrupoles only, the system (82) may be written as follows
[14,18] by virtue of (16) and the last equation (15) (with 5 = 0),
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(83)

where s is the quadrupole position and £ the quadrupole length. K is defined by (1). The two
equations (83) correspond to the real and imaginary components of CT (index 1 and 2,
respectively) and are valid for either the difference or the sum resonance. In the case of a
solenoid with a pure longitudinal field and centred at the minimum of the betatron functions, the
coupling coefficients can be derived analytically from Eq. (15) (with K = 0 and S * 0). The
variations of the "Twiss functions" ay, $y, and [Ly in a drift space are known to be

(84)

arctg -4
n

where the star denotes the parameter values at the minimum of the betatron amplitude, chosen
as the origin of s. Inserting these expressions in the integral (15) gives the simple solution [18]

CSOL- ijcR
(85)

where L is the length of the solenoid and S is defined by (2). Both vectors are purely
imaginary in the chosen coordinate system. Their cancellation then imposes the use of pairs of
skew-quadrupoles symmetrically placed with respect to the interaction point and having
opposite currents, because CSQ (left) is the complex conjugate of CSQ (right). The presence of
a real component due to ring imperfections or overlap of one solenoidal field with the next
focusing quadrupoles (for example the L3 experiment in LEP) requires, however, the presence
of two pairs of symmetrical quadrupoles with independent power supplies to allow currents of
the same or opposite sign. All these considerations, the four conditions (83) linked to the
expressions (85) and the particular values of the phases fly and functions fiy , induced us to
choose the scheme shown in Fig. 8 for half an insertion [18]. It can be used to compensate
either the solenoids or the ring, as explained in Section 5.1.

Let us underline here that this scheme makes it possible to decouple the motions at the
solenoid centres, in order to avoid any distortion of the four-dimensional beam ellipsoid, that
could reduce performance and luminosity. Moreover, the simultaneous compensation of C +

and C" outside the insertion of Fig. 8 and at the interaction point prevents the existence of tilted
normal modes and j3y-beating in these positions and in the arcs [18]. Neglecting C+ would
indeed let a perturbation develop according to Eqs. (28), and it can be interpreted as a
modulation of the /Jy-function, considering the form of the complete solution that is similar to
(31) by virtue of (A. 19). This modulation is the more important the stronger is the tilt of the
normal modes, i.e. the modifications (29) or (30) of the wave numbers. The effect is therefore
a function of the ratio \C+\/A+ and decreases with increasing A+. It is however never
completely negligible even when the working point is roughly centred between two sum
resonance lines.
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Fig. 8 Half LEP insertion with the experimental solenoid, the tilted quadrupoles (QT) for
compensation, the focusing quadrupoles (QS) and the vertical electrostatic separators
(ZL)

Only, the compensation of both C+ and C~ avoid this imperfection and completely decoupled
the transfer matrix across an experimental insertion. This fact was numerically tested [18] for
one particular LEP solenoid, using the programs TRANSPORT and PETROS. TRANSPORT
simulates the propagation of the beam ellipsoid throughout an insertion and PETROS simulates
the beam dynamics of the whole machine with a compensated solenoid. TRANSPORT
confirmed that the beam sizes at the crossing were not penurbed by more than 0.5% after
compensation and PETROS showed that the tilt of normal modes was below 0.005° at the
crossing and 0.04° in the arcs.

The four solenoids to be compensated in LEP are those of the experiments L3, ALEPH,
OPAL and DELPHI, with difference coupling coefficients ranging from 0.015 to 0.06.
Compensation with the scheme described was precalculated according to the present theory and
initially set up. These corrections were successful in general, but some experimental
adjustments were required some time to get a residual ICI between 0.003 and 0.006 [14].
These might however correspond to a general minimization of the actual coupling around the
ring, rather than to a local correction. The outcome was checked by measuring ICi with the
method of Section 3.2 and individual results obtained in the early commissioning phase are
displayed in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 Residual tune separations measured after initial compensation of each experimental
magnet in LEP
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APPENDIX

PERTURBATION THEORY

A.I Treatment of the perturbation in Hamiltonian formalism [2]

The motion is defined by the total Hamiltonian H obtained by the sum of the Hamiltonian
Ho of the unperturbed motion and of the perturbing Hamiltonian Hi, i.e.

H = H0{p,q,e) + H1(p,q,e) (A.I)

where 6 is the independent variable and p,q are the 2N canonical variables in an N-dimensional
space,

P = h2,...,N . (A.2)

The canonical equations of the motion are then,

9H dHo
n — .

9 fyp fyp dPp
(A3)

9 dqp dqp dqp

The perturbation problem consists in setting up a technique to find the motion for the total
H, knowing the general solution of unperturbed motion,

j = 1,2,-,2N . (A.4)

and without making any approximations based on the smallness of Hi. The 2N arbitrary
constants aj are constant along each of the unperturbed trajectories. Solving Eqs. (A.4) gives

dj = aj[pp,qp,e) (A.5)

these functions being determined by the form of Ho. They form a system of coordinates in the
phase space at 0= 0 and the unperturbed trajectories (A.4) a system of projection lines To from
this initial-condition space into the general q-6-p space, that includes the 0-dimension.
Consequently, the perturbed motion in q-d-D can be followed by a moving projection line To,
which in turn corresponds to a set of ay-values that change with 6. Therefore, the method is
called the method of the variation of constants and is based on the principle that the general
solution of the perturbed motion keeps the form (A.4) with time-dependent aj however, i.e.

qp=qf\aj(9),e]

Using the definition of the Poisson bracket
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du dv (?v du
dp

p

(A.7)

the rate of change of any function f(qp,pp,B), when the representative point moves along a
trajectory, is given by

dd
(A.8)

by virtue of the form of the canonical equations (A.3). Applying Eq. (A.8) to the coefficients
aj provides

(A.9)

for the perturbed and unperturbed motions, respectively.

By subtraction, one gets in the presence of perturbation

(A.10)

The right-hand side of Eq. (A.10) is a function of aj and 6, because of (A.4) and so we have a
set of 2/V-equations to determine the functions aj =fj(6).

Expressing H\ as a function of aj and 9, termed U in what follows, it is possible to
rewrite the equations (A.10) as:

(A.11)dU

m *m

making use of the definition (A.7).

So far everything is exact. Hence, to solve the perturbed motion knowing the solution of
the unperturbed motion, it is necessary to find H, i.e. H\, to express it as a function of the
constants aj, and to derive the 2N first-order equations (A.I 1).

A.2 Specific case of betatron motion [1,2]

In this case, the unperturbed motion is the motion of the particles, which are in the
' ~ ' ds linearly varying with x and z, and which are therefore stable. The

this case, the unperturbed motion is the motion of the parti
presence of magnetic fields linearly varying with x and z, and which ar<
well-known form of the corresponding Hamiltonian Ho is recalled here,

+K2(e)z2+P
2
x+p2] (A.12)
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where y denotes either x or z (for two-dimensional motion) and K\, K2 are the transverse
focusing forces depending on 6

tip

The functions G\,2 are field gradients and the magnetic rigidity Bp is equal to the momentum
divided by the charge, pie. Canonical equations in either transverse direction are,

y = py and py+Kp(0)y = O p = l,2 . (A.14)

These are Hill's equations which always have two particular integrals of the following form,
according to the theorem of Floquet [19],

y*(6) = ap e-'Q>e

using the complex notation for oscillatory motion. On the other hand, it has been shown by
Courant and Snyder [20] that solutions of (A.14) may be written as follows:

( A

y(0) = complex conjugate

where J5y(6) is the familiar transverse betatron amplitude. The integrals of the reciprocal of )3y
functions define the phase advances fly and the wave numbers (tunes) Qy,

The direct comparison of Eqs. (A. 15) and (A. 16) provides Floquet's function w (and its
complex conjugate)

Let us denote by u the horizontal Floquet function and by v the vertical Floquet function, which
are both given by (A. 18) with y equal to x or z, respectively. Thus, the general solutions of the
unperturbed motion equations (A.14) are

=ai{u + iQxu) eiQ*e+ax{t-iQxu) e^
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The expressions for x and z come directly from (A.15) and (A.18), while px and pz were
obtained by differentiating those expressions, keeping in mind that y = py. The constants of
the motion are here the complex quantities a\ and ai.

According to the development of Section A.I, the Eqs. (A.19) must be solved with
respect to the four constants a\, 5i ai and a2 of the unperturbed motion. Leaving this task to
the reader as an exercise, we just write the solution [2]

(A.20)

where W(u) and W(v) are the Wronskians associated with Floquet's functions, reducing to

W(u) = u{t - i Qxu) - u{u + iQxu) = W(v) s - i (A.21)

Let us now introduce a perturbation H\ to the betatron motion and assume that we know
explicitly the corresponding function U, according to Eqs. (A. 11). Perturbation theory and
second relation (A.I 1) make it possible to write the four first-order equations for the quantities
a, now functions of 6. As a second exercise, the reader may compute the Poisson brackets
[aj, am] in the particular case of the betatron motion [Eqs. (A.20) and (A.21)]. It will be
found that they confine themselves to simple complex numbers that combine with the
Wronskians to give [2],

da .dU da, .dU
d0 dax dfl

At this point, it is important to stress that Eqs. (A.22) are identical to canonical equations,
if we introduce new canonical variables q^ and Pp and their associated Hamiltonian IF1 (equal
to U), according to

p2=iO2 (A.23)

=1/(0^,02,02,6) .

So far everything is exact again and we are sure that symplecticity has been conserved
through the whole treatment, since the equations (A.22) of the perturbed motion are still
canonical. At this point, to solve the perturbed betatron-motion, it is necessary to find the
solution of Eqs. (A.22).
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CHROMATICITY

A. Verdier

CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
The meaning of 'Chromaticity' is taken here as : change of the linear
parameters of the transverse motion of a single particle related with
a change of the beam energy, for a machine in a fixed status. We
give here an overview on general theoretical aspects with a special
emphasis on the case of low-/3 insertions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Etymologically, chromaticity comes from, the Greek word xpw/ia which means colour.
Its use in the accelerator field comes from the fact that, like electro-magnetic waves, the
charged particles are deflected according to their energy. However the expression 'Chro-
maticity correction' has a different meaning depending on the person who uses it. In
the old times of accelerators, it meant only correction of the first derivative of the tunes
with respect to the momentum. The word chromaticity itself was used for the expression
Q'/Q because it has a value of the order of -1 for a simple lattice. Nowaaays the word
chromaticity is used for 'change of linear optics parameters with beam energy' and will
be used below with this meaning. In terms of transfer maps or aberrations, this means
considering contributions linear in the transverse coordinates and of arbitrary order in rel-
ative momentum deviation. This new meaning of 'chromaticity' arises from the increasing
complexity of the machine lattices and correction procedures.

As the chromaticity correction will use non-linear fields, it must be treated with
consideration of the non-linear dynamics. Therefore in practice the chromaticity correc-
tion will involve non-linear correction too. In this respect, a good method, which can be
implemented easily only in large machines, is to construct multipole schemes which are
a priori free from low-order transverse non-linearities for any status of the chromaticity
correction.

At this point it is worth questioning whether effects which are non-linear both in
momentum and coordinates should be considered. From experience, it appears that, if
the chromaticity correction is done with multipoles of order below octupole, these effects
can be neglected. This means that, as long as the betatron tunes are far from a linear
instability condition, the non-linear dynamics are little affected by a momentum change.
If the chromaticity correction is done with higher-order multipoles, it may happen that
unacceptable non-linearities are created on the off-momentum closed orbit. The most
simple example is the creation of off-momentum octupoles from decapoles, which makes
an off-momentum anharmonicity. Such effects will not be considered here.

In this course we will give the basic principle which can be used to perform a
chromaticity correction in a wide range of machines. The methods differ because all
machines do not have the same needs. For instance the correction with sextupole families
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is very efficient for a large machine like LEP, with low-/3 insertions which make strong
non-linear chromatic perturbations. This sort of correction is mandatory to preserve the
quantum lifetime of the beam. However, for a proton machine like LHC, which has the
same size as, and similar optics to LEP, it is useless because the useful momentum range is
far smaller. In a small machine with a small dispersion such as a synchrotron light source,
the chromaticity correction with chromatic sextupole families cannot be done, and it is
necessary to compensate for the geometric aberrations by means of sextupoles which do
not act on the chromaticity.

In what follows, we will first examine why the chromaticity correction has to be
made. We will give basic concepts on a simple example. Then, we will give examples
of tools used to perform a chromaticity correction. Finally, we will treat in more detail
the problem of a machine with low-/? insertions. For chromaticity correction involving
corrections of non-linear transverse motion, the reader should refer to the courses on
transverse dynamics or to reference [1].

2 WHY CORRECT THE CHROMATICITY ?

The first reason why the derivatives of the tunes with respect to momentum have to
be cancelled is to eliminate the dipole mode of the head-tail instability above transition
energy. This phenomenon was first observed in Frascati in the storage ring AD ONE where
a feed-back system was used to cure this instability, as there was no sextupole available.
An analysis can be found in Ref. [2].

As this instability is a potential limit to the beam intensity, it is preferable to make
the first-order tune derivatives slightly positive in any machine design. This is extremely
easy to do, two sextupole families are enough to adjust the two first derivatives of the
tunes with respect to momentum. The exact values to which these derivatives have to be
set depend on the transverse impedance of the machine. It may happen that, as in LEP,
they must not be made too largely positive, otherwise the transverse quadrupole mode
m=-l become unstable.

On top of the cure of this head-tail instability, the first-order chromaticity correction
is mandatory in large machines, because the high value of the derivatives results in a
betatron instability for a small momentum deviation. For instance a tune derivative of
-250 leads surely to a betatron instability for a relative momentum deviation in a one
per-mill range. This is indeed what occurs for LEP as shown on Fig. 1.

Once the first derivatives of the tunes are corrected, the variations of the tunes
with momentum may still be unacceptable. In order to examine this, we must have a
good computer program which calculates these variations. This is not trivial, we will gi* :
examples below which illustrate mistakes made in the past. It may then happen that
variations with momentum of non-linear parameters like anharmonicity are unacceptable.
Clearly chromaticity correction may take us very far! Before going to such complications,
we first look at the most simple chromaticity correction we can think of.
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G05P46lv2 (90/60) optics for LEP934 structure - 07 moy. 93
HP/UX version B. 11/4 14/09/93 14.20.26
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Figure 1: Tunes versus momentum for the LEP 1993 physics optics with no sextupole,
G05P461v2 optics, £^=90.27, QV=7Q.19, f of 5cm and 1.25m.

3 CHROMATICITY CORRECTION OF A FODO CELL
3.1 Natural tune derivatives

The most simple FODO-cell model we can think of is made from thin quadrupoles
and thin dipoles. Note immediately that using thin dipoles is questionable because the
two ends of the dipoles, which produce second-order aberrations, are at the same place
and cancel each other. Therefore the simple model is then restricted to the case where
the radius of curvature of the dipoles is larger than the length of the dipole in a half cell
of length L by at least one order of magnitude. The phase advance \i in a FODO cell is
given by [3]:

sia(/*/2) = LiH/4. (1)

Kl is the integrated normalised gradient B'l, which is the same in the F and D
quadrupoles, divided by Bp, the magnetic rigidity of the beam. In Eq. (1), the only
quantities which depend on 5 are /i and K. The explicit dependence of K is:

= k(l-6+62-S3
(2)

where k is the value of the normalised gradient for the energy of the reference orbit. From
now on, we will use a capital letter for a quantity which depend on 6, as in (2), and small
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ones for the value of the same quantity for 6=0. Differentiating Eq. (1) with respect to
the relative momentum deviation S, we obtain :

Note that the ratio fi'/fi has values close to -1 for phase advances below 90°. Therefore
the ratio Q'/Q is of the order of -1 for a machine made of FODO cells. This was the case
of the first alternating-gradient machines and this ratio was called 'chromaticity ' (and
given the symbol £).

Differentiating Eq. (1) twice, we obtain:

„ _ 2tan(/t/2)
f

This formula provides only an order of magnitude because the model is already approx-
imate to first-order. However, we see already that the natural second-order derivative of
the tunes is numerically of the same order as the natural first-order derivative, but with
an opposite sign, for a machine made of FODO cells, neglecting the effect of the dipoles.

It is easy to check that the derivatives of higher order are still of the same order of
magnitude. Consequently, the variation of the tunes of a n.«vsl»ne made of FODO cells
with equal gradients is surely smooth in a range of momentttta. deviation of some percents.

3.2 Cancelling the first derivatives of the tunes

We exploit the fact that off-momentum particles oscillate around an off-centred
closed orbit which passes off-centre in the machine magnets. The position of the off-
momentum closed orbit is given to first-order in 8 by the product D6, where D is the
dispersion function.

Introducing in the FODO structure a sextupole, which has a quadratic field varia-
tion, produces a gradient depending linearly on 6, thanks to the existence of the dispersion
function. This can be explained as follows. The normalised components of the sextupole
field are K'(x2 — y2)/2 in the horizontal plane and —K'xy in the vertical one. Here K'
is the normalised second derivative of the magnetic field : B" jBp. In order to look for a
betatron oscillation around the off-momentum closed orbit, we substitute for x : DS + x$
(position of the off-momentum closed orbit to first-order in 5, plus betatron oscillation)
in the above expressions of the sextupole field. Keeping the terms linear in x$ in this
expansion, we observe that a gradient equal to k'DS in the horizontal plane and —k'DS
in the vertical plane appears, k' is now the value of K' for 8 = 0.0. Choosing k'D = k,
we compensate exactly the decrease of the quadrupole gradient to first-order in S. Doing
this exercise for the two quadrupoles of the FODO cell makes an exact compensation of
the decrease of the quadrupole gradient with the momentum deviation to first-order in 6.

The reader can check for himself that this argument can be extended to higher order:
a field varying like xn can compensate a dependence of the gradient on 6n~1. Doing this
compensation, variations of order higher than 6n are introduced. Therefore a deeper
analysis has to be done. A first approach is given at the end of the course. On top of
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these higher-order chromatic aberrations, non-linear terms are introduced in the equation
of motion : their effect has betn analysed in courses on non-linear dynamics (see those in
this course or in [1] for instance).

4 GENERAL CHROMATICITY CORRECTION
After this introduction concerning basic concepts, we tackle the chromaticity prob-

lem for more complicated cases and with more accuracy. In the problem hierarchy, the first
one is the computation of the eifects. Indeed it is useless to compute beautiful corrections
if we are not able to check their efficiency.

The best way to compute chromatic effects is:

• calculate the position of the off-momentum closed orbit by means of an accurate
mapping per element

• determine the associated tunes and /3-functions. To this end we must have a correct
computation of the transfer matrices around the computed off-momentum closed
orbit or an efficient algorithm which can extract the tune values from tracking.

This will provide all variations of the optics parameters with momentum with the maxi-
mum accuracy. Many computer codes have been made to solve this problem. An exhaus-
tive review can be found in Ref. [4].

In the case where we are confronted with a non-standard chromaticity problem, the
best procedure is to make computations with several different codes. As shown below,
this can reveal a mistake. But of course the best thing is to go back to the exact equation
of motion in order to make sure of the physics involved in our problem.

Before going into the details of the computation of chromatic effects, it is of prime
importance to stress that the numerical computation of the 5-dependence can be per-
formed exactly for machines without synchrotron radiation. This is a consequence of the
fact that a mere scaling of the canonical momenta is a canonical transformation. If all mo-
menta are divided by the actual momentum of the particle, the electro-magnetic potential
is also divided by this actual momentum ps so that eventually the momentum dependence
disappears from the Hamiltonian of the motion. For a motion with synchrotron losses
a similar procedure can be applied, except that p, is now a sort of momentum averaged
over the circumference. Then, in order to describe the synchrotron motion, it is necessary
to expand the equations of motion with respect to a variable pt given by:

- A_ i_
Pt - pTc" %

where E is the energy and /3, the relativistic factor associated with ps. As mentioned
above, this normalisation to p, is only applicable to numerical computations, when the
explicit dependence with respect to the momentum deviation is not wanted. In what
follows we want to describe explicitly the 5-dependence, therefore we will go back to the
equation of motion for the computation of chromatic effects.
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5 EQUATION OF MOTION

Starting from the exact relativistic equation of motion with the Lorentz force:

dp/dt = ev x B

we expand it in a curvilinear coordinate system with a curvature h in the horizontal plane
and project the motion on the three axes. This has been done by several authors [5, 6].
The exact equation of motion projected on the three axes gives a set of three equations:

•** r I n I II . * _ - \ * - \ it -*•

x" - h(l + hx) - YH\X'X" + y'y" + (1 + hx){hx)'} = — ( y % - (1 + hx)by)

y" -

hx)(hx)'\ = -^(x'b,, - y'K)

The prime denotes here a derivation with respect to the longitudinal coordinate s, and T
is obtained from :

There is clearly a notation problem associated with the prime which means either deriva-
tive with respect to the longitudinal coordinate 5 or with respect to the relative momen-
tum deviation. In fact, for all variables used in this course except the dispersion function,
the differentiation is unambiguous and will be specified. For the dispersion function the
derivatives with respect to momentum will be noted with indices like D2. The fe's with
indices are the normalised components of the magnetic field: b = B/Bp, where B is the
magnetic field itself and Bp the magnetic rigidity of a particle on the reference orbit.
Setting x,y and their derivatives equal to zero, we have :

This fixes the sign convention in the field components : a positive by means focussing in
the horizontal plane. This convention should be applied in any good optics code, it is
done in the code MAD [7] that we use at CERN. For right multipoles (i.e. such that the
field in the plane of the machine is parallel to the main dipole field), the expansion of
by(x,y,s) is, up to decapole :

by(x,y,s) = h + K{s)x + ^ [ z 2 - y2} + ^ [ * 3 - Zxy2} + £M[X* - 6x2y2 + /)

In order to obtain the chromatic effects, we have to keep all monomials linear in the
transverse coordinates and their derivatives. For instance, we show the classical example
of the computation of the derivatives cf the tunes with respect to momentum. To this
end we must expand the equations to second-order in the two transverse planes, because
we want to have monomials in x5,x'6,yS and y'S. This expansion gives (see for instance
Ref. [5]) :
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x" _ - x\hx' + h'x) = Y^[y'h. - (1 + hx)by]

y" - y'{hx' + h'x) = -^-J-x'b3 + (1 + hx)bx}.

We consider only the transverse planes and not at all the longitudinal one. It is clear
that kinematical terms as well as terms coming from the discontinuity of the curvature
h of the reference orbit appear, which were not in the simple model used to establish
formula (1).

In order to have the equation for the betatron motion around the off-momentum
closed orbit we then substitute x for DS -f x$ and keep in the expansion the monomials
in xs and x's. We obtain :

x% + (h2 + k)xs - (k - k'D + 2h2 + h'D' - 2Dh3 - AhkD)xs8 - {hD)'x'sS = 0

y's - hs + (k- k'D + h'D' - 2hkD)ys6 + (hD)'y's5 = 0 (3)

We observe that the perturbation in 5 contains two terms linear in x and x' aitd hence the
chromatic effects cannot be estimated by means of the well known first-order tune-shift
formula [8] :

AQ = j - <f Ak(s)/3(s)ds.

An estimate of the importance of the error when using this formula can be found in a
report on the design of the LEAR machine at CERN [9]. It appears that the ratio Q'/Q
can be wrong by a factor as large as 2 if the calculation is not properly done. However
such a dramatic effect may only occur in small machines with a radius of the same order
as the dispersion function. For instance in LEP, where the dispersion is of the order of
a metre and the radius of curvature three kilometres, the error due to neglecting these
terms is as the ratio of these numbers, i.e. of a tenth of unit in Q' for a Q' value of the
order of -100.

Nowadays accurate transfer maps to large order in transverse coordinates have been
computed for all sorts of magnets by means of modern techniques such as LIE algebra
[10] or Differential Algebra [11]. Therefore there is little excuse for not computing the
chromatic effects properly in any machine.

6 COMPUTATIONS OF GRADIENT PERTURBATIONS

Being able now to compute chromatic effects, we wish to compensate the detrimental
ones. One possibility is to establish formulae giving the effect of gradient perturbations.

The principle of the method used is rather simple: as we deal with perturbations
which modify linear terms in the equation of motion, we can use matrix calculus to
estimate their effect. The equation of motion contains chromatic terms (monomials in 6)
which can be considered as a perturbation. These terms give exactly the perturbation
of x' due to an infinitely thin element. As there is no change in z, the transfer matrix
of such a perturbation is straightforward. Multiplying the unperturbed Twiss matrix at
the place of the perturbation by the transfer matrix of the perturbation makes it possible
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to compute the Twiss matrix associated with the perturbed machine and then the new
tunes. This procedure can be generalised to higher order.

Before examining this in detail, we must stress that such perturbation calculations
are the basis of the computation of off-momentum transfer matrices for any sort of mag-
netic machine elements. Such computations can be found for instance in [12, 13].

6.1 First-order focussing perturbation
In equations (3), the chromatic terms can be written as :

Czz8 + Cpzz'S

where z stands for x or y. The transfer matrix associated with such a perturbation of
infinitely small length ds is obtained considering that :

• the transverse coordinate z does not change

• the change in z' is merely z"is

The transfer matrix is then:

~Cz6ds 1 - Cpz5ds } ^

We notice readily that this matrix is not symplectic, i.e. its determinant is not 1. This
is due to the term Cpz coming from the dipole ends. As an actual dipole has two ends,
it is not physical to consider one isolated end. If we compute the off-momentum transfer
matrix for a complete dipole, we notice that it is indeed symplectic. Therefore it is
legitimate to compute the Twiss matrix of the perturbed machine by multiplying merely
the unperturbed Twiss matrix :

( cos \i + a sin y, ^ sin /i \
—7 sin fi cos /x — a sin fi J

in which the functions j3 and a are computed at the place of the perturbation, by the
matrix of the perturbation. From the trace of the product, we obtain the tune fi* of the
perturbed machine :

cos /i* = cos \L — — [Cz6f3 sin fi -f- CpzS(cos ft — a sin ft)] ds.

The tune \i* of the perturbed machine is :

li* = /x + n'5.

Expanding cos (i* and identifying the first-order terms in 5, we obtain

- a)\ds
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by a mere integration of all first-order effects. It is worth noting that, as Cpz = (hD)', its
integral is zero since hD is a function which has a one-turn period. The correct first-order
formula for the computation of the tunes derivatives is then :

)-Cpza)]ds. (5)

Integrating the term with Cpz by parts gives:

where Cpz is the derivative of Cpz with respect to the longitudinal coordinate s. This is
the formula given in [14].

6.2 First-order chromaticity correction

We apply now the above results to the case of sextupoles. Prom Eq. (3), we have:

Cx = k'D, Gpx = 0 Cy = -k'D, Cpy = 0

We put these expressions in Eq. (5) to obtain the changes in the first derivative of the
tunes with respect to 5 due to sextupoles:

AQ'h = j-fk'(s)D(s)/3h(s)ds.

and
AQ; = ± f -k'(s)D(s)l3v(s)ds.

These expression can be obtain exactly by means of the first-order tune-shift formula.

For practical applications, it is enough to have one set of sextupoles at locations
where fa is large to act mainly on Q'h and another set where j3v is large to act mainly on
Q'v. The two above equations lead to a set of two linear equations with the two strengths of
the two sextupole sets as unknowns. The same system can obviously.be used to compute
increments of sextupole strengths required to make increments of tune derivatives. This
is applied routinely to accelerator control.

6.3 Higher-order focussing perturbation

There are two origins of the higher-order terms :

• those appearing in the expansion of the equation of motion

• combined effect of gradient perturbations of lower order.

As an example of higher-order calculations, we give below the main lines of tlie
computation of tune variations in S2 in the horizontal plane.

The terms appearing in the equate ~>. of motion are obtained from an expansion of
this equation up to third order in transverse coordinates and second-order in 8. Then we
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substitute x for x-s + D8 •+• D2S2, expand and keep the monomials linear in xp and x'~.
The monomials in 8 are given in equation (3). The monomials in 82 are :

xS2 [-k'D'2 + (2hz + 4hk + h')D2 - 2hh'DD' + Z{kh2 - h4/2 + hk1 +
+D'{2h2 + 3fc/2) + D{4hk - k'D - 2Dh?) + 2h2 + k]

x'82 [~h'D2-hD'2-hh'D2 + (4h2 + Zk)DD' -ZhD'}. (6)

The combined effect of the gradient perturbations of first-order is obtained by gen-
eralising the first-order calculation in section 6.1. The unperturbed Twiss matrix is now
divided into two sub-matrices A and B, and the matrices of perturbations Pi and P2
similar to that given in Eq. (4) are inserted to make the perturbed Twiss matrix:

AxPlx B x P2. (7)

The second-order chromatic term associated with the perturbation of index i in the
equation of motion can be written:

[Cixx6 + Ci'xx82 + Cipxx'8 + Ci'pxx'82}ds

where Cix and Cipx are extracted from Eq. (3), and Ci'x and Ci'px are extracted from Eq.
(6). The tune with the chromatic perturbations is obtained from the trace of the matrix
given by (7).

In order to have the second derivative of the tune, we expand the general expression
of the trace of the matrix with the tune expanded to second-order in 8 :

cos(/i + fi'8 + fi"—) = cos/x - fi'8sin fi - -(fi12 + fi")82 cos/i (8)

and then we identify the terms in 8 and 82 in Eq. (8) and in the expression of the trace
of the matrix (7). We obtain after lengthy calculations:

2dfi'/ds = Clxfii + Clpx(cos fi — ax sin /i) -f C^x/^ + C2px(cos \i — a2 sin \L)
d2n"/dslds2 = -dfi'2/dslds2

+C1J.01 tan \i + ClpX(l - ax tan y) + C2'xf32 tan p + C2'px(l - a2 tan /i)
+ClxC2x(3i/32 sin/ii sin /J2/ cos (j,
+ClxC2pxPi sin /42(cos fii — a2 sin fi\)
+Cr2xC

flpx/32 sin /ii(cos \i2 — ax sin fi2)
+C2piClpX(cos/i2 — a2 sin/i2)(cos^! — a2sin/ii) (9)

The second-order derivative of the tune with respect to momentum is then obtained
from the double integral:

In Eq. (9), we recognise in the expression of 2d\i' fds a mere sum of first-order effects
identical to those given by Eq. (5).

In the second-order terms of Eq. 9), we have three sorts of terms:
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• the first one is a mere 'first-order product'

• the second one is the contribution of the second-order terms of the equation of
motion calculated with the first-order formula

• the third one is made from a series of products of first-order terms with phase
factors, i.e. the effect of coupling between first-order terms. These terms generalise
the second-order formula established in Ref. [8].

6.4 Off-momentum closed orbit to higher order

The position of the off-momencum closed orbit is, to second-order in S :

DS + D26
2

We substitute x for this expression in the equation of motion and factorize in powers of
6. Setting to zero the term in 5 in this equation, we obtain the standard equation of the
dispersion [8]:

D" + (k + hz)D = h

Setting to zero the term in S2 in this equation, we obtain the equation of D2 '•

£>» + (jfe + h2)D2 = h'DD' - h?D2 + hDl2/2 - 2hkD2 - k'D2/2 + kD + h

It is worth noting that the right hand side contains both coefficients of the equation of
motion and D and D', which come from the solution of the equation of the dispersion,
whilst the left hand side is the unperturbed equation of motion. This makes it possible to
compute D2 easily from the periodic forced solution of the equation of motion [8]. This
recurrence property extends to higher orders, simply because the terms containing the
highest-order derivative come from the terms linear in coordinates which are by definition
the unperturbed equation of motion.

6.5 Higher-order chromaticity correction

The problem of correction is now less straightforward than for the linear case, be-
cause we will have to make a compromise between the contributions of all orders, and
very often it is not worth having too many variables to do the job. Therefore the best
thing is to make a numerical minimisation of all contributions.

Formulae based on a generalisation of the Courant and Snyder second order per-
turbation formula [8], with contributions of multipoles up to decapole, are old fashioned
but relatively easy to implement. For instance the program HARMON [15] is based on
such formulae for the chromaticity correction up to third order in 8 and to second-order
in betatron amplitude. They are enough to make the third-order correction in a large
machine, but not for a machine with a radius of curvature comparable with its dispersion
function. For the latter case formulae like (9) should be used.

A promising and elegant alternative method is the Differential Algebra technique [16]
which makes it possible to obtain the contribution of variables, e.g. multipole excitations,
to the chromatic monomials in the transfer map of a whole machine. From the transfer
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maps it is possible to compute the expansion of the tunes with respect to momentum,
i.e. the tune derivatives. This new method has the advantage that the computation time
grows less fast with the expansion order than analytical methods like the above one.

We cannot leave the subject of higher-order chromaticity correction without men-
tioning how the problem of non-linear terms in transverse coordinates can be solved. This
can be done with perturbation theories which make it possible to compute contributions
to a given order. Examples can be found for instance in Ref. [1]. The formalism of
gradient perturbations can be generalised to this case. For instance the above mentioned
HARMON program contains the computation of anharmonicity and resonance effects. Of
course the more general Differential Algebra technique can also be applied to this. The
correction of non-linearities in the transverse coordinates is important in machines where
the fields associated with multipoles are at least of the order of several thousandths of
the quadrupole fields at the useful aperture. This occurs for instance in the synchrotron
light sources [17] or in superconducting machines where the field defects are much larger
than in conventional ones.

7 CHROMATICITY OF A MACHINE WITH LOW-/? INSERTIONS
A low-/3 insertion is a part of a machine in which the envelope functions (3 are made

small in both planes in order to reduce the beam size. This is the case in storage rings at
the crossing points. Because of the energy spread in the beam, the dispersion functions
have also to be made small in order not to destroy the effect of the low-/3 . Usually the
dispersion functions are made zero in the whole insertion because the RF cells, which
must be put in regions without dispersion, are conveniently placed close to them. In such
a region without dispersion, a local correction, as explained in section 3, cannot be made.

In order to make a local correction, we could try to let the dispersion function
oscillate in the insertion quadrupoles and make it zero at the crossing point only. However,
if there is no bending magnet between the quadrupoles close to the crossing point, the
dispersion has opposite values in these quadrupoles because the phase advance is close to
7T. The sextupoles for the local correction have then opposite strengths and their non-
linear kicks act in phase, which necessitate a compensation with additional sextupoles.

In fact a solution exists for a non-local correction. The problem is the 'off-momentum
mismatch' of the insertion, the latter being matched on central orbit, to a lattice which
is chromatically corrected. Thus, rearranging the sextupoles in the lattice to force the
off-momentum /3's to take values close to those which make an 'off-momentum matching',
is the way to a solution.

We examine here how to estimate the effect of this off-momentum mismatch, which
is a particular case of an insertion mismatch due to a gradient perturbation [18].

7.1 Global estimation of a gradient perturbation
We consider a perfect machine at the end of which the betatron functions have the

values (3 and a. By definition the betatron functions have also the values f3 and a at the
beginning of the machine.
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We introduce in this machine a certain gradient perturbation. The effect of this
perturbation can be computed exactly with the transforms of (3 and a through the per-
turbed machine, which are /3' and a*, as well as the associated phase advance /A4 defined

where /?*•* is the transform of (3 at the point of longitudinal coordinate 5. Indeed these
quantities are enough to obtain the perturbed Twiss matrix the expression of which is
[19] :

V/=2J-(COS,A' + asin/x'

—j=x ((1 + aa*) sin ft* + (a1 — a) cos ,A4)) J~t(cos \il — at sin,

It is important to note that /3* and a1 are not true Twiss functions : they have the same
meaning as Twiss functions in a transfer line. The actual /^-function at the end of the
perturbed machine /3* can be obtained-from the second element of the first line of this
matrix :

P'-=
where the new tune fi* can be computed from the trace of the perturbed matrix :

2co.M- = hr-r + */£ cos,/ + a,r- - a\%-t sin,.' (11)

Putting :

9 = — a rc tan •

We can transform equation (11) into :

(12)

In order to obtain this expression, there is a trick consisting of adding 4 to the sum of
the squares of the coefficients of the trigonometric functions in equation (11), so that the
sign plus in the first one can be changed to minus. As the term under the square root is
always larger than 1, there are values of /A4 + 6 for which cosfi" is larger than 1, even if
the unperturbed cos ft, is smaller than 1 : the gradient perturbation has opened 'gradient
stop-bands'.

It is worth noting that the expression under the square root can be used as a measure
of mismatch when trying to match an insertion [18]. In the case of an imperfect matching,
minimising this term guarantees that the stop-bands associated with the mismatch have
the minimum width.
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7.2 Application to a chromatic perturbation
We expand \£ and fi* in power series of the relative momentum deviation 5

being the on-momentum phase advance.

We expand also /3' and a*

at =

(3 and a being the on-momentum values. We put all these expansions in (11), expand in
powers of 6 and identify the terms with the same power of 5 on both sides. We obtain for
the first-order :

., t, a/3'-Pa'

" = /i W~
This is already interesting : the first derivative of the tune cannot be obtained simply by
the expansion of the integral in (10). To second-order, we obtain after substitution of \L*'
with its above expression :

•" - ..t" 1* " Z x

fl — fl COt fl

2 / n, n / \ 2
a/3'-(3 a"

In this expression of the second-order derivative of the tune with respect to momentum,
fi1" is a mere contribution of second-order aberrations, and the other terms describe the
effect of the off-momentum mismatch of the /3-function to first and second-order. It must
be recalled that j3' is not the derivative of the /3-function with respect to momentum. It is
the derivative with respect to momentum of the transform of /3, the on-momentum value,
through the machine. The computation of this /3' can be easily done from the derivative
of the expression of the transform of the /3-function through a thin quadrupole of length
1, whicli is :

Q'
— = -kl/30sin2[fi- fi0]

where the unlabelled optics parameters refer to the point of longitudinal coordinate s
where the derivative is computed and the quantities labelled 0 refer to the quadrupole
location. Taking the derivative of this expression with respect to s gives :

a— — a' = kl/3o cos 2[/i — /io]

From these expressions, the first-order contributions are easily obtained by integration
over the machine. Such a calculation has been implemented in MAD [7] (command
TWISS CHROM) in order to estimate quickly the importance of these basic effects.
Substituting the two above expressions in equation (13), it appears that the contribution
of a single quadrupole to the off-momentum mismatch effect goes with (kl/30)

2. It is worth
comparing this with the second-order contribution, which comes from the variation of K
with momentum (Eq. (2)), which is +2kl/30.
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7.3 Non-linear chromaticity due to a low-/? insertion

In ths case of a low-/3 insertion, several quadrupoles contribute to the chromatic
effects but there is at least a strong one, close to the crossing point, which has a dominant
effect. In order to give an idea of the order of magnitude of this effect, we consider the
case of LEP under physics conditions, in the vertical plane. The /3-value at the interaction
point /?* is 5cm. The closest quadrupole is at 3.7m, it has a length of 2m and a strength
k of 0.164m"2. The (3-valne at the quadrupole centre is about 400m, and the expression
kl/3o has a value of about 130. From this number we deduce that the effect of the off-
momentum mismatch induced by this quadrupole, which is proportional to its square, is
klger than its second-order effect, due to the expansion of K to second-order in 6, by
two orders of magnitude. For the other quadrupoles of the insertion, the product kl/3o
is always smaller than that of the above one by more than one order of magnitude, and
their contributions add-up with phase factors which make their effect even smaller. This
h also foi the. cross terms described in section 6.3.

Under these conditions we can describe the second derivative of the tune with respect
to momentum by means of the term which is a sum of squares in equation (13). In order to
make this formula easier to use, we express the tunes in units of 2TT and we consider that
there are Af3 equal super-periods in the machine with one symmetrical low-/? insertion
each. As said above, the only contributions we have to consider are those of the low-/3
quadrupoles. If we take the origin of the super-period at the symmetry point of the low-/3
insertion, the phase of one low-/3 quadrupole is TT/2 and that of the second one (close to
the end of the super-period) is 2irQlN, — 7r/2. Using the above formulae for j3'//3 and its
derivative, we obtain finally :

KC°S]f (14)
Putting the numbers given above for the LEP low-/3 quadrupoles in the vertical plane, we
obtain a value of Q" of -6.5 xlO4 with a fractional part of the tune of 0.19 and an integer
part multiple of four (tunes used from 1991 to 1994 for physics), the super-periodicity of
LEP being four. The parabolic variation of the vertical tune due to this Q" is enough
to produce a betatron instability, i.e. make a decrease of the vertical tune of 0.19, for a
momentum deviation of ±2.4 x 10~3. The calculation done with all the quadrupoles in
the machine shows that this instability occurs at about ±3 x 10~3 as shown on Fig. 2.

Such a strong non-linear variation of the tune with momentum can be compensated
with special sextupole arrangements as shown below, if no parameter entering formula
(14) can be changed. For LEP it has been estimated that the tunes with an integer part
multiple of the super-periodicity were better for the beam-beam interaction, as the linear
part of this interaction makes a decrease of /3*. This implies that sin(^£) is small and
Q" is large in the vertical plane. As a consequence, sextupole families have been foreseen
for LEP.

If there is some freedom for acting on the parameters entering formula (14), it is
quite easy to find situations where this variation does not occur. For instance, if the
tune is close to a quarter integer modulo one half, the chromaticity correction with two
sextupole families is quite acceptable. This is what has been done to test LEP with a 90°
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Figure 2: Tunes versus momentum for LEP under physics conditions at 46GeV,
G05p461v2-optics, Qh=90.27, Qv=76.19, /3* of 5cm and 1.25m, two sextupole families.

phase advance in the arc cells, whilst the sextupole families were cabled for a 60° phase
advance. Choosing the tunes:

Qh = 91.30 Qv = 97.20

made it possible correct the chromaticity with two sextupole families for a /?* of 5cm.
Another possibility is to increase /3* for intermediate optics as shown below.

7.4 Scaling law for the second-order chromaticity
We have seen above that the main contribution to the second-order chromaticity is

that of the quadrupole close to the crossing point, mainly because the /3-value is large
in this quadrupole. This large value is associated directly with the small /3-value at the
crossing point. The effect of the quadrupole is indeed to change the sign of the derivative
with respect to the longitudinal coordinate of th^. /3-function so that this function takes
smaller values and can be matched to the lattice. This is only approximate as the matching
of the insertion consists of a more subtle adjustment of the quadrupole strength, but this
estimate makes it possible to obtain an interesting qualitative analysis. This change of
sign is expressed, in the thin-lens approximation, by:

- 2 a = iH/3
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Figure 3: Tunes versus momentum for LEP at injection at 46GeV, G21P20v2-optics,
Qh=90.27, Qv=76.19, (3* of 0.21m and 2.5m, two sextupole families.

where a is related with the value of the /3-function at the crossing point by:

__L_

L being the distance between the crossing point and the centre of the quadrupole. From
these two equations, we obtain the estimate of the value of the term kl/3 entering formula
(14):

L2

from characteristic quantities of the insertion. For the case of LEP the /3*'s are reduced by
a factor 3 at injection, which reduces Qy" by a factor 9 (and mainly reduces the maximum
(3-value in the machine). Thus for the injection optics, the chromaticity correction with
two sextupole families is quite acceptable, as shown on Fig. 3.

8 CHROMATICITY CORRECTION W I T H SEXTUPOLE FAMILIES

The off-momentum mismatch due to a low-/3 insertion is so evident that even for the
first large machine with tunes suitable for the beam-beam interaction, it was proposed
to make an off-momentum matching of the insertions by means of sextupole families
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Family label
2
1
3
2
1
3
2
1
3

/?„ at £=-0.002
343
57
282
347
58
277
351
60
271

/?„ at £=+0.002
99
355
173
102
356
169
106
357
164

Table 1: Off-momentum /3u's at the nine first SD sextupoles for the present LEP.
G05P461v2 optics, two sextupole families. The sextupoles are placed in the arc FODO
cells with a vertical phase advance of 60° . Thus there is a IT vertical phase advance
between two successive sextupoles of each family (sextupoles with the same label). Each
family has its own power supply, there are 32 sextupoles per octant. As this number is
not an even multiple of 3, this ensemble of sextu.poles does not constitute a second-order
achromat (two sextupoles are in excess). The on-momentum /Vs are about 150m.

[20, 21, 22]. One of the proposals was to introduce a 'sextupole insertion' to perform this
matching. Unfortunately this leads to the use of strong localised sextupoles which result
in important non-linear geometric aberrations, so condemning the project or implicating
a complicated scheme for the correction of the non-linear geometric aberrations. An
analysis of such a failure can be found in [23].

Rather than trying to make a sextupole insertion, it is much more efficient to change
the off-momentum /3's in the machine cells by breaking the off-momentum cell periodicity
via re-shuffling of the sextupoles into families. However it is of prime importance to make
sure that the arrangement so obtained is efficient, as the tolerance of the phase advance
per cell is tight. Therefore the best procedure to make sextupole families is first to adjust
the first tune derivatives with two sextupole families and then to inspect the beating of the
/3-functions on the off-momentum closed orbits. This beating gives a simple solution to the
compensation of the higher-order tune derivatives, because it makes the off-momentum
/3-values different at each sextupole. In order to show how this can be exploited, it is best
to give an example. The off-momentum /3's at some sextupole locations in the beginning
of a LEP arc are shown in Table 1.
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Figure 4: Tunes versus momentum for the LEP physics optics G05P461v2. The upper
graph is the same as Fig. 2 with the horizontal scale changed. For the lower graph the K'
of the SD2 family has been incremented by +0.04 and that of the SD1 family has been
incremented by -0.04.
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Figure 5: Tunes versus momentum for LEP under physics conditions at 46GeV,
G05p461v2-optics, Qh=90.27, Qv=76.19, j3* of 5cm and 1.25m, five sextupole families.

Thanks to the difference between the /3-values at the sextupole locations, it is possi-
ble to increase certain sextupole strengths and decrease others, whilst keeping Q' constant,
and hence make a tune-shift on an off-momentum orbit. As Q' is kept constant, this tune-
shift is due to tune derivatives of order higher than, or equal to, two. Taking the numbers
in Table 1, if a positive increment is applied to the sextupoles labelled 1 and the opposite
increment applied to the sextupoles labelled 2, positive tune shifts are made on both neg-
ative 6 and positive £, which corrects a little the variation of the tunes with momentum.
The efficiency of this action is shown on Fig. 4. A complete correction has been done
by means of the HARMON program, which uses a third-order perturbation theory. The
associated variation of the tunes with momentum is shown on Fig. 5. The improvement
is impressive, comparing this figure and Fig. 2.

For this LEP example the vertical phase advance per cell is exactly 60° and the
extrema of the off-momentum modulation of the vertical /3-function are well located at
the SD sextupoles. For a vertical phase advance per cell of 55°, the modulation would
be dephased by 10° at each cell since it goes with twice the phase advance. This makes
a change of sign of the modulation after 18 cells. As there are 30 cells per arc, it is not
possible to use regular families. A more complicated distribution of sextupoles into three
families has to be done, as for the first LEP project [24].

Regular sextupole families associated with a phase advance per cell which is a simple
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fraction of 7r allow chromaticity correction schemes free from second-order aberrations [25].
It is possible to devise similar schemes completely free from geometrical aberrations on the
reference orbit by grouping the sextupoles in pairs separated by a it phase advance. Under
this condition, the non-linear kicks due to two sextupoles of a given pair are equal because
of the quadratic variation of the sextupole field, and do not produce any effect outside
the pair. This sort of arrangement is referred to as 'non-interleaved sextupole schemes'.
Their drawback is obvious : for the off-momentum trajectories the compensation of the
non-linear kicks does not hold any more and the dynamic aperture decreases very quickly
with the momentum deviation. An example extracted from the LEP design study can be
found in [26], it is shown in this paper how to optimise such schemes. For the present
LEP they have been discarded because of the existence of multipole components in the
arc dipoles which destroy the non-interleaved condition. However they are potentially
interesting because of the large dynamic aperture they guaranty for small momentum
deviations.

9 CHROMATICITY CORRECTION BY MEANS OF MULTIPOLES

We have seen in section 3 that a variation of the tunes with 571 can be compensated
with a 2(n + 2) — -pole. In the equation of motion, a right 2(n + 2)-pole introduces a term

substituting x for DS + xp and keeping only the linear terms in xp we obtain

~(D5Txp
n\

The contribution of a term like this to the nth derivative of the tunes with respect to
momentum is simply obtained using the first-order formula for gradient perturbations. If
there are many such terms, their contributions are merely added. However, for a correct
computation of the chromatic effects to a given order, all the contributions of multipoles
of lower order have to be added by means of the formulae in section 6.3 which describe
the coupling between gradient perturbations. For instance if we want to have chromatic
effects in 53, we must add contributions of :

• decapoles which are merely summed

• octupoles and sextupoles which are computed with the second-order formulae given
in section 6.3

• sextupoles which are computed with a third-order formula, i.e. coupling between
three gradient perturbations. Such a formula is obtained by a generalisation of what
is done in section 6.3.

The implementation of the decapole and octupole contributions are quite straightforward
once the second-order formalism applied to sextupoles is available. For instance they have
been included in a negligible time in the HARMON program, used as a MAD routine.
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There is another very simple way of making such corrections. It consists of mak-
ing successive corrections in increasing order in 6 by means of multipoles of increasing
order.The variation of the tunes with momentum has to be recomputed after each correc-
tion. This poor man's method has the advantage of taking into account all the higher-order
effects mentioned above and is extremely accurate thanks to the iteration process.

Rather than correcting the higher-order tune derivatives due to parasitic multipoles,
it is possible to reduce these derivatives by merely decreasing the dispersion function. This
is why 90° lattices are attractive. It is probably possible to go further if sextupole families
are not needed, i.e. if there is no need of a phase advance per cell which is a simple fraction
of 7r. However we must keep in mind that a phase advance per cell of 120° is probably
forbidden because the systematic sextupole components act in phase for the excitation
of the third-order non-linear resonances. In conclusion, using a phase advance per cell
substantially larger than the magic value of 60° , could be a solution to the compensation
of higher-order chromatic effects due to parasitic multipoles, as long as the increase of the
sextupole strength needed to correct the first-order chromaticity does not ruin the effort.

10 CHROMATICITY MEASUREMENTS

At fixed machine settings, changing the RF frequency changes the beam energy,
i.e. the beam goes on an off-momentum closed orbit. Indeed the RF frequency FRF is a
harmonic of the revolution frequency fTev :

FRF = HfTev (15)

where H is the harmonic number. The revolution frequency is, by definition :

frev = (3c/C

where (3c is the velocity of the particles, c being the speed of light. The lengthening of
the off-momentum closed orbit with respect to the central one is, by definition :

AG/C = ac6.

Taking the logarithmic derivative of equation (15), we obtain :

AFRF = AfTev = A/3 AC

FRF frev P C

From the relativistic relationship between f3 and the momentum, we deduce:

Putting this in the previous equation, we obtain the relationship between a change of the
RF frequency and a change of the beam momentum :
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This formula is used to compute 5 from a given change of the RF frequency. Measuring
the tunes for various RF frequencies makes it possible to compute the variation of the
tunes with momentum, which is the most important part of the chromaticity.

If the RF frequency is kept constant and the dipole field is varied, the momentum
of the beam changes but it stays on the same closed orbit. For a separated function
machine, this is equivalent to changing the normalised field strengths of the focussing
magnets. Doing this on the central orbit produces a tune change proportional to the
momentum change, which is the measure of the derivative of the tunes with respect to
momentum without any effect coming from the non-linear magnets. This is a means to
obtain the 'natural' chromaticity of the linear machine without any correction.
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PLANNING SEXTUPOLE FAMILIES IN A CIRCULAR
COLLIDER

PJ. Bryant
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

It is now standard practice to equip circular colliders with a strong low-jS insertion in each
beam-crossing region. In an electron machine such as LEP, these insertions will be flanked on
either side by a long series of FODO cells for the RF cavities. Dispersion suppressors will then
match the long-straight sections to the normal arcs, so that the low-/J insertion and the RF
sections are kept dispersion-free. Proton machines have a similar construction, except that the
RF requirements are usually less and the dispersion suppressors can be moved closer to the
low-/? insertion. Since the long-straight sections are dispersion-free, it is not possible to use
sextupoles anywhere within the crossing region for chromatic correction, which is a severe
disadvantage since the final doublet in a low-/? insertion is usually the biggest single source of
chromatic error in such a lattice. If left uncorrected these errors will make the betatron
amplitudes at the collision points highly non-linear with the momentum and a severe loss of
luminosity will result. Correction sextupoles can still be placed in the main arcs to control the
natural chromaticity as before, but something more sophisticated is required to account for the
higher-order chromatic effects caused by the distant Iow-j3 quadrupoles and the side effects of
having strong localised sextupoles in the arcs. This problem led the designers to formulate a
theory for the chromatic effects in terms of a first-order perturbation of the lattice functions for
off-momentum particles, which is developed in a paper by B.W. Montague in Ref. [1], to
which this note can be considered as an addendum. This formulation defines two chromatic
variables a and b and an average betatron phase advance, \j/, as

V = 2 ^ 0 +Hi) (2)

where a, p and |i have their usual meanings for the betatron lattice functions, and the
subscripts o and i denote the central orbit and an off-momentum orbit respectively. The
variables a and b are defined in the limit as the momentum offset between the orbits tends to
zero. It is shown in [1] that these variables can be used to describe a complex variable that is
known as the w-vector.

w = Ub + \a) (3)

and, furthermore, that the w-vector will propagate in an achromatic lattice at twice the phase
advance, \\r, i.e.

w = -(a2 + b2)mei2v (4)

whereas in chromatic regions, both the amplitude and phase of the w-vector are changed.

The principle problem is to find a way of compensating chromatic errors far from their
sources, while controlling the resonance excitation due to the correction sextupoles so that a
reasonable dynamic aperture can be preserved. The approach described here makes a matched
insertion for the w-vector, rather as would be done to "capture" a closed-orbit distortion from
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an experimental magnet by placing two dipoles downstream to force the distortion into a local
bump. Taking the specific example of a circular collider with low-/3 insertions, the aim would
be to keep the /3* at the crossing point constant with respect to the momentum deviation,
5 = Ap/pG. If this is not done, there will be a loss in luminosity. First, the chromatic
variables a and b are set to zero at the crossing point and tracked through the structure of the
machine to the arcs where the sextupoles are situated. The strategy is then to let the w-vector
propagate through the arc as far as the centre, while progressively reducing its amplitude, with a
series of correction sextupoles. Thus, the machine would appear achromatic at each crossing
point and at the centre of each arc. By achromatic, it is meant that at these privileged points a
and b are zero and there is no first-order amplitude dependence of the lattice functions on 8. At
intermediate points, a and b would be non-zero and probably large. The integrated effect of
such an insertion over one turn will cause a change in the global tune spreads Qx' and Qz', but
this can also be controlled by suitably powering the sextupoles.

In the paper by Montague [1], the changes in the chromatic variables in the thin-lens
approximation are given by,

Foraquadrupole, Aa = -$okoAs, Ab = 0

For a sextupole, Aa = -(30D/:0'As, Ab = 0

assuming the effective length of the field component Ay-»0, but (k0As) and (k^As) remain
finite and are given by the lens strengths. k0 represents the normalised gradient. More exact
expressions for long lenses can be found in Ref. [2].

In this simplified model with thin lenses the ^-vector will rotate at twice the betatron
frequency through achromatic regions and suffer jumps in its imaginary part a at quadrupoles
and at sextupoles in regions of finite dispersion. This is a rather familiar concept, being similar
for example to the normalised betatron phase space diagrams for closed-orbit bumps where the
ions' position vector rotates with constant amplitude at the betatron frequency Q punctuated by
jumps in T due to the dipole kicks.

If now we wish a series of sextupoles to add constructively, we should simply arrange
for the w-vector to rotate by Inn. between sextupoles. Furthermore by choosing a different
series of sextupoles shifted in phase with respect to the first series, we can by vectorial addition
in the complex w-phase space create any w-vector we require.

In a symmetric FODO lattice, it is clearly convenient to start with a sextupole of length £s
placed beside each quadrupole of length £q. Looking at Eq. (5) we see that by setting the
sextupoles, so that

Kls = kQlJD, (6)

we can mutually cancel their chromatic effects making each pair an achromatic doublet. The
entire FODO lattice is then achromatic. Clearly the closer the sextupoles are placed to the
quadrupoles the more efficient this compensation becomes, and since the F- and D-sextupoles
see the most extreme betatron amplitudes, this makes them more orthogonal for controlling the
chromaticity in the two planes. Finally this arrangement also gives the most space for the
dipoles, which is important in proton machines in order to squeeze in the maximum bending
and is equally important in electron machines, but in that case it is to spread out the bending as
much as possible to limit synchrotron radiation losses. We take this chromatically corrected
lattice as our starting point.

Usually the lattice arcs contain many cells so that it will be possible to build up the
amplitude of the w-vector slowly. This keeps the individual sextupole strengths to a minimum,
reducing nonlinearities and resonance excitation. We will now divide the sextupoles up into
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2(N+Y) interleaved families, as shown in Fig. 1. The first group of (N+l) periods will contain
the first members of each family, the second group the second members of each family and the
third group the third members and so on.

1st group

3rd group

—» « -

-» <—

2nd group

Last group

—>

Fig. 1 Fully interleaved sextupole families

As described above we start with all the F-sextupoles equal and all the D-sextupoles equal
and with the values set so as to compensate the natural chromaticity. If we now increment the
SF family by Ak^ we will see at the exit to the first member a step in the w-vector parallel to
the a-axis. The lattice has been made achromatic, so this vector will rotate at twice the
frequency of the betatron phase advance and with constant amplitude. We know that for the
most efficient build-up in the amplitude of the vector, it is desirable that by the time it reaches
the next member of its family (N+l) cells later the phase 2yAhas turned exactly 2niz. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2(a). If this is true for one family then it will be true for all families except
that the vectors from successive families will be separated by twice the betatron phase advance
between the sextupoles. Fig. 2(b) shows how the SFl-vector would look in a 60° FODO
lattice and similarly Fig. 2(c) shows what the SF2-vector would look like.

120*

(c) SF2

Fig. 2 Periodic build-up of w-vectors in a 60° phase advance FODO lattice
(a) SF vector, (b) SF1 vector, (c) SF2 vector

How many independent vectors do we need? The minimum should be six: two variables
for wx, two for wz and a further two for the chromaticities Q'x and Q'z. Finally, we do not
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want to excite the 3Q = p integer resonance, so subsequent members in a family should be in
antiphase for this resonance condition and ideally there should be an even number of lenses.
Summarising these conditions we find,

2(N + l)ji0 = 2nn (phase condition) 1

3(N + l)|i0 = (2m + 1)7C (anti - resonance condition)]

where N, n and m are all integers.

Dividing the two equations gives 3n — (2m + 1) and since n and m are both integers n can
only be odd. Equations (7) can therefore be solved to give the possible phase advances,

o for n = \ , N = l and m =1 i.e. 4 families

H0 = 7c/3 for n = \ , N = 2 and m = 1 i.e. 6 families

|O.o = 7i/4 for n = l , N — 3 and m =1 i.e. 8 families

•I etc.

p.0 = 37t/4 for n = 3 , N = 3 and m = 4 i.e. 8 families

H0 = 37t/5 for n = 3 , iV = 4 and m = 4 i.e. 10 families

•I etc.

The most popular phase advance per cell is n]3 or 60° (as in Fig. 2). This satisfies all of
our conditions and it is the lowest order case which gives the required six families. Another
favoured case is the n/2 or 90° phase advance, because it provides stronger focusing, but with
only four families it has insufficient variables to make a universal compensation scheme and a
small trick has to be employed to provide the missing flexibility. The higher-order cases such
as 37T/5 or 108° phase advance will work perfectly well, but the 10 families are a little in excess
of what is really needed. So we shall confine ourselves to looking more closely at the TCI3 and
nl2 possibilities. Figure 3 shows the relative positions of the SF-families in these two lattices.

Figures 3 (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the 60° lattice and Figure 3 (d) to the 90° lattice
case. From Fig. 3(a), it is easy to see that no net w-vector will be excited if all three SF-
sextupoles families are incremented equally. This action will, however, change the
compensation of the lattice and cause a net change in the global tune spreads Qx' and <2Z'.
Naturally, the same applies if all D-families are equally incremented, but the values will be
different since the lattice functions are different. This is precisely the situation we need for
controlling the global values of the tune spreads Qx' a n c l 2z'» but without affecting w. If we
now increment the current in just one family we will excite a net w-vector. In the n/3 case, we
need only to increment the SFl and SF2 families to reach anywhere in the ab plot while the SF
family remains constant. In Figs 3(b) and (c), we are using the orthogonal sum and difference
modes to move in the ab plot. Once the M>-vector that we want is set, we can go back and
retune the global tune spreads by incrementing all sextupoles of the same type equally. Thus
the six 'handles' for adjusting the scheme are (SF2-SF1), (SF1+SF2), (SD2-SD1),
(SD1+SD2) and equal increments in all sextupoles of the same type. In a symmetric FODO
lattice the vectors from the D-sextupoles will sit midway in phase between those of the F-
sextupoles. Each family will excite vectors in both planes but as with the global chromaticity
the widely different betatron functions will make the F-families stronger in the horizontal plane
and the D-families stronger in the vertical plane. Thus, a set of six equations will allow us to
decide all settings for given parameters in a 7z/3 lattice.
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SF1

(a)

SF2
SF1

(b)

SF2

"SF1+SF2

(0 SF2 (d) ,SF1

Fig. 3 w-vectors due to F-sextupoles in the it/3 and 7i/2 lattice cells

In the n/2 case [see Fig. 3(d)] the SF and SF1 are degenerate, so it is not possible to reach
in any direction other than the a-axis. The same situation applies to the SD and SD1 families,
but it is still possible to control the global tune spreads by equally incrementing all sextupoles of
the same type. The missing flexibility is restored by conspiring with the position of the first
sextupole and the linear lattice matching to bring the w error vector to the first sextupole with
the correct phase i.e. parallel to the a-axis. This overcomes the problem of too few independent
sextupole families, but the scheme is rather inflexible.

Figure 1 showed a fully interleaved layout for the sextupoles. An alternative layout is the
non-interleaved scheme shown in Figure 4.

SF SF- SF S]
<— SF family separated by nn —>

. SD SD SD

SD family separated by nn: —>

SFi--~

SF2 Sp2

SFI SFI--

SF1 family

SF2--
SF2 family

SF2-

SDI- - -

SD2 SD2

—> *-

SDI

SD1 family

SD2

DS2 family

S D I
—>

SD2 1

Fig. 4 Fully non-interleaved sextupole scheme with even numbers of sextupoles in each family
and adjacent lenses in the same family separated by n^in betatron phase

One feature of this layout is that we have abandoned the fully compensated achromatic
lattice as the starting point (i.e. not all quadrupoles will have a sextupole). Also, unless the arcs
are very long there will be relatively few sextupoles per family so that individual lens strengths
will have to be increased.
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The interleaved choice is the more natural and the more successful. The non-interleaved
scheme was suggested on the reasoning that there would be fewer non-linearities if phase shifts
between members of a single family were not perturbed by the non-linear influence of other
interleaved sextupole families. For very small momentum errors, this proved to be true and
dynamic apertures in the LEP machine for example are far greater with the non-interleaved
scheme. However, once the momentum error is increased the aperture drops to zero far more
quickly than for the interleaved scheme. This is attributed to the individual sextupole strengths
being much higher and causing more resonance excitation. On balance the interleaved scheme
is more effective.

One could also envisage partially interleaved schemes. One possibility would be
interleaving the SF1 and SD1 families and the SF2 and SD2 families, while keeping these pairs
of families non-interleaved. All other sextupoles could be connected to the SF and SD families
to ensure a fully achromatic lattice. Since the betatron amplitudes are at their extreme values in
the F and D lenses the SFs are relatively invisible to the SDs and the scheme has some similarity
to the fully non-interleaved one. If we abandon the fully achromatic lattice the SF and SD
families could be interleaved as a separate group further on in the lattice, so that we would have
three non-interleaved pairs of interleaved families. Figure 5 illustrates the first of these
possibilities.

Once the compensation scheme has been designed using the linear theory, a program such
as HARMON [3] should be used to refine the results. HARMON minimises the excitation of a
wide range of resonances and finds the best sextupole settings to equalise the various non-
linearities. There is still no guarantee that the beam will be stable and it is normal to use one of
the many tracking programs such as PATRICIA [4] to simulate the beam behaviour with
random closed-orbit distortions and other errors. The aperture in which the beam is found to be
stable is known as the dynamic aperture. A detailed review of the analytical and numerical tools
available for calculating the dynamic aperture can be found in Ref. [5]. With strong low-P
insertions and superconducting magnets, which are liable to have a rather poorer field quality
than conventional magnets, it is sometimes difficult to have a dynamic aperture as large as the
physical one.

SFI>
0° 30°
1st members

SD, SFI, SDI, SF,
180° 210°
2nd members

SD, SF, SD, Spi,
360° 390°

3rd members

Fl and Dl families interleaved

SF, S F , SD, SFI , SDI ,
540° 570°

4th members

SF2,
600» 6300
1 st members

SD, SF, SD, SF2,
780° 810°

2nd members

F2 and D2 families interleaved

SF2, SD2» Sp,
960° 990°

3rd members

SD, SF2,
1140 1170

4th members

Fig. 5 Partially interleaved families with four members per family embedded in a chromatically
compensated 60° lattice
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DYNAMIC APERTURE

W. Scandale
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Modem hadron colliders are made with high-field superconducting
dipoles and quadruples that, in general, exhibit unintentional
imperfections of the guiding field-shape due to construction tolerances,
persistent currents, and saturation. Although the departure from
linearity is typically small, a few units in 1(H at 1 cm from the axis,
this phenomenon has a profound influence on the single-particle beam
dynamics. The non-linear fields are at the origin of two effects: the
betatron tunes change with the amplitude and the momentum of the
circulating particles, and, for certain combinations of the horizontal,
vertical, and synchrotron tunes, non-linear resonances are excited. As
a consequence, the stability of particle motion can be considerably
reduced, up to the point that the dynamic aperture can become smaller
than the physical aperture of the magnets. Analytical, numerical and
experimental approaches have been used to evaluate and possibly
compensate mechanisms which lead to particle losses.

1 . INTRODUCTION
The original incentive to study the stability of the motion in non-linear dynamical systems

is neither recent nor prompted by the necessities of accelerator design. In the second half of the
last century, the development of Celestial Mechanics already provided most of the concepts that
are applied nowadays to describe the orbital motion in particle accelerators. The mathematical
development of this subject, which long preceded the age of computers, did in fact anticipate
most of the quantitative features of non-linear dynamics, including the concept of dynamic,
aperture, that at present numerical simulations and experimental analysis give so much evidence
for. The so-called 'region of stochasticity' of the phase space was in fact termed 'region of
instability' in the late 1920s by G.D. Birkhoff [1], and the 'homoclinic points', around which
the stochastic behaviour can be observed, were introduced in the last century by H. Poincare
[2]. The first part of my lecture will be devoted to schematically recaling the basic methods of
non-linear dynamics routinely used in particle accelerators.

In the last decade, more 'pragmatic approaches' have been introduced by the accelerator
designers to optimize the specifications and the cost of the superconducting guiding magnets for
future hadron colliders [3]. Semi-analytical or purely numerical tools have been introduced to
estimate the dynamic aperture as a function of various machine parameters. The effect of
higher-order terms in the non-linear perturbation has been investigated with normal form
techniques and related Lie algebra formalism that provide a natural generalization of the
Courant-Snyder analysis for linear dynamics. On the other hand, the extraordinary progress of
modern computers has made available a constantly extended numerical capacity, which allowed
new simulation and analysis techniques to be explored. In the second part of this paper I shall
describe how the stability of motion is investigated in modern superconducting accelerators,
using as an example the case of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) to be built in the LEP tunnel
at CERN.

Despite the recent progress in understanding non-linear dynamics and in performing
numerical simulations, our ability to predict the dynamic aperture in particle accelerators is quite
limited. The theoretical methods available are not yet rigorously mastered, and the models for
computer simulations are in general unable to include all the relevant phenomena characterizing
the motion in particle accelerators. The operation of colliders may provide a wealth of
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information that can be exploited to reduce the gap between computer models or analytical
understanding and reality. However, extracting information in full detail on non-linear
dynamics from working accelerators may be extremely difficult because of the complexity
inherent in their modes of operation. To overcome this difficulty, dedicated experiments have
recently been performed in already well-understood hadron colliders, like the CERN-SPS or
the FNAL-Tevatron, in which clear experimental conditions have been established to eliminate
spurious phenomena and to bring into evidence the short-term and the long-term effect on
particle motion of well-known non-linear perturbations. The third part of this paper will be
devoted to a review of the main results of these experiments.

2 . THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF THE CONFINEMENT

2.1 Hamiltonian motion
A n-D Hamiltonian system has n degrees of freedom and its dynamical state is represented

by a point X in a 2n-D phase space with generalized coordinates and momenta:

The motion is described by an Hamiltonian H and obeys Hamilton's equations:

. dH

H = H[ql,px;q2,p2;...;qn,pn;t)

The change of the Hamiltonian H with time is given by:

U/7 On. n . On . Oil On

°Pi n)
Oil

dqi

The second part of (3) comes from (2) and tells us that if the system is conservative, then
H is independent of time and its value is conserved.

It has been shown by many authors [4-6] that the motion of charged particles in circular
accelerators is governed by a 3-D Hamiltonian H(x,px,y,py,t,-E;s) and that the dynamical state
of the particle can be represented by a point in the 6-D phase space (x,px,y,py,t,-E), where
(x,px,y,py) are the transverse coordinates and their conjugate momenta and (?,-£) is the third
coordinate and its conjugate. In this representation, the independent variable of the motion is
the azimuthal distance s, rather than the time r. The Hamiltonian is explicitly dependent on s and
not on r, therefore the system is conservative.

It can be demonstrated in general that the motion of a system with a n-D time-dependent
Hamiltonian is equivalent to that of a (n+l)-D time-independent Hamiltonian with an additional
degree of freedom, expressed by the phase space variables (t,-E).

On the other hand, a n-D time-independent Hamiltonian system can be described as a
time-dependent system with (rc-l)-D degrees of freedom, by choosing any generalized
coordinate as the new time and the conjugate coordinate as the new time-dependent
Hamiltonian.

2.1.1 Symplectic and area-preserving conditions

In a n-D Hamiltonian system, the Hamiltonian flow !M is the operator that transports
points in the phase space according to Hamilton's equations. It is usual to express it in terms of
a map:

fn\ fn\
(4)
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The Jacobian M is the derivative matrix of the map at the point of linearization:

J a c o b i a n : M

Using Hamilton's equations it is easy to prove that the Jacobian of a Hamiltonian map
obeys symplectic conditions. This has been demonstrated, in particular, for particle motion in
circular accelerators [7]. The usual way to write symplectic conditions is:

l J. (6)

In the case of two degrees of freedom J

T

J =

^0

-1

0

l o

is a
1

0

0

0

4 x 4 matrix:

0

0

0
- 1

0

1

o,
* (7)

The area enclosed by a loop C of the phase space is defined as the algebraic sum of the
partial areas for (qijpi). That area is also called the Poincare integral. If the loop C moves in a
Hamiltonian flow, then the Poincare integral is an invariant of the motion and vice-versa if the
area of all closed loops is conserved for all times, it is possible to find a single-valued
Hamiltonian that governs the motion [8].

n
Poincare integral: Al = § S Pi d#,- . (8)

i=i

Area-preserving — - = 0 . (9)
dr

2.1.2 Eigenvalues, eigenvectors and linear stability
The eigenvalues and the associated eigenvectors of the Jacobian M obey the equation:

(10)

The eigenvalues are the In characteristic roots of the 2nth order equation for A:

det(M - Al) = 0 with I = identity matrix. (11)

In order to have stable motion for repeated applications of M, each eigenvalue must
satisfy:

lim A* = bounded value <=> Xk <p with peSi and h W . (12)
jfc-»°o

The set of 2n vectors X; = (Xj/) that obey Eq. (10) for the In eigenvalues A/ are the
eigenvectors. They can be used to diagonalize the Jacobian M:

Diagonalization matrix: A = (x,-j) with ij = l,...,2n (13)

Diagonalized Jacobian: A = A~1MA (14)

Diagonalized eigenvectors: t/; = A"1.^- with i = l,...,2n. (15)
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The symplectic conditions for M or A imply that eigenvalues must come in quadruples:

X, I/A, X*, 1/X*. (16)

Each pair X, X* of eigenvalues corresponds to a normal mode of the system, i.e. a
possible independent mode of behaviour.

The new Jacobian A is diagonal, and describes a linearized motion with n independent
degrees of freedom.

For X complex with I/I I ̂  1 and Im X =t 0, the quadruple is symmetrical with respect to
the real axis and the unit circle (case of complex instability). For Im X = 0, the quadruple
becomes pairs lying on the real axis (hyperbolic case). For either of these cases the linearized
motion is unstable. For \X\ = 1, the quadruple degenerates to a pair lying on the unit circle and

the linearized motion is stable (elliptic case). For X = ±1, there is marginal stability (parabolic
case).

2.1.3 Liou ville theorem

The Liouville theorem states that the n-D Hamiltonian flow ft preserves the hypervolume
in the 2n-D phase space. This follows from the property that, in a Hamiltonian flow, the
derivative of the state vector X is incompressible, i.e.:

(dH dH dH dH)
3pl dqi dpn dqn)

0 . (18)

The Liouville theorem is important in statistical mechanics since it implies that the phase
space density is invariant. It does not prevent an initially regular volume from being deformed
by non-linear forces in an intricate form, imbedding a large fraction of empty space. In
accelerators this phenomenon is called filamentation and for all practical purposes it implies an
increase with time of the macroscopically observable region occupied by a particle beam. For
instance, a kicked beam will exhibit an enlarged emittance in a profile monitor, since filled and
empty parts of the phase plane are more and more intricately mixed with each other under the
effect of non-linearities.

The hypervolume in the phase space can be obtained by constructing Poincare's integral
invariants of higher and higher hierarchy, the last one of which is the LiouvUle integral:

i P i q i

2 = \\\\ Ed^-dA-d^d^ . (19)
i,k=\

n = jdqldp1...dqndpn

The area-preserving property is equivalent to the Liouville theorem if n = 1; it is more
demanding, instead, if n > 1.

2.1.4 Canonical transformations
A transformation of the phase space coordinates that preserves the form of Hamilton's

equations is called canonical, or symplectic, or contact transformation.
The Hamiltonian flow described by Eq. (4) is a canonical transformation.
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Canonical transformations preserve area (Poincare invariants) and hypervolume (Liouville
invariant).

An important example of canonical transformation consists in changing variables into
action-angle variables of the linearized motion, see for instance Ref. [5].

2.1.5 Poisson bracket
The Poisson bracket of two dynamical variables F and G is defined as:

rP & = $ * * * &
lr' *-'J ,=1 dq-i dpi dp-, dq{

This can be used to express in a more compact form the Hamilton's equations and the
evolution of a dynamical variable with time:

(22)
at

The Poisson brackets obey the following fundamental relations:

] $ j (23)

Jacoby identity: [A,[B,C]] + [B,[C, A]]+[C,[A,B]] = 0 . (24)

Using Eqs. (23) and (24) it is possible to define a Lie algebra structure on the space of
Hamiltonian vector fields [8] and to represent a Hamiltonian flow as a Lie series:

MX = e : / / : X = S (:#:)'—, (25)
i = l ll

where the operator :H: is defined in terms of Poisson brackets of the Hamiltonian:

:H:X = [H,X]

(26)

' X = [ [ [ ] ]
i times

2.1.6 Poincare mapping
A natural way to correlate Hamiltonian flows and discrete maps is based on the concept of

surface of section introduced by Poincare [2].
In a /z-D time-independent Hamiltonian system, the total energy H is conserved and this

confines the motion in a so-called energy shell of the phase space, that is a (2n-l)-D set of the
phase space. On the energy shell one of the phase space coordinates, say the momentum pn,
can be expressed as a function of the other coordinates, since:

H{q,p) = EQ. (27)

The condition qn = constant identify a (2n-2)-D surface in the energy shell, that
represents a surface of section for the trajectory. The successive intersections of the trajectory
with the surface of section define the Poincare map that iteratively correlates points in the
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reduced phase space (qj.pi; —Mn-hPn-i)- The Liouville theorem implies that hypervolume in
the reduced phase space is conserved. If additional independent invariants of motion exist, the
Poincare section will lie on a surface of dimensionality less than (2rc-2)-D, otherwise it will fill
densely a bounded region of the (2rc-2)-D phase space. Projections of the surface of section
into the n-\ phase planes (qi,pi), with i = 1,..., n-1, are a useful way to visualize the motion.
Separable Hamiltonians for the phase coordinates qi, pi imply area-preserving motion in the
(qhPi) phase plane and trajectory intersections lying on a smooth curve. Non-separable
Hamiltonians, instead, generally produce annular shapes of finite area in any (qi,pi) phase plane
projection.

In particle accelerators, intersections of 6-D trajectories with H = EQ and t = k-T, where T
is the revolution period, provide the Poincare map of the transverse motion at a given azimuthal
position. The condition t - to = constant, where tq is the time of arrival of the synchronous
panicle, say at the location of the RF cavity, provides a stroboscopic view of the transverse
motion with the synchrotron frequency.

2.2 Integrable systems
A n-D dynamical system is integrable if it has n independent integrals of motion, i.e., in

2/z-D action-angle phase space, the Hamiltonian has the general form:

H(J,Q) = H0(J) with 7 = (71,...,/n) and e = (01,...,8n) . (28)

The n actions / / , with / = 1,..., n, are the n invariants from which the energy
conservation can be deduced. Each action invariant reduces by one the dimensionality of the
phase space set that contains the trajectory. The overall motion is thereby confined to a n-D
invariant torus parametrized by the n action variables, on which the n angle variables run.

Rigorously speaking, invariant tori exist under the condition that the n integrals of motion
be independent and in involution [8], that is, the following relations hold for all i andj:

[//,/,-] = 0 invariance of Jt

/ f , /y] = 0 JitJj in involution (29)

2aidJi=0=>(a1,...,an) = 0 Ji,...Jn independent
=i

For each pair of conjugate coordinates (fl/,//) the motion is 2%-periodic for 0; and
follows closed curves, topologically equivalent to circles. The frequency of each mode is:

A resonance occurs when the frequencies ft), are rationally related by a set of n integers s;
not all equal to zero:

iUco,= O. (31)

In the generic non-resonant case, the trajectory is dense on the torus, i.e. it passes
arbitrarily close to every point of the torus.

In the resonant case the trajectory closes onto itself after J/ revolutions of the phase 0,-,
i.e. it is a periodic orbit, and the invariant torus degenerates into invariant tori of lower
dimension. Since the integers Si can be arbitrarily large, there are periodic orbits arbitrarily
close to one another in action space.
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In each (diJi) phase plane, the Poincare section of a resonant trajectory is a set of si
parabolic fixed-points that depends on the initial condition of the angle. All of them lie on a
circle parametrized by the resonant action invariant.

For non-linear systems there are trajectories with resonant frequency arbitrarily close to
any trajectory with non-resonant frequency. This means that for an arbitrarily small change of
the initial conditions, an orbit can move from a non-degenerate to a degenerate torus. This
'structural instability' plays the role of the devil in non-linear dynamics.

A simple example of a 2-D integrable system that performs linear motion is the time-
independent oscillator with uncoupled degrees of freedom described by the Hamiltonian

JJ ( T\ f.\ J _L f,\ J f39^

An example of a non-linear system is the oscillator with amplitude-dependent frequencies
described by the Hamiltonian:

(33)

The solution of the Hamilton equations is:

(34)

The projection for t integer provides the so-called twist map:

(35)

Invariant tori and their Poincare projections in the phase plane (Q\J\) for case (35) are
illustrated in Fig. 1. Assuming given values cf/i and 7 2 , the rotational frequencies and their
ratio r are also fixed:

a>2 = (36)

r = co2

For r irrational, the trajectory maps onto the entire torus surface and its projection maps
onto the circle of radius J\. For r rational, the torus degenerates into a closed curve and its
section is a finite set of fixed points.

2.3 Non-integrable systems
A n-D integrable system slightly perturbed in such a way that the Hamiltonian is also a

function of the angles is, in general, non-integrable. Its Hamiltonian has the general form:

0 • (37)

The perturbation term eH\ (/,0) produces non-linear coupling and resonances among
degrees of freedom, so that, near resonances, the regular solutions are strongly perturbed while
the trajectories in the phase space undergo a change in topology. The singularity can be
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removed at an isolated resonance by an appropriate canonical transformation, as described for
instance in Ref. [9] for particle dynamics.

Trajectory

rational frequency o>i/cs=l/6

Two different initial conditions

Fig. 1: Motion of an integrable system with two degrees of freedom.
Upper part: the motion lies on a torus J\ = const. J% = const.

Lower part: Poincare surface of section after a large number of trajectory intersections.

However, in a non-integrable system, the general problem of the confinement requires
deep investigations on the interaction between resonances and on the existence and accessibility
of invariant sets in the phase space.

2.3.1 The Kalmogorov-Arnold-Moser theorem
The Kalmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theorem states that in a n-D system with the

Hamiltonian (37) some of the invariant tori of the unperturbed motion are preserved under
sufficiently small and smooth perturbations, provided there is a sufficiendy large non-linearity.
Those invariant tori are preserved that are sufficiently far from all resonances in units of
resonance width.

The perturbed torus is parametrized by n phase variables <f) = (()>/,...,<t>n) and by e:

(38)

U and V are periodic functions in § that vanish for e = 0, in which case, <]> coincides with
6, the unperturbed phase of the motion.

The requirement of a sufficient non-linearity implies that, in the vicinity of non-resonant
points of the phase space, there be some domain of / where the eigenfrequencies are linearly
independent, or non-resonant:

with co,- =
a/,

(39)
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In the neighbourhood of resonances the perturbation induces a distortion of the orbit, and
a variation of the action, which in turns modifies the frequency and brings the system out of
resonance. This mechanism limits the overall change of the perturbed action and eventually
allows perturbed KAM tori to stay in the vicinity of the unperturbed invariants. Since there are
an infinite number of resonances, which approach sufficiently close to any point in the phase
space, invariant tori are preserved far from low-order resonances provided the width of the
neighbouring higher-order resonances converges sufficiently rapidly with the order s of the
resonance. This requires the perturbing part of the Hamiltonian to be sufficiently smooth and
differentiable for higher-order terms of the Fourier expansion to be small.

KAM invariants have diophantine frequencies:

IS-COI^YI?!"11 with s={s1,...,sn), w = (co1,...,con) , (40)

with yand t] positive constants, the first depending on e, the second on n.
Therefore, for increasing values of the perturbation, KAM invariants persist for those

irrational frequencies that are hardest to be approximated by rational ones. The Chirikov
criterion discussed below will clarify this point in terms of resonances and resonance width.

The KAM theorem, called in this form in recognition of the work of Kolmogorov, Arnold
and Moser in the 1950s and 1960s, has an exceedingly small range of validity, which prevents
any quantitative application to physical systems and in particular to beam dynamics in particle
accelerators. However, its proof brings to our attention the crucial assessment that regular
motion can be observed with certain restrictions also in non-integrable systems.

2.3.2 The Poincare-Birkhoff theorem
The Poincare-Birkhoff theorem applies to 2-D non-integrable systems and gives a deep

insight on the breaking mechanism of invariant curves.
Let us consider as an example the 2-D oscillator with amplitude-dependent frequencies

described by the Hamiltonian (33), to which a small non-integrable perturbation is added. The
surface of section with H = Eo and 62 = constant, identify a Poincare map. The unperturbed
motion is characterized by the ratio r of the two linearized frequencies, in particular, rational
values of r characterize fixed points of the map:

Equations (41) identify a circle of fixed points of order s, in the phase plane (81/1).
The Poincare-Birkhoff theorem states that generically 2s of them survive the perturbation

and appear in chains of alternating elliptic and hyperbolic fixed points. Regular phase space
trajectories encircle the elliptic points and a separatrix trajectory connects the hyperbolic points.
The typical pattern is that of a chain of islands. Orbits in the neighbourhood of elliptic fixed
points in general reveal higher-order resonances and fixed points which have similar
characteristics to those just analysed above, but on a finer scale. The driving term is
proportional to 1/sl, the order of the considered resonance. Orbits in the vicinity of hyperbolic
fixed points are the connection of four curves, two of them are incoming separatrices, the two
others are outgoing separatrices. Incoming and outgoing separatrices interconnect the set of
hyperbolic fixed points of a resonance. The movement along the separatrices becomes
increasingly slow as an hyperbolic fixed point is approached. Incoming and outgoing
separatrices intersect each other in an intricate way, and in the vicinity of hyperbolic fixed points
the number of the intersections, also called homoclinic points, diverges to infinity. In addition,
along the separatrix there is an infinity of secondary resonances corresponding to multiples of s.
Each secondary resonance has its own set of alternating elliptic and hyperbolic points, and its
own separatrices. Separatrices of primary and secondary resonances in general follow wild
trajectories that intersect each other in heteroclinic points. Homoclinic and heteroclinic points
fill densely the space surrounding the circle of fixed points of the unperturbed system,
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characterized by Eq. (41). In that region KAM tori cannot exist: the phase-space trajectory is
generically stochastic, since it changes topology at each singularity crossing. The size of the
stochastic region around the separatrix grows as the perturbation amplitude increases, however,
there is not an abrupt transition to stochasticity for some critical value of the perturbation.

2.3.3 The Chirikov criterion of overlap of the resonances
Chains of resonant islands have a characteristic width that increases with the perturbation

strength and that can be approximately estimated by an appropriate expansion technique [9].
For small perturbations, neighbouring chains of different order resonances are eventually well
separated and can be described as isolated resonances. Chirikov suggested [10] that the largest
perturbation parameter for which adjacent primary chains of islands overlap is a good estimate
for the value of the perturbation required to destroy the last KAM invariant between these
islands. This criterion has an intuitive appeal, since we already know that regions around
separatrices are in fact stochastic, therefore we cannot expect regular motion in between two
chains of resonances whose separatrices intersect each other.

However, the above criterion is too severe a condition for stochasticity. In fact, the last
KAM torus is destroyed well before resonance overlapping occurs, because of the interaction
between the two primary resonances that modify the topology of the phase space, and because
of the existence of secondary resonances lying between the primary ones.

The criterion has to be used with care since higher-order perturbations may have to be
estimated to find the appropriate resonance width. Whenever it holds, there is a transition from
local to global stochasticity. In other terms, stochastic areas surrounding isolated islands
become interconnected over a large fraction of the phase space, where the motion is no longer
regular.

2.4 Definition of dynamic aperture
Rigorously speaking, the dynamic aperture is the innermost radius of the region in the

phase space, where the motion is stable. Trajectories with initial conditions in this domain
remain confined for ever. Posed in this form, the question of the stability of the motion can
only be tackled by a purely mathematical approach that apparently has little if any practical
significance. The kind of stability we are talking about can be defined as follows:

X(t) is stable if for all t and for any e > 0 there is a 5 > 0 such that:

|X(0)|<5 => \X(t)\<e. (42)

For practical applications the concept of confinement has to be defined within an
appropriate time scale. In particle accelerators, two regimes of interest can be identified in terms
of the number of stable revolutions along the ring.

The short-term dynamic aperture requires confinement for 103 to 104 revolutions. This is
relevant for transient phenomena such as the injection process or beam observations. At
injection, the initially large amplitude of oscillation due to steering errors is in general reduced
with feed-back devices: confinement at large amplitude for about a damping time is thus
sufficient to avoid particle losses. On the other hand, dedicated experiments are generally
planned to explore the phase-space parameters as a function of the amplitude. Measurements,
which in general require up to a few thousand turns, can be performed up to the short-term
dynamic aperture.

The long-term dynamic aperture instead concerns steady-state regimes lasting 107 to 109

revolutions, like injection or collision plateaux.
Phenomena that cannot be treated by Hamiltonian mechanics, like external noise,

dissipation, quantum effect, and gas scattering in general play an essential role in the
investigation of short-term and long-term dynamic aperture. Nevertheless, the abstract
problem of the Hamiltonian confinement has a strong significance for the practical confinement.
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2.4.1 Phase space in an accelerator with non-linear elements
In a linear machine with irrational tunes the motion is stable and regular all around the

closed reference orbit near the magnetic axis.
The non-linear fields add a tune dependence with the amplitude, which shifts tunes to

rational values, provoking resonant phenomena accompanied in the phase space by islands of
finite area surrounded by thin chaotic layers. The islands and the chaotic layers exist
throughout the entire phase space. However, at small amplitude, trajectories follow invariant
surfaces, the KAM tori, and remain stable for indefinite time. As the amplitude increases, the
islands become larger until they overlap. Analytically the chaotic limit is well defined for
phenomena with 2-D Hamiltonian only since, in these cases, the domain with regular motion is
foliated in 2-D tori that encircle the origin and any existing layer of isolated higher-order
resonances. When the resonances overlap, the chaotic layers become interconnected and the
particle motion is no longer bounded. With more degrees of freedom, the tori have higher
dimensions and therefore no longer form an impassable barrier. Particles in stochastic layers,
even close to the origin, may escape through the entire phase space, owing to the so-called
Arnold diffusion. However, for all practical purposes, the border between mostly regular and
mostly chaotic trajectories still exists and defines the long-term dynamic aperture. The
confinement inside this border requires weak perturbations and is limited by local-scale
stochasticity. Outside the long-term dynamic aperture, the motion is globally stochastic until,
for some value of the amplitude, a separatrix going to infinity is encountered that makes the
motion totally unstable. Particles with initial conditions in the large-scale stochastic area have
totally erratic trajectories; however, they generally survive for a decreasing number of turns as
the initial amplitude increases. The short-term dynamic aperture is the border of the region
where the survival time is still comparable to the duration of transient phenomena in particle
accelerators.

The topological properties of the phase space described here are pictorially illustrated in
Fig. 2.

2.4.2 Basic procedures for confinement
The resonances play a crucial role for both theoretical and practical confinement problems.

Therefore the basic step to finding dynamic apertures requires the careful identification of all the
resonances near the working region of interest in the phase space.

The basic way to enlarge the dynamic aperture is to reduce as much as possible the
resonance strength, i.e. to make as small and as smooth as possible the perturbing non-linear
terms.

In particular, reducing the strength of low-order resonances and choosing the working
eigenfrequencies far from them increases the short-term dynamic aperture. Smearing out the
perturbation reduces the width of higher-order resonances, and increases the stability domain.

Residual external noise produces unwanted modulations of the eigenfrequencies and
satellite resonances which in turn enlarge the stochastic area close to separatrices and reduce the
threshold for overlapping criterion. Powerful noise reduction methods are needed to improve
confinement.

2.4.3 Stability domain of the Henon map
The Henon map [11] is a simple 1-D non-linear system that can be used to illustrate some

of the concepts relative to confinement. In terms of accelerator physics, the Henon map
corresponds to the horizontal motion in a FODO cell with one sextupole, in thin-lens
approximation.

The Hamiltonian is:

with | U ] o I [ ,H{x.P.,)*+»u<.*ki) with | U ] o [ , (43)

where co is the frequency of the linearized motion and £ is the length of the cell.
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a) Betatron frequency near the 1/6 resonance
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0.00

-0.25 0.25
b) Betatron frequency near the 1/5 resonance
Abscissa: angular coordinate in units of 2%
Ordinate: action coordinate in arbitrary units

Fig. 2: Phase space topology of a non-linear system.

The equations of motion are:

(44)

The Henon map solves them iteratively turn after turn:
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(45)

where Xk, Pk are m e position and the conjugate momentum, respectively, at the location £ and at
the times k-T, where T is the transit time through the cell.

Introducing normalized coordinates x~k = Xk, Pk - Pk/G>> and assuming T as the unit time,
the linearized part of the Henon map can be expressed as:

(46)

The Henon map (45) has two fixed points, one of which is the origin:

2tanf "
-2 tan2 f

(47)

From the inspection of the trace of L, the origin is found to be stable and the second fixed
point unstable, for any value of the frequency.

= 2cosco + 2xk sin co
stable

^= 3 e u) = 2 + 4sin2 (f) e ]2,6[ => unstable
(48)

The phase space portrait resulting from the iteration of the Henon map exhibits
complicated structures, as in Fig. 3, where the eigenfrequency is chosen in the vicinity of the
fourth-order resonance. The dashed area around the origin and inside the four resonant islands
is stable. The winding curve that encircles the stable area is the separatrix, obtained by iterating
repeatedly a point initially close to the unstable fixed point. A large multitude of homoclinic
points appears, that announces chaotic motion. Above the separatrix the motion is unstable.
Chains of higher-order islands are visible as the phase space is explored at a finer scale, as in
Fig. 4, where the eigenfrequency is chosen in the vicinity of the fifth-order resonance.

-2. 2.

Fig. 3: Phase space portrait of the Henon map near the 1/4 resonance.
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Fig. 4: Phase space portrait of the Henon map near 1/5 resonance.

The standard way to find the dynamic aperture requires iteration of an appropriate number
of the Henon map for increasing values of the initial amplitude [12]. The domain of stability
generally shrinks as the eigenfrequency approaches rational values, as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Dynamic aperture of the Henon map.
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3. CONFINEMENT IN PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
The motion of charged particles in circular accelerators is basically governed by the

magnetic field of the guiding dipoles and the focusing quadrupoles. Intentional and non-
intentional non-linear fields are in general also present, the side-effect of which is to induce
losses at large amplitude. Sextupoles are used to reduce the chromaticity, and octupoles make
the tune dependent on the amplitude, which is sometime exploited to improve the current-
dependent behaviour. In hadron accelerators, the destabilizing action of chromaticity sextupoles
is self-compensated to a large extent due to the regularity of the lattice. However, a strongly
focused lattice is usually necessary to reduce the sensitivity to field errors, and this in tum
increases the strength of chromaticity sextupoles. Unintentional multipoles due to unavoidable
imperfections of the guiding and focusing fields introduce additional non-linearities, which
represent the greatest hazard. Longitudinal fringeing fields, instead, play a non-negligible role
in small machines only, therefore, hard-edge representation of the magnetic fields along the
azimuth is considered a valid approximation for large accelerators. The situation can be very
different for different machine types. For instance, in modern electron accelerators, the
chromatic aberration is even larger, due to the stronger focusing required to reduce the
transverse beam size. Consequently, sophisticated sextupole corrector schemes are used, that
include elements in zero-dispersion regions to partly compensate resonances, whilst strongly
non-linear insertion devices, like wigglers and undulators, are often present.

Practical methods to study the confinement have to be adapted to the specific case under
investigation. It is outside of the scope of this lecture to give an exhaustive overview of the
known problems and of the proposed solutions. Instead, we will limit ourselves from now on
to discussing the confinement in large hadron accelerators with superconducting magnets, even
if some of the concepts illustrated in this section are of a more general and wider applicability.

In hadron colliders of the new generation, compromises must be found between making
magnetic fields as uniform as possible and keeping magnet costs low. This is a difficult
challenge for superconducting magnets, whose quality depends on the mechanical tolerances of
the coil geometry, rather than on the shape of the poles. Both in the Tevatron and in the Hera
magnets, typical deviations from uniformity have been limited to about one part in ten thousand
at 2.5 centimetres from the magnet axis. Similar values, properly extrapolated with the inner
coil diameter and the superconducting filament size, are expected to be reached in the magnets
of the SSC, the LHC, and RHIC. Much smaller imperfections are in general present in warm
magnets.

The single-particle approach provides a sufficiently simple, reliable, and coherent model
of the real accelerator to investigate performances related to non-linear dynamics. The key issue
is to estimate the stability of the motion over the operational cycle of the accelerator. Both
analytical and numerical tools are used to estimate the dynamic aperture as a function of various
machine parameters. Improvements of the linear lattice and correction schemes are studied to
reduce the influence of the non-linear forces, and to specify upper limits for the magnet
imperfections. The final validation is, in general, performed with numerical simulations in
which the particle position is tracked element by element around the machine for large numbers
of turns. In this section two subjects are reviewed: the tools by which predictions on beam
stability are formulated, and the applications on accelerator design.

3.1 Tools for dynamic aperture estimates
In hadron accelerators non-linear problems are usually addressed for 2-D transverse

degrees of freedom, neglecting the coupling with longitudinal motion. For numerical studies
and computer tracking simulations, more realistic 3-D models are preferred.

3.1.1 Transfer map for a single magnet
Charged particles travelling through linear magnets obey the 2-D equations of motion:

^-+K(s)z=0, (49)
ds

with:
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(50)

In single dipoles or quadrupoles, K is constant with respect to s, therefore Eq. (41) can
be analytically solved piece-wise, see for instance Ref. [13]. The solution is in general
expressed as a linear transport matrix L, that obeys the usual composition rules:

z(s) = L(s,sQ)z(s0) ,

L(SQ,SQ) = I, the identity map,

(51)

(52)

The matrix L also satisfies the linear equation:

(53)

(54)

the general solution of which can be written as:

(55)
j=o

In an extended multipolar magnet with non-linear field-shape components a forcing term
is present in the equation of motion. •

— + K(s)z = f{x,y;s) with f{x,y;s) =
as

' 0 '

fx{x,y,s)
0 (56)

The perturbation f(x,y;s) is expressed in terms of normal and skew multipolar strengths
up to order m, called ki and ji respectively, that correspond to the relative field-shape deviations
bi and ai, respectively, measured at a distance R from the magnetic axis.

f(x,y;s) = -

J=2
m

.1=2

= Re
1=2 R )

1=2 )

(57)

In general, Eq. (56) cannot be analytically solved. Approximate solutions can be found,
instead, either by neglecting higher-order contributions to the particle trajectory, or by localizing
the entire non-linear content of the multipolar components in a few points along the azimuth.

In the first approach, called thick-lens approximation, approximate trajectories are found
across extended magnets by a recursive method, which initially starts from the linear
approximation:
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= ~L(s,so)zo

' ( 5 8 )

At each step k, the final coordinates are expressed as a polynomial expansion of order k in
the initial conditions. The resulting map is called the Taylor map of order k:

S^^^^^W^W^W = l,...,4. (59)
1=1 (ii+t2+«3+«4)=«

At the order k, the symplectic conditions (6) are violated by terms of order \z (s0 )| .

The second approximation method for solving Eq. (56) is based on the assumption that
the non-linear perturbation is concentrated in one or more locations inside the magnet. Usually,
the non-linearity is localized in the middle of the magnetic length:

f{x,y,s) = ]{x,y;s)l8{s-s*) with S * = J O + T • (60)

The transfer map, also called the thin-lens approximation, becomes:

*\ i \ I ( ) ( , o ) ( o )
)(s) <> \ / ' \ / (61)

Terms of the order of £2/p2 are neglected. The symplecticity (6) is exactiy obeyed.

3.1.2 Tracking simulations
As seen in the previous section, a realistic description of the accelerator structure, fully

adequate to compute single-particle trajectories, is difficult, if not impossible. Approximations
must be tailored to the specific problem under investigation. Simplifications are also imposed
by limitations in computing power.

Simulations with thin-lens approximation and symplectic integrators of the equation of
motion, like Eq. (61), are considered as the master tool for quantitative estimates of particle
behaviour in large accelerators like the LHC, since the length of individual magnets is small
compared with the accelerator radius. They provide symplectic solutions for a dynamical
system that approximates sufficiently well the entire accelerator. A sequence of linear transfer
matrices interleaved with localized polynomial non-linearities should be computed. Reliable
results are easily obtained since computer rounding errors can be kept under control [14].
However, vast computing power is required to get reliable estimates of the dynamic aperture as
a function of various lattice and beam parameters. The thin-lens description is usually extended
to guiding and focusing fields and, in general, does not imply relevant changes to orbit
functions.

There are several computer codes by which large accelerators can be described. In the
case of the LHC, two of them are routinely used for numerical simulations: MAD [15],
developed at CERN, and SIXTRACK [16], developed at DESY. Both of them have scalar
versions to be processed in the modern farms of workstations as well as vectorized versions to
make use of modern parallel processors.

3.1.3 Maps
The use of non-linear maps in single-particle beam dynamics has been intensively

investigated in the last fifteen years. It is outside the scope of this paper to present this activity
in an exhaustive manner. Excellent review articles are available, like those in Refs. [17,18].
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Here we shall limit ourselves to describing those concepts that have been applied in the design
oftheLHC.

In linear lattices, particle coordinates can be propagated along the accelerator azimuth by
Twiss transfer matrices. The use of maps can be extended to non-linear dynamics with some
precautions. This extension, originally motivated by the need to speed-up long-term tracking
simulations in hadron colliders, in fact provides a powerful tool for handling dynamical
quantities, like the tune dependence with the amplitude and the momentum, the distortion
functions and the smear, the higher-order non-linear invariants, and finally the Fourier
harmonic coefficients of the resonance driving terms. Non-linear matrices can be constructed
very efficiently with differential algebra techniques using Taylor expansion to some higher
order of algebraic operators [19]. One-turn Taylor maps resulting from the composition of all
the linear and non-linear elements in the accelerator are inherently not symplectic because of the
higher-order truncation, therefore inappropriate to preserve the volume in phase space. One of
the ways to restore symplecticity is to replace the truncated map with a normal form [20-23],
that is an integrable map, represented by a rotation of an angle depending on the amplitude of
the orbit. Mathematically this operation implies the neglect of the non-integrable part of the map
and the finding of a polynomial transformation of coordinates that conjugate the original map to
a simpler and more symmetric map, which has explicit invariants, and explicit iteration
formulae. The conjugation equation of a given map with its normal form is formally the same
as the similarity transformation that brings a matrix to its diagonal form:

1 (62)

Courant-Snyder coordinates for TV are complex, i.e. Zc = (x-ipx>x+ipx,y-ipy)y+ipy), in

the case of 2-D degrees of freedom. The new coordinates are g — fa , g{, g2, £2) •

The transformation from the new to the old coordinates is tangent to the identity, since:

Zc =<%) = < ; + 1 ^ . ( 0 , (63)

where $,•(£) are homogeneous polynomials of order i in the new coordinates g.

The normalized map U(^) contains the same linear part A of !M, and can be expressed as
a polynomial expansion:

() £ ( 0 (64)

where £/,-(£) are polynomials of order / that obey special symmetry rules [23].

Formally, one can always build a normal form U of a non-linear map Tl. However, 4>
and U are in general divergent in any open neighbourhood of the origin, because of the non-
existence of an analytic invariant of motion for the original map. In spite of this, normal forms
truncated at an order m can be used to interpolate the orbits of ft in judiciously chosen
domains. The truncation, in general, implies that the symplectic conditions are obeyed up to an
order m in the new coordinates. On the other hand, the truncated normalized map has an
optimized order of accuracy. Above it, the approximation is improved at lower amplitude and
worsened at higher amplitude. The domain of convergence is limited by resonances of low
order that are allowed by the truncated Taylor map. There are ways to handle the first limiting
resonance, with resonant normal forms [24], which have not yet been made of practical use.

In the LHC, the mapping approach based on Taylor expansion and normal form is used to
evaluate the dependence of tune-shift on the amplitude and the momentum due to systematic
field-shape imperfections [25]. In this way it is possible to identify the multipoles that are more
dangerous for the stability of the motion, taking into account the quite strong higher-order cross
terms, and to define, and optimize the most suitable scheme of multipolar correctors.
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Higher-order Taylor maps are also used to estimate the dynamic aperture in a faster way
than with the usual element-by-element tracking [26]: however, in the LHC, this approach is
non-controversial only for simulations up to few 104 turns. By increasing the order of the map,
the violation of area-preserving transport can be made arbitrarily small, but the map size grows
exponentially and the computing speed decreases accordingly. An interesting result is that one
can correlate the accuracy of the truncated Taylor map tracking to the size of the high-order
terms in the map. Alternatively, one can restore the symplecticity of the Taylor map by a linear
scaling transformation to the particle coordinates at each turn [26].

3.1.4 Early indicators of chaos
Early indicators of chaotic motion have been used to speed up the estimate of the dynamic

aperture in several accelerators and colliders, and, in particular, in the LHC. The exponential
divergence of two initially very close trajectories is a criterion for chaos, a linear growth
indicating regular motion. The exponential coefficient, called Lyapunov exponent [27], can be
used to localize stochastic layers in the phase space and eventually to identify the stability border
below which its value is zero.

Rigorously speaking, the maximal Lyapunov exponent is defined as:

= lim - log
I t

d(r)

d(0)
with = U(t)-d2(t (65)

where di(t), d2{t) are the phase space coordinates of two particles initially very close to each
other. The routine way to evaluate it is to track simultaneously two particles with a slightly
different initial amplitude, and to compute periodically and plot their mutual distance d in the
phase space. A schematic illustration of the regular and chaotic evolution of d with time is
shown in Fig. 6.
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regular motion: X = 0

Fig. 6: Graphic method to evaluate the Lyapunov coefficient. The distance d of two
initially very close particles is plotted as a function of time.

An equivalent method, better adapted to non-linear maps Tt, is based on the analytical
evaluation of the Jacobian M in the phase-space domain of interest. The eigenvalues of ^
evolve exponentially if the motion is chaotic:
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= lim — log (max. eigenvalue of M* j . (66)

The predictability of the two methods is enhanced when the non-linear deformation of the
phase space is removed by a normal forms type change of coordinates [28].

It is currently admitted that through early indicators of chaos a conservative estimate of
the dynamic aperture can be obtained with less computing power than for standard element-by-
element tracking.

3.1.5 Figure of merit and data processing
The 'linear aperture', based on smear and tune-shift with the amplitude, was widely used

in the past [29] to estimate non-linear effects, since threshold values for detuning and amplitude
distortion were considered sufficient to ensure long-term stability. However, the validity of this
extrapolation has not been confirmed by more profound studies. Therefore, intensive tracking
and sophisticated data-processing are preferred nowadays to estimate the dynamic aperture,
after a preliminary selection of rather few significant cases, on the basis of short-term
simulations [30]. Results are presented in the graphical form of 'survival plots' that depict the
maximum number of stable turns as a function of starting amplitude [31]. Survival plots and
early indicators of chaos provide a practical estimate of the stable region.

Dense survival plots are ragged and show a large spread in the survival time close to the
chaotic border, rapidly decreasing at larger amplitudes, as shown in Fig. 7. Such an irregular
shape reflects the local origin of the particle instability: at moderate amplitude in presence of
weaker perturbations, the escape time is largely influenced by microscopic changes of initial
coordinates; at large amplitude, instead there are only fast losses.
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Under the influence of non-linearities, particles migrate across different nets of
resonances. This phenomenon is presented in Fig. 8, where the tunes are plotted in the
working diagram as a function of time, for two initially nearby particles undergoing chaotic
motion.

In the vicinity of the long-term dynamic aperture, the loss mechanism is in general
sudden: the particle may stay confined even for millions of turns and then diverge in a few
thousand turns.
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Fig. 8: Evolution of tunes with time of two initially close particles undergoing chaotic motion.

3.2 Applications to accelerator design
Hadron colliders, like the LHC, must operate with negligible loss for long periods, up to

108 turns, in spite of the unavoidable field shape imperfections. An upper limit to unintentional
multipoles and practical compensation strategies have to be devised for a safe operation. This
implies a thorough understanding of the influence of the non-linearities on the long-term
behaviour of particle trajectories. Analytical methods available are not yet fully exploited.
Numerical simulations are too cumbersome and time-consuming for an exhaustive overview of
all the possible situations. Nevertheless, remarkable progress has been made through heuristic
approaches proposed in the recent past, based on the investigation of simplified non-linear
models of the lattice and on the use of" empirical criteria for beam stability.

Too crude simplifications of the lattice structure itself have dramatic effects on non-linear
performances. Cell lattice models with only regular cells and no interaction regions show a
regular azimuthal pattern of the orbit functions and in particular of the betatronic phase advance
leading to unrealistic enhancement of the particle stability. They are in general used for
numerical studies of simple dynamical systems such as the Henon or higher-order maps. A
more realistic way to drop the insertions is to replace them with equivalent rotation matrices.
Part of the chromatic aberration and some unintentional field errors are disregarded in this
way. In addition, this technique makes it particularly difficult, if not impossible, to track in a
correct manner off-momentum particles performing synchrotron oscillations. However,
relevant information can be gained with less computing power and complexity, especially
during the injection plateau, where the stability of motion is mainly determined by non-linear
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perturbations in the arcs of regular cells. This approach was used, for instance, to determine
the optimum value for the length and the phase advance of the LHC cell [32], fixed to about
100 m and 90°, respectively. More advanced studies are generally based on models with
realistic descriptions of the insertions.

The field-shape imperfections are equivalent to multipoles up to large order, which can be
expressed as the sum of two parts, one systematic and the other random. The general
agreement, based on the magnetic measurements of the Tevatron and Hera [33], is to stop at
order 11 in the multipolar expansion and to neglect correlation between random multipoles of
different orders. Systematic errors are larger at injection due to persistent currents. Large low-
order systematic multipoles, like b3,b4,bs in superconducting dipoles, or b6 in superconducting
quadrupoles, provoke a sizeable detuning with the amplitude and the momentum, which can be
corrected either locally [34], as in the LHC lattice version 2, or using a clever cancellation of the
detuning terms by means of Simpson rules [35], as in the LHC lattice version 1. In the latter
case, multipolar correctors are to be located near the main quadrupoles as well as at about the
middle of each half-cell [25]. Octupolar imperfections can be treated in a global manner. For
instance, they have, in the LHC, a particular behaviour related to the symmetry of the magnetic
field in two-in-one magnets: the integrated value along the azimuth is expected to be zero,
therefore the detuning with the amplitude is expected to be self-compensated without specific
correctors. Large higher-order systematic multipoles, like b7 and b9, destabilize off-momentum
particles and have to be minimized by design: tolerable values for the LHC have been found to

be of the order of 2 x 10"6 and 5 x 10~7 units at 1 cm radius, respectively.
Random imperfections, which vary from magnet to magnet owing to manufacturing

tolerances, are the main source of non-linear resonances and distortion functions. Statistical
distributions can easily be predicted, but are insufficient for a complete knowledge of the non-
linear optics, since resonance strengths depend on the specific sequence of the random errors
around the ring rather than on statistical properties. Therefore, criteria for magnet design are to
be studied on several non-linear lattices, with different sequences of random multipoles. In
fact, there are many parameters that limit the stability of the particle motion in hadron colliders,
therefore the first task is to identify the most important ones, in order to reduce to a reasonable
amount the enormous computing time required for an exhaustive set of simulations.

Heuristic approaches are in general applied, like in the design of the LHC, briefly
described hereafter. Parameters routinely considered in the accelerator models are residual
closed orbit, linear coupling due to imperfections, synchrotron motion, and residual ripple in
main power supplies. Chromaticity and non-linear detuning are corrected with a proper set of
correctors. Special cases with some residual uncompensated chromaticity are considered as
well. Short-term dynamic aperture is first evaluated by tracking particles of different starting
amplitudes for 103 turns. This is fast and well-suited for a first exploration of the space
parameters, and is also sufficient to reveal the most important features of the non-linear phase
space. Ten different seeds are used to fix the test samples of the random errors. Appropriate
subsets of them are considered to disentangle the effects of the dipole imperfections from those
of the quadrupole imperfections in a machine with a perfect closed orbit and no linear coupling.
By choosing three representative seeds in each distribution, i.e. one with the smallest, one with
the largest, and one with an average value of the aperture, one can easily check the combined
effect of the dipole and the quadrupole errors and identify a limited number of representative
sets of non-linear lattice models to be investigated with long-term tracking simulations. With
this strategy [30], beam stability has been found to be strongly influenced by linear lattice
parameters like tune, residual linear coupling, and peak 6-values in the insertion quadrupoles as
well as by a residual chromaticity of a few units. Instead, residual closed orbit associated with
magnet misalignment and tune ripple of a few 1CH units showed a weak interference with beam
stability. Panicles above the stable region are expected to diffuse towards the vacuum pipe at a
speed strongly increasing with the transverse amplitude. A set of collimators [36] is used to
absorb them before they hit the magnets and provoke an unwanted deposition of energy in the
superconducting coils. The transverse position of the primary collimator defines the mechanical
aperture of the accelerator. It is basically fixed taking into account the mechanical tolerances of
the cold bore and of the thermal beam screen in the main magnets, the expected peak-values of
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the closed orbit, of the dispersion, and of the 6-function modulation, and, of course, the
optimum value of the separation between the primary and the secondary collimators. For a safe
operation, careful matching of physical aperture and stability border is to be performed [30].
With a small mechanical aperture, only trajectories with small amplitude oscillations are
allowed, which are weakly perturbed even in presence of large field-shape imperfections,
whilst, with larger mechanical apertures, and larger amplitude oscillations, the non-linear
perturbation becomes larger and the size of the magnetic errors start to play a leading role for the
dynamic aperture. On the other hand, we believe that particles with amplitudes up to the chaotic
boundary are stable, although the non-linear perturbations induce a finite smear of their
trajectories, whilst particles with larger amplitudes may become unstable after a sufficiently
large number of turns. Ideally, the chaotic limit should be equal to the dynamic aperture
evaluated in the presence of collimators, in which case only the unstable particles will be
intercepted by the collimators. In this respect the mechanical size and the field quality of the
LHC at injection have been found to be well matched to a value of 6 cr, i.e. of 7.2 mm, which is
considered a wise choice for the needed dynamic and physical aperture.

Strategies of magnet sorting have been invented, by which the magnets are installed in
such a sequence in the machines as to minimize the combined non-linear effects. For practical
and theoretical reasons, the sorting scheme should be as local as possible and must refer to a
limited kind of multi: oles. Different solutions have been proposed [37-39]. By introducing a
quasi-periodicity of multipoles every two betatronic wavelengths, the harmonic content of non-
linearities can be shifted away from harmful frequencies. Alternatively, small groups of
magnets, typically ten, are ordered in such a way as to minimize a broad band of non-linear
driving terms computed to 2nd perturbative order, contributing to resonances up to order 6. The
first method is used in the LHC and the SSC, the last method is used for HERA and is still
under investigation for the LHC.

4 . REVIEW OF DEDICATED EXPERIMENTS
Since 1986 dedicated experiments have been performed in the CERN SPS and in the

FNAL Tevatron to study the beam" dynamics in the presence of strong non-linear fields
intentionally introduced along the accelerator circumference. The motivation is to study the
refinement of aperture and field quality criteria for the design of future large hadron accelerators
like the LHC, SSC, or RHIC.

The experimental procedure consists in exciting already existing sextupoles in order to
introduce non-linearities in a controlled fashion in an otherwise linear lattice. To probe large
amplitudes, either a pencil beam with small emittance and momentum spread is used, to which a
large enough coherent deflection is applied, or a large emittance beam is created with repetitive
small-amplitude coherent kicks. In the first case, a few hundred turns are sufficient to create a
'hollow' distribution of charges around the central orbit due to non-linear filamentation, in the
second case, a few kicks are required to spread out the particles all around the available physical
aperture of the accelerator. The proton behaviour is observed with several instruments: current
transformers record lifetime, Schottky noise detectors give tune and tune-spread, flying wires
provide transverse profile, and orthogonal pairs of position monitors are able to produce a
phase-space portrait. Sinusoidal tune modulations are added to simulate the effect on the beam
stability of the unavoidable ripples in power supplies.

Interesting experiments have been started more recently at the IUCF cyclotron facility in
Indiana University, with the specific purpose of exploring non-linear particle motion, in
particular along the resonant islands [40-43]. Only the necessity to be concise forces us to drop
their description and to concentrate our attention on the experiments at CERN and FNAL.

4.1 Experimental conditions
Well-understood and clear experimental conditions, with most of the spurious effect

eliminated and the phenomena under study carefully isolated, are required to make meaningful
comparisons between the experimental results and the numerical simulations of them with
computer tracking programs.
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In the SPS, low-intensity beams of 1011 to 2 x 1012 protons undergo linear motion
between 100 GeV/c and 250 GeV/c, since the remanent fields effects can be neglected, as are
the space charge effects, whilst the saturation effects in the magnets are not yet perceptible. An
energy of 120 GeV/c is finally selected for dynamic aperture studies, so as to benefit from the
maximum strength of the added non-linear fields. In the Tevatron, intensities of 1010 particles
are used, and an operational energy of 150 GeV/c is chosen for similar reasons.

Intentional non-linearities are provided by powering independently several sextupoles
foreseen for the resonant extraction of the beam at top-energy. Eight sextupoles evenly placed
along the ring are routinely used in the SPS, sixteen sextupoles are used in the Tevatron.
Positive and negative values of the current are alternated around the rings in such a way as to
suppress the third-integer resonances, except in early experiments where that resonance was
strongly excited. The chromaticities are corrected using four families of sextupoles in order to
obtain an almost flat pattern of the tunes as functions of the momentum deviation.

Closed-orbit deviations and linear coupling are in general well compensated: a residual
r.m.s. orbit not in excess of 0.5 mm and a minimum horizontal-vertical tune approach of the
order of 0.002 units are currently imposed.

Except for occasional situations, a beam with one single bunch is used in the Tevatron,
whilst a debunched beam is used in the SPS.

4.2 Results in the CERN-SPS

4.2.1 Short-term dynamic aperture experiment
Studies of the short-term dynamic aperture were started in 1986 while the SPS was

operating in fixed target mode [44,45]. The beam was injected at 14 GeV/c, accelerated up to
120 GeV/c and allowed to circulate at this energy for eight seconds on a magnetic flat top. The
full ring was filled with bunches and the RF was kept on. At the beginning of the 120 GeV/c
flat top the intentional sextupoles were energized and the beam emittance increased until losses
occurred. This was done by repeatedly deflecting the beam with the fast kicker normally used to
measure the tunes. In the absence of intentional non-linearities, it was sufficient to pulse the
kicker twice at its maximum deflection to reach the machine aperture in the vertical plane, which
was of the order of ±15 mm. In these conditions the intensity losses are abrupt in time. When
the sextupoles were energized, the acceptance was reduced. The amplitude of the two kicks
was therefore lowered so as to produce losses not in excess of 10-20% of the circulating
intensity, these losses started just after the second kick and lasted for a few seconds. Following
that, in all cases there was another period of a few seconds before the end of the flat top with no
visible losses. The size of the surviving beam measured with a high gain of the wire scanner
was assumed to be the dynamic aperture of the machine. This mode of operation is
schematically illustrated in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9: Mode of operation of the CERN-SPS during the short-term dynamic aperture experiment.
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The experiment was performed first with intentional sextupoles exciting the third-integer
resonance and later without exciting it. In the latter configuration, several working points
around the fifth-order resonances were explored for which a horizontal dynamic aperture of 13-
21 mm was measured. Once the synchrotron motion and closed-orbit distortions were taken
into account, computer tracking simulations performed over up to 10̂  turns, i.e. a few seconds
of real machine time, were able to provide estimates of the dynamic aperture in reasonable
agreement with the measured value. The loss mechanism was clearly related to the crossing of
the fifth-order resonances, and the upper limit of the detuning and the smear of stable
trajectories were found to be of the order of 0.01 units and 0.035 respectively.

In 1988, another experimental session was devoted to the study of the short-term
stability, with the same machine conditions as in 1986. At that time, an instrument was made
available to record the beam oscillation over several thousands of turns in consecutive position
monitors separated by about 7C/2 in betatronic phase. Using this instrument, phase portraits
could be drawn and tunes could be precisely measured both in pulsed and in storage mode [46].

To explore the effect of the intentional non-linearities, a pencil beam of 1.3 mm r.m.s.
size was used, which was obtained by bringing the larger injected beam in proximity with a
collimator. Horizontal hollow beams of amplitudes as large as the vacuum chamber could be
produced by firing the fast kicker once. Two working points were explored, one near to the
fifth- and the other near to the seventh-order resonances. The detuning was measured as a
function of the oscillation amplitude, proportional to the kick voltage, and found to be in a very
good agreement with the numerical simulations by tracking. The dynamic aperture was
measured by adding the amplitude of the coherent oscillation to twice the r.m.s. beam size for
which losses were just visible. For comparison, the boundary of the chaotic motion region was
computed by numerical simulations with the program SDCTRACK [16]. The agreement
between experimental data and simulations was excellent, as for instance for the working point
near the fifth-order resonances: the measured aperture was between 15.8 mm and 20.2 mm, the
numerical estimate of the chaotic border was 17.6 mm.

With the previous experiments the concept of short-term dynamic aperture was clarified to
a large extent. In the presence of strong non-linearities, particles can be lost in a few hundred
turns by the effect of higher-order resonance crossing due to the detuning. In these conditions,
the Lyapunov coefficient, easily obtainable by numerical simulations, is a good predictive
indicator of the chaoticness of the trajectories and of the instability of the motion.

In 1989, the non-linear detuning and its compensation were studied and their effect on
dynamic aperture was carefully explored. The measurement of the amplitude-dependent tune
shift was again found to be in good agreement with tracking. Figure 10 shows the experimental
data of 1989, very close to that of 1988. Moreover, Fig. 10 shows clearly how strongly the
particle losses can be influenced by the use of octupoles. By adequately powering them in the
SPS we succeeded in reducing the non-linear detuning by roughly an order of magnitude,
which at the same time improved the dynamic aperture by 30%. This result suggests that the
correction of the non-linear tune-shift in superconducting hadron colliders can be an appropriate
method to improve the performance of these very non-linear machines and in particular to
reduce short-term losses.

4.2.2 Sextupole-induced diffusion
An early experiment at the SppS, showed that circulating particles have a transverse

diffusive behaviour in the presence of localized beam-beam collisions, due to non-linear
resonances, tune-spread, and noise. In the context of the studies for the design of large
superconducting hadron colliders, an important issue is whether the unavoidable non-linearities
in the guide fields are likely to create a diffusion mechanism similar to that induced by beam-
beam interactions, since both kinds of non-linearities create tune-spread and resonance
excitation, even if in the two cases the dependence with particle amplitude is quite different.
This issue was addressed in 1988 at the SPS, with a dedicated experiment on diffusion induced
by sextupoles [45].
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Fig. 10: Compensation of the detuning with the amplitude by means of octupoles.

A debunched beam was stored at 120 GeV/c, and the horizontal beam emittance was
slowly increased by repeatedly firing a kicker, until a few per cent losses were noticed. The
eight sextupoles were powered so as to avoid excitation of the third-order resonance. The beam
intensity was recorded, while certain actions were performed, in order to bring evidence for
proton diffusion. A horizontal scraper was introduced close to the edge of the beam in order to
clear the tails of the transverse particle distribution. In doing this, a small fraction, typically
about 1%, of the circulating particles was lost abruptly. Subsequently, an exponential decay of
the intensity was measured. The scraper was then retracted by a few millimetres, typically
2 mm. Consequently, the intensity remained constant for the time required for the particles to
fill the gap between the innermost and the retracted position of the scrapers. The time duration
with flat intensity could be used to evaluate the average value of the diffusion coefficient. The
plateau regime was followed by another period with exponential decay of the intensity, the time
constant of which was slightly larger than the initial one. When the scraper was moved back to
the innermost position, another abrupt loss of beam was visible, followed by an exponential
decay with the same time constant initially observed. We see here a clear signature of a
'diffusion process'.

With the working point near the fifth-order resonances, a diffusion rate of 3 mm/min was
measured at an amplitude of 12.6 mm, and 6 mm/min at 15.4 mm. At 18.1 mm the diffusion
was so fast that it could not be measured with the procedure described above: this is just across
the short-term dynamic aperture sitting between 15.8 mm and 20.2 mm.

Similar measurements were done at working points near to the seventh-order resonances.
In this case the largest amplitude at which no significant diffusion could be detected was of
9.2 mm.

The measurement was repeated in the absence of the added sextupoles. There was no sign
of diffusion up to an amplitude of 22 mm, well outside the dynamic aperture measured in the
previous experiment.

Numerical simulations performed for up to 106 turns did not reveal any chaotic motion
inside the short-term dynamic aperture. This changed dramatically when a tune modulation of
3 x 10"3 units was introduced in the tracking to take into account the realistic situation of the
main power supplies, optimized at that time for the operation in fixed-target mode. This is to be
expected from the application of the Chirikov criterion for overlap of satellite resonances. The
value of the Lyapunov coefficient computed with tracking now decreased as the particle
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amplitude was reduced, and from this, lower and lower diffusion rates could be expected, in
qualitative agreement with the experimental results.

With a view to evaluating the predictive power of the detuning and the smear as indicators
of stable motion, Fig. 11 was drawn which included all the experimental situations considered
in 1986 and 1988. The rectangular box represents the criteria used in 1988 for acceptance of
the LHC lattice: it was supposed that in this rectangle the machine would be sufficiently linear to
assure a good, comfortable operation. It appeared clearly from the experimental data that the
LHC criteria were sufficiently conservative as far as the short-term dynamic aperture was
concerned, however, they were certainly insufficient to ensure a good lifetime in storage mode,
owing to the magnetic-imperfection-induced diffusion.

Short-term stability: criteria for AQ and smear
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Fig. 11: Predictive power of detuning and smear as indicators of stable motion.

4.2.3 Effects of an external modulation of the tune
Experiments were performed at the SPS in 1989, 1990 and 1991 to get quantitative

estimates about the influence of sinusoidal modulations of the tunes on the dynamic aperture
[47,48].

As a preliminary step, the time structure and the spectral characteristics of the ripple
inherent in the main power supplies were measured in different operational conditions, using
the Schottky noise detector for continuous-tune measurements [49]. At a 120 GeV/c energy
plateau, with the power supply settings appropriate for pulsed operation, the tune variation with
time was of the order of ±10~3 units. The variation was reduced to about ±2 x 10"4 units,
when the main power supply control was improved as for collider operation. In both cases, the
power spectra of the ripple showed a dominant peak at a frequency of 50 Hz, with additional
peaks of decreasing power at the higher harmonics of 50 Hz, extending up to 1 kHz.

The effect of the induced tune modulation was studied on a low-emittance debunched
beam stored at 120 GeV/c. All the circulating particles were deflected horizontally at large
amplitude in a 'hollow' beam, by firing a kicker once. The eight sextupoles were powered so
as to avoid excitation of the third-order resonance, while provoking non-linear motion. A
sinusoidal excitation of the tunes was induced by powering a special quadrupole, located near a
focusing main quadrupole. The amplitude of this artificial, controlled ripple can be increased
well beyond that of the natural ripple of the main power supplies. Modulation depths up to
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about ±2 x 10~3 tune units could explored, in a frequency range limited to about 600 Hz by the
inductance of the quadrupole. The beam stability was studied with the scraper retraction
technique, described in the previous section. The experimental layout is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12: Mode of operation of the CERN-SPS during the long-term dynamic aperture experiment.

During the experiments, care was taken to compensate for the closed-orbit distortions and
the linear coupling. The tune was chosen very carefully so as to minimize the effect of
resonances. Octupoles were used to decrease the amplitude-dependent tune shift so as to better
locate the working point in between the most dangerous resonances. Even if the particles were
initially displaced in the horizontal direction, the net of resonances explored by the beam, in
general, provoked horizontal-vertical non-linear coupling, with consequent beam losses in both
planes. Therefore, to measure the diffusion speed with the retraction method, both horizontal
and vertical scrapings were required.

In storage-mode experiments in 1989 and 1990, the beam size was increased by a single
large-amplitude coherent kick. The tune, after applying the kick, was adjusted so as to stay
away from the fifth- and seventh-order resonances: 2 H between 0.623 and 0.640, <2v between
0.529 and 0.540. Measurements with no tune modulations and with modulations of 9 Hz,
40 Hz, and 180 Hz and the same depth of ±8.0 x 10"4 tune units were performed. As the
scrapers were retracted from the peripheral of the beam, there was the usual period of no
noticeable losses. When the first scraper was reached by particles, a drop in lifetime appeared,
followed by a second drop when the second scraper was also reached. This is indeed what we
can see schematically in Fig. 13. Diffusion speeds of about 0.5 mm/min were recorded without
tune modulation and of about 2.5 to 5 mm/min with tune modulation. The diffusion process,
however, was almost independent of the modulation frequency.

The importance of the modulation depth was pointed out in a similar experiment
performed in 1991. By varying from 1.1 x 1CH3 to 2.2 x 10~3 the amplitude of the sinusoidal
modulation, an increase of the diffusion speed by a factor of ten was observed for each
modulation frequency.

In comparison with the effect of a monochromatic beam excitation, combining two
different frequencies in the tune modulation was expected to lead to a sizeable reduction of the
dynamic aperture. This effect was tested in the 1991 experiment. Initially there is no ripple and
no measurable diffusion. With a tune modulation of 1.65 x 10"3 amplitude and 9 Hz
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frequency, the beam lifetime drops to seven hours. The losses stop immediately when the
ripple is switched off again. Two combined sinusoidal modulations of 0.8 x 10~3 amplitude
each and of 9 Hz and 180 Hz frequency, respectively, produce a severe drop of the lifetime to
two hours. In the two situations the same total modulation amplitude was used, however, the
effect on beam stability is dramatically larger with two frequencies than with only one
frequency. The qualitative explanation of that invokes the Chirikov criterion: with two
frequencies, primary resonances have richer spectra of sidebands and more effective overlap.

beam collimation

beam collimation
again

time

Fig. 13: Illustration of the scraping retraction technique to measure the diffusion coefficient

From the results discussed above it is clear that in a collider with large non-linear field-
shape imperfections, the total ripple amplitude which can be tolerated in the main power
supplies is a crucial issue. The present understanding is that tune modulations larger than those
observed in the SPS in collider mode, i.e. a few 10"4 units, can be quite harmful for beam
stability.

4.2.4 Conclusive overview of the SPS experiment
The techniques for the experiment on diffusion and dynamic aperture at the CERN SPS

are quite well mastered, although it requires a long and meticulous preparation to obtain clear
machine conditions. However, its interpretation is far from being complete.

As far as short-term phenomena are concerned, the predictive power of the Lyapunov
coefficient has been well assessed. It has also been proved that the detuning is a parameter
strongly influencing the beam stability, therefore its compensation is considered beneficial for
the design of future colliders.

Long-term effects are still not fully clarified. The diffusion mechanism itself is likely not
to be governed by a simple Fokker-Planck equation. On the other hand, the diffusion process is
inherently related to ripple, and empirical criteria are now available for the design of the power
supplies of future colliders, which have to be stabilized in current to better than one part per
105.

These kinds of studies are still continuing today, with both new experiments and
numerical simulations in order to improve the quantitative understanding of the diffusion and
the loss mechanisms. The hope is finally to find criteria for the field tolerances of the
superconducting magnets for future colliders.
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4.3 Results in the FNAL-Tevatron

4.3.1 Tune-shift, smear and short-term dynamic aperture
Studies of the short-term dynamic aperture, non-linear detuning and smear, i.e. the r.m.s.

fractional change in amplitude along phase space trajectories, were started in 1985 in the
Tevatron[50,51].

The beam, made of a single bunch of 1010 protons, was stored at the injection energy,
150 GeV/c. The sixteen sextupoles were ramped up to the desired value of excitation in 10 s.
After a further 10 s delay, a coherent betatron oscillation was induced by firing the Tevatron
injection kicker. At each of several values of the horizontal tune, a number of kick amplitudes
were employed, bounded from above by the onset of beam loss in the Tevatron without
sextupoles. The principal data recorded at each condition were the turn-by-tum signals from
two monitors, and the beam intensity. This variety of data was analysed to give smear and tune
values to be compared with simulations. If the beam were a single particle, then the calculation
of the smear from experimental data would reduce to a simple matter of minimizing a least
square fit, using the lattice functions and the orbit positions at the monitors as minimization
variables. The finite emittance and momentum spread of the beam add difficulties, since the
non-linearity introduces a 'decoherence' of the centre-of-gravity motion. The 'decoherence'
that arises from chromaticity can easily be corrected. But the dominant source of the
'decoherence' is the non-linear tune variation with the amplitude caused by the sextupoles. The
calculation of the phase space distortion in the presence of this effect relies on a reconstruction
of a single-particle motion by fitting a Gaussian distribution of the particles to the apparent
amplitude reduction of the motion of the beam centroid. Tune dependence with the amplitude,
smear and 'decoherence' damping time were measured with particular care at a horizontal tune
around 19.4 units. Quantitative comparison between observed and calculated quantities showed
an excellent agreement.

In a similar set of experiments, the horizontal emittance of the beam was slowly increased
through the introduction of noise into the transverse damper, and the limiting emittance
observed as a function of the sextupole excitation. Beam profiles were recorded throughout this
process. The limiting beam size was taken to be a measure of the dynamic aperture, when less
than the physical aperture, and compared with simulations. The measured aperture was
approximately 20% less than the calculated aperture. This discrepancy was ascribed to effects
affecting the loss observed over 106 turns, that were not included in the few 102 turns computer
tracking simulations.

4.3.2 Particle beam trapped in resonance islands
In creating 'hollow' beams at the Tevatron, it was observed that, for particular values of

the kick amplitude and polarity, some fraction of the beam was trapped in resonance islands.
The detection of such trapping turned out to be surprisingly easy, since, in the presence of
'decoherence' of the rest of the beam, the trapped particles continue to oscillate in a coherent
fashion. In addition, both the phase-space plot and the spectral analysis of the transverse
position signal as a function of time show that the sustained signal is associated with a fractional
value of the tune. For instance at a tune near 19.4, the phase space plot typically showed five
islands, whilst the Fourier analysis had power components peaked at two-fifths of the
revolution frequency. External tune modulation was found to influence the lifetime of the
persistent tune lines associated with particles trapped in islands. The interpretation of this
phenomenon in terms of Hamiltonian theory is given in Ref. [52]. Comparisons with
experimental data are reported in Refs. [51,53]. A concise description of the various arguments
is presented «<<.•*•?.

In z Po-. .--•care plot (9,7) representing the horizontal motion in the Tevatron, with a
horizontal tune slightly below 19.4, protons launched at small amplitudes follow circular orbits.
As the initial amplitude is increased, the tune increases with a parabolic law. Resonance islands
appear at an appropriate amplitude, corresponding to rational tunes: five islands are visible as
the tune approaches a value of 2/5 units. A proton launched inside one of the islands jumps
two islands per accelerator turn, returning to its original island after five turns. Since the proton
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never escapes the island in the absence of external tune modulation, a resonant trajectory only
visits a localized range of phase, that is the phase is locked and the tune is exactly 2/5 units.

Single-particle morion inside the island is represented by the five-turn Hamiltonian:

(59), (67)

where U(J) parametrize the tune-shift with the action / , and V5 represents the strength of the
resonance. The equations of motion are:

[9 = 2TC(QO -i) + UJ-iVsJ%cos (58)
5/ v

J = 5V5J
/2sin(5Q).

The motion of a proton inside one island is well approximated when Eqs. (68) are
integrated over five turns. Protons infinitely close to the fixed point at the centre of the island
are characterized by the resonant action JR, and rotate at the island tune:

- ( 6 9 )

Protons away from the centre rotate at a different speed owing to the non-linear detuning
with the distance from the fixed point.

Phenomena that modify the distribution of particles inside the island have relaxation
periods, until the new equilibrium distribution is reached, lasting of the order of 1/Q/ turns.

Tune modulations of the type:

Q(t) = Q0+q cos {2fiQmt) , (70)

produce four distinct types of dynamical behaviour, in the control parameter space of tune
modulation strength and tune (q,Qm).

For low values of q and Qm, the tune modulation is slow and weak, so that Q(t) changes
adiabatically. On account of this, the island amplitudes change slowly, but their phases are
almost constant. This is the amplitude modulation regime.

As the tune modulation strength q increases at constant modulation time Qm, the stable
area of the islands shrinks, up to the point where there is no stable area at all and the adiabatic
trapping is eventually lost. Close to the fifth-order resonance, the condition for adiabatic
trapping is:

When the relation (71) is violated the motion becomes chaotic.
A tune modulation, rapid but weak, causes the island fixed points to oscillate in phase but

not in amplitude. Additional chains of modulational sideband islands appear around the
fundamental tune of 2/5 units, spaced by multiples of the modulational frequency:

Sidebands = J ± j Q m With Z = 1,2,... . (72)

Phase averaging techniques, that are rigorous in the fast limit, show that the Ith sideband
is negligibly small if the modulation strength q is smaller than the tune distance from the
fundamental:

<7<j2m- (73)
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This condition, with i = 1, is the boundary between phase modulations, v.hen it holds,
and strong sidebands, when it does not hold.

When sidebands are present, the Chirikov overlap criterion holds and chaos ensues if:

V ^ - (74)

At the Tevatron, three of the five regions of the control parameter space (g,<2m)were made
experimentally accessible.

In one experiment q and Qm were linearly ramped for 1 s up to quite large values and
then turned off. In another experiment, only Qm was linearly ramped for 1 s, and q was taken
constant and small. Tune modulation strength was varied in the range from few 1(H to 10~3

units, with modulation frequencies up to 350 Hz. In this way, the boundary between amplitude
modulation, phase modulation, and chaotic regions in (q,Qm) space was explored, and found to
be in a good agreement with analytical estimates.

Tur.e modulation strengths not larger than few 10"4 units in a frequency range below few
hundred Hz were suggested to be considered tolerable in the design of future colliders.

4.3.3 Model for diffusion induced by sextupoles
In this experiment the Tevatron was used to study stochastic effects due to non-linear

beam dynamics that cause 'diffusive' evolution of the beam distribution, even in the absence of
external sources of noise [54]. Initially, 'hollow' beam distributions were created with 1010

particles circulating in one bunch at 150 GeV/c. Then sixteen sextupoles were switched on to
observe the effect of non-linearities on the particle density. The transverse beam profile was
determined by measuring the instantaneous flux of secondary particles produced by a fine wire
flying through the beam repeatedly every minute or so. During a typical run, lasting about
30 minutes, protons performed 108 turns in the Tevatron. Under the influence of sextupoles,
the beam increased in size, and the macroscopic density was reduced, since, at microscopic
level, void regions were mixed with populated regions. Measurements were performed in the
vicinity of the 2/5 resonance, with a tune close to 19.4 units. The evolution of the particle
distribution was supposed to obey the diffusion equation:

Here p(J,t) is the distribution function, normalized to the number of particles N(t) that
survive at time t, measured by a current transformer, and D(J) is an amplitude-dependent
diffusion coefficient to be determined by fitting with the experimental data given by the wire-
scanner profile monitor.

The model of diffusive evolution is based on a four-parameter expression for the
diffusion coefficient:

for J<J0

forJ>J0
 ( 7 6 )

The most important parameter is Jo which can be interpreted as the phase space radius
inside which the non-linear dynamical effects are negligibly small. The parameter Do represents
a residual uniform diffusion acting on all particles, that will eventually be caused by external
noise. In the experimental fitting, Do is arbitrarily allowed to vary from configuration to
configuration. The increase of diffusion rate above Jo is parametrized by do and i.

Models of profile evolution are computed by solving Eq. (75) with the diffusion
coefficient of Eq. (76), with boundary conditions that forbid particle depletion at the origin and
force the absence of particles above the mechanical aperture.
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The hollow distribution extends over a small annular surface of the phase space. The
diffusion coefficient in Eq. (76) is therefore well determined by experimental fits only in the
filled area of the phase space. The extrapolation into regions that are not populated
experimentally is clearly invalid.

During the experiment the attempt was made to bracket Jo by preferentially populating a
low-diffusion region in one run and a high-diffusion region in the other. The data collection
grid was quite limited for operational reasons.

The experimental fit of Jo was compared with the stability limit for particle motion
estimated with element-by-element computer tracking simulations over a quite small number of
turns. The ratio between computed short-term dynamic aperture and the experimental boundary
for diffusion is consistently equal to about 2. As a rule of thumb, based on this ratio, the
realistic value of the dynamic aperture is about a factor of 2 smaller than the optimistic value
based on fast numerical estimates.

4.4 Comparison of the SPS and the Tevatron experimental results
There are three common issues, relevant for non-linear dynamics in particle accelerators,

that have been addressed by the experiments at CERN and at FNAL.
The first issue deals with relatively simple dynamical quantities like tune-shift with the

amplitude and smear, and refers to a time scale that influences the short-term stability. In the
two machines, the experimental results concerning these issues are very clean, and the
predictability of analytical and numerical estimates is in general quite good.

The second issue concerns the diffusion induced by sextupoles, the time scale of which is
quite large. The common result of the two experiments is that the long-term stability depends
heavily upon the choice of the working point and the vicinity of low-order resonances. The
reproducibility of experimental data is difficult to achieve and requires a large effort to restore
identical working conditions. The numerical models give a satisfactory level of predictability,
in general better than 30%, provided that most of the imperfections, like finite closed-orbit,
linear coupling, power supply ripple, are correctly accounted for. Predictions in general require
large computational power. The effort of understanding predictability was mostly done at the
SPS, whilst at the Tevatron the construction of an analytical model of diffusion was of the
highest concern.

The third issue points out the effect of tune modulations on long-term stability. It was
addressed by substantially different methods in the two machines. At CERN, the local
diffusion coefficient was measured with a quite direct method, using the technique of
collimation retraction. Working points in the vicinity of 2-D resonances that couple the two
transverse degrees of freedom were explored. The investigation of the influence of modulation
strength and tune was empirically inspired by the overlap criterion. Predictions were based on
brute-force simulation techniques. At FNAL, the phenomenon was studied with particles
trapped in 1-D horizontal resonance islands. The predictions were based on a simple analytical
model, based on Hamilton's equations. Surprisingly enough, the two approaches concluded
with empirical recipes that fix to the same value, i.e. a few parts in lCh5, the maximum tolerable
tune ripple in hadron colliders.

5 . CONCLUSION
The concept of dynamic aperture is fundamental for single-particle, non-linear beam-

dynamics in hadron accelerators. Mature analytical approaches are available to examine it,
based on highly sophisticated mathematical methods that describe Hamiltonian systems and the
resonant phenomena relative to them. The most enlightening result is the KAM theorem that,
roughly speaking, demonstrates the possible coexistence of stable trajectories and chaotic layers
in the phase space of non-integrable Hamiltonian systems. The analysis of the Lyapunov
coefficient and the Chirikov criterion of overlapping resonances are crucial in the identification
of chaos. And finally, the perturbative theory of maps makes available algorithmic rules to
compute higher-order contributions to dynamical quantities.
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However, our theoretical understanding is, at present, insufficient for practical
applications. Therefore, heuristic approaches have been invented, based on extensive
simulations with computer programs, to evaluate the stability of the motion in accelerators.
They are very useful for accelerator design and performance evaluations, but they are often
specific to the particular accelerator under investigation.

Experiments intended to reproduce in a controlled fashion the non-linear behaviour of
particle motion have been intensively pursued for several years in various laboratories on both
sides of the Atlantic. We have been able to observe effects of non-linear resonances, onset of
chaos and diffusive motion, that are, to a large extent, in agreement with analytical or numerical
expectations, once the unavoidable imperfections which are present in the real machine are
correctly considered.
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LOW EMITTANCE LATTICES

A. Ropert
ESRF, Grenoble, France

Abstract
The new generation of synchrotron light sources is characterized by an
extremely high brilliance synchrotron radiation achieved in low
emittance storage rings specially designed to accommodate insertion
devices. The basic principles guiding the minimization of the emittance
are recalled. The magnet lattice configurations that are currently studied
as candidates for these storage rings (DFA, TBA, FODO...) are
described and the problems associated with these low emittance lattices
and the required strong focusing discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

High brilliance synchrotron radiation can be obtained through the utilization of insertion
devices in low emittance storage rings. A small beam emittance is also very important for FEL
experimentation. In that case additional requirements must also be fulfilled. In this lecture,
emphasis will be placed on storage ring lattices specially designed to maximize the brilliance
and achieve the full potential from insertion devices.

The photon flux is an important source characteristic. Nevertheless, for a number of
experiments in which the beam is focused at the sample, the true figure of merit is the spectral
brilliance B (called in short brilliance) which is defined as the photon flux per unit solid angle
and per unit source area, emitted in a relative bandwidth:

dt dQdS(dXfk)

with N = number of photons
r=rime
A = wavelength

Q. = solid angle
•S = source size

Brilliance is generally expressed in units of:

photons per second

(mrad)2 (mm)2 0.1% bandwidth

Brilliance of X-rays has increased by many orders of magnitude since the advent of
synchrotron radiation sources as shown in Fig. 1.

Apart from diffraction effects, we have dS dQ ~ £x £y, where Ex and £y are the transverse
particle beam emittances. Therefore the smaller the emittance of the electron beam, the higher
the brilliance of the produced radiation. Most existing rings have emittances of 100 nanometer-
radians. The new generation of rings under construction has design values between 5 and 10
nanometer-radians. Yet the maximum level of brilliance is reached only at the so-called
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diffraction limit when the beam emittance is about equal to a fraction of the wavelength of the
radiation. As an example, a diffracted limited beam capable of producing 10 keV X-rays would
have an emittance of the order of 0.01 nanometer-radians. This sets the scale for the ideally
desirable beam emittance.

1 900 1 920 1 940 1960
YEAR

1980 2000

Fig. 1 Increase of brilliance over the last decades

The brilliance can be increased even more if insertion devices are used. Many undulations
can be produced along the trajectory, thereby increasing the flux compared to an ordinary
bending magnet. For wigglers, the brilliance is enhanced by approximately the number of poles
of the device. In an undulator, waves radiated by each electron can mutually reinforce or
suppress one another to enhance the radiation of certain wavelengths, resulting in extremely
high brilliance.

2. LOW EMITTANCE LATTICES

2.1 Equilibrium emittance

The particle beam emittance in an electron storage ring is determined by an equilibrium
between quantum excitation that causes individual particles to oscillate transversally and
damping of the betatron oscillations.

after

Fig. 2 Effect of energy loss on betatron oscillations
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In an undistorted machine, radiation is produced mainly in the normal bending magnets.
As a particle emits a photon, it loses energy and this results in a sudden change of its
equilibrium orbit which causes a corresponding increase of the betatron oscillation amplitude
about the new equilibrium orbit (Fig. 2). This process of continuous increase of the beam
emittance is compensated by the damping provided by the RF accelerating system which
restores the energy lost by synchrotron radiation only in the longitudinal direction.

The resulting horizontal equilibrium emittance is given by the expression [1]:

_Cqy
2<H/p3>

0 Jx<\lp1>

where < > means the average around the storage ring.

p = bending radius

7= total energy in me2 units
Jx is the horizontal damping partition number

CQ = 5 5 _ _ h =3.84 10-13m

H is the Courant-Snyder dispersion invariant which is specified by the properties of the
guide field. It is given by:

H=%if + 20x7)71+ Ac 77'2 (3)

where ccx, fix, yx are the Twiss coefficients and 77,77' are the dispersion function and first,
derivative respectively.

For an isomagnetic guide field (p = po = Constant in magnets, p = <*> elsewhere), Eq. (2)
becomes:

exo = Cqy
2<H>mag

Jx PO

where <H>mag is the average of H taken only in the magnets. That is:

2 (5)

In the vertical plane, there is radiation damping but ideally no dispersion and hence no
quantum excitation, so that in a perfect machine the vertical emittance is zero. The vertical
emittance is determined only by coupling between the horizontal and vertical planes due to
magnet imperfections and misalignments. The coupling is generally expressed by a constant K

which describes the sharing of the natural emittance £x between the two planes:
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~lh£x° (6)

where sx and £, are the effective emittances. Typically the coupling is of the order of a few %.
It can be controlled by means of skew quadrupoles.

2.2 Minimization of emittance

From Eq. (4), it is clear that minimization of emittance, assuming in a first approach Jx to
be constant, is achieved by the minimization of the dispersion invariant function. This means
that in the bending magnets, where the photons are emitted, the dispersion function r\ must be
low and the (3 function optimized.

For a single magnet with length L and bending radius p, the integral for deriving the
average value of H is given by:

Jo

(7)

2 2 L
= ( y 7] +2 a 7] r]n +B rfn ) +2 (a 77 +B T]' ) p ( L- c o s —)

' 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 ' K l _ '

= (7o Ho + 2 «o % V'o +PoV'l) + 2(cco Vo+ Po V'o) P (L-

sin^ + ^JL-^s in (2^)p 2 ({ 2 p .

where the index 0 refers to the entrance of the bending magnet. A simplified expression can be
obtained by approximating the resulting expression to second order in Lip. One gets:
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b

Optimum values of the optical functions at the beginning of the magnet can then be
derived from Eq. (8), in order to achieve the minimum emittance. Figure 3 shows how the
emittance changes with variations of OQ and /Jo away from their optimum in the particular case
of zero dispersion at one end of the magnet.

e/e opt

• . 0 0

4. 00

1.00

Fig. 3 Beam emittance as a function of initial betatron values

To minimize £ , one can also take into account the variation of / . The horizontal
partition number is given by [2]:

1
2 K p1

where the magnetic field index is defined by:

T](l-2n)ds

P d S
: n - "D"2—

(9)

In a machine with separated functions (i.e. zero field gradient in the dipoles), the quantity
/ is approximately equal to 1. / can be made larger by introducing vertical focusing in the
dipoles but its maximum value is limited by the rule:

ZJt = Jx + Jy + Je = 4 (10)

which means, in the particular case of no vertical bend, Jx
 + J£

 = 3, hence Jx < 3. In practice
the maximum tolerable value is Jx < 2, which results potentially in an emittance reduction of a
factor two.
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Another possible way to achieve very low emittances is to install damping wigglers in
dispersion-free straight sections. For instance, this method would reduce the emittance in PEP
by almost one order of magnitude [3] with a total length of installed wiggler magnets of 200 m.
This method is applicable to any storage ring but since the damping effect scales proportionally
with the bending radius of the ring magnets, it is more efficient in large machines.

3. LATTICE TYPES

3.1 Generalities

The basic structure of low emittance lattices consists of straight sections designed for the
installation of insertion devices separated by arc sections. To avoid emittance blow-up by
insertion devices, it is usual to adjust the dispersion function in the insertions to zero. In the
arcs, the focusing is chosen so as to minimize the chromatic invariant. Minima for H can be
found for various types of lattices, involving proper choices for T]x, fix, and their derivatives in
the bending magnet.

A variety of types of lattices are available to design low emittance lattices. They can be
divided into two classes:

i) structures without bending magnets in the dispersive section: double focusing achromat
(DFA) commonly known as the Chasman-Green lattice [4], expanded Chasman-Green, empty
FODO, triplet achromat lattice (TAL).

The double focusing achromat lattice has been used for the NSLS rings in Brookhaven [5]. An
expanded Chasman-Green structure is the basis of the conceptual designs of several
synchrotron radiation sources under construction: ESRF [6], APS [7], ELETTRA [8].
SUPERACO [9] is already operated with an expanded Chasman-Green structure. The triplet
achromat lattice was used in ACO at Orsay [10]; it has the advantage of requiring the shortest
circumference.

ii) structures with additional bending magnets in the dispersive region: triplet bend achromat
(TBA), FODO.

Triple bend structures are utilized in both the ALADDIN [11] and BESSY [12] synchrotron
radiation sources. ALADDIN is a machine optimized primarily to use radiation from the dipole
magnet and does not provide zero dispersion in the long straight sections. In the BESSY
structure, significant focusing in the vertical plane is provided by the edge focusing of the
dipoles. This focusing is necessary in order to limit the amplitude of the vertical beta function.

The triple bend achromat lattice is the logical extension of the DFA. Adding a third bending
magnet within the arc section allows extra flexibility. This lattice is proposed for the ALS in
Berkeley [13], BESSY 2 [14], SRRC in Taiwan [15].

The FODO lattice is the most commonly used lattice for high energy physics storage rings
because of its very compact structure. In contrast to the other types of lattices, the FODO does
not naturally provide a space for insertion devices; special lattice sections must be introduced to
achieve dispersion-free insertions. The damping rings at Stanford [16] and the SXRL storage
ring [17] are good examples of the use of this structure.

3.2 The double focusing achromat

The double focusing achromat lattice or basic Chasman-Green represents the most
compact of the structures used in low emittance storage rings. The basic scheme uses two
dipole magnets with a focusing quadrupole between them (Fig. 4). The strength of the
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quadrupole is adjusted so that the dispersion generated by the first dipole is cancelled by
passing through the second dipole.

A VI

symmetry
point

dispersion

ACHROMAT

Fig. 4 Basic DFA structure

In this form, the structure is rather inflexible since the quadrupole does not provide
focusing in both planes. Therefore, defocusing quadrupoles can be added upstream and
downstream of the focusing quadrupole to restore focusing in both planes and to provide more
flexibility in the adjustment of transverse dimensions (i.e. the ESRF with four quadrupoles or
ELETTRA with three quadrupoles). This is the so-called expanded Chasman-Green achromat.
The optical functions of these two lattices are shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

The emittance of a lattice built up of such cells has been computed by various authors [18,
19]. Since the dispersion and its derivative are zero at the entrance of the bending magnet, the
emittance is given by:

20 3L
(11)

where /L, yQ, «Q are the Twiss parameters at the entrance of the bending magnet, L is the length

of the magnet and 6 is the bending angle.

The emittance can be minimized by a proper adjustment of the optical parameters at the
entrance of the bending magnet. The minimum value is achieved when the minimum of the
horizontal beta function within the dipole occurs at a distance s = 3/8 L from the beginning of
the magnet and the value of the minimum betatron function is:

(12)8VT

It yields an emittance of:

C v2

_<•* q 7 0-
4fT3"

(13)
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OPTICAL FUNCTIONS
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Fig. 5 ESRF lattice functions

OPTICAL FUNCTIONS

5. 00 10.0 15 . 0 20.0 «(m)

Fig. 6 ELETTRA lattice functions
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It is difficult to reach the minimum emittance because the very low Rvalue in the bending
magnet (J3mi = 19 cm for L = 2 m) generates unacceptably high j3 values in the focusing
structure outside the bending magnet and leads to large chromaticities. Therefore, actual lattices
result from a compromise with the needs of chromaticity correction and a more realistic estimate
would be to increase the emittance by a factor two to three over the ideal minimum value.

_ The advantage of the DFA structure is to provide a large dispersion between the two
bending magnets. As a consequence, sextupole strengths required for chromaticity correction,
which are inversely proportional to the dispersion, are reduced. This is the reason why the
expanded Chasman-Green is more suitable for large rings where the dispersion in the achromat
becomes small. On the other hand, a clear disadvantage of such lattices is the fixed phase
advance across the achromat which is approximately K. This places severe constraints on the
horizontal betatron tune and limits the flexibility of the lattice since the Rvalues in the insertions
are coupled to the choice of tune.

3 .3 Triplet achromat lattice

This lattice can be made very compact since there are no quadrupoles in the insertion
straight sections, as shown in Fig. 7.

symmetry
point

, dispersion

ACHROMAT

Fig. 7 Basic TAL structure

Using the same derivation as in the previous section, one can express the minimum
emittance of the lattice in the form:

£x (14)

using the optimum value of (3 in the middle of an insertion section of length 2 L-t given by:

Opi

f +4 L5 L (15)

The main disadvantage of the lattice is that the emittance depends on the value of the
horizontal betatron function in the insertion region. Figure 8 shows the ACO lattice functions as
an example of a triplet achromat structure.
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Fig. 8 ACO lattice functions

3.4 Triple bend achromat

A unit cell of the basic TBA lattice with one horizontally focusing quadrupole in-between
the bending magnets is shown in Fig. 9. The addition of an extra bending magnet within the
achromat gives more flexibility for adjusting the phase advance across the achromat. The phase
advance can be varied from TC to 2TC by changing the positions of the achromat quadrupoles
and/or the length of the central magnet compared to the outer magnets [20]. A more practical
way to obtain a "movable" quadrupole with fixed magnet geometry is to include a second
family of quadrupoles in the achromat.

A V / A

(symmetry
fpolnt

ACHROMAT

\
dlsperslo

V A

Fig. 9 Basic TBA structure

The emittance of the TBA lattice is obtained by summing the values of the driving integral
)Hds over the two types of magnets. It can be expressed in the following form:
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£* =

h 2 / Q

P? ^
(16)Jx

 §LL + Us
Pi Po

where the index 0 refers to the outer magnet (radius p 0 and deflection angle 6Q) and the index 1
to the inner magnet.

Assuming equal bending magnet deflection, the minimum emittance is given by:

36 VTT
(17)

It is obtained for j8 values in the outer bending magnets identical to those of the double
focusing achromat siructure and for px = L Hl5 in the inner magnet. Even lower emittance
values can be obtained by optimizing the bending angle distribution. The optimum yields a
structure in which the centre deflection angle is 1.5 times larger than the outer deflection angle.

To control the vertical beta function in the bending magnets, vertical focusing can be
introduced either in the form of lumped quadrupoles adjacent to the bending magnet or by
introducing a gradient into the bending magnet fields, as proposed by Vignola [21]. This also
changes the damping partition numbers in such a way as to reduce the emittance. Such a
solution with combined function magnets has been adopted in the ALS design (Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10 ALS lattice functions

However, to keep the emittance small, the dispersion in the inner magnet must be reduced
to small values which leads to large correcting sextupoles. When compared to the case of a
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double focusing achromat lattice with comparable emittance, these sextupoles need to be about
two or three times stronger. Such structures are more suitable for small rings where the
deflection angle per bending magnet, and correspondingly the dispersion, is larger.

3.5 FODO structures

As used in storage rings constructed for high energy physics, a FODO lattice consists of a
sequence of alternating focusing and defocusing quadrupoles separated by bending magnets.
The emittance of a regular FODO structure scales as [22]:

(18)

where F (\xc) is a function of the betatron phase advance per cell \ic.

The variation of F (jic ) is plotted in Fig. 11. The minimum is reached at about fic = 135°

and is rather flat in the range 100° < J*c < 160°. The large phase advance required to achieve a
small emittance implies very strong focusing.

0.1

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

betatron phase per half cell (degrees)

Fig. 11 Emittance behaviour as a function
of the betatron phase per half cell

The FODO achromat is composed of a regular FODO structure followed by a dispersion
suppressor, as shown in Fig. 12.

The overall emittance is produced by the contribution from the nominal FODO cell
bending magnets and the dispersion suppressor bending magnet. It can be expressed as [23]:
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r M EL
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(19)

where /ig is the number of FODO half cells per achromat and 6 = LI p.
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Fig. 12 Basic FODO achromat

Once the cell geometry and the phase advance are chosen, the emittance can be minimized
by optimizing the length of the dispersion suppressor magnet and the bending angle
distribution. Figure 13 (taken from [23]) shows the variation of emittance with these
parameters.

2.5

E
•a
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O

X
x

1.0 L (m)

Fig. 13 Variation of emittance with length of dispersion suppressor
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The FODO has the advantage of large flexibility. Also, since the average betatron function
is reduced, the vacuum requirements can be relaxed. On the other hand, it is characterized by an
extremely dense packing of magnetic elements which could lead to layout and engineering
problems. Also it suffers from intrinsic problems similar to those of the triplet bend achromat,
because of the small dispersion which is required to achieve a low emittance and leads to large
sextupole strengths. The lattice functions of a FODO type structure are given in Fig. 14.

OPTICAL FUNCTIONS

1 0 .

5. 00

0. 000 1 0. 0 20.0 30.0

Fig. 14 Lattice functions of a FODO type structure

3.6 Comparison of the lattice performance

It can be seen from the previous sections that the beam emittance of all these lattices scales
as E2 63 where E is the beam energy and 6 the bending angle. This means that, in order to
achieve a low emittance, the bending angle must be decreased and a large number of cells is
needed. In order to make a comparison of the various types of lattices, it is useful to rewrite the
emittance in the following form:

, lattice) (20)

where Nd is the number of bending magnets and E the beam energy (expressed in GeV).

Table 1 lists the minimum values of F which are achievable for the various lattices and
gives an example of each lattice case. F is varying over a range of roughly a factor ten from the
FODO lattice down to the DFA lattice. But because of the cubic dependence on Nd, even a
factor ten can be compensated by a factor of about two in Nd. Thus, to get the same emittance
with a FODO, one has to double the number of bending magnets in the ring. Design
considerations imply in most cases that the emittance is larger than the minimum value.
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Table 1
Minimum values of F

DFA

TAL

TBA

FODCK***)

F •

2.35 10-5

2.45 10"5(*)

1.83 10-5

4.52 10-4

Examples

ESRF

ACO

ALSO-*)

Energy (GeV)

6

0.536

1.5

Nd

64

8

36

F

5.02 10-5

1.14 10-4

(*) to be multiplied by (/?/ L )o p t

with gradient in the dipoles
(***) regular cells without dispersion suppressor
(**)

The emittance is an important issue when choosing a lattice. However criteria for
evaluation of lattices include other considerations, such as chromatic correction and dynamic
aperture, sensitivity to errors, flexibility, beam lifetime.... Some of these problems will be
discussed in Section 3.8.

3.7 New ideas for ultra-low emittance lattices

The lattices considered at present achieve low emittance by minimizing the dispersion
function and the horizontal betatron function in the bending magnets. This design philosophy
encounters its natural limits in the increasing difficulty to correct the chromatic errors due to the
high focusing, especially as more than half of the chromaticity is created by quadrupoles in the
dispersion-free sections.

To avoid these limitations, a new model has been recently proposed [24]. The design
strategy consists in compensating the chromatic errors where they are generated. This is
possible by maintaining dispersion throughout the lattice and integrating sextupole fields into
the focusing elements. Nevertheless, in order to achieve a small emittance, the dispersion is
minimized by stretching the bending over practically the total circumference and applying an
extremely high focusing.

P(m)

' 0 10 20 30 40 50 s (m)

Fig. 15 Betatron functions of the ultra low emittance model
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Obviously, this design philosophy is partly spoilt by the requirement of dispersion-free
straight sections for insertion devices. Figure 15 shows the optical functions of a lattice
composed of regular cells and a dispersion suppressor region. The structure is based on the use
of multipole magnets with strong quadrupole fields integrated and with a low dipole field
superimposed. An emittance of 0.7 nanometer-radians is achieved for a 6 GeV ring. The
structure also provides one-order-of-magnitude larger momentum acceptance than present
designs. This kind of lattice might be very attractive for synchrotrons and damping rings.

3.8 Problems associated with low emittance lattices

3.8.1 Chromaticity correction and dynamic aperture

Achieving such low emittances means that the storage ring will be highly sensitive to non-
linear effects. One of the main problems raised is the correction of chromaticity. The
chromaticity is the tune shift experienced by individual particles due to momentum errors Ap/p.
It is defined as:

T I «, y (21)
(Ap/p) A n )

where Kx is the quadrupole gradient.

The strong focusing required to obtain a low emittance implies strong gradients and also
large values of betatron functions so that the chromaticity tends to be large. As a consequence,
off-momentum particles will cross resonances and may be lost. In addition, to prevent
instabilities and the so-called "head-tail" effect, the chromaticity must be corrected or adjusted to
a slightly positive value. This is performed by means of sextupoles located in the dispersive
region. The momentum error produces an orbit shift which generates a quadrupole field at each
sextupole location so that the correcting effect is given by:

'"-•hi (s) 77 (s) m (s)ds (22)

where m(s) is the sextupole gradient.

As a matter of fact, these sextupoles need to be very strong since the dispersion generated
by the bending magnets is rather small in all lattices. Unfortunately, these sextupoles introduce
various kinds of chromatic and geometric aberrations, such as betatron amplitude-dependent
and momentum-dependent tune shifts, change of the betatron functions and dispersion with
momentum. These aberrations limit the maximum stable amplitudes of oscillations. The
dynamic aperture, defined as the boundary of stable motion in the x-y plane, may be
considerably smaller than the physical aperture. Adequate dynamic aperture is an important
figure of merit. The transverse aperture must be large enough to accommodate the oscillations
of the injected beam and Coulomb scattered particles. Without this, the injection efficiency
would be very poor and the beam lifetime very short. A large chromatic aperture is required to
improve the lifetime due to Touschek and bremsstrahlung effects.

In order to obtain reasonably large dynamic apertures and minimize all detrimental effects,
complicated arrangements of sextupoles have to be found for each lattice. In particular,
additional sextupoles located in the dispersion-free straight sections are used to enlarge the
dynamic aperture and reduce the tune shifts with amplitude. With regard to dynamic aperture,
all lattices can be brought to comparable performance as shown in Fig. 16 for the ESRF.
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Fig. 16 Dynamic aperture of CG, TBA, FODO lattices for the ESRF

3.8.2 Sensitivity to errors

Errors of all kinds (magnet misalignments, systematic and random field errors) will
significantly reduce the dynamic aperture. Because of the strong focusing, the amplification of
quadrupole and sextupole misalignments is very large and generates unacceptable distortions of
the linear optics, reduction of dynamic aperture, beam emittance blow-up or even unstable
machines. The severity of this problem is illustrated in Fig. 17 which shows that a significant
reduction of dynamic aperture is induced by very small quadrupole positioning errors (in that
case the effects of a misalignment of 0.025 mm have been computed for different sample
machines).

0 . 0 3 T

errors

perfect machine
physical aperture

0 . 0 5 - 0 . 0 4 - 0 . 0 3 - 0 . 0 2 - 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 4

Fig. 17 Effects of quadrupole positioning errors on dynamic aperture
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As a consequence, state-of-the-art alignment and construction capabilities (1/10 mm
positioning errors for quadrupoles and sextupoles, tilts of magnetic elements of a few 10"4 rad)
are required. Since a quite perfect closed orbit (i.e. 0.1 to 0.2 mm rms residual distortions) is
necessary to achieve correct performance, sophisticated closed orbit correction schemes,
including dynamic feedback systems to control beam stability, must be implemented.

3.8.3 Orbit stability

Orbit stability has more severe requirements than for other accelerator applications
because of the very small vertical beam size at the source point (a typical figure is <T < 100 (im
at undulator locations). Any change of the beam position with time will lead to an enlargement
of the source and a macroscopic emittance growth. To avoid spoiling the source emittance, the
beam centre of mass must be kept within a few \xm and a few 1/10 ^rad all around the machine.

The tolerances on the stability of the beam position concern both the long-term stability,
therefore deal with ground settlement, and the short-term motion induced by vibrations
transmitted through the ground.

As already pointed out, the closed orbit is extremely sensitive to quadrupole centre
displacements. Therefore, the buildings, infrastructure, slab and magnet supports must be
carefully designed to minimize transmission of vibrations to the magnetic elements. Figure 18
shows an example of tolerances on vibration amplitudes measured at the location of magnetic
elements.

1 : maximum amplitude {plane wave)
2 : maximum amplitude of uncorrelated

motion
3 : maximum amplitude (or single source

j i

i Mi

Fig. 18 Allowable amplitude of vibrations

The standard closed orbit position monitors are not able to guarantee the requested
stability. Therefore, it is necessary to use feedback systems based on the detection of the
photon beam and local steering magnets.

3.8.4 Small momentum compaction

Low emittance lattices tend to have a very low momentum compaction factor a, because
they usually have low dispersion. Typical values are :
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a ~ 3.0 10-4 for APS, ESRF
a ~ 1.5 10"3 for ALS, ELETTRA

When a becomes very small, non-linear contributions become important and can lead to
longitudinal instabilities. The low value of the momentum compaction also affects bunch length
and very short bunches can be obtained.

* * *
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SMALL RING LATTICE PROBLEMS

EJ.N. Wilson
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
This is a review of the special problems in particle dynamics, lattice
design, and magnet construction and measurement which should be
considered in the design of small synchrotrons and storage rings. The
CERN Antiproton Accumulator is used as an illustration.

1 . INTRODUCTION

This report sets out the practical problems which face the designer of a small storage ring:
the CERN Antiproton Accumulator. The designers of other small rings for electrons and high
intensity proton synchrotrons will encounter similar problems. Their solutions may differ
according to the application but the example will be instructive.

Synchrotrons built for the highest energy electrons and protons are built of hundreds and
even thousands of small aperture magnets several meters in length. There are usually several
hundred regular periods and enough space in the six or eight insertions to string together a
series of purpose-built sections for injection, ejection, dispersion correction and low-beta
matching. In a small ring the number of magnets and periods is severely restricted and one
must often exercise considerable ingenuity to arrive at a design which satisfies all the
requirements necessary to arrive at the desired performance.

The ends of the long high-energy-machine magnets constitute only a small fraction of the
integrated field seen by a circulating beam and the fact that the fields in the ends are three-
dimensional can usually be ignored. Indeed many of the computer programs developed for the
design of large rings contain approximations which treat the magnets as pure, two-dimensional
fields and ignore the small curvature of the central trajectory through the end field. Such
approximations must be reviewed critically by the designer of a small ring where the magnet
aperture can become comparable to the length and where much of the magnet's effect comes
from a fringe field in which the particle is deflected with a radius of curvature comparable to the
magnet's length.

In this report we first discuss how one may satisfy a number of design constraints in a
small ring like the Antiproton Accumulator, how measurement and correction of the end field
can be combined with Q measurements on the finished machine to correct effects introduced by
short magnets of large aperture, and finally we consider a class of end effects which are not
normally included in even the most rigorous lattice programs.

2 . THE EXAMPLE - AN ANTIPROTON ACCUMULATOR

In the photograph taken through a "fish-eye" lens, we see the large bending dipoles and
focusing quadrupoles of the Antiproton Accumulator which has a mean radius of 25 m. The
objects to be seen in Fig. 1, wrapped in shiny aluminium bake-out jackets and installed in
between some of the magnets are pick-ups and kickers which are mainly used for stochastic
cooling and do not concern us for the purposes of this talk.

In the bottom right-hand corner of the plan view shown in Fig. 2, we see the target where
antiprotons are produced and a short transport line which brings them to a point, at 12 o'clock
on the "dial" of the ring, where they are bent by a septum magnet to join the circulating beam.
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A little further around, at about 2 o'clock on the dial, is a kicker magnet which inflects them
onto the injection orbit. At 10 o'clock is an ejection kicker which uses the same septum to
extract the beam which has been accumulated and stored.

Fig. 1 A fish-eye view of the Antiproton Accumulator

from PS to PS

13 12

Fig. 2 General layout of the Antiproton Accumulator
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One of the constraints on the design is that these kickers should be located at a particular
horizontal betatron phase advance from the septum. This should be rather close to an odd
multiple of 90 degrees. We shall see that such injection and ejection details often have quite
strong influence on the lattice design and should not be left until after the major parameters have
been frozen.

One of the problems which arises naturally when the ring is small is that there is not
enough room for all the components and this leads to a great shortage of space between the
magnets. In Fig. 3 we see a typical gap between quadrupole and bending magnet. We must be
careful to ensure that their fields do not interfere or, if they do, that we know from
measurements with the neighbouring magnet in place, how the effective length of the magnet
and quadrupole are affected by the other's presence. We can see in Fig. 4 some early
measurements of quadrupole gradient along a line parallel to the axis which were made in the
1950's [1], that a steel plate acting as a mirror to simulate the presence of another magnet has a
significant effect on the effective length and central field gradient.

Fig. 3 Gap between a dipole and a quadrupole in the AA

In arriving at a suitable lattice design for this ring we first chose the energy to be 3.5 GeV
since this is the energy at which the antiprotons are most abundant and we tried to make the
radius 25 m, so that its circumference is exactly one quarter of that of the PS. The bunches of
protons which produce the antiprotons originate in the PS and it is this machine which will later
have to re-accelerate the antiprotons.

It is natural to first try to design around a FODO pattern of quadrupole lenses since this is
the simplest from many points of view. Of course, designers of electron rings for synchrotron
radiation usually choose another kind of lattice, but the problems we shall discuss tend to be
common to any lattice configuration.
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Fig. 4 End field shape for a quadrupole with a steel mirror plate

This particular ring has a specific requirement imposed by the cooling system which
demands that the spread of revolution frequencies, which stems from the momentum spread
and which is determined by

r 2 rl f dP'
(i)

is within rather close limits. This fixes ytr- Other machine designers will encounter different
constraints on this parameter. In high intensity boosters it is often thought a good idea not to
include ytr in the energy range of the synchrotron. In electron rings, although one is far above
transition, the momentum compaction which is linked to the energy damping time, places a
similar constraint on the designer.

The second term in the expression for rj is equal to the momentum compaction function
divided by bending radius. It is determined by the change in circumference with momentum
about the equilibrium momentum and is just the average value of the dispersion function D(s)
around the ring:

1
-a = 2KRJ p(s)

ds (2)

We shall see that ytr is controlled by the choice of Q value and indeed, for a proton
machine transition, is roughly equal to Q. The Q value is in tum closely tied to one quarter of
the number of FODO periods since one tries to choose a betatron phase advance of 90 degrees
or perhaps 60 degrees but rarely outside this range. Since the desired ytr for the AA was 2.4,
the Q was chosen to be 2.3 and therefore the number of periods had to be approximately 10.

If the number of periods is too large the space will be chopped up into too many small
pieces; there will be too many components and too many wasteful ends to them. Furthermore,
the AA ring has a natural symmetry of four and we are left with only 8,12 and 16 as possible
numbers of periods. When we come to examine the relative merits of the few remaining
options we find that N = 8, would suggest a smaller Q value and hence /?, which is roughly
R/Q, becomes uncomfortably large. When we considered the acceptance necessary to collect
enough antiprotons the apertures of the magnets are large even with N=12. The larger /? of N
= 8 would make matters worse. On the other hand 16 periods would result in too many small
components.
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Once the period number is fixed, the position of all the quadrupoles is determined and the
Q value is fixed within narrow limits. The length of the quadrupoles is also determined by the
peak field one may allow on their pole pieces which must inscribe an ellipse or rectangle
sufficient to accommodate the beam. The lattice functions and the required emittance and
momentum spread (100 % mm. mrad and ± 3% in the case of the AA) are now pretty well
defined and it is merely a matter of juggling to make the exact numbers from a lattice program
consistent.

We still have to decide on the layout of bending magnets within the ring and the positions
of injection, ejection and (in our example) the cooling systems. The kickers must be 90 degrees
(or some odd multiple of this) from the septum and this determines which of the half periods
they lie in. The AA ring has a rather special requirement that there will be two "beams"
circulating which differ only in momentum as shown in Fig. 5, one is the "stack" where
antiprotons are accumulated and the other the injected beam which must be physically separated
from the stack at the injection kicker. This magnet, which encloses only the injected beam, has
a movable ferrite shutter which closes the magnet aperture on the stack side to prevent the stack
from being disturbed by the firing of the kicker. The two beams must be separated by enough
space for this shutter.

BEAM DIMENSIONS AP/p(%»)
{mh0.4

HOR

DISTANCE! HI

Fig. 5 Beam dimensions for one quadrant of the AA

Elsewhere both beams must pass through a narrow cooling pick-up at 12 and 6 o'clock
and there must be a steep rise in the dispersion function between the septum and kicker as can
be seen in Fig. 6.

This rapid change in dispersion is achieved by choosing to make the lattice symmetric
about a D quadrupole at 6 o'clock. We also make use of the horizontal defocusing properties of
the end field of a dipole whose faces are tilted horizontally to make an angle with the beam.
Both these features help to raise the dispersion as fast as possible immediately after the first
dipole encountered by the incoming beam and then cause it to roll over into a high sustained
value in the rest of the super period [2]. The result is to be seen in Fig. 6. This rather peculiar
feature is mentioned here only to complete the AA story. Other machines will no doubt have
their own special reasons for choosing a particular symmetry or a particular kind of dipole end
design.
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Fig. 6 Beta functions and dispersion for one quadrant of the AA

Once the lattice designer has reached this advanced stage in fixing the design it is high
time that he checks with the designers of all the other components of the ring that there is
enough room for them to be installed. Some of these will be best placed where the dispersion
is zero. In an electron ring this is true of RF cavities and in our example it is the betatron
cooling kickers that have this preference. There may be other components, momentum cooling
pick-ups in the AA but momentum scrapers in synchrotrons, which need to be where the
dispersion is greatest. All these must have enough free length for their function and still leave
room for diagnostic pick-ups.

3 . MAGNET DESIGN, MEASUREMENT AND CORRECTION

The magnets of small rings tend to be short when measured in numbers of gaps or
aperture radii. The end fields of such magnets must be carefully considered because no longer
will the shape of the poles in the body of the magnet alone fix the field purity. This is
particularly so in the case of the AA magnets which are not only short but have huge apertures
in order to accept enough beam Fig. 7. Each of the dipoles of a small ring with only a few
periods will bend through an appreciable fraction of a circle. In the case of the AA the average
entry angle is more than 20 degrees.

We must decide whether we should make the magnet curved so that the end faces are
normal to the entering and exiting beam or whether the magnets will be just simply stacked
from parallel laminations so that their ends are parallel and present, in this case, an angle of
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Fig. 7 One lamination of an AA dipole magnet

20 degrees to the beam. The focusing properties of the two kinds of magnet are quite different
as are their transport matrices in the horizontal and vertical planes. The transport matrices for a
magnet which is curved to ensure that the beam enters and leaves normally are given by:

' cos 6 p sin 6 p(l - cos &f
sin 0 .

cos 6 sin 6
P

0 0 1

(3)

(i pe o'
o I o
o o I

(4)

We can see that the (2,1) element of the horizontal matrix, which expresses the focusing
power, is finite. In contrast, in the vertical plane there is no focusing action. On the other hand
you can change this by tilting the end faces by angle £ as shown in Fig. 8. To first
approximation, the effect of this tilt may be expressed by thin-lens matrices at each end:

Mv =

1
tane

P
, 0

1
-tane

P
0

0
1

0

1

0

0

0
0

ly

0
0

1

(5)

(6)

For the special case of the parallel ended magnet 8 = 6/2 the (2,1) elements become
±(l/p) tan (6/2). If you multiply the matrices together you will find that the focusing power in
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Fig. 8 Geometry of a bending magnet which is not a sector

the horizontal plane is cancelled by these thin lenses and instead, the magnet focuses vertically.
Either way one cannot avoid considerable beating of the beta function in one or the other of the
transverse phase planes. We see from Fig. 6 that we chose to let this happen in the vertical
plane of the AA, where apertures were not so huge, rather than adopt complicated special
quadrupole arrangements to match it out.

The optical properties are becoming quite precise at this stage and one should recalculate
Fig. 5 to check aperture dimensions and design the vacuum chamber. We can see that some of
the magnets have to house a beam 60 cm wide. This is a very extreme case which illustrates
admirably some of the effects which one must be aware of in small rings even if, when
calculated for smaller apertures, they prove not to be as important as in the AA.

4 . MULTIPOLES IN THE MAGNET DESIGN

One of the difficulties we encounter in an analysis of beam dynamics for such a machine
is that there are nonlinear terms in the focusing which have to be corrected. These are important
for they modify the chromaticity or introduce a variation with momentum in the dispersion of
the machine. One must compensate the chromaticity rather precisely in a storage ring and this
may be done in a large ring with sets of sextupole magnets. In a small ring there is often too
little space for special correction magnets but multipole correction fields may be incorporated in
the magnet design. This may either be done by shaping the pole pieces or by shimming their
ends with lumps of steel bolted onto the pole pieces. For example we may design the main
quadrupoles with poles having a sextupole asymmetry. This causes a variation of gradient so
that it is no longer the same over the whole width but has a slope. It is stronger on the outside
of the machine and therefore compensates the variation of Q with momentum: the chromaticity.
The corrections labelled SF1 in the plan of one quadrant of the AA, Fig. 9 are of this type. The
left right symmetry of the quadrupole is broken to do this. At the same time any curvature in
the variation of Q as a function of momentum may be corrected.

We can see in Fig. 10 how the integrated gradient of the quadrupole, designed with a
magnet field mesh program, has a linear variation with horizontal displacement plus a quadratic
term to match the chromatic curvature. The linear term is sextupolar and the curvature is
octupolar (labelled OF, and OD in Fig. 9). The same figure shows correction SF2 and SD
which are sextupole terms applied by end shims to the dipoles.
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Fig. 9 Multipole corrections applied to one quadrant of the AA

Fig. 10 Comparison between required and measured quadrupole gradient

In the AA we designed all these corrections in at the beginning but also provided the
means to make adjustments to the radial field variation afterwards with packs of washers
mounted on studs protruding from the pole ends. In Fig. 11 we see a wide quadrupole r?'»gnet
being measured and the studs with their washers are clearly seen. The long coil integrals the
gradient along a paraxial line. By controlling the number of washers on each stud we can shape
the integral of the gradient as a function of horizontal position without using any power or
taking up any of the circumference.

In order to calibrate the effect of washers in the 16 different stud positions seen in Fig. 12
a pack of six washers was placed on each stud in turn and the change in integrated gradient
compared with an unshimmed magnet measurement [3].

The results of this calibration are shown Fig. 13 where each curve shows the change in
gradient due to one pack of six on each of the washer positions. A program was written to
combine combinations of washers to produce any desired change in field gradient.
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Fig. 11 Measurements being made on an AA wide quadrupole

i lea)

Fig. 12 Stud positions and correcting winding on an AA wide quadrupole

It proved perfectly practical to shim field shapes empirically on the basis of Q
measurements with these washers but the process took several hours. To modify field shapes
on-line and with the beam circulating we installed single-turn correction windings which can be
seen in Fig. 12 mounted on the pole. Their effect was also calibrated by field measurement on
a prototype and the results for a range of currents can be seen in Fig. 14. Of course such
correction windings lead to power supply complications in a pulsed machine.

Now we come to consider how successful all this shimming was in correcting the Q
variation with momentum. We see in Fig. 15 the residual variation in Q when the AA was first
switched on [4]. Although every care had been taken there is still a Q variation in the horizontal
plane which is larger than the space between the one-third and one-quarter integer resonances.

Adjustments to the end shims were calculated and applied to reduce this by almost an
order of magnitude (Fig. 16) and when the same points are plotted on a Qh, Qv diagram
(Fig. 17) we find that all sum resonances up to 11th order are avoided. The correction was
applied in two iterations.
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Fig. 16 Variation of Q and mid-straight dispersion after correction
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Fig. 17 The working line of the AA after correction

5 . TWO-DIMENSIONAL FIELD INTEGRALS

And now we should turn to some of the theory behind the description of magnets and
how this must be modified when the magnets are only a few gap-dimensions long. If a
magnet's ends are identical, the field in the plane of symmetry mid-way between the ends will
be "two-dimensional". Symmetry dictates that there can be no axial component, By. Laplace's
equation for the scalar magnetic potential., <p:

d2<p(x,y,z) , d2<j>{x,y,z) d2<j>{x,y,z)

dx2 + dy2 + dz2 "
(7)

reduces to just the outer two terms [5]. The two-dimensional equation has the very attractive
property that the solution is a harmonic series

<p = <j)nr
n sin (n6) . (8)

Each term in this series corresponds to a magnet with a different number of poles. The
index n of the nth term is just half the number of poles. Pure multipole would have produced
the nth term in the series. It is also associated with the order of the nonlinear resonance which
this multipole can produce. For example if n is 2 we obtain the field produced by a quadrupole.
The potential must reverse as we describe a circle of constant radius to have two positive and
two negative excursions corresponding to the four poles. Of course, in this case, the motion is
linear and any resonant condition has order 2.

This is a useful simplification when we consider the dynamics of a beam passing through
a long magnet where most of the field has this two-dimensional property. We can even
preserve this simplification when we include the end fields of a short magnet provided the
deflection in the magnet is small, as is the case in high energy synchrotrons with large radius.
We can then approximate the particle's equilibrium orbit to a straight line paraxial to the centre
line of the magnet. The integral of the potential along such a line, in other words the average
potential, has the same two-dimensional properties. This may be proved by integrating the
three terms of the Laplace equation along such a line. The middle term becomes:
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dy7
dy =

Clearly if JO is taken arbitrarily far away from the ends the expression will be zero at each
limit. Each of the other two terms becomes a simple average of the transverse second
derivatives of potential. For example:

-yo
dz2 JQ{x,y,z)dy (10)

and the two-dimensional Laplace Equation as well as its trigonometrical solutions apply exactly
to the averages of the potential along paraxial lines. The average transverse fields seen by the
particles are just the derivatives of the average potential and are the familiar trigonometric series
with n being half the number of poles in the multipole associated with each term.

It is of course the vector potential, A, which is more commonly used in the study of
beam dynamics since it describes the effect of magnetic field in the Hamiltonian of the motion.
In the two-dimensional case Ax and Az are zero and the axial component obeys Laplace's
equation in two dimensions producing a harmonic series solution for the field expansion.

The two-dimensional solution of Ay may also be expressed in Cartesian co-ordinates as a
polynomial:

(11)

where:

fn(x,z) =

For a quadrupole this is:

fn(x,z) = (x2-z2) + i(2

We can derive the transverse field components:

(12)

(13)

(14)

when z = 0. We can deduce that the imaginary terms in the polynomial correspond to the skew
orientation of multipoles while the real term in our example could represent a normal lattice
quadrupole. A real cubic term would be a sextupole with a vertical plane of symmetry while the
imaginary cubic terms stem from a skew sextupole, one that is, which has been rotated about its
axis by 1/12 of a revolution.

We find, therefore that there is a simple association between the terms in the Cartesian
expansion and the order of multipole, just as there was in the polar case. We can even go
further to associate each term with a term in the Taylor expansion of the field about the axis of
the magnet:
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and thus a quadrupole produces a gradient, a sextupole, a second derivative and higher
multipoles produce successively higher derivatives.

All of this applies equally to particles whose path may be approximated by paraxial rays
and to measurements made with long paraxial search coils which extend clear of the magnetic
field at each end. One can often identify the multipole content of the magnet simply by
inspecting the transverse dependence of the field measured by such a coil. A quadratic variation
indicates a sextupole and a cubic points to an octupole error term.

Just to complete this two-dimensional treatment, which we recall is an approximation
valid only for paraxial trajectories, let us write down the simple Hamiltonian:

(16)

The vector potential term can, in the paraxial approximation, be written:

and we can conveniently associate each multipole with a term in the Hamiltonian. So for our
example of a quadrupole we obtain for the motion in the x direction:

n2 lex2

• / / = £ L + H _ (18)
2 2

where k is the normalized gradient BI\Bp). Application of Hamilton's equations leads rapidly
to the familiar Hill's equation of motion. This is using a sledgehammer to crack a nut but when
we come to introduce higher order terms which are nonlinear the power of the Hamiltonian
produces an overall simplification.

6. CURVILINEAR COORDINATES

The above treatment is all well and good for large synchrotrons but breaks down
seriously if the dipoles of the ring bend particles significantly from a paraxial path. This is
much more likely to be the case in a small ring with a few focusing periods. In such a case we
may consider a model which I will refer to as the "sliced-loaf' model in which the end field is
broken up into elementary slices each of which may be represented as one of the multipole
shaped fields of the two-dimensional model. We would expect such a model to be capable of
telling us, for instance, how bad is the effect of correcting an error in the field due to the pole
profile by patting shims on the end of the magnet. The two fields would not quite compensate
for a particle that moved its position with respect to the magnet axis as it entered the fringe field.

To make this model work we must be very careful with the curvature of the trajectory.
Bengtsson [6] has made an elegant analysis of this using the metric tensor which defines the
relation between differential changes in the curvilinear system to the rectilinear Cartesian
system:
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where h is the curvature of 1/p. Using the four-vector co-ordinates of special relativity he
arrives at a differential equation of motion:

dx'
dx^dx^_
dx dx dx

(20)

where Fy is the electromagnetic field tensor. This is really just an up-market version of:

dh
dt2 = —vxB (21)

and we can see that the middle extra term contains all the information on the transformation to
curvilinear co-ordinates. He derives explicit equations of motion from this expressed in terms
of the two-dimensional harmonic field coefficients. Later he derives a Hamiltonian in terms of
the normalized quadrupole and sextupole strengths, k and m, and including the effect of
dispersion, D, on a particle with a momentum defect 5 = dp / p:

H = -{h2-k- 8[{m + 2hk)D + h2-

-(m + 2hk)x3 +-{m + hk)xz2

8hDxpx+±- 1 9 1 0ox+-hxpz+-hxp;x 2 yx 2 yz

Inspecting this Hamiltonian we first should note the appearance of the focusing strength,
k, alone in the first two lines. This is just like the simple two-dimensional Hamiltonian from
which one may derive linear betatron motion. We can see that the focusing will be modified by
the first term h?. This term will be familiar to those who remember combined function
machines. The square brackets in the first two lines contain terms which affect the off-
momentum behaviour. The simple focusing terms k and ti2- appear again here to express
chromaticity. The sextupole strength, m, also appears as a coefficient of SD and this must
describe the effect of sextupoles in modifying the chromaticity. Terms which contain the
product, hk, must be peculiar to combined function lattices where curvature and focusing occur
in the same element but we should not ignore the product h'D' in the second term which tells us
that the shape of the curved orbit can modify vertical chromaticity. ;

Turning to the third line we have two terms which, in a separated function lattice in which
hk = 0, just describe the effect of sextupoles on the betatron motion. These terms occur in our
simple two-dimensional description. One can derive the strength of nonlinear resonances from
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these terms. The fourth and fifth lines contain momentum dependent terms in which the
curvature, h, is present and the last three terms which modify the betatron motion for on
momentum particles where there is finite curvature and, presumably can contribute to nonlinear
resonance width.

If we follow the analysis of the "sliced-bread" model of Bengtsson and which is also
embodied in computer programs like ORBIT [7], MAD [8], we go a long way towards an exact
description of the end field of magnets. The lattice functions, dispersion and chromaticity will
turn out close to reality. However there remains one more effect which is less well known and
which to the best of the author's knowledge is correctly embodied in only one computer
program MIRKO [9]. We shall call it Electron Microscope Distortion since it is well known in
that field.

7 . EXCURSIONS WITHIN THE END FIELD

Suppose we return to the model of paraxial trajectories and ignore curvature for the
moment. We have shown that the integrated field is two-dimensional but we know that locally
this is not the case. The paraxial particle may see, say, a left-hand deflecting field from the
three-dimensional nature of the field as it enters the end field region but our paraxial theorem
tells us this is exactly cancelled by an equal and opposite right-hand deflection somewhere else
in the end field. Now suppose the particle is following a line which is not paraxial because the
beta function is varying in the end field or perhaps it is an off-momentum particle whose
displacement follows the dispersion function and is not therefore paraxial. The two
perturbations will now be different because the paraxial theorem relies on the particle staying
the same distance from the axis through the end field and this is no longer the case. In order to
understand such effects we must have a model for the end field which expresses how the
multipole coefficients vary as a function of distance along the beam axis. There is a complete
polynomial expression for the three-dimensional end field to be found in a text by Glaser on
electron optics [10] and we reproduce this polynomial for the scalar potential as he wrote it.

64 48

The coefficients G, H, Q refer to vertical and horizontal dipole and quadrupole fields
respectively. Other coefficients contain the axial derivatives of these quantities. We can still
identify most of the multipole coefficients although in Glaser's notation we must remember that
x and y are transverse and z is axial.

In Table 1 we can see the same terms sorted according to the familiar multipoles and
shown in the various columns are the expression for the fields and their gradients. Near the
bottom of the table are two lines which v:. name "end quadratic" and "end cubic" which do not
fit into our multipole description. The "end cubic" looks at first sight like an octupole but when
its field gradient or focusing effect is plotted as a function of the transverse (x,y) in Fig. 18 we
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see it is like a hammock while an octupole Fig. 19 is a saddle shape. Anyone who has tried to
sleep in a saddle or ride in a hammock will avow to the different topology of these functions.

Table 1
Terms in Glaser's expansion according to multipole symmetry

Name

Solenoid

H bending

V bending

Quadrupolc

Skew quadrupole

Sextupolc

Skew sextupole
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Skew octupole
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If we look carefully at the symmetry of the end field cubic we find that, while it has the
symmetry of a quadrupole in 6 its radial dependence is that of an octupole. It is a characteristic
of the end field of a quadrupole and proportional to the slope of the main gradient term, Q.
Such terms must be included explicitly in any simulation of the end field shape although their
effect in one plane can be thought of as a simple multipole.

Because Q' reverses sign as we pass through the fringe field the paraxial integral of these
terms is zero but they have an effect which is proportional to the slope of the betatron function,
a, and, in the case of an off-momentum particle, to the slope of the dispersion function [11].

At the time that the AA ring was designed this effect had not been discovered and it is still
not incorporated in the standard lattice programs. When it was simulated with the MIRKO
program, it exactly matched the curvature in Q versus momentum (Fig. 15) before empirical
shim correction was applied. Simulation has also shown that it can drive fourth-order
resonances. Clearly both of these effects become significant only in small rings of short
magnets where the emittances and momentum spread are large.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this review of the special features of small rings we have re-examined some of the
approximations which are normally built into the analysis and the computer programs which
describe transverse motion in today's large synchrotrons. The accelerator designer should be
particularly careful of these approximations when the ring he is designing has magnets which
bend through an angle of a few degrees or when the magnet length, measured in number of gap
widths, is small.

The practical problem of having so many ends of quadrupoles, dipoles and other
equipment in a small ring yet finding enough room for the components themselves is always
severe but can be made less difficult if corrections are built into the magnet design and tuned by
modifications to the ends of poles. One may even save the space for closed orbit dipoles by
installing remotely controlled jacks to support the quadrupoles. This solution proved perfectly
successful in the design of the AA and later the Antiproton Collector ring.
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Finally, although there has been no time in this review to apply these lessons to small
electron ring, many of the considerations are equally valid [13]. However the reader can
readily appreciate that some of the correction methods may not be possible in a fast-cycling
electron ring and the acceptances may not be large enough for the finer points of the end-field
shape to be an important consideration. Nevertheless, the scenario for the design of the AA is a
good vantage point to scan the horizon of possible pitfalls.

Fig. 18 End quadratic potential
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HAMILTONIAN TREATMENT OF SYNCHROBETATRON
RESONANCES

G. Guignard
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Different mechanisms may couple the equations of betatron motion
and synchrotron motion through the physical quantities of acceler-
ators such as chromaticity and dispersion. They generate synchro-
betatron resonances (SBR) that can be seen as sidebands of the
pure betatron resonances. The importance of having convenient
formulae to analyse their damaging effects, to make numerical eval-
uations, and to find possible corrections is emphasized. It is shown
how the Hamiltonian formalism can be used to reach these goals.
Direct applications to design studies or functioning accelerators are
given, together with some observations.

1 INTRODUCTION

In circular accelerators and colliders, coupling between synchrotron (longitudinal)
and betatron (transverse) motions gives rise to nonlinear resonances, termed synchrobe-
tatron resonances (SBR). It generates a web of sidebands or satellites beside the more
familiar betatron resonances associated with electromagnetic fields [1]. Different mecha-
nisms may be at the origin of this coupling.

One possible source of coupling is linked to time variations of the betatron tunes,
due to the simultaneous presence of momentum oscillations and finite chromaticity or
tune dependence with energy. The treatment, based on unpublished work carried out by
the author [2] during the design of the proton-antiproton facility in the Super Proton
Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN, is given in detail for one-dimensional transverse oscillations
in the presence of nonlinear electromagnetic fields, caused by magnetic multipoles or
beam-beam forces. The corresponding field potential (see the Appendix) can be written,
after an expansion to order N

with
* m • A \ ft ¥ W * / fj

JT- for 2iV-pole components,
\t>p\

and

KK ' = —-— for beam-beam potential <P.
pc \Bp\ oxN

The stability of the motion is discussed analytically, and emphasis is given on how to use
a few simple results for rapid numerical evaluations and practical applications.

Another source of synchrobetatron coupling finds its origin in the existence of finite
dispersion at the RF accelerating cavities. The local change of energy induces a jump of
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the equilibrium orbit, and consequently additional betatron excursions, while the varia-
tion of the orbit length provokes phase shifts of the beam with respect to the acceleration
voltage. The summary which is presented below is based on the elegant Hamiltonian
treatment of this mechanism published by T. Suzuki [3], and revised more recently by
R. Baartman [4]. This treatment offers all the advantages linked to the Hamilton mechan-
ics, i.e. the preservation of the symplectic conditions and the availability of many general
results already established [1]. Analytical outcome is given in the form of a few formulae
that make numerical evaluations easier, and provide useful clues on how to compensate
or keep under control the effects of SBR caused by dispersion in cavities. Examples of
application are given in order to illustrate the validity of the theory, and its usefulness
in a design period to study the resonance effects and their compensations. Observations
made in a running accelerator are also summarized.

For completeness, let us mention yet another mechanism, though not treated in
this article, which is related to the longitudinal wakefields generated by a beam inter-
acting electromagnetically with the cavities. Starting from the equations of the coupled
synchrobetatron motion rather than from the Hamilton function, Ref. [5] gives analytic
expressions of the vertical displacement and its derivative after n turns, for one particle
in a gaussian bunch and a single RF cavity.

2 TUNE MODULATION AND SYNCHROBETATRON RESONANCES

2.1 Time varying betatron tune
In this section, we shall deal with the one-dimensional betatron motion and ex-

plain how variations of the transverse tunes related to synchrotron oscillations (see the
Appendix) may induce SBR. The perturbation treatment is applied, and the motion and
its stability are investigated analytically, near the resonances.

The reasons for a time variation of betatron tunes are linked to a series of factors
recalled hereafter:

- As it is well known, the magnetic deflection associated with a constant external field
Bo is inversely proportional to the energy (or momentum) of the particle.

- As a direct consequence of the first factor, the focusing strength of the quadrupoles
depends on the actual energy of the particles inside the beam.

- The RF acceleration system generates energy oscillations (synchrotron motion) of
the particles with a wave number per turn (synchrotron tune) Qs.

- As a result of the two preceding points, i.e. energy oscillations and focusing variation
with momentum, it follows that any of the two transverse tunes Q (Qx or Qz) may
in general oscillate at a frequency given by the synchrotron tune Qs.

- The Q-oscillation is not necessarily linear, since nonlinear magnetic fields (such as
sextupoles or higher multipoles) generate a nonlinear dependence of Q on the mo-
mentum p or momentum deviation Ap/po-

Figure 1 gives an illustration of an arbitrary nonlinear chromatic dependence of
one transverse tune Q w'th the momentum deviation. The linear variation around the
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origin Q = Qo, and Ap = 0 corresponds to the finite slope of the curve Q(Ap/p0), and is
characterized by the so-called chromaticity in the accelerator jargon,

dQ
(2)

o
O

i

o

-1
6p/p ['/.

Fig. 1: Example of chromatic dependence of the tune Q and of the slope at the origin
that defines the chromaticity.

If the particle momentum oscillates and Ap/p0 varies with time, then the betatron
tune Q depends on the angular variable 9 via the function Q(Ap/po). Consequently,
one likes to replace in the Floquet function (A.IO) and the Hamiltonian (A.14) of the
Appendix, the product Q9 with Q constant by the integrated phase variation

[eQ(e)d9.
Jo

(3)

With this change in the perturbing Hamiltonian U (see the Appendix), the effects
of the time varying betatron tune can be studied.

2.2 Modified Hamiltonian and synchrobetatron resonances
Using the notation as in the Appendix, the Hamiltonian of a perturbation due to

electromagnetic fields can be written for one degree of freedom [1]

N j>k

iij - k) f9

-70

where a is the transverse complex amplitude of the motion and
Fourier component p of the perturbation of order N

(4)

is by definition the

(5)
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For small (near linear) synchrotron oscillations around the stable fixed point of the
RF bucket (Appendix), one can write after linearization

— = Ap cos Qa9 . (6)
Po

Consequently, for Ap/po < 1, one obtains via the chromaticity (2)

Q(0) = <3o + AQcos QS9

and

/ Q(6)d8 = Qoe + -^-smQs6, (7)
Jo Qs

with AQ = £AP, where Ap is the peak amplitude of the momentum variation. Qs is the
synchrotron tune and Qo the transverse tune on momentum.

When introducing (7) into the equation (4) of U, the phase term gives

exp < i(j - k) \QQ9 + -p— sin<2s0 \ =I L Q3 J J
\(• v\\n a ^ • n n\\ fc Mln n ~"* • n a\ K
i \*J / i T* f\ *s I i 1 \*/ / i ^t f\ ** if \ /

Replacing (J—k) by n for simplification and developing these trigonometric functions
provides the following relations

cos \ (j — k) |Qp9 + -77- sin Q39\ > =cos <n\Qo9 + -pr-sin <5S0 > =
I L Q3 JJ [ L y s JJ

= cos n<3o0 cos ( sin Qs9j - sin nQo^ sin ( sin <5S5) ,
\ Q3 )__ \ Qs J_

{ A S-\ \

n QoQ + 7 7 - sin Q39 > =
= sin nQo9 ros (—r— sin QS0) + cos nQo^ sin (—--— sin Q39) , (9)

\ Qs J \ Qs J
where the arguments of the underlined trigonometric functions are periodic functions
with a period 2ir/Q3. Auspiciously, trigonometric functions of sines and cosines have
closed-form Fourier's expansions involving Bessel's functions of the first kind [6]

^ ) (10)
£=0 \ Q
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The use of Eqs. (10) and of the basic functional relations for the sine and cosine
products that figure in the expressions (9) gives the entire phase term of the Hamiltonian

exp[in Q(6)d0] = Jo exp[inQ06] + E Ju exp[z'(nQ0
J° £=oo£ o o

£
£=-oo

where the argument of the Bessel functions is n&Q/Qs.

According to the principles recalled in the Appendix, the new Hamiltonian of the
perturbation can be written as follows,

^ = £ £ M£VV E Jg\(j-k)^]exp{i[(j-k)Qo + qQs-p]e} , (12)
N j,k,-p q=-oo l *** J

in which the index q replaces the indices 2C or (2£ + 1) of Eq. (11).

In order to push further the analysis of the SBR due to a time varying tune, it is
necessary to introduce here a basic assumption: the low frequency part of the function U
gives the important variations of the amplitude a of the perturbed motion. This requires
extracting from U the pure low-frequency terms obtained by equalling to zero the square-
bracket of the phase term in (12); there are two possible ways of satisfying this condition:

1) j — k = 0 and q = p = 0, simultaneously.

The corresponding terms, sometimes called stabilizing coefficients, are the frequency
shifts with amplitude that arise in the presence of nonlinear forces.

2) j - k = N, and the following relation holds

NQ0 + qQ3-p = 0. (13)

Since j+k = JV by construction, this implies together with j—k = N that j = N and
k = 0. The relation (13) is the characteristic of a so-called synchrobetatron resonance
of order N, while the integer q is the side-band number, and p the harmonic number
of the driving force.

When wishing to study the motion near one of these resonances of order TV (at a
side-band q), one has to consider the following 'single-resonance' Hamiltonian,

u = E *&o W + K aN cos T/>I . (14)

which can be rewritten with different variables, as defined below

^ " + 21*1^ cos V- (15)
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where,

a r e the stabilizing coefficients with j — k = v associated with 2 x 2f-pole
magnetic components,

K = Jq[N(AQ/Q3)]h$o-p is the excitation coefficient or driving term of the
resonance [with h^ defined by Eq. (5)],

and the complex amplitude a of the betatron motion has been replaced by a real
amplitude, and a phase <p according to

j a = rei<f> r,ipER
\a = r e-** r2 = aa= Re/2-K '

if e is the emittance associated with a particle trajectory.

The phase ip\ gives the 'distance' from the SBR at given tunes and harmonic number,
and ip includes in addition the phase <p of the motion,

ij> = fa + Nip. (17)

The Hamiltonian U (14) in the presence of the perturbation, i.e. the time variation of
the betatron tune due to synchrotron oscillations, is the starting point to study separately
each SBR defined by Eq. (13).

2.3 Analysis of t h e mo t ion nea r resonance

As explained in the Appendix, the canonical equations associated with U (15) give
the equations of the perturbed motion,

dr2 dU . . . . . N .

7 B " a w w " *
\>. (18)

v~i

and the first relation can be simplified to

I~T ™* JV ]fv\i S i l l %lS • I J.i7 J

At the resonance, where the 'distance' (13) vanishes and fa = 0, the equations of
the motion become autonomous, i.e. independent of 6. Many properties of autonomous
equations can be derived from the fixed points (in the phase space) that are defined by

dv , . dip -

where (ro,<po) are the coordinates of these points. For a SBR of order TV, there are
different possible solutions to the conditions (20).
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1) The trivial solution, r = 0 (any <p), corresponds to the origin of the phase space.

2) Non-trivial solutions result from the first condition (20) r' = 0, and the expression
(19) taken at ipx = 0,

iV|/c|r(N-1} sin Nip = 0 . (21)

They correspond to particular phases given by

N<po = mir or ip0 = ^ m = 0,1,2,3,.... (2JV - 1) , (22)

which define 2iV directions in the phase space. Then, the second condition (20) that
(p' = 0 gives the following relation

vr*u-V +N\K\r^-2\-l)m = 0 , (23)

in which cos ip = cos Nip has been replaced by (— l ) m because of the particular values
taken by ipo (22). Equation (23) is a polynomial in r that provides the amplitudes
ro of the 2N fixed points (ro,ipo) as solutions. In the phase space, the normalized
coordinates of the fixed points are simply given by

x^ = ro cos ipo

p£° = r0 sin ip0 . (24)

Figure 2 gives an illustration of how the phase space and the invariants of the
betatron motion near one single resonance defined by iV = 4 and q = 0 look. It is
possible to recognize the eight privileged directions corresponding to the eight non-trivial
fixed points expected from the analysis made above. The trivial solution is of course
visible at the origin, around which the motion is locally stable.

Looking at the non-trivial fixed points (with finite ro), it is fairly obvious that there
are two different kinds (Fig. 2):

- There are Stable Fixed Points at phases <po equal to 7r/4, 37r/4, 57r/4, and 7TT/4,

with elliptic motion around them. Particles sweep closed invariants corresponding
to oscillation around the point (ro, <po).

- There are however Unstable Fixed Points at phases <p0 equal to 0,7r/2, TT, and 37r/2,
with hyperbolic motion going away from (rQ,<po) to possibly large amplitudes. Par-
ticles moving along these invariants may either circle the whole stable island area
(as in Fig. 2) or diverge to infinity, depending on the initial conditions and the
perturbation strength.

This duality of the fixed points can be established analytically from the linearization
of the motion around (ro,ipo), assuming

r = ro + Ar

V = ipo + 6ip. (25)
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Fig. 2: Invariants in the betatron phase space near a fourth-order resonance, with the
corresponding fixed points.

Developing the equations of motion (18) and (19) around one arbitrary fixed point,
using (25), and keeping the terms of first order in Ar and At/?, we can derive new equations
valid for small-amplitude motion near (ro, <po)

(26)

with ip0 = mn/N, and therefore cos Ntp0 = (— l)m . In order to make the discussion about
the stability of the fixed point easier, it is helpful to assume that among all the stabilizing
coefficients h^2u\ the one which dominates is of lowest order v = 2 (i.e. the octupole
term), and that the driving term K of the resonance is small such as K2 <tc 1. With these
assumptions, the second equations (26) can be simplified by neglecting the term with K,
and keeping only the term v = 2 of the sum, and the two first-order equations (26) can
then be combined in a single second-order differential equation as follows,

(27)

This is the key equation describing small excursions around a fixed point, now charac-
terized by its amplitude r0 and its 'direction' given by m [Eq. (22)]. The condition of
stability for these small motions is obviously

with (28)
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Hence, the kind of fixed points observed depends on the sign of h220 (octupole
coefficient):

&220 > 0 Stable Fixed Points for m = 1,3,5,7, ...

Unstable Fixed Points for m = 0,2,4,6, ...

h^Q < 0 Stable Fixed Points for m = 0,2,4,6, ...

Unstable Fixed Points for m — 1,3,5,7, ...

For stable fixed points, the small excursions given by (27) are periodic oscillations
of frequency

Qf = 2ivM4
2

)
0| Mitf . (29)

The four stability islands of Fig. 2 (for N = 4) are delimited by separatrices passing
by and crossing at the four unstable fixed points (m even). The corresponding phase space
configuration can therefore be represented schematically by these separatrices that are
defined as the outermost invariants touching the nearby unstable fixed points. They can
be determined numerically in specific cases by searching for the extreme 'closed trajectory'
around each stable fixed point: as a consequence, the picture in the phase space will be
reduced to four (or TV) island contours defined with a precision that depends on the
accuracy of the numerical calculations. Such families of N unstable fixed points, and
N elliptic invariants (island contours) around the stable fixed points exist, and can be
drawn for each side-band q (q > 1) of a synchrobetatron resonance of order N. The width
of the separatrix or of the island contour and the frequency spacing between different SBR
side-bands (according to the expressions (17) of ip and tp{) are given respectively by

Wf = AQf

Sf = f • (30)

Consequently, the elliptic islands of the sidebands of one SBR of particular order N will
overlap when Wj > Sj, and be separated when Wf < Sf. Taking into account the
presence of stochastic layers of finite width along the separatrices, the elliptic islands do
not overlap, if and only if

This condition of stability is known under the name of Chirikov's criterion, after its author
[7]. In the particular case of a time-varying betatron tune and a dominant stabilizing
octupole, the criterion of stability (31) can be rewritten by using both Eq. (29) and the
definition of K following Eq. (15),

4TTJV 2

\
02)

with
Ae
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Equation (33) is a reminder of the relation between h^ and the total bandwidth Ae of
Ref. [1], e& being the transverse beam emittance [see Eq. (16)].

The passage from a stable situation to an unstable situation in the presence of a
time-varying tune developing synchrobetatron sidebands is illustrated for JV = 4 in three
successive figures (Figs. 3, 4, 5) resulting from numerical solutions of the equations (18)
for ip, and (19) for r, with increasing resonance strength K (in arbitrary units);

i) Figure 3 describes a stable case. The four island contours are drawn successively from
inside to outside for every sideband between q = 1 (mostly inside) and q = 6 (mostly
outside). With K — 0.05, the resonance strength is weak enough for the sideband
islands to remain separated; the particles trapped in these islands stay there, and
their motion is therefore stable.

ii) Figure 4 shows a case where the excursion of the particles with initially small ampli-
tudes may increase. The same contours are drawn for sideband islands from q = 1
to q = 6, but now with K = 0.20; the first four families of islands overlap while the
following ones are still separated. Particles with small amplitudes may travel from
island to island and far enough to reach the largest radius of the separatrix of the
q = 4 sideband. The particles remain confined within this finite amplitude, but there
is a possible amplitude growth for particles near the centre of the beam.

iii) Figure 5 illustrates a case of instability for K = 0.75. The island contours are now
drawn for the sidebands q = 1 to q = 5, and then all the islands overlap. Furthermore,
islands corresponding to higher q values would also overlap with the ones which are
represented. This means that particles near the phase space origin can wander from
island to island (sideband q to sideband q + 1), and diffuse to infinite amplitudes.
Therefore, the betatron motion is unstable and particles may be lost in the direction
indicated in Fig. 5.

The fact that the separatrices of each sideband of Figs. 3, 4, and 5 do not exactly
join on the main horizontal and vertical axis as they should is simply due to the accuracy
and step size of the numerical search for the outermost invariants.

The analytical treatment described above, and applied to the SBR mechanism il-
lustrated in Figs. 3 to 5, provides the approximate but convenient formulae (32) and
(33), which can be used to establish the stability or instability of the motion under given
conditions, and in the presence of a time-varying betatron tune. In this paper, this time
variation is supposed to come from the momentum oscillations caused by synchrotron
motion in conjunction with finite chromaticity. The same analysis is however directly
valid for other sources of tune modulation such as power supply ripple, provided the syn-
chrotron tune Q3 is replaced, from equation (6) onwards, by the wave number Qm of the
modulation. The term 'synchrobetatron resonances' should then be replaced by something
like 'modulation betatron resonances', involving also sidebands and possible instabilities.
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Fig. 3: Typical island contours of six synchrotron sidebands of a fourth-order resonance,
in a stable case.
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Fig. 4: Typical island contours of six synchrotron sidebands of a fourth-order resonance,
with limited amplitude growth.
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Fig. 5: Typical island contours of five synchrotron sidebands of a fourth-order resonance,
in an unstable case.
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2.4 Practical application to accelerators

During the design study of the proton-antiproton colliding beam facility based on
modifications and additions to the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN, the theo-
retical model presented above for SBR was developed [2] with a view to analysing some
of the effects caused by beam-beam interactions of colliding bunches. The design [8] was
based on a pp colliding facility with 6 bunches per beam, two low-beta insertions, and
for a flat-top energy of 270 GeV. The bunch length was taken as 0.63 m, the emittances
were 0.08 and 0.04 /zrad m in the two planes, respectively, the assumed chromaticity f
was ~ 0.1, the energy spread amounted to 0.7%o, and the fractional parts of the betatron
tunes were chosen near 0.88 for the study.

In this case, the dominant forces driving resonances are the beam-beam forces which
were estimated first. In other words, the excitation coefficients hjklp (5) and the total
bandwidths Ae of resonances of order 2 to 10 have been calculated for beam intensities
corresponding to a beam-beam tune shift of 0.003 per crossing, and for beam off-centering
of ~ 0.035 mm. Some of the results are briefly summarized in Table 1.

Table 1
Bandwidth of SppS beam-beam resonances

Order N
5
6
7
8
9
10

Range
0.17 -10-a

0.90 • 10"4

0.50 • 10"4

0.40 • 10-5

1.10 • 10"6

0.50 • 10-6

of Ae
to
to
to
to
to
to

values
0.17-10-2

1.08 • 10"3

0.50 • 10-3

2.00 • 10-4

2.50 • 10~5

7.20 • 10-6

The next step consisted in looking at the SBR effects and the stability criterion (32)
in order to decide which resonances can effectively be tolerated within the beam. The
detuning or self-stabilizing effect of the strong octupole component of the beam-beam
field has to be taken into account; the corresponding stabilizing coefficient is proportional
to the linear beam-beam tune shift AQ&b [2],

(34)

using the notation of the previous section, the coefficient of proportionality depending on
the beam aspect ratio (close to 1 in the present case). Expressing the criterion of stability
at an amplitude ro given by the beam emittance eb, Eq. (32) can be rewritten as follows

TTN
V Qs J

(35)

for dominant beam-beam forces characterized by AQu,, and the bandwidths Ae (Table 1).
Using AQbb = 0.02, the Ae-values of Table 1, an amplitude modulation AQ of 0.002, and
a synchrotron tune Qs of 0.005, the left term of the relation (35) has been evaluated for
each order N of the beam-beam perturbation. Testing on the one hand the corresponding
criterion (35) for each synchrobetatron satellite q of the //-order resonance, it is possible
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to determine the number ns of satellite islands that overlap, while for higher g-values they
remain separated (as in Fig. 4). On the other hand, superposing the phase-space circle
corresponding to the emittance of a gaussian beam onto an island pattern similar to the
one in Fig. 45 the calculation of the number nt of satellite islands that lie inside the r.m.s.
beam emittance can be carried out. Comparing these two numbers gives an indication
of the probability of a steady beam growth (at a resonance iV) as particles migrate from
one side band to another. Both ns and nt are given in Table 2 for several resonances Ar

in the case of the pp collider design at CERN [8] (with the quoted assumptions).
The results in Table 2 show that resonances of order greater than N = 10 produce

no growth, since no satellites overlap. A small amplitude growth detunes the particles
from their resonance condition (because of AQu, ^ 0). For resonances from 10th order
down, the beam-beam tune spread is equal or greater than the satellite spacing, and
several islands (of low g-values) overlap within the emittance limits. For orders N be-
low 7, even all the satellites lying inside the emittance overlap. For all these resonances
with N below 10, blow-ups can be expected, and growth rates can be estimated from the
resonance multicrossing theory [1]. Consequently, at the time of this study it was rec-
ommended to avoid that particles cross resonances of order lower than and equal to 10,
by choosing judiciously the betatron tunes of beams which collide (e.g. below an integer
where resonances are sparse).

Number of resonances that overlap, in the SppS.

Order N
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

ns (see text)
10
12
10
12
10
8
0

nt (see text)
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

This conclusion was found to be in remarkably good agreement with the observations
of beam-beam effects subsequently made when the SppS hadron collider was running. The
antiproton beam lifetime was indeed, seen to critically depend on the working point (set
of betatron tunes); when the beam-beam tune shift (spread) induced the working tune
diamond to touch the 10th order resonance, the lifetime fell dramatically by a factor
of approximately 20 with three bunches per beam, and even more with six bunches per
beam [9]. Decreasing the sensitivity of the emittance growth to the tune adjustment while
running with six bunches per beam required beam separation at the unwanted crossing
points, in order to reduce the total beam-beam tune shift (spread), and keep the beam
away from all resonances of order lower than 13 (which comes directly from the fact that,
in the working region of the tune diagram, the higher order mode next to the 10th order
one is of order 13). This experience gives a positive indication about the usefulness in the
design phase of the analytical model described above and suggests that, during the study
of future circular colliders such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, similar
analyses of SBR and/or modulation betatron resonances could provide interesting results.
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3 DISPERSION IN RF CAVITIES AND SYNCHROBETATRON RESO-
NANCES

3.1 Hamiltonian formalism in the presence of dispersion
As mentioned in the introduction, this is a summary of fairly recent theories [3,

4] on SBR driven by dispersion at RF cavity locations. Since they have mostly been
published in journals, the following reminder will be brief with some emphasis on the key
points. We will begin directly with the expression of the Hamiltonian, for the analysis
referred to is based on this particular formalism. As it is well known, and as it can also
be retrieved from the equations of motion (A.8) and (A. 17) (betatron and synchrotron
motion, respectively) given in the Appendix, the pertinent Hamiltonian for the study of
synchrobetatron coupling is as follows:

H = ^ i ( i 2 + ^ -,2 , P: 1 h2

Vlj 2Rpo

— 6i) (cos ijj + ip sin tfs) , (36)

in v/hich one has to replace the r\ of Eq. (A.17) by the actual function —(D/p — I/72),
since 77 is the one turn average of it, and the RF voltage V by 2TT£J V̂ <5(0 — 6i), since in
an accelerator there are a certain number of discrete cavities at fixed angular coordinates
9i (or positions Sj). The definitions of the quantities entering Eq. (36) are given in the
Appendix, but it is useful to recall here the meaning of W (different from the usual
definition)

A/71

W = with AE = E-ES. (37)

The phase ip is equal to the RF phase </? in the absence of the perturbation owing
to finite horizontal dispersion, but is modified when Dx ^ 0 at cavities because of path
length differences and consequent phase variations

(38)

The mechanism of the SBR clarifies the form (38) of r/» and is of the twofold type:

i) The acceleration Ap does not change the instantaneous position and angle of the
particle, but the equilibrium orbit, with respect to which the betatron oscillation
takes place, suddenly changes with Ap, and an additional betatron excursion is
excited.

ii) The betatron oscillations lead to a change of the orbit length per revolution and
thus to a variation of the beam position with respect to the phase of the acceleration
voltage. Hence, betatron excursions affect the synchrotron motion.
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This double mechanism can be treated as a perturbation, following the symplectic
theory recalled in the Appendix. The Hamiltonian H (36) can indeed be written in the
required form Ho + Hi (A.I),

according to (38), and separating the contributions of ip and Dx.

To single out each nonlinear term of power q in Aip = ip — <ps (see Appendix), H\
can be expanded by using

sin <p — sin 9?s = cos V

which leads to the form

sin<z?s

o!

Hl -

with
= (—1)9//2 sin <ps if g even,

if g odd.

Equation (41) shows that the perturbation considered will only give rise to SBR of the
form Qx ± qQs = p (only the linear term of betatron motion in Ho).

The difficulty at this point, correctly pointed out in Ref. [4], is that the longitudinal
motion is not simple harmonic (Fig. 6) when the maximum stable phase <pmax is large and
the terms q > 1 become important. This means that a consistent treatment requires not
only the term sin </? — sin ips of H\ to be expanded, but also the term cos (p + <p sin ips of
HQ. The proposed way to do this consists in finding the solutions, formally written as

+ i>), (42)

of the differential equation (see the Appendix)

p" + _^£2_ (s in (p _ s i n

in which Q3 is in general different from the value Qs
the motion is almost a simple harmonic (Fig. 6),

= 0 , (43)

valid at the small amplitude, where

- ( 4 4 )

It is very difficult to get closed expressions for a, at (ps ^ 0 and Ref. [4] proposes an
approximation at <p3 = 0 and q odd (even orders do not occur), with <pmax as the amplitude
of the phase modulation

8 (2A)'/2

a =
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with A - 1 ^ ^ and ^ = _ i _
1 + /̂COS tpnax/2 QsO (1 + A)2

The canonical angle is ijj and the associated action Is is hidden in the coefficient a,;
the latter is proportional to the area of the closed unperturbed orbit in phase space.

Fig. 6: Invariants of the longitudinal motion with <p3 = 150°, in the phase space defined
by the coordinates cp and <pf€l3.

3.2 Analysis of the perturbed dynamics

In order to analyse further the perturbed motion, it is convenient to use the canonical
action-angle variables for both the betatron and synchrotron motion. The link between
these variables and physical quantities results from the forms of the equations and solu-
tions of the unperturbed motions recalled in the Appendix (with a\ ~ V4 exp(i<pa:) and
a a Ix, in the betatron case and similarly in the synchrotron case using Ia and ip)

C0S00 = =

Px = ~\

w = - I

cos

' (46)

Most of the symbols used in these equations are defined in the Appendix and u0 is
the angular revolution frequency. The quantity 77 that changes sign across the transition
is taken as its absolute value, but in the last two relations, the sign + must be retained
below transition energy (77 > 0) and the sign - above (77 < 0).
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The next step consists in finding the transformed Hamiltonians HQ and Hi for the
new set of variables {Ix, <px, h> rf}, and this is done by performing the transformations
defined by (46). The same basic assumption is then introduced, as for the case of the
time varying tune in Section 2.2: i.e. the low frequency part of Hi gives the important
contribution to the perturbation and the resonant terms are the only ones kept. The
resonance condition can now be written (with positive integers q and p)

Qx±qQ3-p = 0, (47)

and is of first order in Qx since only the linear betatron motion is included. However, the
sideband number q can be as large as desired, for the nonlinear terms of the synchrotron
motion have been taken into account. Close to the resonance (47), i.e. Qx±qQs — p=e,
the canonical transformations give eventually,

Ho = ±-Is (48)
Q

cos<p3(Qs\
2

 2 (2IXV/2

w {Q7J
 q a* U P ){Q7J UPO)

x \{DC>P - FSiP) sin(<px ± qip) + {D3tP + FCiP) cos(<px ±

in which the consistent development (42) of <p [4] has been included and the contribution
of the finite horizontal dispersion is given by Fourier's expansions [3]

Ds,v = Y, eViDXi sin p<pXi

Xi cos p<pXi

Fcv = E e V ^ & < + DXiax%) cos ptpXi. (49)
i

These expansions sum the contributions of all the discrete cavities positioned at
6 = 6i, and ax is related to the derivative of /3X by /3's = — 1otx.

The perturbed motion is now entirely described by Hi (48) and the perturbation
theory (Appendix) tells us that

and
 dA-JJLand d e ~ d i -

From the expression of Hi and the form of the phase term involved, i.e. ipx ± qtjj, the
following relation holds

dlx 1 dl3

-d9=±-q-d0'
and after integration this gives the form of one invariant of the motion,

qlx ±IS = constant for Qx ± qQs above transition ,
for Qx qF qQs below transition . (52)
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The role of the sum and difference resonances are indeed interchanged above and below
transition. According to (52) the amplitude growth is limited below transition for a differ-
ence resonance and above transition for a sum resonance. Knowing the initial emittances,
Eq. (52) indicates where this limit is, though the growth in betatron amplitude can be
important because Is is usually much larger than Ix.

The first equation of motion (50) makes it possible to calculate the growth rate per
revolution of the beam size. It results from the Hamiltonian (48),

, _ cos(psfQs\
2
 2 (2IX\1/2

4 - -~Wc w*)q aq
 U P J

x [{Dc,p - Fs,p)
2 + (DStP + FCiP)2)1'2 rinfo, ± q^ + </>o) , (53)

where ipo is a constant phase, and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to 9.
Since the change 6IX per revolution of Ix is simply,

6I*~ = 2 < '= f *. , (54)
the maximum change per revolution of the emittance ex is obtained by combining Eqs. (53)
and (54),

( i ^ / + { D s i P + F c ' p ) 2 ] l / 2 • (55)

Similarly, the second equation of motion (50) and the relation between 7S and the
energy spread give the maximum growth of AE/E per revolution [3, 4],

) { q l a l j [ ( " s'p) + ( S'P + c'p) ] '
(56)

These growth rates are given here at the resonance, but usual treatments of stan-
dard effects like multiple, fast-crossing of the resonance [1] also apply to the particular
phenomenon discussed here.

3.3 Comparison with simulation and application
We shall first summarize briefly the discussion presented in Refs. [3, 4] about the

two rings, PETRA and the TRIUMF booster, which were designed with finite horizontal
dispersion in the accelerating cavities. Secondly, the observations made at LEP (Large
Electron-Positron storage ring at CERN), a ring with zero dispersion at cavities by design,
are also presented.

The PETRA ring of DESY (Hamburg) has been retained [3] to compare the Hamil-
tonian theory with numerical simulations. The most relevant parameters are an energy
of 23 GeV, a synchronous phase of 38°, a synchrotron tune of 0.125, and a horizontal
dispersion of 2 m. The latter value indicates that the SBR effects are probably going
to be strong. Simulations were published in Ref. [10] and the rise times of the betatron
amplitude for a Gô  beam size and a 6CTE energy spread were computed analytically [4] on
the basis of the development described in Section 3.2. Table 3 gives the results for a few
sidebands and shows that the agreement between simulations and theory is quite good,
including that for q = 5.
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Table 3
Betatron amplitude rise-times in PETRA

Sideband q

1
2
3
4
5

Simulated
(/usec)

24
48

312
1020
1065

Theoretical
(/zsec)

27
42

260
1250
1800

This comparison shows that we may have confidence in the Hamiltonian theory
and the few closed expressions such as (55) and (56) which are convenient for rapid
numerical evaluations. Therefore, working on the design of a 3 GeV booster ring of
the TRIUMF Kaon Factory project, people used the theory to get some insight about
synchrobetatron effects and their compensation. The dispersion in the cavities was large
(3-4 m) because a lattice with high transition energy was desired [11]. The tune Qx

was 4.24, the superperiodicity of the machine five, and three of the five long straight
sections were filled with cavities. The effects were then expected to be inherently strong
at injection energy (T = 458 MeV) and for about 1 ms (or 1300 revolutions approximately)
after injection, while Q3 was reaching a maximum of 0.04. The corresponding increase
AZr/Za; was calculated [3] using Eq. (53) and multiple resonance-crossing estimates [1].
This amplitude growth was found to reach a factor 13 for q = 1, 10% for q = 2 and 50%
for 9 = 3. For higher sidebands with q values larger than 4, it remains however below
4%. This effect is consequently unacceptable up to q — 3, and there are basically only
two possible remedies:

i) The most obvious is to make the dispersion and its derivative zero at the cavities.

ii) Another solution consists of using the phase relations (49) that depend on the posi-
tions of the cavities and the phase advances between them. The contribution of the
dispersion may vanish if the cavities are placed symmetrically, and the integer part
of the tune chosen to be different from the ring superperiodicity.

For the TRIUMF booster, one suggestion [12] was for instance to adopt a superpe-
riodicity of 6, a threefold symmetry in the cavity positioning, and a tune above 5, for it
is not a multiple of three.

LEP at CERN is a collider designed with zero dispersion and dispersion derivative
at the cavities. Effects of SBR related to cavities are therefore only caused by spurious
dispersion that was measured to be of the order of 20 to 40 cm. Consequently, the syn-
chrobetatron coupling may appear as well in the vertical plane as in the horizontal one.
Moreover, non-zero chromaticity may also contribute to the excitation of such resonances.
Systematic investigations of SBR were carried out to study their possible role in intensity
limitations, in relation with the spurious dispersion observed, and dispersion bumps gen-
erated in the RF cavities [13]. With tune integers equal to 70/76 and Q3 = 0.086, two
different scans were performed. Firstly, the coherent tunes were measured as functions of
the beam current by scraping the beam, initially at 612 fj,A. The incoherent tunes stay
constant while the coherent ones increase, therefore crossing resonance satellites as the
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current decreases. For instance, vertical bunch instability was observed when the verti-
cal coherent tunes were slightly below the resonance Qy = 3QS. Secondly, the vertical
emittance was measured as a function of Qy, at constant Qx, and for a beam current
of ~ 200 fJ,A. It shows sharp peaks at Qy-values just below 3Q3 and 2Q3 (Fig. 7). As
the incoherent vertical tunes are far away (~ 0.023) from SBR, these observed resonances
have to be coherent in contrast to the single-particle description made above that concerns
incoherent effects. An interesting fact is that the lifetime shows dips corresponding to
the emittance peaks (shifted towards lower Q3 values, maybe because of the tune spread
in the bunch). If this correlation is true, it could be a possible mechanism which limits
the intensity in LEP; for higher currents, the split between coherent and incoherent tunes
increases and the tune diagram-region free from SBR is reduced. For Qy close to 0.2, a
vertical beam pulsation at intervals of a few seconds was noticeable, and this phenomenon
could perhaps be explained by the coupling resonance Qx — Qy = Qs. Note that if Qs

was in fact slightly below 0.086, the observations would agree better with the resonance
line positions. The remedies for the instability of the above-mentioned mechanism are the
same as those given in previous sections for incoherent resonances. On the one hand, the
residual dispersion has to be controlled using either local bumps or tilted quadrupoles, on
the other hand, the betatron tune has to be optimized in order to avoid damaging SBR.

Coherent SBR lor Qs=0.086
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Fig. 7: Synchrobetatron resonances in the tune diagram and observed vertical emittance
growth in LEP.
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Beside these coherent resonances due to a residual dispersion different from zero in the
cavities, SBR associated with the synchrotron motion have also been observed; they can
be driven during energy ramping by tune and chromaticity excursions. Though SBR are
present in LEP, measuring and correcting these excursions as well as controlling dispersion
and tunes circumvent their effects, so that the beam intensity is rather limited by other
mechanisms such as long range beam-beam forces and transverse mode coupling.
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APPENDIX A: SUMMARY OF PERTURBATION PRINCIPLES IN
ACCELERATORS

A.I Brief reminder of perturbation theory

The method of the perturbation of the constants in the formalism of the classical
Hamiltonian treatment is described elsewhere [1] in some detail and applied to a different
source of linear motion disturbance. However, since it will be used extensively in this
paper for the synchrobetatron coupling, its main points are briefly recalled below for the
sake of completeness.

The motion is defined as usual by the total Hamiltonian H, which is the sum of the
Hamiltonian Ho of the unperturbed motion, and of the perturbing Hamiltonian Hi, i.e.

H = H0(p,q,9) + Hi(p,q,9), (A.I)

where 9 is the independent variable and p,q are the 2N canonical variables in an JV-
dimensional space.

The perturbation treatment requires four basic steps:

i) To solve the canonical equations of the unperturbed motion described by Ho

PT = -

where aj are the 2N arbitrary constants along the unperturbed trajectories.

ii) As a basic principle, the perturbed motion in the space q — p — 9 can be followed
by a set of aj-values that change with the variable 9 and describe the effect of the
perturbation Hi

(A.3)

However, the solution of the perturbed motion keeps the form of the solution (A.2)
of HQ with time-dependent aj. Since a,j(9) become the new canonical variables, the
Hamiltonian H\ must be rewritten as a function of a, and 9

Hx(pP, qp, 9) = Hfatf), 9] ^ [/(flj, 9). (A.4)

The last equation is also a definition of the function U.

iii) To solve the equations of the unperturbed motion i) for the constants aj

aj = aj(pp,qp,9) . (A.5)

These functions are determined by the form of Ho and form a system of coordinates
in the phase space.

iv) Find out the expressions %• = /_,-(#) by solving the differential equations that result
from the presence of a perturbation Hi [1],
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(A.6)

using the following definition of the Poisson bracket

The 2./V first-order equations (A.6) give the explicit solution of the perturbed motion
and so far everything is exact.

A.2 Specific case of single-particle motion

Let us first consider the transverse oscillations of the betatron motion which satisfy
Hill's equation in the absence of perturbation, e.g. in the horizontal plane

x" + K{9)x = 0 with K(6) = K{9 + 2TT) . (A.8)

In order to show how to apply the perturbation theory in this case, when some perturba-
tion is present, let us follow the four steps recalled in the preceding section:

i) The solution of the unperturbed motion results from the use of Floquet's theorem
which states that any Hill's equation of the form (A.8) has a general solution which
looks like

v!-iQxu)e-iet'9 , (A.9)

where a;(0), pW stand for q\ ,p[ of the previous section, ai and 5i are complex
constants equivalent at the ay s of Section A.I, and u{6) is a complex periodic function
with the same period as the focusing function K(9),

- QX8)} , (A.10)

in which (3x(0) is the familiar horizontal betatron amplitude. The horizontal phase
advance fj,x{9) and the horizontal wave number Qx (number of betatron oscillations
per turn or tune) are defined by

lix{6) = ^

In the case of two-dimensional motion (horizontal and vertical), the same description
applies two times with the following equivalence in the notation:

u(6) <—> v{6)

OL\ < • 02,0,2

This provides the description of the form (A.2) for the betatron oscillations with
N = 2 and with four arbitrary constants.
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ii) In the presence of a perturbation in the two-dimensional betatron dynamics, the
perturbed motion is described accordingly to Eq. (A.3), by

x = x^[a1{9),al{9),9)
P* = J#> [a, (0),Bi (*),*]
z = z^[a2{9)MB)A

pz = pf[a2(0) ,a2(0) ,0] . (A.13)

where ai,ai,a2 and 62 are then supposed to vary with 9 and to become the new
variables (a\ ~ y/T^exp(i(px),a2 ~ yJTzexp(iipz)\.

The Hamiltonian H\ has to be rewritten as a function of the constants a and this can
be done formally if the function H\ satisfies some assumptions, though the explicit
form of U depends on the problem treated. In general, the form of U is subordinated
to the following properties:

a) H\ is made of homogeneous polynomials of degree N in the coordinates x, z and
momentum conjugates px,pz-

b) The solutions (A.13) are linear functions of the four constants 01, cii, 02,02 and
contain oscillatory terms with frequencies Qx and Qz, by virtue of the form of
equation (A.9).

c) For circular accelerators and storage rings, the perturbation is obviously periodic
in 9 with period 2TT.

Introducing the linear equations (A.9) in a polynomial of degree N generates a sum
of terms with the same degree and all possible combinations of powers for the four
constants a, the coefficients of these terms being termed h(9). The periodicity of the
perturbation suggests that the coefficients h(9) be developed into Fourier's series.
All this provides the following form for the Hamiltonian U = H\,

U(altauaa,lk,8) = E E E ^SU
N j,k,t,m=Q 9=-oo

j k N

x exp{i[(j - k)Qx + (£- m)Qz + q)9) , (

All the coefficients h depend on the Floquet functions u and v by virtue of (A.9) and
on the perturbation strengths that multiply linearly each polynomial of degree N.

iii) The equations (A.9) (and their equivalent ones in the vertical plane) can be solved
for obtaining expressions of a.i and 61 as functions of x and px,

fli = i[(u' — iQxu)x — upx\e~xCixe

a": = -i[(y! + iQxu)x - upx]eiQx9 , (A. 15)

while similar equations hold for 02,02 as functions of z,pz, v and Qz.
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iv) Using the equations (A.6), (A.7), and (A. 15) (plus their equivalent ones in the vertical
plane), as well as the Floquet functions u (A.10) and v, the differential equations
can be given for the a /s explicitly and simplify remarkably,

dai .dU dai .dU
dd dd\ dd do.\

dd2 . dU da.2 . dU
Jn

 == —i~z— ,„ == 1 n- • (A.lo)
do 00.1 au oa,2

Let us next consider the longitudinal oscillations of the synchrotron motion which
satisfy the two following equations, when 9 is the independent variable

dW eV , . .
-TK = ~7i ( s m V ~ s m <Ps)
dd 2vr wTj

It must be noted at this point that the definition of W used in these equations, is
W = —AE/uJrf, where AE is the energy deviation from the synchronous value, and uTj
is the RF angular frequency; and this definition differs from the one commonly quoted
in the literature by a factor of —l/2irh, where h is the RF harmonic number. The other
quantities have their usual meaning; (p is the RF phase, <ps the synchronous RF phase,
V the RF voltage, 7? the change of frequency with momentum deviation, R the average
radius (of the synchronous particle), and po the central momentum. Combining these two
equations (A. 17), we obtain a second-order equation as expected

which becomes, when considering time t and using 6 = u3t and urf = hu3

The parameters in the square brackets either being constant or varying slowly, it is
possible to write the following equations, the second of which is an approximation of the
first when A(p = tp — (p3 is small

.. hr]U)seV . . .
V 2irRpo ( s m ^ ~ sm y?s) = 0

or <p + Q?3 Atp = 0 , (A.20)

where fi^/ cos <p3 is equal to the bunch of constants entering the first equation. The last
equation is very similar to the equation (A.8) for betatron oscillations. It describes the
synchrotron oscillations of non-synchronous particles in terms of the synchrotron angular
frequency Q3 or synchrotron tune Q3 (when one keeps 6 instead of using time i) given
by Rf2s//5c and of an amplitude a [~ y/T3 exp(iip) in complex notation], similar to a\ of
Eqs. (A.9). Starting from this, perturbation theory can be applied to synchrotron motion,
just as described above for betatron motion.

NEXT PAGE(S) left BLANK.]
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MODERN TOOLS FOR PARTICLE TRACKING

F. Willeke
DESY, Hamburg, Germany

Abstract
In order to investigate the stability of single particles in large hadron
accelerators it is necessary to track particles for a long time. To
avoid unreasonably large computing times, it has been proposed to
use truncated Taylor maps. This lectures describes recently devel-
oped tools to generate such truncated maps and to make the maps
symplectic, a property necessary for long term tracking.

1 INTRODUCTION
The material presented in this chapter is part of a lecture on particle tracking given at

the Advanced Accelerator Physics Courses of the CERN Accelerator School in Uppsala,
September 1989, and in Rhodos, September 19S3. It is a complement to the article
published in the proceedings of the Uppsala School [1].

Particle tracking is a widely used tool, in fact still the only reliable tool for investi-
gating the stability of particle beams exposed to nonlinear fields in circular accelerators.
For large accelerators in particular, the designer wishing to use this tool to make decisions
on tolerable magnetic field imperfections is confronted with two conflicting requirements.
The weak incoherent instabilities of particle beams in circular accelerators caused by small
nonlinear field distortions take a long time to develop. In order to decide on stability one
therefore has to track the particles for a long time. This requires a large amount of com-
puting time. On the other hand, the beam behavior might be influenced by effects like
exact distribution of the nonlinear field errors, small oscillations of the fields (as caused
by power supply ripples) or collective effects. This requires a precise modelling of the
accelerator and the beam physics. A "ery detailed description is necessary which also
leads to long computing times.

We are looking therefore for methods which resolve the conflict between precision of
the model and the required long tracking times. Recently it was proposed to use truncated
polynominal maps in phase-space coordinates for particle tracking. These maps should
contain up to the necessary order all the relevant physical effects. The idea to use a
truncated map instead of element-by-element tracking of accelerator particles is not new.
But due to rather recent developments, this approach has now become feasible and has
been applied successfully in tracking for large accelerators [2] [3] [4]. This lecture describes
the models and procedures necessary to turn truncated maps into a useful tool for the
investigation of particle dynamics in accelerators.

If one integrates the equation of motion of particles which move around the acceler-
ator the result is a one turn map which describes the transformation of initial into final
phase space coordinates. The usual technique is to evaluate the coordinate transformation
element by element by approximating the nonlinear forces by an instantaneous kick. The
map for one element is then given by a polynominal in the coordinates at the entrance
of the element. Typically, this polynominal is of degree up to 10. The resulting implicit
one-turn map for a large accelerator with thousands of single elements contains very high
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powers (> 1O1000) of the coordinates. The dynamics of the particle however is dominated
by the lower-order terms. Even the lowest-order nonlinear terms of the map contribute
after a few hundreds of turns to very high-order mapping which is beyond the resolution
of digital numbers. Therefore one might say that if it is justified to consider tracking
as a relevant tool to investigate stability of the motion of accelerator particles, then the
essential physics is likely to be described by relatively low orders of the total map. What
relatively low order means however depends on the problem which is investigated. This
is the basic assumption in the use of a truncated map. Such a map may be explicitly
given as polynomials in the initial phase space coordinates. The iteration of such a map
will be referred to as 'map tracking'. The technical resources allow the generation and
iteration of explicit power series of order up to about ten. There is a loss of information
associated with the use of truncated maps which is the price one has to pay for a fast
tracking which is independent of the complexity of the physical model under investigation.
The experience obtained so far suggests that map tracking indeed provides the required
compromise, at least for large accelerators with weak nonlinearities.

There are several problems which have to be solved before map tracking is turned
into a useful tool:

• We have to generate a power series map

• Since a truncated power series is not an exact solution of the Hamiltonian equations
of motion for an accelerator particle, the map is not symplectic which means it may
contain small pseudo dissipative terms which are not in the physical model. These
terms have to be cancelled. In other words, the map has to be 'symplectified'.

• After symplectification, the map has passed through a metamorphosis by which,
as we shall see, it has apparently lost its main advantage. It is no longer easy to
evaluate. Therefore one has to develop special representations of the symplectified
map which restore the original advantage at the expense of further approximations.

Each of the tasks listed above is quite difficult and cumbersome or at least extremely
tedious. However two tools have been made available in recent years which have allowed
considerable progress and which finally provided the technical solutions. These tools
include the Lie algebraic description of beam dynamics as developed by A.Dragt and co-
workers and the automatic differentiation introduced by M. Berz to accelerator physics by
the name of 'Differential Algebra'. On both topics there is a rich bibliography available.
Some of the articles suggested for reading are included in the references [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]
[10].

The scope of this lecture is as follows: First there is an introduction to automatic
differentiation and generation of power series (Taylor series, polynominal) maps which is
followed by a discussion of the issue of symplecticity. The next topic will be an introduc-
tion to the Lie algebraic language with the most important rules and procedures used to
make polynominal maps symplectic. The last step is then to turn the Lie transformations
into a form which allows them to be used effectively for particle tracking.
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2 GENERATION OF TRUNCATED MAPS USING DIFFERENTIAL AL-
GEBRA

The purpose of using truncated maps for particle tracking is to save computer time.
The main idea is that the dynamics of particles is determined by the lower-order terms
of the complete map which describes a turn around the accelerator. There is of course
no proof of this statement. Whether, or to what degree, this is true has to be tested
case by case. However since the weak instabilities which one wants to understand build
up over many thousands of terms, even a map of low order produces very high order
contributions which might influence stability. Moreover it is well known that the lowest
order nonlinear system with quadratic forces has already all the features of a nonlinear
system such as amplitude dependence of tunes, excitation of all nonlinear resonances and
chaotic behavior.

Map tracking does not come for free. A sixth-order map in six-phase space variables
has already ~ 900 monominals to evaluate. In order to obtain good results (these are
results which compare well with element-by-element tracking) one might have to go up
to order 10 which contains ~ 8000 terms. In this case map tracking saves only a factor
of 3-10 in computing time for large accelerators such as LHC. (For the HERA accelerator
the evaluation of a lOth-order map requires almost as many operations on a computer as
element-by-element tracking with multipolar fields up to order 10.) For smaller accelera-
tors, map tracking can be interesting if additional features such as a detailed description
of end and fringe fields is included.

A breakthrough in the use of truncated maps for tracking was the introduction of
automatic differentiation called 'Differential Algebra' by M. Berz into accelerator physics.
In the following, the basic ideas of this procedure will be presented.

Differential algebra is a technique for systematically propagating the derivatives of a
function f(x{) through mathematical transformations on / by simply applying the familiar
sum, product and chain rule of differentiation. If two functions A,/2 in variables x,- are
to be combined by a mathematical operation and one knows the derivatives of fi, f2 with
respect to the x,', then one also knows the derivatives of the result of the combination of /i
and f2. The derivatives of any complicated function which may be obtained by successive
mapping can be calculated by extending any function / to a vector f which contains the
value of the function as the first element and the values of the derivatives with respect
to all the variables up to the desired order in the subsequent elements. Michelotti called
these vectors prolongations [10], sometimes accelerator physicists call them 'DA-vectors'.

fix-) -» f(x.) = {f,..df/dxi..,.B
lf/dxidxi..,...} = {/,../«,..,../«,«,..,•.•} (1)

According to the rules of differentiation, the sum of two such vectors is defined as

f + 9 \
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their product is defined as

f (a?i)

f - 9
fxi -9 + 9x1 • /

Xi- 9XJ + fxj • 9xi + 9xiXj • f

(3)

(K = £,&,•; M = £,-m,-). Multiplication of the vector with a constant c is just the
product of each component with that constant

fi-+c-f{. (4)

One can easily extend this to the case where the function / has to be taken as the
argument of an analytic function h(f) by using the chain rule of differentiation

h(f)
h'(f)fxi

\

(5)

This reduces the calculation of derivatives of complicated functions with respect to their
variables to a book keeping problem.

Any computation of the value of a function f(xi) by computer is iterative and always
starts with the very simple function

f(xi) = X{. (6)

The full prolongation of this function is always known, for the first derivatives one finds

/«, = «« (7)

and all other derivatives are zero thus

f={x,- ,0, . . ,0, l ,0, . . ,0}. (8)

In order to demonstrate the procedure let us calculate the distance of a point from the
origin together with the derivatives with respect to the cartesian coordinates x,y at x = 4
and y = 3 up to order two r = (x2 + y2)1/2. The calculation starts by the assignment of
two vectors

x =

/ 4: \
1
0
0
0

v o ;

V ==

13 ^
0
1
0
0

(9)
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In the next step we add the products of the vectors to themselves

/ T2 \

x0 i
2x0

0
2
0

V 0 )

/ 2 \
0

2y0

0
0

I 2 )

M6 + 9\
8
6
2
0

I 2 /

(10)

and finally we have to take the square root

hy

• h\
• hxhxhv

\ -
/ ( )

+1/2(/0"1/2 • h,

\

XX

xy

vv 1

/

\

5 \
0.8
0.6

0.072
-0.096
0.128 /

(11)

so that one obtains the Taylor expansion of r in x and y as

r = 5 + 0 . 8 - ( x - 4 ) + 0.6-(?/-3)
+0.036 • (x - 4)2 - 0.096 • (x - 4) • (y - 3) + 0.064 • (y - 3)2.

(12)

In the same way the procedure is used to generate a one-turn map in initial phase-space
coordinates for map tracking. All phase-space coordinates zt- become vectors z;. The
first element of z\ contains the current value of the coordinate z,-, and the subsequent
elements contain the derivatives with respect to the initial values of z,\ The vectors "L\ are
initialized by setting the first element to the initial value of z,-, the element which contains
the first derivative with respect to the i — th initial coordinate is set to one and all other
elements are zero. All the mathematical operations which involve phase-space variables
have then to be replaced by one of the vector operations discussed above. For example
the application of a sextupole kick during the tracking is written in scalar form as

and in DA vector form as

Px / t na ' = Px + \ml{x2 - y2).

Several ways have been chosen to implement automatic differentiation on a com-
puter. Berz has written a precompiler for FORTRAN codes. Most existing FORTRAN
source codes are suited as an input for the precompiler which only has to be supplied
with the information of which are the independent variables and which are to be treated
as DA-vectors. The modified codes perform all calculations as before (only much more
slowly). In addition to the motion of the particle, the derivations of specified quanti-
ties with respect to specified variables are calculated up to the specified order. This
differential-algebra package is available from the author.

Michelotti used the advantages of the C + + language which makes it possible to
define one's own mathematical operations between elements or objects. There are several
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papers where this approach is described in some detail [10, 11]. A program package in
C-language is in preparation [12].

Having modified a particle tracking code such as SIXTRACK [14] or TEAPOT [13]
in such a way, it may be used to generate a one-turn Taylor or polynominal map which
describes the motion of a particle once around the accelerator by

Zfinal= £ ^W

In the previous section we have seen how differential algebra supplies us with a tool
to generate one-turn polynominal maps of very high order. However, the capacity of
modern computers is exhausted if the order of the map is beyond about ten. Beyond this
order, the evaluation of the map takes as much time as element-by-element tracking.

There is a serious drawback of polynominal maps. They are non-physical since they
are the result of a truncation. The truncated map is not symplectic in general. The non-
physical effects are of the order N + 1 where N is the highest order of the map. Artificial
growth of the amplitudes might be produced. Any attempt to explicitly symplectify the
map is extremely difficult because one is dealing with very high orders and with a huge
number of terms. In the next section the issue of symplecticity will be made clear and
discussed.

3 SYMPLECTIC MAPS
The fact that we consider the motion of particles under the influence of forces

which can be derived from a Hamiltonian function introduces a strong constraint on
the motion of the particles. The most important consequence for accelerators is that
the number of particles inside a cell of phase space is preserved. This cell is given by
the phase-space coordinates of particles at the surface of that cell. There is a formal
property of the maps describing the propagation of particles which is responsible for this
constraint. This property is called symplecticity. In order to track the motion of particles
effectively, approximations are usually necessary. If the symplecticity is violated by these
approximations the consequence is an artificial growth or damping of the size of a cell in
phase space. This corresponds to growth or damping of the beam emittances or beam
oscillation amplitudes. A non-symplectic model thus might cause artificial instabilities
which in practice may be very difficult to distinguish from genuine weak instabilities.
These arise from the complex distortions of phase space under the influence of nonlinear
forces. In a nonlinear system, a phase-space cell might be deformed into infinitely fine
filaments which may occupy a large region of phase space. These regions may be visited by
particles during their motion. Although the total volume inside the filamented structure
has not changed, the volume of a surface enclosing the filaments is much larger than the
volume of the filament. This might appear as a growth of beam emittance. If these regions
extend outside the vacuum vessel, this eventually leads to the loss of particles. This is
what we might call genuine beam instability. Not all the forces acting upon a particle in
a real accelerator can be conveniently described by a Hamiltonian model. Consider for
example scattering processes with the remaining gas molecules in the vacuum vessel or
intrabeam scattering. Since these may interfere with nonlinear effects, which might be
tested by a simulation, it is important that the starting point is a symplectic model to
which other physical effects might be added in a controlled fashion. In the following, a
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formal criterion for symplectic behavior will be derived.

The symplectic condition is derived from the equation of motion under the influence
of a Hamiltonian force

£i

dt

2L
(14)

The 2n phase space coordinates of a single particle may be represented by the phase space
vector 2 = {x\,pi,X2,P2t ••••xniPn) a n d with the symplectic form S_

C*

/ 0 1 . 0 0
- 1 0 . 0 0

0 0 . 0 1
0 0 . - 1 0

(15)

we can write the equations of motion in matrix form

dt ~
(16)

Consider the Jacobian matrix J which describes how the phase space coordinates z{i)
vary with an infinitesimal change in the initial conditions z°

_ OZ{\1)

The Jacobian satisfies the symplecticity condition

This can be seen by inserting the Hamiltonian equations of motion:

dJik d dzx d

dt dz° dt dz®

thus

• _ d2H

Taking into account that S_- S_= —1 and 5 T = — S_ one finds

TtUT-S_-l) = 1T-KT-ST-S-JL-1T-S.-ST-IL-J
= £ -K-L-f -E--1
= 0

—> jj • S_- J_ = const.

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

Since J_(t = 0) = 1, this constant matrix must be 5\

The motion of particle coordinates in the vicinity 6z(t) of a reference trajectory z(t)
is described by

z-f 5z = Z + J6ZQ. (22)
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Consider two orthogonal phase space vectors Sz[ and (Sî which define an (infinitesimally
small) elliptical area in phase space. The area of this ellipse is x6W = xSz'i7^) -5 -Sz2{t).
Since J. is symplectic, the expression

= Sz[T-S-6z2 =?

lT -5-J-(5z20 (23)

• 6z
2O

is an invariant. This invariant is called the Lagrange invariant. This means that the
sum of the projections of a phase-space cell on the two-dimensional planes a;,- — p,- in 2n-
dimensional phase space are preserved during the time evolution of this cell. This implies
the volume preservation of this cell during its journey through phase space, which is also
expressed by Liouville's theorem. The phase space volume element /dxidpi...dzndpn at
the time t = 0 transforms into /dx\dpi...dxndpn x detJ(t) at the time t. Since J is
symplectic, its determinant is equal to one

det(lTST) = det(lT)det(S)detU) = (det{l))2 = det(S) = 1, (24)

(using det(JJt = 0)) = +1). It is the symplecticity of the Jacobian J. of the map which
guarantees this important property of a Hamiltonian system.

4 SYMPLECTIFICATION OF POLYNOMIAL MAPS BY LIE ALGEBRA
METHODS

As we discussed in the previous section, symplecticity of the accelerator map is
important in studying weak instabilities of particle orbits. Therefore procedures which
preserve the symplectic nature of the particle motion in the process of modelling the
accelerator are very desirable. The methods of applying the physical forces in the form of
'kicks', sudden changes of the particle coordinate, provides such a method and is the basis
of most tracking codes. For very large accelerator lattices, the tracking of particles from
element to element takes a lot of computing time. It is therefore desirable to describe a
whole section of the accelerator by an explicit map, the Lie algebra methods provide a
useful tool. In the following it will be shown how to derive these methods starting from
Hamilton's equations of motion and the most important properties of the method will be
reviewed. In doing so, A. Dragt's review article [7] will be followed.

The time evolution of a function in the coordinates z;,p:- of a particle is described
by the Poisson Bracket:

(uPi) . dH(xhPi)
Xi = " I S — ' Pi = dx—

df ^dfdH ^dfdH um_fjf (27,
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The action of a Poisson Bracket [/, H] is written symbolically by a Poisson Bracket op-
erator or Lie operator Hf. If / and H have no explicit time dependence, its evolution in
time may be written as

At) = Z~=o ±

= E~0^-At)V
(28)

= exp{H • At)f

= exp(L)f.

The expression exp(L) is called a Lie transformation. It describes the evolution of a func-
tion of particle coordinates in time. This function can in particular be the coordinates
themselves. A Lie transformation is generated by any analytic function L(xj,pi) of the
phase-space coordinates. In particular however we will consider homogeneous polynomi-
nals such as for example

Lk= £ hnmxnpm (29)

which describes the motion in one degree of freedom. Any analytical function in the phase
space coordinates may serve as a Hamiltonian, and since the corresponding Lie transfor-
mation is a solution of this Hamiltonian system, the Lie transformation is a symplectic
transformation and preserves the density in phase space.

As a demonstration of the Lie operator technique, we consider the harmonic oscilla-
tor. The equations of motion can be integrated using Lie transformations in the following
way:

H = l-{p* + W V ) _> L = \t • (p2 + u,2*2). (30)

If we apply the Lie operator once to the particle coordinate x we get

I -— —~— ^-- — - (31)
dp dx dx dx dp

If we apply it twice we obtain

f (32)

and if we apply it

so that we finally

x(t) =

n-times we

Lnx =
Lnx =

get

exp(L)x0

obtain

(-l)n/2

' ( dx'~ (l

{ut)n • x

lot) • X

(n even)
(n odd)

= xo • cos(u>t) + po/u) • sin(uit).
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Lie transformations may be used to describe the propagation of particle orbits in
an accelerator. Beam-line elements such as drift spaces, quadrupole or sextupole magnets
can be described by Lie transformations using the generators

Drift : L = ±(pl+pl)-l

Quadrupole : L = \{p2
x + p2

y + k(x2 + y2)) -I (35)

Sextupole : L = \{p2
x + p2

y + f (x 3 - Sxy2)) • I

(here only the lowest-order terms generated by these elements are taken into account).
The motion of a particle through a lattice composed of various elements is then described
by successive application of Lie operators each describing the motion through a beam line
element analogous to the multiplication of matrices in linear beam optics.

xn = exp(L1)(exp(L2)( exp(Ln)x0))..))

= exp(Li)exp(L2) •.... • exp(Ln)x0

Just as in linear optics, where transfer matrices for single elements are combined into
a revolution matrix, one can combine Lie transformations into a combined transformation
which describes the motion along an accelerator lattice. Unfortunately, the concatenation
of Lie transformation turns out to be very tedious. It can be performed only as an
approximation which is correct only up to a chosen order. The advantage of the method
however is that the concatenation procedure can be carried out conveniently on a computer
since it is based on repetition of simple basic steps, the derivatives of polynomials. The
result will always be in the form of a Lie transformation. So it will be a symplectic
transformation.

The most important tool for the concatenation of Lie transformations is the Campbell-
Baker-Hausdorff formula

exp{lx)exp(L2) = £„ En' ^Mtt

= exp(Li + L2+ higher order terms).

The expression [.£1,1*2] stands for

[LuL2] = L1L2-L2L1 = [LuL2] (38)

The higher-order terms are formed by an infinite series of commutator operations on L\
and L2

+\[LUL2) + ̂ {UAUM) + U^AUM) + (39)
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The coefficients of the commutator series are known up to any order. In the case that
the Lie transformations are generated by polynomials, the commutator series results in
another polynominal the coefficients of which can be evaluated by computer in a straight
forward manner.

For each Lie transformation exp(Z) its inverse transformation exp(-L) exists.

' ~exp(-L)exp(L) = £n ,n , ^
(40)

_ V̂  fm xr-m (-1)" _
~~ ^rn •»-' Z^n=0 n!(m-n)! ~"

Important for the manipulation of maps is the exchange rule

exp(Li)exp(L2) = exp(L2)exp(—L2) • exp(Li)exp{L2)

= cxp(L2) £~= 0 ±exp{-L2)L?exp(L2)
(41)

= exp(L2) E ~ = o ^ { U C

= exp(L2)exp(L3)

where L3 is generated by the transformed function L\

L3 =exp(-L2)L1. (42)

This rule can be used to factorise an accelerator map into a linear and a nonlinear part.
Imagine a sequence of 'linear' and 'nonlinear' elements in an accelerator lattice which are
represented by linear maps exp(Rj) and nonlinear maps exp(Li)

M = exp(JR1)exp(F1) exp(^n_1)exp(/1
n_1)exp(JRn)exp(Fn) (43)

Applying the exchange rule to change the sequence of the first linear and second nonlinear
transformation one obtains

M = exp(Rl)exp{Fl) exp{Rn_l)exp{Rn)exp{Nn_l)exp{Ln) (44)

with Nn_i = exp(—Rn)Ln^i, which means that the phase space coordinates z in the
argument of i/n_i have to be replaced by the result of a linear transformation R'1? where
the matrix J?j corresponds to exp(R\). This procedure can be continued until one obtains

M = exp(R)exp(Nn) exp(iV2)exp(iV1) (45)

The transformation exp(R) corresponds to the linear part of the transfer map of the lattice
and the transformation Hi exp(Ni) corresponds to the nonlinear part.

Let us now turn to the symplectification of polynominal maps. A polynominal map
MN in the phase space coordinates z, (N is the maximum order of the map) can be
described by a Lie transformation of the form Yln~2 exP{Ln) which agrees up to order N
with MN. This has been shown by Dragt and Finn [15]. While MN is in general not
symplectic, the associated Lie transformation however is a symplectic map. For orders
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m < N the polynominal map and the result of the Lie transformation agree, the Lie
transformation contains higher order terms which make the transformation symplectic.

This can be seen in the following way. A map of an accelerator element or a whole
lattice section may be given by a polynominal as a result of a Taylor expansion in the
initial phase space coordinates z,-

Zjinal = MN{Z{) = £ «h...in I I « ? (46)

There is an important property of a Lie transformation which is generated by a homo-
geneous polynominal Lk of order k. If the corresponding transformation is applied to an
initial point in phase space, the result is a map in these coordinates which extends in
general to infinitely high order but the lowest-order terms are of order k — 1.

Using this property one can find for any polynominal map, the corresponding Lie
transformation order by order. Consider a polynominal map, a truncation of a symplectic
map

(47)

where the Mk are homogeneous polynomials of degree k in the phase space coordinates
X{,pi, and consider also a Lie transformation exp(Z//+i) •... • exp(Ls) which is generated
by homogeneous polynominals Lk+i of degree k + 1 in x,-,p,-. Starting to iterate the
lowest-order Lie transformation exp(Lk+i) = £„ ^jL£+1, the lowest-order terms of the
corresponding map read

x + dLk+i/dpi + higher order , .
p — dLk+i/dxi -f higher order. ^ '

The coefficients of L^+x can then be found by comparison with the map
A

Before one can proceed to the next order, the higher-order effects of exp(Lk+i) have
to be taken into account by modifying MN to

MN = {exp(-Lk+1)M
N)N. (49)

(The bracket with the index N means the expression is to be truncated beyond order
N.) Now one can determine the coefficients of the next-higher-order_ generator i^+ 2 by
comparison with the lowest order of the modified map MN namely M.k+\-

This procedure involves carrying out the exponential operator series

exp(-Lk+1)...exp(Lk+n+i)

on the n — th iteration until all terms of up to order k + n + 1 have been generated. This
can be conveniently performed by a computer.

As an illustration consider the symplectification of the following nonlinear map which
includes terms up to third order

M3(x,p): x-* x + x2 p p
p _> P + x2-2xp-p2+ x3 + 5x2p + 3xp2 - 2/3p3.
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We apply the first term of a Lie transformation generated by a homogeneous polynominal
of degree 3

L3 = h3Qx3 + h2ix
2p + k12xp2 + h03p

3 (51)

i -» i + dLzjdp = x + h2ix
2 + 2hi2xp + 3h03p

2

p -> p - dLz/dx =p- 3h30x
2 — 2h2ixp —

We determine the hjj by comparison with the quadratic part of the map M.2.

^30 = - 1 / 3 2̂1 = 1

h12 = 1 hO3 = 1/3

so that

I 3 = - 1 / 3 • x3 + x2p + xp2 + 1 / 3 - p 3 . (54)
In the next step, we have to take into account in the original map the higher-order terms
generated by exp(L3).

(55)

This modifies the cubic part of the map to:

M3{x,p) : x -> s - x 3

This modified map is represented by the lowest-order contribution of a map exp(L4) with
the generator

L4 = - 1 / 4 • x4 - x3p - l/2x2p2 + 2/3xp3 + l/4p4 (57)

Thus our original nonsymplectic polynominal map is represented by the symplectic Lie
transformation exp(L4)exp(L3).

We have learned so far how the tool of Lie transformations can be used to generate
a symplectic map from a nonsymplectic polynomial map. If one wants to use Lie trans-
formations however for tracking, one realizes that now we have to deal with infinite series
of transformations which do not terminate. Truncating the map at a given order again
results in a nonsymplectic map. In order to make the symplectification scheme useful, one
has to find a way to make the Lie transformation executable without losing the symplectic
property. This will be discussed in the next section.

5 EVALUATION OF SYMPLECTIC M A P S

Up to this point we know how to generate a truncated polynomial map by differ-
ential algebra techniques, and we know how to make this map symplectic by finding the
associated Lie transformation. The next step is to turn the Lie transformation into a form
which allows fast particle tracking to be performed.
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Lie transformations are represented in general by infinite series. The evaluation of
Lie transformations, i.e. actually performing the transformation, is a difficult task. Con-
siderable effort has gone into the development of procedures to improve the performance
of Lie transformations. For fast tracking the following procedure has been developed:

- First decompose the Lie generator into a sum of certain components Sn. The closed
solution of the Lie transformation generated by each single component Sn is known.
Such transformations are called a 'solvable' map.

- In the second step, the Lie transformation which is generated by the sum of solvable
generators £xp(J2n Sn) has to be factorized fin exp{S'n) in such a way that exp(S')
is solvable and the map can then be carried out factor by factor.

It is easy to find a decomposition of a Lie generator Lk = 53n+m=jt hnmxnpm into
solvable parts. Each isolated monomial hnmxnpm corresponds to a solvable system.

H = hnmxnpm

x/(mx) = -p/(np)
[bb)

xn • pm = const =
/ ,s / , / > , ("i-l) n(Tn-l)/(m-n) ,\m/(m—n)

x(t) = xo{l + (m - n) • hnm • pK
0
 ;xo

v ' •<) / l

or for m = n

x{t) = x0 • exp(nhnn{xopo)
n-1 • t) (59)

Therefore one might consider factorising the map in a straightforward manner by using
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula

exp(J2i Si) = exp(Si)exp(J2i>2 Si - | [5i, 5,-] + ...)

= exp(5i)exp(G2)exp(E,->3 <?,• - ?[<?2, G{] + ...)

= exp(S1)exp(G2)exp('£i>3Fi)

= exp(5i)exp(G2)exp(F3)exp(E«>4^) - ! & , £ ] + •••)

In principle one arrives that way at successive Lie transforms which are generated by
monomials Si, G2, F3,... respectively. The problem here is the huge number of terms one
has to evaluate. A 10-th order map in 6 variables for example contains 12376 terms. For
each of these terms a complicated expression of the type of equation (58) (generalized
to three degrees of freedom) has to be evaluated. This would not be economic and map
tracking would lose its advantage.
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In order to make the concept of solvable maps feasible, one has to find another
decomposition into solvable maps. There are two approaches which have been discussed,
tested and made available recently. These are

- Kick factorization and

- Symmetric factorization.

We will first discuss the kick factorization.

5.1 Kick Factorization

Sudden changes in the particle momenta are called kicks. Kicks are used to de-
scribe the impact of nonlinear forces in particle tracking (thin-lens approximation). There
are special Lie transformations which generate just a kick. All generators of the form
K = J2nanXn ( or more generally Y^n^Yli^V) produce such transformations. These
transformation series terminate after the first step:

Kf(x) = df/dx • dK/dp - df/dp • dK/dx = 0

li. y — 2—in " u n < ( ' — i / \ x / \ v J

K2p = 0

A thin-lens kick from a sextupole magnet for example is described by a generator K

/ V \ / T \

i f - i m . / . ( x « - 3 * ^ ) - . « « < * ) "• = P'-™>M*2-y2) (62)

f X \
Px
y

K Py 1

( X

p x — ml/2(x2 —

y
\ py + mlxy

y2)
\

J

There are more general 'kicks'. A Lie transformation produced by a generator of
the form

\.n-(c-x + s - p ) n (63)

(where c and s are constants e.g. s = sin<$>, c = cos<j>) or, for more degrees of freedom

(64)

terminates as well after the first iteration.

f<P=
(65)

= 0

= 0
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Such transformations may be called 'generalized kicks'. J. Irwin has worked out a scheme
to evaluate a Lie transformation which involves generalized kicks [17] which is called 'Kick
factorization'.

The idea of the kick factorization is to express a given Lie transformation by a
sequence of kicks.

exp(L1)....exp(Ln) -> exp(Kl)....exp(Km). (66)

For a given order k one finds always a set of N kick generators Kik = Aki(q • x + si • p)k

which satisfy

£Afci(cz-z + 5 i.p) fc= £ hnmxnym (67)
/ n+m=k

for properly chosen C[,si. Then the set of equations

(68)

can be solved . The hnm and Aki form vectors h and A and the coefficients of the
form a matrix i?. Then the solution for the kick coefficients AM is

A = {RT • B)-\BT£. (69)

A Lie transformation which is generated by a sum of generalized kick generators J2i K[k

unfortunately does not terminate. One starts the procedure with the lowest order, say k.
Having found the kick generators for the lowest order k which results in a Lie transforma-
tion of the form expfe^ KM) we must factorise the result. We may use the Campbell-
Baker-Haussdorff formula introduced in the previous paragraph for this purpose (the
inverse of equation (37))

= exp(Klk)exp(K-lk)
(70)

-!* = E/=2,3.. Klk - l/2[Klk, D=2,3.. Klk] + l/6[tfifc, [Kik, E/=2,3..

Proceeding like that, one arrives at

1 A' .
exp(Kik)exp(I<2k)exp(I<3k)....exp(KNk) • exp(- J2 J2iKik, Kmk] 4 ...) (71)

m

The last factor contains the higher orders which are a contribution to the higher order
parts of the map and they have to be taken into account if one is proceeding to the next
order kick factorization. Eventually we have represented the whole original map in the
form of generalized kicks.

Kicks of different orders n,m but with the same coefficients 5/, c; generated by
Kim = Ami(ctx + stp)m and Klm - Ani(c,x + stp)n commute

[Kln,Klm) = 0. (72)
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Therefore the sequence of kicks of different orders can be simplified to a sum of kicks

exp(Kln) = exp(J2 f<in) = exp(K,) (73)

The kick factorization does not change the original polynomial map up to its order.
For the lowest order, k, this is quite obvious. The sequence of the lowest-order kicks
produces a map of order up to (k — I)2. The part of the lowest order A: — 1 is just the
sum of the kicks. This sum is identical with the first iteration of the corresponding Lie
transformation dLk/dp and this is identical with the lowest order of the original map M.

Hi exp(Kki)x = J2i AM • k • si • (QX + sip)k~l + higher order

= En+m=fc rnhnmxnpm-1 + higher order (74)

= En+m=fc-i o.nmXnpm + higher order

The kick factorization reproduces the original polynomial map but it adds higher
order terms. Tht, additional terms depend on the choice of the factors c/,s/. It is un-
fortunately very difficult to choose these coefficients in order to minimize the unwanted
higher-order terms, which are the byproduct of the symplectification procedure. Therefore
we now consider a procedure which provides better control of the higher-order terms.

5.2 Symmetric Factorization

Symmetric factorization is a symplectic approximation of a Lie transformation. It
is a useful algorithm in cases where one can decompose a Lie generator into a relatively
small number of solvable parts. Yan and Shi [18] have demonstrated that one can cut
down the number of solvable parts considerably using the fact that generators which are
the product of terms <?(x,-,p,-) x f{xj,pj)... are solvable when / or g are either quadratic
in the variables or / , g are only functions in only one degree of freedom, or / , g depend
only on action variables J; = xf + p\ or if / , g are kicks. Using these properties, one can
reduce the number of solvable constituents of a map considerably. The 56 monomials of
a cubic polynomial in six variables can for example be written as a sum of only 8 solvable
constituents. A listing of the decomposition of the generators up to order six and the
corresponding solutions are contained in reference [18].

Having reduced the number of solvable parts, the following symmetric factorization
procedure is useful. Consider a map exp(S + G) where S and G constitute solvable maps
respectively. We can approximate this map by

exp{S + G)) ~ exp{]-S)exp(G)exp{~S) (75)
Li ZJ

If one concatenates the r.h.s. of equation (77) using equation (40) the quadratic contri-
butions in S and G given by the commutator terms [|5,G] and [G, | 5 ] cancel and only
third- and higher-order terms in S) and G appear. The factors \ of S are universal and
do not depend on the choice of 5 or G. One can find a symmetric factorization also for
higher orders. For the next order in the factorization procedure one finds

exp(S + G))
* (76)
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In this case, the concatenation of the r.h.s. produces, besides the expression on the l.h.s,
only terms of order seven and higher in 5 and G. The coefficients a, /3 are universal as
well and do not depend on S or G but only on the order of the factorization. In order to
illustrate the kind of approximation let us consider the tracking through a long sextupole.
Note that this problem can also be solved exactly but this example gives a hint as to the
physical meaning of the approximation we are discussing.

is the Hamiltonian of the system.

is the associated Lie generator, which is split into two easily solvable parts

I a = -/p2 ; L2 = -mix3.
I 0

First-order symmetric factorization results in

exp(L) ~ exp(-lp2)exp(-mlx3)exp(-lp2) (77)
4 6 4

We see that we have approximated the long sextupole by a drift space of length 1/2 a
sextupole kick |mx 2 and another drift of 1/2. In this case, the first order symmetric
factorization corresponds to the thin lens approximation. If we would proceed to the next
order, this would correspond to a numerical integration according to Simpson's rule.

The procedures discussed here have been applied with great success for particle
tracking for the SSC [3].

6 CONCLUSION

The methods of Differential Algebra and Lie Algebra helped to make fast particle
tracking with truncated polynomial maps feasible. So far, good results have been obtained
when the methods have been tested in particle tracking for the SSC, LHC and HERA [3]
[4]-

However map tracking is far from being completely explored or exploited. In partic-
ular, it could be useful to apply maps in conjunction with additional effects which affect
the stability of particle motion in nonlinear fields. One example is the influence of tune
modulation, which requires a large number of turns to be tracked. Another interesting
application would be to include the particle spin in the tracking to investigate depolari-
sation effects in polarized beams [19]. The tools to attack these interesting and relevant
issues are available now.
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LONGITUDINAL BEAM DYNAMICS

W. Pirkl
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
An overview of longitudinal beam dynamics is given based on a
Hamiltonian treatment of longitudinal motion. Emphasis is put on the
conditions in circular accelerators; the differences with respect to linear
accelerators are briefly mentioned.

1 . ENERGY GAIN OF PARTICLES

1.1 Acceleration by electric fields and transit time factor

Acceleration of particles by electric fields is the predominant method to achieve the
required energy gain.

Continuous DC electric fields are used in "electrostatic" (pre)accelerators. Insulation
becomes a major problem since it is necessary to provide an electrode capable of holding a
voltage equal to the total kinetic energy of the particle. The maximum kinetic particle energy is
therefore limited to about 20 Mega-eV, even if tricks are applied such as charge inversion in the
"Tandem" configuration.

Conversely the use of RF fields permits the adding of an arbitrary number of accelerating
gaps to act on the beam, without summing the total voltage on an electrode. This is possible
due to the "skin effect" (separating the inside volume of RF resonators from the outside world)
together with the "cut-off frequency" of transmission in the vacuum chamber (separating the
individual RF cavities). The electric field is no longer continuous but becomes sinusoidal with
alternating half-periods of acceleration and deceleration. As a consequence the beam becomes
structured in individual bunches, also the energy gain is reduced by the so-called transit time
factor. Large particle accelerators with end energies up to the TeV range rely exclusively on this
method of energy transfer to the beam.

Consider a typical accelerating gap and related electric field strength at one particular
moment in time (Fig. 1). Far away from the axis the cavity geometry corresponds to a flat disk
capacitor with uniform field strength Ez(z) as depicted by die rectangular curve on top of the
right side. The field pattern becomes bell-shaped as the axis is approached where the field
penetrates partially into the vacuum chamber (bottom). These patterns are valid for a static field
or for a snapshot within the RF cycle.

The energy gain of a particle of charge q traversing the gap is in general

with

i.e. the field pattern Ez{r,z) discussed above is as a whole multiplied by a sinusoidal time
dependence. Zero time corresponds by definition to the instant where the particle is situated in
the mid-gap plane.
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Hot disk, T~0.83
(r»o)

edge, T~0.54
)

a) General geometry b) Field pattern and transit time
factor T for g = /3A/3

Fig. 1 Electric field in accelerating gap (adapted from [1])

If the particle spends an infinitely small fraction of the RF cycle time within the field
region, the time factor sin (co^ + <f) is everywhere uniform and can, as a constant factor, be
taken out and put in front of the integral. Under this condition it makes no difference whether
the field pattern is rectangular or bell shaped as long as the area under the curve (i.e. the gap or
cavity voltage Vcav = \EZ dz) is the same. The energy gain can then be maximized by choosing
the moment of maximum field for the passage of the particle, i.e. for <p = 90° (or n/2,
respectively).

For a beam passage time that is not infinitely short with respect to the RF cycle the beam
"sees" an instantaneous field whose local pattern is multiplied by a varying time factor (Fig. 2).
The energy gain is then a function of the panicle velocity; its value expressed in eV is certainly
smaller than the achievable maximum (i.e. the gap voltage) since the full RF amplitude can only
be seen at one particular moment and not during the whole passage through the gap.

This effect is usually described by the transit time factor which is defined as

energy gain of particle with velocity v = fie

maximum energy gain (particle with velocity v -> oo)

It can be shown that T does not depend on the instant at which a particle crosses this gap. In
other words the relative loss in acceleration voltage is the same for any RF phase (p.

For the simple case of uniform electric field across the gap and under the assumption that
the particle velocity is constant the transit time factor is easily derived analytically as

fg
sin —£-

U 2
co_g_
v2

W l t h

CO 27lf It

The shorter the gap length g with respect to the beam wavelength /3A (i.e. the distance the beam
travels during one RF period) the higher the transit time factor. Note that the exposure to the
RF field is shortest at rhe bore edge. On-axis particles encounter longer effective gap length,
their transit time factor and energy gain is therefore smaller than for peripheral panicles. This
can lead to beam dilution and synchrotron-betatron coupling with subsequent instabilities if the
beam occupies an excessive fraction of the gap diameter.
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Approximations are in widespread use to express the transit time factor for real RF field
patterns: the influence of the beam pipe and of the curvature radius at the bore edge are taken
into account by a larger effective gap length, the radial field dependence by the Bessel function
IQ. These methods are largely superseded by numerical integration of the fields on and off axis
in computer programs like SUPERFISH or MAFIA that allow to calculate all relevant cavity
and gap parameters with high precision.

It should be pointed out that the overall transit time factor of multigap structures depends
critically on proper synchronization of the beam passage between individual gaps. On top of
the transit time factor of the individual gaps there may be an additional reduction factor that
takes synchronization errors into account. Figure 2 gives an example of optimum
synchronization between two gaps whose spacing of /3A/2 corresponds exacdy to the distance
the particle runs during 1/2 RF period.

Time factor
sin (ut-f90-)

Fig. 2 Space-time diagram for a particle in a pA/2 structure, for very short gaps (rectangular
field pattern) and RFQ (sinusoidal field pattern).

The energy gain for a cavity with peak RF voltage VCav and RF phase <p is given by the
so-called "Panofsky" equation

The transit time factor is normally of little concern in circular accelerators. It may become
critical in Linacs, especially in bunches for low-velocity ion beams, where the inherent transit
time factor can be as low as a few percent if no corrective action is taken.
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1.2 Acceleration by magnetic fields: the "Betatron" voltage

Circular machines use a magnetic "bending" field to keep the particles on orbit. If the
machine is an accelerator (as opposed to a storage ring at constant energy) there is a
programmed increase in particle energy that has to be driven by a certain amount of RF voltage
Facc presented to the particles during one turn. On the other hand the increasing particle
momentum leads to increasing beam rigidity that has to be compensated by a rising magnetic
field .5. It can be shown that the rate of rise of B, commonly designated as 5 dot, is related to
the voltage Vacc by the relation

Vacc = £dot-2-7T-/?-p

where R represents the average radius of the orbit and p the magnetic bending radius
(p < = R because of a magnet filling factor (magnet length)/(lattice length) of the machine).

Bdot will in mm induce along the particle orbit a "betatron" voltage Vb that has a tendency
to accelerate the beam:

where b is the average equivalent magnet thickness. The fictive area 2-%-R-b would enclose,
for the nominal magnetic induction at nominal orbit, the same total flux as generated by the real
magnet geometry. A precise derivation has to take orbit variations for different energies into
account as presented in [2].

It follows that

The length b is approximately one half of the magnet dimension in transverse direction, further
reduced by the magnet filling factor, i.e. of the order of less than one metre. On the other hand
p may be as large as hundreds of meters or even kilometres. In conclusion the betatron voltage
can be safely neglected in comparison with the accelerating voltage (and even more in
comparison with the peak RF voltage per turn) for all but very small machines.

Historically the acceleration by varying magnetic fields was actually used in the (fairly
small) "Betatron" machines from where the name was adopted.

1.3 Overall accelerating voltage per turn

For circular machines all parameters are usually referred to a complete turn. In the
presence of N cavities delivering VCav each the total RF voltage per tum is therefore

The second term can usually be neglected.

On U:c other hand there are effects like beam loading and space charge that tend to rexluce
the app jr\"..".i ;< .ailable RF voltage. It is supposed that these influences are also kept negligibly
small.

Unless otherwise noted, it is assumed in what follows that the RF voltage can be
represented by a single sinusoid of amplitude Vt. This is a realistic assumption for the majority
of practical situations and allows a transparent presentation.
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2 . DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF BEAM MOTION

2.1 Variables

The beam motion is in this context represented by a single particle whose dynamics are, in
good approximation, described by a second-order non-linear differential equation. As usual
this equation can be broken down into two equations of order one for further treatment.

There is a range of possibilities for the selection of the two variables. To apply
Hamiltonian treatment the two variables have to be canonically related which restricts but not
determines the choice; a thorough discussion and derivation can be found in Ref. [3].

What follows is based on the set

i.e. on the one hand the particle energy deviation AE divided by the RF harmonic number h and
angular revolution frequency co0 , on the other hand the particle phase <p. Both quantities are
referred to the synchronous particle, i.e. the reference particle of nominal energy and position
for which the basic machine parameters are designed and orbit equilibrium conditions satisfied.

2.2 Time derivative of the particle energy

The phase of the particle is defined by

<p = jcoRF dt-h-©~h-O)0-t-h-@

where 0 stands for the azimuthal position of the particle with respect to some geometric datum
point, h for the RF harmonic number. It is well known that the RF system usually works at a
multiple h of the revolution frequency, e.g. to allow more than one single bunch to be
simultaneously on orbit, or to implement the best compromise between beam dynamics and RF
hardware.

Note that the phases are referred to the RF frequency of h times the angular revolution
frequency co0 of the particles rather than to coQ itself. A particle with nominal revolution time
not subject to synchrotron oscillations keeps the same phase <p everywhere on the orbit.
Inversely the quantity jco0 dt can be thought of as a rotating phasor whose passage at some
azimuth in the machine marks the positive zero crossing of the RF sinusoid at that spot and
allows to calibrate the particle's time of passage in terms of a phase at

The energy gain accumulated during one turn by a particle of charge q and phase <p is

A£, = V, • q • sin <p

Under the assumption that this process happens smoothly and continuously over one tum one
can write

Referring to h co0 and forming the difference to the synchronous particle of phase <j>s leads to
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— = -(sin 0 - sin d)-
dty hcoQ J 2K V

and finally

7 - =^T-(sin0-sin0,) (2.1)
dt\ha>Q) 2K

Remarks:

* It is important to include the possible variation of co0 in the time derivative (i.e. include it in
the left-hand bracket), rather than treat it as a constant (and place it outside that bracket).
Different orbits lead on the one hand to different energy gains due to the different betatron
voltage, on the other hand to different revolution times. It is demonstrated in [1] that these two
effects precisely cancel if the ratio of AE/co0 is considered. This specific result is a direct
confirmation of the general arguments concerning the choice of canonically related variables
discussed in [2].

* For ion accelerators where the charge-to-mass ratio is in general different from the proton
there are two possibilities to express masses, energies and charges:

- Either they are referred to the full ion, the "bullet" consisting of a certain number of unit
masses combined with some other number of unit charges (this leads to high figures for
the particle energy),

- or everything is referred to the mass and rest energy of a single nucleon, with
proportionally reduced charge that becomes smaller than unity (all figures then stated as
"per nucleon"). The latter approach is generally preferred, although some confusion may
occasionally occur when operating computer programs based on the other system. ,

2.3 Time derivative of the particle phase

The aim is to evaluate the phase change of a particle as a function of energy. Consider

first the change in particle travel time Tas a function of the orbit length C and velocity v

dx_ _ dC _ dv

t C v

In an accelerator the change of orbit length C as a function of particle momentum p is an

important characteristic of the magnetic lattice known as "momentum compaction factor" ap.

d£= dp_

Relativistic kinematics yield relations between the derivatives of p (particle normalized

momentum), /(particle nomalized energy) and (i (particle normalized velocity)

dp I dy , dB 1 dy
— = —r—*- and — = ——• —
p p2 y p p2y2 y

Substituting them into the above formula leads to
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dx _ r\ dy

The term rj is sometimes also referred to as "phase slip factor".

On the other hand the relation between particle phase and travel time referred to one tum
reads

d(j> dx ,, _ , dx
— = — , or d(b = 27th—

<p x x
Combining yields

P 2 7

Assuming that the process is smooth and uniform during one tum leads to

dtp . 77 dy 77 AE

dt ° ° p2 7 ° j32 E

Referring the deviation to the synchronous particle of phase <ps and energy Es

Expanding the right side by hco0 for normalization leads to the final result

Remarks:

According to the above definition, the phase slip factor 77 starts at a value of +(1 - ap) for
low energies (y ~ 1) and tends to a value of -ap for very high energies (7 » 1). The
energy at which 77 necessarily crosses zero is called "transition energy yt" and the simple
relation holds

T7 = 0 = - T - a p or a. = — hence 77 = — — -

(This does not imply that one and the same yt is valid over the full energy range; ap and
Jir may well vary over the machine cycle).

77 is frequently defined with the opposite sign, i.e. as negative below transition and
positive above. That is most often the case in the context of large machines whose
operating range is exclusively above transition.
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2.4 Hamiltonian

Equations (2.1) and (2.2) describe the motion of a single particle in the phase space; they
are repeated below for convenience.

d( AE] q Vt. . .
—\ = — L ( s i n 0
dt{hcoQ) IK v

Because of the various simplifications made the accuracy of these equations is limited but
normally sufficient for at least short-term simulations and predictions.

The two time derivatives may of course be combined into one single differential equation
of second order but this formal operation does not facilitate the numerical integration nor
significantly enhance the physical insight. On the other hand forming the Hamiltonian allows to
invoke the principles of preservation of phase space and of energy which opens the door for
very illustrative interpretations.

The function H assigned to equations (2.1) and (2.2) reads

^ ' ) +f~£ -cos^-0sin& + cos0J + 0Jsin& (2.3)

Part A is the direct integration of the bracket \s\n(p -sm<ps)a<p of Eq. (2.1), part B the same
expression evaluated for <p = <ps i.e. a constant. It brings the Hamiltonian to zero for a particle
with energy deviation A£ = 0 at phase <ps. This is the equilibrium position, both time
derivatives vanish at this point, the synchronous particle remains therefore at rest.

The canonically conjugate variables x,y of a Hamiltonian H have to satisfy the relations

dx dt dy dt

This condition is met for the above set as can be seen by differentiation

In addition, the dimension of an area element in phase space defined by the two variables is
[energy/(l/time)]-[l] = [energy-time] i.e. an "action" so that all formal requirements concerning
a Hamiltonian are satisfied. Strictly speaking this is in essence an a posteriori justification for
the legitimate choice of these two variables.

The expression for the Hamiltonian can be simplified
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2ich
-cos0 (2.4)

The two terms of this Hamiltonian are of the same structure as those of a simple haimonic
oscillator like a pendulum:

- the first term is proportional 10 the square of one canonical variable and can be assimilated
to the kinetic energy K = mv /2 of the mechanical equivalent,

- the second term is a function of the second canonical variable and can be assimilated to the
potential energy. It can be easily shown that U((p) represents, apart from a scale factor,
the energy needed to displace the particle of charge q from its equilibrium position (ps to
position 0 against a restoring force q • u, • (sin <p - sin <ps).

The Hamiltonian in this form is another expression for the total energy of the particle; in a
conservative system this total energy has to remain constant. For a known initial position in
phase space the Hamiltonian (or total energy) is a constant of motion that has to remain
unchanged along a trajectory even though the individual amounts of kinetic and potential energy
may be interchanged.

Although the factor hco0 has now disappeared from the expression (2.4) it must be kept in
mind that the canonically related energy variable is still A£/(/i co0) rather than the bare A£
appearing in the formula.

Figure 3 gives a qualitative view of the relation between RF voltage (top), potential
energy (middle) and phase space (bottom). The RF voltage is supposed to be a pure sinusoid,
with a synchronous particle at phase <ps. The corresponding RF voltage Vacc covers the energy
per turn that has to be invested into the particle to follow the acceleration rate, and to replenish
losses e.g. by synchrotron radiation. The synchronous particle is thus energetically at
equilibrium.

As mentioned above the energy needed to displace the particle from the equilibrium
position corresponds to a potential energy. This figure is in turn proportional to the area under
the curve displaying the voltage difference VRF - Vacc , its numerical value is plotted in the
middle curve.

Suppose that a particle is displaced from equilibrium (0 = 0,; A£ = 0; H = 0) to the
position (0 = 0*; AE = 0; H = / / * ) . Released from there the particle follows a trajectory in
phase space for which H = H*.

= zero 2Kh

At any phase 0 the potential energy can be directly evaluated via f/(0); the difference with
respect to H* must correspond to the kinetic part, therefore

H = H* = £-£. • UU *) = I-IL(A£)2

2nh KV ' 2PEK JUU ) (A£) +
2nh KV ' 2PEK J 2nh

(2.5)
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This is the general equation of a trajectory in phase space for a particle starting with initial phase
deviation 0*.

Vottoqe

3a: RF
1112\ waveform

3b: Potential
*u 3.H2' energy U

3c: Phase
space

Fig. 3 RF voltage (a), potential function U (b), phase space (c)

A 3-D view of the Hamiltonian is given in Fig. 4 below. The bold trace (intersection of
the Hamiltonian with plane A£ = 0) represents the potential energy of Fig. 3b. A trajectory in
phase space corresponds to H = const. In other words, the trajectories are the contour lines of
that surface (or rather the projections thereof to the horizontal <p - AE plane).
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Fig. 4 3D-view of the Hamiltonian

There are two fixed or equilibrium points, namely at {<p = <t>s, AE = 0) and

(<l> = 7r-^s, AE = 0). At both points the time derivative of the two canonical variables is zero.
This can be seen by evaluation of the differential equations (2.1) and (2.2), or by noting that the
tangent plane to the Hamiltonian in 3D representation is horizontal. The former point is a true
minimum, the contour lines around it are closed, it is a stable or "elliptical" fixed point. The
latter, however, is a saddle point; the -contour lines around it are not closed, it is therefore an
unstable or "hyperbolic" fixed point.

3 . STABILITY LIMITS: THE "(FULL) BUCKET"

One may ask how far a particle can be displaced from the stable phase <ps and still remain
linked to the synchronous particle. Looking at Fig. 3a it can be seen that the restoring force
proportional to VRF - Vacc changes sign at <Pu-n-fs and that the potential function U is at its
maximum value there. As explained above, this point is at unstable equilibrium; it represents
one limit of the stable region that is commonly referred to as the "bucket".

If a particle is released from within the stable region in the immediate vicinity of this point
it will first convert all energy from potential into kinetic on its way to <ps, then recover all energy
from kinetic back to potential on the way from (f)s to the other limiting point (j)\ where it comes
again to rest. In other words the point of the lower limiting phase is characterized by the same
potential energy as the known point of upper limiting phase. The stable region is therefore
limited by the phases

<pu = n — <ps (direct evaluation)

• U (implicit equation)

T h e difference (j>u - (pt is called the "bucket width".

It has been mentioned that the potential energy for any phase can be represented by the
area under the curve V R F - V a c c . At the lower limiting phase this area is therefore the same as
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the area at the upper limiting phase (see Fig. 3a ). This allows a rapid qualitative evaluation of
the position of <p\.

The maximum energy deviation A£ at phase § - <j>s is known as "bucket (half) height" and
can be evaluated from Eq. (2.5). Since the potential function U is zero at the equilibrium phase
it follows

with

Bucket width and bucket half height are the extreme points in phase and in energy
deviation that characterize the "separatrix", the closed curve that define the stable region or
"bucket" where off-phase or off-energy particles rotate around the synchronous particle.
Particles outside may vibrate between adjacent buckets for some time before they are definitely
lost by contact with the vacuum chamber.

The equation of the separatrix between these extreme points is a special case of Eq. (2.5)
where U(<p *) = U{<pu) = U, or

The index x refers to the separatrix.

The area A enclosed by the separatrix, known as "bucket area" for obvious reasons, has a
special significance since it represents the longitudinal acceptance of a machine. As an area
enclosed by a trajectory and expressed in canonical units (0, A£ / {h • ct)0)) it should in principle
be invariant (the apparent paradox that it changes nevertheless during acceleration will be
discussed in section 4.6). Using the symmetry around the 0 axis and converting into canonical
units one has

The expanded analytical expression for (3.3) is very complicated since the lower integration
limit is an elaborate function of the stable phase angle 0^. The area of a general bucket is
therefore related to the area of the stationary bucket Ay which can be obtained analytically as
explained below; the mediating scale factor a(<ps) is evaluated by numerical integration. The
symbols Y and a are de facto reserved names in early litterature, together with i" = sin<ps which
was generally used as the independent quantity. The functions Y(T) and a (F) are widely
tabulated; a transcript of Y(#y) and a((f>s) is given in annex 1..

The different systems of units used to express the bucket parameters deserve special
mention. The canonically related parameters (AEM coo) for the energy deviation and 0 for the
longitudinal position are mandatory for theoretical considerations but not well suited for
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practical applications. Machine related parameters like radial position or RF frequency shift are
sometimes used instead of the energy variable. With the increasing importance of multiple ring
machines which necessitate beam transfers between rings of radically different propenies there
is growing consensus to use machine independent parameters to characterize beams (the
"bunches") and acceptances (the "buckets"). These units are time t for the abscissa and A£ for
the ordinate.

Note that the bucket area expressed in (r, A£) units is numerically and dimensionally the
same as that expressed in the canonical units (0,A£ / (h- co0)). The reason is that the
conversion factor (h-co0) is used for the abscissa and l/(h-co0) for the ordinate such that the
multiplication results in the same area expressed in [eV-sec].

3.1 The stationary bucket

A special case is a bucket whose stable phase angle <(>s is zero, i.e. a bucket whose

acceleration voltage is zero. Its upper limiting phase is (pu = 180°-0°= +180° (or n) and by
symmetry around the stable phase it follows immediately that the lower limiting phase
0! =-180° (or -n). Its separatrix is also symmetric about 0S and has the shape of a cosine

(since ^Yz = U(<p) = -^0.5(1-cos(x)) = cos(2 * x) j . This fact allows to evaluate the stationary

bucket area by inspection as

(3.4)
i ncaQ j n (ICOQ nco0 y 77 nn

with bucket half height A£y

Ift2i/ n V F- _

(3.5)
] nh

where the index y refers to the stationary case.

The stationary bucket has, for given machine parameters and RF voltage, the largest
height and largest area. It is therefore often used in graphs and tables as a reference point for
other stable phase angles. The fact that the bucket width extends over 360° or 2K permits (at
least in theory and for ideally adiabatic processes) to capture continuous beams with 100%
efficiency. This is the reason why the injection of a Linac into a synchrotron is normally
performed at "flat bottom", i.e. a magnetic bending field that is constant in time. Then Bdot =
£/acc = 0 allowing implementation of (ps = 0.

3.2 The partial bucket

All the above limiting quantities refer to the "full" bucket, i.e. to the full extent of the
stable area. In practice the stable area is very rarely fully used in order to avoid particle losses.
It is usually of more interest to know how far a beam of a given size (or area or longitudinal
emittance) is away from these limits in order to evaluate the loss rate e.g. in a storage ring. It
should be mentioned in this context that the "emittance" of a multi-particle beam is a statistical
quantity and that the percentage of particles contained in a "limiting" contour depends strongly
on their spatial distribution. The bucket limits in phase and in energy have usually to be three to
four times the RMS dimensions of the beam to comprise some 98% of the total intensity. These
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facts have to be kept in mind when speaking of the limits of a beam or of a bucket that are
characterized by the orbit of a single particle.

The orbits of a particle around the stable phase and within the separatrix are closed curves
for which the corresponding Hamiltonian is a constant of motion. Equation (2.5) describes
directly the limiting trajectory whose upper limiting phase is 0*. The lower limiting phase,
maximum energy deviation and partial bucket area can be obtained from this formula in analogy
to the procedure described for the full bucket.

Of particular interest is the region immediately around the point of stable equilibrium
where the potential function for a small phase deviation ¥ can be approximated by

C/(^) = xFsin^ + cos0,-cos(05 +
 v F) - -^^ - v F 2 +. . . (3.6)

There is obviously no linear term since the potential function has an extremum at (j)s. The

corresponding peak energy deviation AEy is then

or

AE,, _ /fry qV,E0-cos^

This ratio is constant in the vicinity of the stable equilibrium point. It can be easily seen that in
this region the energy spread of the partial bucket relative to the full bucket is

or in particular for the stationary case

A£

In other words: in a partial stationary bucket the phase deviation 0.1 rad (or 5.7°) corresponds
to an energy deviation of 0.05 (or 5%) of the full bucket height.

The dimensions of full and partial buckets are best evaluated numerically. Even a
standard programmable pocket calculator, preferably with built-in root-finding and integration
routines, can be coded to deliver fast and accurate results without the trouble and sources of
error involved with the use of normalized graphs and tables.

4 . DYNAMICS OF THE PARTICLE TRAJECTORY

4.1 Evolution of particle position with time

So far the trajectories in phase space have been described without consideration of time,
i.e. without mention how far a particle will move from different positions in a given time
interval. To obtain this information the time derivatives of the canonical variables have to be
integrated by numerical methods. It is known beforehand that
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the direction of motion follows a contour line of the Hamiltonian, i.e. proceeds
orthogonally to its gradient,

the velocity of motion \ds/dt\ in a phase space of coordinates p, g is proportional to the
magnitude of the Hamiltonian's gradient at any given point since

dt -ISW-lfH-fJ-
Some examples of particle dynamics are given below. The plots have been obtained

through numerical Runge-Kutta integration.

Figure 5 depicts the trajectory of particles during 1/8 of a "synchrotron" period after they
started at the same time from different phases. The evolution of the particles is shown in a
stationary and an accelerating bucket, for the same RF voltage per turn. In both cases the
particles close to the stable phase rotate at sensibly the same angular frequency but slow
gradually down when approaching the unstable fixed point. This phenomenon will be
examined in more detail in section 4.2 below.

-180' '+180-

a) Stationary bucket b) Accelerating bucket

Fig. 5 Evolution of particle position

It can also be seen that the motion outside the separatrix is still orderly and not a priory a
forbidden area for momentary beam gymnastics, provided that the bunch can be repositioned
inside the separatrix before it migrates into neighbouring buckets.

In analogy to the transverse phase space the longitudinal properties of a beam are often
idealized as an ellipse. Equations (2.1) together with (2.2) transform such ellipses into ellipses
as long as the coefficients are linear, i.e. as long as the synchrotron frequency of all their
constituents is uniform; otherwise a distortion of the beam boundaries occurs as illustrated in
Fig. 6a for three different emittances. The initial beam is shown in dotted lines, the final beam
in full lines. The process shown is the so-called "(non-adiabatic) bunch rotation" during 1/4 of
a synchrotron period. It exchanges bunch length and energy spread and is often used in either
direction. Figures 6b and 6c illustrate the surprising fact that bunch rotation can be carried out
not only on stationary but also on accelerating buckets, with vinually the same distortion. This
can be used to advantage in linear accelerating structures.
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a) Stationary bucket b) Accelerating bucket <ps =0.4 c) Accelerating bucket <ps = 0.6

Fig. 6 Bunch rotation

Another standard beam gymnastics procedure is shown in Fig. 7, namely bunch
lengthening by evolution around the unstable fixed point. Note that the distortions occur in
different directions which opens the possibility of some compensation if the two processes are
carried out consecutively.

Fig. 7 Bunch elongation near unstable fixed point

4.2 Evaluation of the synchrotron frequency using the Hamiltonian

The frequency of revolution in phase space is known as the "synchrotron" frequency/syn.
For the evaluation of the time t needed for one full turn one stans with the equation obtained
from simplification of (2.2)

dt
• = - c o n • h • V &E

or

with

co0hri A£
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The phase is chosen as the independent variable and the corresponding energy deviation
obtained from the Hamiltonian, whose initial value Y~ at the upper limit (pu can be evaluated
immediately through the potential energy function. The time needed for one full turn is then

(4.1)

0. 0.

For the vicinity of the stable fixed point the integral reduces to

0- 0.

J ^JY2-u[<p) J ffV-*) jcostfc J V l -x 2

Hence

2nE0

hqV, cos (ps

or

— = f =
Jsyn.O

7? hqV, cos <ps

y ' 2nE0

(4.2)

This synchrotron frequency/Syn_o is constant in the immediate vicinity of the stable fixed point.
In regions where the approximation (3.6) does not hold the synchrotron frequency is in general
lower. This can be implied from the fact that the ratio (energy deviation) /( phase deviation)
decreases with distance from the stable phase point with the consequence that the revolution
time according to equation (4.1) increases. The analytical expression becomes too complicated
for direct interpretation and numerical evaluation is used instead.

Figure 8 gives the synchrotron frequency as a function of the phase deviation for a
stationary bucket. The result of the approximation by the first terms of a truncated series given
in [1] is shown for comparison. Note that the synchrotron frequency tends to zero if the
particle approaches the separatrix.

To funher investigate this effect, the vector field in the immediate vicinity of the two fixed
points is shown in Fig. 9. The phase derivative (upper formula) is obtained directly from Eq.
(2.2); the energy derivative (lower formula) by linearization of Eq. (2.1) or by differentiation
of (3.6). The fact that the sign of the latter is different for the two fixed points leads to radically
different particle orbits:

- around the stable fixed point (left) the orbits are closed locally. Both the orbit lengths and
the orbit velocities decrease in proportion when approaching the fixed point, such that the
revolution time (hence the synchrotron frequency) remains constant.

- around the unstable fixed point (right) the orbits are not closed locally but around the
separatrix, with virtually constant lengths. When approaching the unstable fixed point the
orbit velocities tend to zero, and in absence of the compensation mechanism described
above the revolution times tend to infinite.
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Truncoted
/series

6CT 90' 120" 15CT 1651 180'

Fig. 8 Synchrotron frequency vs. phase of trajectory (stationary bucket)

Fig. 9 Time derivatives along axes in the vicinity of a) stable fixed point, b) unstable fixed point

A v/ord of caution concerning the numerical evaluation of the synchrotron frequency.
The function to be integrated comprises poles at the two limiting phases <pu and fa since the

corresponding AE is zero, hence 1 / VA£ infinite; numerical integration routines invariably
stumble over these singularities. The solution is to integrate numerically only to the immediate
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neighbourhood of the poles and add the result of analytical integration from there on, using the
fact that dx IV* = V* / 2 which remains finite.

4.3 Beam dynamics above transition

Up to now all considerations supposed tacitly a beam below transition, i.e. in the region
where the factor 77 > 0. From a formal point of view the transition crossing implies the change
of the sign of r\ and hence of the right hand side of Eq. (2.2). The major consequence is the
reversal of rotation sense in phase space, from counter-clockwise to clockwise, together the
exchange of stable and unstable fixed point positions. The dynamics above transition are thus
mirror images of the conditions below transition (see Fig. 10 below). All numerical results
obtained for a given I77I remain valid.

RF
waveform

transition

Fig. 10 Beam dynamics below and above transition

The particle motion comes to a complete stop at transition due to the reversal of the
rotation sense, and is gradually increased or decreased around that energy. The transition
crossing necessitates an RF phase jump by ( 1 8 0 - 2 (ps) degrees. Special operating procedures
like multiple phase jumps or an abrupt change of the machine tune (the so-called "gamma-
transition jump") are often used to minimize beam losses and blowup during the process. At
transition the synchrotron frequency and beam length tend towards zero and the energy spread
towards infinite. A more detailed description can be found in [4].
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4.4 Multifrequency RF voltage

In accelerators or storage rings there is in general one single RF frequency used at a time
to accelerate or to hold the beam. For special purposes a second frequency may be added to
shorten or lengthen the beam or to modify the structure of the energy spread.

Figure 11 shows as example the influence of a third-harmonic "Landau" cavity whose aim
is to increase the energy spread at the core of the bunch to provide "Landau" damping. Starting
with no harmonic content (left), the percentage of the third harmonic is increased to 33.3%
(mid) for a maximally flat RF waveform at the centre and to 50% (right) for reversal of the RF
slope at the stable phase of 0°.

Fig. 11 Buckets for multi-frequency RF voltage (third harmonic),
a) 0%, b) 33%, c) 50% harmonic

For the case of the maximally flat RF waveform, the synchrotron frequency at the bunch
centre becomes zero. It then increases to a maximum before decreasing again to zero at the
boundary. The aim is to eliminate the area of uniform synchrotron frequency at the centre of the
bunch, increase the local energy spread and therefore to enlarge the beam stability limit.

If the harmonic content is further increased the slope of the RF waveform is reversed and
the hitherto stable point becomes a locally unstable singularity. Two sub-buckets are created in
which particles circulate in stable trajectories.

Full analytical treatment of the parameters becomes very involved and numerical methods
are used instead. The general approach remains the same as before, namely the establishment
of a Hamiltonian via the potential function U that has to take the other components of the RF
waveform into account. The power of single-panicle analysis is however limited and multi-
particle tracking codes and finally experiments are an essential part of the design process.
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Note that the RF frequencies involved need not be harmonically related to each other. It is
sufficient that both are a multiple of the revolution frequency.

4.5 Adiabatic damping of phase oscillations

A conservative system for which a Hamiltonian can be formulated has a very important
property, namely the preservation of phase space which is also known as Liouville's theorem.
It states that the volume of an element in phase space remains constant during subsequent
adiabatic transformations.

The volume element in phase space comprises in general 3 * 2 = 6 dimensions. It is
however supposed here that longitudinal and transverse dynamics are independent from each
other and that a longitudinal phase space of only two dimensions can be considered separately
from the rest (an assumption not valid for electron machines). With this premise in mind
Liouville's theorem states that the adjacent surface elements constituting a beam may change in
form but not in area during their journey along a trajectory. They behave like an incompressible
fluid.

An even more remarkable corollary states that also the area of a closed trajectory remains
constant provided all changes occur only adiabatically, i.e. infinitely slowly in comparison with
the time needed for one complete turn. This is known as the theorem of Boltzmann-Ehrenfest.
The Hamiltonian itself may change by orders of magnitude but provided these changes are
adiabatic the area enclosed by a trajectory is preserved.

Consider a small partial bucket with phase deviation y/ in immediate vicinity of the stable
fixed point. The corresponding energy deviation follows from Eq. (3.7)

qV,E0-cosfa
2nh

or

The partial bucket boundary is an ellipse. Its area A in canonical coordinates is

hco0 hcoo

or rearranged

1/4

(4.3)

On the other hand

_ 2nf5ca _ /Jc0

°}°~~2^R~~~R
or

—£• = -2- = const (4.4)
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The only term in Eq. (4.3) that changes during acceleration is therefore the factor 77/7. Since the
area enclosed by the trajectory remains constant for adiabatic changes of the machine parameters
it follows that

1/4

Starting from some initial value at injection the term 77/7 decreases steadily and becomes
zero at transition. The magnitude of the phase excursion of a particle (or the width of the bunch
it delimits) decreases accordingly hence die name "adiabatic damping of phase oscillations" for
this phenomenon.

This designation is however a misnomer since the term 77/7 increases again up to a certain
maximum after transition and so do the phase oscillations. A detailed discussion of this and of
the impact on the other beam parameters is given in [1].

The preservation of longitudinal emittance is not guaranteed for "mismatched" beams
whose boundaries do not correspond to a closed trajectory of the bucket. Consider the distorted
beam boundary after bunch rotation shown in Fig. 7 a. Since this boundary is obviously not a
closed trajectory of the bucket, the basic requirement for the application of the Boltzmann-
Ehrenfest theorem is not met. The bunch will not remain compact but will be "blown up" by
"filamentation" after a few dozen turns of synchrotron oscillations.

Note that Liouville's theorem no longer applies here: the exposure of a given beam to a
non-matched bucket is equivalent to an abrupt, non-adiabatic change of the former bucket
parameters that shaped the bunch to the new conditions. The beam will not remain compact but
will be infested by voids between batches of particles. This process has been compared to the
- generally irreversible - transformation of a fixed volume of incompressible liquid into foam.

4.6 Non-preservation of full bucket area; effect of the "golf club"

The area of a stationary bucket as given by Eq. (3.4) is not constant for a given particle
and fixed RF voltage, but changes during acceleration in proportion to the factor \r\ / 7I
taking (4.4) into account. This is also true for an accelerating bucket whose area is linked to the
area of the stationary bucket by the constant scale factor a(<ps).

The bucket area should in principle remain constant according to the Boltzmann-
Ehrenfest theorem since its boundary, the separatrix, is a closed trajectory of the bucket. The
fact that this area changes nevertheless during acceleration can be explained as a consequence of
the violation of adiabaticity: since one turn around the separatrix lasts infinitely long there is no
process that can possibly be slow in comparison.

The factor |r// y\ increases steadily during the acceleration process between injection
and transition. The bucket area increases in proportion and the question arises from where the
additional surface elements could come. The speculation is that even if adiabaticity is clearly
violated for one complete turn around the separatrix, it might still be satisfied for most of the
phase space since the slowing down of the synchrotron frequency is caused by the dynamics
around an isolated singularity, namely the unstable fixed point. In that case the phase space
preservation according to Liouville's theorem would still be valid everywhere else and some
areas outside the separatrix could be identified that contribute to the build-up of bucket area.

Multi-particle tracking studies confirm this hypothesis. The area that crosses the "static"
separatrix and penetrates into the formerly closed bucket area is situated in an elongated band
above the unstable fixed point, giving the "dynamic" separatrix the characteristic shape of a golf
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club. It is intuitively evident that a bucket that is moving towards higher energies may be able
to capture additional particles whose energy is higher than nominal, i.e. rather those situated
above the separatrix than those situated below.

A more detailed description of these effects is given in [1], considering also the zone of
shrinking bucket size above transition.

5 . LINACS

5.1 Differential equations

The concepts for circular accelerators exposed in the previous paragraphs remain in
principle valid for the longitudinal beam dynamics in linear accelerators (linacs). The major
differences are briefly

- the reference length is now the distance L between adjacent accelerating cells rather than
the length of a non-existing closed orbit,

- the quantity q Vt refers to the energy gain per cell taking the transit time factor in due
account (this factor may become very critical at low energies),

- there is no physical mechanism that varies the average orbit length of a particle between
cells as a function of its instantaneous energy, so formally the momentum compaction
factor ap is equal to zero and the phase slip factor 77 —»1 / y2.

- the frequency of acceleration/is fixed so the individual cell lengths L have to be modified
in correspondence with the varying relative velocity /3,

- under these circumstances it is more convenient to take the distance s along the linac axis
as the independent variable rather than time,

- a convenient pair of canonically related variables is the normalized particle energy 7
together with the phase 0,

- in a Linac environment it is usual to count phases from the top of the accelerating
waveform rather than from positive zero crossing (see also annex 1). The convention
used in synchrotrons is nevertheless maintained here.

The equivalent of equations (2.1) and (2.2) is

( ) (5.1)

7
ds

together with the Hamiltonian ( 5 - 3 )

Bucket length and height, bucket area and a spatial synchrotron "frequency" can be derived
from these equations as in the case of circular accelerators.

The effects of non-adiabaticity are particularly pronounced in the first cells of a linear
accelerator where the ratio (energy gain per cell / total energy) is usually quite high.
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5.2 Non-relativistic vs relativistic linacs

A rough classification of linacs is based on the normalized velocity jS of the particles they
accelerate:

— varying /3 < 1: "non-relativistic" linacs, for protons or very low-energy electrons. The
particle velocity varies appreciably in the machine, the cell lengths are variable. As a
result the proper phasing between accelerating gaps relies on a certain energy profile along
the axis which in turn depends on the cumulated energy gains at the upstream parts of the
machine. There is in general a characteristic threshold of the accelerating tank voltage
below which no acceleration is possible. At the threshold voltage the particles ride on the
crest of the accelerating waveform, the bucket size is just emerging from zero.

- /3 = 1: "(ultra)relativistic" linacs, mainly for electrons. The particle velocity is very close
to the velocity of light and virtually constant, the cell lengths are therefore fixed. The
proper phasing between cells is not dependent on an energy profile. As a consequence
the beam will be further accelerated by almost any cell voltage, the output energy can be
readily adjusted by the RF level or by addition/withdrawal of additional cells or tanks.

Full details are found in [2] and [5].

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This text is essentially the record of a 3-hour lecture on longitudinal beam dynamics at an
advanced but not specialist level. The intention was to emphasise the underlying principles
even if some mathematical tools like transformation of the Hamiltonian with reduced variables
had to be sacrificed.

The content is a subset of the material presented by Dr. G. Dome at an earlier meeting of the
CERN Accelerator School [2]. The specialist will find in that article a wealth of detailed
information which, together with the very complete list of references, represents the state-of-
the-art on the subject.
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ANNEX 1 BUCKET PARAMETERS
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Remark: T"-vo different definitions coexist for the stable phase angle phi:
-in circular accelerators, phi is counted from the zero crossing (symbol <t>s),
-in linacs, phi is counted from top (symbol (ps> where <ps = 90 - O s) .

The bucket width Ou - <$i is very close to 3* cps (law of " 3 cps" , see figure above).
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KINETIC THEORY
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Abstract
The treatment of the kinetic theory presented here concentrates on
the physical principles involved and on practical applications. It
does not pretend to give rigorous mathematical derivations. From
the conservation of the phase-space area - as stated by Liouville's
theorem - the Vlasov equation is derived. In the case of station-
ary conditions this equation states that the phase-space distribution
must be a function of the Hamiltonian only. This fact is a very pow-
erful tool for finding stationary distributions in certain conditions.
As an application the longitudinal distributions of the particles in a
non-linear RF wave form and in the presence of a potential well cre-
ated by a reactive impedance are derived. For the non-stationary
case we often use a perturbation method and write the Vlasov equa-
tion for a small deviation from the stationary distribution. In the
second part dissipative and random forces are investigated. Using
an intuitive approach the effects of such forces on the phase-space
area are taken into account and the Fokker-Planck equation is de-
rived. As an application the energy distribution of the particles is
evaluated for the dissipative and random effects due to the emis-
sion of synchrotron radiation. Often only global parameters such as
the rms energy spread are of interest. They can be obtained more
directly from Campbell's theorem.

1 INTRODUCTION
The kinetic theory is treated here in an intuitive way with emphasis on physical

principles and practical applications rather than rigorous derivations. Detailed mathe-
matical treatments of the equations involved can be found in several publications on this
subject [1, 2]. We start here with Liouville's theorem which states the invariance of the
phase-space density in the immediate neighborhood of a probe particle we follow. Ex-
pressing this fact as seen by a stationary observer a simple but not rigorous derivation of
the Vlasov equation can be obtained. This equation describes the flow of particles in a
way similar to that of a moving liquid. It is therefore only valid when a very large number
of particles is involved. The case of stationary distributions is of special interest. It can
be shown from the Vlasov equation that in this case the distribution depends only on the
Hamiltonian which describes the motion of the individual particles. This can be used to
obtain stationary distributions for special cases,

2 THE VLASOV EQUATION

We consider now particles moving in phase-space with coordinates q and p. Usually
we associate q with a space coordinate and p with a momentum or a velocity but the
situation can be more general. These coordinates q and p should be canonically conjugate
which means that they are derived from a Hamiltonian H(q,p) by the canonical equations

We will not explain these fundamental equations any further here but refer to the standard
literature and in particular to the CAS courses [2, 3]. The theorem of Liouville is visualized
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in Fig. 1 where the phase-space trajectories of three particles are drawn. Their positions
and the triangular surface element they determine are shown for two different times t.
The form of this surface element changes but its area stays constant. The phase-space
trajectories can of course not cross each other since (except at a singularity) this would
mean that two particles have the same position and velocity at one moment but different
values later.

Figure 1: Phase-space trajectories and Liouville's +heorem

According to Liouville's theorem the particles in phase space move like an incom-
pressible liquid. This conservation of the phase-space density seems to contradict common
experience with accelerators where one often talks about dilution of phase-space due to
non-linearities, called filamentation. This paradox is illustrated in Fig. 2. On the left
hand side we show a phase space occupied by particles which has the simple form of a
rectangle. The instruments observing the distribution of the particles have, in practice, a
limited resolution indicated by the grid in the figure. For the left diagram the instruments
would localize the beam within seven such resolution elements. After the beam has gone
through some non-linear elements (e.g. a mismatched bunch rotating in the non-linear
RF wave form) the form of the phase-space occupied by the beam is distorted. Although
its actual area has not changed the limited resolution of the instruments indicates now a
distribution of particles over many more resolution grid elements. The situation is similar
to a liquid which is transformed into foam. On a microscopic level the density is still the
same but the global density is much less. For practical purposes, such as for determining
the luminosity, the global phase-space density is of course also relevant.
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Figure 2: Resolution and phase-space area conservation [6]
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The constancy of the phase density ip(q,p) is expressed by the equation

^ ) = 0 ( 2 )

where the absolute differentiation indicates that one follows the particle while measuring
the density of its immediate neighborhood. We would like to know the development of
this density as seen by a stationary observer (like a beam monitor) which does not follow
the particle. It depends now not only directly on the time t but also indirectly through
the coordinates q and p of the moving particles which change with time. Therefore, we
have to express the absolute differential with respect to t by the partial differentiations
with respect to time as well as with respect to the coordinates q and p multiplied with
their time derivative

.dj>{q,p) ^dip{q,p)
1 1 = a l r ? 5 Vp 5 = U. (3J
dt dt dq dp K '

This expression is the Vlasov equation in its most simple form and is nothing else but
an expression for Liouville's conservation of phase-space density seen by a stationary
observer. Rigorous derivation of the Vlasov equation can be found in the literature e.g.
[1, 2]. In this presentation we apply it to particular accelerator problems. In the first
group of applications we search for a stationary distribution which fulfills certain boundary
conditions. Such distributions do not depend explicitly on time. For example a stationary
bunch looks the same each revolution as it is observed through an intensity monitor. For
this stationary case the Vlasov equation becomes

frft(g.P)=0 _, M{q,p) | .dtl>(q,p) ^ Q (4)

dt dq dp '

Expressing q and p with the canonical equations we get

|fff )̂-
The above expression is called a Poisson bracket. For a system with one variable

pair (p, q) a stationary distribution is a function of the Hamiltonian only, ip = ip(H). It is
easy to show the reverse statement. Assuming i/j(q,p) being a function of the Hamiltonian
we get

cty dtfrdH di> d^dH
*(q,p) = *(H) - Tq = -^-^ , Tp = j ^ w (6)

or

dH/dq ~ dH/dp "^ dq dp dp dq ~ ' U

which leads again to the stationary Vlasov equation. A stationary distribution is therefore
a function of the Hamiltonian only and does not depend explicitly on the coordinates q and
p but only implicitly through their relation with the Hamiltonian. This fact is a very
powerful tool for finding stationary particle distributions [4, 5].

Before we go to the practical applications we have to make some remarks on the
coordinates q and p we use. In Liouville's theorem the phase-space area is only conserved if
expressed in canonically conjugate variables 9, p. The same criterion applies to the validity
of the Vlasov equation. Examples of such pairs are position and momentum x,p or time
and energy t,E. These variables are often not very practical for accelerator applications.
We could for example choose the longitudinal position s and the corresponding momentum
ps as coordinates to describe the longitudinal phase-space. However the path length 5
around the ring is different for particles with different momenta. As a result, individual
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particles would enter a certain machine element, such as a quadrupole, at different values
of the coordinate 5. From this point of view other coordinate pairs in which the position
of the machine element is given for all particles by the same value of one coordinate are
more suitable. Such a variable is for example the angle 9 of the motion around the ring.
However the conjugate variable is quite complicated [7]

W = [E°+*E — d{AE) (8)
JEo OJ

where AE is the deviation from the nominal energy Eo and u>(AE). is the revolution
frequency which depends on this energy deviation. In our applications we only use terms
up to first order in AE and use as an approximation 9 and AE as variables. However we
should always remember that this is a linear approximation in AE/EQ which can become
very inaccurate in some cases such as the neighborhood of transition energy. As a further
convenience we will us the RF phase angle <f> instead of 9 to which it is related through
tj> = h9 with h being the harmonic number.

3 APPLICATIONS OF THE VLASOV EQUATION

3.1 Stationary distribution in a non-linear RF wave form
As an introduction we will first go through the derivation of the longitudinal beam

dynamics and try to find the longitudinal particle distribution in the presence of the non-
linearity represented by the RF wave form. We consider a storage ring with circumference
C which depends on the deviation Ap from the nominal momentum p or AE from the
nominal energy E.

where a is the momentum compaction factor. The revolution time T = C//3c becomes

T = r o l + a - - —

where an approximation for ultra-relativistic particles (7 >̂ land 72 ^> I /a ) has been
made and will be used from now on.

In each revolution a particle goes through an RF cavity which is driven with a fre-
quency UJIF = hu>o and a peak voltage V with uiQ being the nominal revolution frequency
u>o = 2TT/3C/CO and the integer h being the harmonic number.

V(t) = Vsm(huot). (11)

We assume now that the particle looses in each turn a certain amount of energy Us due
to the emission of synchrotron radiation

Us = Us0 + ̂ AE. (12)

For the nominal energy E we have a stationary condition such that the particle receives
at each passage through the cavity the same amount of energy Uso as it looses due to
synchrotron radiation. It has to traverse the cavity at the synchronous time ts such that

V{ts) = Us0/e -> sm(huots) = % . (13)
eV
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Figure 3: RF acceleration and phase focusing

Instead of the time t we use now the RF phase angle 4>RF

9RF = H" — hui(jt , (ps = X — hbJots

and call the deviation from this synchronous phase angle cf>s

<f> = <}>RF — <f>s

as indicated in Fig.3. The energy gain and loss in one turn becomes

/
6(AE) = eV sin 4>RF ~ Us = eV(cos <f>s sin <f> + sin (j)s cos <ft) — I Us$

Using the equilibrium for the synchronous particle

Uso = eV sin <£s

we get

6(AE) = eV"(cos <f>s sin <f> — sin ^>5(1 — cos <f>) — -j—AE.

™AE)
dE j

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

In most practical cases the energy gain and loss 6(AE) per turn is very small compared
to the energy E itself. As an approximation we can replace the sudden energy gain while
going through the cavity by a smooth acceleration.

AE = Tp- eV(cos <j)s sin <f> - sin <£s(l - cos <£)) - ~r=AE I .
2TT \ dE 1

(19)

The dependence of the revolution time on the energy deviation AE leads to a change of
the revolution time of the particle

AT _ AE

This leads in the smooth approximation to a time derivative of the phase

.AE
<f> = — E '

(20)

(21)
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Using this relation to replace AE in Eq. (19) gives

w0 dU • u&aheV
9 + 2KJE^ + 2-KE ^ ^ ^ ~ °OS ̂  =

Introducing the synchrotron frequency u>so, the synchrotron tune Qs0 and the damping
rate aE

2 2 ̂ heV cos <f>s _ w,so , WSO <rt/
us0 = w 0 «—B ' "sO = a n ( ^ aE = 7T~lTr (23)

in Eq. (22) leads to a more compact expression

/ cos 0S sin 0 — sin 0S(1 — cos c
) = 0. (24)

For small amplitudes 0 <C 1 we can linearize the above equation

0 + 2a£0 + u40 = 0 (25)

which has the solution

0(i) = 0e 0>E cos(cjsoy 1 ~ (^E/^SO)2^ + 0o)) (26)

where the amplitude 0and the phase constant 0o are given by the initial conditions.
Usually aE •C ŵ o and the solution is approximately

^ e " ^ 1 cos(a;s0t). (27)

This is the equation of a damped oscillator with damping rate aE and resonant frequency
Wsoyl ~~ (as/wso)2 ~ wso- The Vlasov equation applies to systems without dissipative
or random forces. We can therefore not use it to describe particles undergoing damped
synchrotron oscillations. For our next applications we will neglect the damping and take
as approximation aE ~ 0. Strictly speaking, we should, according to Eq. (13), also set
the synchronous phase angle <̂<i to zero. We will however carry the term cos (f>s along
and pretend that the finite synchronous phase angle is here as a compensation for a
conservative force.

We neglect now the damping and go back to our two first-order differential equations

AE = —^eV(cos<£s sin <f> - sin ^ s( l - cos </>)), j> =—uoah—=- (28)

or the second-order differential equation

<j) + — ^ ( c o s <j>s sin <f> - sin &(1 - cos <j>) = 0. (29)
cos <ps

Multiplying this last equation with <£ and integrating once gives

Jo 2

£- + -^2-(cos 0,(1 - cos <f>) - sin 0S(0 - sin <f>) = H' = const. (30)
2 cos <ps

This expression is a constant of motion and must therefore be directly related to the
Hamiltonian. We find easily that the Hamiltonian is just

EH'
H = = woahE

u>Qah 2 V E )
(Q±\2 (
\ah)

cos 0 , (1 - cos <f>) - s in <f>s{(f> - s in
(31)
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which satisfies the canonical equations

on . ^ u?o TTI i • i i / i / s \ A ri &H , AE •
—— = AE = —eK(cos (ps sm <p - sin <ps(l - cos 0)) = AE , — - = -u0och—=- = <£.
op 2TV OAE E

(32)
We show later in section 4 that the electron beam has a Gaussian energy distribution
with rms value as due to the interplay between damping and quantum excitation by the
emitted synchrotron radiation

(i(^f)2) (33)

On the other hand we also know that the stationary distribution should only be a function
of the Hamiltonian. Comparing Eq. (31) with Eq. (33) we find that the phase-space
distribution must be of the form

I 2(f) ;
The constant factor can be determined from the normalizing condition

J jxl>{<j>,8E){LE)d^=l (35)

which has to be solved numerically for the general case. In many practical cases the
bunch is much shorter than the RF wavelength, i.e. <f> <C 1, and we can approximate
1 — cos 4> ~ <^2/2 leading to

where a<t, is the rms bunch length measured in RF phase

In this short-bunch approximation the bunch is Gaussian in energy and in phase.

3.2 Stationary distribution in a double R F system
The treatment used above can easily be extended to the case of a double RF system.

This system has, besides the normal RF system with frequency URF = hu>o and amplitude
V, another system with a frequency UURF being a harmonic of the RF frequency and
amplitude kV, Fig. 4. The total voltage seen by the beam becomes

V(4) = V1 + Vn = V [sin(<f>s + <j>) + k sin(n<£n + n<j>)]. (38)

Such double RF systems are often used to control the bunch length and to produce a
large spread in synchrotron frequency to get Landau damping. They are particularly
interesting if operated in the bunch-lengthening mode. For this the RF wave form should
fulfill two neccessary and one convenient conditions:

a) The energy loss Usis compensated V(0) = V[sin<^ + ks\n(n<j>n)] = Us/e.
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Figure 4: Double RF system

b) The slope vanishes at the bunch center V'(0) = Vjcos <j>s + kn cos(n^)] = 0.

c) The curvature vanishes at the center V"(0) = —y[sin^s + kn2 sin(n<£n)] = 0.
Using these three conditions and approximating for the case of a bunch short com-

pared to the higher harmonic wave-length we get for the voltage seen by the beam

( 3 9 )

Using the same procedure as in the last subsection we find for the two first-order differ-
ential equations

AE = ^-eV cos

and for the second-order differential equation

cos& (n2 - l\
2TTE

(40)

(41)

where the synchrotron frequency us0 of a single RF system is used here as a convenient
parameter. This last expression is a non-linear differential equation the solution of which
can be expressed with Jacobian elliptic functions [8]. However we are here only interested
to find the Hamiltonian. Multiplying it with <£ and integrating gives

n 2 - !
>~24~'

= H' = const. (42)

The Hamiltonian itself is

H =
E
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It can easily be checked that it is related to the coordinates <j> and AE through the proper
canonical equations. Using again the fact that the energy distribution of an electron beam
is Gaussian

(i(§|f)!) (44)
and that the total distribution is a function of the Hamiltonian only we find the phase-
space distribution

(^
{EC2exP \-

{E) + } ^ 2
 12 * . (45)

1 2(^) )uQah(crE/E)2

To get the instantaneous current of this bunch distribution we integrate over AE

I(<f>) = 2*Woy>toAE)d(AE) = C3exp - i ^ A _ | J L . (46)

This current has no longer a Gaussian distribution. The rms bunch length expressed in
RF phase angle is

n2 - 1 Qs £ '

Normalizing leads to the final expression for the instantaneous current

27T2 (4>V\

(47)

(48)

From the phase-space and current distribution other properties such as the distribution
of synchrotron frequencies, peak current, space-charge effects, etc can be calculated [8, 9].

3.3 Potential-well bunch lengthening
We calculate now the longitudinal particle distribution for a beam with a Gaussian

energy distribution in the presence of an inductive wall impedance [10]. We consider a
bunch in a single RF system which we linearize in the neighborhood of the RF phase
angle

VRF = Fsin^HF= Fsin(<^+ <j>s) ~ V(cos (j>s<f> + sin^s). (49)
We assume that the beam surroundings represent an inductive impedance. This is in fact
a reasonable assumption for long bunches. Their spectrum lies mainly below the resonant
frequencies of the typical parasitic modes where the impedance is inductive. Taking an
inductance L which is approximately constant over the bunch spectrum we get an induced
voltage of the form

4 g (50)
The impedance of the inductance is

(51)

We introduce the absolute value of this impedance divided by the mode number n = UI/UJQ
which is directly related to the inductance L and the revolution frequency uQ

Z "L ' (52)
n
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With this "we find for the induced voltage

^ . (53)

The introduction of the impedance divided by the mode number seems to be just a
convenient way to describe the inductance. It is however a good way to characterize the
relevant impedance of a ring. It is typically between 10 and 20 Ohms for older machines
with many aperture changes and between 1 and 5 Ohms for more modern rings with
smooth vacuum chambers.

This induced voltage V; is seen by the particles in the bunch and has to be subtracted
from the RF voltage. We have for the total voltage

-Vi = V (cos M + sin +. + $2M.%j\ • (54)
V V cos <f>sd(p)

The smoothed energy gain per unit time is

AE = — ^ + 7> T - T I +;r-(eV sin & - [ / , ) . (55)
2TT \ V cos <f>s # / 2TT

For the equilibrium condition eV sin <j>s = Us we get the two first-order differential equa-
tions

( h\Zln\ dl\ • , AE . „ .
) <f> = uah 56U + T > , 7 1 ) ' <f> = uoah2TT V V cos <j>sd<pj E

and the second-order equation

. ( h\Z/n\ dl\ - / h\Z/n\ dl(
\ < P + T / T i l ) = ( P + Wso <P + 7 > T T l )\ V cos <f>s dtp/ \ V cos <f>sd<pj

where we used with w5o the synchrotron frequency without an inductive impedance as a
convenient parameter. Multiplying this second-order equation with Ogives

f + - M r + T ^ (7W)"/(0)) - H>=const- (58)

^ ^ V c 4from which we get the Hamiltonian

TT IT I <~sy'~ 1 / " • " \ . I ^s i I i2 , "I"/ '"I / Tf J.N T(f\\\ I I fxn\

Jtl = -tl = I I + I —— I I <p + — \^\Y) ~ *[v)) • \p*)
toocxh 2 [\ ti / \ahj \ Vcoscf>s )\

It is interesting to note that the above Hamiltonian depends on the current distribution
I(4>) which is unknown at present. We take the case of electrons which have a Gaussian
distribution in energy

WAC1/ j . (60)

Furthermore, the distribution is assumed to be stationary and depends therefore only on
the Hamiltonian

= C4exp —
uQQh(aE/E)2

1

= O'4exp I —
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Integrating the distribution over AE leads to an implicit expression for the current

This represents a transcendent equation for the current distribution I(<f>). We can write
it in a more compact form by introducing the current 7(0) at the bunch center in the
presence of the impedance \Z/n\presence of the impedance \Z/n

7(0) = C 4 i g ^ , (63)

= 7(°) exP Afl£-A: 2(71EY " (64)

\ /
For a vanishing impedance \Z/n\ —»• 0 this leads to the usual Gaussian expression

2N

where 7o(0) = \/27rhI0/<7So is the peak current and

ah) E

^ e x p l - J f—V I (65)

(66)

is the bunch length measured in RF phase angle in the absence of the impedance. Using
these quantities and introducing a further parameter £ which measures the strength of
the induced field relative to the guide field of the RF system

(67)
V cos <f>sa%

we can write the equation in a more compact form

(68)

This implicit and transcendent equation determines the self-consistent current distribution
7(<̂ >) for a Gaussian energy distribution in the presence of an inductive impedance. Since
the equation is transcendent it has to be solved numerically. Once a solution is obtained
the phase-space distribution ifi((j),AE), the induced voltage V(d>) or the synchrotron fre-
quency distribution can also be found. Figure 5 shows such solutions for different values
of the strength parameter £. Often it is convenient to have an analytic expression for the
current distribution even if it is only approximate. We assume now that the impedance
strength parameter £ is small and develop with respect to this parameter

2e 2<7»o -J2 -2-y/Z- 2V2e 2°io + 3e

(69)
which can be used for further approximate calculations such as synchrotron frequency
distributions, etc.
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Figure 5: Longitudinal bunch distribution in the presence of an inductive impedance

3.4 Perturbation method
In many practical cases we do not look for a stationary solution but for small devia-

tions from it. The most common examples of this are beam instabilities. The stationary
distribution is usually known. Small oscillations around this distribution are considered
and the forces they introduce through the wall impedance calculated. We then see whether
these forces increase the small initial oscillation leading to an instability or whether they
reduce the oscillation indicating stability. Starting with the Vlasov equation

dtp(q,p)
El
dt

r q
dq

1- p
dp

= U (70)

we split the distribution tj)(q,p,t) into a stationary part tpo(H) and an oscillating pertur-
bation ifii(q,p,t) which is assumed to be small

Furthermore the forces p consist of a part due to the guide field like the RF system or
the focusing magnets and a small part due to fields induced by the oscillating disturbance
V)I(?>PJ0 in the impedance of the beam surroundings

Introducing this into the Vlasov equation and making use of the fact that the disturbance
is small we can linearize it and obtain an expression involving the disturbance i/>i- From
this equation we find whether the amplitude of the disturbance is growing (instability) or
decaying (stability). Usually this last equation determines the frequency of the oscillating
disturbance which can be real or complex. Expressing the oscillation with exp (jut) the
situation is stable if the obtained frequency has a positive imaginary part and unstable for
a negative imaginary part. On the other hand the form of the disturbance has to be given
as an input and is not obtained from the yiasov equation. Therefore we have to consider
a very general disturbance i})\ of the stationary distribution, develop it into a complete
system of orthogonal modes and check each of them for stability. In practice things are
easier since only a few modes are usually relevant. Examples for these procedures can be
found in many publications in particular in the CAS lectures [11]
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4 EFFECTS OF DAMPING AND RANDOM FORCES
4.1 The Fokker-Planck equation

In accelerators or storage rings the motion of interest is often periodic and the phase-
space trajectories are closed curves. In the absence of dissipative forces the phase-space
area of these trajectories as well as the number of particles inside, i.e. the phase-space
density, is conserved

dt dt dq dp

However, this is no longer guaranteed if dissipative forces, such as energy loss due to
synchrotron radiation, or random forces, like the quantum excitation by the emitted
photons, are present. We will use an intuitive approach to consider the effect of such
forces on the phase-space density and refer to the standard literature such as CAS lectures
[1, 12] for rigorous derivations.

We follow here the method used in Ref. [13] and start with the effect of the energy
dissipation due to synchrotron radiation which has already been treated in section 3.1 for
the phase oscillation. We found there that both canonical variables <f> and AE follow a
damped oscillation

cos

AE{t) = AEoe~QEt sin LsOy/l - (aE/u}s0)H + * 0 ) • (74)

The two coordinates <j> and AE spiral inwards to smaller values. Usually the damping is
relatively small aE <C wso and we can still talk of a phase-space area A covered by this
trajectory which decreases now at twice the rate of that of the individual coordinates. As
a consequence the phase-space area decreases and the phase-space density increases

^ f (75)
While the energy dissipation due to synchrotron radiation and its replacement by the
RF system leads to damping and therefore to an increase of the phase-space density the
random forces due to quantum excitation lead to a diffusion and therefore to a reduction
of the phase-space density. Assuming random forces which lead primarily to a change of
the momentum coordinate p of the particles, as is the case for the quantum excitation,
the resulting diffusion is given by the equation

It ~
We have not derived it here and refer to textbooks. However the above equation is rather
transparent stating that the diffusion leads to a reduction of the density where its second
derivative is negative, i.e. where the distribution is curved such that particles can diffuse
into neighboring areas. On the other hand the density increases at locations where the
distribution is curved such that diffusion from neighboring areas is more likely. We can
now express the effect of the dissipative and the random forces on the phase-space density
j
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This is the Fokker-Planck equation in its most simple form which can be regarded as an
extension of the Vlasov equation to dissipative and random forces. We write it now for
our example of longitudinal motion in a bunch using the coordinates 4> and AE

We would like to find a stationary solution of this equation i.e. the distribution for which
the damping and the diffusion are in equilibrium and follow the method used in Ref. [13].
Taking the time derivative of the energy deviation from section 3.1 but for a very general
RF wave form V(4>)

= — eV(<f>) - ~AE = AE0 - 2aEAE. (79)

We introduce this into the Fokker-Planck equation and separate the damping and diffusion
terms

The left hand side of the above equation has no damping and diffusion terms and is just
the Vlasov equation as we used it in the earlier section but for a general RF wave form
and must therefore vanish. For the right hand side we get

From this it follows that the last expression in the brackets does not depend on AE

• ^ + 2^AE = C5 = /(£). (82)

It has the solution

, AE) = F(fl exp ( - | ( | £ ) 2 ) with a\ = £-. (83)

The above derivation was carried out for a very general RF wave form and resulted in
a Gaussian distribution in energy determined only by damping and diffusion, a result
we used already before. The longitudinal distribution in <f>, however, is not determined
by damping and diffusion alone but depends on the RF wave form. These statements
are only correct if the random force effects the energy directly, as in the case of the
emission of a synchrotron radiation photon, and if neither the damping nor the quantum
excitation depends on the energy deviation AE itself. For all the examples treated here
these conditions are fulfilled in very good approximation. There are some exotic cases
where this is not so, like the (usually very weak) quantum excitation in quadrupoles which
depend on the displacement of the particle, or for some non-linear wigglers in which the
damping becomes a function of the displacement [12, 14]

In the above derivation of the Gaussian distribution we did not calculate the rms
energy spread as but related it just to the diffusion constant D which should be determined
from the properties of the synchrotron radiation. We will do that in the next subsection
using a different method.
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4.2 Campbell 's theorem - energy spread due to synchrotron radiation emis-
sion
In the previous section it was shown that the quantum fluctuation and the damp-

ing provided by the synchrotron radiation leads to a Gaussian energy distribution of an
electron beam in a storage ring. We will now use a direct method which does not give
the form of the distribution but rather its variance or its rms value. This will be done
by using Campbell's theorem [1, 15]. We will not prove the theorem here but refer to
the references mentioned above. We follow the method used by M. Sands [16] who first
derived the energy spread in electron storage rings.

We assume that we have a linear system and know its response to a £-pulse excitation
of amplitude a at the time to

x(t) = ag(t - t0) , g{r) = 0 for r < 0. (84)

If such excitations occur randomly in time with average frequency / but with the same
amplitude a, the resulting average of the square of the excursion (variance) is

(x2) = a2f I" g2(t-t0)dt. (85)
J-oo

This can be generalized for the case where the amplitude also has a random distribution
of the form h(a)

(x2) = / a2h{a)da / g2{t - to)dt. (86)
J0 J-oo

This is Campbell's theorem which we now wish to apply to the case of quantum excitation
by synchrotron radiation.

We have first to recapitulate some properties of the synchrotron radiation. The
total power emitted by a particle of charge e and energy rooC27 going on a trajectory with
curvature 1/p through a magnet is

p = 2cremo£V , g 7 )

where reis the classical electron radius. The spectral distribution in photon energy eis

O7I tc Jt/tc

where we used the critical energy ec

O \ L
° AComp 2 3 \ "' foe\\

ec = •; TTLQC 7 , AComp = i (ov)
4TT p y moc

the Compton wave length Xcomp, Planck's constant /land the modified Bessel function
order 5/3. We have to know also the variance of this spectrum

(90)

for which we give here only the result.
Next we need the response of the particle to a 5-pulse excitation which we can get

from Eq. (74) by setting the initial energy deviation to the loss due to the emission of a
photon AE = — e and assume weak damping

g(t -10) = AE = -«ras(t-«o) cos{us0(t - t0)) (91)
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the square of which can easily be integrated

fV ^ (92)
To get the variance of the energy distribution we have to insert the variance of the photon
energy spectrum and the integral over the square of the response function into Campbell's
theorem

" f
which is the well known expression for the energy spread in an electron storage ring.
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LANDAU DAMPING

A. Hofmann,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
The concept of Landau damping is introduced from an experimen-
tal point of view. We start by studying the response of a beam
to an external excitation. We are mainly interested in the center-
of-mass motion after the excitation and much less in the one of
the individual particles. For a harmonic excitation this response is
called transfer function and for a pulse excitation it is called Green
function. This response will depend on the external focusing forces
acting on the beam and also in the distribution of the resonance
frequencies of the individual particles in the beam. A large spread
in these frequencies will lead to phase mixing after a pulse exci-
tation and can result in a decrease of the center-of-mass motion.
Once the response of the beam is known we can study the stability
of a beam in the presence of an impedance. The latter is caused
by the beam surroundings in which the charge and current of the
beam induce some fields. These can act back on the beam and
provide a feed-back mechanism which can lead to an instability.
Since the impedance does not resolve the individual particles the
induced fields are only sensitive to ike motion of the center of mass
or of a simple mode. From the knows* response to an excitation
we can calculate the behavior of the fre&m in the presence of fields
induced in the .impedance. If a large spread of frequencies pro-
vides a fast decay of the center-of-mass response the effect of the
impedance can be compensated and the instability is suppressed.
This is called Landau damping. We treat first the transverse sta-
bility of an unbunched beam. A spread in betatron frequency is
provided by the momentum spread of the beam combined with the
momentum dependence of the betatron frequency. The coherent
(center-of-charge) response of such a beam to a transverse excita-
tion is calculated. For the case of a harmonic excitation a resistive
term is found which absorbs energy while for a pulse excitation a
decaying coherent oscillation is obtained. This effect is responsible
for the Landau damping present in the case where such a beam
interacts with the transverse impedance of its surroundings. Next
we consider the longitudinal stability of this unbunched beam. We
calculate its response to an energy disturbance of all the particles
and get the longitudinal transfer function for a longitudinal exci-
tation and the longitudinal Green function for a pulse excitation.
This case is more complicated than the transverse one and is best
treated with the Vlasov equation. From the known response we
obtain a criterion for the longitudinal stability of an unbunched
beam.

1 TRANSVERSE LANDAU DAMPING FOR AN UNBUNCHED BEAM
1.1 Introduction

We consider now a coasting (unbunched beam) and investigate its transverse stabil-
ity. There is no clear agreement as to which effects can be labelled as Landau damping.
Let us take the case of a particle beam which has a spread in betatron frequency. If we
give this whole beam a delta pulse deflection it will execute a betatron oscillation. In
the absence of any incoherent damping (such as established by synchrotron radiation)
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the individual particles will continue to oscillate. However, due to their different indi-
vidual (incoherent) betatron oscillation frequencies the center-of-mass motion (coherent
oscillation) will usually have a decreasing amplitude. This effect is called phase mixing
or filamentation. Since in most cases we observe only the coherent oscillation, we have
the impression that the excited oscillation is damped. In reality only the coherent or
the center-of-mass motion is damped while the incoherent oscillations of the particles are
unchanged. Should this effect be called Landau damping? Many people would say no.
However, this effect of phase mixing is closely related to Landau damping and we have to
understand it in order to investigate this damping mechanism. Landau damping is one
of those effects which can be treated in different ways, each giving a correct description
of the effect [1, 2, 3]. In this report we will look at it from an experimental point of view
and relate it to the beam response to a harmonic or pulse excitation which can actually
be measured. This will be used later to treat the stability provided by Landau damping
for a beam interacting with the impedance or its surroundings. Since the particles in a
beam behave in many respects like harmonic oscillators we start our investigation with
the response of a set of such oscillators to an excitation.

1.2 Response of oscillators to a harmonic excitation

1.2.1 Introduction
We consider a set of harmonic oscillators having different individual resonant fre-

quencies up. The distribution of the particles with respect to these frequencies, i.e. the
number of particles per frequency band, is defined as

= 7JT^ w i th r fM*»>fi = 1 and /(w) = /(-w) (1)
iv aw J

and assumed v,o be symmetric. We use here positive and negative frequencies for later
applications involving Fourier transforms. It should, therefore, be noted that the distri-
bution /(w/?) appears at positive and negative top. We will assume the total number of
particles iVto be large such that the distribution f(ujp) can be regarded as being contin-
uous. Next we apply a harmonic force to all the particles resulting in an acceleration

G{t) = Ge-iwi (2)

with a frequency w being inside or close to the frequency distribution. All particles will
undergo a forced oscillation with the frequency of excitation u but the phase of the
individual particle oscillation will depend on the difference w — u>p between the exciting
frequency and the individual resonant frequency.

1.2.2 Response calculated by complex notation after exciting for a long time
We calculate the response of the oscillators first by using a complex notation giving

the response after a long time. This results in a very compact derivation but at the cost of
a loss of physical transparency. The response of a single oscillator with resonant frequency
ujp to a harmonic excitation with frequency w is given by the differential equation

Seeking solutions of the form y = yexp(—iivt) leads to

G
-u2y + u}y = G , y= uj2u}2- (4)
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Factorizing the denominator and expressing it in partial fractions gives

r r r i i 1
. _ C J _ Or 1 1 .

(up — u)(up + u) 2u [(up — u) up + u\ '
We take now the whole set of oscillators having the individual resonant frequencies up with
distribution f(top) which we consider to be continuous. We do not want to know the
response of the individual oscillators but only the response of their center of mass i.e.
the dipole moment divided by the number of particles. In an accelerator this is usually
the only quantity which can be measured by position monitors or seen by the transverse
impedance. This center-of-mass excursion (y) of the response is obtained by averaging
the individual responses Eq. (5) weighted with the distribution f(up)

(6)ZU [./-oo Up — U J—oo Up + U

The dipole moment of the beam is simply D = N(y). Using the symmetry property of
the distribution f(u>p) = f(—up) gives

/-oo (up — u) J-oo Up + U

which results for the response

= 2^1 f
U J-oo Up — U

If the exciting frequency u lies inside the distribution f(wp) the integration contains a pole
which leads to a residue and a principle value integral

PV / j^Kdufi] . (9)

The integral has an imaginary part of ambiguous sign and a real principle value integral
defined as

PV f ifcal*, - am f (" ̂ L<y, + f i f e s U J . (10)
^-00 Up—U £ - * 0 [ J _ o o U p — U J e U p — U J

We have to investigate the physical meaning of this. To clarify this point we calculate
the center-of-charge velocity (y) which is related to the center-of-charge position obtained
above by

(11)(y) = -iu{y)e-iut = de~iut \vf{u>) - iPV
up — u

This last equation gives a relation between the velocity response of the center-of-charge (y)
and the applied acceleration G. This response has a real part for which the velocity and
the acceleration are in phase leading to an absorption of energy, and an imaginary part
where velocity and acceleration are out of phase indicating no energy exchange. For this
reason the two parts are also called resistive and reactive. We have chosen the positive sign
for the real part assuming that the beam absorbs energy from the exciting acceleration.
However, this point has to be clarified later. Since the real part absorbs energy it can
lead to damping of the coherent oscillation which is (often) called Landau damping. It is
interesting to note that this term is proportional to the density of the distribution f(u)
at the exciting frequency u. It vanishes, therefore, if the exciting frequency lies outside
the incoherent frequency distribution.
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1.3 Time evolution of the response using real notation
We saw that the resistive part of the beam response to a harmonic excitation is due

to the residue of the integral. Since it is this term which leads to Landau damping we
would like to better understand the underlying physics. For this purpose we now discuss
the time evolution of the response using real notation [4]. This leads to derivations which
are more lengthy but more transparent. The differential equation describing the excitation
of the beam is in analogy with Eq. (3)

^ WJy = Gsin(««). (12)

This equation has a homogeneous solution

Vh = A sin(ujpt) + B cos(upt) (13)

and a particular solution

The general solution is a combination of the two

Q
y = A sin(upt) + B cos(upt) + — ^ sin(a;f). (15)

To determine the integration constants A and B we have to specify the initial conditions.
We take the case where the oscillators are at rest until the time t = 0 when the excitation
starts

0wA=-^R|^;B = 0. (16)

This gives for the general solution

V = ,,2 ,,2 (sm(vt)-— sm(^)) (17)

G { \ 1 \ / . . . u . . \
\ sin(wi) smw/jt .

We differentiate with respect to t to get the velocity of the single oscillator response

G (cos(ujt) - cos(ojpt) cos(u;t) - cos(upt)\
y=2{—53^5 W^—J

and rewrite this equation by substituting u>p with top — u> -+• (w/3 — w) in the first term and
ujp = (up +u) — u in the second term of the parenthesis,

flcos((up.)t)_lcos((up+u)t)\
K J\ ( u ) u ) up + u J K '2

+ s i n M )
(wp-w)

The above equation gives the velocity response for a single oscillator with resonant fre-
quency u>p. For the first term in the square bracket velocity and acceleration are basically
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Figure 1: Time evolution of the beam response to a harmonic excitation

out of phase while for the second term they are in phase. This statement is not exact
since both terms also contain an oscillatory term with frequency (up — u) which has to be
discussed further. Before we integrate to obtain the center-of-mass response we discuss
these two components of the single oscillator response Eq. (20). We concentrate on a
region in the vicinity of the exciting positive frequency u, i.e. up fs a; where the first
term inside each of the two round brackets is dominant. A corresponding discussion for
Up w —u could easily be carried out in addition. In Fig. 1 the envelope of the executed
oscillation is shown as a function of the difference (up — u) between the resonant and
the exciting frequency for different times t after the start of the excitation. As this time
increases particles oscillating with opposite phase are close together in frequency leading
to some cancellation in the integration to follow. For the resistive (in phase) term the
oscillators with resonant frequency close to the exciting frequency gain large amplitudes.

To calculate the center of mass response we have to integrate the single particle
response Eq. (20) over the resonant frequency unweighted with the distribution f(wp).
Using again the symmetry property of the distribution f(up) = f(—up) we can show that

— cos((up — u)t)
(up — u)

du/
J—c

— cos(up + ut)

Up +U

and
f°° S™(("0 - U)t) , [<
/ —? \ — " ^ = /
J-co (Up —u) J-t

which gives for the velocity response

sin(up + ut)
•

Up +U
dup

Gcos(ut)
KVI

 2TT

Gsin(u;i)
+ r

J-c

— cos((up — u)t)
Up — U

sin((up — u)t)

dup

(20)

(21)

(22)

Up —U
dun.
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We start with the out of phase (reactive) part which has an oscillatory term of the form
(cos((up — u)t)). As the time tincreases this term will have opposite phase for smaller
and smaller frequency differences in up. The integration over up will therefore vanish and
we can replace the numerator of the reactive term by unity (1 — cos{(up — u)t) —> 1)
except for the oscillators with up ss u. This central part W^SJOJ becomes more and more
narrow as the time t increases and we can replace the integral over the reactive term by
the principle value integral Eq. (10)

Up—U

The resistive (in phase) term of Eq. (20) contains an oscillatory term under the
integral of the form

s i n ( ( ^ ^ } Mi™")*) = t sinc((a;/3 _ w)1). (24)=
up -u (up-u)t

For up y£ u> and large t the above expression oscillates with opposite phase for small
changes in up. The integration over this frequency will vanish as long as the distribution
f(up) is sufficiently smooth. For up ss u and very large t the function sinc((up —u)t) will
be about unity and the above expression grows with increasing time t without limits.
Furthermore the integral [5]

00 sm((un — u)t) . /n .
( \

[Up - U)

is independent of t. We can therefore replace Eq. (24) by the 6-function

.. sin((wfl — u)t) c \ , \
hm —?-Z r^- = 7r6{up - u). (26)

i-00

lim(y) = G Isin(w<)rrf(u) + cos(ut)PV I / ^
t—>oo I J [Up —

Collecting the results obtained for the reactive and resistive part of the beam response
we get

I /^\dup . (27)
[Up — U)

This is the same result as that already obtained more quickly using complex notation.
However, in this subsection we learned basically three things:

• The result Eq. (11) is only correct if the excitation has lasted for a long time. How
long this time nas to be depends on the resolution with which the distribution
f(up) has to be considered. If this distribution does not change significantly over a
frequency range of Aup it is sufficient to excite for a time t ^> 1/Aup.

• The sign of the residue can be determined from the initial conditions. Usually
one excites a set of oscillators being initially at rest. However, it is in principle
possible to have a set of particles oscillating initially with a particular distribution
in amplitude and phase such that the exciting acceleration takes energy out of the
beam. Since in the complex notation the initial conditions were not specified both
possibilities are contained in the beam response equation.

• From Fig. 1 it is clear that a few oscillators, having resonant frequencies close to
the exciting frequency up « u, attain large amplitudes. The energy absorbed by
the beam from the exciter goes, therefore, into large oscillation amplitudes obtained
by a small fraction of the oscillators.
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1.4 Response to a £-pulse excitation
We take now the set of oscillators with resonant frequencies up and distribution

f(u>p) and at the time t = 0 give every particle a kick such that it has an initial velocity
y(0) = 2/o- Each particle will execute a harmonic oscillation with it own resonant frequency

3/(0 = Vo cos(upt), ?/(0 = — sin(upt). (28)
Up

To get the response of the center-of-charge we have to average the single particle response
over the distribution [6]

= 2/o I" f(up) cos(upt)dup. (29)
J-oo

This is the inverse cosine Fourier transform of the oscillator distribution f(up) in fre-
quency, a result well known in fields like filter theory etc.

1.5 Relation between the two responses

For the velocity response to a harmonic excitation we obtain from the previous
section Eq. (11)

/„-./'. ,N\ r /. tt....\ ]
dup = rr{u) + iri(u). (30)

G

This response of an oscillator set to a harmonic excitation is called the transfer function.
The pulse response, also called Green function, is according to Eq. (29)

g[t) = = / f(up) cos(ujpt)dup (31)
2/o J

Comparing these two responses one suspects that they are related to each other by the
Fourier transform and its inverse

F(u) = F[f(t)} = J f(t)eiwtdt = J f{t)cos(ut)dt + i J f{t)sin{ut)dt (32)

The integration goes usually from —oo to oo, however for our case it has to cover just the
distribution /(w^) for the Fourier transform and it goes from 0 to oo for its inverse since
the pulse response vanishes for negative times. Since we used an excitation of the form
G(t) = Ge~tut we use in the Fourier transform e=twt. The factor in front of the integration
is chosen for convenience to be unity for the transform and 1/2TT for the inverse. This
choice is arbitrary but the product of the two factors has to be 1/27T.

We take the cosine Fourier transform of the Green function

= / g(t) cos(ut)dt = / f{wp) / cos(upt)cos(ut)dtdup. (33)
Jo J-oo Jo

The integration over t results in the «5-function

roo I roo

I cos (upt) cos(uV) dup = — / cos(up£) cos(wf )dup = n6(up — u). (34)
Jo 2 J-oo
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This gives

/•oo /-oo

/ g(t) cos(ut)dt = 7T / f(up)6(up - u)dup = w/(w) = rr(w), (35)

For the imaginary part rt-(w) we get

IT JO J-oo

[°° f(up) 1 roo r (W/J

Ti = - P V / x^/3 = PV / V P .
J -oo (W/J — U>) IT J-co (OJp — bj)

y°° cosfw/ji)
I / 7 rdw/jtft. (36)
J-oo \UR — OJ) v '

The integral over W/3 is [5]

t°° cos(uipt)
I 7 rdup = —7rsin(u;i) (37)

J-00 (up — U)

results for the imaginary part of the transfer function

r.-M = /°° 9{t) sin(ut)dt = ^in[p(<)], (38)

which is the sine Fourier transform of the pulse response g(t). We conclude therefore that
the transfer function is the Fourier transformation of the Green function and vice versa

r(w) = [ g(t)eiutdt = [g{t)eiwtdt and g(t) = ~ f r(cj)e-iutdoj (39)
J-co JO Alt J—oo

and the transfer function is related to the particle distribution f(wp) in frequency

r(w) = rr(w) + in(u). = 4 ^ = ̂ /(w) - iPV / J^L-dup (40)

The relation between the real and imaginary part of the transfer function

„(„)=_ r j&zU*=-2 r jifeBU
./-oo (tJ/3 — tt)) J-oo (W/3 — w

is called a Hilbert transform and is a consequence of the fact that the pulse response
g(t) is real and that it vanishes for negative arguments.

The transfer function and the Green function of a beam can be measured directly
[7, 8, 91. It is a powerful method to find the distribution of frequencies and to estimate
the stability of a beam.

1.6 Examples of transfer and Green functions
1.6.1 Symmetric distributions centered around the origin
We give now two examples of frequency distributions f(wp) and calculate their re-

sponses to a harmonic excitation (transfer function r(u>)) and to a pulse excitation (Green
function g(t)). In the figures we also give the stability diagram which will be discussed
later.
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We start with a Gaussian distribution

We calculate first the Green function

1 /"" (= -f=— / exp -
\lI/KG,., J—OO \

The transfer function is best obtained by a Fourier transform of the Green function. For
the real part we find

-,(«) = f exp (-f!) «**)* = ̂ exp ( -£) . (44)

The imaginary part is

r,-H = /o exp ( - ^ | - J sin(arf)cft = ^ exp ̂ - ^ - J jT exp (i'2)^', (45)

where the last integral is called Dawson integral [10]. The complex transfer function
becomes

The transfer function can also be represented by giving its amplitude A(u) and phase
<f)(uj) instead of its real and imaginary part. Both representations of the transfer function
as well as the Green function of a Gaussian distribution are shown in Fig. 2.

Next we investigate the response of a set of particles having a Lorentz distribution
in frequency

The Green function g(t) is

y00 2a _at

J—oo a -\- w<j

From this we get the transfer function r(u>) which can be expressed by its real and imag-
inary part or by its in amplitude A(u) and phase </)(UJ)

= T- (49)

This Green function and the transfer function are shown in Fig. 3. It is interesting to
note that for the Lorentz distribution the Green function is an exponential, i.e. after a
pulse excitation the center of mass of this beam will move exponentially to zero.
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1.6.2 Adaption to narrow, symmetric frequency distributions
For accelerator applications the frequency distributions are not centered around the

origin and they are usually very narrow, such that the width of this distribution is much
smaller than the frequency itself. This is certainly the case for synchrotron and betatron
side bands. We will adapt our results for the beam response to this condition. We choose
a certain central frequency u>pc of the distribution and introduce Aw^ = u>p — w/?c as a
variable and express the distribution

f(up) -> F(Aup). (50)

For simplicity we assume the distribution F(Awp) to be symmetric in Aup but the
treatment could easily be generalized. To find the Green function we use the inverse
Fourier transform Eq. (29)

1 f
= — /

27T J-

l—
Z7T

1 Z"0 0

g(t) = — / F(Aup) cos(u>/3C + Au>p)dAwp

up) [cos(ujpct) cos(Aujpt) — sin(wpct)sm(Aujpt)]dAuj0 (51)

f°°
/ F(Awp)cos(Aupt)dAu>p

J-oo

— sin[ujpct) / F(Aup)sin(Aupt)dAu>p\ .
J-co J

The integrations have to include the whole narrow distribution for the positive and neg-
ative frequencies. It can be seen that the second integral in the square bracket vanishes
due to the symmetry of the distribution. This leads to the result

g(t) = — cos(w/?c) / FtAu^) cos(Aupt)dAujp = cos(wpc)E(t). (52)
2?r J

The pulse response of a narrow distribution consists of a fast oscillation with frequency
U0C equal to the central frequency of the distribution modulated in amplitude by the enve-
lope function E(t). The latter is the cosine Fourier transform of the narrow distribution

i A )
E(t) = J- /

2TT J
(53)

It should be noted that this treatment is not exact since a central frequency which is not
known has to be chosen. In most accelerator applications one is only interested in this
envelope of the beam response to a £-pulse excitation. We show the transfer function and
this envelope of the Green function for a narrow Gaussian distribution in Fig. 4 and for
a narrow Lorentz distribution in Fig. 5.

1.7 The beam response and Landau damping
We considered here a set of oscillators having a certain distribution f(up) in fre-

quency up and calculate the response of their center-of-mass velocity (y) to a harmonic
excitation at frequency u after a long time

(y) = ̂ - [*/M - «'PV / - ^ - d j . (54)
Z7T [ J OJp — U! J

This response is also called the transfer function. It has a real part for which the velocity
is in phase with the applied acceleration and absorbs energy. It is proportional to the
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Figure 4: Response of a narrow Gaussian distribution to a pulse excitation

Figure 5: Response of a narrow Lorentz distribution to a pulse excitation

frequency distribution /(w) at the excitation frequency u. By looking at the time devel-
opment of this beam response we found the oscillators with frequencies uip close to the
excitation frequency u reach rather large amplitudes which explains the absorbed energy.

We also investigated the response of the oscillators to a short pulse which gives
each particle an initial velocity. The center-of-mass motion will be damped in a (usually)
non-exponential fashion due to the spread of the individual oscillating frequencies of the
particles. This process is often called phase mixing or filamentation.

These beam responses by themselves are usually not referred to as Landau damping,
however they contain the essential physics of this damping mechanism. We will see in the
next section that a beam of particles represents a set of oscillators like the one considered
in the previous sections for the beam response. The electromagnetic fields created by
this beam induce currents in the vacuum chamber surrounding the beam. These induced
currents then create fields which act back on the particles. In many cases this interaction
between the beam and its surroundings can increase an initial oscillation of the beam and
lead to an instability. The energy necessary to drive this oscillation is taken from the
forward motion of the beam. Due to the relatively large distance between the beam and
the surroundings the induced current will practically only depend on the center-of-charge
motion of the beam. This point is important in understanding Landau damping. The fact
that the center-of-charge motion decays due to the spread in frequency can prevent an
instability which would otherwise occur. In such a case the instability is indeed prevented,
i.e. it never starts. If due to statistical fluctuation of the particles in the beam a very
small center-of-mass motion occurs it will be damped at infinitesimal amplitudes before
any sizable energy can go into the particles. This is different from the beam response
to a continuous harmonic excitation we investigated before v.here an external excitation
continued to put energy into the beam for a long time. Such a situation occur in beams
only under special conditions, like e.g. in case of phase noise in the RF voltage which
keeps exciting synchrotron oscillations. With a large frequency spread in the beam this
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Figure 6: Oscillation modes of a coasting beam

will not result in a large coherent amplitude but in an increase of the incoherent oscillation
amplitudes of the individual particles ar.d lead to an increase of the bunch length. The
large frequency spread (Landau damping) is a disadvantage in this case and it would be
better to work with a small frequency spread and damp the resulting coherent oscillation
with a feed back system.

1.8 Stability of a coasting beam due to Landau damping
1.8.1 Transverse oscillation modes of a coasting beam

We consider now a coasting (unbundled) beam circulating without energy loss or
gain in a storage ring. We assume that this beam has a central momentum po with a
corresponding revolution frequency uOc. The particles themselves have a distribution in
momentum with deviations Ap from the central values with distribution function

The beam executes at the same time a vertical betatron oscillation such that the
motion of each particle consists of a rotation 6 = uiot, and a vertical oscillation y =
y cos(QiL>ot); Fig. 6. This beam as a whole can execute such a motion in a very large
number of modes as long as we do not fix a phase relation between the betatron oscillation
of the individual particles. We are, of course, interested in modes which are very simple,
e.g. where all the particles go up and down together or with a simple phase relation.
Such simple modes contain only relatively low frequencies and are more likely to interact
with realistic impedances of the beam surroundings. We classify the modes as closed
waves with a different number n of undulations around the circumference. They can be
described as

yn = y cos(n9 - ut), or yn = y e ' ^ " ^ . (56)

For n = 0 all particles move together. If the motion is frozen by fixing the time 2, the
mode number n gives the number of waves around the ring; (n — 4 for Fig. 6).

The mode number n can take positive or negative values depending on a phase
advance or a phase lag of the oscillation executed by a particle in front of a reference
particle. These two classes of modes are often called fast or forward, and slow or backward,
waves. We now wish to determine the frequency u> which is seen by a stationary observer
at a fixed location 8. We know that the vertical oscillation frequency is QUJQ for an
individual particle. Such a particle executes the azimuthal motion 6 = 90 + wot. This
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gives
i^nBQ-^-nwQt—ujt) a

n&0
z> — o

or
w = (n + Q)u0 = UJ0, (57)

where n goes through positive and negative integers. It is convenient to divide these
modes into fast waves

w/?/ = (n / + Q)uo ) nf > —Q (58)
and slow waves

tops = (n, - Q)UQ , ns>Q. (59)

The spread in momentum of the particles in the beam results in a spread in the
betatron frequency top through two effects. The revolution frequency u0 depends on Ap

Ap 1
Aw0 = -UJOT)—, 7/ = a -. (60)

Furthermore the betatron tune Q depends on the momentum through the chromaticity £

This leads to a spread in betatron frequency observed at a stationary location

Au>pf = (Q1 - v(nf + Q))u0— , Acops = (Q' - V(na - Q))u0—. (62)
p p

1.9 Response of the beam to a transverse excitation

We consider now an experiment where a periodic transverse force is applied to the
beam by an electromagnetic device of length Lo- This force results in an acceleration G
averaged over one revolution

^ ( 6 3 )

The equation of motion for a particle with betatron wave number Q and revolution fre-
quency oj is

We are seeking a solution where a string of particles appear to a stationary observer as

y = yei{n6-ut). (64)

Using this and the relation between absolute and partial differentiation we get

and the equation of motion becomes

[-(««», - u;)2 + «2Q V ^ " " 0 = Ge^. (66)
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We solve this for y and assume that 6 = 0 which means that the oscillation is observed
close to the exciter

- G ; - G o . .

UQQ2 — (nuio — w)2 (w — u>o(n + Q))(w — u>o(n — Q))

- = 7 ^ v (68)

This is the response of a single particle. It is only large if the exciting frequency u is
either close to the frequency ups of the fast, or to the frequency u>ps of the slow, wave.
We will approximate for these two cases and get for the single particle responses

(69)

This approximation takes only the response to the mode n (being closest in frequency)
while the contributions due to the other modes are ignored [11]. In this form the single
particle response is the same as that for the case of a set of oscillators used earlier. There-
fore, we can easily find the response for the center-of-charge for the fast wave case by an
integration over the single particle response weighted with the distribution f{wpj) which
is normalized such that / f(upf)dujpj = 2TT

G
J ZLJUQ J LOpf — LO

( 7 0 )

and for the velocity response

^ ( 7 2 )

The corresponding expression for the slow wave is obtained by changing the sign and
replacing ujpj by ups. In both cases the limits of the integration are such that only the
side band in question is covered. The obtained response of a coasting beam to a transverse
harmonic excitation with a frequency a; being close to the one of a betatron side band up.
In our approximation the integration has to cover just such a single side band and we
neglect the influence of other side bands.

1.10 Transverse impedance
It is well known that a beam can excite longitudinal modes in a cavity which than

react onto the beam. It is also possible that the beam excites so-called deflecting modes
which give a transverse force to the beam. A simple case is illustrated in Fig. 7 where
a bunch is going through a cavity with a displacement 7/from the axis. This can excite
a mode having a longitudinal electric field which increases with distance from the cavity
axis. A quarter of an oscillation later this mode has a transverse magnetic field which can
deflect particles. The transverse impedance is defined as the integrated deflecting field
per unit dipole moment of the exciting current

Iy(uj)
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Figure 7: Transverse mode in a cavity during excitation and deflection

The right hand side is multiplied with i which indicates that the driving dipole moment
Iy is out of phase with the deflecting field. The above expression is matched to a complex
description of an oscillation with e~""'. If one uses the convention e?wt instead, i has to
be replaced by - ; . This impedance might become more clear if we relate the fields to the
vertical velocity y rather than to the position y. With y = ye~xwt we have y = — iuyaxid

ZT(u) - -u, (74)

A real transverse impedance means that the transverse deflecting fields are in phase with
the transverse velocity and transfer energy to or from the transverse motion of the beam.

1.11 Transverse beam stability criterion
We calculated the center-of-charge (coherent) response of the beam to a external

transverse excitation with acceleration G

which gives for the fast wave

If the beam surroundings represent a transverse impedance ZT

Zf{<jj) = —i-2—

(76)

(77)

the oscillating beam induces fields in it which will act back on the beam. We assume now
that the acceleration G is not external but due to the self fields induced

G =
ieZTI{y)

(78)
jmo2irR

Substituting this in the expression for the beam response we get for the fast and the slow
wave

1 = -
icIZT

47r(5moc
27 J Up; —L)

l =
7 J OJps—

( 7 9 )
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This gives a condition for which the beam is just at the limit of stability [12, 13]. By
replacing the external excitation with the self induced one we assume that an oscillation,
once started, is just kept going by the self forces. To make it more applicable we introduce
some normalization to separate the term which depends on the different beam parameters
from the one which is just given by the form of the distribution. We introduce the half
width at half height S of the distribution f(ujp) and normalize the two frequencies w and
up with it

(80)
kJ kj KJ

and get
iecIZT f /(

J JZ
This expression allows us to find, for given beam parameters, for each value of the driving
frequency u (or its normalized value £), the maximum impedance Zy which still does
not lead to an instability. In this expression the integral and the impedance are complex
numbers. It is therefore convenient to visualize the stability criterion by mapping the
impedance to the frequency to or £i. As long as this frequency has no imaginary part
there is no growing instability since we expressed the oscillation as e~lwt. We write the
above condition slightly differently

1 ,„_.

[; (82)

Plotting the above equality for a real frequency £i gives the stability diagram. Unfor-
tunately the above equations rarely give solutions which can be expressed in elementary
function for realistic distributions. We give in Fig. 8 the example of a Gaussian dis-
tribution which we have calculated earlier. The diagram consists of two curves; at the
right, one for the slow wave with positive values of the impedance; at the left, one for
the fast wave with negative values for the resistive impedance. These curves represent
a situation which is at the limit of stability. A slightly larger impedance than the one
corresponding to this limit will lead to an instability. For the slow wave this means that
values for the complex impedance Z? giving a reduced impedance UT + iVr lying on
the right of the stability diagram lead to instability while for corresponding values lying
on the left we still have stability. For the fast wave only negative impedances lead to
instabilities if the iesulting reduced impedance UT + iVr lies on the left of the fast wave
stability curve. To summarize the situation for both waves, we have stability as long as
the reduced impedance UT + iVr'is inside the stability diagram bounded by the fast and
the slow wave stability limit curves.

1.11.1 Landau damping for bunched beams and for longitudinal instabilities
Without going into any details concerning the Landau damping for bunched beams

we should make a few remarks on the limitation of the treatment presented here. The
Landau damping against transverse instabilities in an unbunched beam which has a be-
tatron frequency spread due to the energy spread combined with sextupoles Eq. (62) is
a special case. The betatron oscillation we excite will not influence the frequency spread
in the beam. In other words, the frequency up of a particle is given by parameters like
Ap, 7? and Q' which are not influenced by the excitation of betatron oscillations. This
situation is different and more complicated in cases where the betatron frequency spread
is determined by octupole fields which give a dependence of the betatron frequency on
amplitude. This is always the case for a bunched beam but it can also be the dominant
effect in unbunched beams. Exciting a betatron oscillation will, at the same time, influ-
ence the betatron frequency distribution. Going through this calculation one finds that
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Figure 8: Stability diagram

the integrals, Eq. (8), determining the beam response and the stability diagram does not
contain the distribution f(up) but rather its derivative [12, 13]. The same situation is
present for longitudinal stability for unbunched as we will see in the next section.

2 LONGITUDINAL LANDAU DAMPING OF AN UNBUNCHED BEAM

2.1 Introduction
We consider now the same coasting (unbunched) beam and investigate its longitu-

dinal stability provided by Landau damping. Again we first have to study the response
of the beam to an excitation in the longitudinal direction or in energy. In the transverse
case treated before the frequency spread was determined by the energy distribution of
the particles combined with the betatron frequency dependence on energy. The excita-
tion affected the amplitude of the betatron oscillations but not their frequencies. The
longitudinal response is more complicated. The spread in revolution frequencies is given
by the energy distribution combined with the relation between energy and revolution fre-
quency deviations. The beam is excited in energy which directly affects the frequency
distribution. This situation is more complicated and the longitudinal response is usually
calculated with the Vlasov equation. Before using this method we make a short study of
the longitudinal dynamics and try to illustrate the beam response by a more qualitative
description.

2.2 Longitudinal dynamics
We consider an unbunched (coasting) beam circulating in a storage ring with the

nominal radius Ro, the nominal revolution frequency u>0 = (3oc/Ro, the nominal energy
and momentum Eo = moc

2~/o , p0 = rn0c/?o7o- A particle with a different momentum
p = p0 -f Aphas a relative energy deviation

AE _ E-Ep _ 2Ap

Eo Eo ° Vo '
(83)

This particle will move on an orbit which is different from the nominal one by the radial
distance „

p0 Po -̂ o
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where Dx is the horizontal dispersion. The length Lot the orbit has a relative difference
compared to the nominal one by

I/O Po •'0 P Po

where pis the radius of curvature. The revolution time T = L/ficis also changed

AT AX
rp — T p ~ \ ~ 2 / ' (86)

To Lo Po \ TJ PO

where we used the relation
Ap , AB

o = ~P~' ^

As a consequence the revolution frequency ur is changed by

uo ~ To ~ [ a
 7 V Po ~ % o ~ P E

where we introduced r\ = a — I/72 .
A realistic beam has many particles with a certain distribution

with fJieLf^E)dE=: (89)

in the energy deviation AE. In general this distribution can depend on the azimuthal
angle 9. However, the equilibrium distribution is independent of 9, go = fo{AE). Instead
of giving the distribution with respect to AE we can also give it with respect to the
revolution frequency u)r

For convenience we assumed a symmetric equilibrium distribution is symmetric

= fo{AE). (91)

2.3 Illustration of the beam response to a pulse excitation
We take now a coasting beam having a certain energy distribution fo(AE) with rms

value UE- We introduce at the time i = 0 a disturbance in energy of the form

SE(0) = SE0sm(n9) (92)

for all particles in the beam. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the case n = 2. It shows
the beam over one turn, 6 = 0 —> 2ir with the lines indicating points of equal density
f(AE, 9). Two particles are marked by a point to give their position and by an arrow
indicating their motion with respect to a nominal particle at 9 = -K and AE — 0. A cross
section through the beam at 9 — x is shown on the right. At the bottom we show the
current 1(9) represented by this beam which is given by the integral

(93)
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The first frame gives the situation just after the excitation. Since the disturbance
affects the energy only, the current I is not changed by it and is still uniform 1(6) = Jo
and equal to its average value. The dependence of the revolution frequency on energy
deviation of the particles

uQ p E
results in a relative longitudinal displacement of regions with different energy as time goes
on. This is illustrated in the second frame of the figure which shows the situation after
N turns for which

which means that after N turns a particle with an energy deviation AE = <7# has slipped
by an angle 0.3 rad compared to a particle with nominal energy. Due to this sheering the
original energy disturbance is partially converted into a modulation of the beam current.
This gets even more pronounced a little later as shown in the third frame. However, as
time goes on the sheering becomes more pronounced and the modulations at the different
energy deviations AE overlap. This reduces the current modulation again which will
slowly disappear as illustrated in the last two frames.

2.4 The Vlasov equation
The application of kinetic theory and the related Vlasov equation has been treated

in earlier CAS courses [14,15,16]. Here, we only make a short and not rigorous derivation
and put all the emphasis on the application to Landau damping. We start with Liouville's
theorem which says that the phase space density ip(q-,p) in a small volume around a given
particle does not change with time

^ = 0. (96)
at

Usually we associate q with a space coordinate and p with a momentum or a velocity
but the situation can be more general. These coordinates q and p should be canonically
conjugate which means that they are derived from a Hamiltonian H(</, p) by the canonical
equations

The theorem of Liouville is visualized in Fig. 10 where the phase-space trajectories of
three particles are drawn. Their positions and the surface element they determine are
shown for two different times t. The form of this surface element changes but its area
stays constant. According to Liouville's theorem the particles move in phase space like an
incompressible liquid. This is also illustrated in the development of the energy disturbance
shown in Fig. 9. This conservation of the phase-space density seems to contradict common
experience with accelerators where one often talks about dilution of phase-space due to
non-linearities, called filamentation. This paradox is illustrated in Fig. 11. On the left
hand side we show a phase space occupied by particles and which has the simple form of a
rectangle. The instruments observing the distribution of the particles have, in practice, a
limited resolution indicated by the grid in the figure. For the left diagram the instruments
would localize the beam within four such resolution elements. After the beam has gone
through some non-linear elements (e.g. a mismatched bunch rotating in the non-linear
RF wave form) the form of the phase-space occupied by the beam is distorted. Although
its actual area has not changed the limited resolution of the instruments indicates now a
distribution of particles over many more resolution grid elements. The situation is similar
to a liquid which is transformed into foam. On a microscopic level the density is still the
same but the global density is much less. For practical purposes the global phase-space
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Figure 9: Development of a harmonic energy disturbance of an unbunched beam
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Figure 10: Phase space trajectories and Liouville's theorem
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Figure 11: Resolution and phase-space area conservation [17]

density is of course also relevant. The constancy of the phase density tp(q,p) is expressed
by the equation

^ M (98)
dt

where the absolute differentiation indicates that one follows the particle while measuring
the density of its immediate neighborhood. We would like to know the development of
this density as seen by a stationary observer (like a beam monitor) which does not follow
the particle. It depends now not only directly on the time t but also indirectly through
the coordinates q and p of the moving particles which change with time. Therefore, we
have to express the absolute differential with respect to t by the partial differentiations
with respect to time as well as with respect to the coordinates q and p multiplied with
the time derivative of these coordinates

dtl>(q,p)
(99)

This expression is the Vlasov equation in its most simple form and is nothing else
but an expression for Liouville's conservation of phase-space density seen by a stationary
observer. Rigorous derivation of the Vlasov equation can be found in the literature e.g.
[14, 18]. It is interesting to apply the Vlasov equation to a stationary distributions which
does not depend explicitly on time. For example a stationary bunch looks the same each
revolution as it is observed through an intensity monitor. For this stationary case the
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Vlasov equation becomes

-i = 0. (100)= 0 - ^ ^ ^

Expressing q and p with the canonical equations we get

dq dp dp dq J

From this it can be shown that a stationary distribution ip is a function of the Hamiltonian
H only $ = ip(H). This fact is often useful in applications, specially in finding stationary
distributions [19, 20]. In this presentation we apply it to determine the response of a
beam to an external excitation. This will be one of the ingredients to treat the Landau
damping of longitudinal instabilities.

Before we go to the practical applications we have to make some remarks on the
coordinates q and p we use. In Liouville's theorem the phase-space area is only conserved if
expressed in canonically conjugate variables g, p. The same criterion applies to the validity
of the Vlasov equation. Examples of such pairs are position and momentum x,p or time
and energy t, E. These variables are often not very practical for accelerator applications.
We could for example choose the longitudinal position s and the corresponding momentum
ps as coordinates to describe the longitudinal phase-space. However the path length 5
around the ring is different for particles with different momenta. As a result, individual
particles would enter a certain machine element, such as a quadrupole, at different values
of the coordinate s. From this point of view other coordinate pairs in which the position
of the machine element is given for all particles by one coordinate only are more suitable.
Such a variable is for example the angle 6 of the motion around the ring. However the
conjugate variable is quite complicated [21]

= I —d(AE) (102)
JEo Ww
JE0

where AE is the deviation from the nominal energy EQ and u>(AE) is the revolution
frequency which depends on this energy deviation. In our applications we only use terms
up to first order in Al?and use as an approximation 6 and AE as variables. However
we should always remember that this is a linear approximation in AE/Eo which can
become very inaccurate close to transition energy. As a further convenience we will use
the RF phase angle <j> instead of 9 to which it is related through 6 — hO with h being
the harmonic number.

2.5 Response of the beam to a longitudinal excitation
We follow here the methods used in [13, 22] and consider a storage ring containing

a cavity which is excited with frequency UJ RS nu>o and amplitude UQ

U{t) = Uoe-iu)t. (103)

At each revolution the energy of each particle is changed by

AE = eU{U) = eUoe-iu;U (104)

due to the cavity voltage where t,-is the time the particle passes through the cavity.
Assuming a relatively small energy change per turn we can make a smooth approximation
as if the cavity voltage was distributed uniformly around the ring

^ = B = £A£=^<» ' -> . (105)
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We use now the Vlasov equation to describe the development of the particle dis-
tribution. As mentioned before we should express it in canonically conjugate variables
6 and W. However for our approximation of small energy deviations we use 6 and AE as
variables and get

df(6,AE) df(6,AE). df(6,AE).

—Wt— + —ae—9+ dE E~° (106)

The energy change EEq. (105) has to be used in the Vlasov equation. We expect that
it will establish an energy modulation of the particles of the same form resulting in a
modification, of the distribution function

f(9,AE) = fo{AE) + MAE)e^n9~^ (107)

which we assume to be small fi <C /o such that quadratic terms in / i as well as terms
containing products /if/ocan be neglected. With this we get from the Vlasov equation

-">. (108)

We can replace the revolution frequency OJT of the individual particles on the right hand
side by the nominal frequency u?o (but not on the left hand side) leading to

^ £ (109)
Z7T U) — nUJr

We cannot observe the distribution f(9, AE) easily but we can measure the beam current
1(6, t) which is given by

7(0, i) = Neu0 r f{6,AE)d(AE). (110)

The above integration does not really go from — ooto oobut has just to cover the distri-
bution /(d^E). We split the current into the unperturbed part Jo and a perturbation
Ii(9,t). For convenience we chose 9 = Oand get for the latter

, ,2rr p-tw

1 °
The response will be large if w w nwo- The revolution frequency wr of the individual
particles depends on its energy deviation AE

The above integration might contain a pole. To investigate this we use uT as an indepen-
dent variable ,_ . ,

j zNeW0lU0 jtLdur. (113)

Such integrals containing a pole have a principle value and a residue as we explained

dFo(Ur) dFp{wr) ,p

f _±±_dwT = py / ^r dwr±i7r-r^{u). (114)
J u} — nu}T J 10 — nu>r dw r
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The principle value integral is obtained by leaving a small gap around the pole during
integration and letting this gap go to zero

py j —^—dojr = fU U C dWr du + r dWr dta with 6 -* 0. (115)
J U) — UU}r J-co U) — niVT Jw/n+c U) — 1VJJT

The residue is just the derivative dF0/dujT taken at the frequency wof excitation. We get
for the perturbed current

doj

The current h(w)induced by the excitation has a real and an imaginary part. The real
component of the current is in phase with the excitation voltage and therefore absorbs
power. This can lead to damping, called Landau damping. The sign of this term seems
to be ambiguous. This is due to the fact that we did not specify the initial condition. In
a natural experiment there will be no perturbed current when one starts the excitation.
It will appear only later as a consequence of the external voltage. In this case the positive
sign should be taken. It is however also possible that the beam has already a modulation
at the start and the external voltage can be such as to reduce this perturbation which
would be expressed by the negative sign. We assume now the first case in which energy
is absorbed by the beam and take the positive sign.

The imaginary part of the induced current is 90° out of phase compared to the
excitation and does not lead to energy absorption and damping.

2.6 Response of the beam to a pulse excitation
Instead of investigating the beam to a harmonic excitation (transfer function) we

can also establish a sudden energy modulation and observe the free motion of the particles
thereafter. This is the response to a pulse excitation also called Green function.

We like to start with a simple form of an energy modulation of the beam and consider
a harmonic dependence of the energy deviation around the ring which is closed in itself.
At the time t = 0 we give each particle an energy change of the form

8E{9) = 6E0cos{n9). (117)

This modulation is closed in itself around the ring after n periods. In a real machine
one does not have cavities distributed around the ring and such a modulation can be
obtained approximately by applying a harmonic voltage to a single cavity during one
turn. With the particle distribution fo(AE) before the pulse excitation we will have the
modified distribution immediately after the excitation at the time t = 0+ assuming a small
modulation

/ ( 0 + , 9, AE) = /o {AE + 6E0cos{n6)) = fo{AE) - ^SE0cos(n, 9). (118)

We assume that the induced current is observed at the location 9Q and consider develop-
ment of the disturbance in time. Each particle moves around the ring with the angular
velocity wr. The particle which was at the time t = Oat the position — (9will be at the
point of observation 0o at the time t = (9 — 9O)/UJO The distribution function at the time
t is therefore

f(eo,AE,t) = fo(AE) - -&£ocos(n0o - nurt). (119)

To simplify the expression we assume that the beam is observed at the origin #o = 0

f(AE, t) = fo(AE) - ^SE0 cos(rcu,ri). (120)
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The resulting current I(t) is

I{t) = NeJuTf{&E,t)dE&eu}0Jf(&E,t)dE (121)

= IQ- NeojQ j -MsEo cos(nuTt)dE = Jo + h(t).

We assume now that the relative energy spread is small and remember that the revolution
frequency UJT of the individual particles is a function of their deviation A.E

/S.E
uir = wo + Awr , Au;r = — uor)——. (122)

hi

With this we get for the perturbed current.

( 1 2 3 )

Neu)Or)6E r dF0 , . ,. , . jN . , ,. . . . ...
= —-r—- / -—[cos(nwot) cos(nAu;rt) — sm{nu>ot) sm{n/±u>rt)\

p ho J dujT

Making use of the assumed symmetry

F0(Awr) = F0(~uT) -» 5^(Au; r) = - ^ ( A w , ) (124)

we find that the first term of the above integration vanish and the perturbed current
becomes

hit) = - ^ f ^ s i n ( n u V ) / ^ s i n ( n A ^ ) ^ r = ^^0lsin{nuJot)F(t). (125)

The factor in front of the integral of the above equation represents an oscillation with
frequency nu>0. The integral F(t) is slowly varying and represents the envelope of the
oscillation. It is often called Green function.

Comparing the pulse response of the beam (Green function) with the response to a
harmonic excitation (transfer function) (116) we find that it is proportional to the inverse
sine Fourier transform of the latter. We would at first expect that they are related by the
cosine Fourier transform. However the excitation with a pulse leads first to a modulation
in energy which transforms into a current modulation only later. It can be shown that
the complex transfer function is the Fourier transform of the Green function.

2.7 Example of a Gaussian distribution
We take the case of a Gaussian particle distribution in energy and revolution fre-

quency deviation

F0(Aur) = — L - e - K ^ ) 2 , (126)

where aw is the rms width of the distribution in tor. The response to a harmonic excitation
is according to Eq. (116)

N I Ac,Ac, KW» _ r y K t f d , \
crw J a* w - n u r j K }
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Figure 12: Longitudinal response of a coasting beam with Gaussian distribution

The principle value integral cannot be expressed in elementary functions. For the response
to a pulse excitation we get

F(t) = sin(Ao»ri)—-

N
(128)

These responses of a Gaussian beam to a harmonic and a pulse excitation are plotted in
Fig. 12.

2.8 Longitudinal stability
The response to a longitudinal excitation Uoe~lu>t is a current perturbation Eq. (116)

} =

W - w -
(129)

In a storage ring the beam is surrounded by different components like the vacuum chamber,
bellows, kicker magnets, cavities etc. which represent a certain longitudinal impedance
Z{uS). The perturbed current I\ induces longitudinal fields in this impedance which can
act back on the beam. Integrating the field component at one frequency wover the
circumference gives the voltage

Uind.{u) = -h{u (130)
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We consider now a situation in which the current perturbation I\ established by the exter-
nal voltage UQ induces in the impedance a voltage which is equal to the applied voltage UQ.
In this case the external voltage could be turned off and the current perturbation would
continue to exist with constant amplitude. If the impedance is increased the induced
voltage becomes larger than the one necessary to establish the original perturbation and
the amplitude would grow. The case U{nd = UQ represents therefore a stability limit. A
slightly larger impedance would lead to growth of a small perturbation at the frequency
w. We get the stability limit by replacing UQ by Uind in Eq. (129)

g
=

7T-

or
= iNe^rjZju) r g

2Tr/32Eon J %-Ur r'

(131)

(132)

(133)

The integral and the impedance Z{u) are complex. The above equation gives the maxi-
mum complex impedance for which there is still stability.

To bring the above equation into a form more adapted for practical applications we
introduce some normalizations [23]. We use the half-width frequency spread at half-height
and relate it to the corresponding spread in momentum

2 5 = —7/wo
Ap

and introduce the reduced frequencies

—U3Q
X =

S ' l nS '

the reduced distribution

/o(x) = 2KSF0(UT) with f fo{x)dx =

and use the average current

2TT

This gives for the stability condition

eI0Z(uj)/n
1 = -

which we can write in the form

v + u'= eI°

irdft

dx
{Xl)-iPV -dx

x —

- l

n n dx *L\

(134)

(135)

(136)

(137)

(138)

(139)

The Factor on the left hand side contains now all the global beam parameters and the
impedance while the right hand side depends on the form of the distribution only.

We can now plot the above relation in a complex plane and obtain the stability
diagram. This is done by calculating the U' and V as a function of Xi, i.e. of the frequency
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Figure 13: Statility diagram of a beam with Gaussian distribution

w. The response of the beam to an excitation is only large when cuis close to a harmonic
n of the revolution frequency Uo- The quantity U' + iV representing the stability diagram
is proportional to the inverse response. If the frequency u> approaches the harmonic of
the revolution frequency a point on the stability diagram comes down from infinity, moves
around the origin (while w goes through nw0) and moves then again to large values. The
area surrounded by the stability diagram contains values of U' and V for which the beam
is stable. For a given beam current, energy, frequency spread and other beam parameters
can therefore determine the maximum complex stability which still provides stability. In
Fig. 13 the stability diagrams of a beam with a Gaussian distribution is plotted. By
taking such diagrams for different distributions one can approximate them by a circle
with a radius of about 0.6. This gives a very simple stability condition

n
<0.6 (140)

which is called the Keil-Schnell criterion [24].

2.9 Discussion
We started by calculating the response of an unbunched beam to a longitudinal

harmonic excitation with frequency u>. We found that this response has a part for which
the velocity is in phase with the external acceleration. It can therefore absorb energy
and lead to damping, called Landau damping. This result is not so easy to understand
physically. A more detailed analysis indicates (shown for the transverse case) that the
excitation leads to growing amplitudes of the few particles for which the natural revolution
frequency u>r (or s, harmonic of it) is close the excitation frequency w. The absorbed energy
goes into the growing amplitudes of these particles.

We later considered the response of the particles in the beam to a pulse excitation
which established an energy modulation around the ring. The following free oscillation
executed by the particle with different frequencies lead to a decay of the coherent en-
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ergy or current modulation. However the amplitude of the individual particles will stay
constant. This response to a pulse excitation (Green function) is easier to understand
than the response to a harmonic excitation (transfer function) but not so easy to check
experimentally.

To compare this beam response to a longitudinal excitation with the transverse case
we find an important difference. In the transfer or Green function the distribution /o
appears for the transverse response while its derivative dfo/du is the relevant quantity
for the longitudinal case. In the latter case the excitation affects the quantity AE which
determines the spread while in the transverse case the distribution is given by parameters
which are not affected by the excitation. The Landau damping of bunched beams can
be treated in a similar way as the longitudinal Landau damping of the unbunched beam
[2, 25, 26].

The reduction of the coherent amplitude after a pulse excitation and the resistive
response of the beam to a harmonic excitation are the basis of Landau damping, but
they represent two extreme cases. In the first case the continuous excitation leads to
very large amplitudes of a few particles, in the second case most particles obtain a finite
amplitude by the pulse. In reality Landau damping avoids an instability at infinitesimally
small amplitudes. Let us assume, due to statistical fluctuation of the particles, a harmonic
current modulation is established. It will induce a current in the beam surroundings which
will in turn apply a voltage to the beam. Taking the picture of a harmonic excitation the
energy provided by this voltage is absorbed by some gain in amplitude of a few particles
and the modulation does not grow further. From the view of the response to a pulse
excitation the frequency spread will smear out established modulation faster than the
induced voltage can enhance it. Since all this happens at infinitesimally small amplitudes
a beam stabilized by Landau damping does not grow in energy spread but can be kept
stable for days as experience shows.
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BEAM INSTABILITIES

A. Hofmann,
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Collective effects are introduced in the example of the longitudinal
Robinson instability which can be generalized to cover all coupled
bunch modes. We first introduce the concept of the impedance by
approximating a cavity resonance by a RLC circuit. The response
of such a resonator to pulse excitation gives the wake potential
or Green function while a harmonic excitation reveals the concept
and properties of the impedance. The interaction of a stationary
circulating bunch with an impedance leads to an energy loss and to
a shift of the incoherent synchrotron frequency. A bunch executing
a synchrotron oscillation has spectral lines and harmonics of the
revolution frequency with side bands spaced by the synchrotron
frequency. The voltage induced in an impedance by these spectral
lines can act back on the beam. A simple expression involving the
impedances at the upper and lower side bands gives the growth
rate of the Robinson instability. This can be generalized for a more
complicated impedance, for the case of many bunches and also for
higher modes of longitudinal oscillations.

1 INTRODUCTION
The motion of a single particle in a storage ring is determined by the external guide

fields created by the dipole and quadrupole magnets and the RF system, by the initial
conditions, and by the synchrotron radiation. The many particles contained in a high
intensity beam represent a sizeable charge and current which act as a source of electro-
magnetic fields called self fields. These fields are modified by the boundary conditions
imposed by the beam surroundings (vacuum chambers, cavities, etc.) and act back on
the beam. This can lead to a frequency shift (change of the betatron or synchrotron fre-
quency), to an increase of a small disturbance of the beam, i.e. an instability, or a change
of the particle distribution, e.g. bunch lengthening. These phenomena are called collective
effects since they are caused by a collective action of the many particles in the beam.

As an example we consider bunches in a storage ring going through a cavity; Fig. 1.
Each bunch induces electromagnetic fields in this cavity which oscillate and slowly decay

bunch 4

bunch 2 bunch 1 bunch 2

Figure 1: Field acting from one bunch to the next one
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away. The next bunch, or the same bunch on the next turn, might find some field left
and will be influenced by it. The phase of the field seen in the next turn can be such that
a small initial synchrotron oscillation amplitude of the bunch is increased. In each turn
the oscillation is amplified resulting in an exponentially growing instability.

In most cases the fields created by the beam are small compared to the guide fields
and their effects can be treated as a perturbation. This is done in three steps:

a) First, the motion in the guide field and the stationary particle distribution are
calculated.

b) A small disturbance of the bunch from its stationary motion is considered (be-
tatron or synchrotron oscillation). The fields due to such a disturbance are determined
taking the boundary condition imposed by the beam surroundings (impedance) into ac-
count.

c) The effect of these fields on the initial disturbance is investigated. If the amplitude
of the disturbance is increased we have an instability, if it is decreased we have damping,
or, if the frequency of the mode of oscillation is changed, we have a frequency shift.

For the case of small self-fields considered here the particle distribution in the bunch
is given by external conditions (machine parameter, initial condition, synchrotron radi-
ation) and is usually Gaussian in electron machines. As disturbances of the stationary
distribution we consider some modes of oscillation which are orthogonal to each other
such that the stability of each mode can be treated independently.

Strong self-fields, however, modify the particle distribution and also the modes of
oscillation such that they are no longer independent. A self-consistent solution has to be
found in this case and this can be a rather difficult task. It is usually only attempted for
the case of bunch lengthening where the longitudinal particle distribution in the presence
of an impedance is obtained. The beam position monitors and the transverse impedance
can usually not "resolve" the local transverse particle distribution. The latter is therefore
only in exceptional cases of importance for beam instabilities.

We distinguish between single and multi-traversal collective effects. For the first
kind no memory of the induced field over one revolution or over the time interval between
the passage of adjacent bunches is assumed. An example of a single-traversal effect is
bunch lengthening. For multi-traversal effects the impedance has to have a memory such
that one bunch can influence the next one or itself after one revolution. Such a memory
can be provided by cavity-like objects with a relatively large quality factor Q.

Finally, we distinguish between longitudinal and transverse effects. In the first case
a longitudinal impedance influences the synchrotron oscillation such that its amplitude
grows or its frequency changes. The transverse impedance has a corresponding effect on
the horizontal or vertical betatron oscillations.

Here, we will concentrate on longitudinal collective effects and derive the Robinson
instability in some detail.

2 IMPEDANCE AND WAKE POTENTIAL OF A RESONATOR
2.1 Cavity resonance

Impedances and wake potentials have been treated extensively in the literature.
We recapitulate here some of their essential properties on the simple case of a cavity
resonance.

Cavities are the most likely objects to cause coupled-bunch mode instabilities since
the induced fields oscillate for a relatively long time and provide a memory over the time
interval between bunch passages. Such a cavity can be of a form which resembles an RCL
circuit as shown in Fig. 2, and can be treated as such. The RCL circuit has a shunt
impedance Rs, an inductance Land a capacity C. In a real cavity these three parame-
ters cannot easily be separated. For this reason we use some other related parameters
which can be measured directly: The resonance frequency uT, the quality factor Q and the
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bunch

c qL

Figure 2: RLC circuit equivalent to a cavity resonance

damping rate a:

If this circuit is driven by a current / the voltages across each element are

and have the relations to the currents

Differentiating with respect to t gives

Using L = Rsj(ujrQ) and C = Q/(wri?s) gives the differential equation

The solution of the homogeneous equation is a damped oscillation

or

V(t) = . - [A COS [*>f
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I(t)=q <5(t)

Figure 3: RLC circuit driven by a pulse

2.2 Wake potential
We now calculate the response of the RCL circuit (representing a cavity) to a delta

function pulse (very short bunch), Fig. 3,

= qS(t).

The charge q induces a voltage in the capacity

Q

The energy stored in the capacitor

U~ C~ 2Qq ~ 2 q ~ k

must be equal to the energy lost by the charge. Here we introduced the parasitic mode
loss factor of a point charge

I _ U _ "rRs
p m ~ ? 2 " 2Q

which is the energy loss normalized for the charge. The charged capacitor Cwill now
discharge first through the resistor Rs and then also through the inductance L

I*
C C C Rs Q2 * Q *'

The voltage in this resonance circuit has now the initial conditions

V(0+) = 2kpmq and l>(0+) = ^SLq.

We take the solution of the homogeneous differential equation and its derivative

V(*) = . - (Aces (-rf-zpt) + Bsin ^ 1 - ^
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I(t)=Tcos(«t)

Figure 4: RLC circuit driven by a harmonic excitation

V(t) =
4Q2 cos • t

^sinUJl-^lj*

and satisfy the above initial conditions by

A = and - Aa
2ujrkp

We obtain the voltage in a resonator circuit excited at the time t = Oby a 5-pulse I(t) —
qSt

F \ si:

4Q2 V

This voltage is induced by a charge q going through the cavity at the time t = 0.
A second point charge q' going through the cavity at a later time t will gain or loose the
energy U = q'V(t). This energy gain/loss per unit source and unit probe charge is called
the wake potential of a point charge or also the Green function G(t). For our resonator
(cavity resonance) we have

G(t) = 2kpme~at cos W r . /1 - - — t -

which for a large quality factor Q > 1 simplifies to

2kpme~at cos

2.3 Impedance

We use now a harmonic excitation of the circuit with a current I = /cos(u>2), Fig. 4.
This is described by the differential equation

V + ̂ -
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The solution of the homogeneous equation is a damped oscillation which disappears after
some time. We are left with the particular solution of the form V(t) = Acos(u>i) +
Bs'm(u)t). Inserting this into the differential equation and separating cosine and sine
terms gives

{u; - u2)A + ~-B = 0 and (u; - h/)B —y-A = -pr1!-
Q Q Q

The voltage induced by the harmonic excitation of the resonator becomes

V{t) = IRS-

This voltage has a cosine term which is in phase with the exciting current. It can absorb
energy and is called the resistive term. The sine term of the voltage is out of phase with
the exciting current and does not absorb energy, it is called the reactive term. The ratio
between the voltage and current is called impedance. It is a function of frequency u> and
has a resistive part ZT{u) and a reactive part Zi(u)

The resonance excited by a current of the form I(t) = I cos(wi) or /(£) = / sin(u;£) results
in a voltage V(t)

I(t) = 7cos(wf) -» V{t) = I (Zr(u) cos(wt) + Z,-(w) sin(wi)),

J(t) = I sin(wt) -> V(t) = I (Zr{u>) sin(wt) - Zj(w) cos(wt)).

2.4 Complex notation
We have used a harmonic excitation of the form

I(t) = 7cos(a;i) = / ^ with 0 < w < oo,

using positive frequencies only. A complex notation

/(<) = /e i a" wttfe - oo < w < oo

involving positive and negative frequencies leads to more compact expressions and is often
convenient. We take the differential equation

of the resonator voltage with the excitation I{t) = I exp(jut) and seek a solution of the
form V(t) = Voexp(jwt), where Vois in general complex and get
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Green function

A
0\ / i Vy 2 3 4 uRt/2n

ZM/R. impedance

- f ; • • C

Q=3.0

"o/u,

Q=15.0

Figure 5: Green function and impedance of a resonance

The impedance, defined as the ratio V/I, is given by

Z(u) = ^- = Rs
JT = RS

and has a real and an imaginary part, Fig. 5. For a large quality factor the impedance is
only large for a> « wr or |a; — wr|/o;r = |Aw|u;r <C 1 and can be simplified to

Z{u) fa Rs v2 •

The resonator impedance has some specific properties:

u> — ujr —> Zr(u>r) has a maximum, Zt(wr) = 0
|a;| < wT -^ Zj(tj) > wr (inductive)
|w| > wr —> ^i(w) < 0 (capacitive)

and some properties which apply to any impedance or wake potential

Zr(u) = Zr(-u) , Zi{u>) = -Z,-(-w),

Z(u) = /°° G(t)e~Mdt, Z(u) = Fourier transform of G(i),

t < 0 —> G(i) = 0 no fields before particle arrives.

Caution; sometimes one uses I(t) = Ie~tut instead of I(t) = 7eJ0;t, this reverses the sign
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Figure 6: Longitudinal beam dynamics impedance

2.5 Review of the longitudinal dynamics
A particle with a momentum deviation Ap has a different closed orbit which is

radially displaced by Ax = DxAp/p with Dx being the dispersion. As a result the orbit
length L, the revolution time To and the revolution frequency UJQ are changed

AL Ap Aw0

p u0

ATO 1 \ Ap Ap
7 = ~Vc

7V P P
with ac being the momentum compaction and rjc = ac~ l/j2- There is a transition energy
Ex = moc27ywith 77 = I /a 2 for which the dependence of the revolution frequency on
momentum (or energy) changes sign

E > ET -* — decreases with AE

E < ET -* -7 > etc
72

rjc < 1 —> uio increases with AE.

We will assume that the particles are ultra relativistic in which case Ap/p w AE/E ~ e.
In the presence of an RF system and of an energy loss per turn U due to synchrotron
radiation or an impedance, a circulating particle has a gain or loss SE in energy of

6E = eVsm{huo(ta + T))-U

or in relative energy 6E/E = 6e

SE__6 eVsin(hwo(t9 + T)) U
E ~ 6~ E E'

with ts being the synchronous arrival time of the particle in the cavity and r the deviation
from it as illustrated in Fig. 6. We introduce the synchronous phase angle <j)s = hujots and
assume r <C To which allows us to develop the trigonometric function

Se =
E

H
huoeV cos <ps

E E'
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The energy gain per turn is very small SE <C.E and we can make a smooth approx-
imation

6E .m -27r

_ = e r 0 = e -
. uioeVsin <j>s

The energy loss U suffered by a particle is in general a function of its relative energy
deviation e and its deviation T from the synchronous and, to first order, can be developed

This leads to an expression for the time derivative of the energy loss

. _ io0eV sin <f>s ulheV cos 4>s w0 Uo W0 dU w0 1 dU
6 ~ 2TTE 2TTE

 T"" 2K~E ~ 2^lE€ ~ 2^E"d7

To have equilibrium for the synchronous particle e = 0, r = 0 we have

With this and using f = woATo/27r = 7/ce we get a system of two first order differential
equations

2 ̂
e ^ c o s <f>s wo dU 1 wo dU

6 = U T e° 2 i r E T ~ 2
T = 7]ce.

They can be combined into one second-order equation

eV cos <f>s ricuodU
C ~ ~E2l~dte

which is the equation of a damped oscillation. Using

2 2 h-T]ceV c o s <j)s 1 wo dU
2TTE 2 2TT dE

seeking a solution of the form e7'"', and assuming as <C wso we get

2 • 2 ^ 0 7?C 0 1 / v _

—w -(• ?UQS 4- ( u n -f- ) = u

2-K E dt

Calling
. \UJQ nc dU

s0 dt
gives

6 = A

For the initial conditions e(t) = e, e(0) = — a$e we get A = B = e/2 and

e(<) = e e-a3< cos((w50
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In the absence of any energy loss U we have

e(t) = ecos(ws0f

with
c o s <f>s

su u 2irE

In order to get a stable oscillation we need w*Q > 0 which leads to the conditions

E > ET r)c < 0 -» cos <j>s < 0 , E <ETT)C>0 -* cos <j>s > 0.

For stability in the presence of an energy loss U we need in addition

_ lwoJt/

In other words the energy loss U has to increase for a positive energy deviation of the
beam.

3 A STATIONARY BUNCH INTERACTING WITH AN IMPEDANCE
3.1 Spectrum of a stationary bunch

We consider now a bunch which represents in a single traversal the current /(£). Its
Fourier transform is

(2)

We assume the form of the bunch to be symmetric

I{-t) = I(t)

which leads to a Fourier transform having only a real part and being symmetric in u>

This assumption is used for convenience to reduce the number of terms which have to be
carried along in some calculation. Since, in most practical applications, the bunches are
to a good approximation symmetric, this represents a minor restriction which could easily
be removed. The currents of a bunch with Gaussian distribution in time and frequency
domain are illustrated in Fig. 7 and given by the expressions

^ ; /(w) = ^ (3)

where q = iV&eis the total charge of the JVf, particles in a bunch. The rms width of the
bunch and its spectrum are at and aw which are related by

1

Next we investigate the case of a circulating bunch having repetitive passages at a
given location. For a stationary bunch having no synchrotron oscillations the observed
current is of the form

h(t) = E I(t - kT0).
* = - 0 0
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time domain

frequency domain

Figure 7: Single passage of a bunch in time and frequency domain

This is not a very useful expression for applications. Since the current is periodic it is
natural to express it in a Fourier series

(4)

with

!,= £•

Tn

and Io={1) = T (5)

Comparing the Fourier transform Eq. (2) with the terms of the Fourier series Eq. (5) we
find the relation

IP =

For a Gaussian bunch Eq. (3) we get

At low frequencies we have Ip w /o. The current in time and frequency domain of such a
circulating bunch is shown in Fig. 8.

It should be noted that for the frequency component Ip of the current we use a
value adapted to positive and negative frequencies. If only positive frequencies are used
the current component at po;0 is 2/p.
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time domain
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/ \J \ V
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frequency domain

1 1 , . .
0

Figure 8: Multiple passage of a bunch in time and frequency domain

3.2 Voltage induced by the stationary bunch
In the presence of a cavity resonance or any general impedance Z(u>) the circulating

stationary bunch induces a voltage which is in frequency domain

- pL)0)Z(u))

and in time domain

Vk{i) =

p=-oo p=-oo

By combining positive and negative frequencies and observing the symmetry con-
ditions Zr(—u) = Zr(u)) , Zi(~u) = — Z,-(o>)and the fact that Z(0) = Owe get a real
expression

oo

(6)= 2 ] T Ip {Zr(pu>0) cos(pu>0t) - Zi
P=i

We calculate the average induced voltage (V) seen by the particle in the bunch

IoTo J-lTO/2
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With the expressions Eq. (4) for the current and Eq. (6) for the voltage we get

( fT°/2 rT°/2 \
Zr(pu>o cos[p ojot) cos(pujot)dt — Zr(poJo cos(p uot) sin(puiot)dt).

\ J-To/2 ./-To/2 /

The first integral vanishes except for p' = p in which case it has the value To/2, and the
second integral always vanishes. This leads to

(V)=J- E \IP\2Zr(P"0) = y £ \h\2Zr(pUQ). (7)
*0 p=-oo •'0 p = 1

We will also need the average voltage slope

.dVt 1

With the same method we used for the average voltage we obtain

p=-infty 2° P=l

3.3 Energy loss per turn of a stationary circulating bunch
The energy Wj lost by the whole circulating stationary bunch in one turn due to

the impedance Z{u) can be obtained from the average voltage Eq. (7)

where q = eNb is the total charge of the bunch. The average energy loss U of a particle
in the bunch is

U = TF = Y E WZr[P»o) = -TT E l4|2Zr(pW0).
iV& J ° P =i iVi> P = i

We can normalize the loss Wb by the square of charge (the charge inducing the voltage
and the same charge suffering an energy loss) to get the so-called parasitic mode loss
factor or a bunch

_ Wb _ U _ 2 v^ i2 _ 2To

This parameter depends on the bunch length. For a short bunch the spectrum extends to
higher frequencies. The parameter kpm is therefore expected to increase with decreasing
bunch length.

If the impedance is broad band and does not contain resonances of bandwidth smaller
than the revolution frequency, the above sum can be approximated by an integral

Km * \ r \i{u)\*Zr{u)du>.
q J—oo
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3.4 Incoherent synchrotron frequency shift
We take now the case of a stationary bunch in the presence of an impedance Z(UJ) =

Zr(w) + jZi(u). As we saw before, the bunch induces an average voltage in the resistive
part of the impedance

f (8)
and an averaged voltage slope in the reactive part

ai Jo p = i

both being independent of the energy. We have to include these voltages in the equation
of the synchrotron motion

A A

. eV sin (j>su>o u)QheV cos <j>s w0 e ( F ) woe dV.
T 2x I

With the condition eV sin <j>s = e(V) we find

or, combined into a second-order equation,

(ulhrjceVcos<f>s rjcu0 ,dV€ + { + e(

The solution is an undamped oscillation with the frequency given by

which can be written as

There is a shift of the incoherent synchrotron frequency. For a small effect this shift can
be expressed as

^ = 77^—rE^-W- (io)
IohV cos q>s p=i

4 INTERACTION OF AN OSCILLATING BUNCH WITH A CAVITY

4.1 Spectrum of an oscillating bunch
We consider now a bunch which executes a synchrotron oscillation with frequency

ojs — UQQS. This results in a modulation of its passage time tk at a cavity in successive
turns k as illustrated in Fig. 9

tk = kT0 + rh
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time domain

frequency domain

lj(t-3T0-T3)

3T0

Figure 9: Oscillating bunch in time and frequency domain

with
77. = Tcos(2irQsk),

where k is the revolution number and f the amplitude of the modulation. The current
represented by this oscillating bunch is given in time domain by

To get the Fourier transform of this current we use again the shift theorem and the
symmetry condition I(t) = I(—t)

k=-oo

We assume now that the oscillation is small wf
in the bunch spectrum I(u>) and approximate

Ik{u) = / »

1 for all frequencies u contained

fc:=-00
oo

. LOT ~

2 ^ fc=-oo

-Jk(u,T0+2*Q
• ' ) •
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We use again the relations

)8(x — 2irp) and
k=—oo p=—oo

and get

fc=-co p=-oo °

= uol(u) .wr ^ (^(^ ~~ P^o ~ ws) + 5{u —
p=-oo w p=-oo

()
This is the Fourier-transformed current of a bunch executing a synchrotron oscillation.
It is represented by a line spectrum having spectral lines at harmonics of the revolution
frequency pw0 due to the stationary bunch motion and side bands caused by the bunch
oscillation. This is not astonishing since the stationary motion is periodic which leads
to a simple line spectrum shown in an earlier section. The modulation of the passage
time with the synchrotron frequency is expected to lead to side bands spaced by ws from
the revolution harmonics. One would think that the above spectrum could be obtained
directly using the theory of phase modulation without the relatively lengthy derivation
given above. However there is a subtlety concerning the size of the spectral lines which
will be discussed below. We prefer to get this current in time domain and apply the
inverse Fourier transform

to the above expression, so obtaining

4
p=-oo

4= £
V 2ft p=-o

((P " Qs)I((p - Q.^eto-W- 1 + (p + Qs)I((p

This is a relatively complicated way to express the current of an oscillating bunch but is,
however, of some use for certain calculations. We can simplify it with some approxima-
tions. The bunch length is usually much shorter than the circumference of the machine.
As a consequence its spectrum is much larger than the revolution frequency u>o- We can
therefore neglect the very small difference in the bunch spectrum between the harmonics
of the revolution frequency and its side band

I(puo) » I((p + Qs)u>0) ^

We use now the current component Ip at the frequency pu/0 instead of the Fourier trans-
form of J(pw0), and represent the current of an oscillating bunch as a standard Fourier
series

IP
p=—00

((P -

By combining terms with positive and negative values of the_ summing parameter
p&nd using the fact that for a symmetric bunch we have I{u) = /(—w)we can express
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Figure 10: Voltage induced by an oscillating bunch in a narrow band impedance

the current of the oscillating bunch with real functions

(13)
P = i

((p - Qs) sin((p - Qs)uot) + (p + Qs) sin((p

The line spectrum of the current represented by an oscillating bunch is shown in Fig. 9.
We can split the trigonometric function in the expression Eq. (14) for the current

h{t) = /o + 2 £ 7P
P=i

(14)

-jr- ((P - Qs)(sin(pu;oi) cos(Qsu0t) + cos(pw0t) sm(Qsuot))

4.2 Voltage induced by an oscillating bunch
We calculate the voltage induced by the current 7jfc(2)in an impedance Z(u>). The

Fourier transform of this voltage is given by

Vk{u>)=ik(u>)Z{u>).
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To get the voltage in time domain we use the expression Eq. (11) for the current and
apply the inverse Fourier transform Eq. (12)

jut

which, with our approximation, can be written as

fp ((p + Qs)Z((p + QOwto)^^9 '^0 + (P~ Qs)Z((p -

We consider now a narrow-band impedance 8u < u0 and calculate the voltage which
is induced in it by an oscillating bunch. Due to the small bandwidth we have to consider
only one revolution harmonic p and its two side bands to the induced voltage as indicated
in Fig. 10.

We start with the resistive part ZT of the impedance and get for the voltage

Vkr(t) = 2IpZT(pujQ) cos(pu}Qt)
+ UOTIP ((p + Qs)Zr{(p + Qs)u>0) sin((p + Q,)uot)

- Qs)ZT{(p - Qs)u0)sin{{p - Q,)wot)).

We split the trigonometric functions into two parts

VkT(t) = 2IpZT(pu0) cos(pw0t)
+ UQTIP [{p -f Qs)ZT((p + Qs)uo) (sin(pa;oi) cos(ujst) + cos(pu>0t) sin(u>.,2))

(p - Qs)Zr{{p — Qs)u0) (sm{pu}Ot) cos(ust) — cos(puj0t) sm(wst))}.

The synchrotron motion consists of a modulation of the arrival time each revolution A;.
We approximate it now as a modulation in time

Tfc = f cos{2nQsk) —>• r = f cos(ta,i) , T = —wsf sin(wsi).

Since the synchrotron phase advance 2TTQS per turn is very small in all practical cases this
is a very good approximation. Using these expressions we get for the voltage induced in
the resistive impedance

VUt) = 27P

Wo

+ ( p - Qs)ZT((p- Qs)uo) f sm(puot)T + cos(pu0t) — Jj .

We can also express the current Eq. (14) of the oscillating bunch with rand f

/*(*) = IQ + 2^2 Ip\cos(poj0t) (15)
P=I L

Wo / / T \
~̂" — I \P ~f~ Qs) I sin(pu>oi)r — cos(pwoi)— I

2 \ \ u)s/

sin(pwof)r
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Next we calculate the average voltage seen by the particles in one revolution

f Ik(t)Vk(t)dt 1 ^

In carrying out this integration we approximate for small oscillation amplitudes and take
only linear terms in r and f. We also neglect the change of r and f within one turn. This
leads to

211

(2QsZr(puo) + (p + Qs)Zr((p + Qs)uo) - (p - Qs)Zr((p -

For the voltage induced in the reactive (imaginary) part of the impedance we have

Vki(t) = 2/p I — Z,-(pu;o)sin(pu;o)

|cos((p + <

Splitting the trigonometric functions and using r and f leads to

((P + Qs)Zi((p + QS)UQ) (cos(pLo0t)T + sin(pu;o)— )

+ {P - Qs)Zr({p - Qs)Uo) I COs(pU0t)T - si

For the average voltage per turn we get within linear approximation in r and f

- Q.)uo)].

We derived the voltage induced by an oscillating bunch in a narrow-band impedance.
We assumed that the oscillation frequency is small compared to the revolution frequency
Qs <C 1. We will find later when we treat the synchrotron oscillation that only the
average voltage seen by the particles in the bunch is of importance for the coherent dipole
oscillation. We found that this voltage has two components. The first one, VT, is induced
in the resistive impedance and is proportional to the derivative rof the-bunch excursion.
The second component, V{, is induced in the reactive impedance and is proportional to
the bunch excursion r itself. We can collect the two parts and get the average voltage
per turn seen by the particles in the bunch. To make the expressions more compact we
introduce

% + us) , Z~ = Zr(pwo - u>,) , Z°r = ZT(pojo)

Z% = Zi{puJo + us) , Z;{ = ZiipuJo - u.) , Zjt = Zi{puo)
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and get

Within the approximation Qs <C 1 this gives

^ ° % ] ( 1 7 )

The part of the voltage shown in the first line of the above equation does not
depend on r or f and is therefore present for a stationary bunch as we calculated before.
Its resistive part leads to an energy loss and the reactive part to a change of the incoherent
synchrotron frequency as we will see later.

We took here the case of a narrow-band impedance and in which only one sideband
pair of the bunch spectrum leads to an induced voltage. This case is easier to understand
in detai: and we will use it also for the most simple case of a longitudinal instability.
However, a generalization to a broadband impedance is straightforward: Many sidebands
of the bunch spectrum induce a voltage in the impedance at the corresponding frequencies
uio(p ± Qs). The total voltage is obtained by a sum over the parameter p. This leads to
the expression

5 ROBINSON INSTABILITY
5.1 Qualitative treatment

The most important effect of the interaction between a longitudinally-oscillating
bunch and a cavity is the so-called Robinson instability [1] which is treated here in some
detail since it can be generalized to describe all multi-turn instabilities in storage rings.
We start with a qualitative treatment by considering a single bunch circulating in a storage
ring and exciting a cavity resonance with resonance frequency u>r and impedance Z{w)
of which we consider only the resistive part Zr.

The revolution frequency w0 of the circulating bunch depends on its energy deviation

/, AE\
= pw0 1 - 7?c-—- .

\ h> /

AE
= -VC~ET or

OJQ hi
While the bunch is executing a coherent dipole mode oscillation e(t) = ecos(u>st) its
revolution frequency is modulated. Above transition the revolution frequency a>ois small
when the energy is high and UJQ is large when the energy is small. If the cavity is tuned to
a resonant frequency slightly smaller than the RF frequency ur < pu;0, Fig. 11 left, the
bunch sees a higher impedance and loses more energy when it has an energy excess and it
loses less energy when it has a lack of energy. This leads to a damping of the oscillation.
If ur > pwothis is reversed, Fig. 11 right, and leads to an instability. Below transition
energy the dependence of the revolution frequency is reversed which changes the stability
criterion.

5.2 Quantitative treatment
We consider a narrow-band cavity with a circulating bunch as before. The bunch

executes a synchrotron oscillation which is approximately described as r = f cos(w5f) and
produces sidebands to the revolution frequency harmonics of the bunch. The current of
this oscillating bunch is obtained from Eq. (16) in the approximation of Qs <C 1

P = i
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ho0 ut

Figure 11: Qualitative treatment of the Robinson instability

+ puiQ (sm(pu>ot)T — cos(pwoi)— 1 + puo (sin(pu;o£)r + cos(pu:ot)— I .
\ UJS/ \ ws/J

Since we assumed a narrow-band impedance we consider only one revolution harmonic p
with its side bands and get for the averaged induced voltage Eq. (17) or the energy loss U
of the particle in the bunch

U = e(V) = e?£ [Z°r + ^-{Z;r - Z-)

We include this induced voltage in the equation Eq. (1) for the energy gain and loss.

uoeV s\r\(j)s

+
cos <f>s ujoe .

Using the equilibrium condition

we get

eVsm<j)s =

2nE

211ZI

6 = To 2

Using the synchrotron frequency in the absence of an impedance

cos

and the relation f = 77ce we get the second-order equation

2I0hVcos<j>s
 pr V + ̂  (l - + = 0.
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Figure 12: Quantitative treatment of the Robinson instability

This is the oscillation equation with the solution

e = ee~aat cos(u)st

and the damping or growth rate

as =
2IohV cos <

The growth rate of the Robinson instability is given by the difference of the resistive
impedance at the upper and lower synchrotron sideband, Fig. 12. Above transition
energy we have cos (j>s < 0 and as > 0, i.e. stability if Z~T > Z*T as we found already from
qualitative arguments.

The RF cavity itself has a narrow-band impedance around hu0 which can drive an
instability. Since the bunch length is usually much shorter than the RF wavelength we
have Ip = /^ ~ 7o so that

There is also a frequency shift due to the reactive part of the impedance

= W 1 +
I Q K V C O S <f>s C O S <f>s

The second term in the parenthesis only depends on the impedance at the revolution
harmonic pwo and not on the one at the sidebands. It is present also in the absence of
a coherent motion and produces a change of the incoherent synchrotron frequency which
we calculated before Eq. (10)

w =
lohV cos i
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The coherent synchrotron motion produces a further shift compared to u;s

For a small effect, the shift of the coherent frequency with respect to the incoherent one
is given by

2IohV cos (j>s

5.3 Discussion and generalization of the Robinson instability
We have derived the Robinson instability for the case of a single bunch and a single,

narrow band and relatively weak resonance. We will here discuss the way this instability
can be extended to cover more general cases.

A more general impedance will cover not just a single revolution harmonic with
the two synchrotron oscillation sidebands but many such frequency lines. In this case
the voltage induced in the impedance by each such line contained in the spectrum of
the bunch current has to be considered. The growth rate will no longer be given by
the difference between the impedance at the upper and lower synchrotron sideband but
between the sums of the impedance times the spectral power taken at each upper and
each lower synchrotron sideband contained in the spectrum of the oscillating bunch.

This can be extended to the case of many bunches [3, 4]. With M equidistant
bunches in the machine we have M different modes of oscillation each having a different
phase between the oscillations executed by adjacent bunches. The spectrum of each
such coupled bunch mode has synchrotron sidebands at distinct revolution harmonics.
In calculating the stability of a certain coupled-bunch mode we have to sum over these
sidebands.

So far, we considered only dipole oscillations where the bunch makes a rigid oscil-
lation around the nominal phase without changing the form. There are higher modes of
oscillation, called bunch-shape oscillations, which can be classified as quadrupole (m = 2),
sextupole (m = 3), octupole (m = 4), etc. modes. Each mode has a spectrum with side
bands at mu;sfrom the revolution harmonics. Again, to calculate the stability of these
modes we have to sum over these sidebands.

We have assumed that the effect of the impedance is relatively weak such that the
changes of the synchrotron frequency and the growth rate of the instability are small
compared to the synchrotron frequency itself. For very narrow-band cavities with high
shunt impedance, e.g. superconducting cavities, this might no longer be true. In this
case we have to evaluate the impedance not at the unperturbed sideband u>so but at the
shifted synchrotron frequency us. Furthermore, if we are interested in the growth rate
we have to consider the cavity impedance for a growing oscillation which is different as
soon as the growth time of the oscillation becomes comparable to the filling time of the
cavity. Taking all this into account one arrives at a 4th-order equation for the shifted
synchrotron frequency and the growth rate for which a more general stability criterion
can be derived, often called the second Robinson instability [3].

In the above paragraph we have considered stability only for the case of infmitesi-
mally small oscillations and we have calculated their growth or damping time. If, however,
the oscillation amplitude becomes large, some non-linear effects should be included. The
modulation index of the phase oscillation will become large leading to sidebands at twice
the synchrotron frequency. They have to be included when summing over the impedance
contribution. This can lead to a situation where the beam is unstable for small oscillation
amplitudes but becomes stable again at large amplitudes. In practice, such cases have
bunches oscillating with finite but more or less constant amplitudes, [5, 6].
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Abstract
Knowledge of the electromagnetic interaction between a beam and the
surrounding vacuum chamber is necessary in order to optimize the
accelerator performance in terms of stored current. Many instability
phenomena may occur in the machine because of the fields produced by
the beam and acting back on itself as in a feedback device. Basically,
these fields produce an extra voltage and energy gain, affecting the
longitudinal dynamics, and a transverse momentum kick which deflects
the beam. In this paper we describe the main features of this interaction
with typical machine components.

1. INTRODUCTION

The so-called "collective effects" are responsible for many phenomena which limit the
performance of an accelerator in terms of beam quality and stored current. The beam travelling
inside a complicated vacuum chamber, induces electromagnetic fields which may affect the
dynamics of the beam itself. An accelerator can be seen therefore as a feedback device, where
any longitudinal or transverse perturbation appearing in the beam distribution may be amplified
(or damped) by the e.m. forces generated by the perturbation itself.

The e.m. fields induced by the beam are referred to as wake fields due to the fact that they
are left mainly behind the travelling charge. In the limit case of a charge moving at the light
velocity, /3 = 1, the fields can only stay behind the charge because of the causality principle.

The study of the longitudinal and transverse beam dynamics requires the knowledge of
the forces acting on the beam or, alternatively, the change in momentum caused by these e.m.
forces. The longitudinal wake potential (volts) is the voltage gain of a unit trailing charge due
to the fields created by a leading charge. The transverse wake potential (volts) is the transverse
momentum kick experienced by the beam because of the deflecting fields. They are sometimes
confused with the wake functions, defined as the wake potentials per unit charge (volt
/coulomb) defining, therefore, a Green's function for the problem.

When we study the beam dynamics in the time domain, as is usually done for linear accel-
erators, it is convenient to make use of the wake functions or potentials. Conversely the
frequency domain analysis is usually adopted for circular accelerators due to the intrinsic pe-
riodicity. There we need to compute the frequency Fourier transform of the wake function,
which having Ohms units, is called coupling impedance.

In this paper we describe the main features of the electromagnetic fields induced in the
most typical components installed on the beam pipe of an accelerator. In some examples we
make use of numerical codes, reliable tools for the estimate of wake potentials and impedances,
particularly useful in the design of the machine components. On this subject we address the
readers to Ref. [1] where an exhaustive review on the available computer codes is presented.
Methods and techniques for measurements of wake potentials and impedance are described in
Ref. [2].
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2 . LONGITUDINAL WAKE FUNCTION AND LOSS FACTOR

2.1 Longitudinal wake function and loss factor of a point charge

Let us consider a charge q1 travelling with constant velocity v = (3c on trajectories parallel
to the axis of a vacuum chamber. Let z, be the longitudinal position and r; the transverse
vector positions (Fig. ]).

Fig. 1 Relevant coordinates system

The electromagnetic fields E and B produced by the charge q, in the structure can be
derived by solving the Maxwell equations satisfying proper boundary conditions. The Lorentz
force acting on a charge q at a given position r, z:

F(r,z,rj,Z] ; t) = q[E(r,z,r],Z] ; t) + vxB(r,z1r],z] ; r)] (1)

has in general field components along and perpendicular to the trajectory. These e.m. fields
affect the dynamics of the charge itself and on any trailing charge as well. Calling x the time
delay of the trailing charge with respect to the leading one, at any instant "t" the leading and
trailing charges have longitudinal coordinates z;(t) =vr and z(t) = v(t-t) respectively.

The energy lost by the charge q, is computed as the work done by the longitudinal e.m.
force along the structure:

.z^.z, ; t)-dz ; t = ̂ - (2)

The quantity Uu accounts for the energy loss in the resistive walls and in the diffracted
fields radiated due to the discontinuities of the vacuum pipe. For a point charge, apart from
particular cases, it is generally positive (energy loss).

The trailing charge also changes its energy under the effect of the fields produced by the
leading one:
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= - iFlr.z^j.Zj; t)-dz
J

= — (3)

where the force is calculated on the charge q, on the same path but with a time delay T. The
quantity U21 depending on the time delay T can be positive (energy loss) or negative (energy
gain). As long as we consider charges moving on trajectories parallel to the z-axis, the
magnetic field cannot change the particle's energy, the product vxBdz = 0 being identically
zero. Accordingly, the energy gain of Eqs. (2) and (3) is computed considering the longitudi-
nal component of the electric field only.

In the above definitions we have considered the integration over an infinite path. Of
course infinite structures do not exist in practice, neither in linac nor in accelerator rings. In real
machine components we may have fields confined in a limited region (for example resonant
fields below the beam-pipe cut off), or propagating into the vacuum chamber. Extension of the
integration path over an infinite pipe is certainly allowed in the former case. In the latter,
definition (3) gives an estimate of the energy gain, which is a good approximation as long as
the field wavelength is short compared to the device length.

A real vacuum chamber is formed by a smooth beam pipe with regular cross section
(circular, rectangular or elliptic) and by various devices such as the RF cavity, the kickers, the
diagnostic components etc. The exact solution of the Maxwell equation for the whole structure
is impossible to obtain, even with the most sophisticated computer codes. Usually, one
analyses a component at a time and sums-up the various effects. This procedure may lead to
inexact estimates at high frequency where interference effects are not negligible.

It has to be underlined that in Eqs. (2) and (3) we assume the charge velocity unchanged
during the motion. One can imagine that an external force keeps constant the charge velocity
doing the work computed in Eqs. (2,3). In absence of the external force, this work corre-
sponds to the energy loss (or gain) of the charges, provided that the velocity of the charge does
not change significantly. In practice Eqs. (2,3) may be used when the relative change of energy
is very small, so that it does not produce an appreciable variation of the relativistic factor (3.
This is the case, for instance, of ultra-relativistic charges. Otherwise, one has to introduce the
equations of the dynamics combined to Maxwell equations.

We define loss factor k the energy lost by q, per unit charge squared:

ry/C] (4)

and longitudinal wake function wz(r1,r2; t) the energy lost by the trailing charge q per unit of
both charges q, and q [3,4,5]:

w2(r,ri;T)=U2'(rir';t) [V/C] (5)

The explicit dependence on /J although omitted, should be borne in mind. We note that
both the wake function and the loss factor have the same units volt/coulomb. Sometimes in the
literature one finds that the quantity w(t) is improperly called wake potential; the wake
function is numerically equal to the potential seen by the charge only when one considers unity
charges.
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In some cases, such as an infinite beam pipe with perfectly conducting or resistive walls,
the e.m. force is constant along the integration path; it is therefore useful to introduce the wake
function per unit length, voltl(coulomb meter), given by:

^ r l ) L i 2 ) r ; ) 2 ; ; r ) ; Z = Z / - V T [V/Cm] (6)
dz q,q

which, apart from the sign, is in practice the longitudinal force per unit charge acting on q. In
some other cases where we deal with periodic structures, we rather calculate a wake force per
unit period length.

It is worth noting that in the most cases of interest we deal with structures having par-
ticular symmetric shapes: rectangular, elliptic, circular. Moreover, it is generally verified that
during the machine operation the beam can only be slightly displaced from the axis.
Accordingly the above quantities can be expanded around the axis keeping only few relevant
terms. This multipolar expansion assumes a particular form in case of cylindrical symmetry
and ultra relativistic charges, as will be shown in Sec. 2.6. The dominant term produced by a
charge on the axis is called monopole wake (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 Leading and trailing charges on the axis of a cavity with cylindrical symmetry

2.2 Beam loading theorem for a point charge

From the above definitions we easily derive that, when the charges travel on the same
trajectory, the loss factor is given by the wake function in the limit of zero distance between q,
and q. Omitting the radial dependence, one obtains : k = wz(0). This is generally true as long
as (3 < 1, however, in the relevant case J5 = 1 it has been proved that [3]:

This property, referred to as the fundamental theorem of the beam loading [3], is a
consequence of the causality principle. In fact, due to the finite propagation velocity of the
induced fields and to the motion of the source charge, the wake function is not symmetric with
respect to the leading charge (Fig. 3a). In the limit case of a charge with light velocity it exists
only in the region T> 0 (Fig. 3b), showing a discontinuity at the origin.

To prove the theorem, let us consider the wake function produced by a point charge as the
sum of an even and odd function of r (Fig. 4):

i % (8)
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A A A 1

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Example of wake functions for a) j8 < 1, and b) p = 1

A A

wz, odd

r\ A

Fig. 4 Even and odd part of the wake of Fig. 3a (j3 < 1)

It is apparent that only w\{x) may change the energy of the point charge, w°(x) being
zero at x = 0. Therefore we can say that the loss factor of a point charge is given by:

£ = wz
e(T = 0) (9)

For /} = 1, we have that wz(x) = 0 forr < 0, because of the causality principle. In this
region the wake vanishes if:

(10)

However we have, for x > 0

(11)

(12)

Therefore from Eq. (9) we obtain:

(13)
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We call the reader's attention to the fact that in general, as long as (5 < 1, i.e. in all the
realistic cases, the wake is a continuous function of z. Therefore, it is more than reasonable to
wonder about the meaning of Eq. (13) that applies only in the unrealistic case ft = 1. It is easy
to see that although the wake is a continuous function for any realistic value of /?, its shape
approaches more and more the discontinuous curve of Fig. 3 when /3 —> 1. In other words,
one could not, in principle, exchange the limits T—» 0 and /? -> 1.

2.2.1 Example: Point-charge wake for a single resonating mode HOM.

As will be shown in Sec. 7.4, a point charge qt passing through a resonant cavity excites
all the resonating modes. In the limit case (5 = 1, each mode is schematized by the electric RLC
parallel circuit driven by a point-charge current ifj(z) =

Fig. 5 Scheme of a RLC parallel circuit driven by the current it,(z)

At the time T = 0+ we observe that the capacitor is charged with a voltage:

(14)

For t > 0 the system will undergo free oscillations. In particular the voltage V(z) will be
a solution of differential equation of the circuit:

• n (15)

where:

' a n d
(16)

gets:
Solving Eq. (15) with the initial conditions (14) and according to the definition (5), one

(17)

where H(t) is the Heaviside function and

(18)
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Using the merit factor of the circuit defined by:

(19)

2

A qualitative behaviour of the wake function is shown in Fig. 6.

(20)

Fig. 6 Wake function of a resonant mode

The loss factor, according to the definition (4), can be computed as the energy lost by the
unit charge after its passage through the cavity. Applying the energy conservation law, we can
obtain the energy lost by the charge q, as the e.m. energy initially stored in the capacitor. We
get:

1 _

~ 2 C ~

W(T->0)

(21)

which satisfies the beam loading theorem.

In terms of the merit factor Q we get:

RCOr

2Q

(22)

2.3 Longitudinal wake function and loss factor of a bunch

The wake function defined in Eq. (5), being generated by a point charge, is a Green
function and allows one to compute the wake produced by any bunch distribution. Let us con-
sider now a bunch of panicles moving on a trajectory parallel to the axis, at a distance rl5 with
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a longitudinal time distribution function ib(x) such that:

+00

q,= jib(x)dx (23)
-00

The wake function produced by the bunch distribution at a point with time delay T is
simply given by the. convolution of the Green function over the bunch distribution. We
remember that, in practice, the convolution integral is obtained by applying the superposition
principle. We split the distribution into an infinite number of infinitesimal slices and sum up
their wake contributions at the point x. According to the definitions given so far, the energy
lost by a trailing charge q because of the wake produced by the slice at i is:

dU(r,r- x') = q ib{x')wz(r,x- x')dx' (24)

Summing up all the effects we get the wake function of a bunch distribution as:

Wz(

(25)

For a bunch travelling with velocity "c", because of the causality, the above folding integral has
the observation point "T" as uppermost limit.

Once the bunch wake function W2(r, x) is known, it is straightforward to derive the loss
factor of the charge distribution by applying again the superposition principle, we get:

K(r) = ̂ p- = - \wz(r,x)ib(x)dx
q> q'L (26)

which depends on the transverse displacement of the bunch.

2.3.1 Example: rectangular bunch distribution exciting a single HOM.

Let us consider a bunch distribution with a simple rectangular shape on the axis at r = 0.

% (27)

and compute the wake function of such a charge distribution assuming that it excites a single
HOM in a RF cavity. Further, let us assume that the factor Q is so high that, in the range of
interest, the impulsive wake function can be approximated by:

wz(r) = wocos(corx)H(x) (28)

By using the folding integral (25) we get two expressions of the bunch wake for x inside
and outside the distribution. Inside the charge distribution, i.e. for -T < x< T, we get:
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( 2 9 )

It is worth noting that in the limit 7—»0, the rectangular distribution becomes an
impulsive function ib(t) = q18{t) and the bunch wake Wz(t)—> wz(r). In particular it is
interesting to see that:

limW2(0) = ^ (30)
r-»o 2

i.e. looking at the centre of the bunch, one finds that the wake function approaches with
continuity the limit value (7).

The bunch loss factor is obtained from Eq. (26) which gives:

The "point charge" loss factor is derived from the above expression in the limit 7 -> 0:

(32)

T->0 2

Therefore, when we consider any bunch distribution, the somewhat "artificial" arguments
presented in Sec. 2.2 are unnecessary, since the loss factor can be computed straightforwardly
from the bunch wake which turns out to be continuous, even in the "point charge" limit.

Finally we find externally to the distribution, i.e. for T> 7 :

:)
• • * » - , . - „ ~ -H[T-T) (33)

(OrT

It is interesting to note that outside the distribution, the limit for 7 —> 0 and T —> 0 of Eq. (33)
gives w0.

2.4 Loss factor and Poynting Vector

The bunch wake function has been defined as the energy loss by a bunch crossing a given
structure. We already said that the non-consistency due to the constant velocity of the bunch
can be avoided assuming an external force acting on the bunch (for instance related to an electric
external potential). Since the kinetic energy of the bunch is constant (constant velocity) the
work done by the external force has to be equal to the energy loss, according to the energy
conservation law. However, it is well known that, any electromagnetic energy loss can be
computed as the flux of the Poynting vector over a closed surface surrounding the sources of
the fields.

The Poynting theorem states that the electromagnetic energy Uemstored in a volume V
limited by the surface 5 can change because of ohmic losses and electromagnetic radiation:
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(34)

where h is the unity normal to the surface 5, Jis the current density, E the electric field and
Pis the Poynting vector defined as:

P=-ExB (35)

Let us consider now a single charge moving on the axis of a given structure. The current
density is given by:

^ - v t ) (36)J(r,z,t) qlV^8(zvt)
2itr

We choose as surface S a cylinder of infinitesimal radius around the charge trajectory.
Integrating Eq. (34) with respect to the time from - °° to + °°, and noting that in the volume V
Uem(* = -°°) = Uem(t = °°> > w e § e t :

(37)
—oo V —oo

Making use of (2),(4) and (36) we get for the loss factor:

dty ~"dS (38)
» —oo S

2.5 The synchronous fields

When a bunch crosses the various elements installed in the beam pipe, it excites
secondary fields because of induction effects and diffraction phenomena. Some of these fields
are localized around the bunch, as for example the space-charge or the resistive-wall fields,
others are localized in resonant structures like the RF cavity, and others, at high frequency can
propagate within the beam pipe. All these fields interact with the circulating beam.

We want to show that this interaction is such that only the field components synchronous
with the charges can change the charges' energy. In order to prove this statement it is
convenient to express the longitudinal electric field in terms of waves propagating in the z-
direction:

£z(z,r) = — idea \dKE2(co, K)
2%

— oo — oo

where we have omitted the explicit dependence on (r.rj.zj).

2TT -.. -.. ( 3 9 )
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Q: MWM /"
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Fig. 7 DA$NE Accumulator vacuum chamber (RF cavity, kicker tanks, bellows)

The longitudinal electric field is given by a superposition of longitudinal waves having
any phase velocity, since co and K can vary from -<*> to <». Among these waves only those
having the same phase velocity of the charge can contribute to the energy gain and therefore to

the wake function. In fact let us put the field expression (39) into the wake function definition
(5), we get:

i

co
with KO= —. We recognize the impulsive function:

v

1 °° °° °°
= ̂ - \dcoejm [dicE2(co, K) \e~J2{-K~K°'dz (40)l7tclL

that allows us to get the following simple expression:

wz(t) = ̂ ]E,{K= KO,CO) ejmdco (42)

Qi _ «

wherein it is apparent that only those components of the fields propagating with the same phase
velocity as the charge can produce a "surfing" effect. All the others in average do not
contribute.

The result found above deserves a further investigation. In fact we wonder what would
happen if, instead of an infinite structure one would consider a pipe with finite length, say L. It
is easy to see that integration between -L/2 and +L/2 does not give an impulsive function, but:

(43)

which becomes again an impulsive function when L -> °°. For a finite length L, the "sine"
function (sin(x)/x) has a maximum at Ko = K, and the first zero at Ko = K±2n/L.
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For long wavelength, the fields do not propagate being stored within a given device (e.g.
the cavity HOMs). The actual integration path is therefore confined to a limited region, the
fields being evanescently zero above the pipe cut-off. On the other hand, for short wave-
lengths, fields propagate into the beam pipe. There is a contribution of those harmonics that do
not perfectly average to zero their effect on the beam. However, according to Eq. (43) at high
frequencies this contribution is small, so that we can consider an infinite pipe instead of a finite
one, simplifying the calculation of the wake.

2.6 Expansion of the longitudinal wake in cylindrical symmetry

So far we have considered the case of general boundaries, assuming the two charges
moving on any trajectory parallel to the axis. We have already mentioned that in general there is
no restriction on the transverse position of both charges. For simplicity we now consider that
the trajectories are parallel to the axis of a structure with cylindrical symmetry as shown in
Fig. 2. Let (rn<p, = 0,z,) be the coordinates of the leading charge and (r,(p,z)those of the
trailing one. The density charge q, can be represented as a superposition of multipole moments
in cylindrical coordinates:

ri

(44)

with zy=/fcr. Exploiting the azimuthal periodicity we can write:

A = ~— ~ «5(z - z,) £ aOT cos(w0)
2 * r, m=0 (45)

with:

(46)

According to the above expression the charge can be thought of as a superposition of
charged rings with angular dependence cos(/rz0). It easy to see for instance that the monopolar
term with m = 0 describes a charged ring of radius rx with uniform density. In cylindrical
coordinates the e.m. fields created by the distribution (45) can be derived as the sum of
multipole terms as well, showing therefore the same angular dependence. For each term we
can compute the effect of the longitudinal force. The resulting wake function will show the
following form:

w2(r , r , ;T)= £wZ t < B(r,r , ;T)
m=o (47)

2.7 Radial expansion of the wake function in the limit y—>°°

The e.m. fields produced by the travelling charge in a vacuum chamber are derived from
the Maxwell equation imposing the boundary conditions at the pipe walls:
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^ (48)
at

— (49)
dt

V-E = - -£- (50)

The longitudinal electric field can be thought of as produced by the current sources (the
bunch) and by the currents induced at the walls. Considering only the induced fields, it can be
shown that the Fourier component synchronous with the charges is a solution of the following
equation [6,7]:

V2£ f » Y ^ 0 (52)

In the limit 7 —* °°, i.e. in the case of ultra relativistic charges, we have:

Vi£2=0 (53)

Solved in cylindrical symmetry, the above equation gives the following radial dependence
of the wake function [4,6,7]:

*z.m<r>n:v) = 'mr?^Stm(t) (54)

The monopole term m = 0, does not depend on the radial position of the charges. This
result, applied only to ultra-relativistic charges, allows one to simplify the evaluation of the
wake function by choosing a suitable integration path. Numerical codes [1,25,57,58]
computing the longitudinal monopole wake function of charges with /}= 1, in structure with
cylindrical symmetry, perform the integration along trajectories at the radius of the beam pipe.
Since the longitudinal electric field vanishes on the pipe surface, the integration is limited to a
shorter path.

We want to underline that the expansion (54) concerns only the secondary fields induced
by the beam. The primary fields produce the so-called space-charge wake effects that show a
different radial dependence, (Sec. 6.3).

2.8 Wake function in accelerator rings

In the case of circular machines, the longitudinal position of the charge is given by the
coordinate 6. We compute the wake function by averaging the azimuthal electric field over a
revolution period To:

(55)

Due to the intrinsic periodicity of the e.m. problem, we can expand the longitudinal
electric field of a single charge as:
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p (Q A— I /fr,toim X*1 £ In /.lU-i"^ (56)

_oo /!=-»

which substituted in (55) gives:

Tt °° oo

(57)

n=—°

The charge itself can be thought of as a train of charges with a beam current:

Making use of (25) and (55), we have:

= -]ib(Tf)w(r~if)dt= £ Jr-—) (58)
^ 1 - o o k=-oo V Mo J

i = -/? J dd J dco Y,
-n -oo k=-=

which, after some mathematics, becomes:

<59>

3 . LONGITUDINAL COUPLING IMPEDANCE

3.1 Definitions and properties

In the frequency domain we compute the spectrum of the point charge wake function as:

oo

J wz (r, r,; x) e~]mdx = Z(r, r,; co) (60)

which being measured in Ohms is called Coupling Impedance. Historically, the coupling
impedance concept was introduced in the early studies of the instabilities arising in the ISR at
CERN [8].

The wake function is derived from the impedance by invening the Fourier integral:
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wz(r,r,;T)= J -

In the following we shall omit, for simplicity, the radial dependence. Comparison with
Eq. (42) shows that:

(62)

The coupling impedance is a complex quantity:

(63)

with Zr(co) and Z[(co) even and odd function of Q) respectively. It is easy to prove this
property of the impedance remembering that the wake potential w(r) is a real function of T. In
fact expanding the exponential in the integral of Eq. (61) we have:

WZ(T) = — f[ Zr(co)cos(coT)-Zi(CQ)sin(.coT)]dQ)
2nL (64)

, DO

+ — [[ Zr-(C0)sin(a)r) + Zi(G0)cos((UT)ldG)

where the imaginary part vanishes if:

Zr(co)= Zr(-co)

Zi(co) = -Zi(-co)

From Eqs. (8,60,64), we recognize that Zr(®) and -Zi(co) are the Fourier transform of

we
z(x) and w°(x) respectively:

H>Z(T) = — jzr{co)cos(cox)dco
1%— (66)

o -1 7
2 In •* '

—oo

Furthermore, in the particular case of fi = 1, the wake function has to vanish for T< 0 where

we
z (x) = -w°(z). In terms of impedances Eq. (10) becomes:

oo oo

\ZJcd)cos{(dx)dco= [ Z:(co) sin(cot)dQ) (67)
— oo —oo

which expresses a general relationship between the real and imaginary pan of the impedance. It
can be shown that the above relation is equivalent to the Hilbert transform relating the real and
imaginary part of a network impedance. In other words the coupling impedance defined by
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Eq. (60) behaves like a usual circuit impedance only when the causality principle applies,
namely in the limit case of charges travelling with the velocity of light.

Recalling the relation (7) between loss factor and wake potential for a point charge, we
get:

, vv,(T—>0+) 1 7 / w£ = —Li )LJ. = _ \zr(co)dco
2 n[ (68)

where we recognize that the real pan of the impedance is the power spectrum of the energy loss
of a unit point charge. In general, the complex impedance can be thought of as the complex
power spectrum related to the energy loss.

3.1. ] Example: Impedance of a single HOM in a RF cavity.

Using the wake function expression (17) derived for a single HOM, from the definition
(60) we have:

coM _ _x F . , „ (69)

cor

Z(co) = j ^ - ^ (70)

I COr CO I

It is easy to verify that the above impedance satisfies the properties (65) and (67).

3.2 Bunch losses and wake function from the impedance

Consider a bunch radially displaced and with a charge distribution if, (T), whose Fourier
spectrum is l{aS). The total bunch wake function W2(r; x) and loss factor can be expressed in
terms of Z(co) by transforming the integrals (25) and (26), obtaining:

K^ = ~ T ]zAnco)\l(co)\2dco (72)

As an example for a bunch with Gaussian distribution:

the loss factor is given by:

K(r) = ~jZT(nco)e~i<oar)2dco ( 7 4 )
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It is apparent that the loss factor is, in general, a function of the r.m.s. length of the
bunch distribution. It is interesting to note that there exists a general relation, useful in the
measurements, between the frequency dependence of the impedance and the dependence of the
loss factor on the bunch length. For a Gaussian bunch:

( 7 5 )

3.3 Multipole longitudinal impedance for cylindrical symmetry

In Sec. 2.6 we have seen that the wake function created by a charge on a trajectory paral-
lel to the axis of a device with cylindrical symmetry, can be expanded into a sum of multipolar
terms. The wake expansion used in the impedance definition allows one to express also the
impedance as a multipole expansion:

(76)
Z(r,rl,(p;co)=

m=0 m=0

For ultra relativistic charges the radial dependence of the wake function is known,
according to Eq. (54), we have:

(77)

where Zm(co) has dimensions Q/m2m

4 TRANSVERSE WAKE FUNCTION

4.1 Transverse wake function and loss factor of a point charge

Let us consider now the leading charge transversely displaced with respect to the axis as
shown in Fig. 8. The charge excites in the structure electromagnetic fields which can be ex-
panded in their multipole components (dipole, quadrupole, sextupole etc.) in the transverse
plane. For small transverse displacements the dipole term is of course dominant.

Fig. 8 The leading charge is transversely displaced

The trailing charge q experiences a Lorentz force which has longitudinal and transverse
components. Therefore, it is subject to a transverse momentum kick given by:
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M2i(r,rl;z)=JF1{r,z,rl,zl;t)dz, ? = -̂ -+T ( 7 8 )

-oo

the integration, as for the longitudinal case is assumed over an infinite distance. The above
momentum kick, measured in Newton meter [Nm], depends on the pipe shape and on the
transverse position of both charges. In general, the transverse kick is not parallel to the dis-
placement of the leading charge. In fact a horizontal displacement can lead to both vertical and
horizontal kicks, and the same generally happens for a vertical displacement. Only in the case
of cylindrical symmetry, are the two transverse directions decoupled for a beam on the axis.
The transverse kick per unit of both charges, measured in volt/coulomb [V/C], defines the
transverse wake function:

w±(r,r];T)=M*'<r'r""U) [V/C] (79)

Analogously to the longitudinal case it is useful to define the dipole transverse loss factor
as the amplitude of the transverse momentum kick given to the charge by its own wake per unit
charge:

k±{r]) = Miipl [V/C] (80)

Usually the dipole component of the transverse kick is the dominant term for ultra-
relativistic charges. This term is proportional to the displacement of the charge qx. For this
particular case we define the transverse dipole wake function as the transverse wake per unit of
transverse displacement:

w'±(r>ri.t)=
wJr-r"^ [V/Cm] (80)

and a transverse loss factor:

' ) = ̂ ^ - [V/Cm] (81)

4.2 Transverse wake function and loss factor of a bunch

The transverse wake potential produced by a continuous bunch distribution, transversely
displaced by r, can be obtained by applying the superposition principle; we get:

oo

W1(r,t)=— \wx{r,T->t)ib(i?)dT! [V/C] (82)

-oo

The bunch transverse loss factor [V/C] is:

f • (83)
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and the transverse wake and loss factor per unit displacement are:

r (84)

r (85)

measured in volt/(coulomb meter).

4.3 Relationship between longitudinal and transverse wake functions

Let us consider, for simplicity, a charge which moving with constant velocity v along the
z-axis, through an e.m. field. It will experience an e.m. force with components:

Fz=qEz

The Maxwell equations give:

dr dz dt (87)

1 dEt _ dE0 dBr

r d(p dz dt

from the above relationships, in a moving frame £ = z - vr, we derive:

V x ^ = ^ " (88)

The moving frame has as origin of the axis the position of the leading charge (z = vr -»
C, = 0), while on the trailing charge we have C, = -VT. Since we are considering the force on the
trailing charge, derivation with respect to £ can be substituted with derivation with respect to v.

- - - ^ w x ( r , r i ; T ) = Vlifwz(r,r,;T) [V/Cm] (89)

The transverse operator V± applies on r, the transverse coordinates of the trailing charge. The
above relation is often referred to as the "Panofsky-Wenzel" theorem [9].

If the leading charge is slightly displaced from the axis, we can expand the rhs of (89)
retaining only the first-order term [10]:

w2(r,r,;T)« w^r.OjTj + fV-^w.Cr . rpT^^T, +0(r,)2 (90)
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where V± is the gradient operator acting on the transverse coordinates r, of the leading
charge. From (89) we get:

(91)

The first term in the brackets is a "monopole" contribution to the transverse impedance which
disappears for a particular symmetric geometry (circular, rectangular, elliptic). The latter is the
dipole transverse impedance, which, in the linear approximation, is obtained from the
longitudinal wake expression wz(r, r,; Tjby applying twice the transverse gradient operator to
r, and r:

•r, (92)

For instance, in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates, the transverse operator becomes:

V V = dxdxx dxdy\
d2 d2

dydxx

Vi,Vx.r, =
drdrx

d2

1 d2

rx drd(px

1 d2

(93)

It is worth noting that in general, after the application of the matrix (93) to the vector r ;,
the transverse dipole wake is not necessarily directed along the offset of the driving charge.

4.4 Mode expansion in cylindrical symmetry

As for the longitudinal case, the transverse wake can be expresses as a superposition of
multipole terms [11]:

w
(94)

m=0

For 7 -» oo, making use of the expressions (47), (54) and (89), we get:

d — m i
(95)

The transverse dipole term m = 1 is proportional to the transverse displacement of the
leading charge while it does not depend on the transverse position of the trailing one. It is easy
to show that in cylindrical coordinates the dipole transverse force is directed along the offset of
the leading charge:

i = -c W 2 , ( T ) r, (96)

where, we remember that, wZJ is the amplitude of the dipole longitudinal wake measured in

V/(C m2). The same result is obtained by applying Eq. (92).
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5. TRANSVERSE COUPLING IMPEDANCE

5.1 Definitions and properties

The Fourier transform of the transverse wake function in the frequency domain times the
imaginary unity defines the transverse coupling impedance:

[Q] (97)

Historically, the imaginary constant was introduced in order to make the transverse
impedance play the same role as the longitudinal one in the beam stability theory. Since the
transverse dynamics is dominated by the dipole transverse wake, we can define the transverse
dipole impedance normalized to r, as:

z'x(r1,r2;co)=ZJr"r
r2''CO) [QAn] (98)

it has ohm/meter units. Conversely, the transverse wake is obtained from the inverse Fourier
transform of the transverse impedance:

In J

- D O

5.2 Relationship between longitudinal and transverse impedances

The Fourier transform of (89) gives the dipole transverse impedance on terms of the
longitudinal one:

Z (r,r,;co)= —V^r.r^co) [Q] (100)
1 co

The transverse dipole impedance for an arbitrary shape, according to Eq. (92) is:

Zi(r,r,;co)= ^VjV^Zfr . r , ;*))]^-r y (101)

In cylindrical symmetry, applying (96) or (92) to Eqs. (76) we get:

Z (r,r,;o))= —1,(00) r, [Q] (102)

6. UNIFORM BOUNDARIES

6.1 General properties

In this section we start the analysis of the wake fields and impedances for some relevant
cases: charge in the free space and in a beam pipe with uniform cross section. Fields and
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potentials for these cases have a common feature: they travel together with the charge. In other
words, the field map does not change during the charge flight, as long as the trajectory is
parallel to the pipe axis.

Considering a charge with velocity v = ficz we may write:

£ = -gradV + /} 2—z = -——z-grad±V (103)

where the scalar potential V(r, <p,z - vt) is the solution of the equation:

satisfying the boundary conditions. The Laplacian operator V^ is applied to the transverse
coordinates, p is the charge density. The longitudinal wake potential per unit length is given
by:

(105)

V

One can see from Eq. (104) that in the ultra relativistic limit y —» «>, fields can be derived
in the static approximation.

6.2 Relativistic charge in free space

A point charge moving with constant velocity vz in free space generates fields which are
solutions of the Maxwell equations (48, 51). The fields can be derived applying the Lorentz
transform to the static field created by the charge in the rest frame. Because of the symmetry,
we have the fields [12]:

(106)

B(r,z,t) = P-nxE(r,z,t) (107)
c

where the h vector is directed from the charge to the observation point. The magnetic field has
only the azimuthal component BQ. It is well known that at high energies, because of the
relativistic contraction, the fields are mainly confined inside a region with an opening angle l/y

and perpendicular to the trajectory. The longitudinal field Ez vanishes as l/y2, while£r and
B<p are proportional to y.

4n£o{pycr)
(108)
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(109)

r,, = - | = Anr2 (110)

Because of the field's confinement within an angular region of the order of 1/y, at a given
distance r from the charge, the fields can be thought of as generated by a relativistic charge
distribution with line density A. In the stationary approximation, applying the Gauss law at a
cylindrical surface of radius r, we find an effective charge density 7i = qylr. The singularities
at T = 0 and r = 0 can be removed by considering a charge with longitudinal and radial
distribution.

According to the definition (6), since a test charge on the axis would experience a
repulsive force independently of its position, the longitudinal wake function per unit length is
an odd function of T. The corresponding impedance is purely imaginary. Because of the lack
of interest, we do not derive the explicit'expressions of the wake and impedance. However, it
is interesting to compute the amount of e.m. energy stored in a region outside a tube of radius
b:

U(r b)=—ys.
16U

(111)

where r0 is the classic radius and mo is the rest mass of an electron. The e.m. energy is
proportional to the kinetic energy of the charge.

6 . '

Fig. 9 Electric field lines of an ultra-relativistic charge in free space (qualitative behaviour)

6.3 Cylindrical pipe with perfectly conducting walls

The fields produced by a point charge travelling inside a perfectly conducting cylindrical
pipe are found from the scalar potential V(r,<p,z- vt) solution of the Maxwell equation (48,51),
with homogeneous boundary conditions at the pipe wall r =b (Fig. 10).

Using the density charge (44), in cylindrical coordinates we can express the scalar po-
tential as sum of multipole terms [10]:
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Fig. 10 Point charge inside a perfectly conducting cylindrical pipe

r,0,z- vt) = (112)

where we made use of the Fourier transform from the z-space to the wave number domain K.

Each Fourier component Vm(r,r,, K) is obtained by solving the differential equation (104) and
imposing the boundary conditions at the pipe walls [ 10]. We get:

(113)

r<r:

where £ = KI(3y, and Im, Km are the modified Bessel functions.

The longitudinal coupling impedance per unit length, using (103) and (105), is given by:

dZm(r,r,,co) _ -jco

dz n\ ?
[ (114)

6.3.1 Monopole longitudinal impedance m = 0, r <

(115)

Where Zo = ̂ n0 I e0 = 1 / ce0 is the impedance of the vacuum. The behaviour of the
above term, purely imaginary, as function of qb is shown in Fig. 11. We note that in the
region c, b«l, the impedance per unit length grows linearly, and does not depend on the radial
position of the trailing charge:

dz
(116)

For 5 b»\, the impedance shows an exponential roll off.
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Fig. 11 Monopole space charge impedance versus Efj

It is apparent that the impedance (116) does not satisfy the radial dependence (77) found
in the high energy limit. In fact this term is called Space Charge Impedance, and kept distinct
from the forces related to the secondary fields induced at the pipe walls. In the literature, it is
usually presented as the space charge monopole term due to a disk of radius a, centered on the
pipe axis. Integrating the impedance expression (116) over the charge distribution 0 < r, < a,
for qb«\, we get:

(117)
dz 4JCC(PY)2

Using the above expression in the inverse Fourier transform, we get in the limit y —»•
the wake function per unit length:

=0 _ 1
dz a

(118)

6.3.2 Simple physical approach for 7 ~* °°

We have seen in Sec. 6.1 that at high energies one can solve Maxwell's equations in the
static approximation. Accordingly we derive the fields produced by a charged cylinder of
radius a, with longitudinal distribution X(z - vt), moving with light velocity inside a perfectly
conducting cylinder (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12 On axis cylindrical bunch of radius "a"
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For ultra relativistic charges, according to (103) and (104), the fields are derived by
applying the Gauss and Ampere laws; we get:

£r(/%z-vr) =

'(Z-M) r . r < a

2pe0 a2
(119)

Bf{r,z-vt) =

2pe0 r

2p a2

I . r>_a

(120)

o 1 ; r>a
2p r

The scalar potential is obtained integrating the radial field (119) from the disk centre
(r = 0) to the pipe radius (r = b); we get:

V(r,z-vr) = -
Aneo a a

(121)

And the wake function per unit length at r = 0, t = — +1 becomes:
v

dV dX(z-vt)
dz qy2 dz 4neoy

2ql ~"\ajj dz

which reproduces Eq. (118) for a poinfcharge with density X(z — vt) = q8(z - vt).

6.3.3 Dipole longitudinal impedance m - 1, r < r\

The dipole impedance per unit length is:

(122)

(123)

In the limit c, b « 1 the dipole impedance is proportional to the transverse displacement
of the charge:

dZm=] = -jcoZ0 f 1 1
dz 4nc(bg)2[r2 b2 _

6.3.4 Dipole transverse impedance <; /? « 1

r, cos(0) (124)

Applying the relationship (102) between dipole transverse and longitudinal impedances,
and noting that:

= r, (125)
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we get the transverse dipole impedance per unit length and per unit transverse displacement:

_ 1 dZlA(co) -JZ0

dz rx dz
1 1 (126)

The same result could be obtained applying Eq. (102), recognizing in (124) the dipole
term Zm=l introduced in Eq. (76):

(127)

Notice that according to the standard symbols, also the dipole term can be obtained in
terms of the radius of a cylindrical beam by putting r, = a in Eqs. (124,126,127).

6.4 Elliptic pipe with perfectly conducting walls

The impedance expression Eqs. (116), (117), (126) and (127) have been extended to the
case of an elliptic pipe [13] in the ultra-relativistic limit. An equivalent radius beq is introduced
for both longitudinal and transverse cases as function of the elliptic parameter:

- h — b /nos
q=-—- (128)

h + b
where h and b are the pipe half-width and half-height respectively. The longitudinal
equivalent radius normalized to b is reported in Fig. 13. We see that when h»b the curve
approaches the parallel plates case with beq =4bI n. In Fig. 14 the transverse equivalent
radius is reported as a function of q for both horizontal and vertical oscillations.

6.5 Pipe with lossy walls

When we consider a pipe with resistive wall of infinite thickness, the Maxwell equations
have to be solved both in the pipe space and in the material with finite conductivity a where the
fourth Maxwell equation becomes:

VxB = £Li^ + iiGE + npv (129)
at

Continuity of tangent magnetic field and normal electric field at the wall surface allows us
to derive the e.m. fields components. The problem of a cylindrical pipe has been solved in the
ultra-relativistic limit [14] and for any value of the parameter t,b [13]. Extension to the elliptic
pipe is found in Ref. [15] in the ultra-relativistic limit. More recently the impedance for an
arbitrary cross section has been developed [16,171 in the same approximation. Here we present
the results for the most relevant cases: circular, rectangular and elliptic pipes.

The longitudinal impedance has the general expression:

F ( 1 3 0 )
dz 2b V 2
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Fig 13 Normalized equivalent radius for an elliptic pipe
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Fig. 13 Normalized (beq/b)- for horizontal (h) and vertical (v) oscillations

where F is a form factor depending on the pipe cross section, and b is the half-height of the
pipe cross section (b is the radius in the circular case). The inverse Fourier transform of
Eq. (130) gives the wake function:

dz Anb\ nco
(131)

The above expression, being derived from a static approximation, fails at distances very
close to the charge. At very short distances the wake changes sign as shown in Fig. 15.

The transverse dipole resistive wall impedance is:

(132)
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Fig. 15 Qualitative behaviour of the longitudinal wake of a lossy pipe

where F± is the transverse form factor for vertical and horizontal oscillations. The transverse
wake is:

dz dz
= F

nb3
[V/m2C] (133)

6.5.1 Circular beam pipe

For a circular pipe, F = 1 and Fx = 1, the longitudinal monopole impedance is:

(134)

and for the transverse dipole impedance is:

dz
(135)

Simple physical approach:

In the simple case of cylindrical symmetry, according to Sec. 2.4 and 3.1, the
longitudinal impedance can be computed as the complex power spectrum related to the energy
flowing into the lossy walls. For materials with a high conductivity, the fields inside the pipe-
are almost the same as in the perfect conductor case (perturbative approach). In the frequency
domain we have:

2nr

2nr

(136)
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The continuity conditions at the boundary r = b requires that the magnetic field HQ
component inside the material surface is the same as outside. Inside the wall the field is
sustained by a surface current flowing into the z-direction. The electric field £, is related to
Hq by the Leontovich condition:

E2((o) = (137)

where:

(138)

is the intrinsic impedance of the lossy material. The flux of the Poynting vector at the pipe wall
gives:

dz

6.5.2 Rectangular cross section.

& = 2nbZ,
2nb V 2c(T

(139)

For a rectangular beam pipe with half-width h and half-height b, putting X=b/h, the
form factor F for the longitudinal impedance is :

F(X)=n 1

»='< cosh — .
odd \2X)

"=1- cosh
odd I 2 )\

The form factor for the dipole transverse impedance in the x-direction:

n n

«='. sinh
odd

n=2- cosh[
even \ 2 J

(140)

(141)

The function Fy{X) is simply obtained from Eq. (141) by moving the factor A.3 to the
first sum in the brackets:

8
n n

«='. sinh2 —
^ \2X

i(nnX\
«=2. cosh2

even V 2 /

(142)

The behaviour of F(X), FX(X) and Fy(X) for the rectangular pipe is presented in

Fig. 16 as a function of the parameter q.
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Fig. 16 Form factors for a rectangular pipe

In the limit case of a pair of parallel plates X —> 0, we have:

- *2 - n2

° x 24' y 12
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q

6.5.3 Elliptical beam pipe

For a beam pipe with an elliptical cross-section, major axis 2a and minor axis 2b, the
form factor is given as a function of the elliptic parameter u0 related to the parameter q by:

q=e~2u°

We get:

G(uo,a)da

where

G(uo,a) = 2 cos(2ma)

m = H cosh(2m«0)

(143)

(144)

The transverse form factor in the x and y directions is:

(145)

with

m=0
(146)
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(147)

A graph of the numerical values of F(u0), Fxy(u0) for the elliptical pipe is presented in
Fig. 17 as a function of the elliptic parameter q.
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Fig. 17 F(u0),and Fxy(u0) as function of q
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7. NON-UNIFORM BOUNDARIES

7.1 General properties

The uniform boundary cases described in the previous section allows one to estimate the
effect of smooth pieces of the vacuum chamber on the beam dynamics. Usually we mainly
worry about the resistive-wall impedance, which produces a shift of the transverse tunes and
drives the head-tail and multibunch instabilities. The pipe is, however, interrupted by many
devices installed on the machine, RF cavities, diagnostics, wigglers, cross-section jumps etc.

Unlike the uniform boundary case, the discontinuities in the vacuum chamber are sources
of radiated fields which do not travel with the charge. We observe several consequences:
excitation of resonant HOMs in resonant structures, new configuration of the self field (after a
jump in the cross section), propagation of e.m. fields at frequencies above the cut-off of the
beam pipe [18].

As an example, in Fig. 18 we show the case of a relativistic point charge crossing a hole
in an infinite perfectly conducting plane.

The diffraction is caused by the primary fields which, impinging on the hole edge,
produce secondary scattered fields propagating at the light velocity. The distance for the
radiated fields to catch up the charge itself is z = yb. A test charge travelling a distance Per

(/? = 1) behind will be reached by the same fields at I ~ (b2 - c2x2) I (2cz).

Another basic feature of the diffraction effects concerns the frequency bandwidth of the
power spectrum. Despite the point-like nature of the charge, the primary fields exciting the
edge have an effective size oeff -hi y. The diffraction excitation has a power spectrum

extending up to a "radiation cut off frequency" 6>c«f-o# ~cJlb above which there is an
exponential roll off.
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Fig. 18 Relativistic charge passing through a hole of radius b

The geometry of Fig. 18 has been extensively studied [19]. An ultra-relativistic charge
passing through the hole loses the energy:

U^WWjtf ymoc
z (148)

It is interesting to note that the energy loss is twice as much as given by Eq. (Ill), i.e.
the amount of energy stored outside the tube of radius b. This feature has been found also for
other geometries (such as the step discontinuity): an ultra-relativistic point charge deposits the
same amount of energy in rebuilding the self field as in the radiated fields. This result, in
general, can be explained as the typical phenomenon occurring in the charge or discharge of a
capacitor.

At low frequencies the longitudinal impedance is [20]:

(149)

7.2 A step transition

Let us consider an abrupt change in the cross section of a circular beam pipe from a radius
b to radius d (Fig. 19). When the charge crosses the vacuum-chamber discontinuity
secondary fields are scattered at the sharp edges. The total fields, "primary" plus "secondary"
diffracted fields, are such as to restore the boundary condition at the pipe walls. This problem
has been treated by several authors with numerical and analytical techniques [21,22]. An exact
analytical solution has been found for a discontinuity made of two coaxial circular pipes for
which both longitudinal and transverse dipole impedances have been derived [23,24]. Here we
will report the main relevant results and features.

We will distinguish two cases: a particle exiting into a beam pipe of a bigger radius,
"step-out" case, and a particle entering a narrowing pipe, "step-in" case. Theoretical results
show that the impedance is mostly resistive in the step-out case with a big contribution at high
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Fig. 19 Step discontinuity in the beam pipe

frequencies above cut off, while in the step-in case the impedance is low, vanishing at high
frequencies. In Fig. 20 we show examples of impedances for the step-in and step-out
problems, as derived with the computer code ABCI [25].
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Fig. 20 Longitudinal impedances of a step-in and step-out discontinuity

100

The impedances have a resonant behaviour just after the beam pipe cut-off and reaches a
constant asymptotic value at high frequencies. The asymptotic behaviour of the real part of the
impedance is:

=0 - 0 (150)

Such different results are explained by recognizing two main effects contributing to the
energy loss. IP the step out case, when the charge crosses the discontinuity, the self field
restoring the boundary conditions has to fill the extra space b<r<d between the two pipes,
while diffracted fields propagate into the pipes. Both these effects lead to an energy loss that
can be put as:

2koutq2kout=U{b<r<d) + (151)
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where Eraci is the energy radiated at the edges and U(b <r<d)is the energy necessary to fill
the region b<r<d.

In the step-in case, the radiated energy is reflected back with respect to the particle motion
without changing its kinetic energy.

q2k0Ut=-U(b<r<d) + (152)

For a point charge, since the radiated energy is taken out of the energy "missing" in the
smaller radius pipe: Erad ~ U(b < r < d), we have:

q2kout ~2U(b<r<d)

q2kin~0
(153)

We remember that for a real bunch both U(b<r<d) and Erad depend on the bunch
length. In particular, if the bunch spectrum does not cover significantly the frequency region
above the pipe cut-off, there is no radiation.

In Fig. 21 we show the dependence of the loss factor on the bunch-length for the step-in
and step-out cases, for a step with b = 2 cm and d = 4 cm. In this case we find that a long
bunch loses energy in the step-out, but would regain the same amount of energy in a symmetric
step-in. Therefore, if a long bunch crosses a pipe enlargement formed by a step-out and step-in
sequence with same radii, the total energy loss is almost zero; in this case the wake function
inside the bunch is an odd function and the impedance practically inductive.
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Fig. 21 Example of step-in and step-out loss factor versus bunch length

The dipole longitudinal and transverse impedance for a discontinuous coaxial pipe has
been derived in [24]. The model allows for an exact solution of the e.m. problem, and
furnishes simple expressions of the impedance at high frequencies that can be used also for real
step transitions:
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[Q] (154)

The high frequency transverse dipole impedance for the step out case is: '

z : ' s t z«=^[F-?] ? - [Wml (155)

Simple physical approach.

To complete this section we find it worth while to show that the asymptotic expressions
(150) can be derived in with a simple physical approach. We compute the energy
U(b<r<d):

J2
rdV (156)

For ultra-relativistic charges in a cylindrical pipe, the fields are almost the same as in the
free space:

Integration (156) gives:

2 * W U ' (158)

n Kb Kb

Remembering that aeff ~(bl y) is the effective charge size and that as far as kout is

inversely proportional to the size, we can expect that Zr(co) is a constant function of frequency
(see the discussion in 3.2). Now, applying the definition (72) and considering the spectrum of
a bunch with rectangular distribution, we get for a constant impedance:

(159)

From the comparison (158) and (159) the expected result follows.

7.3 Taper

If one uses long gradual tapers instead of the abrupt step transitions the total energy loss
may be drastically reduced. Indeed, the infinitely long taper reduces the radiated energy Erad

to zero. For a point charge we have:
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It means that in the limit of long tapers the loss factor of a taper-out reaches half the value
of the loss factor for a step-out. There may be even an energy gain for the taper-in case. It
must be considered, however, that in a vacuum chamber of a circular accelerator there are taper-
in and taper-out transitions. As it can be easily seen, long symmetric tapers reduce total losses
practically to zero:

(161)

Certainly, we can not use infinitely-long tapers in an accelerator design. In [18] it is
shown that for a short bunch of rms length o~the dependence of the longitudinal loss factor of a
one-sided taper on its angle can be approximated by the formula:

(162)
2onm

where

(163)

For a symmetric taper, f\x / 2 is replaced by f\v So, the condition:

(164>

can be considered as an approximate criterion to choose a reasonable taper length. We should
say here that the formula (162) is valid for short bunches when the main contribution to the
losses comes from the high-frequency impedance and the diffraction model [18,26] can be
applied. Because of that we advise the reader to use numerical codes in order to check the
criterion (164) for any particular case. As an example, we show in Fig. 22 the loss factor
versus the taper length g for a tapered-out structure passing from b - 2 cm to d = 4 cm. One
can see that the loss factors for a bunch of 0.5 cm and 1.0 cm computed by the code ABCI,
approach an asymptotic value corresponding to the case of no radiation, at a value of g such that
f), = 1. For the 3 cm bunch length the whole bunch spectrum lies below the beam pipe cut-off
and no radiation occurs.

7.4 Single-cell cavity

Cross-section variations in an accelerator vacuum chamber can create resonant cavities.
Part of the fields excited in the cavities is entrapped reflecting back and forth generating the
resonant modes. Above cut-off the amplitudes of the resonance drops because of the energy
leakage into the vacuum chamber, the resonances overlap leading to the smooth, "broad-band"
impedance.
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Fig. 22 Loss factor of a tapered discontinuity

A typical cavity impedance is shown in Fig. 23. At the frequencies below coc a real high-
er cavity has many sharp resonances. In a RF cavity the fundamental one is used to supply
energy to the beam; all the others are "parasitic" modes (higher-order modes - HOM) which
subtract energy from the beam. Above cut-off the resonances are broadened.
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Fig. 23 Typical impedance spectrum for a cavity with attached tubes

7.4.1 Monopole HOM (longitudinal)

In Sec. 2.2.1 we have found the wake potential of a single HOM. Following the results
(47) of Sec. 2.8 for cylindrical symmetry, we can write the longitudinal wake of a monopole
HOM (m = 0) as:

wZt<,(r,r,;T) = 1k0(r,r^e-
Tox\ COS(CB0T)~^-sin(©of) (165)

with T o = • (166)
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In Sec. 2.9 we have also found that in the ultra-relativistic limit the monopole longitudinal
wake does not depend on the radial displacement of both leading and trailing charges (54).
This result is conveniently exploited in the numerical codes where the loss factor ko(r,rj) is
computed at the pipe radius, thus limiting the calculation of the energy loss over a definite and
limited path:

(167)

where V0(b) is the voltage gain computed at r = b and Uo is the average energy stored in the
HOM.

Applying the Fourier transform to (165) we get the longitudinal impedance of a monopole
resonant HOM:

Z(G>) = - (168)

It is interesting to note that the shunt impedance is also defined as:

R J
Ro ~

(169)

where P0(i is the power dissipated at the cavity wall or in any damping device (loops,
waveguides etc.), and T is the transit-time factor defined as the ratio between the accelerating
voltage seen by a travelling charge and the voltage at the gap:

T =

J E2dz

Ez ejkzdz

gap

(170)

gap

which takes into account the time evolution of the fields during the cavity crossing. The transit-
time factor approaches unity at low frequencies (wavelength much bigger than the gap).

In the low frequency limit CO —> 0 the impedance is purely inductive. In case of n HOMs
we have:

(171)

7.4.2 Dipole HOM (longitudinal)

The wake potential of a single dipole (m = 1) HOM for cylindrical symmetry is given by:

wzl(r,r,;T) = 2 wT)-^-sin(co \H(z) (172)
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with r, = ^ - , to? = co\ - r? (173)

The dipole wake potential in the ultra-relativistic limit is proportional to the transverse
displacements of both charges. Therefore, we may scale the loss factor computed at the pipe
radius as:

£§- (174)

(176)
CO ffl,

0), CO

7.4.3 Dipole HOM (transverse)

The general relationship between transverse and longitudinal wake functions makes it
possible to obtain the transverse dipole wake function (96):

(177)

The transverse impedance (102) is:

Zu (r, r,; <o) = \^~\ -^ ^ r, (178)

'I ft), CO

sometimes expressed as:

Zii(r,r,;a)) = p . ^ ^ (179)
la \co) (co co,

Ct), CO

with

D ' _ cR\ _ <̂ i DURMEL

The quantities R, and R'L, are derivable from the output data of numerical codes like
URMEL.
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7.4.2 High-frequency case

The high-frequency impedance is mainly due to the interaction of the charges with the
fields diffracted at the cavity-pipe edge. When the bunch length is much smaller than the beam
pipe radius, the high frequency contribution to energy loss and impedance can be dominant.
Numerical calculations require significant time to find the wake potentials of very short
bunches, therefore an analytical analysis of the high-frequency behaviour of the impedance
(short-range wake potential) becomes necessary. Methods of diffraction theory are used to
calculate the impedance at the high frequencies, co » c / b. For a pill-box cavity of length g
radius d, Fig. 24, and with side pipes of radius b the diffraction model gives [27,28,29]:

(181)

8

Fig. 24 Relevant parameters for a pill box with attached tubes

The formula is valid for the region of parameters where g « kb (a 'cavity regime').

For the region of parameters g » kd2 the diffraction model of [26] gives the same impedance
as found for a "step":

n
(182)

In the transition region of parameters kb « g « kd

2% cob1 (183)

The transition from the cavity to the step regime is explained by the transition from the
Fresnel diffraction for the cavity to the Fraunhofer diffraction for the step. It was shown that
the transition from one regime to another occurs when:

(d-bf
i
1

(184)

The cavity regime is reached when the parameter 7] << 1. In the opposite case, 77 >> 1,
the regime of a step is fulfilled.

For a short Gaussian bunch, for which a « b, the high frequency tail of the impedance
mainly contributes to the energy loss. In this case the longitudinal and transverse loss factors
are given by:
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- 1 = 3.6256.
(185)

Simple physical approach

The high-frequency behaviour of the impedance and loss factor is qualitatively explained
by the features of the fields diffracted at the cavity edges [30]. Consider a bunch of charge q
and rms size a passing a pill-box cavity (Fig. 24). The field excited by the head of the bunch
and diffracted by the left edge, touches the bunch tail if:

f3c
with i = V<52 + z2 ' (186)

When the bunch leaves the cavity, for z = g, the self-field has been perturbed in the
shadow region with 8 ~ -\j2ag. The bunch has to rebuild the field in this region in order to
restore the boundary condition in the rhs beam pipe. The e.m. energy removed in the
shadowed region of Fig. 24 is:

-2 * dr
(187)

47te0ob'_5 r

if 8 « b :

h

thus giving:

(189)

Note that the condition 5 « b implies also that o~ << b (g is comparable with b) and
most of the bunch spectrum lies well above the beam pipe cut-off frequency. As far as the loss
factor is inversely proportional to the bunch length the impedance scales as 1/4(0. For a point

charge the effective bunch length is blygiving the scaling for the loss factor k ~ -{y.

7.5 Periodic RF structure

An array of periodic cavities shows an impedance spectrum similar to the single-cell
cavity below the cut-off frequencies. Many sharp resonant modes appear in the impedance
spectrum corresponding to the normal modes of the single cavities but also to the coupled
modes between cells, as in a system of coupled oscillators. Above cut-off, however, the broad
impedance decays at high frequencies with the asymptotic law co~312 [31,32]. A qualitative
picture of the diffraction phenomenon at the basis of such behaviour is given in [30].
Basically, the energy refilling becomes much less in a periodic structure, since the self-field has
no time to be rebuild from one cell to the next. The transition from the single-cell regime to the
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periodic-structure regime has also been studied [33]. For a structure of M rf cells of period d
and iris radius b, we have the transition from the single-cell regime to the periodic-structure
regime at the frequency:

0), =
cMd

(190)

above which the impedance follows the single-cell asymptotic behaviour ca"uz. It is worth
noting that in the periodic structure, the asymptotic decay OT3/2 makes the loss factor
independent from the bunch length and from the energy. Similar expressions have been found
for the case of a charge passing through an array of holes in infinite planes, reproducing the
same diffraction phenomenon [34,35].

7.6 Small discontinuities

In a real vacuum chamber there are many small discontinuities such as shallow cavities,
tapers, masks, bellows, etc. In spite of the small size, their overall contribution to the inductive
impedance, up to rather high frequencies, cannot be neglected. These elements give the main
contribution to the longitudinal inductive impedance responsible for the potential-well bunch-
lengthening process.

At low frequencies a satisfactory estimate of the inductive impedance Z(co) = jcoL can
be obtained by applying Faraday's law in the static approximation. However, it has been
shown that one can get more accurate results taking into account a correction factor coming
from distortion of the electric field at the chamber discontinuity [36]. Here we do not discuss
the method used by authors, but reproduce helpful expression for the impedance of some
typical discontinuities shown in Fig. 25.

©
Fig. 25 Examples of vacuum chamber discontinuities
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7.5.1 Shallow cavity (Fig. 25a)

The low-frequency impedance of the small, short pill-box (g < h) is given by:

-7 f Jl\

For the opposite extreme, g»h, but still g < b:

When the length g of the pill-box is greater than the pipe radius b, the pill-box can be
considered as composed of two independent steps each giving the following contribution to the
impedance:

The transverse impedance of the shallow cavity, if the assumption (g,h) < b is valid, is
given by :

m)

where d = b + h.

7.5.2 Shallow trapezoid (Fig. 25b)

For a long shallow trapezoid (g»h) the impedance of a single sloping step (taper) with
the slope angle 9 = nv has the form:

Z(co) = jco—%— lnTTvj—2cot7rv + — y- y/(v) cotTrv (195)
"In bc\_ \h ) 2 2 2vj

where y = 0.5772... is Euler's constant, y( v) is the "psi" function and the transition is
assumed to be short compared to the chamber radius, i.e. its length / = hcoi nv « b.

7.5.3 Shallow iris (Fig. 25c)

Two extreme cases can be considered for the iris geometry. When g»h the impedance
of the iris coincides with that of a shallow cavity. For the case of a thin (or deep) iris g«h
the expression for the longitudinal impedance takes the form:

} (196)
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6.5.4 Discontinuities of a triangular shape (Fig. 25d,e)

A short discontinuity of a triangular-shaped cross section with height h and base g
(g«h) has the following low-frequency impedance:

-^-\ (197)

n J
Z{co) jco^f

Anbc

The impedance of a triangular iris is given by:

Z(co) = jco^-\h2 + ^ ( 1 - In2)1 (198)
Abel % J

For the case of shallow triangular perturbations, h« g<b, both the enlargement and
iris have the same inductive impedance, independent of g:

( 1 9 9 )

7.7 Elements of beam diagnostics

Each accelerator has numerous diagnostic elements such as button pick-ups, strip-line
beam position monitors, etc.. Impedance calculation of such elements is a rather difficult task.
Being inserted into a vacuum chamber a diagnostic element breaks the vacuum chamber
symmetry and one has to analyze the interaction of a bunch with a complicated 3-dimensional
structure.

Numerical solution of the problem is also not a simple task. Usually, sizes of the
diagnostics element are small. This demands a very fine mesh, and so large computation time.
Moreover, the image currents induced in the elements flow into the external circuits. The
correct simulation of this external load appears to need additional analytical efforts or the use
recently developed sophisticated numerical codes.

The method which allows an analytical treatment of the impedance at low frequencies,
co « coc, is based on the electrical approach:

- the 3D geometry is substituted by an equivalent circuit consisting of concentrated radio-
technical elements and transmission lines;

- methods of electric circuits and theory of transmission lines are used to find currents and
voltages in the circuit elements;

- in the case of a matched load, the coupling impedance is defined by considering the power
lost by a bunch to be equal to that dissipated in the load. Some other consideration can be
taken into account to relate the beam-coupling impedance with the currents and voltages in
the circuit elements.

Here we will closely follow the treatment of [39] in order to illustrate the method. Let us
consider a strip-line pick-up of the length / covering the azimuthal angle <j) (see Fig. 26).
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2b

Fig. 26 Strip line pick-up

The strip plate together with the vacuum-chamber wall create a transmission line of the
characteristic impedance Zs. If the transmission line is terminated by a matching resistance Zs

at each end, one can draw the equivalent scheme Fig. 27 where ^ ( r ) is the fraction of the
image current intercepted by the strip plate:

with it,(t) the beam current.

v(t-l/v)

Fig. 27 Equivalent circuit for a strip line

In the absence of a dielectric the signal velocity in the transmission line is equal to that of
light. Moreover, as can be seen from the equivalent scheme, the strip-line monitor possesses
directional property for the relativistic particle with j3 ~ c. In fact the signal appears only across
the upstream port (with respect to the beam velocity):

(200)

In turn, only a fraction <p / 2 n of the total image current "sees" the potential difference,
since the average potential seen by a beam is:
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( 2 0 1 )

Applying the definition of the impedance as a response for the sinusoidal current
perturbation, we have:

(K7) + ./sin(K/)cos(K7)] (202)

The same result for the real impedance has been derived by considering the real power
dissipated in the upstream termination as the power lost by a bunch [38]. The imaginary part
was found by Hilbert transform.

The transverse impedance of a pair of symmetric strip-lines matched at both ends has
been found in [39]. In the direction perpendicular to the strip-lines:

where Z(co) is the longitudinal impedance of that pair of strip-lines. A particle shifted with
respect to the system axis in the direction parallel to the strips does not experience any
transverse kick and the transverse impedance in the direction Zy (co) = 0.

The same method gives for a strip-line forming a transmission line with the beam pipe
with characteristic impedance Zs and terminated at the center by Zs the following longitudinal
impedance [39]:

Z(co) = Zs(J^j(l - JKl)(l - e-*1) (204)

where / is again the strip length and 0 is the azimuthal angle characterizing the fraction of the
image current intercepted by the strip plate.

The longitudinal coupling impedance of a small button-like pickup of a radius r terminated
through a coaxial cable of the characteristic impedance Zs by a resistance R = Zs is [40]:

( 2 0 5 )

with

1 . 2bc
co, = and co? = —~-

1 RC 2 r2

where b is the beam pipe radius, C is the capacitance between the button and the beam-pipe wall
which is roughly estimated as: C ~ e{)nr2 / 8 for S « b being the gap between the wall and
the button.
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Many examples can be found in the literature on the subject. However, we should say
that the high-frequency behaviour of the diagnostics elements has not been satisfactorily
investigated yet. One of the major problems in further investigations are the high-frequency
resonances that can be excited in the structures formed by a diagnostics element and beam pipe
walls. Some of these resonances can be associated with standing waves, which do not
dissipate their power in the external terminations [41]. Obviously, the high-frequency
resonances will give some additional inductive contribution to the low-frequency impedance.

7.8 Holes and slots in the vacuum chamber

In order to reduce the coupling impedance due to pumping volumes, shielding screens
with a number of holes or slots are used. The number of such holes and slots may be large in
an accelerator and their contribution to the impedance have to be estimated. It is obvious that
because of the absence of axial symmetry a numerical solution of the problem is essentially
three dimensional. This implies very time-consuming computations even in the case of a
simplified model.

The method which allows analytical calculation of the impedance at low frequencies is
based on the Bethe theory of diffraction by a small hole [42]. According to the theory, the
small hole is excited by the incident electromagnetic waves created by a given current
perturbation. Then, the diffracted fields can be obtained by replacing the hole by effective
surface "magnetic" currents, which are necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions on the
hole. The coupling impedance is found by integrating the fields along the beam trajectory. At
low frequencies, co « c / b, in the case of a small hole of radius h « b the impedance can be
calculated in terms of hole polarizability [43,44]. For a circular hole it gives:

^ ^ (206)
cb

As far as a single hole introduces the axial asymmetry, the transverse impedance depends
on the angle between the beam-offset and the direction to the hole:

Vi3

(207)3TT b

where ar is the unit vector to the hole and 6 is the azimuthal angle between the direction and
the beam-offset.

It is worth noting that, for the number of holes M > 3 uniformly spaced in one cross
section, the restoration of the axial symmetry occurs in a sense that the transverse kick is in the
direction of the beam transverse displacement, and the resulting impedance does not depend on
the azimuthal positions of the holes:

^ r x (208)
b

with r, being the unit vector in the direction of the beam displacement. The coupling
impedance of the circular hole falls with wall thickness t, reaching 56% of the value (206) for
tlh > 2 [44].

The real part of the hole impedance, responsible for the energy losses, is usually
neglected because it is much smaller than the imaginary impedance. It is given by [43]:
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5ZO (coh\* h2

The same method gives simple analytical expressions for the impedance of a small
longitudinal, elongated, elliptical slot of width w and length / such as vv « 1 « b:

c b

(211)

Analytical results are available also for the small transverse narrow elliptical slot with
w « 1 « b, cutting the wall image currents [45]:

w

I3

(213)

More discussion on the small-slot impedance calculations and estimates can be found
in [46].

When the sizes of slots and holes are comparable or larger than the beam-pipe radius the
static solution to the problem is no longer valid. In that case analytical solutions are known for
two particular cases of a long narrow slot and a narrow gap.

It is clear from the physical point of view that the narrow (w « b) long ( / » b) slot
distorts the fields inside a vacuum chamber only by the slot ends. Because of that the
impedance should not depend on the length of such a slot. Indeed, according to the
perturbation method [47] the impedance of a narrow, long (but finite) rectangular slot is a
constant for col / c » 1:

2 W J ( 2 1 4 )

The impedance for the case of narrow transverse gap of width g «b separating two
pieces of the infinite beam pipe has been derived in Ref. [48]. In the case cog / c « 1 the
longitudinal impedance of the gap is capacitive:

( 2 1 5 >

We should note here that, for a beam pipe of a general cross section, in order to reduce
the coupling impedance it is preferable to distribute holes in places where fields created by a
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bunch are minimal, for example, in corners [45]. In particular, for a rectangular beam pipe of
width a and height h the longitudinal impedance of a hole situated on the lateral side
(xh = ±a/2) and displaced by yh from the horizontal plane of symmetry (ly/jl < b/2) is
proportional to:

Z(co)

As can be easily seen, the closer to the corner
This is certainly valid for small holes.

(216)

—» b/2) the smaller impedance we have.

Discussions on possible coherent effects of many holes can be found in [49,50]. We just
mention that the coherence can be destroyed using non-uniform hole spacing.

8. BROAD-BAND IMPEDANCE MODELS

The impedance of an accelerator is usually a very complicated function of frequency with
many sharp peaks. This complexity of the impedance makes an analytical treatment almost
impossible. However, in the study of the single-bunch dynamics, one finds that the wake
potentials over the bunch length is of main interest. This implies that, in the frequency domain,
the bunch can not resolve the details of the sharp resonances and it rather experiences an
average effect (the peaks are smeared out). In order to demonstrate this we calculate the wake
potentials created by a bunch passing through a cavity, by means of the ABCI code.

The longitudinal impedance is found by Fourier transform of the wake potentials. As is
clearly seen in Figs. 28 and 29, if one is interested in the shorter-range part of the wake the
resonant impedance peaks are transformed into the smoother and broader impedance.

0.09
r[m] -Wz/lWzlmax

0.06 -

0.03 -

-

1 1 1

1 1 1

-

z[m]

0.08 0.16 0.24 0.35

Fig. 28 Pill-box cavity with tubes and wake function for coz= 3 cm

Therefore, the actual impedance can be replaced by some "broad-band-model
impedance", which usually is characterized by a small number of parameters, allowing
analytical evaluation of stability limits or growth rates of single bunch instabilities.
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Fig. 29 Broad-band impedance: FFT of the wake function over 3 m (solid line);
FFT of the wake function over 30 cm (dashed line).

8.1 Broad-band-resonator model

The reduced frequency resolution has been the main justification for using the broad-
band-resonator model [51], historically being introduced first.

Q:
The actual impedance is replaced by that of a single-mode cavity with a low quality factor

Z(co) = - (217)

So, only three parameters, the shunt impedance Rs, angular resonant frequency cor, quality
factor Q, are necessary to describe the impedance frequency behaviour.

For long bunches a cavity shunt impedance Rs is estimated by averaging the resistive part
of the parasitic resonance (which can be measured by means of the perturbation method, or •
estimated by computer codes) to give the same energy loss as the whole cavity. Each resonance
contributes with only half the area of its spectrum.

The quality factor is usually taken as Q = 1, while the resonant frequency
0)r = cocutoff = 2A(c/ b), i. e. frequency cut-off of the cavity iris of the radius b. These
choices are somewhat arbitrary and are satisfactory only for the case of long bunches, when the
whole bunch spectrum lies within the beam-pipe cut-off. As an example, let us consider again
the cavity of Fig. 28. We find that the effective impedance calculated as the Fourier transform
of the wake over 30 cm distance behind the bunch head is approximated reasonably well by the
broad-band-resonator impedance with Rs = 138 Q., Q = 1 and/ r = 2.2 GHz (which is close
to the/cu/.Ojy= 2.5 GHz of the considered cavity) (Fig. 30).

The parameters of the broad-band resonator can be found by measurements, for example,
by measuring bunch lengthening in an accelerator. At the project stage these three parameters
can be evaluated by comparing the loss factor dependence on the bunch length K or wake
potentials along the bunch Wz(x), calculated numerically, with those corresponding to the
broad-band resonator.
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Fig. 30 FFT of the wake function over 30 cm (solid). Broad-band-resonator impedance
(dashed)

For the example in Fig. 30 we got Q = 1, R = 138Q and/r = 2.2 GHz. However, the
broad-band resonator model has some disadvantages which can become important for the
extremely short or very long bunches.

Asymptotic frequency dependence of the broad-band-resonator impedance is io~2, while
analytical study shows that the real part of the impedance decreases with frequency as co~112

for a cavity with attached tubes and as co for an array of periodic cavities. This leads to
incorrect energy loss estimate in the model, especially for very short bunches when the main
contribution to the total energy loss is given by the high-frequency tail of the longitudinal
impedance.

For very long bunches, according to the broad-band-resonator model, the loss factor
decreases with the third power of the bunch length, while numerical calculations with the time
domain codes shows that the loss factor of realistic vacuum-chamber elements drops much
more quickly, in an exponential fashion, with increasing o for long bunches with Gaussian
distribution.

8.2 Hofmann-Zotter impedance model

Two pairs of the broad-band-impedance models were proposed by A. Hofmann and
B. Zotter [52] to overcome the limitations of the broad band resonator model in the high-
frequency and low-frequency regions. Both can be adjusted to have either or1/2 or co^2

asymptotic behaviour of the real part of the impedance at high frequencies. In the low-
frequency region, for the first pair of the impedance models the real part increases as co2 and,
for the special choice of the model parameters, as oft providing faster decrease of the loss factor
with bunch length (o~5) than in the broad-band-resonator model. The second improved
impedance model yields even more rapid decrease of the loss factor with bunch length, having
an exponential character for very long bunches.

8.2.1 The first improved impedance model

The expression for the impedance model la) is:
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a jR ILL
u Vt t -1

(218)

where:

* =
CO

COi
a=

co.
(219)

The frequencies a\, a>i and the shunt impedance R are chosen to fit the impedanc3 of a
particular structure. For very high vrequencies, the asymptotic behaviour of the impedance is
given by:

Z,{x)~x-3'2. Zt(x)~ 2-a (220)

At low frequencies:

(221)

For a special choice a = V8/5 the real part of the impedance increases as afl providing a
fast decrease of the loss factor with bunch length ~ o~5. In order to provide the high frequency-
asymptotic behaviour or112 a different model was proposed:

Z(x) = a -JR
M - 1 ax

with:

cox
x = —

(I) »1

(222)

(223)

At low frequencies the impedance has the following behaviour:

a
(224)

8.2.2 The second improved impedance model

While the first impedance model describes well high frequency behaviour, it still can not
supply an exponential fall-off of the loss factor with bunch length for long Gaussian bunches.
In order to obtain this the real part of the impedance should vanish completely below a certain
"cut-off" frequency (as in a realistic structure where the impedance is zero below the lowest
mode). The second model impedances are chosen to satisfy this condition.

In one of these models, 2a, the real impedance is given by the expression:

(225)

Zr(x) = Q; \x\<\
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It has a maximum at x = co/co\ = 4/3 and becomes proportional to a)'2'2 at high frequencies.
The Hilbert transform gives the impedance imaginary part:

\x\<l
(226)

A similar impedance model (2b) has an asymptotic decrease of the real part proportional
to the inverse-square-root frequency at high frequencies. The real part is given by:

(227)

which has a maximum atx = 2. The expression for the imaginary part is:

(228)

The loss factor for both models, 2a and 2b, can be easily obtained by numerical
integration. It drops exponentially with bunch length for the two models for long Gaussian
bunches.

8 .3 Heifets-Bane impedance model

Recently, a new broad-band impedance model was proposed by S. Heifets [53] as the
further development of K. Bane's approach used in his analysis of the impedance of the SLC
damping ring [54,55]. The longitudinal impedance is described phenomenologically by
expansion over Vox

(229)
Z{co) = jcoL + .

This model has been used to estimate the broad-band impedance for the SLAC B-factory
and for the DAONE main rings (O-factory) [56]. Such an impedance model has two attractive
features:

— First, the different terms of the expansion have a clear physical interpretation, describing
correctly particular impedance-generating elements.

— Second, expressions for wake-fields and loss factors can be easily found analytically,
simplifying the fitting procedure to extract the model parameters.

The first term of the expansion represents a low frequency inductive impedance. This
impedance is typical for tapers, shielded bellows and vacuum ports, small discontinuities such
as slots, shallow cavities in flanges, shallow collimators and so on. Often, these elements give
the main contribution to the impedance, leading to the excess bunch lengthening as in the case
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of SLC damping rings. For the small discontinuities the impedance remains inductive up to
rather high frequencies.

The wake function for a Gaussian bunch corresponding to the inductive term is given by:

(230)

It has a minimum (maximum) at T = -<7x{+<7T):

y/ =—W • =
m a x m m

(231)

The plot of -Wz(T:)/\Wz\max which is suitable to compare with TBCI [57] or ABCI [25]
code results for azimuthally symmetric structures or MAFIA [58] for 3D structures is shown in
Fig. 31.

-W2/IWzlmax -Wz/IWzlmax

-3 - 2 - 1 0 1

Fig. 31 Normalized inductive wake functions: inductive and resistive

Equation (231) makes it straightforward to extract the inductance L from numerical
results. The loss factor for the inductive impedance is zero. An example of a shallow cavity
and corresponding wake are shown in Fig. 32.

The wake-field for the resistive term Z(co) = R is:

l[L (232)

The ratio -W2(t)/\Wz\max is shown in Fig. 33. In storage rings such a wake is expected
for deep cavities for bunches with length comparable with the beam-pipe radius. Figure 33
reproduces an example of a wake for the SLC damping ring cavity [55].
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Fig. 32 Shallow cavity and wake function for ccz= 5 cm
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Fig. 33 Deep cavity and wake function for coz= 1.4 cm

For good resistors the expression for the loss factor has a simple form:

R
(233)

The third term has the structure of the resistive-wall impedance with the following wake-
function (see Fig. 34 a):

(234)

( T f
where r\ - and the ± sign corresponds to positive and negative "T", respectively. / v

{2aJare the modified Bessel functions of fractional order. Applying the loss factor definition we
have:
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r(3/4) (235)

where T(3/4)/2 = 0.6127....

The fourth term in (229) has the same dependence on co as the impedance of a cavity with
attached tubes at high frequencies:

(236)zc

The wake-function corresponding to the impedance is given by:

(237)

where the ± sign stands for positive and negative "T". The function -Wz(i;)/\Wz\max is shown
in Fig. 34b.
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Using (26) we obtain the expression for the loss factor:

W - 1 - B r (3 /4)

not
(238)

with r(l/4)/2 = 1.8128...

The parameters L, R, B, Zc of the broad-band model are extracted from TBCI, ABCI or
MAFIA results by fitting the numerical functions W{%) and K((JT) to the above analytical
expressions. In Fig. 35 we show an example of a wake function for a cavity with attached
tubes where the high frequency behaviour is dominant.
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CURES OF INSTABILITIES
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CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Careful design of machine elements, in particular the RF cavities, may
be sufficient to avoid beam instabilities in circular accelerators, with
the help of natural synchrotron radiation damping (e+e' machines) or
Landau damping in the case of hadron beams. If this is not sufficient
feedback systems, transverse or longitudinal, have to be employed. A
review of the various techniques in use against beam instabilities
induced by long-range wake fields is given in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION

Accelerators are often plagued by various sorts of instabilities which limit their
maximum beam currents. In the case of circular machines, which we consider here, one can
distinguish between strong, turbulent instabilities driven by short range wake fields (the
microwave instability, the transverse mode coupling instability are good examples) and weak
multiturn instabilities which are, in most cases, due to long range fields. Against turbulent
instabilities one can only consider "preventive" measures aimed at raising the threshold beam
currents (the notable exception being the use of reactive feedback against mode coupling
transverse instabilities, which we will not discuss here). Preventive measures comprise the
minimization of the broad band impedance of the vacuum chamber by screening any abrupt
cross section change (bellows, vacuum manifolds, etc. .) and by a proper design of
protruding elements like pick up and clearing electrodes.

Strong, turbulent instabilities must be avoided by a careful choice of parameters for any
new machine design (the same is true also for instabilities with high, within bunch mode,
numbers which are difficult to damp by active feedback).

In the following we shall concentrate on "slow" instabilities, for which effective
"countermeasures" can be engineered.

2. DAMPING OF NARROW BAND IMPEDANCES

Most slow instabilities are driven by long-memory, narrow-band impedances (this is not
the case however for the head-tail instability, transverse or longitudinal). In many cases,
especially for e+e" machines which require a large RF voltage, the major source of narrow-
band impedances are the higher-order modes (HOM's) of the accelerating cavities.

The problem here is to damp as much as possible all HOM's, without affecting the
fundamental, accelerating mode. Higher-order mode dampers are essentially high-pass
devices whose corner frequency is located above the fundamental and below the first HOM
frequencies. To improve the rejection of the accelerating mode a notch filter is often
combined with the HOM coupler. In this case one must pay attention to the high RF currents
at the RF frequency which flow in the notch filter elements. A simple form of high-pass filter
is a waveguide with a cut off frequency above the fundamental resonance of the cavity. The
position of the waveguide(s) in the cavity can be optimized such as to couple to as many
HOM's as possible [1]. Figures 1 and 2 shows an example of such a design with several
waveguides attached to a copper cavity. Note the long tapers on either side of the cavity itself
to minimize the contribution of the RF cavity to the broad band impedance of the ring
(DAFNE) [2]. The waveguides can also be the vacuum chamber itself, as in Fig. 3, which
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Fig. 1 Sketch of the DAFNE cavity with waveguide ports for HOM damping
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Fig. 2 Undamped and damped Q values of the lowest HOM's of the DAFNE cavity
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Fig. 4 Damped Q values for the CESRB cavity

shows the CESRB superconducting cavity design [3]. The so-called "fluted" vacuum
chamber shape gives a lower cut off frequency as compared to a cylindrical waveguide and
let also the first two transverse modes propagate outside the cryostat. In this case damping of
the HOM resonators is accomplished with lossy material (ferrites) inside the vacuum
chamber. With conventional waveguides, the damping elements can be inside vacuum, as
waveguide terminations, in the case of small power dissipation (CEBAP, for instance). They
can also be outside vacuum in coaxial form, if broad-band waveguide-coaxial transitions and
coaxial vacuum feedthroughs are employed [4]. Figures 2 and 4 show the results of HOM
damping for the two previous examples and illustrate the present state of the art (Qext of the
order of 100 or less).

Many other damping techniques are in use, or have been proposed, notably tuned
antennas to damp a particular mode in the cavity. For low-frequency cavities damping
elements having a high pass characteristic can be inserted in "series" with the accelerating gap
to provide damping of all longitudinal modes [5].

3. DAMPING MECHANISMS AND THRESHOLDS

3.1 Synchrotron radiation

In electron or positron machines, synchrotron radiation provides a natural damping to
individual particle oscillations, and thus to any collective bunch motion. The instability
threshold is given simply by the condition:

where Aco^is the imaginary part of the frequency shift due to the instability and xr the
radiation damping time, either the energy damping time if one considers longitudinal
instabilities or the horizontal, vertical damping times in the transverse case.

For the longitudinal case, Table I gives typical numbers for two very different machines
(the small 500 MeV DAFNE ring, and the very large ring of LEP). Even in the latter case
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where synchrotron radiation is very strong, nitural damping of longitudinal oscillations is
fairly weak (Aco, / cô  = 10"3).

Table 1
Some parameters of two very different machines

Machine

DAFNE

LEP (45 GeV)

Revolution
frequency

fo(Hz)

3.07 106

11246

Synchrotron
time
Qs

0.0123

0.085

Energy damping
time
Tz(s)

17.8 10-3

17.81 10-3

Relative
synchrotron

frequency shift
Aeo, /cos = l/ zr(os

2.32 10^

9.3 10-4

3.2 Landau damping

There is always a spread of individual particles' frequencies in a bunch population,
which is due to, for instance the non-linearity of the restoring force. This is notably the case
for the synchrotron oscillations with a sinusoidal RF voltage or in the case of transverse
oscillations when octupolar fields are present.

The obvious consequence of a spread of oscillation frequencies is that any coherent
motion will ultimately result in a macroscopic increase of the beam emittance, a process often
called filamentation. This has naturally a self stabilizing effect on any instability as the
coherent oscillation resulting from the instability is transformed into an emittance increase
which usually corresponds to a larger frequency spread. Ultimately the beam may become
stable when the frequency spread is large enough for Landau damping to be effective.

Unfortunately this is a process difficult to predict (competition between instability
growth and filamentation), it very often leads to unacceptable losses and in any case produces
beam blow-up which may be undesirable. One has to mention, however, that many machines
operate in this way; this is the case if beam losses are small enough and if emittance blow-up
is not of great concern.

The spread of individual particles' oscillation frequencies also prevents instabilities
developing below a certain threshold, a process improperly called Landau "damping". There
is no damping as such, as in the case of synchrotron radiation, rather the instability cannot
grow from initially microscopic disturbances. The threshold below which the beam stays
stable depends on the details of the distribution of individual frequencies and the type of
instability (mode number, etc.) .

In the longitudinal plane, for the dipole mode and a smooth distribution, the
approximate Landau damping criterion can be written [6]:

Aco,
4 co.

(1)

where \&(£>s\ is the magnitude of the instability frequency shift, and s / co, the relative
synchrotron frequency spread inside the bunch.
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For a non-accelerating bucket (<j)f = 0) one has, for a sinusoidal RF voltage:

_s 7T.2 f bunch length^

co, ~ 16 { RF period J (2)

Landau damping is especially efficient for long bunches, usually the case with protons
or heavy particles, for which synchrotron radiation is non existent. For non-accelerating
buckets ((|)s = 0) a possible cure [7] of coupled bunch longitudinal instabilities is to reduce
the RF voltage V; this increases dramatically s/coswhen the beam edge approaches the
separatrix. For a stationary bucket this method does not work because the instability growth
rate (Acos) / cos, proportional to 1/V, increases faster than s / cô .

An illustrative picture of Landau damping is given on Fig. 5 where the distribution of
individual particles' oscillation frequencies is shown. For the dipole mode, the zero intensity
coherent frequency coc is located inside the distribution (in the case of the so-called waterbag
model, with uniform particle density in phase space up to a limit amplitude, and zero beyond,
coc is just on the edge of the distribution). When the beam current is increased, the coherent
frequency coc is shifted by an amount Acoc, usually complex. Landau damping is effective if
the new value co'c is still inside the initial distribution of incoherent frequencies. This is a
condition similar to Eq. (1) except for the numerical factor which depends on the particular
case of interest (mode number, type of distribution, type of impedance).

dN
dco

Re(AcoJ

Fig. 5 An illustrative picture of Landau damping: a) without reactive broad band
impedance, b) with reactive broad band impedance

This picture also illustrates the effect of the reactive part of the machine broad band
impedance (space charge, inductive wall), which is to change the spectrum of incoherent
frequencies (Fig. 5b). The coherent line coc may or may not be displaced depending on the
interaction considered. In particular, the frequency of the longitudinal dipole mode is not
shifted when one considers the effect of the inductive wall impedance. In the new situation,
illustrated in Fig. 5b, the instability line may fall outside the spectrum of incoherent
frequencies, resulting in a complete loss of Landau "damping". One then observes coherent
beam oscillations sustained for very long periods, much longer than would be anticipated
from the spread of incoherent frequencies. In conclusion the effect of the broad band
impedance, even though it does not produce beam instabilities in itself, may be to provoke a
complete loss of Landau damping. The rule of thumb criterion for this to happen is when the
frequency shift due to the broad-band impedance becomes comparable to the natural
frequency spread in the zero intensity beam.
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By making the restoring force highly non-linear one can considerably increase the
natural frequency spread within the bunch. "Landau" cavities operating at a multiple of the
RF frequency can be used for this purpose. The combination of RF voltages from the normal
accelerating cavities and the "Landau" cavities can be such that the synchrotron frequency
goes to zero at the bunch centre giving maximum synchrotron tune spread, and therefore
maximum Landau "damping". It must be pointed out, however, that Landau cavities have
been found not very effective when the bucket is already almost full, presumably because the
tune spread which is already comparable to the synchrotron frequency does not change
dramatically. The control of harmonic cavities, in the presence of strong beam loading, may
also be difficult [8].

3.3 Bunch-to-bunch frequency splitting

The idea here is to reduce the coupling between bunches and hence the instability
growth by making their unperturbed oscillation frequencies slightly different. This is
reminiscent of Landau damping, although there we have a limited number of resonators (the
number of bunches) with different frequencies. This makes computer simulation relatively
easy unless the number of bunches is very large.

Indeed one observes a reduction of the growth rate or the suppression of the instability
depending on the spread in oscillation frequencies, the frequency splitting pattern and the
instability parameters. In all cases the stabilizing effect is weak; only instabilities with
Acos / cos < 0.01 can be suppressed by this method.

In the transverse plane, betatron frequency splitting can be achieved with an RF
quadrupole excited at a multiple of the revolution frequency. Synchrotron frequency splitting
is obtained with RF cavities driven at p fo (fo: revolution frequency, p ^ h, h: harmonic
number). Although this method is fairly simple to implement (for instance one can excite one
of the normal RF cavities at a frequency (h+1) fo), it reduces significantly the machine
acceptance in the longitudinal plane, as some bunches see a reduced RF voltage. Similarly a
large area is necessary in the transverse tune diagram to accommodate the additional bunch-
to-bunch tune splitting.

Figure 6 shows an old example of longitudinal instability suppression by synchrotron
frequency splitting (two different frequencies) [7].

5ns/cm

Without RF/2 With RF/2

Fig. 6 Longitudinal instability in the CERN PS suppressed by frequency splitting (1970)
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4. TRANSVERSE FEEDBACK SYSTEMS

The most effective cure against coupled bunch instabilities, transverse or longitudinal is
the use of feedback systems [9]. We shall concentrate on the analysis of such systems in the
following.

4.1 Architecture of a transverse feedback system

Figure 7 shows the schematics of a typical transverse feedback system. The beam
displacement resulting from the instability is detected by pick-up electrodes, then amplified
and applied as a correction to the beam with a downstream transverse deflector (or kicker)

ho-

KICKER

POWER
AMPLIFIER

\

Fig. 7 A typical transverse feedback system

The transit time of the signal from pick-up electrodes to the deflector is arranged such
that it matches the beam time of flight. In this way the correction is applied to the same
particles which have generated the pick-up signal. To be insensitive to energy oscillations,
the pick-up electrodes are better placed in a region of minimum dispersion.

Figure 8 shows the normalized transverse phase space diagram of a bunch (or ensemble
of particles). Assume that the maximum displacement occurs at the pick-up location like
indicated on the figure. A quarter betatron wavelength downstream, the correction is applied
as a change of slope, along the x' axis. The result is a new trajectory which will spiral
inwards and ultimately reach the origin.

The distance between pick-up and kicker should ideally be such that the corresponding
betatron change is ± 90°. This can be achieved by combining the signals of two transverse
detectors spaced by a quarter betatron wavelength (Fig. 7). For large machines (high Q
values), it is easier to position pick-ups and kickers close together, in this case combining of
two pick-up signals is also useful to correct for small tune changes; the overall delay is in this
case close to one machine turn.

The feedback gain G is defined by the relation:

(3)
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-correction kick

\

Position measurement

Fig. 8 Phase space diagram of a transverse bunch oscillation

where A9 is the change of slope produced by a measured displacement x, assuming the same
P value at the pick up and at the kicker.

After one turn the displacement has been corrected by:

Ax = p A9 = Gx

which corresponds, per unit time (smooth approximation) to:

— - G f x
dt °X

(4)

(5)

and to a damping timer = 1/Gfo. This would be correct if, at each turn, the beam would
pass in the detector with maximum amplitude. Obviously this is not true because the tune
cannot be an integer; as a result an additional factor 1/2 comes from averaging over all
possible betatron phases at the pick-up position. Finally one obtains in the ideal case
(optimum pick-up - kicker phase):

l_Gf 0 (6)

If the center of gravity of each bunch has to be damped individually (ideal bunch-to-
bunch damping of the dipole mode), the required bandwidth of the system is, from the
Nyquist theorem, ft/2 where fb is the bunch frequency (fb = Mfo for M equidistant bunches).
In many cases however, the feedback gain may not be constant in the 0 - %I2 frequency
interval; it can be tailored to the frequency dependent instability growth rate. In the case of
the resistive-wall instability which falls off rapidly with frequency, the feedback system can
be limited in bandwidth to a few revolution harmonics. It is then not necessary to measure
the position of each bunch individually: averaging over several bunches or undersampling is
possible.
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In the case of a few unstable modes, driven by narrow-band impedances, one can also
use band pass filters and treat each mode separately. This "mode-by-mode" damping offers
more flexibility (phase and gain can be adjusted independently for each frequency) but
becomes cumbersome for many bunches and many possible modes of instability.

4.2 Rejection of closed-orbit offsets - Filtering

Without any signal processing in the amplifier chain, the offset of the closed-orbit in the
pick-up will be amplified by G, with two undesirable effects:

- a change of the overall closed-orbit in the machine, dependent on G
- a saturation of the kicker amplifier.

To reject the unwanted closed-orbit component in the pick-up signal one discriminates
between the quasi-static closed-orbit component and the fast varying betatron oscillation
signal. More precisely the closed-orbit component is a periodic signal at the revolution
frequency, which results from the uneven structure of the beam current along one machine
turn. In particular, for a debunched beam only the DC component is present in the closed-
orbit signal.

Several techniques are in use to reject the closed-orbit component of the pick-up signal.
The self balanced front-end (Fig. 9) is a purely analog solution to the problem. The closed-
orbit DC component (obtained after base line restitution of the pick-up signal) is used to
balance the two electrodes and to bring the electrical center of the detector on the position of
the closed orbit.

MULTIPLIER

BEAM
OOUT

LOW PASS
FILTER

Fig. 9 Self-balanced frontend to reject closed orbit component

The more modern technique is based on periodic filters, which are conveniently
constructed with digital technology. In its simplest form this filter makes the difference
between the position measurements at successive turns according to the equation

- xn-1 (7)

feedback measurement measurement
signal at turn n at turn n-1

The closed-orbit signal being almost constant from turn to turn is rejected by the filter.
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The frequency response of the filter, schematized on Fig. 10 where the position at turn
n-1 is obtained by a one turn delay, is simply:

- = l-exp(-ja>T0) (8)

Its amplitude and phase responses are displayed on Fig. 10. Closed-orbit signals which
appear at multiples of the revolution frequency are rejected by the periodic notches (at every
f0 harmonic) of the filter. The gain and phase of the feedback signal (whose spectral
components are close to the betatron lines fo) are changed by the filter. In particular the
optimum condition (90° phase difference between pick-up and kicker) is no longer fulfilled.

U )—

Amplitude

Phase <

+JI/2.

-n/2. - \

n

\

0

\ -\ ^

Fig. 10 Rejection of closed orbit with a single periodic filter

On the contrary, with more complicated filters, one can adjust the betatron phase to be
optimum, even if the pick-up - kicker distance does not correspond to n/2 betatron phase
difference.

The architecture of the filter ensures that each bunch is treated indepedently of all
others; this is because the memory element in the filter is exactly one turn, which means that
the signal of each bunch only combines with itself, not with any other bunch signal. One can
also regard the filter as being used in a time multiplexing mode (one time slot per bunch):
each bunch signal is processed by the same filter elements (adder and delay), but the memory
(delay) contains at a given moment the information of all bunches.
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The general expression for filters having this property is given by the expression:

um.n = aoxm,n + a1xmjn_1+...+akxmin_k + b , ^ ^ + b2umin_2+...+bpumin_p (9)

where m is the bunch number, n the turn number and k and p are integers.

The filter is non recursive (FIR or Finite Impulse Response) if bi, b2 ... bp = 0,
otherwise it is recursive (IIR, or Infinite Impulse Response), according to the terminofogy in
use in the digital filter theory. The only difference here is that, unlike a classical digital filter
which is limited to the Nyquist frequency (fq/2 here), the feedback filter works beyond,
because of the particular nature of the beam signal. There is no aliasing effect up to half
bunch frequency fb/2 with one measurement per bunch per turn.

In other words, the filter behaves like a linear system up to fb/2. The condition to obtain
a notch filter response (zero at n fo) is simply:

Ian=0
n=0

The complex frequency response of the filter is given by:

H(jco) =
n exp (-jncoTo)

exp (-jncoTo)
(10)

n=l

as illustrated on Fig. 11. This is characteristic of an ideal bunch to bunch feedback system
for which all bunches are damped independently, each with the same damping rate. It also
corresponds to a constant feedback gain for each betatron line.

H(jco)|

Nyquist limit
(fQ sampling)

Nyquist limit
(sampling at ffe

0 V2

Fig. 11 Amplitude response of a periodic notch filter for a transverse feedback

In most cases however the overall feedback gain G does not need to be constant in the
0 = fb/2 frequency interval. It can be tailored to the behaviour of the instability growth rate
versus frequency. In particular this is the case for the resistive-wall instability, which is
peaked at low frequency (Fig. 12). If the maximum frequency of interest fmax is much
smaller than fb/2, sampling the position of every bunch is no longer necessary: one can
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resistive wall case

few unstable modes

max V2

Fig. 12 Feedback gain tailored to instability characteristic

average the position measurements over several bunches (front-end bandwidth limitation) or
(and) use undersampling.

When there are only a few unstable modes driven by narrow-band impedances, it may
be sufficient to use selective filtering (Fig. 12). If the latter becomes very narrow to cover
only one mode (filter bandwidth < fo/2), the feedback technique is referred to as "mode-by-
mode" damping.

As explained before the one turn delay line is the basic building block of the transverse
feedback systems. At a fixed revolution frequency fo, analog delay lines can be used, with
the benefit of simplicity. However, the product delay-bandwidth of the line rapidly becomes
a limitation, especially for large machines with many bunches. Sampled filters (at ft,) and in
particular the family of M path filters can provide the desired transfer function of Fig. 11
(ideal bunch-to-bunch feedback system). Subsequent analog filtering (including the kicker
frequency response) may be needed to obtain the overall gain vs. frequency curve. Analog
filters with quasi constant delay (linear phase shift) are better suited to keep the phase of each
betatron line close to its optimum value.

The rapid advances in digital filter technology have made this technique increasingly
popular in constructing the filters of transverse feedback systems. The basic clock frequency
must be a multiple of fo (up to fb), which ensures delays of exactly one turn. The delay
element itself is a memory, or shift register, the so-called FIFO (First In - First Out) version
being the exact digital replica of an analog delay.

Sampling and digitizing at fb is generally the most critical pan of the filter from the
point of view of speed (fb can be as high as several hundred MHz) and number of bits. The
latter must be compatible with the closed-orbit offset in addition to the betatron signal; it must
also not introduce an unacceptable level of quantization noise. There is generally a trade off
between the memory capacity and the arithmetic complexity of the processor (number of
adders, multipliers, e t c . ) . FIR filters usually need more memory capacity than their IIR
counterparts for similar transfer functions. The filters with fixed parameters (an, bn
coefficients) can be synthesized in a simple way (shift of binary words) if an, bn can be
approximated with 2P or 1-2P (p integer).
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Changes of fo are automatically accounted for in a digital filter clocked at mf0, except
for the unavoidable fixed part of the pick-up - kicker delay (cables, analog filter, kicker
delay). Compensation of fixed deluys in the chain against a change of fp is possible if the
input (ADC) and output (DAC) clocks are connected to the mf0 source with different delays
[10]. The difference should be equal to the fixed delay to be compensated.

4.3 Power requirements

Pick-ups and kickers are basically the same electromagnetic devices. They interact with
the beam through the longitudinal component of their electric field [11] (Panofsky Wenzel
Theorem).

A very common example considers the strip line pick-up and its kicker counterpart
(Fig. 13), composed of two matched transmission lines (length 1, spacing d, width w).

-BEAM

Fig. 13 Strip-line kicker

The kicker sensitivity is defined by:

(11)

where Vk is the applied voltage, v the particle's velocity, e the electronic charge and Apx the
transverse kick impressed on the beam.

The single passage beam deflexion A0 (Eq. 3) is related to the kicker sensitivity by the
relation:

From the reciprocity and Panofsky Wenzel theorems one can derive the following
relation between pick-up and kicker sensitivities, for the same device:

coRo

(13)

in which SA is the pick-up sensitivity and Ro the characteristic impedance of the line. The
sensitivity of the strip line kicker of Fig. 13 is given by:
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2K\/X
(14)

geometrj" factor frequency response

For a given kicker cross section, sensitivity and bandwidth depend on the length 1 in
opposite ways. This limits the operating frequency of the kicker to about c/41.

Strip-line kickers can also operate in an RF band (from mfb to (m + — )fb)

using the "meander" technique [12]. Each section is X 14 long (at the center frequency m
fb), and is rotated by 180° along the beam axis with respect to its neighbours.

At low frequencies (fb « c / 2 1 ) magnetic or electrostatic deflectors can be used as
well. The sensitivity of the electrostatic kicker is given by:

A6 = V K I ^ (15,

When driven through a tetrode VK becomes limited at high frequencies by the maximum
current of the tube (loaded by the electrode capacitance). As a result the deflexion capability
decreases with frequency as in the strip line case.

In most cases the kicker power is determined by the injection transients multiplied by
the feedback gain. The latter is imposed by the specified damping rate needed to suppress the
instability, or to avoid undesired blow-up in case of filamentation. Random injection errors
come from fluctuations in beam steering or in magnetic elements in the machine. Systematic
errors may be due to uncorrected closed-orbit which cannot be rejected instantaneously by the
feedback notch filter. During its setting time closed-orbit error may dominate and ultimately
determine the kicker power, unless G can be reduced during this limited period of time.

Linear operation of the transverse feedback system is not necessary during injection
transient damping. The fastest damping rate, for a given kicker power is achieved in
saturation (bang-bang) mode [13]. In this case digital limiters provide the best performance.

In a system where maximum deflexion can only be provided at low frequencies (slew
rate limited), it is important to process the beam signal in such a way as to avoid any large
high frequency components which are non significant [14]. This is the case in particular
when a new batch is injected with some error, after a long gap in the bunch train: special
signal processors may be used to take advantage of the gap length to reduce the required rate
of change of the kicker voltage.

4.4 Emittance blow-up from damper noise

The noise present in the electronics of the beam detector will be amplified and applied
to the beam by the transverse feedback system. One expects a coherent effect on the beam
(corrected to some extent by the feedback system itself) and an incoherent one leading to
beam blow-up. This is a crucial issue in colliders where small emittances are needed for high
luminosity.

The overall damper configuration, including detector noise, is the same as that of a
transverse cooling system, and therefore under some not too restrictive assumptions
(debunched beam theory applied to a bunched beam, tune spread dominated by beam-beam
effect, no loss of Landau damping) the classical cooling formula can be applied [15] [16]:
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gn — M g,n ungn
2

L i + s n " ( i+s n ) 2 ( i+sn)2J
(16)

where 1 / x^ is the growth rate of the beam emittance, N the total number of particles, gn the
feedback gain for band n, Mn the mixing factor, Sn the feedback via the beam factor and Un
the noise /Schottky signal ratio, for full mixing. The first two terms of the right side
correspond to the cooling and mixing effects, which can be shown to be negligible in the case
of a transverse damper. Only remains the last term, for which Un can be expressed as the sum
of the detector noise and the external excitation (to be suppressed by the damper). One
obtains:

(17)
1 I g" I
1 48QJ

where a is the ratio of the Last Significant Bit of the ADC to the r.m.s beam size (the detector
noise is assumed to be due to quantization in the ADC, and is assumed also to be additive), rn
is the external excitation in band n, W =jfo is the total bandwidth of the feedback and 8Q the
beam-beam tune spread.

The family of curves of Fig. 14 show the effect of gn (feedback gain) in various cases.
The term gn/48Q must nonnally be larger than unity to achieve a damping time significantly
shorter than the decoherence time, and avoid blow-up. For high gains the blow-up rate only
depends on detector noise, as expected. At lower gains the blow-up rate is either smaller in
case detector noise dominates over external excitation, or higher in the opposite situation,
(which should be the normal operating mode of the damper during coast).

1/t 2 A

•4_f a25Q2

°

LOW GAIN

HIGH GAIN

28Q

Fig. 14 Growth rate of the beam emittance due to feedback noise
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5. LONGITUDINAL FEEDBACK SYSTEMS

5.1 Architecture of a longitudinal feedback system

A very simple longitudinal feedback system is sketched on Fig. 15 [7]. The radial
detector is located at a position of large dispersion, such that any energy error can be easily
detected and applied back to the same bunch via a longitudinal kicker. No phase shift is
necessary here as the same variable (the energy deviation) is measured by the detector and
applied to the beam by the kicker. The beam and signal transit rimes from pick-up to kicker
should be identical, but, contrary to the transverse case, the distance pick-up to kicker is
unimportant, because the "synchrotron wavelength" is much longer than one turn (Qs «1).

With two radial detectors located half a betatron wavelength apart one can reduce the
undesired effect of betatron oscillations and closed-orbit error. Nevertheless, the sensitivity
of the energy measurement via the beam radial position cannot be very high and hence noise
contamination limits severely the performance of such a system.

\A
RADIAL PICK-UP

BEAM
KICKER

Fig. 15 A single longitudinal feedback system

Instead of a radial measurement one can use a phase measurement to detect any
longitudinal oscillation of the beam. This however requires a phase shift of 90° at the
synchrotron frequency fs which can only be obtained by filtering, contrary to the transverse
case. This is again because Qs is much smaller than unity.

A "bunch-by-bunch" damping system is sketched in Fig. 16. The phase error signal,
from a fast phase detector, is demultiplexed into M channels corresponding to M bunches.
Each bunch signal is processed independently at low frequency (up to fo/2) such as to provide
a 90° phase shift at the synchrotron frequency. The M signals are then multiplexed into a
common kicker drive signal.

Phase
measurement

H(jm)

KICKER

I— — — — — M channels •

I

Fig. 16 Longitudinal bunch by bunch damping system
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Each individual channel should have a filter characteristic H (jco) which not only
provides high gain and 90° phase shift at fs, but also negligible gain at zero frequency and
fo/2. The overall response of the "M path filter", including multiplexing and demultiplexing
is periodic at fo, each half band being the replica of the H(jco) transfer function (Fig. 17). The
system is linear (no aliasing effects) up to f\J2. As shown in Fig. 17 feedback gain is
provided at the frequencies nfo ± fs of all possible instability modes. Again there is complete
equivalence between a bunch by bunch feedback system as depicted on Fig. 16 and a "mode-
by-mode" feedback system with a constant gain for all instability modes.

Gain

nlo (n+l)f0 (n+2)fn

Fig. 17 Overall response of a longitudinal feedback system

5.2 Filtering

Periodic filters can be realized in analog technology (M path filters, Fig. 16) when the
number of bunches is small. Modern digital technology is better suited in the case of many
bunches. To obtain the required phase shift at fs (fs<<fo), one needs a large delay, or in digital
technology a large memory capacity for a given sampling frequency (usually fo per bunch).
On the other hand, sampling at f0 may be redundant if Qs is very small, opening the
possibility of downsampling [17] (the sampling frequency being a submultiple of fo, per
bunch). This however increases the noise in the system.

Non-recursive filters based on the difference of two phase measurements of the same
bunch distant by m turns automatically provide notches at fo harmonics (rejection of constant
or slowly varying phase offsets) [18] [19]. If m is small (m >> 1/Qs), the peak of |H(jco)|
happens at a frequency much smaller than fs. This type of operation, sometimes referred to as
the "differentiator mode" provides a phase shift close to 90° at fs with a small memory
capacity, but at the expense of more noise coming from the unnecessarily large gain at
frequencies higher than fs. The typical duration of the transient response of the filter is given
by the inverse of the peak frequency, and can be made short if necessary. This is typically the
case if the feedback must quickly damp injection oscillations.

By selecting m = 1/2QS, the peak of |H(jco)| coincides with fs, which is the best
situation as far as noise is concerned. In this "peak gain mode", the 90° phase shift must be
provided by an additional delay of length Ts/4- The total memory capacity needed thus
corresponds to a total delay of 3Ts/4, which is also the duration of the transient response of
the filter.

Another technique, based on the difference of two recursive filters suppresses the
undesirable lobes of JH(jco)j which appear with non recursive filters. The transfer function:
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1-K, 1-K,
1 - Kj exp (-jcoT0) 1 - K2 exp (-jcoT0)

(18)

can be adjusted with two parameters Ki and K2. In the architecture of Fig. 18 Kj and K2 are
of the form 1-2-P and multiplication can be synthesized by adding and truncation, which
makes processing very fast and cheap. The frequency and transient responses of this filter are
given in Fig. 18.

K,«7/8

OUT1 uui

DACJ—>•

z'L; delay of L clock periods (one cum)
z'*": delay of L' clock periods (one turn minus a fixed delay)
N: number of bits

Equation of the branch of the filter with K=15/16:
y(n)=y(n-L)+(x(n)-y(n-L))/I6 or
y(n)=15/16*y(n-L)+x(n)/16

Architecture of the filter

0 0.0J 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.13 0.3 0.3S 0.< 0.4S 0 J - 1 < w X 100 ISO 200 230 300

Amplitude response of the filter
a: K!=7/8. K2=15/16
b: K!=3/5, K2=7/8

Rejection of injection offset
top: f5 oscillation (2 phases a, b) superimposed
on unit step offset
bottom: filter output

Fig. 18 A simple longitudinal filter based on the difference of two recursive filters
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5.3 Synthesis of a longitudinal impedance

A longitudinal dipole, coupled bunch instability is driven (above transition) by an
impedance which has the property:

Re Z(kf0 + fs) > Re Z(kf0 - fs) (19)

Conversely, the instability mode number n can be damped if an impedance with the
opposite property:

Re Z(pfb + nf0 + fs) < Re Z(pfb + nf 0 - f,) (20)

is inserted in the beam. To avoid strong interaction with the revolution frequency line at pfb +
nf0, one imposes the additional condition:

Z(pfb+nf0) = 0

which leads to the design objective:

Re Z(pfb + nf 0 + fs)« -Re Z(pfb + nf 0 - fs) (21)

It can be shown that damping of quadrupole, sextupole modes can be achieved as well
if the real part of the impedance is symmetric around pfb + nfo, over a band ± 2fs, ± 3fs
respectively.

The problem here is to synthesize an impedance such that its real part changes sign
every fo harmonic to damp all possible instability modes. With a broadband detector and
kicker (bandwidth = fb) the problem can be solved with periodic filters similar to those
described earlier. The difference here is that the beam current signal is directly filtered
(without phase detection) and transmitted to the longitudinal kicker.

The system being intrinsically sensitive to all internal bunch modes (dipole, quadrupole,
etc ...) the shape of the filter in a O-fo/2 interval is important. In particular due to the
unavoidable one turn delay, Re Z usually changes sign not only at nfo, but also between nfo

and n + — f 0 making high internal bunch modes potentially unstable. These modes are

however generally strongly Landau damped.

The periodic filters which cover a frequency band of width 0 to fb are translated in
frequency by coherent mixing (Fig. 19) to keep the system linear (no aliasing). The mixers
(input and output, in-phase and in-quadrature), whose reference frequency is a multiple of fb
can be regarded as phase and amplitude detectors (input mixers) and phase and amplitude
modulators (output mixers). In this respect the architecture of the synthesized impedance
looks like a combined dipole (phase detector - phase modulator) and quadrupole (amplitude
detector - amplitude modulator) longitudinal damper, with the two periodic filters attributed
to each bunch mode (dipole and quadrupole).

5.4 Pick-ups and kickers

Longitudinal beam detectors are straightforward devices, with large bandwidth and
dynamic range. In the case of closely spaced bunches the problem of independent phase
measurement of each bunch needs special treatment. The bunch signal is transformed into an
RF burst of finite duration (ideally), which is shorter than the bunch to bunch distance. This
signal is used to make the phase comparison with a reference frequency at a multiple of fb.
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OUT

Fig. 19 Coherent mixing (in phase and quadrature) fro frequency translation

The RF burst generation can be made directly by combining the signals of several pick-
up electrodes located at wavelengths intervals or with an array of directional couplers. A
typical output of the RF burst generator developed for the SLAC B factory is given on
Fig. 20.

-160
57.24 ns 67.24 ns

1 ns/div

Fig. 20 Independent phase measurement of closely spaced bunches: PEPII burst
generator output

The feedback voltage Vf applied to the beam is determined by the required gain (or
damping time Xf) and the initial phase error, according to:

V f = 2
ox

c o s <i>,A<t> (22)

where Acos=l/xf, cos=27ifs, V: RF voltage, <|>s: stable phase angle and A<J): initial phase error.

The initial phase error is usually large if the feedback system must damp injection
oscillations (this is typically the case for proton machines), whereas &(p can be chosen not
much above the detection threshold of the phase measurement in case the feedback system
only prevents instabilities from developing.

The RF cavities can be used as longitudinal kickers if their bandwidth is large enough.
The feedback voltage appears there on the skirts of the resonance curve of the cavity, whose
transfer function must be properly accounted for by filtering. This technique is used in the
CERN PS Booster, and is particularly well suited there because of the large frequency sweep
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during acceleration. Dedicated feedback cavities are also considered, for instance for LHC,
with a flattened frequency response provided by RF feedback.

With short bunches, as in e+e- machines, very high frequency kickers or cavities [21]
are interesting because of their small size. The travelling wave kicker for the SLAC B factory
[1] is composed of an array of gaps connected in series with half wavelength lines (radial and
azimuthal) (Fig. 21).

®
Cylindrical electrode

/ L

m
Half-wavelength line

Fig. 21 Travelling wave longitudinal kicker for the SLAC B factory

5.5 Instabilities driven by the fundamental mode of RF cavities

In this particular case, the availability of an already existing kicker, namely the RF
cavity and its associated power amplifier calls for a special treatment of the problem.

The stability of the n = 0 mode is governed by the well known Robinson stability
criterion, valid without loops. It sets limits on the detuning angle and maximum current. In
the presence of loops (e.g. tuning loop, amplitude loop, etc ...) the stability criterion is
strongly pertubed and in general difficult to evaluate precisely. The RF feedback technique is
often used in this case to dramatically increase the stability margin.

For large rings (fo small), the cavity detuning may exceed fo. This is the case if:

1 i f h, >f
2 Q f™ " ' "

lRF
(23)

where R/Q is the cavity geometric parameter and Ib the RF component of the beam current.
In this case mode n = 1 (fo away from fRF) can sit on the cavity resonance and be strongly
excited. A possible cure is with RF feedback to reduce the cavity dynamic impedance to an
acceptable value. This is limited, however by the RF amplifier delay and peak power
capability of the tube, which must compensate the n = 1 component at Ib [21].

Another type of approach is to limit cavity detuning below fo, by using cavities having a
R 1parameter — • — small. This parameter is inversely proportional to the charge stored on the

equivalent cavity capacitor. It can be reduced by at least one order of magnitude using large
aperture superconducting cavities, as compared to conventional copper structures. Another
solution is with storage cavities outside the beam line and coupled to the accelerating cavity;
in this case however new resonant modes appear, which must be properly corrected [23].
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BEAM LOADING

D. Boussard
CERN, Geneva. Switzerland

Abstract
Beam loading on RF cavities may seriously limit the performance of
high-intensity circular accelerators or storage rings. The RF power
requirements to correct for beam loading will be first examined in
several typical cases (lepton and hadron machines). Then, the methods
to control the RF system (feedback and feedforward) and to achieve
stability under heavy beam loading conditions will be reviewed.

1 . INTRODUCTION

In accelerator language, beam loading usually refers to the effects induced by the passage
of the beam in the radio frequency cavities. As such, it could be considered to be one particular
example of the more general problem of the beam interaction with its surroundings, in this case
the cavity impedance.

However the beam loading problem deserves a special treatment, for several reasons.
Firstly, the RF cavities are very often the largest contributor to the total ring impedance (in the
following we shall concentrate on circular machines) and, consequently, power considerations
play a very important role in beam-loading problems. Secondly, contrary to many other
machine elements, the RF cavities are well known items being carefully designed and
measured, from the RF point of view, and are easily accessible from the outside world via the
RF power amplifier. Dedicated correction techniques can therefore be used where not only the
cavity but also its associated RF amplifier are included.

In the following we shall first consider the stationary situation established in the beam-
cavity system, the two extreme cases being when the bunches are wide apart and when every
bucket is filled. The case of a long train of bunches followed by a gap is of particular
importance in high intensity machines (ion clearing gaps in e+e~ machines, beam dump gap for
hadron colliders, for instance) and will be examined separately. Travelling-wave cavities with
their inherent advantages as far as beam loading is concerned will be examined in this context.

Before settling to the stationary situation, the beam-cavity system undergoes a transient
phase which may be very harmful to the beam, especially for hadron machines without natural
damping. To circumvent this problem, it will be shown that RF power must be available.
Finally the various methods used to control the RF amplifier-cavity combination in order to
suppress beam-loading effects will be reviewed.

2 . SINGLE-BUNCH PASSAGE IN A CAVITY

When the distance between bunches is very large compared to the filling time of the
cavity, the fields induced by the previous bunches, or the previous bunch passages of the same
bunch, have decayed sufficiently and can be neglected. Consequently, before the bunch
passage the RF waveform is a pure sinewave produced by the RF generator (Fig. la).

The effect of the bunch passage is to excite an additional field in the cavity (Fig. lb). For
a short bunch (short compared to the RF period) and considering only the fundamental
resonance of the cavity, the excited waveform is an exponentially decaying sinewave oscillating
at the resonant frequency of the cavity coc.
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Combining the generator driven and beam driven waveforms, one obtains the total
voltage V(t) at the cavity gap (Fig. lc).

Fig. 1 Single-bunch passage in a cavity

Assuming a negligible beam current (unperturbed voltage), the power delivered to the
beam by the RF generator is simply:

P = - ^ CD

where Vg is the generator driven voltage and ib is the fundamental component of the beam
current.

When crossing the gap the charge q induces the voltage Vbo, and loses a fraction of its
energy which is finally transformed into heat in the cavity walls before the next bunch passage.
In this situation the effective gap voltage for the beam is modified by the effect of the beam.
We can define an effective gap voltage V evaluated in the following way.

In the transient phase (assuming a short bunch length compared to the RF period), the
cavity gap impedance can be represented by a single capacitor C related to the cavity parameters
by:

R
(2)

where coc is the resonant frequency of cavity, QQ the unloaded cavity quality factor and R the
shunt impedance of the cavity (circuit convention). Obviously Vb0 = q/C, and the energy lost
by the bunch and stored in the cavity just after the bunch passage amounts to:
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W = —C V2 =—q V (3)

This corresponds to an average power loss of:

K=Lt v =Li
rp ~ lbDCYbO , ' i

where Tb is the bunch distance and ibDC ='V2 (short bunch approximation). The net power
received by the beam P' is simply, remembering that ib and Vb0 are in phase:

Here V is the effective RF voltage, delivering the net power P' to the beam.

Equation (5) leads to the vector diagram of Fig. 2, which shows the voltages before (Vg)

and after (v_) the bunch passage and their relations with the bunch current. Obviously the
voltage Vg to be delivered by the generator is higher for the same effective voltage V, than in
the case or no beam loading. The excess power can be easily computed from the cavity shunt
resistance and beam current.

Vg: generator driven voltage

V.: voltage after bunch passage

V: net voltage experienced by the beam

Fig. 2 Vector diagram - single-bunch passage in a cavity

One can also remark that the beam "sees" only one-half of its own induced voltage:

V --V
b ~ 2 bo

where

This result is sometimes quoted as "the fundamental theorem of beam loading", and can be
demonstrated more generally (P. Wilson [1]) using linearity and superposition. Similarly, it is
easy to show that, in fact, V ô represents the sum of all beam induced voltages for all cavity
modes.
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3 . MULTIPLE-BUNCH PASSAGES [1,2]

We look for a stationary solution, when an infinite train of bunches, spaced by ht, RF
periods, crosses the cavity gap. Following P. Wilson's analysis [1] we should replace Vg in
Eq. (5), which represents the voltage just before the bunch passage, by the combination of the
generator-driven voltage and the voltage resulting from all previous bunch passages. The decay
of the voltage between two successive bunch passages is simply S = Tb/Tf where 7/is the

cavity time constant (Tf = 2QL / coc, QL: loaded cavity quality factor), and the phase shift with

respect to the RF generator amounts to yr = cocTt - 2nhb. The relation V = Vg +1 / 2Vb0 will
therefore transform into:

V = ̂ s + ̂ o(e-fie* + e-*W»- +...) + ̂ Vb0 = Vg + Vb (6)

in which the term in brackets represents the contributions of all previous bunch passages,
whereas the last one reflects the effect of the bunch on itself (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Vector diagram - multiple-bunch passages

Using the sum of the geometric series:

"+-)=
1_e-l-e;v (7)

one obtains:

(8)
-e-sejv 2

which, when separating real and imaginary parts leads to:

V^V^S^ + jF^Y)] (9)

with:
1 - p~25

F,(S,W) = r
2(l-2e-scosy + e-2S)

K . . ' • (10)
F, (8, w) =

If we introduce now the more usual cavity parameters:

tan <pc (detuning angle) = 2QL — (11)
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P (coupling coefficient); QL=Q0 - — - (12)

and 50 = Tbf Tf0 (7)Q being the filling time of the unloaded cavity), Eq. (9) becomes:

Vb = 2io/tfo[F1(jMe) + yF2(jB,0c)] (13)

where JQ is the DC beam current.

The functions F\ and F? are given by:

] e-25<>(1+^ . ( 16 )

From these expressions, it is possible to calculate the generator power needed to produce
a given accelerating voltage V. For a generator which is assumed to be matched, by using, for
instance, a circulator between generator and cavity, one obtains [1]:

8 4p 2tfcos20 c
l s

where A and 5 are complicated functions of cavity and beam parameters [1]. Numerical
computations are required to optimize the various parameters in order to minimize Pg.

4 . LIMITING CASE <50 = 0

When the bunch distance 7^ is short compared to the unloaded cavity filling time (Fig. 4),
Eqs. (10) simplify to:

Combined with (13), one obtains:

V. = - ^ . (20)
1 /J W 0

In this case the cavity gap waveform is approximately sinusoidal (Fig. 4), and the equivalent
circuit of Fig. 5, where the beam current is represented by its component at the RF frequency if,
can be used. There the coupling coefficient (5 is simply related to the cavity and generator shunt
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resistances by: /? = Rl Rg. Obviously, V^ given by Eq. (20) is the cavity voltage (sinusoidal
in the approximation 50 = 0) developed when ig (generator current) = 0.

I I I I I Bunch train

RF envelope

Fig. 4 Case 80 = 0. The RF waveform is a quasi sinusoid

Fig. 5 Equivalent circuit for the case 60 = 0

In the vector diagram of Fig. 6a, the total current /, = ig + ib drives the RLC circuit and

produces the gap voltage V. For a given V, the vector i, follows the dotted line in Fig. 6a,
when the detuning angle <pc is varied. This is because the admittance of the equivalent RLC
circuit has a constant real part.

Fig. 6 Vector diagrams for the case 50 = 0. Optimum tuning in (b)
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The required RF power:

-v T

2 '**

is a minimum for given V, if, and <ps, if the two conditions:

(23)

are fulfilled. The minimum RF power for <pe - $cQ and yS = y30 is given by:

Pgm=¥L+Vibsin<t>s , (24)

the first term corresponding to the cavity losses and the second to the power delivered to the
beam. The optimum phase condition (tpc = 0cO) corresponds to ig and V being in phase
(Fig. 6b). Usually there is a servo-tuner which measures the phase difference between RF
drive and gap voltage, and controls the cavity tune via a mechanical tuner or ferrite bias, for
instance. At equilibrium of the servo-tuner, Eq. (22) is automatically satisfied. It corresponds
to a cavity detuning:

1 R . cos0, 1 R . cos0s

= ».-» = £ a* A V = 2 Q ^ V

where/?1 is the equivalent resistance of R and Rg in parallel.

On the contrary, the cavity coupling is usually fixed by construction, and can only be
optimized for a given value of if, and (t>s. However for a hadron storage ring, where Qs = 0,
the critical coupling (j3= 1) corresponds to the optimum situation.

For very large machines and high beam currents, RF cavity detuning may become equal
to or larger than the revolution frequency frev When cavity resonance coincides with a
revolution harmonic one can expect large modulations of the RF voltage if all RF buckets are
not equally populated (see § 5), but also a strong coupled bunch instability driven by the
fundamental RF cavity impedance.

The critical cavity parameter here is (equal to the charge stored on the equivalent

C of the cavity) which should be minimized if such effects are to be avoided. For this purpose
wide aperture cavities are interesting (small R/Q), especially superconducting (large V, without
sacrificing Q). Another solution is to increase the stored energy (and consequently the
equivalent stored charge) with additional resonators coupled to the accelerating cavity [3].

5. THE CASE OF MISSING BUNCHES

We assume again <50 = 0, but consider a gap in the train of bunches, corresponding to a
number of consecutive buckets being empty. Beam loading is, in this case, periodic at the
revolution frequency and will result in a periodically modulated RF waveform.
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We shall try to find directly the periodic equilibrium situation in the very simple case
(f>s = 0 (no acceleration) and a lossless cavity (/?' = °°). In the rotating frame at (0, the RF

voltage vector V evolves under the effects of: a) cavity detuning Ao>, b) beam current (we
assume here that the generator current is unmodulated at/rev harmonics).

Cavity detuning produces a phase variation d<p, of V:

dcp^Aco dt (26)

Beam current ib(t) produces an additional quadrature {(ps = 0) cavity voltage

* = —«> h(t)dt (27)

The total phase variation:

(28)

integrated over one turn must be zero for a stationary situation. As the amplitude of V remains
constant (only quadrature contributions) it follows:

. l / ? f t ) l f . , w I RCOr ,_n,
Acoa = h(t)dt = ik (29)0 2QVTJ b ' 2 Q V "

o

where T is the revolution period and ib the average RF component of the beam current.
One obtains again Eq. (25) as expected, from which the phase variation of the RF voltage

can be expressed as:

(30)

In the simple, but very useful case of a continuous beam of constant intensity, with a gap
of length ( 7 - r 0 ) , one finds a linear phase variation (Fig. 7) with a maximum excursion:

A(pm^=~~Jb(T-t0) = Aoio(T-t0) (31)

Interestingly enough Eq. (31) shows no resonance even if Aco -InIT as one would expect.
This is because the AM modulation of the beam current is exactly compensated, for the side
band falling on the cavity resonance, by the phase modulation given by Eq. (31). This result
can also be obtained in a more complete way by frequency analysis [4, 5]. For optimum
detuning A<w0 one obtains:

ab
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IB (0

Fig. 7 Phase modulation of VRF due to a gap in the bunch train for various values of the cavity
bandwidth

av (33)

where pVy &v and ab are the phase and amplitude modulation indices of V and ab the beam
modulation amplitude due to the gap. s is the Laplace variable and a=coc/ 2QL the half cavity
bandwidth. In the case <j>s = 0, the amplitude modulation of V disappears; only remains the
phase modulation given by:

(34)
s+o

and illuslrated in Fig. 7 (low pass filter characteristics).

Phase modulation along the batch may have important consequences, in particular in the
case of colliding beams: the azimuthal position of the beam crossing point depends on the
bunch positions in the trains and may become excessive [4, 5]. Here again a cavity with a large
stored energy (small Acoo) is interesting. Alternatively one can also increase the cavity
bandwidth (in particular with RF feedback, section 8.3), but at the expense of more RF power.
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6 . THE CASE OF A TRAVELLING-WAVE STRUCTURE

It is known that in a long chain of coupled resonators travelling waves can propagate
within some frequency limits, i.e. passbands of the structure. In the travelling mode of
operation, the structure is terminated by its characteristic impedance and behaves like a
transmission line (Fig. 8). At synchronism, the phase velocity v^ of the wave equals the

panicle velocity vp, giving maximum voltage seen by the beam, like an RLC circuit at
resonance.

IT TT TT
beam Vn

I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I i
Generator Load

Fig. 8 Schematic of a travelling-wave structure

For a single-bunch passage, it is usually possible to neglect the cavity coupling as the
energy transfer from cell to cell is much slower than the bunch velocity
(v( « vp; vg: group velocity). The previous analysis can therefore be applied to the quasi
uncoupled resonators. It is generally applied also for the standing-wave mode of operation of
multicell cavities, which are non-terminated structures [6]. However, for a repetitive train of
many bunches, the RLC equivalent circuit model would fail in the travelling-wave mode
because the waves excited by previous bunch passages also propagate along the structure.

For instance, at exact synchronism (v,, = vp), the waves excited in each cell by the beam
passage add linearly in the forward direction, and, on average, cancel in the reverse direction,
in a forward travelling-wave structure. In other words, the decelerating electric field Ez is
simply proportional to the distance along the structure counted from the feed point.

If the synchronism is not perfect, we must introduce a phase factor exp j{(Ot - /J^z) for
each individual wave, where z = vpt and /?p is the wave propagation constant, with the result
that the induced field £z(z) is proportional to the integral:

£2(z)~ exp j(a)t-pvz)dz= exp jQdz .

0 0

Expanding 6 around the synchronous point (cuo,/3o) one obtains:

(35)

(36)

Introducing vg = Sco/ Aj3p and the phase slip angle r defined by:

(37)
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L being the structure length, one obtains:

mz_
L

(38)

and:
2

exp j9 dz = •
.T

J l
(39)

In particular, for z = 0, the integral vanishes: the beam induced field is zero on the
upstream end of the structure (generator side). This is a very important result as it shows that,
for a travelling-wave structure, there is no beam loading effect seen by the RF generator, which
always remains matched without the need for a circulator. In the case of a backward-wave
structure, where the generator is connected to the downstream end of the structure, this result is
still valid. Beam loading only changes the field on the load side: not all the generator power
goes into the load, some fraction is transferred to the beam.

The total voltage V^ seen by the beam is obtained by integrating the electric field, given
by (39) along the structure:

Vb~
|

(40)

It gives finally:

V =iR^
' t 2 8

fsinT/2V
I r/2 J ; T-sinr (41)

where the proportionality factor i?2> called the series impedance of the structure, is characteristic
of its geometry [7]. Figure 9 shows a plot of Eq. (41) in the complex impedance plane.

T=-2Tt

T=2TI

Im Z

•t-0 Re I

Fig. 9 Impedance seen by the b e a m of a t ravel l ing-wave structure
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7 . TRANSIENT CORRECTION

Consider again the case of a cavity represented by its RLC equivalent circuit. Even in the
case 80 = 0 (quasi sinusoids) the stationary solution of Section 4, where only the RF frequency
component is considered, cannot describe transient situations, when For /& change rapidly.

The worst case situation corresponds to a sudden change of V (e.g. transition) or ib
(injection of a prebunched beam, fast ejection of part of the beam). The resulting unwanted
transient must of course be damped for the stationary solution described above to settle down
properly, but it must also be short compared with the synchrotron period Ts. This condition
will ensure that the effects on the beam such as mismatch and subsequent blow-up, or even loss
of particles, will be minimum, or in other words that beam loading will be properly corrected.

We shall now consider the example of a prebunched beam it, injected into an empty
machine. Before injection the servo-tuning keeps i, = ig and V in phase. Immediately after
injection the new vector ib destroys the equilibrium, and V changes by a large amount until the
tuning loop retunes the cavity to a different value. Unless one uses very fast tuners, which may
lead to multiloop stability problems [8], it will take more than a small fraction of a synchrotron
period for the tuning loop to settle at its new value, the result being a strong distortion of the
longitudinal phase plane.

The only way to maintain V constant during the transient phase of the tuner is to act via
the RF power generator which provides a fast control of V. The obvious solution (Fig. 10) is
to change ig into ig' when the beam is injected. If we make:

ie' = is-ib (42)

the total current in the cavity does not change and, at constant tuning, V stays constant.

<b

Fig. 10 Correction of beam-loading transient with the power generator

In the simple case of no acceleration, the amplitude of the peak current ig' which must be
delivered by the RF power tube during the transient phase of the tuner, is given by:

= • r+ i t r (43)
or, for a high beam loading

The RF generator must be able to deliver the current it, and sustain the voltage V. This

determines the required installed power l-Vib ] for transient beam loading correction, and
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more precisely the RF tube characteristics (max V, max ig') and the transformation ratio
between tube and cavity.

In the case of a matched generator (Fig. 11) with a circulator inserted between RF power
and cavity, the additional current means also additional real power. In the <PS = 0 case, the peak

power P required during the transient is given by [4]:

(44)

where ZQ is the line impedance transformed to the gap and x is the reactive part of the cavity
impedance

1 R Q)n
x = 2QACO

Assuming Aco = 0 before injection, one can optimise P by adjusting the transformation ratio
according to:

w-
One obtains in this case, and for heavy beam loading (R if, » V):

(45)

(46)

Remark that the installed power (which is also real power here) is only half of what would be
required without circulator.

Circulator

Fig. 11 A circulator to match the RF power generator

However, the correction described above corresponds to the worst case situation. In
certain cases it is possible to minimize the required peak power or peak current. In particular,
by pretuning the cavity before injection, one can make the two powers, before and after
injection, equal and obtain in this case £ = |V||/6|/8 (for ®s =0) again with a circulator
between power source and cavity. One can also reduce the transient on /& with multiple
injections of smaller currents, or by adjusting the bunching factor of the injected beam.

In the above analysis, we assumed that all bunches are submitted to the same RF voltage.
This may not be true in the case of unequal filling of the ring which will give a modulation of V
at/rev and its multiples. The same analysis applies here: at each "batch" passage transient beam
loading must be corrected to make all bunches see the same RF voltage. This effect is
particularly important in large machines not only at injection but also at transition. As before,
condition (44) is valid in the worst case situation, if, being now the batch current [4, 9].
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8 . RF DRIVE GENERATION

During the transient phase of the tuner, we must synthesize i' to meet condition (42) and
correct for the effect of beam loading at injection or at transition. The same is true in the case of
uneven filling of the ring. It obviously implies that ig' (or the corresponding power P) is
available from the RF generator, otherwise transient beam loading cannot be corrected
completely. Various techniques used to generate the proper / ' will now be examined. As will
become apparent in the following, they are closely related to the stability of the entire RF
system.
8.1 Amplitude and phase servo loops

The synthesis of ig in order to keep V constant irrespective of the beam loading can be
done with two servo loops (Fig. 12): the first acting on the amplitude of ig (amplitude loop)
controls IVI, and the second maintains the relative phase of V and it, constant through the control
of the phase of ig (phase loop). The cut-off frequency fc of the loops must be much larger than
the synchrotron frequency fs, which means very strong damping of beam oscillations. This
justifies the simplified stability analysis [8] in which the beam transfer function is neglected.
The cut-off frequency fc is obviously limited by the delays in the system, including the cavity
bandwidth, but more fundamentally by the revolution frequency fnv. The simple configuration
of Fig. 12 with high loop gains cannot correct transient beam loading at fKV and its multiples.

Steady beam loading with its associated cavity detuning could excite mode n = 0
(Robinson instability [10]) if it were not heavily damped by the phase loop. However, mode n
= 1 (one wavelength per turn) which is not damped may show up also due to cavity detuning
and must be suppressed by dedicated feedback circuitry acting through the RF cavity itself.

Fig. 12 Tuning, amplitude and phase loops. Feedforward correction (dotted line).

Independent amplitude and phase control of V is a well known technique for proton
machines. It works satisfactorily for relatively small beam currents, i.e. when the gap voltage

is predominantly determined by the generator current (typically \ib\ < ig). For higher beam
currents, a variation of the amplitude of ig, for instance, not only results in a variation of the
amplitude of V but also of its phase. In other words, the two loops, which were independent
at low beam currents, become coupled together and an unstable behaviour of the system results
above a certain beam current threshold. Pedersen's detailed analysis [8], confirmed by
experiments on the CERN PS booster, leads to the generalized Robinson stability criterion,
valid for Os = 0, optimum detuning, o~ large, and assuming a negligible beam response in the
frequency range of interest:

fr / . ft f, f, / .
(47)
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where fa,fp and fj are the unity gain frequencies of the loops (amplitude, phase and tuning
respectively). Although the threshold is weakly dependent on the loop cut-off frequencies, it
might be dangerous in this configuration to increase the servo-tuner bandwidth.

In the more general case, no analytical simple stability criterion could be found.
Simulations [15] have shown that in almost all cases if the quantity \ib\/ ig is kept below 2
stability of the RF system is ensured with some safety margin. A safe design criterion for a
new RF system would be \ib\/ ig < 1 which can be expressed by the simple rule of thumb:
beam induced voltage not larger than RF voltage.

Although it is in principle possible to compensate loop coupling by an additional
decoupling circuitry so increasing the instability threshold, much simpler solutions are offered
by feedforward correction and RF feedback.

8.2 Feedforward correction

With a pick-up electrode followed by a filter centred at/RF, one can obtain a signal
proportional to -ib independently from the RF system, and generate ig' (RF drive with beam)
according to (32) with a simple adder. Applied to the amplitude and phase servo loops
described in section 7.1, the method consists of injecting into the input of the RF amplifier the
pick-up signal, with proper amplitude and phase (g,(p), to generate the -ib current at the gap
(Fig. 12). The amplitude and phase loops now act on the quantity ig, corresponding to no
beam loading, instead of ig', and the cross couplings between loops are removed, as can be
shown analytically and experimentally [11] (Fig. 13). As a result, the instability threshold can
be considerably increased and, for instance, stable operating conditions have been observed in
theCERNPS for i\/1/ = 8 to 10.

(a ) (b)

Fig. 13 Transient response of amplitude loop with (b) and without (a) feedforward correction
(CERN PS machine). The loop response becomes oscillatory at high intensity (bottom trace)

without feedforward correction

The signal corresponding to -ib does not need to be synthesized with the ultimate
precision as it only removes the loop couplings and restores stability. For a varying RF
frequency, the pick-up to cavity delay must be continuously adjusted, and the variations in gain
and phase of the RF power amplifier (assumed linear) corrected.

Feedforward correction can also be considered as a means to reduce the effective
impedance of the cavity seen by the beam. At the RF frequency, the beam induced voltage on
the cavity amplifier combination is zero for a perfect correction. From this point of view, high
amplitude and phase loop gains atfs are no longer required to correct beam loading as V is
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automatically kept constant by the feedforward compensation. Application of this technique
(low loop gains) was, for instance, used on the Brookhaven AGS during adiabatic capture.

It is interesting to mention a variant of the feedforward technique derived from the
Alvarez linear accelerator technology. If the generator is a gridded tube (tetrode or triode), its
output impedance is high if maximum Rf power is to be extracted from the tube. When
connected to the cavity by a long liner it fully reflects the beam loading wave travelling from the
cavity to the generator. One can choose the length of the line to make the reflected wave cancel
the beam induced voltage at the gap, the high impedance of the generator is then transformed
into a quasi-short circuit at the cavity. Note that, even with no voltage induced on the gap, the
generator sees a mismatched load with beam and must be able to deliver the current under this
condition. This technique is in use on the CERN PS 200 MHz RF system, with trombones
inserted on the feeder lines of the fixed-tune cavities.

If the pick-up to cavity delay is adjusted to be exactly one turn (T), beam loading
cancellation can be achieved, not only at/RF, but also at frequencies f^ ±«/rev- This is
relatively easy at fixed RF frequency, for example in the CERN ISR [12], but with modem
sampled or digital filters and variable delays it is also possible to follow a varying RF
frequency. The overall result is a rapidly changing impedance, ideally zero at frequencies n/revi
but twice as large at intermediate frequencies, (n +1 / 2)/ iev, where there are no beam current
components (Fig. 14).. With a one tum delay and perfect cancellation, the voltage perturbation

only lasts T which is small compared with Ts since Qs = (fnvTs)~ is usually « 1. In other
words the reduction of the magnitude of the cavity impedance at the synchrotron satellites nfKV

± mfs is also large (factor (2sinmnQs) ) for a small Qs.

nf0

Fig. 14 Residual impedance at synchrotron sidebands for a one turn delay feedforward
correction

8.3 RF feedback

We can consider the cavity itself as a beam pick-up tuned at/Rp and obtain the -if, signal
from the gap itself. This leads to the configuration of Fig. 15 in which one obviously
recognizes a feedback loop built around the RF power amplifier. From the loop equations one
obtains:

r = i GZ ib
s g l + GZ

which, for GZ » 1 (GZ: loop gain, Z cavity impedance) reduces to Eq. (32):

(48)
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ig being here the generator current with no beam.

' 3 ' . airplftude end
phase loops

Tuning

Fig. 15 RF feedback around the power amplifier

The feedback loop automatically generates the correct compensating signal, which is
another way of saying that it keeps the controlled parameter V constant. One can consider RF
feedback as a means to reduce the output impedance of the RF amplifier, a well known design
being the cathode follower with its low output impedance which shunts the cavity.

Even simpler, but of limited efficiency, is the use of a triode instead of a tetrode as the RF
power tube, the internal plate to grid feedback reducing the output impedance. In the same way
pulsing the DC current of the RF tube or powering a second tube, in parallel [13], has been
used to reduce the output impedance of the RF amplifier for short periods.

In the case of Fig. 15, the cavity parameters (pole at/Rp/2(2L) and the total delay of the
feedback path determine the loop stability. The preamplifiers which are selected for the shortest
propagation delay must be located very close to the power amplifier-cavity combination. As an
example Table 1 gives the parameters for the CERN PS booster second harmonic system,
operating between 6 and 16 MHz [14].

Table 1
Feedback parameters of the CERN PSB second-harmonic system

Preamplifier gain
Bandwidth
Power
Propagation delay
Impedance reduction factor

25 x
150 MHz
130 W (1 dB compression)
5 ns
21 dB at 6 MHz
14.5 dB at 16 MHz

For a varying RF frequency one could adjust the delay of the return path to keep the 180°
phase condition at/RF- However, in many designs, for instance the second harmonic PS
booster and the future PS RF system, a wide bandwidth preamplifier is used to keep the total
delay short enough to ensure stability over the entire RF frequency range, without
programming the phase. In this case it is extremely imponant to damp the higher resonances of
the cavity or to reject the corresponding signals in order to avoid parasitic oscillations of the
feedback system at high frequencies.

The RF feedback technique is very attractive since it reduces the effective impedance of
the cavity not only at the RF frequency but also over a large bandwidth. This feature is
particularly helpful to avoid self-bunching instabilities in storage rings for debunched beams
and was used at the CERN ISR and AA for instance.

In such a feedback system the total phase slip should be less than about ±TT/4 over the
unity gain bandwidth 2 Acoof the open loop system, giving the condition [15]:
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Aco=n/4T (49)

where Tis the overall delay in the feedback path. For a fixed tuned cavity and a small detuning
angle, the cavity impedance (RLC approximation) far from the (Oc resonance is given by
Z = R12jQL(Aa> I ft)c). The overall loop gain, GZ, at the ±Aco points is of the order of unity:
this gives an upper limit for GZ and a minimum value of the impedance seen by the beam,
#mim given by:

Equation (39) shows that the ultimate performance of wideband RF feedback only
depends on T and the cavity geometry (R/Q parameter).

When a gap is present in the circulating beam, RF feedback will automatically correct for
it and, in the limit of very high gain suppress phase and amplitude modulations given by
Eqs. (32) and (33). This may be undesirable if the corresponding RF power is not available.
In this case, one may program in phase the RF reference (ig in Fig. 14) as the expected phase
production and greatly reduce the power requirements [4].

If a servo tuner is used in conjunction with RF feedback, it may be necessary to control it
by the normalized reactive power of the amplifier [16] instead of the classical phase detection
between RF drive and cavity voltage.

RF feedback is now widely used in high intensity RF systems [5, 17-20]. The dynamic
properties and stability of the RF system are critically dependent on the delay of the power
amplifier. This requirement has led, in particular to the development of short delay high power
klystrons for such applications. RF feedback opens the way to using superconducting cavities
also in high intensity applications. As a practical advantage, RF feedback can easily be set up
without the presence of beam, contrary to the feedforward technique; it finally makes the
behaviour of the RF system far less sensitive to the beam current.

8.4 The RF feedback with long delay [5, 21]

In large RF systems, the CERN SPS for instance, long delays may be unavoidable and
the conventional RF feedback would have a too restricted bandwidth, much smaller than the
cavity bandwidth itself in the SPS case. Transient beam loading at multiples of/rev would not
be corrected, leading to phase oscillations of fractions of the beam and possible coupled bunch
instabilities.

In order to solve the problem, we observe that a large gain G is only needed in the
vicinity of the revolution frequency harmonics where beam current components exist. Outside
these bands, the phase rotation due to the excessive delay will be unimportant if G can be made
small enough. With a return path transfer function having a comb-filter shape with maxima at
every/rev harmonic, this condition can be satisfied. In addition, the overall delay of the system
must be extended to exactly one machine turn (T) to ensure a zero phase at the/RF + «/rev
frequencies.

The comb filter transfer function (Fig. 16) is of the form:

where GQ and K are constants (0 < K < 1).
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Fig. 16 Comb-filter transfer function K = 7/8, N = 462

Combined with the one turn delay (transfer function: ex.p(-j5coT)), the overall open
loop transfer function becomes:

G(jcojZ\jco)= -. r (52)
exp( jScoT) — K

represented in the complex plane by a circle for a slowly varying Z(Jco) as shown in Fig. 17.
The complex plane origin is encircled and therefore the gain of the system is limited by the
stability condition. In the vicinity of the cavity resonance, where Z is maximum and real (note
that for a travelling wave structure Z is always real [4], the circle crosses the negative real axis
at a distance -G0Z • K) from the origin.

.1 Im

Fig. 17 Open-loop transfer function for RF feedback with long delay

Stability obviously requires that |G0Z| < 1 + K, and it can be shown that this condition is
also sufficient even outside resonance for an RF cavity approximated by a single RLC
equivalent circuit.

For Z real, the apparent impedance of the cavity Z:

Z' =
exp(j8o)T)-K-GQZ

(53)

is real for frequencies:
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\-K

G0Z
«z (54)

and:

/ RF
l + K
K-GnZ

(55)

To stay at a reasonable distance from the stability limit, take for instance

= (l + K)/2. This gives, at frequencies fw + (n + -)fm, Z' = 2Z as in the case of

feedforward correction, whereas for the revolution frequency harmonics one obtains:

for(l-K)«l.

(56)

By making K close to unity, RF feedback approaches the theoretical performance of the
feedforward correction but with all the inherent advantages of closed loop systems; in
particular no critical adjustments are needed. Similarly, the time response of the RF feedback is
entirely determined by the one turn delay as in the feedforward case. Note that the unity gain
frequency of the servo in this case is of the order of/rev/2.

The residual impedance at the synchrotron sidebands is approximately the same as for a
one turn delay feedforward correction (for K = 1 and GQZ =1); its phase changes sign at each
«/rev harmonic resulting in a rotation of the complex synchrotron frequency shift curve. The
coupled-bunch, cavity-driven, instability thresholds must be obtained numerically [18].

Except for relatively small machines with fixed RF frequency, long delay feedforward or
feedback techniques could only be envisaged with the help of modern signal processing
technology, i.e. sampled or digital filters. The digital comb filter is derived from the well
known first-order low-pass recursive filter shown in Fig. 18. With a sampling frequency N/rev
locked to a subharmonic of the RF frequency, the theoretical bandwidth of the filter is Aft-ev/2,
corresponding to N/2 maxima in the comb filter response (TV = 462 in the SPS design)!
Implementation of the one-turn delay is straightforward in digital technology with a memory
(R.A.M. or first-in first-out type), or with more modern arithmetic processors.

12 bit

Clock 100 f™

Memory
100 words

12 hit

L^>
Auxiliary
memory

8 bit-

Phasing

-OUT

Fig. 18 The digital filter and delay
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It is also possible to combine short and long delay RF feedbacks on the same cavity. The
additional impedance reduction at the/ r e v harmonics is however limited to factors 3 to 5,
because of the non-linear phase response of the cavity with short delay feedback. The SPS
superconducting cavities [19] are now equipped with combined RF feedback circuits to cope
with the highest beam intensities.

In e+e" machines where Qs is not so small, one can also use more complex periodic
filters, the objective being to reduce the equivalent cavity impedance preferentially at the
synchrotron sidebands /rev ± fs to avoid coupled bunch instabilities [5].

The speed of the various elements, limited by the cycle time (T/N), may become very
critical requiring the fastest A-D converters (flash converters), memories and multipliers
(parallel multipliers).

The RF signals may have to be translated in frequency to be conveniently processed.
Coherent mixing with separate channels for in-phase and in-quadrature components is
necessary to reject the unwanted image frequencies (measured rejection > 35 dB), and to make
the overall electronic chain look a linear system. For a varying RF frequency the correct phase
can even be maintained with an artificial delay inserted between the output and input local
oscillators as in Fig. 19.

RF frequency

Fig. 19 Layout of the SPS RF feedback system

* * *
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HIGH-FIELD ELECTRON LINACS

/. LeDuff
Laboratoire de l'Accelerateur Lineaire, Orsay, France

Abstract
High-field electron linacs are considered as potential candidates to
provide very high energies beyond LEP. For almost twenty-five years
little improvement has been made on linac technologies as they have
been mostly kept at low and medium energies to be used as injectors for
storage rings. Today, both their efficiency and their performances are
being reconsidered, and for instance the pulse compression scheme
developed at SLAC and introduced to upgrade the energy of that linac is
a first step towards a new generation of linear accelerators. However
this is not enough in terms of power consumption and more
development is needed to improve both the efficiency of accelerating
structures and the performances of RF power sources.

1. INTRODUCTION

After introducing briefly the needs for higher gradient electron linear accelerators by
showing that simple extrapolation of present technologies would fail in trying to reach much
higher energies, we shall review different ways of improving these conventional techniques and
their related problems. Since high gradient means also high RF power we shall also present RF
power source progress towards higher peak power and higher efficiencies.

Notice that the present contribution was originally written in 1986 and has only been
updated for the purpose of these new proceedings. The intent remains to provide some ideas
about the constraints related to high gradient linacs rather than following the exact evolution of
the performance of existing linacs or the R&D worked out in different laboratories. Neither
new technologies such as 2-beam accelerators and superconducting linacs, nor new accelerating
concepts such as laser-plasma or wake-field accelerators, are discussed here.

2 . EXTRAPOLATION OF PRESENT TECHNOLOGIES

There are at least three large electron/positron linacs operating in the world (Table 1)
either as injectors for storage rings or as high-energy physics facilities.

Table 1
Large linacs in the world

Laboratory

LAL/Orsay
KEK/Tsukuba
SLAC/Stanford

Energy (GeV)

2.3
2.5
24

Accelerating
length (m)

230
320
3050

Overall length (m)

360
400
3350

The accelerating gradient lies in the range of 8 to 14 MeV/m. Recently the SLAC linac
has been upgraded to 50 GeV with new klystrons followed by a pulse compression system
[1,2]. In this last mode of operation the accelerating gradient is as much as 17 MeV/m. Two
bunches, electrons and positrons, are simultaneously accelerated, then transferred in the two
arms of a circular transport system in such a way that they collide once at a given location. This
is the first linear collider (SLC) operating in the world, at an energy level comparable with LEP
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stage 1. It will serve as a test bed for future linear colliders as well as for studying the
intermediate boson Zo.

In order to reach many hundred GeV or a few TeV in the centre of mass with electrons
and positrons, it appears that linacs are better suited than storage rings since circular machines
would lead to enormous power being radiated in the bends; remember that in LEP, operating at
100 GeV per beam, each particle will lose 2.8 % of its energy per turn. Clearly the SLC
scheme, with a single linac plus a circular transport system, will be also avoided for higher
energies and future linear colliders will consist of two linacs firing against each other.

Consider now a first step in increasing the linac energy, by roughly one order of
magnitude, using SLAC technology for the accelerating sections. Table 2 gives the resulting
constraints and three possible schemes have been considered, knowing that:

input J

where £acc is the accelerating gradient, Pinputtne input RF power at the structure,/rep the linac
repetition frequency, NJC, Pg, TJK being respectively the total number of klystrons, the peak
power and the efficiency of each klystron.

Table 2
Extrapolation of SLAC up to 300 GeV

£[GeV]
L[km]
NK

PK[MW\
£acc [MV/m]
/rep [Hz]
sections/klystron
pulse length [(is]
P*.c. fMW]

SLAC*

30
3

240
38
10
180
4

2.5
13.7

Super SLAC
(1)
300
30

2400
38
10
180
4

2.5
137

Super SLAC
(2)
300

3
240
3800
100
180
4

2.5
1370

Super SLAC
(3)
300

3
960
950
100
180

1
2.5
1370

*Note that for several years SLAC has routinely operated at 50 GeV beam energy with new
65 MW klystrons and a pulse power compression system (SLED).

Clearly a higher gradient keeps the linac length to a reasonable value but introduces strong
constraints on the power. For instance new power sources need to be developed at the level of
1 GW peak. The state of the art in operational klystrons is 65 MW peak with 3.5 }is RF pulse
length which can be compressed to increase the effective peak power by a factor 3, as used on
SLC [3].

Consider another example of a high gradient linear collider using the CERN site. On
Fig. 1 two linacs have been drawn along a LEP diameter as if the circumference of LEP was
the ultimate possible size for a new accelerator (this is not a fact). Table 3 shows the possible
stages in energy that can be considered for this example [4]. The first case uses conventional
technologies such as iris-loaded travelling-wave structures and 50 MW, 5 |is klystrons
followed by a pulse compression system. However the power consumption has been
minimized by matching the accelerating structures to the pulse compressor (see next section),
but even so it is too high to compete with the LEP storage ring at the same energy. The second
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IS

Fig. 1 LEP site with a linear collider

case uses an accelerating gradient of 125 MeV/m which has been already reached on
experimental structures but seems to be realistic only at RF frequencies much higher than
3 GHz. However it would work if one could use 1 GW, short-pulse RF power sources which
do not exist yet. In both cases a linac repetition rate of 1000 Hz has been considered.

Table 3
Possible stages for a linear collider along a LEP diameter

Gradient
(MV/m)

25
125
250

1250

Energy/beam
(GeV)

100
500
1000

5000

a.c. Power/linac
(MW)
200
1500

-

-

Comments

Conventional
Need for new power sources
Need for new power sources and new
structures
New accelerating methods

Improvements on the power consumption may come from improvements in the efficiency
of accelerating structures and also from some tricks such as for instance the use of pulse current
trains that can lower the repetition rate for the same luminosity [5]. However, designers now
consider that to be realistic the a.c. power should not exceed 100 MW.

3 . RF COMPRESSION SCHEME

3.1 Present situation

Although this scheme can be considered as an already existing technique [2], it is
worthwhile recalling the principles since one can expect to improve the efficiency of the system
in the near future.

The pulse compression is schematically represented on Fig. 2; the first part of the long
pulse from the klystron is stored in a couple of low loss cavities. At a given time t\ the input
signal to the klystron is rapidly % shifted so that the energy is now reflected at the entrance of
the storage cavities and directly goes to the structure. In addition the stored energy flows out of
the cavities and also goes to the structure making the peak energy during the time interval [ri,
t2\ much higher than it would have been if the structure had been fed directly. The method can
be either used to increase the energy of an existing linac, or to save on the total number of
power sources for a given output energy.
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Fig. 2 Pulse-compression scheme

SLED CSLAC Energy Doubler) T21

Storage cavities are placed between the klystrons and the accelerating structures. The RF
pulse length is 5 [is and since the filling time of the structure is 0.8 |is one can adjust the
switching time such that *2 - 1 \ - 0-8 \is. However the compression scheme has a poor
efficiency and the maximum improvement factor on the peak power that one can expect is about
3 leading to an improvement factor V3 on the accelerating gradient.

LIPS (LEP Injector Power Saver) T61

The scheme is used to reduce the number of klystrons by a factor 2 as shown on Fig. 3.
Instead of feeding two structures from a single klystron, one can feed four structures with the
same total beam energy if the system is adjusted to increase the effective peak power by a factor
2. This improvement factor is lower than the previous one and can be obtained from a 3.5 |is
klystron pulse length, the filling time of the LEP injector Linac (LIL) structures being 1.2 [is.
It will be seen later that the improvement factor mainly depends on the initial klystron pulse
length when all other parameters, such as for instance the filling time of the accelerating
structures, have been optimized.
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Fig. 3 The LIPS scheme
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Up to here the maximum improvement factor one can reach with a conventional electron
linac, by adding a compression system, is of the order of 1.7 and from there existing linacs
might be able to operate with an accelerating gradient of the order of 35 MV/m, taking into
account also the up-to-date klystrons and assuming that each klystron feeds a single structure.
As will be seen in the next section, an additional improvement factor can be obtained by
optimizing the parameters of the accelerating structures to match properly the compression
system.

3.2 Optimization of TW accelerating structures for SLED operation [7]

The RF pulse shape due to the compression scheme, worked out by Z.D. Farkas et al.
[2], is shown on Fig. 4. There axe two regions of interest: region 1 which corresponds to a
continuous increase of the stored energy in the cavities and region 2 which, after a 7C phase shift
at the klystron input occuring at time t\, corresponds to a relatively fast decay of the stored
energy in these cavities to the benefit of the accelerating field.

- • • t

t, t2

Fig. 4 Pulse shape due to compression

For a unit rectangular klystron pulse the combined field entering the accelerating section
is:

= (a-\)-a for 0 < f <fx

£2(0=7 e Xc - ( « - ! ) for h<t<:-h

where

xc = 2QCI co(l + P) is the filling time of the storage cavities
Qc is the unloaded quality factor of the storage cavities
P is the coupling coefficient of the storage cavities
a =2/3/(1+/?)

For a given peak power P from the klystron (rectangular pulse) the accelerating field at the input
of the section would be:

E -

£n= \P 'J
1/2

where ro , VgQ , Q are respectively the shunt impedance per unit length, the group velocity and
the quality factor of the first accelerating cell.
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In a constant impedance structure all the cells are identical, and hence r, Vg , Q will remain
constant along the structure. Due to power dissipation in the cells the amplitude of the
propagating field will decrease exponentially. At a given azimuth z the field becomes:

where index 1,2 refers to the two different time intervals as previously defined. Here again the
expression needs to be multiplied by EQ for a given peak power P from the klystron. Ar(z) is
the wave propagation time from the origin up to z:

It looks interesting to use the normalized variable z' = — where L is the length of the

structure. Then:

with

vg0

Depending whether the time t - At appears to be below or above t\, the field E\ or Ei should be
used. That tells us that a field discontinuity will appear at some location z\ in the structure such
that:

t - At = tx

or

If z1 < 1 the energy gain along the structure is the contribution of two field integrals:

zi 1

V(t) = E2[t - Ar(z' )]e 1Q. zdz'+l E^t - At(z' )]e 2Q dz'

0 *;

where now t represents the time at which the particle traverses the structure (the transit time of
the particle is negligible compared to the filling time of the structure).

Let us call Vi and V2 the integrals relative to £1 and Ei- One gets:
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e r, -e

?;

-cc—e

with:

1 1 6)

It is interesting to look at the behaviour of the function V(z\) in the interval 0 < z\ < 1. It
can be shown numerically that for each value of z\ there is a value of p which maximizes the
energy gain. This has been taken into account in the plots of Fig. 5 where it appears that the
maximum energy gain corresponds to z\ = 1, which means that the beam should enter the
structure at time t = t2 = ?i + ta and that the width of the compressed pulse must be equal to the
filling time of the structure.

The study will continue by considering only this optimum case for which:

0i

Fig. 5 Multiplication factor for a constant impedance structure as a function of the beam timing
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v=v2(z;=i).

This leads to:

e l -e

However this is not the exact energy multiplication factor since for a unit pulse entering a
constant impedance structure the energy gain over a unit length is:

\-e

Hence the real multiplication factor is the ratio VM/VQ. For each value of ra there is a value of
P, hence a value of TC, which maximizes this multiplication factor as seen on Fig. 6.

A similar treatment for the case of a constant gradient structure would show that the
efficiency of this type of structure is either the same, at low filling time, or slightly less, at high
filling time, than the efficiency of a constant-impedance structure. Hence we shall proceed with
constant-impedance structures in the following paragraphs.

3"

I

• 1.664 10

• 1S200

- 220000

• 4.S m
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20

.25 ill J5 1.00 I. ps US

Fig. 6 Multiplication factor versus the filling time of a constant impedance structure

It has been seen that for a given structure length there was an ensemble of optimum
values for /3, TC and ta which produce the correct matching between the SLED pulse and the
accelerating structure. It is interesting to look in more detail at the performances of these
structures versus different parameters, like the settings of the storage cavities (Qc, P), the length
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and the aperture of the accelerating structures, and the width of the direct peak power pulses
from the klystrons.

For a constant impedance structure, fed by a klystron peak-power pulse P, t2, through a
couple of storage cavities with a it phase shift at time tx = t2 - ta, the energy gain is :

V = \P
Rco

Q
22 _ , 2(2

where R = rL is the total shunt impedance of the structure, and Ta = L/vg its filling time.

The fact that for a given length there is an optimum value for ia means that there is an
optimum value for Vp, hence for the iris aperture 2a of the structure. To illustrate this point let
us consider the cell characteristics of the LEP injector linacs (LIL) [8] which operate at 3 GHz
in the 2TZ/3 mode:

Q = 15200
r = 86-3.6 (2a)2

vg/c = (2a)3-23/891

where 2a, the iris diameter, is expressed in cm while the shunt impedance r is in MQJm.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the RF performances versus the iris diameter, for
different structure lengths. As the length decreases the iris diameter also decreases in order to
get the maximum gain corresponding to the right matching value for ta . In all cases j3 and Tc
have been optimized.

The maximum energy gains obtained for each structure length are plotted on Fig. 8 as
well as the corresponding values of xa and xc which clearly remain constant. A systematic

(r \
study of the energy gain as a function of the other parameters, like t2, Qc and Q\ — = cte leads

to the following conclusions:

- neither Q nor Qc influence the optimum value of xa. Both effect slightly the optimum
energy gain. The optimum value of TC changes with Qc .

- the optimum value of Ta changes with the width f2 of the direct klystron wave. For long
pulses one can hold a longer filling time, but that means a smaller aperture for a fixed
structure length. An important increase of the energy gain follows an increase of ti-

- one of the most important features, considering the results plotted on Fig. 8, is that the
total energy gain from one klystron source will be higher if the power is shared between
smaller structures, for the same total length. This fact is illustrated on Fig. 9, assuming
no power losses in the RF networks, and knowing that the energy gain follows the
square root of the input power. Of course smaller structures, when optimized, will have
smaller apertures and the interesting result is that the minimum structure length will
directly depend on the beam aperture requirement. For instance a minimum aperture of
1.8 cm would lead to a design length of 1.8 m for LIL type cells, according to Fig. 10.

In order to design an optimum linac structure under SLED operation, it is useful to draw
design curves having the main design parameters, Pklystron* 2> Qc and t2- Such a design
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example is shown on Fig. 11. If one introduces a design constraint such as (2a)min = 2.0 cm
one gets directly the remaining design parameters which in the present case are:

= 2.5m

= 8

i SO

Fig. 11 Design example: P = 40 MW, Q = 15200, Qc = 180000, t2 = 5 us

If a single structure is fed by one klystron the average accelerating gradient becomes
52 MeV/m. A smaller value for (2a) would lead to a higher gradient, for instance 2a = 1.65 cm
gives 75 MV/m and the corresponding structure length is 1.3 meters. Finally with short
constant impedance structures optimized to match the SLED conditions, and commercially
available klystrons one can get close to 100 MeV/m in the near future.

4 . ULTIMATE ACCELERATING GRADIENTS IN CONVENTIONAL
STRUCTURES

A question can be raised now: can we reach in practice the gradient previously mentioned
and can we go even further?

The answer to the first part of the question is mainly related to breakdown limits in warm
structures and will be treated in this section. If no limitation occurs one way to go further
consists of improving both the efficiency of accelerating structures and the peak power of RF
sources (their efficiency too) and this will be treated in the next two sections.

4.1 The Kilpatrick criterion

Breakdown phenomena may occur at high field level on the walls of accelerating
structures and they are not very well understood at microwave frequencies. The study done by
Kilpatrick [9] is one of the few investigations of breakdown phenomena and was in the past
very often referred to by accelerator designers. He empirically derived a relationship between
frequency and maximum electric field:

/ = 1.643E£axexp(-8.5/£max)
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where/ is the RF frequency in MHz and £max is the maximum electric field in MV/m. At /=
3000 MHz this relation predicts Emax = 46.8 MV/m.

The corresponding maximum accelerating field now depends on the type of structure.
For instance disk-loaded waveguides have a ratio £wall/£acc of the order of 2, hence the
maximum expected gradient would be 23 MV/m. This could be one reason why accelerating
gradients have been kept below this value for a long time, but certainly another good reason
was that the klystron peak power was still low and long accelerating structures were making a
better use of this power in terms of maximum beam energy per klystron (no SLED). The
overall linac length was not a big worry at that time.

Accelerating structures with higher shunt impedances would lead to lower maximum
accelerating gradients since, as a matter of fact, the ratio £wall/£acc increases when the shunt
impedance increases.

Recently the need for higher gradients became more and more obvious and new checks of
the Kilpatrick criterion become of real concern at several places. As a result it is now believed
that the Kilpatrick criterion is pessimistic, at least under pulsed RF conditions.

4.2 The experiment at VARIAN [10]

The experimental set up is shown on Fig. 12, where a single nose cone cell is fed by a
magnetron (2.6 MW, 4.4 (is). In this experiment the repetition rate could be varied between 70
and 300 pps while the output peak power could be varied from 0.2 to 2.6 MW.

- ' - \ - / - nrrotwfaiN

Fig. 12 A cross-sectional view of the cavity test system

The type of cavity which was used has a high shunt impedance, as much as 130 Mfi/m,
at 3 GHz and the corresponding £wa]l/£acc ratio is of the order of 8. The observed breakdown
limit corresponded to an accelerating field of 30 MV/m and a maximum field of 240 MV/m on
the inner surface of the cell. With different geometries corresponding to different Ewa\\/Eacc
ratios the maximum field was roughly the same.

It was also observed that above a certain level of wall polishing there was no effect on the
breakdown limit. The limit also was found to be independent of the repetition frequency in the
range previously mentioned.
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From this experiment one can conclude that the maximum surface electric field can be at
least as high as five times the limit predicted by Kilpatrick. Extrapolating this result to disk-
loaded cavities one can expect at least accelerating gradients close to 120 MV/m.

4.3 Experiments at SLAC [11,12]

The first high gradient test at SLAC was done on the normal SLAC accelerating
structures. In order to increase the gradient two klystrons operating in the SLED mode were
combined, so that each of the four sections normally fed by one klystron could receive an input
peak power as high as 87 MW (Fig. 13).

C
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Fig. 13 The first experimental configuration Fig. 14 Resonant structure used for the
second experiment. Test points indicate
locations of thermocouples.

The corresponding SLED field in the sections was then up to 32 MV/m on the axis and 65
MV/m on the walls. At this level no breakdown occured in the sections. In order to increase
the gradient a second experiment was set up in which a short disk-loaded structure was
designed to operate in the 2JI/3 SW mode (Fig. 14).

The cavity fed by 30 MW RF peak power did not show breakdown problems after a shon
processing. The maximum equivalent travelling-wave accelerating and surface fields in these
conditions were respectively 133 MV/m and 259 MV/m. However it should be noticed that in
this experiment considerable X-ray radiation was detected around the section corresponding to a
strong field emission.
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4.4 Dark current studies

The strong field emission that was detected in the previous experiment at SLAC, led to
more systematic experimental works, on typical travelling-wave accelerating structures in order
to study the operational limitation under high accelerating gradients.

At LAL, Orsay a test facility was built especially for high gradient experiments at 3 GHz.
This facility used a 38 MW, 5 /xs klystron that could be combined (or not) with an RF pulse
compression system. Two short TW accelerating structures were studied [13], the first one,
0.5 m long, being derived from the LEP Linac structure and the second one, 1.2 m long, of the
backward type with magnetic coupling between cells developed by CGR-MeV in collaboration
with LAL.

It was observed that, after patient RF conditioning, no dramatic breakdown would occur
at accelerating gradients below 100 MV/m. However important field emitted current could be
detected at the exit of these structures for accelerating gradients above 50 MV/m, and this
current was increasing dramatically, almost exponentially, when increasing the gradient.
Systematic experimental studies, together with computer simulations [14] have shown that field
emitted electrons are captured and accelerated by the RF field. The main measured properties of
this dark current at the exit of the structures, are:

- a wide energy spectrum, showing the contribution from all cells

— an important peak current at the beginning of the RF pulse, which extends over two
filling times, and which corresponds to a transient effect during the rise time of the RF
pulse. This is followed by a small almost constant current during the RF pulse itself.

Since the capture mechanism needs higher field at higher operating frequencies, it looks more
interesting to operate at high gradients with X-band structures rather than S-band ones.
Corresponding dark current studies have been performed on 11.4 GHz disk-loaded structures
at SLAC, USA [15] and at KEK, Japan [16] which confirm the previously observed
characteristics.

5. A SURVEY OF ACCELERATING STRUCTURES

Previous experiments tell us that accelerating gradients of the order of 100 MV/m can be
achieved with conventional disk-loaded structures, but this will need very high peak power and
correspondingly high average power to fit the luminosity requirements in a linear collider.

Efforts have already been made to improve the efficiency of accelerating structures and at
least four types, either operating in L-band or in S-band, have been developed for the
acceleration of electrons (Fig. 15). One can make the following remarks:

- the disk-loaded structure is very well known since it has been used for a long time in linac
design. It has a relatively low shunt impedance but a very good ratio Emax/EiCC

- The jungle-gym structure was first developed for low frequency. Since it has no
revolution symmetry it is hard to study this structure with computer codes, and hence it
needs more prototype work. However it is expected that this structure will give an
improved shunt impedance with a high group velocity.

The disk-and-washer structure is an open structure, as the previous one, which makes the
wall losses smaller and correspondingly leads to a higher shunt impedance. It has also a
higher Q but not a higher r/Q.
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Fig. 15 Different types of accelerating structures

The side-coupled structure has a very high shunt impedance but a very bad ratio

The last two structures are quite complicated to build, and up to now they have been mostly
considered in the SW mode according to their high shunt impedance.

From the power consumption point of view it is well recognized that for a given type of
structure, operation in the SW mode is less efficient (although not obvious when considering
small linear accelerators) than operation in the TW mode if correct matching of the source is
made in both cases [17]. Hence it is still preferable to consider TW structures for very high
energy linacs and in that case the parameters of real importance are r/Q, EmdXIE&cc and vjc.
For these reasons it is believed that the jungle-gym structure may become a good possibility out
still needs more development. In the meantime the old disk-loaded structure will remain a good
candidate.

Another advantage of the TW accelerating structure comes from the fact that it can be used
in the SLED mode. Moreover, if the group velocity is high the klystron pulse can be made very
short and correspondingly the peak power can be increased which is the right direction to
follow in the non-SLED case. Table 4 compares the performances of several structures in the
TW mode, at different frequencies [18]. Clearly, it is still worth while developing short disk
loaded structures in the frame of improved power sources.

6 . RF POWER SOURCES

Since, for a given accelerating structure, the required RF power must increase as the
square of the accelerating gradient, it is an unavoidable necessity to develop very high peak
power sources. In principle a very high energy linear collider does not need very high
repetition rates provided the luminosity can be achieved by adjusting other parameters (for
instance the beam emittance and the final focus); hence one can aim at very high peak power
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Table 4
Comparison of structures for a collider

Disk-loaded
(a = 1.16 cm)
Disk-loaded
(a = 1.50 cm)
Disk and washer
Jungle gym {nil)
Jungle gym (n/3)

Jungle gym (n/2)
Jungle gym (n/3)

Jungle gym (7i/2)
Jungle gym (7z/3)

r
(MQ/m)

2856 MHz
56

46

76
51
60

4040 MHz
61
71

5712 MHz
72
85

Q

13,300

13,000

32,000
9,000
9,000

7,500
7,500

6,500
6,500

VglC

0.012

0.035

-
0.20
0.10

0.20
0.10

0.20
0.10

L
(m)

3

6

-
6
6

6
6

6
6

(MS)

0.83

0.57

-
0.10
0.20

0.10
0.20

0.10
0.20

without increasing dramatically the average power. But there are many specific phenomena
directly connected to high peak power which make the R&D work tedious and slow.
Additionally, high energy accelerators together with high gradients lead to large power
consumption which obliges us to concentrate also on improving the efficiency of power sources
to limit the operating cost of the machine.

Today the conventional klystron still remains the most interesting RF source for very high
peak power, at both S-band and X-band frequencies. Corresponding developments look more
like technological improvements rather than breakthroughs. In the following we shall review
briefly the present status of pulsed klystrons and summarize the technical problems one has to
face.

During the past 10 years new types of RF sources have been considered and prototypes
built, such as gyro-klystrons and lasertrons, but they have not been very successfull up to now.
The lasertror. was a totally new concept, very simple in its principle, but which had to face
specific technological short-pulse laser developments. It is hard to know whether the studies
on prototypes, which have been stopped everywhere, will be revived in the future. However,
as an example of a totally new concept, it will also be presented in this chapter.

6.1 Conventional klystron sources

A klystron is a tube in which a large cathode area produces a high current (many hundred
amperes) which is accelerated to a few hundred kilovolts in the anode-cathode space (gun
region). For very high power tubes this voltage is produced from a high voltage modulator
during a short time (a few microseconds) and at repetition rates up to a few hundred Hertz. A
fraction of this beam power (> 50%) will be transformed into RF power by modulating
spacially the current with the help of a series of bunching cavities, either active or passive,
tuned to the desired RF frequency. The last cavity is coupled to a rectangular waveguide to
extract the RF power contained in the fundamental frequency. The remaining beam power on
the higher harmonics is then dissipated into a collector. The klystron vacuum is isolated from
the outside user vacuum by means of a ceramic window located just after the output of the last
cavity. Clearly high RF power needs high beam power, P = IV, and this has both fundamental
and technological impacts on the klystron design, which can be summarized as follows:
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1. The maximum current that can be extracted from the cathode is limited by the space-
charge effect, and depends on the gun voltage:

2.

3.

where k is called the perveance. Most of the high performance klystrons have high
perveance, hence use very high current rather than very high voltage. But the new
generation of very high peak power klystrons needs to continuously increase both the
current and the voltage. Thermionic cathodes have their own limitations in terms of
extracted current density (~ 7 A/cm2) and are sensitive to vacuum pollution.

The modulated high current beam at the RF frequency contains higher harmonics which
can interact with the klystron tube and cavities and lead to beam break up (BBU) effects
and possibly high field breakdowns on the walls.

Output windows have to sustain high peak and average powers. They are subject to
breakdown problems. Present solutions consist of relaxing on the electromagnetic field
at the window location either by improved designs which minimize the local reflections
and the generation of standing wave patterns, or by multiplying the number of output
windows. The latter implies recombining the RF power later on.

Since a large fraction of the beam power is lost in the collector, increasing this power can
lead to cooling problems and to vacuum contamination due to gas desorption. Special
designs are required to reduce the incident power density and trap reflected electrons.

SLAC, Stanford, is the most experienced designer and manufacturer of very high peak power
klystrons. They recently succeeded in producing a 150 MW. 3 jus, 60 Hz klystron [19], for
the DES Y S-band collider test facility in Hamburg. The parameters of this klystron, which met
the design specifications, are shown in Table 5.

Table 5
Design parameters for the 150 MW klystron

4.

Beam voltage
Beam current
RF pulse width @ rep rate
Cathode loading
Cathode convergence
RF output power
Cavity gradients
Saturated gain
Efficiency
Operating frequency
Solenoidal focusing field

535 kV
700 A
3 /is @ 60 Hz
2:1 (6 A/cm2 max)
40:1 (5.25" dia.)
150 MW
<360kV/cm
~55dB
>40%
2998 MHz
2100 gauss (3*Br)

SLAC is also developing, for its own collider test facility, a high power X-band klystron
[20]. Aiming at 100 MW, 1.5 /£S at 11.4 GHz, they have already reached 80 MW, 0.8 /is. A
special effort is being made to test different types of output cavities (standing-wave multigaps,
travelling-wave structures).

At KEK, Japan, a considerable effort is also being made on X-band klystrons and they
have already achieved performances which are not so far from those at SLAC.

Finally it should be pointed out that in Protvino, Russia, they are also developing an X-
band klystron, with unusually low perveance (1 MV, 300 A), and very high gain (80 dB).
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Aiming at 150 MW, 0.7 fj.s, they already reached 60 MW at the design pulse length and seem
to be limited by dipole modes that develop in the long tube with many gain cavities.

6.2 A new RF power source concept: the Lasertron

High beam power either requires a higher beam current, which would create strong
space-charge effects, or a higher accelerating voltage, which would reduce the bunching
efficiency, hence the amount of power contained in the fundamental and the extraction
efficiency.

To overcome these difficulties, although not proven to be fundamental limitations, a new
microwave RF power tube has been proposed [21,22] in which a photocathode, illuminated by
a modulated laser, emits short, dense current pulses which, after being accelerated, traverse an
output cavity where the RF beam modulation is extracted (Fig. 16). Here, a high accelerating
voltage is necessary to compensate for the space-charge forces which otherwise would distort
the emitted short bunches and reduce the extraction efficiency. Since in principle the laser can
provide a train of such bunches with a given repetition rate, the accelerating voltage can be d.c.

Photo Co'hode

Fig. 16 Schematic of a photocathode microwave power source

Considering the fast pulsed photo-emission it is believed that the maximum charge which
can be extracted per pulse from the photocathode is equal to the superficial charge [23]:

where E± is the accelerating field at the photocahtode, S the useful area of the photocathode, d
the distance between the cathode and the anode, C the gun capacitance and V the accelerating
voltage.

This maximum charge is half the space-charge limit, showing that the limitation of such a
tube is very different from that of a klystron. As a matter of fact, if fnp is the repetition
frequency of the laser pulses, the average current per laser burst is:

and the beam power:

while in a klystron:
Pb =
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Pb=k V5'2 .

The main parameters of the SLAC prototype [24] are given in Table 6. The power level
is comparable to the peak power of klystrons, and this is a first step to check the lasertron
principle before envisaging much higher peak power. Prototypes were also under
consideration in Japan and in France but all work has now been abandoned or postponed.

Table 6
Parameters of the SLAC prototype lasertron

Peak RF output power
Beam power
Efficiency
Voltage
Peak pulse current
Cathode diameter
Average pulse current (~ Peak/6)
Optical pulse length
Optical pulse separation for a 2856 MHz rate
Microwave pulse length or

optical pulse train (comb) length
Average power (power supply limited)
Peak electric field in gun region
Electric field on planar cathode
Maximum magnetic focusing field

35 MW
50 MW
70%
400kVdc
735 A
3 cm
126 A
60psFWHM
350 ps
1/xs

<4kW
< 15 MV/m
lOMV/m
0.2 T

Among the difficulties encountered in designing a lasertron it is worthwhile mentioning
the high current photocathode. Remembering the poor efficiency of lasers, the photocathode
must have a very good quantum efficiency. Unfortunately it so happens that efficient cathodes,
such as AsGa for instance, have a poor lifetime. Conversely, metallic cathodes are robust but
have a poor quantum efficiency. Modulated lasers at S-band or C-band frequencies, with long
pulse trains and high repetition rate have to be developed also, with optical frequencies either in
the visible (green) or in the VUV. Figure 17 taken from reference [24] gives a good idea of the
lasertron geometry as well as the technologies involved.

Collector

Pump Eltnunl

RF Cavity (doublt)

Ctsium Sourct

Fig. 17 Geometry of the SLAC prototype lasertron
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INSTABILITIES IN LINACS
A. Mosnier
CEA Saclay, 91191 Gif/Yvette, France

Abstract
One of the major problems with a linac accelerating intense bunches
is the instability driven by the so-called transverse wakefields. This
instability, generated by off-axis beam trajectories, can develop
within a single-bunch or along a finite or infinite train of bunches and
always leads to a dilution of the emittance. We approach this problem
by first reviewing the basic mechanisms of single and multibunch
instabilities. Analytical formulae allowing an estimation of the
emittance growth, and results of computer simulations are then
compared in both cases, with emphasis on the design parameters of a
linear collider. The cures for the instabilities which are contemplated
with the aim to suppress or reduce the effects are examined as well
throughout this study.

1. INTRODUCTION

The collective effects which appear in a linac, where the bunches are permanently
refreshed, are improperly called instabilities, because there is no exponential growth in time
of the excitation but rather a magnification effect which will deform the bunch or the train of
bunches. This is unlikely in a circular accelerator where the same bunches undergo
essentially an infinite number of turns. A real instability, however, can take place in a single
accelerating section [1] due to the energy exchange between the beam and a backward-wave
component of the fields, or in a recirculating linac where the same beam circulates several
times in a linear accelerator [2]. In both cases there is closure of a feedback loop and the
exponential growth of the fields occurs above a threshold current. The former effect is known
as regenerative beam breakup and the latter as multipass beam breakup. We will focus
hereafter on the more elementary single-pass "instability", which is a crucial problem for the
future linear colliders.

In a linac we want to accelerate a beam to its final energy while preserving its
emittance; that is, keeping the phase-space volume occupied by the beam as small as possible.
If we consider a linear collider, for example, the luminosity of two identical unperturbed
beams with Gaussian distributions colliding head-on is given by

r — N2

AlZOxOy

where N is the number of particles in each bunch,
fc is the collision frequency,

Gxy = Jj3xy exy gives the transverse beam sizes,

with e the emittance and /J the beta function.

We see that high bunch populations with low emittances are desired for obtaining a
maximum luminosity. On the other hand, to increase the collision rate while using the
available rf energy more efficiently, a train of a few - or many - bunches spaced apart by a
few wavelengths of the fundamental mode instead of a single-bunch on each rf fill, is
considered. As a high charge bunch travels down a large number of accelerating structures,
strong wakefields are excited which will act back on the bunch itself (the so-called short-
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range wakefield effects). With a train of intense bunches, the wakefieds excited by each
bunch will act on the subsequent bunches (the so-called long-range wakefield effects).

The longitudinal wakefields, where the forces are parallel to the beam axis, affect the
energy of the particles and induce an energy spread along the bunch.

With off-axis beam trajectories the transverse wakefields, where the forces are
perpendicular to the beam axis, are excited and tend to deflect the beam further away from the
axis.

1.1 The basic mechanisms

We assume a long linac with focusing forces provided by quadrupole magnets.
Consider for example a coherent betatron oscillation of the beam induced by an offset of the
whole bunch at the injection point. As the beam moves down, the head undergoes an
unperturbed transverse motion, which is a simple harmonic motion of betatron frequency coj3.
The tail, on the other hand, experiences deflection due to the excitation of preceding particles.
Since the wakefield force is proportional to the offset of the leading particles and has
therefore a time dependence of frequency co/3, the motion of the tail is now the one of a
harmonic oscillator driven on resonance. The amplitude of the oscillation will then increase
with distance. This causes the tail of the bunch to distort, in the manner represented on Fig. 1,
and become "banana shaped", in a process called single-bunch beam break-up. The same
phenomenon can be observed when the structures are misaligned with respect to the center
beamline, while the beam is injected on-axis, as illustrated on Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Single-bunch beam break-up originating from an injection error

Fig. 2 Single-bunch beam break-up originating from structure misalignment

Similarly, any beam offset or structure misalignment will excite long-range wakefields,
which will then cause subsequent bunches to be deflected. On the left part of the Fig. 3 are
drawn the electric and magnetic fields of a ringing transverse mode of the accelerating
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section. In this example, the TM11-like mode can be recognized, which generally gives the
dominant effect in these types of disk-loaded structures. This deflected beam will excite a
similar deflecting mode in the downstream structures, which will, in turn, deflect even more
the following bunches of the train, and so on. Due to the long-range wakefields, there is now
a coupling in the motion of the bunches, which are more and more deflected as they proceed
down the linac in a process called multibunch or cumulative beam break-up. Even when
particles are not lost by scraping the accelerator walls, the beam emittance can be greatly
increased and lead to a significant luminosity reduction.

Fig. 3 Cumulative beam break-up driven by a dominant deflecting mode

Off-axis beam trajectories arise due to a variety of errors, departing from an ideal
machine, but the causes of main concern are

- a beam offset at injection

- the misalignment of focusing magnets

- the misalignment of accelerating sections

It is worthwhile to note that the final emittance, in addition to the collective effects, will
be also affected by single-particle effects, originating from these same errors. The dispersive
effects, in particular, due to the finite beam energy spread can dramatically dilute the beam
emittance but their study is beyond the scope of this lecture.

1.2 Typical wakes in a linac

Since a linac is normally composed mostly of numerous accelerating structures, these
are the main sources of wakefields. Other additional sources such as position monitors,
bellows or transitions can contribute to a lesser extent. The accelerating sections are generally
cylindrically symmetric structures and the electromagnetic fields can be expanded in terms of
multipoles with azimuthal variation proportional to cos(m0). Since however the beam
remains near the axis and the beam sizes are tiny compared to the hole radius, we retain only
the monopole and dipole wakes which dominate, respectively, the longitudinal and transverse
wakefields.

Normal conducting travelling wave structures for relativistic particles are generally long
disk-loaded waveguides with period p = Arf/3 while standing wave structures with period
p = Aff /2 are used for superconducting rf cavities. The frequency of the accelerating mode
varies on a large scale, from the order of 1 GHz to a few tens of GHz. The scaling of the
point-like wake potentials with the rf frequency is the following

W2
2(z)

and W 1 ( z ) oc CO
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The higher the operating frequency, the stronger the wakefield effect on the beam will
bel The definition of the point-like - or Green's function - wake potentials can be found in
Ref. [3] or [4] and are recalled in Appendix 1.

Fig. 4 shows the short range wakes which drive the single-bunch effects - for a typical
disk-loaded structure with a rf frequency of 10 GHz. We note that the longitudinal wake is
finite at the origin, whereas the dipole wake is approximately linear on a very short time scale.
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Fig. 4 Short-range wakes for a typical 10 GHz disk-loaded structure

The long range wakes, which drive the multibunch effects, are characterized by the
ringing of a few dominant modes and can be analysed in terms of the normal modes of a
cavity. In this case, the dipole wake of a particular mode is given by

where cor is the frequency of the mode,
TF = 2Q/cor is the decay time and Q is the quality factor,
K is the kick factor of the mode.

The time x has been used instead of the distance s = ex between the exciting and test
particles. The kick factor K can be written in terms of the shunt impedance per unit length
divided the quality factor 2K = cor Rx/Q.

The wake and the impedance of a high Q resonant mode are simply related by a Fourier
transform (see for instance Ref. [3])

_0)r R•1

COr CO

1.3 Longitudinal wakefield effects

The energy spread of the beam must be kept as small as possible, in order to minimize
especially chromatic emittance dilution. As a short intense bunch travels through the
accelerator, it will gain energy from the externally driven accelerating mode and will lose
energy due to the longitudinal wakefields.

The voltage gain of a particle in the bunch depends on its longitudinal position z with
respect to the bunch center
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where Ea is the accelerating gradient,
and (p,f is the phase of the bunch center with respect to the rf wave crest

Similarly, the voltage loss, also called the- bunch potential, of a particle in the bunch
depends on its longitudinal position. The bunch potential 'Wz is the convolution of the point
charge wake Wz and the charge distribution p of the bunch

AV(Z) = Qb = Qb \ dz'

The bunch potential can be directly computed by using a time domain cavity code such
as TBCI, Ref. [5], or ABCI, Ref. [6], which integrates the Maxwell's equations in the time
domain. The net voltage gain will be the superposition of the sinusoidal rf accelerating
potential and the bunch potential. Since both the induced wake and the slope of the rf wave
look quite linear, at least over a certain range, the resulting energy spread can be reduced by
running the bunch off the crest of the accelerating wave, such that the rf wave slope tends to
cancel the average slope of the beam induced potential. Figure 5 shows the energy profile
within a bunch of charge 3.2 nC tavelling through a 10 GHz disk-loaded structure, when the
bunch sits on the crest of the rf wave. The accelerating field is 100 MV/m and the bunch
charge distribution is assumed Gaussian with a standard deviation of 0.25 mm. The energy
variation due to the rf wave and due to the longitudinal wake are given by the dotted lines.
The solid line, which is the sum of both effects, shows the resulting energy variation within
the bunch. The final energy spread is about 0.5 %. Figure 6 shows the same plot after
minimization of the resulting energy spread (the rf phase is such that the tail is more
accelerated than the head) which has been reduced by a factor 3 in this example.
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Fig. 5 Energy profile within the bunch sitting on the crest of the rf wave

With a train of bunches, there will be in addition a bunch-to-bunch energy spread
because the energy of the particles in a bunch is affected by the wakefields of previous
bunches. The fundamental mode and the higher-order longitudinal modes contribute to this
bunch to bunch energy variation. Various compensation schemes have been investigated to
reduce the large energy variation between bunches due to the fundamental mode beam
loading (see for instance Ref. [7] or [8]).
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Fig. 6 Energy profile within the bunch after optimization of the rf phase

1.4 The general transverse equation of motion

If we consider only the forces coming from any linear focusing lattice, the particles
exhibit pure betatron oscillations around a central trajectory, as it must be in any ideal
transport line. Taking acceleration into account, the equation of motion for the transverse
offset at beamline location s is

where x^ is the transverse displacement of a particle at position s along the accelerator,
7(5) is the usual Lorentz factor,

K(S) = -—-r-i- is the focusing function.

Once given the initial conditions, XQ and x'o, the linear betatron motion can be described
by the usual transport matrix

RlKs0,s) Rl2(sQ,s)
R21(s0,s) R22(s0,s)

where the coefficients can be written in terms of the lattice parameters, for example

R
•lido.*) ~

where fi0 and

y0 and

are the beta funtions at locations s0 and s,
- V(,j0) is the phase advance between s0 and s ,

are the Lorentz factors at locations s0 and s .

The accelerated beam solution, under the assumption that the beam energy does not
change too much in a betatron wavelength, has simply an additional term, called the adiabatic
damping factor. It can be shown from the equation of motion that this approximation of
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adiabatic acceleration is justified if the following condition, which is true for the cases of
interest to us, is satisfied.

Y'/y«2/p or p

where G is the accelerating gradient and E is the actual energy,

Xp is the betatron wavelength.

We consider now the transverse motion of particles perturbed by the wakefield effects.
There is one equation and only one, governing the transverse motion, in a linear focusing
lattice, of a bunch interacting with itself through the short-range wakefield or interacting with
the other bunches of a pulse through the long-range wakefield.

The displacement of one charge x(r,s) is a function of the location s along the accelerator
and of the time interval T = zlc, z being the longitudinal position behind the head of the bunch
for the single-bunch effects study or the first bunch of" the train for the multibunch effect
study. The transverse force due to dipole wakefields received by a test particle located at time
position T, depends on the displacement of all the preceding charges, located at time position
f (Fig. 7).

time T position z

Fig. 7 Longitudinal position of the driving and test particles in a bunch

From the definition of the dipole wake, the elementary wakefield force experienced by
the test particle following a driving elementary charge with the time interval T - %' is

where W_i_(T) is the point-like dipole wake per unit length,

P(T) is the charge distribution of the bunch or of the train of bunches,

with the normalization \p^)^ = Qb = total charge .
The total force experienced by the test particle located at time position ris then

FX(T,S) = «[_.. d%

The general equation of transverse motion for a test particle which feels the external forces of
the focusing lattice and of the wakefields is then
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In the case of multiple bunches, generally equally spaced apart by a few wavelengths,
the bunches are treated as rigid macroparticles. Although the dynamics of a single-bunch and
the dynamics of a train of bunches are governed by the same equation, the differences
originate mainly from two sources:

i) the shape of the wake: While the short-range wakefield can be approximated by a
linearly increasing function, the long-range wakefield is described by means of resonant
modes

ii) the charge density: While the charge density of a bunch is generally Gaussian, a pulse
consists of bunches of equal charge with uniform spacing between adjacent bunches.
This is the reason why the technique of discrete Laplace transforms is more suited for
the multiple-bunches case. Taking, however artificially, a uniform distribution for the
single-bunch permits us to use directly the powerful Laplace transform technique.
Moreover, while the charge density of a single-bunch is continuous and has the feature
of a d.c. current, the charge density of a train of bunches is obviously discrete and
consists of delta functions. With a train of delta bunches, resonances can then appear
when the mode frequency is a multiple of the repetition frequency.

Our purpose is now to study the single-bunch beam break up. But instead of dealing
directly with the whole charge distribution, we shall use the well known and very useful
model based on just two particles. This model gives a better insight of the single-bunch BBU
phenomenon and to find the remedy. Though very simple, it provides results very close to
those obtained when using the real charge distribution, as long as the final dilution is not too
large.

2. THE SINGLE-BUNCH TRANSVERSE INSTABILITY

The bunch is modelled by two macro-particles, each of charge Qb/2 separated by a
longitudinal distance Az = 2 <7Z (Fig. 8).

head

Fig. 8 The two-particle model

In addition, the focusing system, is smoothed in such a way that the unperturbed me; on
is a pure harmonic oscillator with a betatron wave number given by

where ft is an average beta function which, however, may vary slowly with s

Xp is the betatron wavelength.
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2.1 Effect of a coherent betatron oscillation

We assume that the bunch undergoes a coherent betatron oscillation, induced, for
example, by an offset of the beam at injection. Let us consider first the case of a non-
accelerated beam. Then, the equations of motion for both particles become

where kx and k2 are the betatron wave numbers for the head and the tail particle,
E is the energy, and primes denote derivatives with respect to location s.

means the transverse wakefield at the distance Az = 2 Gz.

The head particle feels no transverse wakefield and thus undergoes free betatron oscillations.
In the smooth focusing approximation and with an initial bunch offset x0 at s = o, we have

Xi = x0

The tail particle, though, feels the wake force due to the off-axis motion of the leading
particle and we can distinguish two cases: the head and the tail particles have the same or
have different betatron frequencies.

2.1.1 S ame betatron frequency

We assume that both particles have the same betatron wave number k± = k2 = k . The
equation of motion of particle 2 is that of a harmonic oscillator driven on resonance. The
trailing particle oscillates relatively to the driving particle with an amplitude increasing
linearly with distance s

2 l 2kEle °

We see that the oscillation of the trajectory difference is in quadrature with the betatron
oscillation. The acceleration can be included after noting that the relative displacement of the
tail with respect to the head for a length ds of structure is

d_

ds
Ax

2kE{s)/e

The energy E is now a function of the distance s along the accelerator. The integration of the
previous differential equation up to the distance s, yields

Js'^2- (3)

where £0 is the rest energy of the particle. If we assume a uniform acceleration
E{S\ = E0 + Gs , and a constant focusing function, the integral of the expression (3) is readily
performed, yielding
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P
V ) G y0

Up to now, we have considered a constant focusing strength from the beginning to the
end of the machine, but we can allow the average p function to vary slowly with s. If we
consider, for example, a beta function varying as the square root of the energy, which will be
justified hereafter,

the integral of the expression (3) is approximately proportional to the square root instead of a
logarithm of the energy.

Having taken into account the acceleration, we can take a step further : we replace the
smooth focusing approximation by the more realistic alternating-gradient (AG) focusing, like
a FODO lattice, by reintroducing the betatron function. The accelerator is then modeled by a
succession of focusing magnets and of accelerating sections., and where the momentum kicks
due to the wakefields are concentrated in the middle of the structures (Fig. 9).

beta function

Fig. 9 A FODO lattice

To do this, we have simply to replace the average beta function j3 = Ilk of the smooth-
focusing approximation by the J3 value calculated at the middle of the structure, pm. The
expression of fim is given in Appendix 2. The amplitude of the relative displacement of the
tail with respect to the head thus becomes for the two focusing lattices for the constant /?
lattice

2Gle

and for the energy dependent fi lattice

Ax

IGle
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Figure 10 shows the result of a simulation of a bunch traversal through a linac
composed of discrete focusing elements. We check the growing oscillation of the trailing
particle along the linac for both focusing types when the two particles are launched with a unit
offset. The logarithmic (dotted line) and the squared root (solid line) behaviours are for,
respectively, the constant and energy-dependent beta lattices.

15.00

•15.00
0.00 0.10 0.20 OJO 0.40

Energy (GeV)

0J0 0.60 0.70*10"

Fig. 10 Normalized displacement of the trailing particle along the linac

The displacement on the Y-axis has been normalized, such that the beta function, the
adiabatic damping factor and the initial offset have been taken out.

Table 1 gives an example of a parameter set of a fictitious linear collider. These
machine parameters with the dipole wake of Fig. 4 have been used in the previous simulation
and will be used throughout this section.

Table 1
Parameter set of a fictitious linear collider

Injection energy
Gradient

rf frequency
Focusing type

Phase advance/cell
Initial average beta

Bunch length
Bunch population

lOGeV
lOOMV/m

10 GHz
FODO lattice

90°
10 m

0.25 mm
2 1010

For the constant beta lattice, Fig. 11 gives the distortion of the whole bunch versus the
longitudinal position z, near the end of the linac, at a location where the tail displacement is
maximum. In order to simulate the real bunch charge distribution, the bunch was divided into
many macro-particles, evenly spaced with a Gaussian variation of charge. The two particle
result is shown for comparison by the two solid circles, sitting at ± az with respect to the
bunch center.
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Fig. 11 Distorsion of the bunch vs. the longitudinal position z

The rms emittance in one transverse plane is defined by

el = < x2 >< x'2 > - < x x' >2

where the coordinates refer to the bunch centroid. This is a "measurement" of the phase space
surface occupied by the beam using the second moments of the beam distribution. In a linear
focusing structure, the normalized rms emittance ye is an invariant. For a small emittance
growth caused by the wakefield forces, the tail displacement has to be small compared to the
beam size. In the future linear colliders, the normalized emittance ye is of the order of
10"6 m.rad or even 1O8 m.rad. Figure 12 gives the emittance growth for the constant beta
lattice, assuming an initial emittance of 10"6 m.rad and an offset of 10 ^m at injection as the
beam moves down the linac with the two-particle model (solid line) and with a real Gaussian
bunch distribution (dotted line). The simple model and the simulation with the real bunch are
in good agreement. Figure 13 gives the same plot but for the energy-dependent beta lattice,
where the beam blow up is more -pronounced. In this case, the emittance is growing more
than linearly. We can conclude that the two-particle mode), is only valid in die domain of
small beam blow up.
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Fig. 12 Emittance growth for the constant beta lattice
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Fig. 13 Emittance growth for the V£ beta scaling lattice

For a final energy of 500 GeV and the ^E beta scaling, the tolerance on the initial
amplitude of the coherent oscillation would have to be reduced to about 1 p.m in our machine.
Fortunately, this dramatic growth with distance in the amplitude of the oscillation of the tail
particle can be suppressed by introducing an energy difference between the head and the tail
particles.

2.1.2 Different betatron frequencies

We assume that both panicles have different betatron wave numbers kl^k2 .

The head particle has the design momentum pO while the tail particle has the relative
momentum deviation S=(p- po)/po. The two particles will have then two different betatron
wave numbers *i and k^ = kx + M with Afc given by bk = k § 6 . The chromaticity § of the
lattice describes the energy dependence of the phase advance and is defined by

V P

The chromaticity depends on the focusing system and is

£ = -1/2
e_ tan/i/2

/x/2

for the smooth focusing approximation, and

for a FODO lattice, where /i is the phase advance per cell.

For this case, the equation of motion of particle 2 is that of a harmonic oscillator driven off
resonance. The solution of equation (2) is now

ikEle
u , 2)s]

M / 2
(4)

where M = k2 - ^ is the difference in wave numbers.

There is now a beating of the relative displacement of the tail instead of a linear growth.
We see that, by a proper difference in betatron frequencies, the resonant growth of the tail
oscillation can be suppressed through two distinct effects: the amplitude of the beating of the
two sine waves can be set to zero; or a minimum of the beating can be made to coincide with
the end of the linac. Both cures are called BNS damping, referring to the authors who first
introduced the idea [9]. The first cure, which is a local cancellation, is often denoted as
"autophasing".
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The beating is zero at the end of the linac if the argument of the sine in (4) is a multiple
of %. This occurs for a relative energy deviation

7.MI

where n is an integer * 0, L is the linac length, and
N^ is the total number of betatron oscillations.

Note that the energy deviation can be positive or negative.

For the autophasing correction technique, the wakefield force is locally cancelled by the
difference in betatron frequencies Ak, giving the required energy deviation. This cancellation
occurs for

(5)2kE/e

Since the chromaticity is negative, the trailing particle should have lower energy than
the driving panicle. We note that if the particles have a constant fractional energy deviation 5
from the beginning to the end of the linac, a beta function varying as the square root of the
energy would be optimal, because the cancellation always occurs

k(s) = k,

Figure 14 illustrates the compensation method in the normalized transverse phase space.
The coordinates have been normalized such that the trajectory of the unperturbed motion, a
pure betatron oscillation, is a circle

The trailing particle moves onto this circle (solid line) when the wake and the energy
deviation are vanishing. When the wake is switched on but without energy deviation, the
trajectory becomes deformed (dotted line) and a phase lag appears. Conversely, when the
wake is switched off but with some BNS energy deviation, there is now a phase advance
(dashed line). This extra chromatic phase advance of the second particle due to the energy
deviation, compensates the phase lag due to the wakefield and the trajectory is again a circle.
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Fig. 14 Illustration of the BNS damping in the normalized phase space
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In the smooth-focusing approximation, the cancellation can be permanently perfect and
the trailing particle exactly follows the betatron motion of the leading particle. There is in this
case no emittance growth at all. In a realistic AG focusing structure, however, the focusing
strength, instead of being a smooth function of s, changes abruptly with alternate signs with
the distance s due to the periodic array of discrete focusing magnets. The energy difference is
then, at best, adjusted such that the cancellation occurs in average over a cell of the focusing
lattice. Replacing in (5) the chromaticity term of a FODO cell and the average beta function
by the beta value where the wakefield kick occurs, we find the BNS damping condition for a
FODO lattice

S(s)=-
j-l£2._i£/_2_n2
le tan(M/2)Pm(5) (6)

In Fig. 15, the trajectories of the trailing particle are plotted in the normalized phase
space for different energy deviations. For 5=0 (solid circles), the particle is quickly ejected.
In the smooth-focusing approximation, the particle follows exactly the circle of the leading
particle if the autophasing condition,(5) is satisfied (dashed line). With the AG focusing, the
local cancellation is not perfect and there is some residual beating even if the BNS damping
condition (6) is satisfied (empty cicles). If the energy deviation is slightly decreased (empty
triangles) or increased (solid triangles), the beating is more apparent but the motion is stable.

Fig. 15 Trajectories of the tail panicle for different energy deviations for AG focusing

2.1.3 Multiparticle analysis

We would like now to extend the BNS criteria of the two-panicle model to a continuous
charge distribution. We start from the general equation (1) of transverse motion by taking
however the smooth-focusing approximation, resulting in

1 d

We assume an energy spread 8^, which depends on the longitudinal position within
the bunch. The wave number of a panicle located at z = re is given by

where £ is the chromaticity of the lattice. The previous equation can then be written

1 rfT d 1 k2x = J _ = . A , . 2 .
E(s)
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The solution of the homogeneous equation is the unperturbed betatron motion of the "first"
particle. All other particles of the bunch exactly track the motion of this particle if the driving
term vanishes

Since all particles must have the same displacement at the distance s

The integral is just the definition of the bunch potential (times the bunch charge). The intra-
bunch energy spread required for BNS damping of a bunch with any charge distribution is
hence

(7)

The two-particle model result can be deduced directly from (7) if we take only two
particles. Once again, the ^E beta scaling permits a constant energy spread, independent of
the energy, all along the linac. To obtain the BNS condition in the AG focusing case, it
remains only to replace the chromaticity and the beta function by the correct values

12
2 2?w /e tan// /2

(8)

Like the two-particle model, the cancellation is perfect for the entire bunch in the
smooth-focusing approximation, but some residual beating remains with a real AG focusing
because of an average compensation.

On Fig. 16 is plotted the ideal energy profile which fulfills the autophasing condition (8)
for a Gaussian charge distribution with the FODO lattice case.

Figure 17 shows the resulting bunch coordinates at the end of the linac in the transverse
phase space. Instead of a large bunch distortion when 5 = 0 all particles (solid circles), the
beam wraps itself around a point when the previous energy spread distribution is introduced
(empty circles).
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Fig. 16 Ideal energy profile for autophasing condition
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Fig. 17 Bunch coordinates at the end of the linac

But how can we create this ideal energy spread distribution? We now switch on the
longitudinal wakefieds and the phase of the bunch with respect to the rf wave is optimized to
obtain the minimum dilution. Figure 18 shows the development of the emittance growth in
arbitrary units as the beam progresses down the linac with 5 = 0 (dotted line), with the ideal
bunch energy spread (dashed line) and with the energy spread resulting from the longitudinal
wakes and the curvature of the rf wave after optimization of the rf phase (solid line). The
bunch is now delayed such that the tail is less accelerated than the head, conversely to the
case of a minimum energy spread (section 1.3). Although the real energy deviation along the
bunch does not coincide exactly with the ideal one, the final emittance growth is not much
larger, because the end particles of the Gaussian bunch located beyong a few standard
deviations do not contribute very much to the rms emittance. The situation could be further
improved by shaping the bunch with a slightly different charge distribution from the Gaussian
distribution, Ref. [10].

700

Fig. 18 Emittance growth for a real bunch charge distribution with autophasing

2.2 Effect of misalignment of sections

In the previous study, the beam was assumed to enter off axis into an accelerator with
no errors. Now consider the beam injected on axis but with the structures no longer perfectly
aligned. Wakefields will be again excited and will distort the core and the back of the bunch,
leaving the head of the bunch undamaged (Fig. 19).
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Fig. 19 Misalignment of a structure

If d is the displacement of the structure with respect to the beam centerline and x is the
displacement of a particle of the bunch at position s, the offset of the particle with respect to
the cavity axis is then x-d. The driving term of the general equation of motion (1) can be
written as

Fi.(T,5) _= _ L _ rT

In the two-particle model, the first particle travels down the linac in a straight line since
the beam is assumed to be injected without error, while the second particle experiences
random kicks due to wakefields excited by the leading particle travelling through randomly
displaced structures. At every traversal of the structure j , the trailing particle receives a
transverse kick

with dj and Lj the misalignment and the length of the struturey.
The beam displacement at distance s along the linac is the sum of the betatron

oscillations excited upstream by the transverse kicks

Sj<S

where R\2(S-,s) transforms the angular kicks given at Sj to the displacement at position s

Here, jSy refers to the beta function at the center of structure j and [W(s) ~¥j) ^s t n e phase
advance from the center of structure j to the position s. After substitution, the beam
displacement can be written

where £Q is the rest energy of the particle.
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If we assume an uncorrelated sequence of misalignment errors, the expected value of
the squared displacement is

where <d > is the rms value of the misalignment.

Both types of focusing can be considered,

i) constant beta lattice

The beta function and the structure length between two quadrupoles are constant and we
are left in equation (9) with a sum over the inverse of Lorentz factor that we can approximate
by an integral:

& 1 1 r 7(s) A GLS

> — = — L n 1 ^ 1 with Ay = — -
;ti Yj A7 y0 Eo

where G is the accelerating gradient and Ls is the length of a section

ii) energy-dependent beta lattice

The beta function and the structure length between two quadrupoles scale like

We are left now in equation (9) with simply a sum over all the structure lengths; that is,
approximatly the total length of the accelerator. The expected value of the squared
displacement can be expressed as

< ^ > = ^ ) U42J?M\ ^ « r ! (£ )_ ! < r f 2 >

In both cases, the expected value of the tail displacement has to be small compared to
the beam size. We note that if the initial beta function of both focusing schemes are identical,
the emittance dilution due to the misalignment effects will be larger for the energy-dependent
beta lattice, with the final emittance ratio

For example, in a 500 GeV linac with an injection energy of 10 GeV, the emittances
ratio would be 12.5.
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When simulations are performed, statistical fluctuations are found in the results because
the displacements of the structures are set by random numbers with a Gaussian distribution,
and though the rms misalignment is the same, the spatial distribution is different and varies
from one simulation to the next. A few tens of different machines are then simulated and the
average of the results is computed. We now take a real bunch of Gaussian charge distribution
and divide it into many macroparticles, also called slices. With the help of a tracking code,
the bunch shape and the resulting rms emittance can be computed as the beam progresses
down the linac. Figure 20 shows the development of the average emittance for the constant
beta focusing. The initial normalized emittance is 10-6 m.rad and the rms misalignment of the
sections is 20 |im. The multi-particle result (dotted line) deviates slightly from the two-
particle model (solid line). For the V£ beta scaling of the lattice, the single-bunch beam
blowup is more pronounced and the multipartite result departs even more from the two-
particle model. In this case, the emittance is growing more then linearly, as we can see on the
Fig. 21.
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Fig. 20 Emittance growth with structure alignment errors (constant beta lattice)
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Fig. 21 Emittance growth with structure alignment errors (Vis beta scaling)

The discrepancy would have been greater with a stronger wakefield force. We conclude
like for the injection error (section 2.1.1), that the two-particle model is only valid in the
domain of small beam blowup. In addition, for the alignment errors of sections, the second
particle only experiences random kicks and is not resonantly driven since the first particle
travels on axis all along the linac. With a real bunch however, which can be considered as a
collection of many macroparticles, as soon as the head particles start to deviate from the
centerline, they also drive resonantly the trailing particles, like the case for an injection error,
if no betatron frequency spread is present.
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2.3 A more rigorous method

Before attempting to solve the general equation of transverse motion (1) for the
multiple-bunches case, we study again the single-bunch case in a more rigorous fashion than
in the previous section.

I d\ d "1 „ 1 _

L7 H ^ i ^
with

This problem has been solved in time domain by using a perturbation method by
A. Chao, B. Richter and C. Yao in Ref. [11] and an analytical expression of the asymptotic
solution was found for a rectangular distribution of the bunch charge. We give hereafter a
different formalism, similar to that one used by K. Yokoya in Ref. [12], which is valid for a
uniform charge distribution and involves the Laplace transformation.

Since the driving second member of the previous equation is the convolution of two
continuous functions, it is natural to take the Laplace transform. Upon introducing the
Laplace transforms of the displacement and of the wakefield force with the Laplace variable p

*(*,) = Jo~ d% xiz<s)e-pr and FUp<s) = J~ dt F1{r<s)

the equation of motion becomes

Using the most useful property of the Laplace transform, usually called the convolution
theorem, the wakefield force term can be expressed as a simple product

where PX(P,S) *
s t n e Laplace transform of the product of the displacement with the bunch

charge distribution.

We would not gain much, except for the case of a uniform charge distribution, because
the Laplace transform of the displacement and not of the product then appears explicitly in the
expression of the wakefield force. For a rectangular bunch of duration Tp, and of total charge
Qb =IoTp,

Qb~

In this case, the equation is written explicitly in terms of the wake function and the
displacement
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To solve this differential equation in X(P,S), we have the choice between two different
approaches:

either we smooth the focusing system to obtain a second order differential equation and
then use the WKB approximation;

or we use a perturbation method in which the solution is expanded into a series of the
driving wakefield force

Both methods lead to the same result. We arbitrarily choose the WKB solution for the
continuous single-bunch and the perturbation method for the multibunch case for completness
in this study. The general WKB solution of the equation

ds \'D{S)X{S)

for moderate ^-dependence of A and B is given by

The solution is the linear combination of x+ and x that satisfies the initial conditions *(0, and
xj0). Detailed explanations about the WKB approximation can be read in physics books 112].
If we assume further that the wakefield effect is small during one betatron wavelength, or
more explicitly

Then the general WKB solution of (11) is

(n V72

(p,s) \

where the parameter a, for a constant focusing strength, takes the value

We assume, for example, for the initial condition an offset of the bunch at the injection point

^(r.o)= xo fy) where V(t) *s t n e Heaviside step function

whose Laplace transform is simply X(Pi0) =*„/ /? . The WKB solution for this initial
condition is therefore

\ rO J

where the real part of the complex exponential is understood.
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We see that, in the Laplace domain, and if we approximate the bunch charge by a
rectangular distribution, the bunch displacement at the exit ot the linac is simply the product
of the bunch displacement at the entrance by a transfer function, which depends, in particular,
on the BBU parameter and on the wake function. This method is valid for any bunch
displacement at the entrance and a transverse beam modulation, for instance, could be studied
instead of an offset of the whole bunch.

The solution in time domain, which we are interested in, is found by taking the inverse
Laplace transform of (12)

1 fC+l°°, - nT

JpX^e

where all singularities must be to the left of the line x = c.

The solution cannot generally be expressed in closed form. We are, however, most
often interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the solution for which the beam blow up starts
to be significant. It can be shown that the displacement, by using asymptotic techniques,
takes the analytic form

where the BBU strength 77, assumed not too small, is defined by

W T 2 = •

The wake function has been approximated by its linear part ^f \.{x) = W'T x, and the front of
the bunch is at x = 0.

We note that contrary to the two-particle model, which gave a tail displacement growing
linearly with the distance s for a non-accelerated beam (or with the logarithm of the energy
for an accelerated beam), the growth now contains an exponential factor. This result explains
the discrepancy (sections 2.1 and 2.2) between the simulations and the two-panicle model
predictions, when the emittance growth due to the single-bunch beam breakup is large.

3. THE MULTIBUNCH TRANSVERSE INSTABILITY

The basic mechanism of the cumulative BBU is essentially the same as the one of the
single-bunch BBU: as a bunch in a beam pulse (like a "slice" in a bunch) is displaced from
the axis of the axi-symmetric accelerating structures, transverse deflecting modes (instead of
a short-range transverse wakefield) are excited in the cavities. The trailing bunches are then
deflected by the wakefield forces whether they are on-axis or not. The angular deflections
transform into displacements through the transfer matrices of the focusing system and these
displaced bunches will themselves create wakefields in the downstream cavities of the linac.
The subsequent bunches will be further deflected leading to a beam blow up. This
phenomenon, called multibunch beam breakup, has been observed at SLAC in 1966,
Ref. [14], and since then, numerous papers [15-19] have been published on this subject,
attempting to give a quantitative treatment of this problem.

Since all the bunches normally contribute to the process on a very different time scale in
comparison with the single-bunch BBU, a simplified model, in the style of the two-particle
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model, is no longer adequate to describe the cumulative BBU quantitatively. In sorr.s cases
the wakefield magnitude has been sufficiently reduced after a time comparable to the bunch
separation time by some means, which will be reviewed hereafter. The wakefield generated
by each bunch is then felt only by its immediate downstream neighbor and it is a good
approximation to consider only the nearest neighbor coupling, Ref. [20]. In the following
sections, however, we treat the problem of multibunch BBU in the general case and consider
the coupling of the motion of all the bunches.

3.1 The mathematical tools

Let's stan again from the general equation of motion (1)

\ d\ d 1 1

with

drf

The current is now composed of a train of bunches with identical charge Qt> and evenly
spaced by period T, which is an integral number of rf periods of the accelerating mods. The
bunches are considered to be rigid macroparticles, like delta-functions, separated by period T
(Fig. 22).

bunch index :

time T

T=nT
n

T'=kT
k 0

-£>

T-T' = (n-k)T

Fig. 22 Train of bunches evenly spaced by period T

The transverse wakefield force experienced by bunch n, spaced ? = nT from the first bunch, is
then

'iHn-kyT] X(kT,s) (14)

where the integral has been replaced by a sum over the preceding bunches. We identify the
wakefield force (14) as the convolution of two discrete functions of time instead of two
continuous-time functions for the single-bunch case (section 3). The study of such discrete
systems may be favourably carried through by using the Z-transform method. The
definition and the properties of the Z-transform can be found in books dealing with the theory
of discrete signals (see bibliography).

The displacement, which was a continuous-time function x(t) for the single-bunch
study, is now considered at discrete values of time and produces the impulse sequence
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(T) 5(T-nT)
n=0

where S^T_nTy is the unit impulse occuring at T= nT.

The Laplace transform of this sampled signal is then

e~nTp

<T)J n=0

The Z-transform of X/r) is then defined after the change of variable z = eTp

The Z-transform of the wakefield force is simply, from the convolution theorem, the product
of the Z-transform of the displacement and the wake function

MzycM (16)
We are from now on concerned with the long-range transverse wakes and we select a

dominant deflecting mode (cf section 1)

with the amplitude 2K-a rJQ

and a wake function of the form w±(r) ~e sin cor

where co, Tf and rJQ are the angular resonance frequency, the filling time (decay time)
and the geometric shunt impedance of the selected resonant mode.

The simplest cure we can imagine to cumulative BBU is to make the decay time Tj- as
small as possible by damping the modes or/and lengthening the bunch spacing T, in such a
way that the wakefield excited by a bunch has significantly decayed before the following
bunch arrives. This is, however, not so easy to implement in reality, because to reduce the
Q's significantly, extra waveguides must couple strongly to the higher-order modes without
perturbing the accelerating mode.

The Z-transform of the wake function is readily obtained

sino?r
W±{z) ~ z eg - 2 cos coT + z"1 e~g

where we defined the parameter £ , as the ratio of the bunch spacing T over the filling time
Tf = 2Q/co.

This expression can be written in different forms
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ze

with the poles, which are complex-conjugate, given by z12 = e~g e

j
= e~g e±l0}T

<»>

After all these definitions, we can now take the Z-transform of the general equation of
motion (1)

F±{zs) = eQb W1{z)x{z<s).

We are left with a similar equation to the single-bunch case, except the Laplace
transforms of the continuous-time functions have been replaced by the Z-transforms of the
discrete-time functions. To solve this differential equation, we choose now the perturbation
method instead of the WKB approximation.

The solution is expanded into a series of the driving wakefield force

w i t h

n=0 n=0

The equation (18) is written in terms of the series expansion

1 d
r « ' *

Since the 0-order solution is given for a vanishing driving force,

,s)

the solution of order n is driven by the wakefield excited by the solution of order n-1

This differential equation can be solved by means of the Green's function
focusing system, defined by

^ of the

The Green's function is the response of the system to a unit impulse deflection. This is just
the R12 transport element (section 1.4) of the accelerator lattice.
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The solution of (19) is then the superposition of the system's response to each
differential deflection

W ) ^ (,)

Replacing the wakefield force by the expression (16), the solution of order n is finally
obtained from an integral over the solution of order n-1

with the Green's function of the focusing system (do not forget the adiabatic damping!)

Similarly to the single-bunch BBU, we distinguish a coherent betatron oscillation induced by
an offset of all bunches at injection and the misalignment of structures, as the main sources of
off-axis trajectories.

3.2 Effect of a coherent betatron oscillation

We assume that all of the bunches are launched with the initial offset XQ at injection. To
know the solution of order n, we will have to calculate the preceding orders.

Oth order solution
The solution of order 0 is of course the unperturbed motion, a pure betatron oscillation.

The beam is launched at r = 0, so that the displacements of the bunches are given for discrete
times of the function

l/2/ \l/2i) fc)
where 77^ is the usual Heaviside step function, with the Z-transform

The Z-transform of the Oth-order solution is hence

i/2/ Ni/2r n si/2/

Ist-order solution
In accordance with (20), the Ist-order solution is calculated from the free betatron

oscillation solution

i/2 2
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We use the trigonometric identity

(*) - W ) ) c o s ¥V) = sin

Assuming many betatron oscillations in the linac, we drop the quickly oscillating terms,
which will average to zero

- l J o V )

We note that the lst-order solution oscillates with the distance s in quadrature with the 0th

order solution. The integral appearing in the solution depends on the focusing lattice and has
been already estimated in Section 1 for both focalisation types,

%&• = for the constant betap m L n

f V !&L = 2pm0 S J M -11 for the energy-dependent beta
0 V ) G u r0 J

The lst-order solution can be written in a more compact form

\l/2, R NI /2 /

where we defined the dimensionless parameter a^ characterizing the "BBU strength" as

a(s) = Q*^- co rx IQ Ln - ^ for the constant beta

QbPmo cor JQ\ I - ^ - 1 for the energy-dependant beta

G/e \J r0 J
For a « l , the series expansion may be stopped at the first order term. The solution is the
response of a second-order system to a step function

with the transfer-function

The transfer-function points out that the system behaves like a single cavity filling the
whole accelerator for the first-order solution.
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nth-order solution
We now carry the calculation of the integral (20) to higher orders. With the assumption

that the BBU is moderate during one betatron wavelength, we can again drop the rapidly
oscillating terms. We find the Z-transform of the bunch train displacement for order n as the
nth-power of the Z-transform of the wake function

X/- -\ —

where the real part is understood and with the z-dependent function

(21)

z - 1
(22)

The solution of order n is similar to the response to a step function of a system, which
consists of a cascade of n cavities.

w±(z) W±(z> WX(Z)
Wl(z)

Finally, we recognize in the /2th order solution the nth term of the expansion of the
exponential function, so that the complete solution can be written simply

f R NI/2/ xl/2
z. _ V ?(n) _ P(s) 70
X(2S)~ LX(2s)-\-j^-\ \ — \

n=o
(23)

The z-dependent function is

z - 1
(24)

In order to get the beam displacement in time domain, it remains to evaluate the inverse
Z-transform. The evaluation of the inverse Z-transform of the expression (23), in general, is
not possible in closed analytical form. We can however circumvent the difficulty by using
the asymptotic techniques, valid once the blowup is significant, or by performing the inverse
transform upon the rcth-order solution (21). It is found that the cumulative BBU can be
characterized by three regime: the first corresponds to an exponential increase of bunch
displacement with time, the second occurs when the displacement is maximum, while the
third is the steady-state regime.

3.2.1 Steady-state regime

The occurrence of the steady-state regime depends on the decay time of the wakefields
and is reached when long trains of bunches are accelerated. The steady-state solution is
readily obtained from the complete solution (23). The bunch displacement for an infinite
time is given by the final-value theorem of the Z-transform

lim, z,s)

Taking the real part of (23) with the previous limit, we finally obtain for the steady-state
solution
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x0cos(yr{s)-ais)pr)

1 sin coT
where the function pr is defined as pT = wA,,-, = —

r r X(1) 2 cosh g- cos 0)7

Since the cosine is bounded, the steady-state is mathematically stable, meaning that the
solution will oscillate with the distance s along the linac. This result is a consequence of the
previous assumption of a moderate BBU during one betatron wavelength, which is true for
most of the practical cases, especially for a collider linac. Conversely if the focusing strength
were very poor in comparison with the BBU strength, an exponential growth of the steady-
state solution with the distance s could be obtained, Ref [17].

Due to the discrete nature of the beam current, the function pr exhibits resonances
when the beam bunching is coherent with deflecting mode frequency. This resonant function
is of main concern, both for the steady-state and the transient BBU and is plotted on Fig. 23
for Q = 100 and Q = 1000.
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Fig. 23 Function pr vs. mode and bunch-frequencies ratio

This function reaches its peak values pr = ± at co = n(Ob\ 1 ± — and is vanishing

the zero-crossings O) = ncob and CO = « + — I cob

The second cure, suggested in Ref. [18], lies in placing the bunches near zero-crossings
of the wake function. If the frequency of the deflecting mode were perfectly tuned to the
bunch repetition frequency, the displacement of all the bunches would be zero. With a small
tuning error however, the BBU effect is expected to be larger when the frequency ratio is an
integer than when it is a half integer, because the contributions to the excitation of the dipole
wake by the bunches have the same signs in the first case and alternate signs in the latter case.
This method, however, is very sensitive to a slight mode detuning and assumes that the dipole
wake is strongly dominated by only one resonant mode.

The following goal is to determine the transverse displacement of the bunches, before
the steady state is reached. We can obtain two different representations of the complete
solution. Either we look for the exact solution by calculating the inverse Z-transform for each
order of the infinite sum or we look directly for an approximated form of the complete
solution by using the asymptotic techniques.
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3.2.2 Transient regime: the exact solution

From the expression of the rfi1 order solution (21), we deduce the displacement of
bunch k in time domain

B(W)

where Gn(kT) *s ̂ e inverse Z-transform of Gn(Z)

This time-dependent function can be evaluted by using, for example, the partial-fraction
expansion procedure. After some tedious algebra, we obtain finally for the bunch k > n (see
Appendix 3)

]r>r 1 - 1 P

GnikT)=Pr + * i X H ) ' clpAdr~l

P=O i=o ( 2 5 )

_T cos[(fc - / + l)coT - / { )]
e

where the amplitude A and the phase <p are defined by the relationships

-l and A =

The first term of (25) is the nth power of the resonant function and provides the steady-
state, while the second term represents the transient displacements, and decays with the time
constant of the deflecting mode. The complete solution is the sum over all the different
orders

r _
n=0

After noting the rcth order solution affects only the bunches of index larger than n, the
summation can be stopped at the Af* term for a pulse containing M bunches. Furthermore,
when the BBU strength parameter a is moderate, it is sufficient to keep only a few terms.
Figure 24 shows the normalized displacements of the bunches at the exit of a 500 GeV linac
for a strong BBU strength parameter (a = 2.7), but a heavily damped structure (Q = 100). The
bunch spacing is four times the rf wavelength (bunch frequency of 2.5 GHz) and the
parameters of the deflecting mode are the typical ones for a dominant TMl 1-like mode of a
10 GHz accelerating structure

Fr = 15.7 Ghz and rJQ = 4.5105Q/m2

The result of numerical simulation is plotted with empty circles. After a growing
displacement of the subsequent bunches, the amplitude of the oscillation decays towards the
steady-state. The solution given by this analytic formula is shown for different truncations of
the sum: up to the orders 2 (solid line), 6 (dashed line) and 12 (solid circles). The more
higher-order terms that are taken into account, the more the back of the pulse is recovered.
Simulation and analytic results agree perfectly after the 10th order.
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Fig. 24 Normalized displacements of the bunches (simulation and analytical results)

3.2.3 Transient regime: the asymptotic solution

The displacement of a bunch with index k is found from the complete solution (23) by
taking the inverse Z-transform, with the complex integral representation

where the integration contour T encloses all singularities of x ( z s )

The solution cannot then be expressed simply in closed form, but the asymptotic
behaviour, valid when the blow up is significant, can be obtained by an asymptotic technique
such as the method of "steepest descent". A complete description of this method can be
found in physics books, see for example the bibliography, and will be briefly recalled below.

The inverse Z-transform of the expression (23) can be written

vl/2
i tit

where the time-dependent function is the inverse Z-transform of (24) and can be written as
follows

(27)

with 1 1

/(z) = k Ln{z)-ia{s)w1(2)=kLn(z)~

When BBU is pronounced, the entire contribution of the integrand to the previous
integral of (27) comes from the region in which the real part of the exponent f^ takes on a
positive maximum value. Away from this maximum, the integrand becomes negligibly small.
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Figure 25, drawn from realistic parameters of a linac, illustrates the method of steepest
descent. It is a 3-dimensional plot giving the real part of f^ when the complex number,
z = x + iy, is swept. The points at which the maxima occur are the zeros of the derivative and
are called the saddle points, because of the shape of the figure. They can be a maximum for
one contour, the path of "steepest descent", and a minimum for another. Since the integral is
dominated by the region close to the saddle points, the function / ( z ) can be expanded in a
Taylor series. Performing the integration, the integral in (27) can then be approximated by

fi'i)
1/2

s)

(28)

where zs is the saddle point
f('? is the second derivative of the function
a is the phase of the contour for the steepest descent

Fig. 25 Illustration of the method of "steepest descent"

The evaluation of/(z) at the saddle points results in exponential growth of the bunches
displacements. Only the saddle point generating the largest growth is kept, because the other
saddle points give generally negligible growths in comparison.

The saddle points are solutions of the equation

dz (z-z2) _
= 0
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If poles z\ and Z2 coincide, which occurs at the zero-crossings, we find the
unperturbated Oth order solution. We assume later on that z\ and zi are not too close. The
four roots of the previous equation are approximately given by

1/2'
zs~

and

1/2'

The saddle points are drawn on the Fig. 26 (solid circles).

Im

dominant saddle point

Fig. 26 Saddle points in the z-plane

The dominant saddle point, which generates the largest growth, is of course the one
farthest away from the origin and is given by

\l/2"
1+ —

Evaluating each of the terms of the integral approximation (28) at the location of the
dominant saddle point, we get

2ke*

{lakyl/4

_ J __ _ _
8(z^~ 2ziz2-l~ 2KiAei<t>

CC = X/2-CQT

where the amplitude A and the phase <p have been already defined for the calculation of the
exact rt^-order solution (section 3.2.2)

Aei<s> = z2~\=e";e'icoT - 1 and y4 =

The real part of the exponent f^ gives the exponential growth of the multibunch BBU,
excited by a single deflecting mode
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(2akf12 -kg = (2akf'2 -kT/Tf (29)

The asymptotic form of the integral (28) is finally

e ^ { 2 a k ) m (.2ak)l/2

The function exhibits rapid oscillations in time with a slower varying amplitude. Since
we are especially interested in the beam envelope, which we want to be small, we express the
result in terms of the amplitude only. But upon evaluating the expression (27) by the steepest
descent method, we omitted the contribution of the pole 2=1 . Applying the residue theorem,
we find this is nothing else but the steady-state solution already calculated previously. The
beam envelope, centered around the steady-state displacement is finally

l/2
)

x0

X-
*/2 / , \l/2 01(2eg)m{coshg-cosa>Tf

The cumulative beam breakup is essentially described by the exponent (2ak) , which
gives the growth rate of the beam displacement and is directly connected with the BBU
strength parameter a. Since this parameter is larger for the constant beta lattice than for the
energy-dependent beta lattice, a larger displacement is expected when the focusing strength is
progressively relaxed.

We find again the decay term e ' f, which will make the solution converge towards
the steady-state.

We find also again the resonant behaviour when the mode frequency is close to a
multiple of the bunch frequency, caused by the function (cosh g — cos COT) at the denominator.

Figure 27 shows the normalized displacements of the bunches at the exit of the
500 GeV linac with the same parameter list as Fig. 24. The circles are the results of tracking
and the solid line reproduces the asymptotic behaviour of the beam envelope as given by the
formula (30). The BBU strength parameter is large (a = 2.7), but the structure is heavily
damped (Q = 100), the agreement with the simulation is very good even at the beginning of
the pulse.

Figure 28 shows the same plot, except that the BBU strength parameter has been
doubled (bunch population of 2 1010 instead of 1010). The steady-state has been delayed
while the maximum amplitude of the envelope has been amplified by a factor 500.

Figure 29 shows another plot of the simulation and of the asymptotic formula for
a = 2.1, but the structure is not damped (Q = 104). The beam envelope is growing still more,
but the maximum and hence the steady-state have not been reached, because the bunch train
was assumed to be short (80 ns).

The parameters of the fictitious linear collider and of the single deflecting mode used
for the last figure are listed in Table 2 and will be used from now on.
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Table 2
Parameter set of a fictitious linear collider

Injection energy
Gradient
rf frequency
Phase adv./cell
Constant beta

lOGeV
100 MV/m
10 GHz
90°
10 m

bunch population
bunch rep rate
Mode frequency
rJQ
Q

2 109

0.625 GHz
15.175 GHz
4.5 105 Q/m2

104

15.00

10.00 -

S 5.00 -

0.00

1 -5.00 -

-10.00 -

-15.00
0.00 20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00

buncb index

Fig. 27 Asymptotic solution of the bunch displacement (a = 2.7, Q = 100)
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For a small emittance growth caused by the multibunch beam breakup, the maximum
bunch displacement has to be small compared to the beam size. With a design normalized
emittance ye = 10"6, the injection error must be lower than 1 nanometer if the structures are
not damped.

3.3 The detuning technique

In any case, the BBU driven either by a coherent oscillation or by the misalignment of
structures, will lead to a rapid growth of the transverse oscillations of the bunches as they
proceed through many accelerating sections. A strong damping is needed to retain the
multibunch beam emittance. We have, however, considered so far only a single dipole mode,
which oscillates always at the same frequency. If we now introduce a spread in the resonance
frequency, the deflecting mode will no longer be excited coherently by the bunched beam.
This efficient cure, known as the detuning technique, is contemplated in most designs of
future linear colliders because of its simplicity. The costly and somewhat cumbersome
waveguide couplers could then be spared. There are two variants of this technique.

1) The frequencies of the dominant modes change from section to section over the whole
length of the linac, Ref. [12]. After a bunch has traversed the structures, the resonant
wakefields, of different frequency in every section, start to phase-shift. Minimum blow up is
obtained when the phases are completely distributed when the next bunch arrives.

2) The detuning takes place inside the structure from cell to cell ("detuned structure") so
that the average deflection over the structure effectively damps due to the decoherence of the
various cell wakefields. It has been shown [21] that a Gaussian distribution of the cell
frequencies, which provides a rapid drop in the wakefield for a given total frequency spread,
would be optimal. The physical dimensions of successive cells are varied, such that the
synchronous modes of the dominant passbands follow the Gaussian distribution, while
keeping the accelerating mode constant. Since the variation from cell to cell is very small and
the number of cells in a structure is very large, field calculations with computer cavity codes
are difficult, and most of the calculations on such detuned structures have been carried out by
using equivalent-circuit models, including or not including the cell-to-cell coupling and the
mixing of two adjacent modes [21].

In addition, to enlarge the recoherence time, due to the finite number of frequencies in
the distribution, in case of a long bunch train, both variants can be combined by interleaving
several detuned structures with slightly different mean frequencies, Ref. [22]. Figure 30
reproduces by courtesy of the authors of Ref. [22] the envelope of the dipole wakefield
averaged on a single detuned X-band structure (upper curve), and on four structures with
interleaved frequency distributions.

We want to evaluate the effect of a the spread in resonance frequencies on the
cumulative BBU process. For that purpose, we assume the BBU effect is small over a
sufficiently large number of cavities in case of a detuning from section to section. The beam
encounters therefore many distributed frequencies over a distance, where the BBU
displacement can be neglected. In case of a detuning from cell to cell of the same structure,
this assumption amounts to neglecting the recoherence of the wakefields after approximately
a time T = 1/5V , where 8v is the mode frequency separation in the distribution. For a
distribution of deflecting mode frequencies, the dipole wake function now depends on the
distance s.
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Fig. 30 Envelope of the single-particle wake function W(z) (a) for single structure type, (b)
for four structure types with interleaved frequency distributions (reproduced by courtesy of
the authors of Ref. [22])

We approximate the driving force induced by the train of bunches by averaging the
dipole wake over a distance As. This distance is chosen small enough that the bunch
displacement is approximately constant, but is large enough that the mode frequency takes all
possible values. The expected value of the wake function between s and s + As depends in
that way only on the probability density of the mode frequencies

1 rs+As J
After substitution of the resonant dipole wake function, we obtain

= \+Zd(0 e-axl2Q sin co x p{c0)

We consider a narrow probability density peaked around the mean frequency coQ. After
a change of variable, the wake function can be written
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= e l_ya) sin[(o> + ©0)T]

Since the probability density is an even function around G)o

We find that the new wake function is the product of the original wake and the inverse
Fourier transform of the probability density, after having been centered about zero.

We expect, therefore, a strong dependence of both steady-state and transient regimes on
the actual probability density function. We will consider two particular probability densities
of mode frequencies; the Lorentzian distribution, because this distribution leads to very
simple results and the Gaussian distribution because this is the natural distribution given by
the fabrication tolerances and because it provides the stronger roll off of the wake.

The Lorentzian distribution of mean frequency C0Q and half width at half maximum Act)
has the form

1 Aft)

n{(D-coo) +AG)

The inverse Fourier transform is rather simple in this case

and the expected wake is identical to the original wake but with a shorter decay time

( i A

-Q)Z\ + -
— e

The effect of a spread in deflecting mode frequencies with a Lorentzian distribution is
to broaden the real bandwidth of the cavity mode by the width of the distribution. We can
then substitute directly an effective Q in the previous results obtained without frequency
spread.

1 _ j _ 2A0)

Qeff 0)'o

In particular, assuming an infinite real Q, the exponential growth of the bunch
displacement, given by the expression (29), has the reduced exponent

T = {2ak)m - kTjTf = {2akfl2-kAcoT

The blow up is totally suppressed if the excited wakefield has vanished before the next
bunch arrives. The bunches do not "talk" to each other if the decay time, of the deflecting
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mode is smaller than the bunch spacing. If we neglect the real Q of the mode, the required
frequency spread for the suppression of BBU is

IQadd <T => Aco>l/T (32)

For a Gaussian distribution of the spread in the mode frequencies, the result is not as
simple as for the Lorentzian distribution and the calculation is more tedious. The inverse
Fourier transform of the Gaussian distribution with mean frequency co0 and standard
deviation om

-(co-co0)
2

p^=-^me

is also of Gaussian type

1 _2 _2
-T Or,-, T

The expected value of the dipole wake is then

1 ,
\wi(r)) =

The result being not so simple as for the Lorentzian distribution, we have to repeat the
procedure developed for the case of a single deflecting mode with a constant resonance
frequency, except that the wake function has to be replaced by the expected wake in the
presence of frequency spread. In particular, we learned that the asymptotic behaviour of the
solution is entirely determined by the behaviour of the integrand (27) of the complex integral
representation in the vicinity of the dominant saddle point.

We have then to know the Z-transform of the modified wake function only near the
dominant saddle point Z2- It can be shown (Appendix 4) that this Z-transform can finally be
written

1 werf(iM) with the variable u = - -
Z2

2 rz _„2 a _uzwhere the function werf is related to the complex error function erf (z) = -7= e du•v» J°

werf (iz) = e*Z erfc(z) = e'2 (1 - erf (z))

The exponent of the integral representation is given by

= k Ln(z)-ia(wMz)) = k Ln{z) + - pr werf (iu) (33)
2 <T(Ui-v2
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where we replaced the original wake function by the wake function modified by the presence
of frequency spread. The dominant saddle point, which is found by solving df/dz = 0, is

zs = (1 + caT^j2u)z2, where u is the root of the transcendental equation

nu werf (i H) = 1 - — ( o ^ r ) (34)

We do not get the solution in a close form this time because there is no explicit
expression for the saddle point. For large values of the variable u, however, we can keep only
the first term of the asymptotic expansion of the werf function. The saddle point is then given
by

i+r.s.r

jaw 2 M 2 - I ^ o v j

We find again the same value calculated without frequency spread

The growth rate, which is the real part of (33) is then

r~>i \3/2

The first two terms represent the solution without frequency spread while the last term
due to the frequency spread points out a fast decay to the steady-state. Unfortunately, this
approximated expression of the growth rate, also obtained in Ref. [23] by using another
formalism, gives too optimistic results and cannot generally be used, because it is only valid
for small values of the frequency spread.

M » l => ( C T £ U T ) 2 « — (35)

Figures 31, 32 and 33 show the results of simulation for respectively a weak
(o a T = 5 %), moderate {(JaT = 10 %) and strong (o a T = 15 %) spread in frequency with a
Gaussian distribution. Since the effect of the density probability depends on its repartition
along the linac, the results of tracking will show statistical fluctuations, depending on the seed
of the random generator. The dotted lines are again the exponential growths without any
frequency spread. The symbols "+" are the tracking results of 20 different machines,
corresponding to 20 different seeds and the solid circles are the average values of the 20
simulations. The solid lines are the asymptotic solutions (calculated with the exact saddle
points without approximation), in agreement with the simulations. In the last case, the BBU
has been almost totally suppressed.

3.4 Effect of misalignment of sections

We consider now the misalignment of the structures as starting condition for the
multibunch transverse instability. The beam is injected at i = 0 on-axis while the cavities are
displaced d^ from the beam centerline. The general equation of motion (1) now has the
driving force
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bunch index

Fig. 31 Norm, bunch displacements with a weak frequency spread (q/-= 5 MHz)

Fig. 32 Norm, bunch displacements with a moderate frequency spread (oy = 10 MHz)

-0.2
40 60 80 J 100

bunch index

Fig. 33 Norm, bunch displacements with a strong frequency spread (<Jf= 15 MHz)

F±{T.s)
k=0

where (T) is the usual Heaviside step function.
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We repeat the procedure previously developed for the case of a coherent betatron
oscillation (section 3.2). The details of the calculations are given in Appendix 5. The four
steps of the procedure are summarized below.

1) Take the Z-transform of the equation of motion

1 d \ d ~

with

2) Use the perturbation method to solve the equation

The complete solution, in the Z-domain, is the infinite sum of the different orders

*(z.s) =-zrJr<orJQ \JP(sAS!) ,.. .. d-.U H(z) (36)

where dj is the misalignment of the structure with index j
Ls is the length of one structure
P(s.) has to be evaluated at the center of the structure j located at Sj

with the z-dependent function

(z) — -L(z) 1 \J' J

3) Take the inverse Z-transform

Coming back to the time domain, the displacement of bunch with index k is found from
the complete solution (36) by taking the inverse Z-transform, with the complex integral
representation

1

We substitute the expression (36)

with
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4) Apply the method of "steepest descent"

The asymptotic solution can be generated by the method of "steepest descent". We
notice that the z-dependent function (37) has the same form as the one (24), already worked
out for the injection error, with some minor differences. The function has to be multiplied by

™Uz)> anc* the BBU strength parameter a^ has to be replaced by Q(^5.) , which depends on

the location of the structure; (written as a^.s-) = a(j) ^or simplicity). We can therefore take

the injection error results, taking into account these minor changes.

3.4.1 Transient regime: the asymptotic solution without frequency spread

We first assume a single deflecting mode with a constant resonance frequency.

The dominant saddle point is obviously the same zs =
a/2'

z2, but a is now
\2k)

function of the location of the misaligned structures. The inverse Z-transform is obtained by
taking the injection error result (section 3.2.3) and multiplying it by the wake function at the
saddle point

f

if 2k

-kc (2ak)
diZ J{z)

m

^(2ef
After having reintroduced the contribution of the pole 2 = 1 , which is just the steady-

state, and taking the real part, the displacement of the bunch k is finally

y v _ <°r±/Q Q b e i f

(2a. A)112

aU)k)

with the angle

Assuming no correlation between the alignment errors, the variance of the bunch
displacements around the steady-state is then
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£ 0 / e J 2eg (cosh g-cos COT)

a, n = UhBm.cor./QLn-^- for a constant beta lattice
{J) 2G/e yiSj)

(dj is the rms value of the alignment error.

Since the quantity a^ takes its larger value at the beginning of the linac, the sum over
the misaligned structures shows that the errors near the injection point will have much
stronger effects than the errors near the linac exit. This is not true for the energy-dependant
beta lattice, when the beta function is progressively relaxed with the distance, most of the
misaligned structures, from the beginning to nearly the end of the linac, will contribute to the
dilution. For a large number of sections, we can approximate the sum by an integral. For a
constant /3 lattice, we find

2(2a
0 ) £0/e Uj

k{jY(Sj) (2a{j)kj/2 Qb

where a = a(j) is the BBU strength parameter, independant of the index;

We normalize the displacement squared of the bunches by taking out the final beta and
Lorentz factor values, such that this quantity has the dimension of an emittance

The expected value of this "bunch emittance" is finally

-2*7777 2(2ak)V2 .
e 1 J e - 1

<Z0/e 2^(coshg-cosa,r) 2k
2\

/

We notice the same exponential growth of the bunch displacement squared as for the injection
offset. If we compare the effects due to the structure misalignment and the effects due to the
injection error, we find

align error

£„
inject error

Qb<orjQG/e I
vl/2"

2<E0/e\pmLnY{s)/y0 <?
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The factor in square brackets is generally larger than 1 and of the order of a few tens for
typical linear collider designs. For the same blow up, the cavity alignment tolerance will be
therefore more stringent than the injection offset tolerance.

Figure 34 gives the "bunch emittance" at the end of the machine with the parameter list
of Table 2 with a Gaussian distribution of the alignment errors of unit standard deviation.
Since the individual effect depends on the location of the cavity, the numerical result depends
on the repartition of the random numbers along the linac. The symbols "+" are the tracking
results of 20 different machines, corresponding to 20 different seeds of the random generator,
and the circles are the average value of the 20 simulations. The solid line is the plot of the
analytical formula (38), in agreement with the simulations. Figure 35 is the same plot but
with more heavily damped cavities (Q = 500 instead of 104). The bunch displacement stops
growing before the pulse end.

Fig. 34 Bunch emittance for Q = 104

Fig. 35 Bunch emittance for Q = 500

3.4.2 Transient regime: the asymptotic solution with frequency spread

We introduce now some spread in the resonance frequencies. If the probability density
is the Lorentzian distribution, we learned that the real bandwidth of the cavity mode is
broadened by the width of the distribution. We can substitute directly the effective Q in the
expression (38) obtained without frequency spread. If the probability density is the Gaussian
distribution, the result is not so simple. The sequence of the bunch displacements is given by
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with (K1'S)

Since the BBU parameter a^s.^ = a^^ , relative to the structure j , depends on its

location and varies from a^ for the structure located at the beginning to zero for the structure
located to the end, the condition (35)

cannot be satisfied all along the linac. The asymptotic behaviour must then be evaluated with
the exact saddle points, roots of the equation (34).

Figure 36 gives the results of simulation and the asymptotic solution for a strong
frequency spread (a0)T = 15 % ). Two Gaussian distributions, one for the misalignment of
structures and one for the deflecting mode frequencies, are generated. We observe therefore
statistical fluctuations and several trackings have to be performed with different seeds of the
random generator. The symbols "+" give the growth of the subsequent "bunch emittances" at
the exit of the linac for 20 different machines. The circles are the average of these 20
simulations, while the solid line is the asymptotic solution of the formula (38), in agreement
with the simulations. If we compare with the results obtained without any frequency spread
(Fig. 34), we note that the long-range wakefield effects have been practically suppressed.

Fig. 36 Bunch emittance for Q = 104 with a strong frequency spread (Gf= 15 MHz)

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

After a brief examination of the longitudinal wakefield effects, we have studied the
effects of the transverse wakefields on the emittance growth of an intense bunch and on a
train of bunches in a linear accelerator. We have looked especially at the beam instabilities
caused by coherent betatron oscillations and by misalignments of the acceleration sections.
The famous two-particle model was reviewed first because it permits a good understanding
of the single-bunch beam breakup phenomenon, both in the smooth approximation and for
real AG focusing. The stabilization of the beam through BNS damping against changes in
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injection conditions into the Iinac has been demonstrated for the two-panicle model and for a
real bunch charge distribution. A more rigorous method, using a Laplace transform and the
WKB approximation, gave the asymptotic expression of the bunch shape for cases with
strong wakefields. The multibunch beam breakup, for which no simplified model is
available, was treated by means of a discrete Laplace transform, the Z-transform, and a
perturbation method. For the case of isolated deflecting modes, the exact solution was
derived from the n^-order solution, while the asymptotic solution was calculated by the
method of "steepest descent", giving the exponential growth factor. In any case, it appeared
that the cumulative beam breakup, driven either by a coherent oscillation or by the
misalignment of structures, leads to a rapid growth of the transverse oscillations of the
bunches as they proceed through many accelerating sections. Finally, methods for
suppressing the dramatic multibunch emittance growth were reviewed in details: damping
the resonant transverse modes; tuning the frequency of the dominant dipole mode so that the
bunches are located near wake zero-crossings; and last but not least, introducing a distribution
of mode frequencies.

A complete list of references would have been longer than this entire lecture and I
apologize, in advance, for having omitted many contributions on these subjects. The
interested reader who requires details on any of the topics discussed here, should pursue the
study, beginning for example with the splendid thesis from T.O. Raubenheimer given in the
bibliography.
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APPENDIX 1

POINT-LIKE WAKE POTENTIALS DEFINITIONS

Consider an ultra-relativistic particle of charge Qb travelling through an accelerating
structure of length L. The longitudinal wake per unit length is defined as the total voltage lost
by a test particle following at distance s, divided by the structure length and the charge Qb

with the usual units of V/pC/m.

Similarly, the dipole wake is defined as the transverse momentum kick imparted to a
test charge by a driving particle travelling with an offset x. It is a common usage to multiply
by the normalization factor c/(q x Qb L), c being the light speed, q and Qb the charges of the
test and exciting particles, L the structure length and x the offset of the driving charge

= —J— \L dz \E, + (v x B), ]
xQbL Jo L L /J-Jf=(LW QL^^s> QL J L L / J J ( z + 5 ) / c

with the usual units of V/pC/m2.

We note in particular that the transverse wake is divided by x, in order to be
independent of the offset of the driving charge.
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APPENDIX 2

BETA VALUE AT THE FODO CELL CENTER

For a FODO lattice, the average ft and the j8 value at the center of a half cell are given
by

1 ( sin//
l 4si

' m,

where {5F and fiD are the beta functions at the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles,
Lc is the cell length,
/i is the phase advance of the cell

yrm is the phase advance at the center and is given by

sinu
t a n ^ =
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APPENDIX 3

INVERSE Z-TRANSFORM OF THE EXACT SOLUTION
(MULTIBUNCH INSTABILITY)

To evaluate the inverse Z-transform of the n^ solution, we choose the partial-fraction
expansion procedure.

The z-dependent part of the n^ order solution is

Gn(z) = w" w — = (e"? sin COTT ~ —
n\z) -MZJ _ i V / / \^/ \n _ i

z i V--z\) V--Z1) z l

We make a partial-fraction expansion of // ( z ) = zn Gn(Z).

Since zi and zi are multiple poles, it will be of the form

* -r-i—y'« f-J-f' + fl f-i-f
(Z) /

z _ 1 Z-fW"-P Z - Z l
 P 2 - Z o

Knowing the inverse Z-transform of the elementary function

\P 7"1

z-a

n\
where C ^ = '• is the binomial coefficient

m\(n-m)\
The inverse Z-transform is then

0

Finally, using the right-shifting theorem of the Z-transform

G -z~n~ Z~l )

we obtain for the inverse Z-transform

M - l

p=0

substituting the values of z\ and Z2

V rt-P-1 \a>1-P
P=Q " P V z\
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We note that for k < n, the solution is vanishing. The n^ order solution affects only the
bunches of index larger than n. The first term represents the steady-state and the sum
represents the transient displacements, which then decay with the decay time of the resonant
mode. The most difficult aspect of the inversion procedure is the evaluation of the
coefficients in the expansion.

For the simple pole
z - 1

For the multiple poles an__= ——Dp

z[p\

z-z2

z — z

where the operator is defined by D = z —
dz

Since the poles of the wake function z\ and Z2 are complex-conjugate, the coefficients
of the expansion are also complex-conjugate. After some algebra, we find

1

<i

ZX-Z2

Hn-p

The solution of order n is finally

crw
/=0

p

c;•n+l-U z l

1=0 Z2-zlJlz2-l

p=0 I 'I J

which is identical to the expression of section 3.2.2 after substitution of the values of z\ and
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APPENDIX 4

Z-TRANSFORM OF THE MODIFIED WAKE FUNCTION (MULTIBUNCH
INSTABILITY)

The modified wake function in the presence of frequency spread is

= e~ sin 0) T e 2= e~ i 2 m

After expanding the exponential function and knowing the Z-transform of the
elementary function

T2n —^-4 T2nD2n(J-] with the operator D = z—
U-iJ dz

we find the Z-transform of the averaged transverse wake function

where z\ and zi are the poles of the original wake, already defined z12 = c *= e±lOiT

and A{n)=(-l)n1.3...(2n + l)

We check that this expression of the wake for n = 0 is identical to the expression (17)
when there is no frequency spread. In the vicinity of the dominant sadle point, the previous
expression takes the form

where we recognize the asymptotic expansion of the werf function

n=\ [2U2J

where the function werf is related to the complex error function erf (z) = —f= \ e~u du

werf(iz) = ez erfc(z) = ez (l-erf(z))

In the vicinity of the dominant saddle point, the modified wake function can finally be
written

"~ s 1 Z - Z0

i) with u = —
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APPENDIX 5

EFFECT OF STRUCTURE MISALIGNMENTS (MULTIBUNCH INSTABILITY)

Similarly to the case of an injection error, we use the perturbation method to solve this
equation of motion. The solution is expanded into a series of the driving wakefield force

w i t h P'U2.S)
n=0 n=0

The solution of order n is again given by the integral of the product of the Green's
function of the focusing system and the wakefield force excited by the solution of preceding
order

(2,s) " jo

but the wakefield force, given by the expression (34), now contains the position error of the
structure. The O^-order solution is the vanishing solution because the beam is assumed to be
injected on-axis, without error. This trivial solution describes the motion of the front bunch,
which remains on-axis from the beginning to the end of the linac.

Since the preceding solution was identically zero, the driving wakefield force of the 1st
order solution contains only the position error of the structures

so that the first order-displacement is simply the result of the kicks generated by the randomly
displaced cavities, without resonant excitation, conversely to the case of a driving coherent
oscillation.

yd) -_

The integral in the previous equation can be replaced for simplicity by a sum over all
the structures forming the linac and located before s

where dj is the misalignment of the structure with index;

Ls is the length of one structure

j3(j.) has to be evaluated at the center of the structure; located at Sj
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In order to get the form of the general ."olution of the mulribunch BBU excited by the
misalignment of structures, we must go to the second-order solution. Substituting the
previous lst-order expression, the Z-transform of the 2nd-order solution is

We use the trogonometric identity

and we make the same assumption as for the error injection case, e.g. many betatron
oscillations so that the rapidly oscillating terms, which average to zero, can be dropped

where the BBU strength parameters O(StS.) are now starting at the locations of the displaced
structures

for the constant beta lattice

for the V£ beta scaling

We can imagine, by pursuing the same procedure to higher orders, that the order («+l)
will be given by

-(n+l) _
n+Uz)

where the real part is understood with the z-dependent function Gn+1(z) = H>X|Z)—r

The complete solution, which is the infinite sum of the different orders, is found again
as the response of a sytem of exponential-like transfer function to a step function

with the z-dependent function ss.
.
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HIGH LUMINOSITY

J. Le Duff
Laboratoire de l'Accelerateur Lineaire, Orsay, France

Abstract
The new generation of colliders are required to have high luminosity.
Among these colliders are medium energy electron-positron storage
rings, called "factories", for which high luminosity is not only useful
but absolutely necessary since the energy range has already been
covered by existing machines. In their case the designers are aiming
at higher luminosities by a factor 10 to 100. After discussing the
main luminosity limitations, and the possible ways of increasing
these limits, the different factories under consideration, design or
construction will be reviewed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Although very high energy accelerators, such as LHC and linear electron-positron
colliders, must as well have high luminosities, the present review will be limited to low
and medium-energy circular e+e~ colliders, named "factories".

Factories will operate at CM. energies already covered by existing storage rings,
but with expected luminosities two orders of magnitude higher, in order to produce better
statistics to refine the physical properties of known particles. Actually there are three
classes of factories under consideration, design or construction. The "PHI" factories have
a CM. energy of 1 GeV and require a luminosity of 1032cm~2s"1, while "Tau-Charm" and
"Beauty" factories will have CM. energies of respectively 4 and 10 GeV and luminosities
of 1033 to lO^cm-V 1 .

It turns out that increasing the luminosity requires the storing of high circulating
currents. Since the beam-beam effect limits the amount of stored particles in a single
bunch it is then necessary to increase the number of bunches. Hence, to avoid parasitic
crossings there is a real advantage in storing the two beams in separate rings with common
straight sections wherever necessary for collisions (detector locations).

However, some PHI factory projects, not yet under construction, escape from this
rule and remain based on a single ring, with a single bunch per beam. But, in order to
increase the collision rate they minimize the circumference (compact ring), for instance
by using high field superconducting dipoles.

2 THE LUMINOSITY AND ITS LIMITATIONS

In circular colliders beams generally consist of equally spaced bunches. When two
bunches, having the same dimensions, collide head-on the particles interact and produce
physical processes such as scattering, annihilation.

The rate of events for a given process is:

k f L a m
dt " Jr S T [ j
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with
Ng" = number of particles per bunch for each beam
k = number of bunches in each beam
fr = revolution frequency
S = 47rcr*o-* (Gaussian shapes with r.m.s. a)
crT = total cross section of physical process.

It is usual to write:

n = <TTL (2)

where

L = kfrp$- (3,
47ra*a'

is called the LUMINOSITY which only depends on the machine parameters.
Past experience has proven that the ultimate limitation of e+e~ colliders is the

beam-beam interaction, and that this limit could be described as a constant maximum
value, for all machines, of a parameter £ called the space-charge parameter and which is
connected to the amplitude of the space-charge force that one bunch feels from the other
during the collision. This parameter, whose maximum value £max is of the order of 0.04 ±
0.01, is expressed for both transverse planes of motion as follows:

U " - 2* 7 (^ + a;

having assumed Gaussian transverse beam shapes with r.m.s. beam sizes a* at the inter-
action point. Ni, is the number of particles in each bunch, 7 the normalized beam energy,
re the classical electron radius and ft* the betatron envelope function at the crossing
point which characterizes the sensitivity of the particle motion to the defect caused by
the space-charge force.

The limit on the number of particles per bunch Nbmax is reached when £ reaches
(mai in one plane or another. On most of the existing machines which operate with flat
beams (a^ <C cr*) the limit is first reached in the vertical plane. By properly adjusting the
bunch aspect ratio r = cr*/cr* it is possible to reach the limit in both planes at the same
time; in this case cr*/<r* = /3y//3* (optimum coupling) and corresponds to an optimum
luminosity.

As we have seen the beam-beam limit corresponds to a maximum value for the
number of particles per bunch, Nbmax- Hence using additional bunches will increase the
luminosity. If k is the number of bunches per beam and fr the revolution frequency, the
total circulating beam current is:

I = kfr e Nbmax (5)

where e is the electron charge and kfT the collision frequency.

The luminosity, which is the essential machine parameter for physics experiments,
can be expressed in a very general form as follows [1]:

£[cm-2s-'] - 2- 1 7 1(?3'' 7rAi^[GeV]1 ~M~i + '^ri^T f ^6)
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The formula remains valid for asymmetric rings provided the terms in the bracket
are made the same for the two rings and the beam sizes overlap perfectly at the crossing
point. Then the constant product IE can be taken from one ring or another and obviously
the higher energy ring will handle less current. For optimum luminosity the fXjJ/ values
will be taken as £max-

From the previous formulae it is seen that the main parameters for optimizing the
luminosity are the j3" values and the total circulating current. The first one should be
small and the second one high. The total circulating current itself depends on the number
of bunches per beam as well as on the maximum number of particles per bunch; the latter
depends on the emittances ex,y since: a* = (/3'e)1/2.

Note that from the previous set of formulae one can also extract a practical formula
for the maximum number of particles per bunch, in the case of optimum coupling
(r = *;/*; = 0;//3; = ey/exy.

Nbmax = 4.36 101 6£ [ G e V ](<r- + a'y)[cm]UaX I ̂  I (7)

How to play with all these parameters is sometimes a matter of feeling but also and
essentially a matter of technical and technological limitations.

If for example the j3" are made small and equal in the two transverse planes it is seen
from (6) that for the same total current the luminosity can be doubled. This supposes that
the emittances are also made equal in both planes which leads to round colliding beams.
Recent simulation studies [2] have predicted that higher values for £max could be obtained
in that case, hence higher luminosity. Though it has never been proven experimentally on
existing machines, designers at Novosibirsk have included this fact in their PHI factory
project.

The parametrization of the maximum luminosity appearing in the above formulae
enable us to define the ingredients for high luminosities:

• Very low (3" optics in the insertion

• Increase of the number of particles per bunch following an increase in emittance

• Increase in total circulating current by having more bunches per beam, but avoiding
parasitic crossings.

All these desirable design requirements however lead to design difficulties and tech-
nical challenges.

3 MAIN DESIGN APPROACHES
3.1 Low (3* insertion

The aim is to produce very low f3 values at the crossing points, at least in one plane.
A value as low as 1 cm is envisaged in most projects, since it is technically achievable.

In a straight section, starting from a symmetry point, the /3's variation is quadratic:

P(s) = P* + jM (8)
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where s is the azimuthal coordinate.

Hence the first quadrupole set, either a doublet or a triplet, needs to be sufficiently
close to the collision point to keep the maximum /? value low enough.

Following specific user's requirements, the minimum distance of the first quadrupole
from the collision point should be of the order of 1 meter which brings the maximum 0
value to the order of 100 meters in the case of a flat beam (/?* = 1 cm), and 400 meters
in the case of a round beam (/?* = /3* = 1 cm) as seen for example on Fig. 1 where the
free space is 0.8 meter.

For the flat beam case such a low /?* insertion design ends with reasonable natural
chromaticities, eventually allowing for two insertion regions.

For the round beam case the chromaticities become quite high and are difficult to
compensate with sextupole arrangements that could provide good dynamic acceptance.
With a single mini-/? insertion the operation of the machine is already a problem. Increas-
ing both /?* would "-irtainly facilitate machine operation but at the same time considerably
reduce the advantage of the round beam scheme. Notice also that the triplet is necessary
in the case of a round beam and corresponding quadrupole lengths have to be reduced to
limit /3max ; this leads to much higher quadrupole gradients which give no other choice
than the use of superconducting magnets.

The increase in luminosity coming from a low j3* value is only valid provided the
bunch length is small enough that all collisions benefit from this low value. In other words
the /? value should not change too much over the collision length. This requirement is
generally expressed as:

cr, < /T (9)

where az is the r.m.s bunch length for each colliding bunch.

With standard RF system frequencies (350 to 500 MHz) the required accelerating
voltage, to bring the r.m.s bunch length down to 1 cm, becomes relatively high. In addition
high luminosities need high bunch currents which lead to large linear bunch densities and
necessitate particular technological efforts to lower the ring impedances to avoid any types
of instability.

Among other reasons to limit the decrease of /?*, is the necessity to avoid too much
background from synchrotron radiation generated by the strong insertion quadrupoles.

3.2 Transverse emittance

As we saw above, the maximum luminosity, limited by the beam-beam effect, can be
increased by increasing the transverse emittance which in turn leads to a larger number
of particles per bunch.

In an electron (or positron) machine the emittance, hence the transverse beam sizes,
is the result of an equilibrium between the damping effect and the quantum fluctuations
effect which are both generated by the synchrotron radiation. Consequently the bending
magnets in the arcs are mostly responsible for the horizontal emittance ex while vertical
bending (generally weak) together with transverse betatron coupling are responsible for
the vertical emittance ey. In most practical cases ex ^> ey, unless the machine is operated
on a coupling resonance.

Since high emittances are desirable, arcs made of FODO cells (Fig. 2-a) are suitable,
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Figure 1: Low /?* insertion optics
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and well developed on existing machines. The natural horizontal emittance ex (neglecting
betatron coupling) in that case is given by:

eXlmr, ~ 3.8 1 0 - * y < J ^ > m a g n (10)

where px is the bending magnet radius in the horizontal arcs and < Hx >magn is the
average, taken in the arc bending magnets, of an optical function which can be approx-
imated with a trigonometric function of the phase advance per FODO cell, 2rp, and the
bending angle 6 [3]. Fig. 2-b corresponds to a tabulation of this function with respect to
2V> and for different values of 8, made in the case of a 2 GeV beam. It is observed that
small phase advances per cell and large bending angles (small number of cells) favours
large emittances. Since in most cases the phase advance per cell is chosen to simplify the
chromaticities correction, the remaining parameter, in a single machine, for adjusting the
emittance is the number of elementary cells in the arcs.

However increasing the luminosity by increasing the emittance has its own limitation
due to the corresponding increase in the bunch current. As a matter of fact:

• higher circulating current leads to higher beam power loss, due to synchrotron radi-
ation, which is dissipated in the vacum chamber walls with a limit on the tolerable
amount per unit length. Beyond this limit it is necessary to increase the bending
magnet radius which in turn increases the circumference

• higher peak current leads to single-bunch lengthening, as well as fast transverse
instabilities, due to the broad-band impedance of the vacuum pipe (including the
RF cavities)

• higher average current leads to multibunch instabilities due to narrow-band impe-
dances of the surroundings (essentially RF cavities).

Finally a compromise is necessary between peak and average current which leads to
a reasonable choice of the number of circulating bunches in each beam.

However before entering the next section, we should mention that today's sophisti-
cated machines make use of wiggler magnets to control the emittances by fine ajustment
of the synchrotron radiation power. Depending on their design and locations around the
ring circumference, they can either enhance the damping of the particle motions or change
the partition numbers between transverse and longitudinal motions.

3.3 Collision frequency
When the emittance has been choosen, according to the different constraints previ-

ously mentioniied together with the pratical limitation that may come from the size of
the vacurn chamber, the collision frequency A-/r remains the final parameter of interest
for increasing the luminosity.

The maximum number of bunches that can be filled in a storage ring corresponds to
\\\v. harmonic number h — fnpj fr. In principle that can lead to 'lh crossing points equally
spaced along the circumference. However these crossing points which do not have the
righl, low /•} values, to minimize tho bcain-beani effect, air called parasitic crossings since

will have a bad influence on the luminosity. Hence one is left with two possibilities:
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either the unwanted crossings are suppressed by local beam separation (of the order of
±10CT) in one plane or another, or the two beams circulate in two different rings with
common straight, sections for desirable crossings with low /?*.

Beam separation has been successfully used at CESR, Cornell [4] and LEP, CERN [5]
but the total number of bunches per beam still remains quite limited (a few bunches/beam)
for practical reasons related to the separation scheme, here called the "Pretzel scheme"
(Fig. 3).

—<do

Figure 3: Pretzel scheme

Since factories aim at very high luminosities, the most reasonable approach finally
consists of designing a double ring machine with one or perhaps two, common insertions
for localizing the detectors. Only a few projects at low energy (PHI-factories) still use a
single bunch per beam and are designed to be compact in order to increase the collision
frequency either using superconducting magnets or some other novel idea.

3.4 Techniques for multibunch operation

The inverse of the collision frequency, (fc/r)"1, represents the time distance between
bunches. The shorter it is the higher the luminosity, at a given crossing, will be. However
this distance is limited by the rings separation scheme under consideration. There are
essentially three possibilities:

a) Electrostatic separation and head-on collisions

E.S

DETECTOR

2 Li

Figure 4: Head-on collisions with electrostatic beam separation

This scheme is sketched on Fig. 4. On both sides of the detector the electron
and positron beams are separated naturally by means of electrostatic separators (ES) in
two different rings. In practice, since ES can only provide small deflections, they are
followed by independant vertical bends for the two rings, and after a certain distance
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used for optical matching and total ring separation, reverse vertical bends bring the
orbits back into horizontal planes again. Clearly in this scheme the distance 2£,- between
the outputs of the two ES determines the minimum distance between bunches to avoid
parasitic crossings:

kfr < C/2Li (11)

where c is the particle velocity. It is assumed that beam separation at the output of the
ES is large enough (> 10cry).

This scheme is mostly used in Tau-Charm Factory designs [6, 7], for which a total
length 2L{ « 15 m can accommodate the detector (including final focus doublet or triplet)
and the electrostatic separators. Consequently collision rates up to 20 MHz can be aimed
at.

b) Magnetic separation with large crossing angles

If the two beams with opposite charges and opposite velocities cross at an angle they
can be further separated when entering off-center a defocusing quadrupole, symmetrically
with respect to its axis. Such a double ring scheme with vertical crossing angle was used
on the DORIS machine at DESY in Hamburg. This scheme in which the crossing angle
was made in the plane of the beam flatness induced synchro-betatron coupling which led
to enhancement of the non-linear beam-beam effect with a corresponding reduction of the
luminosity.

Today results of numerous theoretical and simulation studies, predict that the sit-
uation would be much better if the large crossing angle is made in the plane where the
beam size is the largest. A rough estimate of the maximum half crossing angle is given
by the formula:

<t>x < a'Jvz (12)

where the right hand side represents the ratio between the horizontal r.m.s beam size
(o~x >̂ <jy) and the r.m.s bunch length. Within this approximation crossing angles up to
± 20 mrd have been proposed and bunch distances as small as 0.6 m can be envisaged.

c) Magnetic separation with head-on collisions in asymmetric rings

Head-on collisions in the case of asymmetric double rings schemes (E+ ^ E~) are
still possible with only magnetic separation. The trick consists of using a small dipole
magnet right after the crossing point which provides deviation angles that depend on the
beam energy (the sign of the bending radius being the same). After a certain distance the
two beams are separated and hence can be further separated by proper location of the low
f3* quadrupoles. This scheme can be applied either in the vertical or the horizontal plane.
It is one of the essential features of B-factories. Detailed design studies have shown that
distances between successive bunches as small as 1.3 m can be achieved in this way.

4 DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
4.1 Luminosity enhancement with beam monochromatization

When two beams collide, each having an r.m.s relative energy spread as, the absolute
r.m.s energy dispersion in the C.M. is:

aw = V2a€E0 (13)

where Eo is the beam energy.
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For the study of narrow resonance processes this is equivalent to a reduction of
the effective luminosity. Beam monochromatization consists of reducing this quantity aw

by creating a non-zero dispersion function D" at the interaction point [8]. with opposite
polarities for the two beams, in one transverse plane or the other. The corresponding
collision scheme is shown on Fig. 5 for the case of a vertical dispersion:

E+AE E-AE

e+

E-AE E+AE

Figure 5: Monochromatization scheme

with the corresponding chromatic orbit displacement:

Ay = D'9e (15)

where e = AE/E is the relative energy deviation of a particle. Hence an electron with
an energy deviation + AE will meet a positron beam with an energy deviation —AE.
To first order, neglecting the vertical betatron beam size ay0, the absolute CM. energy
becomes:

W = 2E + O{e2) (16)

Taking into account the finite vertical betatron beam size it can be shown that the r.m.s.
absolute energy spread in the CM. is expressed as [9]:

aJX (17)

where:
A = D"ya,/rr^ (18)

is called the "gain factor".

Unfortunately, due to the fact that the total vertical beam size is now dominated
by the dispersion effect:

al = {a;}^(D'va,f\'I^D"yac (19)

this "gain factor" for the CM. energy spread, becomes a "loss factor" for the effective
luminosity:

L = Lo/X (20)

where LtJ is the luminosity without monochromatization.

At this stage it is interesting to show that there is an alternative which allows one
to recover the luminosity while keeping the benefit of a reduced CM. energy spread.
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Remembering that:

(21 j

it is clear that the dramatic increase in vertical beam size due to the dispersion at the
crossing point lowers £y while only slightly affecting £x. Consequently the first term in the
bracket is no longer negligible and it is possible to increase its contribution by decreasing
the value of fe. Since it is hard to make both 3" very small, one can just produce a new
optics configuration with 3'y » 3'x by reversing the polarities of the insertion quadruples.
The first term in the bracket has become the leading one and £z can be adjusted to
imax for maximum luminosity, if al is made small enough to follow the reduction of 3l.
The later means that the new configuration needs a small horizontal emittance. as for
instance in synchrotron radiation storage rings. The price to pay with small horizontal
emittances. and still high bunch current, is a reduction of the beam lifetime due to intra-
beam scattering.

4.2 Crab-crossing scheme
It is believed that crossing at an angle reduces the £max- This was experienced

first on the DORIS machine at DESY where the two beams (e+ and e~). coming from
two different rings atop each other, were crossing at an angle. A systematic experiment
was made, much later, on CESR. Cornell to measure the £m3r value as a function of the
crossing angle [10]. The results are shown on Fig. 6.
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Figure (3: ^:r.a- versus crossing angle at CESR

the analysis it seems that the effect of the angle o becomes significant when:

Theoretical work as well as simulations indicate that crossing at an angle made the non-
linear beam-beam effect worse due to coupling between synchrotron t longitudinal"' motion
and betatron (transverse^ motion which increases the density of non-linear resonances in
the tune diagram.
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To overcome this synchro-betatron coupling it has been proposed to rotate the beams
prior to collision such that they will perform head-on collisions in the CM. frame [11,12].
The beam can be tilted conveniently using RF deflecting cavities located symmetrically
with respect to the crossing point (Fig. 7). A large crossing angle therefore makes it pos-

CRAB
CAVITY

CRAB
CAVITY

Figure 7: Crab-crossing scheme

sible to reduce the distance between circulating bunches while storing more bunches to
produce higher luminosities. Notice that if crossing at an angle is made in the plane cor-
responding to the largest transverse beam size, and if the latter is large enough compared
to the bunch length, crab-crossing is not necessary in principle.

5 PLANNED e+e- FACTORIES
5.1 Overview

Many B-factory projects have been worked out throughout the world and most of
them have led to detailed technical proposals. The most advanced ones, considered to be
ready for construction if funding is available, are [13, 14, 15]:

o TRISTAN II at KEK, Tsukuba, Japan

• PEP II at SLAC, Stanford, USA (collaboration SLAC/LBL/LLNL)

• CESR-B at Cornell, Ithaca, USA

All these projects have in common the use of existing sites and existing facilities and
they are well advanced in terms of R&D. Then, comes the B-factory project in Novosibirsk
as a piece of a future large accelerator complex called VEPP 5 that also includes a PHI
factory and corresponding injectors [16].

Other proposals exist, such as the PSI project in Switzerland [17], the B-factory at
CERN in the ISR tunnel [18] and the DESY B-factory [19] but they all seem to have been
withdrawn from the world competition ; hence they will be given no more attention in
the following.

As for Tau-Charm factories, the remaining candidates are:

• The DUBNA project in Russia [20], often presented as a part of a large accelerator
complex that also includes synchrotron radiation, heavy ion and high resolution
neutron source facilities.
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• The European project, by a collaboration of different institutes, set up after the
Spanish project [21] was withdrawn in late 1992.

PHI factories, at a more modest CM. energy, are certainly the most advanced ones
in terms of construction:

• DAFNE [22J at Frascati, Italy, is now half way to completion.

• Novosibirsk project [23] has started civil engineering as well as the construction of
the injector linac.

Other proposals exist such as the UCLA [24] and KEK [25] projects.

5.2 Main characteristics of e+e~ factories

The term factory is synonymous with very high luminosity colliders. It turns out
that increasing the luminosity requires storing of high circulating current. This leads
to a multibunch mode of operation since the bunch current is limited by the beam-
beam interaction itself. However, many bunches in each beam, in a single ring, would in
principle give additional crossing points around the circumference with a negative effect
on the performance, unless electrostatic beam separation is arranged at these unwanted
crossings. Such a scheme has been already successfully used on CESR, at Cornell with a
few bunches in each beam, leading to a world record luminosity (2.5 1032 cm"2 s"1). With
a much larger number of bunches, the scheme becomes complicated and the next obvious
solution consists of two separate rings with a common insertion region for desirable e+e~
collisions.

Finally, all Beauty and Tau-Charm factories under consideration have been designed
with two rings, either with one ring aside or atop the other one, in the same tunnel, with
the same circumference and a single crossing point. The aim of these factories, compared
to the present machines [26], is to gain about two orders of magnitude on the luminosity in
the long term and at least one order of magnitude in the very short term. For B-factories
the reference, as already mentioned, is the present CESR situation with 2.5 1032 cm"2

s"1, while for Tau-Charm factories the reference is the BEPC machine in Beijing with
1031 cm"2 s"1, both machines being single-ring machines and the latter operating in the
single-bunch mode.

Double-ring machines, such as DCI in Orsay with a single bunch and four round
beams colliding head-on for space charge compensation and DORIS in Hamburg with
many flat bunches and a vertical crossing angle, have been built in the past without
reaching their expected performances. However, taking into f-ccount the experience gained
from them and the many single-ring machines operating throughout the world (beam-
beam effect, single-bunch and multibunch effects, beam-gas interaction and intrabeam
scattering) give us confidence that the new factory designs are safe extrapolations of well-
known accelerator techniques and technologies. However, compared to existing machines,
Beauty and Tau-Charm factories do present their own difficulties.

As for B-factories the electron and positron energies are different although the ring
circumferences are the same ; hence B-factories enter into a new class of asymmetric
colliders of which HERA (e-p collider) in Hamburg is the first one [27].
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In the case of Tau-Charm factories, their design includes the option of beam mono-
chromatization at the interaction point, which results in a much lower CM. energy spread
compared to the natural beam energy spread. However in most cases a back-up solution
with a standard mode of operation is considered for practical reasons (better beam life-
time) as well as for safety reasons since a monochromatization scheme has never been
tried experimentally [28, 29].

The design features of PHI factories differ quite a lot from one project to another.
For instance, DAFNE and KEK projects use two rings with a large horizontal crossing
angle and many bunches. The Novosibirsk project uses single bunch per beam and head-
on collisions, in a single compact ring with a very unconventional geometry (two arcs
separated with a single straight section) ; the high luminosity is obtained by having very
small round beam spot sizes and equal mini /?* in both planes. The UCLA project is
also a single ring with single bunch per beam and head-on collisions ; low /?' together
with high collision frequency (compact ring with small circumference) is the key to high
luminosity.

5.3 Beauty factory projects

They are all asymmetric (E~ ^ E+) machines and the high energy ring is the
electron one for the obvious reason of positron production cost.

Table 1
B-factories main parameters

Energy/beam [GeV]
Luminosity [cm"2 s"1]
Circumference [m]
N of bunch/beam
Particules/bunch
Beam current [A]
Crossing angle
Crab crossing
Monochromatization
Beam lifetime [min]

Cx/ey [nmrad]

Qll&l [cm]
D J / D ; [cm]

iRF [MHz]
VRF [MV]
Uo [MeV/turn]
<7(, [mm]

B-factory
Cornell
CESRB

e+ e~

3.5 8
3.0 1033

764
164

1.9 10 u 0.8 1011

2 0.9
YES
YES
NO

-

135/3.75
0.04/0.03
100/1.5

-

500
11.6 32.7
0.7 4.8

10

B-factory
SLAC/LBL/LLNL

PEP II
e+ e"

3.1 9
3.0 1033

2200
1658

5.9 1010 4.1 1010

2.14 1.48
NO
NO
NO
1700

97/3.9 48/1.9
0.03

37.5/1.5 75/3.0
-

476
9.5 18.5
1.2 3.6

10

B-factory
KEK

TRISTAN II
e+ e"

3.5 8
2.0 1033

3018
1006

3.3 1010 1.4 1010

0.52 0.22
YES(small)

NO
NO

-

19/0.19
0.05

100/1
-

508
20 47
0.9 4.1

5

B-factory
Novosibirsk

e+ e~

4 7
1.0 1034

765
182

1.9 1011 1.1 10"
2.1 1.2

NO
NO
YES

-

4/0.92 5.8/0.92
0.017/0.05

40/0.9
-38/0 38/0

500
8.6 15.4
0.6 3.2

7.0

All B-factories have been designed to operate with flat beams (a* < a*, /?* < /?*). A
/?* of the order of 1 to 3 cm is considered to be a safe extrapolation of present achievements,
allowing the first insertion quadrupole to stay at a reasonable minimum distance from
the collision point. It is worth mentioning that an increase of the luminosity follows a
reduction of {3* provided the r.m.s. bunch length az is made such that <TZ < /?* ; this will
have some consequenses on the RF system.
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Table 1 gives the design parameters of the B-factory projects and shows the typical
kinds of flexibility one has in choosing the parameters to achieve the desirable luminosity.

In the case of CESR-B and TRISTAN II, the rings are separated horizontally in the
tunnel and the beams after collision are also separated in the horizontal plane. In the
case of Novosibirsk the beams are separated in the vertical plane after collision and one
ring is atop the other. In the particular case of PEP II, the rings are separated vertically
but the beams after collision are initially separated horizontally ; this scheme has a more
complicated insertion but it does not cause fundamental problems.

The large differences in the machine circumferences are due to designing them to
fit into existing tunnels, apart from the Novosibirsk case which has chosen the minimum
size. Table 1 shows that between the two projects with large circumferences (PEP II and
TRISTAN II) there are still some design differences:

• Due to high confidence in its powerfull injector, PEP II uses more current for a
given luminosity and relaxes on /?* and £ values compared to TRISTAN II. This
fact also explains the difference in the emittances.

• PEP II uses head-on collisions, which is the most conventional scheme, and a bunch
spacing of 1.3 m, while TRISTAN II uses a small crossing angle (± 2.8 mrd) to
enhance beam separation although it has a larger bunch spacing of 3 m and a smaller
horizontal emittance. This partly looks like a different appreciation concerning the
long range beam-beam effect at the first parasitic crossing following the interaction
point. In fact, a crossing angle as small as ± 2.8 mrd is considered to have no
particular effect on the beam-beam limit according to experimental evidence on
CESR. Notice that the TRISTAN II design could come back to head-on collisions
if necessary, but is proposed to be upgraded in the future (phase 2) with a large
crossing angle (± 10-20 mrd) and smaller bunch spacing (0.6 cm) leading to an
increase of the luminosity by a factor 5.

• The two projects benefit from the beam energy asymmetry to initiate the beam
separation after the collision point, using a common magnetic dipole. After passing
this dipole the beams go off-center in the insertion quadrupoles and are deviated
further away. In the case of TRISTAN II all these magnets, located inside the
detector, are superconducting whereas they are permanent magnets in the case of
PEP II. Since the PEP II detector is also warm, there is no need for cryogenic
services in this area in their case.

• TRISTAN II has a smaller /?* value compared to PEP II. This partly explains its
need for stronger focusing through superconducting insertion quadrupoles. It also
explains the requirement of a smaller bunch length which indeed leads to a much
higher RF voltage.

Considering now the two B-factory projects with much smaller circumferences, it is
seen from Table 1 that, apart from their higher number of particles per bunch, they do
show some intrinsic design features which can hardly be considered conventional:

• CESR-B uses a large horizontal crossing angle to separate the beams, which in
principle is the most efficient separation scheme and which can be initiated from
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magnets located outside the detector. In fact due to specific environment and detec-
tor constraints there is apparently no other choice. The drawback of this scheme is
that the beam-beam interaction will induce strong synchro-betatron resonances and
consequently reduce the maximum tolerable value of the space-charge parameter,
{.max- To overcome this bad effect CESR-B proposes to use the "crab scheme". The-
oretical studies are being carried out since no experiment can be made on existing
machines. If successful the same scheme can be adopted to upgrade the luminosity
of TRISTAN II (phase 2).

• The Novosibirsk project uses a monochromatization scheme which implies having a
non-zero dispersion function at the crossing point and small emittances to maintain
high luminosity.

5.4 Tau-Charm factory projects

They are also designed with two rings but are symmetric (E+ = E~). Hence the
magnetic separation is no longer usable with head-on collisions and needs to be replaced
by either electrostatic separation (ES) or a large crossing angle. Up to now the Tau-
Charm factories have been essentially considered with electrostatic beam separation and
head-on collisions since the initial requirement on the luminosity could be fulfilled this
way. More recent pressure from the user community to increase the luminosity by another
factor 3 to 4 would probably lead the designers to consider a crossing angle scheme as a
future upgrade. But since no detailed work has been yet made in this direction it will
be ignored in the following. On the other hand much emphasis has been placed on beam
monochromatization to reduce the CM. energy spread during collision. Some initial fea-
sibility studies preferred this mode of operation while others remained more conventional.
Finally, the Tau-Charm factory projects which today seem to be still in competition,
the Dubna project for the Russian side and the so-called European collaboration (for-
mer Spanish project), have been considering versatile types of design which could switch
from one mode of operation (monochromatization) to the other one (standard) by simple
quadrupole strength settings. Although there is no demand from the potential users, a
scheme with polarized beams has also been worked out [30].

Table 2 summarizes the main parameters of the Dubna and European projects and
does not show any strong differences between them. In fact, this is not very surprising
since strong collaboration exists between designers to converge towards the best approach
that could fulfill the phase 1 performances (1033 cm"2 s"1). The third column in Table 2
is a design example with a monochromatization mode of operation that can be switched
back to a standard one. The difference in the circumferences here is not fundamental
since it can be readjusted ; this in fact reflects that designs are still being worked out and
they are not, as for B-factories, in the stage of detailed engineering proposals.

Much of the design philosophy for Tau-Charm factories follows that of Beauty fac-
tories. This is true for instance for the /?* values, the space-charge parameters and the
short bunch length. However Tau-Charm factories have their own peculiarities which
essentially come from the separation scheme and the monochromatization scheme.
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Table 2
Tau-Charm factories main parameters

Energy/beam at Lmax [GeV]
Luminosity [cm"2 s"1]
Circumference [m]
Bunches/beam
Particules/bunch
Beam current [A]
Crossing angle
Crab crossing
Monochromatization
Beam lifetime [min]

ex/ey [nm rad]

UZy
P'JP'y [cm]

IRF [MHz]
VRF [MV]
Uo [MeV/turn]
db [mm]

Europe

2.0
1.0 1033

360
30

1.5 10 u

0.600
NO
NO
NO
290

400/20
0.04
20/1

500
19

0.14+wigglers
10

Dubna

2.2
1.1 1033

378
30

1.6 1011

0.614
NO
NO
NO
210

482/-
0.035

-/I

476
18
0.2
7.5

Monochrom.

2.0
1.0 1033

322
30

1.3 1011

0.585
NO
NO
YES
120

19/1.2
0.04/0.035

1/15

500
-

0.14

5.5 PHI factory projects

PHI factories cover CM. energies of about 1 GeV with luminosities in the range
1032 to 1033 cm"2 s"1. The reference here is the old VEPP-2M storage ring operating
since 1975 at the Budker Institute in Novosibirsk and which has reached a luminosity as
high as 4.3 1030 cm"2 s"1. So here again two orders of magnitude, at least, are aimed at
with factories.

PHI factories, compared to higher energy factories, show quite a variety of design
approaches as can be seen in Table 3.

The DAFNE project, half way to completion, and the KEK proposal enter in the
class of "almost conventional technology" machines. Their design philosophy is based
on multibunch beams circulating in two separate rings. However, the relatively small
circumference makes it necessary to collide beams at a large angle in order to have many
bunches without parasitic crossings. The choice of a horizontal crossing angle (in the
plane where the beam size is large) is an alternative to escape from the DORIS problems
(beam-beam induced synchro-betatron resonances with vertical crossing angle and flat
beams). Small circumferences together with high collision frequencies lead to quite large,
unusual circulating currents; from Table 3, in the case of DAFNE it can be seen that one
can extract a current of 5.3 A per beam.
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Table 3
PHI-factories main

Number of rings
Number of crossings
Crossing type
Crossing angle [mrad]

Energy/beam at Lmax [MeV]
Luminosity [cm"2 s""1]
Circumference [m]
Bunches/beam
Particles /bunch
Crossing frequency [MHz]

fi'Jfi; [cm]
Coupling factor
o'Jcj'y [mm]

Novosibirsk
Phase I

1
1

Head-on
0.0

510.0
>1.0 1033

35.1
1

2.0 1011

17.1

>0.1
1.0/1.0

1.0
0.07/0.07

parameters

UCLA
Phase I

1
1

Head-on
0.0

510.0
2.0 1032

17.4
1

4.0 1011

17.2

0.05
19.0/3.9

0.2
0.71/0.14

KEK

2
1

Horizontal
20.0

510.0
3.0 1033

126.0
300

7.5 1O10

714

0.03
100.0/1.0

0.01
1.1/0.011

DAFNE

2
2

Horizontal
±12.5

510.0
5.0 1032

97.7
120

9.0 1O10

368

0.04
450.0/4.5

0.01
2.1/0.020

Part of the difference in luminosity between DAFNE and KEK lies in the design
value of /3*. Here DAFNE is not pushing too far and having to use the existing ADONE's
hall may set a physical limit in the optimization of the insertion.

The other two projects, Novosibirsk and UCLA, differ drastically from the previous
ones in the sense that they keep using a single bunch per beam in a single ring and increase
the collision frequency by making the circumference very small. The UCLA compact ring
is made of superconducting high field dipoles, while the Novosibirsk design lay-out looks
like a "thigh bone" with a single straigth section and a compact arc at each extremity.

Boths projects, by suitable design values for the natural emittances, the coupling
factor, and the /? values at the interaction point, end with more particles per bunch.
Let's emphasize here the originality of the Novosibirsk case which has choosen quite a
challenging way of further increasing the luminosity by having equal mini-/? values at the
IP, equal transverse emittances hence round colliding beams, and finally hoping that such
conditions will permit to reach higher values for the beam-beam parameter £ according
to simulation studies.

5.6 Specific R&D for factories

Although design approaches for factories are considered to be conventional, hence
safe, there are still technological challenges to be met in connection with the necessary
multibunch high current. Solutions for all these challenges exist, so let's review the main
ones.
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Interaction region

This is complicated by the fact that with two rings it is necessary to both focus
and separate the beams. Solutions with or without superconducting magnets exist, and
in the case of Tau-Charm factories the electrostatic separation uses similar technology to
that on CERN machines. So finally the remaining challenge here is a proper integration
of the insertion components with the detector in order to minimize the background, in
particular that from the components which separate the beams.

The micro-beta scheme can be obtained in all cases without dramatic consequences
on the dynamic aperture since chromaticities remain at a reasonable level and their cor-
rection by sextupoles uses quite conventional schemes. The constraint is caused by the
fact that the first quadrupole needs to be located close enough to the collision point in or-
der to limit the maximum value of the (3 function which is responsible for a large fraction
of the ring chromaticity.

RF system

The RF system design is dominated by:

a) the high circulating current which gives high beam power losses due to synchrotron
radiation,

b) the short bunches which require high cavity voltage,

c) many bunches with large peak and average currents which require very low impedances
for higher-order modes (HOM) in cavities to avoid coupled-bunch instabilities.

The first two constraints look more like a cost problem. In principle both high
power and high voltage favour superconducting cavities for which HOM dampers have
already been developed by necessity. On the other hand superconducting cavities are still
expensive and temperamental with high current electron beams.

In the case of CESR-B, where a long tradition of superconducting cavity devel-
opment exists, single-cell superconducting cavities have been chosen and prototypes are
being developed with emphasis on geometry and couplers [31] since accelerating voltage
is not the real worry.

Considering that superconducting RF requires particular technological expertise and
appropriate cleaning and cryogenic installations, the choice for PEP II has been normal
conducting cavities. SLAC together with LBL and LLNL has launched an extensive R&D
program on single-mode warm cavities [32]. A low power cavity with mode dampers has
been successfully tested and now extensive electromagnetic and thermal studies are being
made to produce a high power test cavity.

At KEK, for TRISTAN II the final choice is not yet obvious and R&D is going on,
on both superconducting and normal conducting cavities [33, 34].

Although the constraints are less severe in the case of Tau-Charm factories, these
projects at the moment seem to favour superconducting RF, following developments going
on at CERN and DESY.

Most of the factory projects have chosen a frequency around 500 MHz. Although
500 kW klystrons exist in this frequency range, SLAC is launching a 1.2 MW prototype
klystron.
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In the particular case of CESR-B, a crab-cavity is also under development [35].

Vacuum system

A good vacuum pressure will guarantee long beam lifetime, less background in the
detector and should reduce the ion trapping phenomena in the electron ring.

Factories with large circulating currents produce a large amount of synchrotron
radiation power per unit length at specific locations around the circumference. Clearly
the B-factories are much worse than Tau-Charm factories in this respect, and the use
of high field wigglers to control the emittance makes them even more challenging. For
instance the maximum power density from synchrotron radiation on TRISTAN II is about
33 kW/m in wiggler sections which is almost an order of magnitude above a standard
situation. This power leads to large thermal stresses and requires particular attention
to cooling. In addition the radiated photons will produce photo-electrons at a high rate
which in turn extract molecules so increasing the pressure. Hence high pumping speed is
necessary, but the lower the photo-desorption coefficient, the better the situation will be.

For all these reasons the choice of copper vacuum chambers has been validated
in the case of B-factories. This choice could as well be extended to Tau-Charm facto-
ries, although in principle aluminium technology can still be used here. Copper vacuum
chambers have already been used, on DCI in Orsay over a small fraction of the ring cir-
cumference, and on the HERA electron ring in Hamburg as the major part of the vacuum
chamber. Though in principle copper vacuum systems can be regarded as a known tech-
nology, R&D work on prototypes is still necessary to establish the best procedures for
optimizing chamber fabrication and efficient cooling within reasonable cost and according
to specific B-factories performance level [36, 37, 38]. It is interesting to note also that the
self-shielding property of copper would make lead shielding unnecessary.

Feed-back

With multibunch beams, coupled-bunch instabilities are normally expected to take
place. Growth rates however are limited by mode damping in cavities and the use of a
feed-back system is then possible. The worst coupled-bunch instabilities take place in
the longitudinal space. Feed-back systems for multibunch operation have already been
intensively developed at CERN, DESY, KEK and SLAC but factories need such a high
current with so many bunches that it remains very important to continue developing
more efficient feed-back systems. Here, existing synchrotron radiation storage rings with
similar requirements are appropriate test facilities for feed-back developments. As an
example, let's mention the experiment started on SPEAR/SSRL [39] of a bunch-by-bunch
longitudinal feed-back system for PEP II which will soon be installed on the Advanced
Light Source at LBL.

6 CONCLUSIONS

B-factories cannot be considered as accelerator physics ground breakers. However,
they still need to be considered as engineering challenges in many respects.

In the case of Tau-Charm factories, the monochromatization scheme is an acceler-
ator physics challenge; however, most designers are carefull enough to include a back-up
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conventional mode of operation.

Finally, PHI factories are the most advanced ones in term of construction, espe-
cially DAFNE which in a couple of years should start answering many questions such as
horizontal crossing angle and high multibunch current effects.

Although e+e~ factories appear feasible, successful fulfilment of performances is an
obligation which requires carefull choices.
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BEAM-BEAM DYNAMICS

Eberhard Keil
CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23

Abstract
This lecture discusses the dynamics of the beam-beam interaction
in storage rings. The force which a bunch exerts on particles in
another bunch, circulating in the opposite direction is derived from
a beam-beam potential, and used to compute the incoherent beam-
beam kick, the beam-beam tune shift and the beam-beam limit.
The same potential is also used to compute the coherent beam-beam
kick, tuneshift and limit, describing the action on the whole bunch
circulating in the opposite direction. The variation of the beam-
beam tune shift, with the betatron amplitude, and the resulting tune

. spreads in the beams and footprints are also discussed. The lecture
concludes with a discussion of the nonlinear resonances driven by
the beam-beam effect.

1 INTRODUCTION

Beam-beam effects are one of the most important phenomena which limit the lumi-
nositv in a storage ring which for two equal beams is given by:

Here, A* is the bunch population. / is the revolution frequency, and k is the number of
bunches in one beam. The co-ordinate axes are labelled a; for the radially outwards direc-
tion, y for the direction perpendicular to the median plane, and s along the equilibrium
orbit; z may be either .r or y. The horizontal and vertical rms beam radii at the collision
points are called aa. and cry, respectively. The bunch length will be called crs. For good
luminosity L we want large values of Ar, / and k, and small values of ox and cry. Small
values of ox and cry are achieved in low-/? insertions. Their discussion is outside the scope
of this lecture. It will become clear later on that beam-beam dynamics causes an upper
limit on N/axay. and therefore needs to be studied.

1.1 Charge distributions

The most general charge distribution which will be considered is a Gaussian distri-
bution in three dimensions (3D), given by:

We will often do calculations for cases in which the bunch length as is much larger than
the transverse radii o> and ay. The appropriate charge distribution in this case is a
Gaussian distribution in two dimensions (2D) with line number density n:
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1.2 Simplifying assumptions
In most of this paper. I will make the following simplifying assumptions:

1. The beam-beam collisions are head-on, i.e. the two colliding bunches follow the
same trajectory in opposite direction, without offset and without crossing angle.

2. The bunches are long with as ^> a~. Hence, I can do the electrodynamics in the
two transverse dimensions only.

3. The orbit functions /3r and /3y are constant through beam-beam collisions, or at least
Px,0y 2> 0"s- Hence, I can neglect their variation along the beam-beam collisions,
which was called the "hourglass effect" [1], although the consequences, a reduction
of the luminosity [2], and an increase in the beam-beam tune shift [3], were published
much earlier.

4. When the mathematics gets too heavy and tables of integrals would be needed, I do
not treat bunches with arbitrary ax and av, but treat round beams with ax = ay = a
instead.

5. I often assume collision between bunches moving at relativistic speeds with 7 ^> 1,
and assume (1 ss 1. Here /? = v/c is the bunch velocity in units of the speed of light
c.

6. I consider collisions between particles of opposite charge, and hence attractive beam-
beam forces. For collisions of particles of the same charge and repulsive beam-beam
forces, the signs of many equations must be changed.

2 ELECTRO-MAGNETIC FIELD OF A MOVING BUNCH
In the case of a Gaussian charge distribution in two dimensions, given by Eq. (3),

the beam-beam fields can be derived from a beam-beam potential U(x, y; <rx, <ry) which
has the following integral representation for arbitrary crx and ay:

U(x.y:ar,ay) = - / ,K " J dt (4)

This expression was derived by Kellogg [4], Houssais [5] at the University of Rennes,
Kheifets [6], and Takayama [7]. The expression for the potential U in three dimensions
is very similar. As usual, the electric field E is obtained by taking the gradient of [/,
i.e. E = —VU. The components of E were derived in closed form by Augustin [8] and
Bassetti and Erskine [9]. Talman [10] gives a derivation of the potential U and of the
components of E which are for ax > ay:

Ex-iEy = -»
x2

(5)
Here w(z) is the complex error function [11]. It is sometimes convenient to leave the
electric field components in their integral form, as will be done for calculating the coherent
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beam-beam kicks. The components of the magnetic field B in the laboratory frame
are most easily obtained by observing that the electro-magnetic field of a bunch is an
electrostatic field in its rest frame, and that B vanishes there. Hence, the magnetic field
B = 13 x E/c of a bunch moving with speed /?c in the negative 5-direction of the laboratory
frame follows from the electric field E. In Cartesian coordinates, the relations between
the components of the electric field E and magnetic field B are:

Bx = 0Ey/c By = -0Ex/c (6)

In round beams with ux = ay = a% we use cylindrical coordinates and find that the electric
field E and magnetic field B have only a radial and an azimuthal component, respectively:

r2 \

^ d t B6 =
47re0 dr I 2a2 + t 9 4z dr / 2cr2 +1

(7)
It can be verified without tables of integrals and derivatives, differentiating first and then
integrating, using 1/(2<T2 -f t) as integration variable, that these expressions, combined
with the Lorentz force in Eq. (S), yield Eq. (10).

3 I N C O H E R E N T BEAM-BEAM EFFECTS

In this section, we first use the electro-magnetic field of a moving bunch to calculate
the incoherent beam-beam force which a bunch exerts on the particles in another bunch,
moving in the opposite direction, during the collision. We then integrate this force over the
collision, and obtain the incoherent beam-beam kick. Finally, we compute the incoherent
linear beam-beam tune shift and the incoherent beam-beam limit.

3.1 Incoherent beam-beam force

The incoherent beam-beam force F is that force which a bunch exerts on individual
particles of the bunch travelling in the opposite direction. It follows from the Lorentz
force acting on a particle with charge —e:

F = - e (E + v x B) (8)

In the case of round beams with ax = ay = a. and of long bunches with r <C as, the
electro-magnetic field has only two non-vanishing components, ET and B$. The most
direct and transparent way of finding Er and B$ is using Gauss's and Ampere's laws,
respectively, in cylindrical coordinates, instead of working with Eqs. (6) and (7). The
result is:

2-r'p{r')dr' 2irrB^ = n0 I 2irr'/3cP{r')dr' (9)

The dependences of Er and Bo on the radius r are the same. Hence, the Lorentz force
has only an r component Fr. For a round beam with a Gaussian distribution in two
dimensions, given by Eq. (3), the integral can be expressed in closed form:
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The sign of ft2 corresponds to the case of the particles and the bunch moving in opposite
directions. When particle and bunch travel in the same direction, the sign of /32 is negative.
The sign of the incoherent, beam-beam force Fr(r) depends on the signs of the charges
in the two bunches. If the two beams contain particles of opposite charge, the force is
attractive, and the sign is negative, as shown in Eq. (10). In Cartesian co-ordinates with
r = -\/x2 + y2, the forces become:

F*(z, y) = FT{r)x/r Fy(x, y) = Fr{r)y/r

The incoherent beam-beam force Fr(r) is shown in Figure 1. For r
increases linearly, and is given by:

Fr(r) = -
ne2(l + (32)r

for r

(11)

cr, the force Fr(r)

(12)

The linear beam-beam force is similar to that in a quadrupole, but in contrast to a
quadrupole it has the same sign in both x and y directions. For r ^> a, the force drops
like 1/r:

pr(r) = £: ior r > a
•2~eor

(13)

For elliptical Gaussian beams with ax > ay, it. follows from Eqs. (5), (6) and (8) that the
beam-beam force can be written as:

Fr - iFy = - 82){EX - iEy) (14)

As Eq. (6) this result applies to arbitrary charge distributions in a bunch.

10

Figure 1: Comparison of the incoherent (full line) and coherent (dashed line) beam-beam
kicks for round Gaussian beams. The abscissa is drawn in units of a; the ordinate is
arbitrary.
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3.2 Incoherent beam-beam kick

The beam-beam force clue to a bunch moving in the negative s-direction at speed
v can be obtained from the two-dimensional force in Eq. (10) by multiplying it with the
longitudinal density distribution, centered at 5 = — vt:

This approximation is justified when the bunch length as is much larger than the trans-
verse beam radii ax and ay. The beam-beam kick Ar' is obtained from the beam-beam
force by integration over the collision, remembering that the test particle is at 5 = vt:

/

+OO

Fr{r.s.t)dt (16)

CO

Introducing the classical particle radius ro = e2/4ireomc2, assuming /? ~ L and performing
the integration over t. we find:

1-«"(-£)! <i7)
77-

For 7' <C <r. the beam-beam kick approaches the following limit, where 8 is the inverse
focal length of the quadrupole representing the beam-beam kick:

_rs for r < a (IS)
~,a2

3.3 Incoherent linear beam-beam tune shift

The following calculation applies to both the horizontal and the vertical plane.
Therefore, I use the general subscript z. Using Eq. (IS) for z <C <7, the linear map M in
the .r-plane through an arc of the storage ring with phase advance 2~QZ and amplitude
function 0: at the collision point and the beam-beam collision becomes:

( cos2*Qs 0 s s \ (
Ai -{-!];'sm2-Q: cos2-Q.- ) { -6

The trace of the map M yields the perturbed tune (Q: + £c):

Tr(jV/) = 2COS2TT(Q. + 6) = 2cos2^Q. - 0.6sin2xQs (20)

Expanding the trigonometric functions and assuming jS ~ 1 as in Eq. (IS) yields for the
linear beam-beam tune shift £r -C 1:

£g (21)
It is easy enough to compute the linear beam-beam tune shifts for Gaussian beams with
an elliptical cross section and rms radii a,- and ay, by expanding the functions appearing
in Eq. (5) into Taylor series, keeping only the lowest order terms in the real and imaginary
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parts, respectively, and repeating the calculations leading to Eq. (21). For 0 « 1 the result
for the beam-beam tune shift in the z-plane, £2, is:

Inserting the vertical beam-beam tune shift £y into the luminosity formula Eq. (1), and
assuming ay <C ar, yields the following expression which is often used in the discussion
of storage ring performance:

L ~ ~2^r (23)

The product Nfk in the numerator is the circulating current in one beam, often limited
by effects other than beam-beam collisions, i.e. collective effects and/or RF power. Beam-
beam effects enter into Eq. (23) by the factor £y in the numerator. Therefore, all storage
rings operate close to the beam-beam limit. The energy in terms of 7 also appears in the
numerator. It is also advantageous to have a small value of /3y at the collision point, since
it appears in the denominator. Therefore, the beam-beam collisions take place in low-/?
insertions in all modern storage rings.

3.4 Incoherent beam-beam limit

The limit of stability of the linear betatron oscillations is reached when Tr(M) = ±2
in Eq. (20). Solving it for £. leads to the following expression for £z > 0:

- f (l/2?r) cot TTQ. for 0 < Qz mod 1 < 0.5 . ,
*s \ -(l /2jr)tainrQ s for 0.5 < Qz mod 1 < 1 *• >

The linear beam-beam limit £ ;, shown in Figure 2. is periodic in Qz with period one half.
For most fractional tunes this limit is much higher than the observed limit £ « 0.03. This
suggests that the observed beam-beam limit £ is not caused by the linear beam-beam
limit £-.

4 COHERENT BEAM-BEAM EFFECTS
Coherent beam-beam effects arise from the forces which an exciting bunch exerts

on a whole test bunch during a beam-beam collision. Based on the material already
presented, we will first calculate the coherent beam-beam kicks, then linearize them to
obtain the linear coherent tune shift, and finally compute the coherent beam-beam limit.

4.1 Coherent beam-beam kicks

Coherent beam-beam kicks are the kicks which a whole test bunch receives by col-
liding with a whole bunch travelling in the opposite direction. They are obtained from
the incoherent beam-beam kicks by integration over the charge distribution in the test
bunch. The symmetry of the beam-beam force implies that the coherent beam-beam kick
vanishes for head-on collisions. Let us treat the two beams on an equal footing, with the
first beam acting on the second beam and vice-versa, and introduce offsets x± and y± of
the two beams. In order to evaluate the coherent horizontal beam-beam kick Ax'+ for
Gaussian beams with elliptical cross section, we follow [18] and start from the integral
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Figure 2: Incoherent beam-beam limit f. as a function of the tune Qz. The abscissa is
Qz, the ordinate is £z.

representation of the beam-beam potential in Eq. (4), integrated over the beam-beam
collision, using Eqs. (3), (6), (14), and (16):

V 2al+t " ^
dtl ^ + o w + o

(25)
The equation for the coherent vertical beam-beam kick &y'+ is very similar. An integration
by parts of the right hand side moves the differential operator from the beam-beam
potential to the Gaussian density distribution:

.*y)
*)

dt (26)

Because of the symmetry of G in ,r and x+ the differentiation with respect to x may be
replaced by a differentiation with respect to x+ :

>+oo

d i ( 2 7 )

Interchanging integrals and differentiation moves the differentiation outside the integrals:

•>+co

dx+
dxdyG(x - x + , y - y+, <rx, ay) d< (28)
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The integrals in x and y have the same form, and can be done analytically. The remaining
integral in t is very similar to the beam-beam potential in Eq. (4):

(29)

The coherent beam-beam potential Uc contains the differences of the offsets x± and y±
instead of x and y, and a factor 4 instead of 2 in front of the a's. In the case of round
Gaussian beams this yields the following expression for the coherent beam-beam kick Af'
with f = yj{x+ - a-_)2 + j / + - y_)2:

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the incoherent and the coherent beam-beam kicks. The
coherent kick has half the slope of incoherent kick for r <C a. The two kicks are equal for
f> a.

4.2 Linear coherent beam-beam tune shift

Using the same arguments as in the case of the incoherent beam-beam kicks, we find
for the coherent beam-beam kick for ?" <C a for round Gaussian beams with ft « 1:

=-fA forf<<7 (31)

Here. A = 6/2 is the inverse, focal length of the quadrupole representing the linear coherent
beam-beam kick. The linear coherent, beam-beam tune shift E, <C 1 can be calculated for
x+ — .f_ <̂  u and ?7+ - j - < ( T and becomes just one half of the linear incoherent tune
shift £- shown in Eq. (21):

for x+ — .r_ <C a and y+ — j / _ -C cr (32)

This result can be generalized for elliptical Gaussian beams:

I - = 0A ' for ,f+ - 5_ < crx and y+ - y~- < cry (33)

47r7a:(cra. -f ay)
Not surprisingly, this is one half of the incoherent beam-beam tune shift in Eq. (22). If the
two beams have different, rms radii at the interaction points, all <?'s appearing in Eq. (33)

must be replaced by y [o\ + ul) /2 [IS].

4.3 Coherent beam-beam limit

I work in the approximation z C cr and describe the bunch motion in two beams
and one plane by matrices. The rotation matrix R operates on the transpose of the vector
z = (z+,z+.z-.z'_), and transports bunches between collision points. In the case of just
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one bunch in each of the two beams, the order of R is four:

R =
0
0

0
0

0
0

c_
•S-/0-

0
0

C- )

(34)

Here C± = cos [i± and S± = sin^±, (i± is the phase advance between the collision points,
and the index ± marks the beam. The j3± are taken at the interaction point(s), the a±
there are assumed to vanish. The motion of each bunch is described by a 2 x 2 block
matrix. The block matrices for all bunches are arranged along the main diagonal. The
kick matrix A' describes the beam-beam kicks and in the case of equal bunches is given
by:

/ 1 0
- A 1

0 0
0

A' =

\

0
+A

1
- A 1 J

(35)

The kick matrix K has ones along the main diagonal. For each pair of bunches there are
four kick terms A which link the changes of the slopes to the positions of the two bunches
which are colliding at a collision point. The generalization to k > 1 bunches is obvious.
Then the kick matrix A' contains four kick terms for all pairs of bunches which collide at
the same time. The stability of the one-turn map consisting of 2k i?-matrices alternating
with 2k /^-matrices of order 4k can be analysed by computing its eigenvalues. Closed
analytical solutions for the coherent beam-beam limit E are known in symmetrical cases
[19]. When all 2k interaction points and all k bunches in the two beams have the same
parameters, and if all 2k phase advances between the interaction points are the same, the
coherent beam-beam limit E is:

~ cos(7rfl/A-)-cos({Q
27rsin(-Q/A-)

(36)

Here, {...} denotes the integral part. Figure 3 shows the coherent beam-beam limit c for
k = 4 bunches in each beam, colliding in eight collision points. E is periodic every four
units of tune Q, and approaches zero when the tune Q approaches an integer from below.
With increasing A\ E decreases. For A- = 4. it is already much smaller than the incoherent
limit £, as becomes obvious by comparing Figures 2 and 3.

5 NONLINEAR BEAM-BEAM EFFECTS

The nonlinear variation of the beam-beam force with r in a round Gaussian beam,
shown in Eq. (10), causes a tune shift AQ(a) with amplitude a and a tune spread in the
beams, and drives nonlinear resonances. The usual method for treating these effects is
Hamiltonian perturbation theory. Figure 4 shows AQ(«)/£ as a function of a/a for round
Gaussian beams.

5.1 Hamiltonian formalism

Following [20] 1 start from the differential equation for betatron oscillations in the
z coordinate with a periodic linear driving term A'(s) and a periodic beam-beam kick,
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Figure 3: Coherent beam-beam limit H for k = 4 bunches colliding in eight collision points
as a function of the tune Q. The abscissa is Q. The ordinate E is periodic every four
units of Q.
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Figure 4: Tune shift versus amplitude for round Gaussian beams. The abscissa is the
amplitude a in units of a. The ordinate is the ratio AQ(a)/AQ(0).
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obtained from Eqs. (17) and (21), and restrict the derivation to one dimension and round
Gaussian beams:

( 3 7 )

Here 6p(s) h the periodic 5-function with period 2TTR, where R is the average radius, as-
suming just one beam-beam collision per turn. I now apply a Courant-Snyder transforma-
tion [21] to normalized betatron phase space (77,77') with 77 = z/y/ftl and 9 = f ds/(Q0z):

(3S,

The new independent variable 6 and 8P{9) have period 2TT, /3Z is taken at the collision
point, and Q is the tune. The solutions of the homogeneous equation are circles, and the
constants e and q> are given by the initial conditions:

?7(0) = ^cos (£0 + 9) = Vecos<?J (39)

To solve the inhomogeneous Eq. (38), we assume that e and <f> are slowly varying functions
of 6, use the method of variation of constants, and obtain the following set of equations
for 77 and 77', where in the second equation we already neglect terms in e' and <£', where
the prime (') denotes differentiation with respect to 6:

(40)

(41)

(42)

77 = y/tcoscj) 77' = — Qy/esm(j>

Changing to action-angle variables with

e = 772 + tf/Q)2 <j> = - arctanfo'/Qrj)

and differentiating, we obtain first-order differential equations for e and <j>\

de ~ 1V
27/7,"

v" v'
2

-exp r
The final step in first order perturbation theory is substituting the unperturbed solution
into the right-hand sides, and replacing the periodic 6-function by its Fourier expansion
8P{6) = (1/2TT) E~=_CC, exp(-imd) which yields:

d e

sin

^z = Q +

\ f*VT1l 7TT)n 1
/nw tj ± \ /

m=—oo
oo

J2 exp(—im6)

(44)

(45)
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Figure 5: Distribution of the incoherent horizontal (full line) and vertical (dashed line)
beam-beam tune shifts for a Gaussian beam with ay/ax = 0.1. The abscissa is in units
of the linear tune shifts £x = £„.

5.2 Tune shift with amplitude
The tune shift with amplitude follows from Eq. (45) by only taking the constant term

in the Fourier expansion of the ^-function, and averaging the remainder over all phases <f>
[20]. Observing that cos2 o = (1 + cos2<£)/2, and using the integral representation of the
modified Bessel function 7Q of order 0 [12]. we find:

-^- / [l -exp(-acos'2o)]d© = Q + (2£/a)[l - exp(-o/2)/0(a/2)] (46)

Here a = e/jL/(2<72) = (a/a)'2/2 where a is the betatron amplitude. The extra term on
the right hand side is the nonlinear tune shift AQ(a) with amplitude, which is shown in
Figure 4:

AQ(a)/S = ( 2 / Q ) [1 - exp (-a /2) Io (a/2)] (47)

The tune shift AQ(a) is approximately equal to £ for a <C cr. However, for a ^> a,
the tune shift AQ(a) is much smaller than £. This behaviour of AQ(a) is completely
different from that due to multipole components of the magnetic guiding field in a storage
ring. For components with eight or more poles, the absolute value of the tune shift
is a monotonically increasing function of the amplitude in first order. The tune shifts
with amplitude of elliptical Gaussian beams are functions of the horizontal and vertical
amplitudes, a and 6. and of the ratio ay/ax [22, 23]. The tune shifts with amplitude cause
a tune spread within the beam. For the Gaussian density distribution in Eq. (3), the
distributions in the amplitudes a and b are Rayleigh distributions given by:

I) (48)
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The results of a Monte Carlo calculation [22] of the distribution functions of the horizontal
and vertical beam-beam tune shifts for a beam with cry/(Tx = 0.1, based on 106 random
pairs of amplitudes (a, 6), are shown in Figure 5. The tune spreads are almost as large as
the linear beam-beam tune shifts £x and £v, respectively. The horizontal distribution has
a peak close to £r and a long tail towards smaller tune shifts. The vertical distribution is
more symmetrical.
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Figure 6: Footprint, of head-on beam-beam collisions of round Gaussian beams in the
LHC. Abscissa, and ordinate are the amplitude-dependent beam-beam tune shifts AQX

and A<5y, respectively, in units of the linear beam-beam tune shift £. The lines mark
constant amplitudes of horizontal and vertical betatron oscillations.

Another way of representing the effects of the beam-beam tune shift is known as
footprints, and shown in Figure 6. Here one plots the tunes Qx and Qy in the {Qx,Qy)-
plane with the amplitudes of the betatron oscillations as a parameter. In the case of
equal emittances, equal /^-functions at the interaction points in the horizontal and vertical
plane, and head-on collisions, the footprint is symmetrical with respect to the diagonal
line Qx = Qy. Particles with vanishing betatron amplitudes have the highest tune shifts
AQX fa AQy —» £, particles with large amplitudes the smallest ones. The tune shifts are
concentrated in the neighbourhood of the diagonal line AQX
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5.3 Beam-beam resonances

In order to compute the excitation of nonlinear resonances driven by the beam-beam
collisions, the slowly varying terms in the equations of motion, Eqs. (44) and (45), must
be identified and extracted. We obtain closed expressions for the resonance excitation by
following [20], and replacing the function in the square bracket by its Fourier transform

* ) * *

Using the identities for Bessel functions Jn of order n [13]

and the following relation which follows from [24] after a little algebra

c / ? . c o s c & ) =

and integrating once by parts, the equations for e and <j> take the form:

1̂ E n»" exp [»(n* -

d<j>

m,n=—co

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

These equations are still an exact representation of the original differential equation and
the beam-beam kicks. Let us define a resonance by choosing two relatively prime integers
p and q such that the phase \ = p<b — qO can be considered as varying more slowly than
other phases, and keep in the double sum only terms of the form exp [it(p<f> — q8)], where
C is any integer - positive, negative, or zero. Then the equations for e and x become
approximately:

de
69 ~

The sums in the equations for e and x c an he simplified, using J-2n(x) =

de
(56)

(57)
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We now limit the sums over £ to the term with C = 1. This is a good approximation [20] for
resonances of high order p. According to Eq. (56), the fixed points occur at x + P""/2 = 0
and 7T. Their amplitudes are obtained by setting Eq. (57) equal to zero. The result is:

pQ-q 2ipa2

/

oo

g'{u)J0[u,y/7/Fs

oo

)du ±2

= (2p/a) [l - exp(-tt/2)Jo(a/2) ± 2exp(-a/2)7p/2(a/2)]

(58)

(59)

Here, the abbreviation a = /3ze/2cr2 in Eq. (47) has been used again, as well as the explicit
equation [20] g'(uj) = —2i6(u>) -f icr y/2~7rexp( — u>2a2/2) and the identity

(l/S/27) / duexp(-u2/2)Jp(uV2^)=exp(-a/2)Ip/2(a/2) (60)

J -co

Since g{uj) is an even function of a.', the integral vanishes when p is odd, i.e. resonances of
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Figure 7: Resonance width for round Gaussian beams versus amplitude. The abscissa is
the amplitude in units of a. The ordinate is logio(Wp/f )>

 1>e- ^ne resonance width in units
of £. The orders of the resonances are p = 4,6,8,10,12, starting at the top.

odd order are not driven by head-on beam-beam collisions. For even p it can be expressed
[14] in terms of the confluent hyper-geometric function M(EY-,p + 1,—a). Applying a
Kuramer transformation [15] changes the sign of a. The resulting expression in M can
be written in terms of modified Bessel functions [16]. The accumulated expression of T
functions, powers of 2, etc., is reduced to unity by applying the duplication formula [17] to
T(2z). The first two terms in the square bracket of Eq. (59) are the amplitude dependent
beam-beam tune shift which we already encountered in Eq. (47). The term following the
± sign yields the range of the tune Q for which the amplitudes of the fixed points are
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smaller than that of the particle with scaled amplitude a, i.e. for which the particle is in
the resonance. Solving Eq. (59) for this range of Q, we obtain the width of the resonances
Wp(a) of order p driven by the beam-beam collisions:

Wp(a) = £(4/a) exp(-or/2)Jp/a(ar/2)) (61)

Figure 7 shows Iogi0( Wp/£) of the resonance width as a function of the betatron amplitude
a in units of the rms beam radius cr, i.e. of a/a = y/2a. The resonance width decreases
with the order p of the resonances. The maximum width moves to higher a/a with
increasing p. Resonances of odd order are not excited because of the symmetry of the
beam-beam force for head-on collisions.
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